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FOREWORD

The papers included here have been presented in summary form at the Flight Mechanics Symposium held

May 18-20, 1999, at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. For completeness, abstracts have been included

for those papers that were presented but unavailable at the time of printing. The papers in this document are

presented as received from the authors, with little or no editing.
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EXTENDED QUEST ATTITUDE DETERMINATION FILTERING

Mark L. Psiaki

Comell University

ABSTRACT

The quatemion estimation (QUEST) batch attitude determination algorithm has been extended to work in a general

Kalman-filter framework. This has been done in order to allow the inclusion of a complicated dynamics model and to allow

the estimation of additional quantities beyond the attitude quaternion. The QUEST algorithm, which works with vector
attitude observations, serves as a starting point because it is able to work with a poor (or no) ffwst guess of the attitude. It is

able to do this because its nonlinear estimation problem can be solved exactly by solving an eigenvalue/eigenvector problem.

This paper's extended version of QUEST uses square-root information filtering techniques and linearization of the dynamics to

handle all of the non-QUEST parts of the estimation problem. The remaining QUEST-type part of the problem can be solved

by a technique that is an extension of the original QUEST algorithm's eigenvalue/eigenvector solution. The paper shows that

two previously-proposed iterative QUEST techniques are special cases of the present algorithm. It also demonstrates the new

algorithm's performance on an attitude determination problem that uses star-tracker and rate-gyro measurements to estimate

the attitude time history and the rate-gyro biases. The new algorithm is able to converge from initial attitude errors of 180 o and

initial rate-gyro bias errors as large as 2, 400o/hour.

INTRODUCTION

Most space missions require knowledge of the spacecraft's attitude. This knowledge is normally derived from on-board
sensor data. Possible measured quantities include the Sun direction vector, the Earth's magnetic field vector, the Earth nadir

vector, the Earth-limb crossing time of a horizon scanner bore sight, the direction vectors to bright stars, and the differential

carrier phase of Global Positioning System signals _.2. Some of these quantities contain 2-axis attitude information: a unit

direction vector measured in spacecraft coordinates and known in inertial coordinates. Other quantities contain only 1 axis

worth of information: the cosine of an angle between a spacecraft referenced vector and an inertially-referenced vector.

In order to derive a spacecraft's full 3-axis attitude, 2 or more attitude measurements must be processed together. A

variety of methods exist for processing attitude data. These include geometric-based methods 1, extended Kaiman filters 3-8,

and a special algorithm known as the quatemion estimation (QUEST) algorithm 9,_0. Geometric-based methods can operate on

any type of attitude data, but they do not easily make use of redundant data or complex dynamic models. Kalman filters are

excellent at handling multiple redundant sensor signals and at incorporating dynamic models and data that has been measured

at different times. Unfortunately, an extended Kalman filter can exhibit sensitivity to the initial attitude guess because it relies

on linearizations of the spacecraft's nonlinear measurement and dynamics models. In some situations this sensitivity can cause
an extended Kalman filter to diverge 6.

The basic QUEST algorithm solves Wahba's problem 11. Given a set of known unit direction vectors in inertial

coordinates, ri for i = 1..... m, their measured values in spacecraft coordinates, bi for i = 1..... m, and their per-axis direction

uncertainties (in radians), _ for i = 1..... m, the problem is to

f'md: A(q) (la)

- S,----;{b_- A(q)ri}r{bi - A(q)ri} (lb)to minimize: JQvESr{A(q)} = 1 m 1
2 i=lCrf

subjectto: qTq = I (lc)

where q is the attitude quaternion for the transformation from inertial coordinates to spacecraft coordinates and A(q) is the

direction cosines matrix for that same transformation. The formula for A (q) can be found on p. 414 of Ref. I.

The QUEST algorithm has advantages in comparison to standard extended Kalman filters. One great advantage is that

it can be solved exactly by solving an eigenvalue problem 9. It can never diverge because this solution procedure does not

depend on having a first guess. Another advantage is that it explicitly and optimally preserves the attitude quaternion's



normalization.

TheQUESTalgorithmalsohasdisadvantages in comparison to extended Kalman filters. One disadvantage is that it
can deal only with vector-type measurements, not with cosine-type measurements. This limits its use to missions where the

attitude measurements are all vector-type measurements. A more significant disadvantage of the QUEST algorithm is that it
can deal only with very simple dynamic models. The attitude rate time history must be input to QUEST in order for it to use

data that has been measured at different times J0. If this attitude rate time history is derived from rate-gyro measurements, then
they cannot have significant biases, which constitutes a severe limitation.

A related disadvantage is the QUEST algorithm's inability to estimate anything other than the attitude quaternion. In

its original form, it cannot be used to estimate quantities such as sensor misalignments, rate-gyro biases, or other typical filter

states. Therefore, QUEST cannot be used as part of a general attitude determination filter. A linearized version of the QUEST

measurement equation can be used in a generalized filter s, but linearization makes any such algorithm prone to diverge if the
initial attitude uncertainty is large.

It would be a great advantage if the QUEST algorithm could be extended to handle an arbitrary dynamic model and the

estimation of states other than the attitude quatemion. With such extensions, the QUEST algorithm could be applied using

Euler's equations to estimate the attitude rates or using realistic rate gyros to measure them. If Euler's equations were used,
then the attitude rates would be estimated as part of the filter state. If rate gyros were used, then the filter's state could include

estimates of the rate gyros' biases.

References 12 and 13 document an attempt to extend QUEST to include estimation of other parameters. That
approach is based on solving the following extended problem:

find:

to minimize:

subject to:

q andx

m

qTq = 1

+ _(x-x°)rw°(x-x°)

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

where x is a vector of additional parameters, x 0 is it's a prmri value, and W0 is a symmetric positive-semidermite weighting

matrix. A problem with dynamics and rate-gyro measurements can be posed in this form 13 The rate-gyro biases are
estimated as part of the x vector.

Reference 12 develops a solution algorithm for problem (2a)-(2c). It works with guesses of the optimal x and solves

exactly for the corresponding optimal q by using the QUEST procedure. An outer loop improves the x guesses by numerical
iteration. The algorithm is a batch algorithm, and it showed no significant advantages in comparison to a standard batch
algorithm when compared on a test problem _3

This paper has two goals. One is to extend the QUEST algorithm to include arbitrary dynamics and additional

estimated states while retaining QUESTs measurement-error cost function and its explicit constraint of the quaternion norm.

The other goal is to develop an iterative QUEST filter rather than a batch filter, one that functions as much as possible like an

extended Kalman filter while retaining the good features of the QUEST algorithm.

Achievement of these goals will constitute an advance over the work of Ref. 12. That paper's algorithm cannot handle

arbitrary dynamics, and it requires numerical iteration to converge to an estimate of the auxiliary x vector. The new algorithm

uses extended-Kalman-filter-type stage-to-stage iterations to achieve convergence to its x estimate. This type of iteration is

normally much faster than batch-filter iteration because this type computes problem function gradients only once per stage.

This paper also represents an advance in the area of preserving quaternion normalization within the context of an

extended Kalman filter. References 4, 5, and 7 develop special techniques to preserve quatemion normalization within a

linearizing extended Kalman filter. They do not explicitly enforce the quaternion normalization constraint during the attitude

update. Rather, they use ways that implicitly enforce the constraint s, or they develop ways to re-normalize the quaternion

after the update 4.7. The present paper explicitly enforces the quatemion normalization in an optimal manner.

The extended QUEST algorithm is presented and analyzed in the four main sections of this paper. The second section

2



reviewstheQUESTalgorithmanditsassociatedquadratically-constrainedquadraticoptimization procedure. It then presents
and solves an extended quadratically-constrained quadratic problem that is compatible with the extended QUEST algorithm.

The third section presents the extended QUEST filtering problem statement and the algorithm that solves the problem. The

fourth section shows how to compute the estimation error covariance of the filter. The last main section presents test-case
results that are based on data from a simulated truth model.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION OF QUEST SOLUTION MATHEMATICS

Original QUEST Solution

QUEST's efficient solution of Wahba's problem hinges on the fact that the cost function in eq. (lb) can be written as a

quadratic form in q:

m 1 1 T

JQuEsT{A(q)} = i_=1-_2 + -iq nmeasq (3)

where the symmetric Hessian matrix in eq. (3) is 9._o._2.

{l( bTri)- ribT - biriT} - (bi xri)l
= t=l iL ×ri)r I

o)

The minimization of J{A(cl) } in eq. (3) subject to the quatemion normalization constraint, qTq = 1, constitutes a

quadratically-constrained quadratic program. If one adjoins the quatemion normalization constraint to the cost function using

the Lagrange multiplier )l/'2, then differentiation of the resulting Lagrangian function with respect to q leads to the following

optimality necessary condition:

(Hmeas + M)q = 0 or Hmeas q = -2 q (5)

From the right-hand version of eq. (5), it is plain that q is a normalized eigenvector of Hmeas and that -2 is the corresponding

eigenvalue. The optimal solution to Wahba's problem is achieved when q corresponds to the -2 value that is the smallest (the

most negative) eigenvalue of Hmeas.

A Generalized Quadratic Program

The extended QUEST filter needs to be able to solve a slightly more general quadratically-constrained quadratic

program:

find: q (6a)

j(q) = l qr Hq + gr q + constant (6b)to minimize:

subject to: qT q = 1 (6c)

In this formulation, H is the cost function's Hessian matrix, and g is the cost function's gradient vector at q = 0.

There are two differences between this problem and the quaternion optimization form of Wahba's problem. Both of

them arise from the inclusion ofapriori information at the given sample instant. The first difference is that there is a linear

cost term, gTq. The second difference is that the Hessian matrix, H, is no longer the Hmeas matrix given in eq. (4). Instead, H
will be a combination of Hmeas and an a priori term.

Solution of the Generalized Quadratic Program

Problem (6a)-(6c) can be solved by forming a Lagrangian and deriving optimality necessary conditions t4. In this case,

eq. (5) generalizes to become:

(H+Al)q+g = 0 (7)



This equation can be solved for q, q = -(H + M)'lg, and the result can be substituted into constraint (6c) to yield a scalar

equation in the scalar unknown 2:

gr (H + 21)-2g = 1 (8)

If one multiplies both sides of eq. (8) by the square of the determinant of (H + 21), then the resulting equation is an 8th-order

polynomial in 2, and the optimal 2 can be determined by solving that polynomial. The global minimum of problem (6a)-(6c)

occurs at the 2 that is the largest (most positive) real solution of eq. (8) 14. This A value is the only real solution to eq. (8) that

is greater than or equal to the negative of the minimum eigenvalue of H, which guarantees that the Hessian of the Lagrangian

function, H+Z/, will at least be positive-semidef'mite.

An efficient solution procedure for eq. (8) makes use of an eigenvalue decomposition of H:

[-_ 1000 ] fgzlt
H = VI : "22000 -023 _2400VT andlgz21 = VTggz4gZ3

(9)

where V = [Vl, vA, v3, v4] is a matrix of orthogonal eigenvectors, -21 ->-22 ->-23 ->-24 are the four eigenvalues, and gzl, gz2,

g:3, and gz4 are the components of a transformed gradient vector. Using the V transformation and the notation _ eq. (9), eq.
(8) can be rewritten in the following form:

f(A) - gz2 + gz22 + gz23 + gz2 - 1 = 0 (10)
(,_.--AI) 2 (A-,2,2) 2 (_.-,,_3) 2 (A-A4) 2

Figure I shows a typical plot off(A) vs. A. The negatives of the eigenvalues of H are marked on the bottom of the plot

as Al, 22, A3, and A4, and the optimal solution to eq. (8) is marked as ).opt. Notice that it occurs at the highest value of 2. for

whichf(A) = 0. Notice, also, that there is an infinite peak in the plot at each of the Ai values.

There is an efficient solution procedure that exploits the form of the curve in Fig. 1. It takes advantage of the facts that

Aop t _> ,2.4 and that f(A) is monotonically decreasing for A _> A4. These characteristics make it possible for any efficient

numerical scalar equation solver, such as the guarded secant method, to determine Aopt in very few iterations.

The solution of the original QUEST problem is a special case of this solution technique. As gz4 approaches 0, thef(A)

spike at A = A4 becomes infinitely narrow, and Aop t will approach A 4 if gzl, gz2, and gz3 are sufficiently small. All of the gzi

values are zero in the original QUEST algorithm; so, _.opt = A4 in this case. When Aopt = 24, the matrix (H + 21) is singular,

but eq. (7) still has a solution. In fact, it has multiple solutions. An optimal solution is determined by inverting the

nonsingular part of (H + 21) in eq. (7) to solve for the part of q that is a linear combination of the eigenvectors Vl, v2, and v3.

The solution is completed by adding the term ct v4 to q and by selecting a to be large enough to satisfy the normality constraint

in eq. (6c). There will be positive and negative values of a that satisfy the quaternion normalization, and both solutions will be

global minima to problem (6a)-(6c) _4. In the case of QUEST, the two q solutions, -+v4, are equivalent estimates of the attitude
because A(q) = A(-q).

EXTENDED QUEST FILTER ALGORITHM

Filtering Problem Statement

The extended QUEST filtering problem statement is defined for a single stage of a sampled data or discrete-time

system. As will be shown, its solution leads to a natural method for iteration when dealing with multiple-stage systems. The

problem is stated as a least-squares optimization problem, in keeping with the original Wahba formulation:

find: q(k) and x(I¢) {and q(k-1), xfk-l), and, w(k.1)} (lla)



1 rn(k)
to minimize: J = 7 i__Z,_{bi(k)- A[q(k) Jr, a,) }r {big,)- _[q(k) Yri(k)}

+ 1 R w T 1 _ T _ff_ ww(k-,) (k-,)} {Rww(k-l)W(k-,)] + -i{Rqq(k-l)[q(k-,)-q(k-l)J} {Rqq(k-,)[q(k-l) q(k-,)J]

+ l{Rxq(k-1) [q(k-1)- q(k-l)] + Rxx(k-l)fX(k-l)- "_(k-l) lIT {gxq(k_l ) [q(k-l)- q(k-l) ] + g=(k-l) IX(k-l)- _C(k-1)]}

+ constant (11 b)

subject to: q(k) -- _)[t(k),t(k_O ; q(k_O,xCk.o, w(k.t) ] q(k_t) (1 lc)

x(k) = f x { t(k), t(_.l); q(k.1), X(k- l), W(k-1) } (I I d)

q_)q(k) = 1 (1 le)

The quantities in the above problem statement are defined as follows: q is the attitude quatemion, x is the vector of

auxiliary filter states, and w is the process noise vector. The subscript [J(k) refers to sample instant k, which occurs at time t(k),

and the subscript [ ](k-I) refers to sample instant k-l, which occurs at time t(k-l) (< t(k)). Just as in the usual QUEST cost

function, the measured vectors bi(k) for i = 1..... re(k) are the attitude reference unit direction vectors as measured in spacecraft

coordinates at sample time t(k), the unit vectors ri(k) for i = 1.... ,mac) are the known inertial directions of the measured vectors,

and the cri(k) standard deviations are the per-axis accuracies of the biao measurements. The vectors _)(k_/) and J(k.l) are the a

posteriori (or best) estimates of q and x at sample time t(k-1). The matrices Rww(k.1), Rqq(k-l), Rxq(k-1), and Rxx(k-l) are weights

that penalize the differences between q(k-l), x(k_l), and, w(k_1) and their aposteriori estimates at sample time t(k.1).

Equations (1 lc) and (1 ld) constitute the filter's dynamic model. The 4x4 matrix _{t(lo,t(k.l);q(k.l),X(k.l),w(k_l)} is

the orthogonal state transition matrix from time t(k-1) to time t(k) that is associated with the quaternion's kinematic differential
equation:

0 093(I) - C02(t) COl(t)]
- CO3(t) 0 c°l(t) CO2(t)[q (12)

° = | CO2co-COlcoo COoCOJ
1- CO�t) - CO2(t) - cos(t)

In this equation [col(t); ca2(t); ors(t)] = colt; t(k.1), q(k-l), x(k.l), wa¢_l)} is the attitude rate vector during the time interval t(k-l) to

t(k). As shown in this formula, co(t) may depend on the quaternion, the auxiliary state vector, or the process noise vector at time

t(k-1). The specific form of this dependence will be dictated by the specific dynamic model that is used in the filter.

The remainder of the dynamic model consists of the discrete-time auxiliary state transition function

fx{ta) ' t(k-l); q(k-O, x(k-1), w(kq)}. This is a vector function whose result has the same dimension as the auxiliary state vector

x. This discrete-time function may be the result of numerical integration of auxiliary dynamic differential equations from time

t(k-1) to time t(k), or it may be directly defined in discrete-time. The former situation holds if the x vector contains attitude rate

estimates that get propagated via numerical integration of Euler's equations for an attitude dynamics model of the spacecraft.

The latter situation may hold for a spacecraft that has rate gyros whose biases are estimated as part of x. If the auxiliary state

vector is propagated between samples by numerical integration of a differential equation, then it will usually be best to
integrate that equation and eq. (i 2) simultaneously.

It may be useful to pose a filter problem that has no measurements associated with some of the problem stages. In other

words, re(k) = 0 would hold for some (but not all) values ofk. This might be needed because of the way in which process noise

enters this model. It is modeled as a discrete-time process, W(k-l), waq, W(k+l) .... One might want to use this discrete-time
process noise to approximate the effects of a continuous-time white process noise. If the time period between actual attitude

measurements is too large, then one needs to add extra "pseudo measurement" times between the actual attitude measurements.

These extra "pseudo samples" break up the interval between measurements into multiple intervals over which different wao



act. This modeling trick prevents the effective continuous-time process noise from losing its whiteness by having too large of
a correlation time.

The problem in eqs. (11 a)-(l 1e) is closely related to a combination of the square-root information filtering update and
propagation problems of Ref. 15. Square-root information filters are normally developed by using least-squares estimation

techniques, but they also admit a statistical interpretation. The statistical interpretation of the present filter is as follows:

R_(k-1) is the square root of the a priori information matrix for the random w(k-l) vector, and [Rqq(k-l), O; Rxq(k-l), Rxx(k-l)] is

the square root of the aposteriori information matrix for the state estimate [q(k-1); 5¢(k-1)].

The above problem form only admits vector attitude measurements, but it can easily be extended to include general

attitude measurements. The attitude measurements appear in the fast least-squares cost term on the right-hand side of eq.
(1 lb). If other measurements were available, such as the cosine of the angle between a known inertial reference vector and a

known spacecraft instrument vector, then an additional cost term would need to be added to the above problem statement to

penalize the difference between the measured value of the cosine and the filter's best estimate of it. In that case, the filtering

algorithm that will be presented below would need to linearize the resulting measurement equation. It would deal with such

measurements just like any standard extended Kalman filter deals with such measurements. In this situation there would be no

benefit from using the current filter beyond that of optimal maintenance of quatemion normalization, but there would also be

no harm in using it.

New Filtering Algorithm

The new filtering algorithm is an iterative procedure that is made up of two phases per sample period. The algorithm

that is developed here is an extended square-root information filtering algorithm _5,which forms its estimates by using least-

squares-type procedures. Its In'st phase is a state and square-root information matrix propagation step. This phase starts with

the a posteriori estimates at stage k-1 and dynamically propagates them in order to compute the a priori estimates at stage k.

This phase is carried out as in an extended Kalman filter, which means that the dynamics get linearized about stage k-l's a

posteriori state estimate in order to propagate the information matrices' square roots. The second phase of the process is the

measurement update. This is the process of combining the a priori information at stage k with the vector attitude

measurements at that stage in order to produce the best (or aposteriori) estimates ofq(k) and x(k) given all of the available data
up to that stage. This latter phase of the filtering process is where this paper makes its contributions.

Dynamic Propagation Phase

Although not new to this paper, the state propagation phase is presented here for purposes of completeness and in order

to def'me notation for use later in the paper. The goal of propagation is to eliminate q(k-1), x(k-1), and w(k.1) from problem

(1 la)-(1 le). The propagation procedure uses the constraints in eqs. (1 lc) and (1 ld) to eliminate q(k-O and x(k-l). It next

eliminates w(k-1) by partially optimizing the resulting cost function with respect to that quantity. This yields a cost function

that depends only on q(k) and x(k). This cost is only an approximation of the original cost function because of the linearization
of the dynamics about stage k-l's a posteriori state estimate.

The propagation procedure first determines q'(k) and X(k), the a priori estimates of q(k) and X(k). It does this by

nonlinear propagation ofeqs. (1 lc) and (! ld):

q(k) = q){t(k),t(k-l) ; Cl(k-l) ,Yr(k.1), O} El(k-i) (13a)

"_(k) = fx{t(k),t(k_l); El(k.l),_(k.1),OJ (13b)

Note that w(k.l) = 0 is used in this propagation because zero is its a priori expected value.

The filter next develops a linearized dynamic model. This model takes the form:

Lr,(k.oJ
(14)



where the perturbations are def'med to be Aqo¢ ) = qa) - q_), ,dx_) = xo¢) - "5(k), zlqo¢_l ) = qa.,,) - q(k-O, and Ax(l¢_l) =

x8¢.1) - SC__l). The state-transition and process noise effectiveness matrices in eq. (14) are Jacobians of the dynamics

equations, (1 lc) and (1 ld):

¢'qqr_4) = ¢'+ qa,-o , ¢'q,:,-o = qck-o, Fqa,-o = q_,-o (15a)

Ofx - (15b)
tl)xq(k'l) -- Oq fl)xx(k-1) = Ofx °fix- _' Ox ' l'x(k-l) Ow

with all of the partial derivatives evaluated at the point [q(k.l),X(k_l);W(k.1)J = [q(k-1) ,"re(k-l) ,OJ.

The final operations of the propagation step are to form a large information matrix and to left QR-factorize it:

Q
Rqq( k 0 0

5q(k) Rxx(k) 0

Rwq(k) gwx(k) Rww(k-1)

[IRqq(k.,) 0 ]ICDqq(k.l) tl)qx(k_l)]-lIl o-l'q(k_,)l

= R=a,-t)JLa_xqck-_)a_=ck.oJ Lo I-Fx(k_l) j

L 0 Rww(k_l) ]

(16)

where Q is an orthogonal matrix. The matricesfftqqt_), "_xxa), and "_wwa-0 are square matrices, and Rxx(k) and Rww(k-l)

are both nonsingular. This orthogonal transformation can be carried out using techniques that are standard to square-root

information filtering _5

The result of the propagation step is a modified form of the cost function in eq. (1 lb):

I m(k) 1 r 1

j = -ff i_=l _i¢(k) (bi(k) - A[q(k) ]ri(k) }T {hi(k) - A[q(k) ]ri(k) } + -ff{Rqq(k) [q(k)" q(k) ]}T {Rqq(k) [q(k)- q(k) -]}

-j{Rxq(k)rq(k)- q(k)] + Rxx(*)[x(k)"x(k)]} T {Rxq(k)rq(k)-q(k)] + Rxx(k)rx(k)"x(k)]} (17)

This modified cost function is an approximation of the cost in eq. (1 lb) if the dynamic constraints in eqs. (1 lc) and (1 id) are

nonlinear, but it is exact if they are linear. Note that eq. (17) assumes that W__l) is set to its optimal value:

{W(k-l)}opt = - _-lw_k_l: {Rwq:k)fq(k)-q(k:l + Rwx(k)tx(k:'X(k:l} (18)

Measurement Update Phase

The measurement update procedure solves a quadratically-constrained quadratic program. In order to form the

quadratic pro_am, it uses eqs. (3) and (4) to express the QUEST-type squared measurement-error cost terms as a quadratic

form in q(lO. Given that the resulting measurement error Hessian matrix is Hmeas(k), the measurement update problem

becomes:

find: q N) and x(lo (19a)

to minimize: 1 T 1
J = -ffq(k)Hmeas(k)q(k) + -ff{Rqq(k)fq(k)"q(k)]} T {Rqq(k)[q(k)"q(k)J}

+1 _ _
-i{Rxq(k)[q(k)-q(k)] + Rxx(k)[x(k)-2(k)]} T {Rxq(k)[q(k)-_(k)] + Rxx(k)[x(,)-Y(k)]} + constant (19b)

subject to: qfk)q(k) = 1 (19c)

Optimization problem (19a)-(19c) can be solved in two steps, one that finds the optimum x(k) as a function of q(k) and

the other that optimizes q(_). The xflo auxiliary state vector does not enter constraint (19c). Therefore, it can be optimized by



setting dJ/c_:(k) equal to zero and solving the resulting linear equation for x(k). The optimal value is

{x(k)} opt = "_(k) - R_xck)Rxq(k)[qck) - q(k) / (20)

Substitution of the optimal x(k) from eq. (20) into the eq.-(19b) cost function yields the following least-squares
optimization problem for determining the measurement update:

f'md: q_) (21 a)

tominimize: J = l q_)Hmeas(k)qrk ) + l {Rqq(k)[q(k) - "q(k)J}T {Rqq(k)[q(k) - q(k) ]} + constant (21b)

subjectto: qfk)q(k) = I (21c)

This problem is in the same general form as the quadratically-constrained quadratic program in eqs. (6a)-(6c). This

equivalence is evident if one defines: H = Hmeas(k ) + RT(k)Rqq(k ) and g =- RT(k)Rqq(k)q(k ) .

The measurement update is completed by solving problem (6a)-(6c) with the H matrix and g vector given above. The

solution to this problem is the a posteriori estimate of the attitude quatemion at sample k, q(k)- This value of q(k) is next

substituted into eq. (20) to compute the a posteriori auxiliary state vector estimate at sample k, £(k) =

In order for the algorithm to be recursive, the measurement update procedure must re-express the cost function in eq.
(19b) in terms like those of eq. (1 lb) that constitute the aposteriori cost function at sample k-1 - the 3 'd and 4_ terms on the

right-hand side ofeq. (1 lb). This cost function must be a quadratic form in [qt_) - q(k)] and [x(k) -_c(k)].

It is possible to derive a cost function in the required form that is equivalent to the cost in eq. (19b) on the manifold

q_)q(k) = I:

J = l[q(k)-_(k)]T{Hmeas(k) + RT(k)Rqq(k)+ 2(k)l}[q(k)-q(k)]

+ _{Rxq(k)[q(k)'Cl(k)] + -RxxtX)[x(k)- J(k)]} T {RxqCk)[q_)-?t(k)] + Rx_)[X(k; - ;:(k)]} * constant (22)

Note that 2,_) in this equation is two times the optimal Lagrange multiplier for the quatemion normalization constraint.
Equivalence between this cost function and the eq.-(19b) cost function on the manifold is sufficient for the purpose of

recursive filtering because all optimizations at successive sample instants are effectively constrained to this manifold, at least

to first order in the perturbations [q(k) -il(k) ] and [X(k) --_(k)]"

The cost function in eq. (22) can be derived by making use of the optimality necessary conditions for the measurement
update,

RT(k ) {._xq(k)[?l(k) - _(k)] + l_xx(k)[J(i¢)- "£(i¢)]} = 0 (23a)

{Hmeasc'k) + RTq(k)Rqq(k ) + 2(k)I } q(k) - RT(k)Rqq(k)'q(k) : 0 (23b)

and the following condition

_[q_) -qck)]r [q_)-q(k)] = .r- q(k)q(k) + 1 (24)

which can be derived from the quatemion normalization constraint. The detailed derivation of eq. (22) is straightforward, but

it has been omitted for the sake of brevity.

One last step completes the preparations for recursive application of the algorithm at an incremented value of k. This



stepistoexpresstheeq.-(22)costasasumof squares:

/ A T

+ l{Rxq(k)fqfk)-q(k)] + Rxao,)[x(k) - i(k)]} r {Rxqtk)[q(k) -[l(k)] + Rxx(k)tx(k)- xoo]} + constant (25)

T _T _

where Rqq_) is a matrix square root: R_q(k)Rqq(k ) = {Hmeas(k ) + RqqrDRqq(k ) + 2t_)I } and where Rxq(k) = Rxq(k) and

Rxx(k ) = Rxx(k ) . The matrix square root RqqA) is guaranteed to exist because the matrix {Hmeas(k ) + Rqq(k)Rqq(k ) + A(k)l } is at

least positive-semidefmite at the global minimum of problem (21a)-(21 c), and it may be positive definite. This matrix square
_T

root can be computed using the eigenvalue/eigenvector decomposition of {Hmeas(l,)+ Rqq(k)Rqq(k)} which is part of the

solution procedure for a quadratically-constrained quadratic program that is presented in the second section of this paper.

Comparison with other QUEST Algorithms.

The present algorithm is a generalization of the QUEST algorithms presented in Refs 9 and 10. It reduces exactly to the

previous algorithms under appropriate problem modeling assumptions. First of all, if no dynamics are assumed in the problem

and if there is no auxiliary state vector to estimate, then only the fkst term on the right-hand side ofeq. (I Ib) remains in the
cost function, and constraints (1 lc) and (1 ld) disappear. This yields a problem that is exactly Wahba's original problem u

The measurement update part of the filter will calculate a q_) estimate that is the appropriate eigenvector of the cost function's
Hessian matrix. This will happen because g = 0 will hold in the general quadratically-constrained quadratic program, and its

solution algorithm will recognize this as a special case in which it must make use ofeigenvectors.

Alternate modeling assumptions yield the recursive QUEST algorithms of Ref. 10. That paper presents two recursive

algorithms, one for use with perfect rate-gyro measurements and one for use with noisy rate gyros whose noise is

approximately modeled as white noise. In both cases these filters can be re-derived by using problem models that have

quaternion dynamics as in eq. (1 lc), but that have no auxiliary state vector.

In the perfect rate-gyro case, one can show that the cost in eq. (19b) is equivalent to

1 T 1 T
J = "_q(k)Hrneas(k)q(k) + -_[_qq(k-l)q(k)-i1(k-l)]T{H(k-l) + Aqk-l)lj_[_T(k-l)q(k)" q(k-l)] + constant (26)

where HtT,./) is the filter cost function's cumulative Hessian matrix at sample k-l. Equation (26) holds because

_qq(k-l) equals the orthogonal ¢ matrix of eq. (1 lc) in this situation and because there is no w(l,.O process noise. The

optimality necessary condition at sample k-l, {H__ D + 2(kq)l}?l(k_l) = O, can be used to reduce eq. (26) to the following form

1 T /'-. _ _, )T I
J = 2"q_/-- I_J 'J I_ , l^'/ 't I_ ." I_/-'-Oa'HHmeas/_+qa_q/_-l'H/1"-1_q_=q/_'l]i'q_' + "2 t_ J/_/J'-r_+conslant (27)

Note that the bracketed expression in this equation constitutes H(k).

This cost form proves that the present algorithm is equivalent to the first recursive algorithm of Ref. 10 under the stated

modeling assumptions. Except for a scale factor, the result in eq. (27) is equivalent to the cost that would be calculated by the

algorithm of Ref. 10. The present filter estimates q_) by minimizing the cost in eq. (26) subject to the normalization

constraint. Reference 10's first algorithm minimizes the cost in eq. (27) and, therefore, calculates the same quaternion estimate

as does the present algorithm.

The second recursive QUEST algorithm of Ref. 10 can be reproduced by the present filter with slightly different

modeling assumptions. Reference 10's second filter has a forgetting factor, P(k-l). It is a number between 0 and 1 and is used
to de-weight the cumulative measurement error cost terms up to sample time k-I before adding them to the new measurement

error cost terms at sample time k.

This same forgetting factor effect can be reproduced in the present filter by adding an appropriately modeled process

noise, wG,./). In this model, one assumes rate-gyro measurements that are numerically integrated to determine (a_qq(k.l), which



again equals the orthogonal • matrix of eq. (1 lc). The discrete-time, white-noise rate-gyro measurement error is a 3-

dimensional process noise vector that can produce rotation errors in 3 orthogonal directions. The iinearized influence of w(k-O

on the dynamics model is characterized by the 4x3 matrix Fq(k_ 0 . The 3 columns of this matrix are orthogonal to each other

and to • qt_-O" If the model also assumes that the process disturbance noise information matrix is

: + (28)Rwwac.1)Rwwo__1)T= POe-I) T T

then the cost function in eq. (19b) can be reduced to the form

J = 7l q(k)T{Hmeas(k ) + p(k.l)_qq(k_l)Hac_l)_qq(k_l)}q(k )T + constant (29)

Except for a scale factor, this is the same sample-k cost as is used in the 2"d filter of Ref. 10, which proves that this

implementation of the present filter is equivalent to it.

THE ESTIMATION ERROR COVARIANCE

There is a direct connection between the square-root information filter that has been developed and the covariance of the

optimal estimate. It is well known that there is such a connection for standard square-root information filters _s. Three issues

must be dealt with in order to generalize the standard results to the present case. One is system nonlinearity, another is the

statistical model of the QUEST measurement errors, and the third is the quaternion normalization constraint.

The issue of nonlinearity will be dealt with in the usual way for extended Kalman fikers. It will be assumed that

accurate calculations can be made using linearizations around a priori and a posteriori estimates. This assumption will hold so

long as the measurement noise and process noise are not "large" compared to the nonlinear terms according to some sensible

definition of "large."

The measurement errors can be modeled statistically by means of the following probability density function for the

measurements bl(k), ..., bmac) conditioned on the quatemion, q(k):

__fb laO ..... bm(k)l qa)] = C exp{-JQu_sraq[q(k)J} (30)

where C is a constant. This function defines probability density on the manifold q_)q(k) = I. This probability density

function is sensible. For each measured b vector this function gives an error probability density function of

C exp{-2sin2(_2)/cr 2} where 0 is the angle between the measured b vector and its true direction and where cr is the angular

error's standard deviation. This density function approaches a Gaussian for small or.

The constraint that the estimate lie on the manifold q_)q(k) = l is handled in the following way. First, one recognizes

that this constraint causes the covariance matrix to be singular, with its null space being the normal to the constraint manifold.

Expressed in plain terminology, the estimator knows the quaternion length exactly; so, the variance of the quaternion length is

zero. The remainder of the covariance calculations are carried out in the manifold's local tangent space. Although not valid

for large uncertainties, this approach is consistent with the linearizing assumptions that are used to deal with all other problem
nonlinearities for purposes of calculating covariances.

The rest of the covariance calculation proceeds in a manner analogous to standard square-root information filter theory.

(R T R _-IOne assumes that the a priori process noise covariance matrix is r ww(k-t) w_(k-l)x . The a posteriori estimation error

covariance at sample k is then the inverse of the projection of the matrix

[Rqq(k), O; Rxq(k), Rxx(k)]T[Rqq(k), O; Rxq(k), Rxx(k)] onto the subspace that is tangent to the quatemion normalization constraint.
This covariance is calculated as follows. First, one uses left QR factorization to determine 3 quaternion vectors that are

mutually orthogonal to each other and to c)(k) :

I0



(31)

where Qns is an orthogonal matrix. The 4x3 matrix (22, which forms the last 3 columns of Qns, is used to perform the

projections that are needed in order to calculate the covariance matrix:

o]^ = Q2 (eqq(k)gqq(k) + g_(k)gxq(k).)Q2 Q2 Rxq(k)g_r(k)]
(32)

It is straightforward to show that this covariance matrix is singular, having its one zero eigenvalue along the eigenvector

direction [ q(k) ;0].

It can be proved rigorously that the filter's a posteriori estimates _)(k) and J(k) are the expected values of q(k) and x(k)

conditioned on the measurements up through sample k and on the a priori statistics. It can also be proved that the formula in

eq. (32) gives the correct covariance for the errors in these optimal estimates. The proofs make use of the linearization

assumptions; so, they are valid only for "small" uncertainties. The proofs work with various conditional probability density

functions that define probabilities on manifolds of the form qTq = 1. These probability density functions all take the form

.t_(q,x) = C exp{- J(q,x)}, where J(q,x) is one of the least-squares cost functions defined above. Although straightforward, the
proofs are lengthy. They have been omitted for the sake of brevity.

SIMULATION TESTS OF THE ALGORITHM

The algorithm has been tested using simulated data. There are several reasons for simulation testing. One is to check

for any unforeseen difficulties with implementation of the algorithm. Another is to determine whether the algorithm indeed

has better convergence properties than a standard extended Kalman filter. Yet a third reason for testing is to check out the

practicality of the small-angle assumptions in the covariance analysis.

A baseline extended Kalman filter has also been tested in order to determine whether the new filter has an improved

ability to converge. The baseline filter is almost the same as the above filter except that it linearizes the measurement error

equations about the a priori quaternion estimate before it calculates the measurement error. This leads to a measurement error

cost function of the following form:

1___ l__!__Ch._ [A(_)+ SA (q_-_)],, }T tbi . [A(_)+ SA (q_'_)]r, } (33)
Jmeas(q) = 2 i_=1 _,2 _ -' Oq - -- OCl -

This is exactly what a standard extended Kalman filter does with measurement errors if it is implemented as a square-root

information filter. This baseline filter uses the quadratically-constrained measurement update, which optimally enforces

quaternion normalization. Therefore, it is slightly more sophisticated than the extended Kalman filters of Refs. 4, 5, and 7.

Filter Design

A relatively simple filtering case has been tested. It assumes the availability of noisy rate-gyro data and star-tracker

data. The rate gyro is assumed to have biases. The filter's estimation vector is [q;o_ias], where O)biasis the estimated rate-gyro

bias vector. It constitutes this filter's auxiliary state vector, x. The dynamic model of the filter consists of a model for the

angular velocity vector between measurement samples and a model for the rate-gyro bias dynamics. The angular velocity

model that gets used in eq. (12) is:

g I [O)rg(k) O)rg(k'l) ] - if)bias(k-l) - Wa(k-l)
l(k-l)

ahtt; t(k-l), q(k-1), 6bbias(k-l), W(k-1)} = COrg(k.l) + _,"t(k )lt(k--_)
(34)

)
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wherea_rg(k) is the rate-gyro measurement at sample k and wa(k_l) constitutes the first 3 elements of the 6xl process noise

vector w(k_l). The dynamic model of the rate-gyro bias vector is a random walk:

C°bias(k) = c°bma-l) + wb(k-l) (35)

where Wb(k.l) constitutes the last 3 elements of the w(k_l) process noise vector; i.e., w(k.l) = [Wa(k_l) ; wb(k_l) ].

Truth Model

This filter has been tested with data from a simulated truth model. The simulated truth model is that of a rigid-body

spacecraft in a low Earth orbit. The truth model simulates Euler's equations and the quaternion kinematics. It includes

gravity-gradient torques and white-noise disturbance torques. One scenario tests a spin-stabilized spacecraft that undergoes

nutations. It has a spin period of 50 sec and a nutation period of 504 sec. The other scenario tests a nadir-pointing gravity-
gradient stabilized spacecraft that librates at frequencies on the order of the orbital frequency.

The truth model includes a model of the star tracker and of the rate gyro. The star tracker is assumed to have a limited

field of view; it has only a 50 radius. For the spin-stabilized spacecraft, the center of the star-tracker's field of view points
approximately perpendicular to the nominal spin vector. For the nadir-pointing spacecraft it points towards the nominal zenith

direction. Similar to what was done in Ref. 13, star-tracker measurements have been simulated by randomly generating a
direction vector in the star tracker's field of view at each measurement sample. That direction and the spacecraft's true attitude

have been used to generate the "known" inertial direction vector for that attitude measurement, ri(k). The bi(k) measured vector
has been calculated by taking the original randomly generated direction vector and adding a random direction error component

that has a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 10 arc sec per axis. In the case of the spin stabilized spacecraft,

the star tracker makes one measurement every 15 seconds, which is about 3 times per spin period. For the nadir-pointing

spacecraft, the star tracker measures the direction to one star once every 58.5 seconds, or I00 times per orbit.

The measurement model for the rate gyro includes errors due to white noise and errors due to a bias that can drift as a

random-walk. Two different intensities have been used for the white-noise component of the rate gyro error: 0. 02o/hour _2and
0.10o/houP _:. The intensity of the white noise that drives the bias drift has been set at (0.10o/hour)/hour 1_2for all cases in this

paper.

It is important to choose small enough sample rates for the rate gyros. The sample rates used in this study are once

every 0.625 sec for the spin-stabilized spacecraft and once every 2.92 sec for the nadir-pointing spacecraft. Lower sampling

rates can cause systematic estimation errors due to the truncation error that is inherent in the filter's angular rate model, i.e., in
eq. (34).

There are sample times with no measurement update. This happens because of differences between the star-tracker

sampling rates and the rate-gyro sampling rates. In the spinning spacecraft case there is one star-tracker measurement for

every 24 rate-gyro measurements. In this case, t(k) - t(k-l) is fixed at 0.625 sec, but m(k) varies. It is 0 for 23 out of 24 samples,

and then it is 1 for the 24th sample. The nadir-pointing spacecraft has a t(k) - t(k-1) 0f2.92 sec, and re(k) switches from 0 to 1
every 20 th sample.

Results

This filter shows very good performance under nominal conditions and when subjected to large initial attitude

uncertainty. As an example, Fig. 2 shows attitude error results for a filtering case that used simulated data for the spinning

spacecraft. This case starts with a moderate initial attitude error; the error is 11o in mao_nitude and directed about an axis that is

430 away from the nominal spin axis. Its initial rate-gyro bias error is small, with a magnitude of 1.4o/hour, and its rate-gyro
error's white-noise intensity is 0.02o/hour tl2. Figure 2 shows the total attitude error - the total rotational error between the a

posteriori attitude estimate and the true attitude. It also shows the filter's predicted a posteriori standard deviation for this
quantity. It is clear from this plot that the filter does a good job of attitude determination and that its covariance calculations
are consistent with the actual errors.

A number of cases have been run in order to test the new filter's ability to converge from large initial attitude errors. In

each of these cases, the baseline extended Kalman filter has been used to filter the same data. This provides a point of
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comparisonthat allows one to determine whether the new filter can converge in situations where the baseline filter cannot.

Figures 3 and 4 present results for one of these cases, a case that considers the nadir-pointing spacecraft. Both filters were

given the same large initial errors in the attitude and in the rate-gyro bias estimates. The initial attitude error was 180o about
the spacecraft's roll axis, and the initial rate-gyro bias error was 1000/hour about the pitch axis. To make matters even worse,

the filter was given erroneous standard deviations for its a priori per-axis attitude errors and rate-gyro bias errors, 0.1 o and

lo/hour, respectively. The rate-gyro's white-noise error component had an intensity of 0.10o/hour _ for this case.

The baseline extended Kalman filter fails to converge from this poor first guess, but the extended QUEST attitude filter

does very well. The extended QUEST filter converges to an attitude error of less than 3o in its first 500 sec of filtering, and its

rate-gyro bias error gets reduced to a magnitude of under 3o/hour after one orbit of filtering.

Even with substantial decreases in the initial errors, the standard extended Kalman filter still has problems. If the initial

attitude and rate-gyro bias errors are reduced by 25% from those used in Figs. 3 and 4, then the standard filter still fails to

converge. With a 33.3% reduction - to an initial attitude error of 120o - the standard filter finally converges, but its attitude

error is still 3.8 ° after one orbit. When the extended QUEST filter is used for this same 1200-case, it reduces the error to less

than 3.8o right at the outset and to about 0.1o in less than half an orbit.

In almost all large-initial-error cases considered, the extended QUEST filter displayed better performance than the

extended Kalman filter. In many cases the extended Kalman filter failed to converge when the extended QUEST filter

succeeded. There was one case where the extended Kalman filter converged and the new filter failed to converge, but this was

a spurious case in which the extended Kalman filter converged only by accident. Even when the extended Kalman filter did

converge, it almost always took much more time to achieve a good estimate than did the new extended QUEST filter.

Another difference between the two filters is in their sensitivities to tuning when initial errors are large. The extended

Kalman filter can be made to diverge or converge by changing the initial a priori state error covariance or by changing the rate

gyro's white-noise error intensity. In at least one case, the relationship between convergence and the covariance tuning proved

to be counter-intuitive. The extended QUEST filter, on the other hand, exhibits insensitivity to changes in covariance tuning.

It must be noted that a poor initial guess can have detrimental effects on the new extended QUEST attitude filter,

especially if the initial filter covariances are not set properly. This can be seen if one looks at the filter's predicted estimation

error standard deviations for the case that produced Figs. 3 and 4. The initial attitude error is 1,800 times larger than the initial

standard deviation for this quantity. The filter does not get the actual attitude error to be less than 10 times the filter's a

posteriori standard deviation until after 4,500 sec of filtering. The rate-gyro bias behaves the same way: for the whole first

orbit, the actual rate-gyro errors remain more than an order of magnitude larger than the filter's a posteriori standard deviation.

If the measurement and process-noise covariances in the filter were close to the real system's actual values, then this problem

would go away after a long time. In the interim, before the covariances settled down to their correct values, this discrepancy

would cause the actual errors to be larger than they would have been with better tuning.

Even though the new filter has an increased ability to converge from initial attitude errors, it still can fail to converge if

the error in its initial estimate of the auxiliary state vector is too large. With 180 ° initial attitude errors for the nadir-pointing

spacecraft, as in Figs. 3 and 4, the filter successfully converged from an initial rate-gyro bias error magnitude of 2,4000�hour,

but an initial error of 4, 000o/hour caused divergence. At a 3,200o/hour initial error, the filter did not converge after one orbit,

and it was unclear whether it would ever converge. Similar behavior has been found for the spinning spacecraft, where

divergence has been observed for initial rate-gyro bias errors above 12, 0000/hour.

This demonstrates that the filter may be unable to converge from large initial errors in its auxiliary state vector, x. Any

failure to converge is due to the linearization assumption that was made in eq. (14). Probably the only way to ensure that a

filter cannot diverge is to do batch filtering with numerical iteration, as in Ref. 12.

The new filter's convergence properties are probably sufficiently robust for almost any mission. Even though the filter
can diverge for a wrong initial guess of x, it appears to have a very large domain of convergence in the examples that have

been considered. In the nadir-pointing case, convergence has been achieved for an initial rate-gyro bias error that is more than

10 times as large as the orbital rate. In the spinning spacecraft case, the filter successfully converged even when the initial

rate-gyro bias error was 48% of the spacecraft's spin rate.

The extended QUEST attitude determination filter is capable of working with a system model that propagates its
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estimateof the attitude rate vector using Euler's equations. None of the examples included in this section use such a model

because of limits to the scope of this effort. If Euler's equations are used, then filter convergence may depend on not having

too large of an initial error in q, contrary to what has been found in the above examples. This could happen because of q's

effect on gravity-gradient torques or on other terms in Euler's equations. Although the filter might be more prone to diverge, it
still might out-perform a standard extended Kalman filter in this regard. Of course, more work is needed in order to
investigate this issue.

CONCLUSIONS

A new spacecraft attitude determination filter has been developed. It operates on vector attitude data. Its goal is to

incorporate QUEST-type measurement updates into an extended Kalman filter framework in hopes of improving the filter's
convergence robustness in the face of large initial attitude errors and nonlinear effects. The extended filter's state vector uses a

quatemion attitude parameterization and can include other elements such as angular rates or rate-gyro biases. The filter uses

standard square-root information filtering techniques wherever possible. The only exception is that the quaternion part of the

measurement update involves the solution of a quadratically-constrained quadratic program, as in the original QUEST
algorithm. The quadratic cost function gets modified in this case to include the effects of a priori information and the effects
of the other state vector elements.

The new algorithm has proved successful at increasing the range of initial attitude uncertainties from which the filter

can converge to the true attitude. In an example that involved star-tracker and rate-gyro measurements with rate-gyro bias
estimation, the extended QUEST algorithm was able to converge from simultaneous initial errors of 180o in attitude and

2,400o/laour in rate-gyro bias. Larger initial rate-gyro bias errors can cause divergence, but for the cases considered, the size of

the initial attitude error has no effect on the filter's ability to converge. Such properties will be important to spacecraft

missions that require an increased degree of autonomy and, therefore, an increased domain of convergence for the attitude
filter.
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Abstract

In this paper, an approach to increase the degree of autonomy of flight software is proposed. We
describe an erthancement of the Attitude Determination and Control System by augmenting it with self-

calibration capability. Conventional attitude estimation and control algorithms are combined with
higher level decision making and machine learning algorithms in order to deal with the uncertainty and

complexity of the problem.

1 Introduction

The goal of our project is to enhance the degree of autonomy of the Attitude Determination and Control

System (ADCS), enabling it to perform accurately without human intervention for an extended period of
time. The approach is to evolve ADCS one step at a lime into an autonomous system in a natural way
dictated by actual needs. The purpose of this paper is to describe the first step in our program: the

development of the Autonomous Attitude Sensor Calibration (ASCAL). The intention is to demonstrate
ideas and concepts of on-board autonomy evolving from the existing conlrol system, and not to develop

another technique of attitude sensor calibration. A conventional ADCS uses data from available attitude
sensors to estimate the attitude of the spacecraft. To meet mission pointing accuracy requirements, the

attitude sensors must be calibrated for insu-ument biases, scale factors and misalignments immediately after
launch and as needed thereafter. Traditionally, the calibration process is performed by attitude support

specialists, often requiring elaborate procedures involving attitude consistency checks, data sampling and
trending, and diagnosis expertise. A system that is able to perform all of these functions autonomously will

have to deal with a large degree of uncertainty due to errors in the model parameters, incomplete model,
measurement errors and human decision making. One of the new interdisciplinary areas currently emerging

to tackle problems of this nature is the Intelligent Control Theory (Refs. 1-3) which combines conventional
control theory with decision making and learning tools developed in the field of Artificial Intelligence.
Following Tsypkin (Ref. 4), the necessity for applying learning ,arises in situations where a system must

operate in conditions of uncertainty. Another active area of research is Hybrid Control Theory (Refs. 5, 6),
which deals with systems that involve both continuous and discrete data structures. The discrete data may

,arise from sudden changes in the physical systems, from singularities in an incomplete dynamic model, from
computer round off errors, or from actions controlled by higher level decision making. The discrete data

often force the control system to make a choice and switch from one control law to another.

The system architecture adopted in this program has three layers: Execution, coordination, and planning.
Each layer is organized further into a hierarchy of components, with the lowest level being the most precise

and higher levels operating with less precise information and hence requiring an adaptive approach or
learning approach. The choice between the adaptive or learning approach depends on the level of

uncertainty of the problem. The adaptive approach may be sufficient for problems with less uncertainty.
However, there are many different types of uncertainty, more complex uncertainty such as: when ,an
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inconsistencyexistsinattitudeestimationwhichoftheavailablesensorsaremorereliablethantheothers,
whichparametersinthesensormeasurementmodelareunreliable.Thistypeofuncertaintymayhavetobe
learnedslowlythroughexperience.Thisispreciselythetypeof situationin whichthelearningautomaton
canprovemosteffective.Learningin this case takes place over a long time scale relative to the normal
operation of the system.

The execution level is the lowest level. It involves conventional control algorithms and interfaces to the
spacecraft via sensors and actuators. The highest level consists of planners and schedulers. In a mature

system, with more than one autonomous subsystems performing different functions, there may be only one
planner and scheduler that manages plans and schedules tasks for all subsystems. The coordination level is

the middle level, interfacing between the other two levels. This level consists of decision making tools,
learning algorithms, etc. Some of these tools may be used to substitute for conventional algorithms that are

too costly or too sensitive to change or uncertainty. For instance, in this paper, we apply machine learning
algorithms to control the calibration process instead of using batch or sequential processes to compute sensor

residuals. The learning algorithm should be independent of the physical system and of any lower level
process involved. More precisely, there are many state estimator algorithms to choose from. For each
calibration task scheduled, only a few of these algorithms will be chosen. These choices should have no

effect on the performance of the learning algorithm.

The layer and hierarchical structure of the architecture allows us to build on an existing control system, such
as ADCS, step by step beginning with ASCAL which provides attitude sensor self-calibration functionality.

As development progresses, higher level adaptation is made each time a new subsystem with new
functionality is added to ADCS, such as gyroscope self-calibration functionality. The new subsystem can be
operated and tested independent of previously developed subsystems.

Sensor calibration problems can be viewed as a dynamical system with uncertainty in the measurement
model parameters. There are several algorithms for sensor calibration (Refs. 7-10). The choice of algorithm

depends on the type of sensors being considered. Typically, it is left to the attitude experts to select
appropriate methods for the task. However, to demonstrate the ideas and concepts of ADCS enhanced

autonomy, we will focus on only one algorithm. In a later stage of development, when the concept of self-
calibration has matured, additional algorithms may be added as new subsystems in the hierarchy. Expert
knowledge on ,algorithm selection would be coded as rules in a rule-base system in the mid-level. The rule-
base will select an appropriate algorithm when a calibration task is scheduled.

An automated system such as ASCAL is useful for mission cost reduction. It automatically performs
routine monitoring and trending and stores experts' knowledge of sensor and instrument calibration to be

reused for future events. Moreover, ASCAL may be useful for constellation of satellites, each having

similar pointing requirements. Our future extension is to apply the same architecture described here to
other flight software such as orbit determination and navigation systems, tracking, and formation flying.

This paper is organized as follows. The main architecture of the system is described in Section 2. The main

focus of this paper, the calibration component, is described in Section 3. The technology used in the
calibration component is a heuristic learning automaton. The prioritization for the calibration process is
based on the Local Dempster-Shafer theory developed in [1]. This is described in Section 4. The

Coordinator and Planner level are discussed in Section 5 and 6 respectively.

2 ASCAL Architecture

Figure 1 shows the architecture of ASCAL. The execution level consists of an attitude estimator and

predictor. The coordination level determines which sensor parameters need adjustment, what should their

upper and lower bounds be, and which algorithms are appropriate. This level also includes the learning
component in the calibration process. The planning level plans and schedules calibration tasks, making sure
that computing resources are available and avoiding possible conflicts with other tasks.

It is natural to consider extended state vectors consisting of an attitude vector and erroneous sensor
parameters. However, this will generally introduce additional non-linearity into the models and could make

the problem intractable or too costly to run on-board. To minimize the computational cost, we apply
machine learning techniques to adjust these p,'mlmeters guided by past experience. Attitudes and errors are
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computedeachtime sensor parameters are adjusted. Each cycle of the computation contributes new
information on the convergence of the solution. This knowledge will affect the way these parameters are

adjusted.

Naively, attitude accuracy is monitored by estimating attitude using different combinations of gyros and

attitude sensors, uncalibrated versus calibrated. The attitude residuals obtained from the computed attitudes
are predicted using a conventional prediction algorithm. When it is discovered that the attitude residual will

exceed a threshold sometime in the future, it means there is an inconsistency in the estimated attitudes. The
attitude inconsistencies are then diagnosed and one or more calibration goals are created. These goals are

expressed as which measurement parameters need adjustment, the range of adjustment and the most
appropriate calibration algorithm. The calibration process is then planned and scheduled. In a spacecraft

where one or more sensors need regular calibration, or where computing resources are limited, the predictor
may be replaced by a periodic schedule managed by the planner/scheduler component. The calibration

process is iterative, where the erroneous measurement parameters are adapted on the basis of system
experience in such a way that the attitude inconsistencies converge to zea'o.

SPACECRAFT

ENVIRONMENT

m pL

PLANNER SCHEDULER] IN

: R

Figure 1 ASCAL architecture

v

3. Estimator and Predictor

When a calibration process is scheduled, the coordinator will set a goal following a guideline stored in its
knowledgebase, perhaps ,as a set of rules. A typical goal would be to calibrate a certain set of parameters.
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The calibration procedure depends on the type of sensors on-boar& If there are enough redundant sensors

the standard technique is to compute attitudes from a few different sets of sensors and compare the results. If
the pairwise difference between these attitudes have zero mean, then there is no inconsistency, and all of the
sensors are accurate (relative to each other). Generally, there are one or more sensors that are used as

standard. They are the ones that have already been calibrated, or the ones with higher accuracy. We will call
a set of sensors used in an attitude estimation process a test set. Generally, one or more of the test sets
contain sensors to be calibrated, and at least one of the test set contains accurate sensors. If there are no

redundant sensors, or not enough available sensors to create at least two test sets, then the calibration

procedure usually involves more in depth analysis. In this paper, we assume there is at least one sensor with
high accuracy, such as a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) star tracker, enabling us to calibrate other sensors

against them. Such a sensor is frequently chosen as the standard frame of reference and generally does not
need calibration. In this paper, we assume that there is such sensor on-board.

Before the calibration process starts, a number of test sets are identified, with at least one of the test sets
containing the sensor(s) to be calibrated and the other test sets containing the standard sensor, calibrated

gyros, or other high accuracy sensors. The coordinator, via its rule-base component, will also select a
suitable estimator algorithm, for instance an attitude dynamic model and a measurement model for each
selected sensor.

Let a denote a test set, x a the attitude vector computed using measurements from all sensors in a. The

attitude dynamics and the corresponding measurement model are

k, = f(x, (t)) + u° (t)

z_,,, = G°, (po, ,x° (tk)) + we, (tk), (1)

where a, is a sensor in a, po, is its model parameter vector. Note that, in this algorithm, each p_, is

assumed constant during each estimation cycle. They are not members of state variables, however, their

values will be adjusted by the learning system described in the next section.

In the following, we give a simple example of a state estimator and trend predictor to demonstrate how the

learning system can be used in a calibration process. The inconsistency trend between attitude vectors

associated with two different test sets a and b is the difference T,b = xo - x b . The state space model for the

inconsistency trend and its slope S_b are

T_e (tk+' ) = T_b(tk) + S_ (t k ) + v_b (t k )

S _o(tk+, ) = S ,b (t k) + og,o (t k )

Define a new state vector

X ab = [Tab -- W b S°_ ]'

Then we have the following state-space model

X _b(t,+,) = AX _b(tk) + u_b (tk)

T_ (k) = HX b(k) + w°_(/_+ l) (2)

with

v o(tk) = w(tk._)--w(tk), U_b =[W,b C-O,b]',

a=[_ :1" H=[I O]

plays the role of output vector with preferred state T._.0 = O. All of the process and

and

In system (2) Tob

measurement noises are assumed to be white Gaussian with zero mean. The systems (1) and (2) become a

two-stage problem. Given a set of sensor parameters, attitudes are computed either by a batch least square
or a sequential method. System (2) predicts the inconsistency trend. Here we write it as a single step
predictor, but a multiple step predictor can also be done.
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4 Learning Systems

The heart of a learning system is the learning ,algorithm which is the mechanism used to adapt the

probability distribution. Based on the environment response and the action selected by the system at time t,

it generates p(t+ 1) from p(t). There are two levels of learning in ASCAL. When a calibration goal is set,
the coordinator must determine the sensors, algorithms, and parameter ranges needed to initialize the

calibration process. This selection is based on the past experiences. In particular, the parameter ranges are
chosen in such a way that the region is void of any singularity and at least one solution exists. This

knowledge can be given a priori by attitude experts, and maintained by a learning algorithm. The second
level of learning is in the calibration process, where attitude residuals are computed, convergence tested,
and parameters adjusted sequentially. We assume that an appropriate metric is defined on the state space.

The selection of parameter adjustment is a learning process based on the rate of convergence (or

divergence) of the attitude residuals during the previous two (or more) cycles. Assume there are n sensor

parameters to be adjusted, and each parameter can be increased or decreased by a fixed quantity. This

corresponds to H = _ 2 i possible actions, where each action is a set of parameters, each associated

with a + or - sign to denote if it is increased or decreased. For instance, an action corresponding to an

increase in a and decrease in b is represented by the signed set {a+ ,b }. These H actions are prioritized

by a probability or belief vector given by the Local Dempster-Shafer (LDS) (Ref s I I, 12).

To get a feel for the learning algorithm based on LDS, we will now describe a simpler algorithm based on

the Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory (Refs. 13, 14), modified to suit our calibration problem. For a more in
depth discussion of the LDS theory see Ref. 12. DS theory is defined on a set of n elements. A mass
function on the action set H is a probability function that assigns a degree of belief to each action. More

precisely, the mass function satisfies the following conditions

Xm(A) = 1, forA#_ and m(_) = 0
AmH

Two mass functions m_ and m e on H can be combined into a single mass function m_ ® m 2by the

Dempster composition rule:
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rnt ®rn2(A) = B_C=AEml(B)m2(C)/(1-B,_c_-_m'(B)rn2(C))' for A;_

ml ® m2 (f3) = O.

The belief function associated to the mass function m is defined to be the cumulative probability
distribution on H:

b: H --_ [O,1]; b(A) = Em(B)
B_A

where the union between two signed sets is defined as the union of all signed elements, followed by

removing every subset of the form { a+, a } for some parameter a. The belief function is used to pricfitize

the actions for the learning algorithm. If an action is chosen and the resulting attitude residuals decrease
with a faster rate or increase with a slower rate, then the system reprioritizes by applying the positive

learning algorithm described in Ref 12. This will strengthen the previous prioritization. Conversely, if the

previously chosen action is performed in the opposite manner, then the system reprioritizes by applying
negative learning algorithm, which will lessen the degree of belief on the failed action.

In general, a learning system may have a hierarchical structure. In this case, the selection of the action set

should also have a hierarchical structure. To support this structure, a hierarchical flavor of DS theory can be
defined in a natural way. The action selection is performed in a sequence of steps. First, a highest level in
the hierarchy of the action set is selected, followed by a lower action. This procedure is followed until the

last level of the action set H. This hierarchical structure will clearly reduce the size of the search space, and
hence enhance the performance of the automata.

The learning process discussed above is the simplest application of the (modified) DS theory to learning
automata. In practice this algorithm can be enhanced in several different ways to increase the performance

and robustness of the learning system. Our possible future research topics in this areas are: Localization of
the action space (H) by applying LD5 theory instead of DS theory. This will reduce the complexity of the

search and increase the performance of ASCAL. Instead of keeping the step size of parameter modification
constant, we may consider it as a function of the rate of convergence computed from the previous cycles.

The function that works will guarantee the convergence of the solution. The use of hierarchical or
multilevel learning systems accelerates the learning process (more so for the initial rate of learning) and
simplifies the structure of the learning system. The learning system discussed above is an active research

area with many applications in intelligent and hybrid control problems.

5 Coordinator

In some sense, the coordinator is a process manager whose responsibility is to monitor the physical
subsystem it is responsible for, i.e. the ADCS, and predict if any problem, i.e. an attitude inconsistency, will

occur. If a problem is predicted, the coordinator will identify the source of the problem and create goals to
solve it.

The responsibility of the coordinator consists of two parts: monitoring/diagnosis and pre-calibration. The

monitoring/diagnosis components monitors the state of health of the ADCS by periodically computing and
trending relative attitude residuals using multiple test sets. When an attitude inconsistency is predicted, the

diagnosis component determines which sensor parameters are likely to be unreliable based on attitude data
that displays the trends. The result of the diagnosis is the degree of unreliability, a probabilistic quantity,
assigned to each sensor parameter involved in the trending process. Underlying the diagnosis process is the
uncertainty handler based on the LDS theory, (Ref 11). When this is done, the coordinator creates goal to

calibrate the problematic parameters, and submits the goal to the planner.

When a calibration process is scheduled the pre-calibration tasks begin. First, based on the degree of
unreliability, a collection of test sets is formed, and the bounds for the sensor parameters are computed.
Based on the sensors involved, attitude dynamics and measurement models are selected, and a state-space

system is defined for each test set. Finally. the coordinator also determines any a priori knowledge the
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calibrationprocessmayneed,includingtheinitialprobabilitydistributionforthelearningsystemtouseas
priorityassignmentin thelearningprocess.It isconvenienttousethedegreeof unreliabilityastheinitial
probabilitydislribution.However,otherexpertknowledgethesystemmayhavecanbecombinedwiththe
degreeof unreliabilityusingamodifiedDempstercombinationrule.Thecoordinatorperformsthesetasks
usingdecisionmakingcapabilitysuchasarule-base.

6 Planner & Scheduler

This component may be responsible for several autonomous systems. For ASCAL, the plarmer/scheduler is

responsible for scheduling sensor calibration. It should be aware of available sensors, i.e. those with target in

field of view, and related resources. This means the spacecraft must be sufficiently equipped with a star
catalog, and Sun, Earth, and Moon ephemerides. The system must also be able to perform some maneuver

planning needed for gyroscope calibration, or to sample selected targets throughout the field of view.

In this version of ASCAL, the calibration process uses live data from attitude sensors on-board, to avoid
dealing with attitude history data management which is a formidable problem of its own. However, as a

trade off, the planner will have to be smart enough to avoid conflicts among spacecraft activities, to manage
resources such ,as available sensors and computer time. A simple solution is to find a quiet window of time
when there is no important activity on-board and devote all attention to the calibration process.

7 Conclusion and Implementation Status

This study is the first phase of our program to extend the degree of autonomy of on-board flight software.

The consequences of failure are catastrophic for an attitude control system. If the attitude control system
fails for even a brief period, the spacecraft may tumble, pointing the solar arrays away from the sun,
antennas away from the earth, and sensitive instrumentation in a potentially damaging direction. Such a

control system failure may or may not be recoverable. Nonetheless, virtually all spacecraft have fully
autonomous, onboard attitude control. Failure to properly calibrate the sensor parameters would lead to
inaccuracies in attitude estimation, and would in turn lead to attitude control system failure. Sensor

calibration is traditionally done from the ground, because the standard procedures and algorithms are

storage and computation,ally intensive. In this paper, we propose a non traditional approach, using learning
automata and heuristic priority assignment to adjust sensor parameters until all inconsistencies converge to

within an acceptable limit. Human intervention is called for if this process does not converge, and if the
diagnoser cannot resolve the problem. In this case, the lessons learned should be added into the
knowledgebase for future use. It is important to design the learning algorithms so that they are independent

of the sensors being calibrated or of changes in the environment. This is key for autonomous attitude
sensor calibration in future missions.

The next natural step towards higher level on-board automation is to add data management capability to
ASCAL. Calibration process can be performed using historical data without disturbing other activities,

except computer resources. To archive measurement data for the calibration process ahead of time would
require, the coordinator can be augmented with a data processing component. It is responsible for data pre
or post processing, data smoothing, and/or shifting. Generally, measurement data are sensitive to some

spacecraft's activities such as maneuvering. The planner/scheduler must be aware of these activities. With
this knowledge obtained from the planner/scheduler, the data processor may avoid the disturbed data, so

that relatively clean data for the past, say 24 hours, may be stored and ready to be used when a calibration
process is scheduled. This problem suggests that high level autonomy is necessary for autonomy system

development such as ASCAL.

Other possible future development is autonomous orbit determination and control, orbit keeping,
maneuvering, and formation flying. Machine learning approach described in this paper is a generic tool

that is likely to be useful in these applications.
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ANGULAR-RATE ESTIMATION USING STAR TRACKER MEASUREMENTS

R. Azor*, Itzhack Y. Bar-Itzhack +, Julie K. Deutschmann #,
and Richard R. Harman #

ABSTRACT

This paper presents algorithms for estimating the

angular-rate vector of satellites using quatemion
measurements. Two approaches are compared, one

that uses differentiated quaternion measurements to
yield coarse rate measurements which are then fed

into two different estimators, ha the other approach
the raw quatemion measurements themselves are fed

directly into the two estimators.
The two estimators rely on the ability to

decompose the non-linear rate dependent part of the
rotational dynamics equation of a rigid body into a
product of an angular-rate dependent matrix and the

angular-rate vector itself. This decomposition, which
is not unique, enables the treatment of the nonlinear

spacecraft dynamics model as a linear one and,
consequently, the application of a Pseudo-Linear

Kalman Filter (PSELIKA). It also enables the
application of a special Kalman filter which is based

on the use of the solution of the State Dependent

Algebraic Riccati Equation (SDARE) in order to
compute the Kalman gain matrix and thus eliminates
the need to propagate and update the filter

covariance matrix. The replacement of the elaborate
rotational dynamics by a simple fast order Markov
model is also examined.

In this paper a special consideration is given to

the problem of delayed quaternion measurements.
Two solutions to this problem are suggested and
tested.

Real Rossi X-Ray Timing Explorer (R_XTE) data

is used to test these algorithms, and results of these
tests are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

In most spacecraft (SC) there is a need to know
the SC angular-rate. Precise angular-rate is required
for attitude determination, and a coarse rate is

needed for attitude control damping. Classically,

angular-rate information is obtained from gyro
measurement. Over the past few years, there has

been a tendency to build smaller, lighter and cheaper
SC. One means of building less costly SC is to use

cheaper sensors or even fewer sensors. One very
expensive sensor most spacecraft will use is the
gyro. An alternative means of estimating a high

fidelity rate would provide a significant cost savings
as well as provide for angular rate estimation during

high rate anomalies which might be beyond the
range of the purchased gyros.

There are several ways to obtain the angular-rate
in a gyro-less SC. When the attitude is known, one

can differentiate the attitude in whatever parameters
it is given and use the kinematics equation that
connects the derivative of the attitude with the

satellite angular-rate in order to compute the latter _.

Since SC usually utilize vector measurements for
attitude determination, the differentiation of the

attitude introduces a considerable noise component

in the computed angular-rate vector. To overcome
this noise, the computed rate components can be

filtered by a passive low pass filter. This, however,
introduces a delay in the computed rate t. When

using an active filter, like a Kalman filter (K_F), the
delay can be eliminated z'3.

Another approach may also be adopted for the
problem of angular-rate computation where the
vector measurements themselves are differentiated.
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This approach was used by Natauson 4 for estimating

attitude from magnetometer measurements, and by
ChaUa, Natamon, Deutschmann and Galal 5 to obtain

attitude as well as rate. Similarly, ChaUa, Kotaru and
Natanson* used derivatives of the earth magnetic
field vector to obtain attitude and rate.

All these methods use the derivative of either the

attitude parameters or of the measured directions

which normally determine the attitude parameters.
Another approach is that of using the attitude

parameters, or the measured directions themselves,
as measurements in some kind of a KF. In this case

the kinematics equation that connects the attitude
parameters, or the directions, with their derivatives

are included in the dynamics equation used by the
filter thereby, as will be shown in the ensuing, the
need for differentiation is eliminated 7,s.

New sensor packages have been introduced

lately that yield the SC attitude in terms of the
attitude quateminn 9. Therefore it is possible to use

the quaternion supplied by such sensors as
measurements and, as mentioned before, eliminate

the need for differentiation. In this paper we
investigate this possibility.

As mentioned, in the ensuing we will apply two
special KFs which make use of the SC angular

dynamics model; therefore, by way of introduction,
in the next section we present the development of
the SC dynamics model, and in Section I17 we

present the two filters. For comparison purposes, in
Section IV we treat the approach where the angular-
rate is still extracted from derivative but here we

pass the resultant noisy quatemion through the two

active rather than through a passive filter as was
done in Ref. 2. The other approach, where the raw

quatemion measurements themselves are fed into the
filter, requires the addition of the quatemion to the

state vector which is comprised of the angular-rate
vector. This is treated in Section V. In Section VI we

consider the case where the filter dynamics is
drastically simplified by reducing the dynamics
equation of the SC to a first order Markov process.

The issue of quatemion normalization is presented in
Section VII, and in Section VIII we solve the

problem of measurement delay. The last section of
this work is the Conclusion section.

H. FILTER DYNAMICS MODEL

The main dynamics model is that which

describes the propagation of the SC angular velocity,

co. The angular dynamics of a constant mass SC is
l0

given in the following equation

6_I+h +__ x (I__ +h) =T (1)

where o_.r = [cox, cot, co] , I is the SC inertia tensor,

h is the momentum of the momentum wheels, and T

is the external torque operating on the SC. The

components co_, % and co, are the three

components of the sought angular-rate vector, _, of
the SC body with respect to inertial space when
resolved in the body coordinates. Eq. (1) can be
written as

•_ = I-'[(I_ + h)x]__ + I-'(T - i_) (2)

where [(Ico + h)x] is the cross product matrix of the

vector (Ic0 + h). Define

and

F(9_) = I-'[(I_ + h)x] (3)

u(t) = I-t (T -l_) (4)

then Eq. (2) can be written in the form

= F(___ + u(t) (5)

As was shown in Ref. 2, there are 8 primary models,
and infinite linear combinations of them, which

express Eq. (I) in the form of Eq. (5).
Eq. (5) describes the SC correct dynamics;

however, we usually do not know the exact values of
I, T, h and its derivative, therefore we do not know

the exact relationship between _ and these

elements. We express our lack of knowledge by

adding a stochastic process to the dynamics equation

of Eq. (1). We assume that this stochastic process,
w(t), is a zero mean white noise process. The
resulting model which is used by the estimator is

= F(9_)_- + u(t) + w' (t) (6)

If we denote o by x, then Eq. (6) can be written as

i = F(x)x + u(t) + w'(t) (7)

where obviously

F(x)=I-'[(Ix+h)×] (8)

For thetime being weassumethat we measurethe

angular-rate; that is, x, therefore the measurement
equationis

z_ =Hx_ + v k (9)
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where
H= 13 (10)

v k is a zero mean white measurement noise, and

13 is the third dimensional identity matrix.

Ill. ANGULAR-RATE ESTIMATION

As mentioned in the introduction section, we use

two filtering algorithms to estimate the angular-rate.
These algorithms are described next.

The dynamics equation presented in Eq. (7) is a
nonlinear differential equation due to the term

F(x)x. A standard filter for this case is the Extended

Kalman Filter (EKF). One can also apply the
Extended Interlaced Kalman filter 3 where three

linear KFs are run in parallel. Other possibilities
which are applicable to the form of non-linearity

presented in Eq. (7) are the Pseudo-Linear Kalman
(PSELIKA) filter and the State Dependent Algebraic
Riccati Equation (SDARE) filter which were used

successfully in Ref. 2. In view of their performance,
the latter two filters are used in this work too.

IIl.1 The Pseudo-Linear Kalman (PSELIKA)
Filter

The PSELIKA filter algorithm disregards the
non-linearity and treats the dynamics system as if it

were just a time varying system, consequently, the
ordinary K.F algorithm is applied. First, the

continuous differential equation (7) expressing the
SC dynamics is discretized and then the KF

algorithm is applied as follows. First evaluate:

W'_ = E{w'(tk)w'(t k)r } (11)

R k = E{v kv_ } (12)

and choose an approximate value for the initial
estimate of the rate vector. In the absence of such

initial estimate, choose i 0 = 0. Next, determine P0,

the initial covariance matrix of the estimation error

according to the confidence in the choice of i 0 . The

recurrence algorithm is then as follows.

- time propagation:

Let A k be the discrete dynamics matrix

obtained when F(x) of Eq. (8) is discretized, and

let u k be the discrete deterministic input signal, then

propagate the state estimate according to:

ik.,, _ = Aklk, k + U_ (13.a)

and the covariance matrix according to:

A rPk._/k = kP_:_Ak + W'_ (13.b)

- measurement update:

Compute the Kalman Gain as follows:

K,+, = P,.,,_H'[I-IP,.,,_H' + R,.,]-' (13.c)

Update the estimate according to:

i_.._., = i_.,, k + Kk.,[Zk. , - Hi_.,, k ] (13.d)

and update the covariance matrix using:

P,.,_.÷, = [I- Kk.tH]Pk.,_[I, - Kk+,n] T
(13e)

+Kk+iRk+iK_.l

111.2 The State Dependent Algebraic Riccati

Equation (SDARE)

The continuons-discrete-timeSDARE filter

which was used inRef. 2 was based on thework of

Cloufier,D'Souza and Mracek _m2, Pappano and

Friedland_3,and Mracek, Cloutierand D'Sottza14.

That continuous-discrete-time filter for the

continuous-time dynamics and the discrete-time
measurement is as follows (see Ref. 2).

As with the PSELIKA filter, choose an

approximate value for the initial estimate of the rate
vector. In the absence of such initial estimate,

choose again i0 = 0.

- time propagation:

Propagate the state estimate according to:

ik+,/i = Aiik: i + U k (14)

- measurement update:

At the measurement updating time, tk+_, solve the

following algebraic Riccati equation for P_._ :

A(i_.vk)P_,÷l + Pk+l AT (ik+J/k)

T -I _ --
- Pk.,.tH Rk+tH_k+l + W k+l -- 0

(15.a)
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and compute the gain matrix:

Kk+ I = Pk+IHTRkll (15.b)

Finally compute the updated state estimate:

i_.,_.., = i_.,,_ + K_.,[z,., - Hi_.,_.] (15.c)

IV. THE FILTERED QUATERNION-RATE
APPROACH

As mentioned before, it is possible to derive co,

a crude estimate of co using the quatemion fn-st
• 1.2.

time-derivatave ; however, the resultant estimate is

noisy. If co, is passed through a passive low-pass

filter the noise may be filtered out at the expense of
a delay t. Here we investigate the quality of the
filtered rates when the two active filters described

before are used to filter co,. First we show how CO,

is derived from /1, the differentiated quaternion. As

is well known [see e.g. Ref. 10], the quaternion

dynamics equation is

Cl=_f2q

where

I 0 COz --g% OZ 1

Ox

= - coz 0 CO cOy
COy -CO 0

--_x --COy --fi)z

(16)

(17)

It is also known [see e.g. Ref. I] that Eq. (16) canbe
written as

/1 = _Qco (18)

where

% -q, qq ]

Q_ q, q, - ,
-- --qz q,

-q, -q_ -%J

(19)

Define the pseudo inverse

Q, = (QrQ)-, Qr (20.a)

where T denotes the transpose. Note that

QrQ = i3 (20.b)

where Ij is the fourth dimensional identity matrix.

From Eqs. (18) and (20.a) it is easily seen that a

rough estimate of the rate vector can be computed as
follows

co = 2Q'¢1 (21.a)

which in view of Eqs. (20) can be written simply as

COt = 2Q r ¢1 (21.b)

The dynamics equation for the estimator was

introduced in Section II (see Eq. 7); thus, in view of
Eq. (21), like Eq. (10), the measurement equation

which corresponds to that dynamics model is

where

_-_-r = H, to + v (22.a)

H = 13 (22.b)

and v is a zero mean white noise.

The Pseudo-Linear Kalman Filter (PSELIKA)
and the State Dependent Algebraic Riccati Equation

(SDARE) f'rlter were used to obtain the angular-rate
from quaternion observations using the Quatemion-

Rate approach. The data which was used to te_t this
approach was real measurements downloaded from
the RXTE satelhte, which was launched on Dec. 30,

1995. We chose a segment of data starting January 4,
1996 at 21 hours, 30 minutes, and 1.148 sec. The

quaternion which was used was based on the SC
attitude as determined by its star trackers. Fig. 1

presents co, the nominal angular-rate, Fig. 2 presents

the error between CO,, the raw angular-rate, and co,

the nominal rate In order to quantify the error, a
single figure of merit (FM) is computed. First the

average square error of each component is computed

_2_ l T
as follows i-r_-%-_0Se_dt i=x, y, z. This

to

computation yields e 2 e 2 and e2z Then the FM is
x _ y

computedasrM-- e +e: Inordertoexclude
the transients we set t o = 100see. It was found that

FM(2) = 7.3998.10 -3 deg/sec where FM(2) is the

FM of Fig. 2. Fig. 3 presents the estimation error

when the PSELIKA f'dter was apphed to CO. It was

found that FM(3) = 1.5311.10 -3 deg/sec. Finally,

Fig. 4 shows the same when the SDARE filter was
used and it was found that

FM(4) = 1.4550-10 -3 deg/sec. As indicated by

FM(2), the computed angular-rate, CO,,particularly its

x component, was rather noisy. When either the

PSELIKA or the SDARE filter were applied to CO, ,

other than a few spikes, the resulting o3 was
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smoother.In this exampletherewas no real
differencebetweentheperformanceof the two
filters(seeFM(3)andFM(4)).As expected,the
computationof _ usingEq.(21)producedanoisy
estimatedueto thedifferentiationof themeasured
quatemionwhichwascorruptedby measurement
noise,andtheapplicationof thePSELIKAfilterto
this _, filteredoutmostof thenoise,Whenthe
SDAREratherthanthePSELIKAfilterwasapplied
to _,, thefilteredestimateof theangular-ratewas
visuallyidentical.In otherwords,theeffectof the
applicationof the SDAREfilter was practically
identical to that of the PSELIKA filter.
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V. THE QUATERNION AUGMENTATION
APPROACH

Although we also tested the Quatemion-Rate

approach described m the preceding section, in this
work we are mainly interested in estimating _ using

the measured quaternion itself rather than its
derivative. However, the quaternion is not a part of
the state vector of the system (see Eqs. 6, 7). One
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solutionto this problemwasexaminedin the
precedingsection.Another solution is the
augmentationofthequatemionwiththeangular-rate
stateof Eqs.(6, 7). For this we canusethe
quatemiondynamicsequationgiveninEq.(16)and
obtainthefollowing model which augments Eqs. (6)
and (16)

= G' (y)y + e(t) + g(t) (23)
where

04  24b,
[°,0t,]e(t) = (24.c)

__ Fw'(t)l

g '=L 0 J (24.d)

The measurements of the quatemion are taken at
discrete time points; therefore the measurement
model is a discrete one. The discrete measurement

model that corresponds to the dynamics model of
Eq. (23) is

q,._ = + v k (25)
k

where q,._ is the measurement at time t_,

[ 00100  C= 00010
0000 1

00000

(26)

and v k is the measurement noise at that time.

An inspection of the matrices G'(y) of Eq.

(24%) and C of the last equation reveals that even

when co is constant this pair is deterministically

unobservable. This problem can be overcome though
using the fact that Eq. (16) can be written as Eq. (18)
which can also be written as

therefore Eq. (23) can be transformed into

= G(y)y + e(t) + g(t) (28.a)

where

:r:®G(y) LTQ
(28.b)

We note that the measurement equation (see Eq. 25)
is unchanged although the dynamics matrix of the

system changes from G'(y) to G(y). Unlike the

pair G'(y) and C, the pair G(y) and C is not

necessarily deterministically unobservable. In fact,

the results which are presented in Fig. 5 show that

the pair is observable even when _ is time varying.

Moreover, in the computation of if2 which is needed
in Eq. (24.b) we use our best estimate of to. At least

initially, this estimate may be way off yielding a

wrong f2 and, consequently, a wrong G'(y). On the

other hand, in the computation of G(y), given in

Eq. (27.b), we use Q rather than f2, and since Q is

based on the computed q which is fairly accurate,
we obtain a pretty accurate G(y). In other words,
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Fig. 5: The Estimated Angular-Rate, _5, After

Applying the PSELIKA Filter to the
Augmented Model.

not only is the pair { G(y), C} observable, the use

of G(y) yields a more accurate filter model than

does G'(y). The FM of Fig. 5 was fotmd to be

FM(5) = 6.1839-10 --4deg/sec. When comparing

Fig. 5 to Figs. 3 and 4 it is realized that the addition

of q to the state vector yields a better filter. It is
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notedthatthelevelof the spikes present in Figs. 3
and 4 was reduced when this filter was used.

While vk, the measurement noise vector, can be

assumed to be statistically independent over time, its

components are correlated with one another;

moreover, it cannot be assumed that v k has a

constantly zero mean, consequently we model the
measurement noise as

v k = v_._ + v2._ (29)

where between the measurement points, k-l, k, k+l,

the noise component, vl, changes according to

;¢, = -Nv, + -_t (30)

It is further assumed that v2.k is a zero mean white

noise process whose covariance matrix contains, in

general, non-zero off diagonal elements. As usual,

the covariance man-ix of the white noise vector, __,,

which drives v,.k+t, is selected t5 to fit the covariance

matrix of vt._+, . That matrix too may have non-zero

off diagonal elements in order to generate the correct

covariance between the components of Vt,k+ ! .

Since the measurement noise has a non-white

component, one needs to augment the non-white

state with the existing state vector to form a new
augmented state. The resultant model is then as
follows

i=Fx+f+w (31)
where

I:lx_- 0 0 ,32b,
v, 0 -N

I!] I:lf = (32.c) w = (32.d)

L_',J
Since

q®., =q, + v,., + v2., (33.a)

then the corresponding discrete measurement
equation is

where

z_., = Hx_+, + v2.k+, (33.b)

001000 I 00 !I

000100010

000010001

000001000

(33.c)

VL A SIMPLIFIED FILTER MODEL

The dynamics models which were used in the
preceding section can sometimes be drastically

simplified by exchanging the SC non-linear
dynamics model with a simple first order Markov

model. This approach, which is common practice in

target tracking, was applied recently to attitude
determination" and is considered here. The

simplified filter dynamics equation takes the form

o] :I7 0
0 -

(34.a)

The dynamics model is then

where

(34.b)

(34.c)

f is as before and

w_r =[w:( 0 r (B r] (34.d)

The covariance matrix of w s has to be computed _5

and tuned. When the quatemion measurements are

used to update the filter every second there is almost
no visible difference between the use of the elaborate

rotational dynamics model and the simplified Markov
model. However if the updates occur at longer
intervals there is a remarkable difference between the

two cases. Fig. 6 presents the angular-rate estimation
error when the elaborate angular dynamics is used
and the PSELIKA filter, which is used to estimate the

rates, is updated at an arbitrarily 30 second rate. The
FM computation of the error presented in Fig. 6

results in FM(6) = 1.7975-10 -3 deg/sec. When the

elaborate model is replaced by the Markov model, the
error in the resulting estimated rate is unacceptable.

This is seen in Fig. 7 where the angular-rate
estimation errors for this case are presented. This is

also indicated by the large FM of this case where

FM(7) = 3.9136-10 -2 deg/sec. It should be noted
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thatin thecomputation of FM(6) and FM(7) we set

t o = 200sec. Again, tiffs was done in order to avoid

the transients. In summary, the simplified model was
shown to be unacceptable.
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VII. QUATERNION NORMALIZATION

Since quatemions are inherently normal, the
quatemion which is estimated using the above

algorithms has to be normal; however, these
estimation algorithms do not assure normalization;
therefore, occasionally, the esumated quatemion has

to be normalized. Several algorithms were suggested
for it in the pasP "17which were compatible with the
KF estimator. The accuracy achieved when using

those algorithms was about the same for all of them.

In this work we chose to apply the Magnitude
Pseudo-Measurement (MPM) normalization
algorithm 17 for the ease of its implementation. This

algorithm is presented next.
The states which constitute the four elements of

the quatemion are x_,xs,x6andx 7 therefore the

sum _24 + _ + _2 + _ has to be equal to 1. In order

to assure it we assume the existence of a "magnitude
measuring device" that "measures" 1; that is,

Z.n.t., = 1 (35.a)

On the other hand we assume that the corresponding
measurement model is

Z_.k÷ I =

[0, 0, O, _,._+,, r's.=+,,x,.=._, x.,.=+,,0,0, 0, O] x + v.a._+,

(35.b)
which can be written in the form

Znorm,k+l= H,o_n x + Vnorm,k+l (35.c)

where, obviously

H.o _ = [0, 0, 0, x-4.k+l, Xs,k+l ' X6.k+l' _'7.k+1,0, 0, 0, 0]

(35.d)

It is possible now to perform an ordinary
measurement update where the filter is fed with the
"measurement" 1, and where the measurement

matrix is given m Eq. (35.d). The value of r,_._.,,

the variance of the "measurement" error v._.k.,,

can be adjusted to yield satisfactory results. We note
that indeed this algorithm forces normality on the
estimated quaternion without violating the K.F rules.
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VIII. DELAYED QUATERNION
MEASUREMENTS

The device that yields the quaternion
measurements 9 computes the quatemion after a star

search, therefore the quatemion is obtained with a
time delay. Fig. 8 presents the time points where

measurement updates take place and the size of the

delay time, A, which, for reasons explained later, is

divided into subintervals of length 5. The filter has
to supply the best estimate of the angular-rate to the

SC attitude control system (ACS) at points t_, tk. , ,

etc. However, the

A

Y
T

Fig. 8: The Relative Location of the Delayed
Quatemion Measurement Along the
Time Line.

measurement which is obtained at tk+, is of the

quaternion that existed at tm_+,; that is, at time

point tk÷, --A. There are several ways to process the

delayed measurement in order to obtain an improved

estimate at tk+ _ . In the ensuing we present two

algorithms. According to the first algorithm, which

we name Updating Before Propagating, we perform
a measurement update of the filter at time point

tm_k÷,, when the real time is already tk+ l , and then

propagate the outcome to time point measurement

where the information is passed on to the ACS. It is
also possible to first propagate the state estimate and
covariance matrix (when PSELIKA is used) to the

time point tk+ _ , project the measurement too to this

time point, and only then perform a measurement
update. We name this second algorithm Updating

After Propagating. Both algorithms are further
explained in the following.

VIII.1 Updating Before Propagating

The sequence of events concerning the
propagation and the updating of the state estimate

when using this algorithm is presented in Fig. 9.

Since x is known (see Fig. 8 for the meaning of x),

it is possible to propagate the state vector and the

covariance matrix from time t k to tme_k.t and stop

the propagation there until the real time reaches tk. , .

The state estimate is propagated from t k tO tmeas,k+l

using the following discretized version of Eqs. (31)
and (32)

0 10 a0'_ L-_,.,.,_, (-)j L_,,.k(-)_J

+ (36.a)

and, when using PSELIKA, the covariance matrix is
propagated using Eq. (11 .b) noting that

e F(_-)' 0 0 J
A, = "QF-'(__)[e'<a-)'-I] I 0 (36.b)

0 0 e _

Note that when the SDARE filter is used, there is no

covariance matrix propagation. (One needs not

worry about a possible singularity of F(___) which

may appear in the 2,1 element of the discretized

dynamics matrix in Eqs. (36) because F-_ _(9_) is

included in this element only in order to enable the
expression of the term in a closed form. If this term

is expressed in a power series form, the inverse of

F(___) is canceled out).

(a) ................... i_+,_.(+) i_+,(+)

(b)..i' (-) ir'-_(]) ] ] ] iJ";T;me

t, t._.k., t,÷,

Fig. 9: The Evolution of the State Estimate Over One

Time Cycle.
(a) updated vectors. (b) propagated vectors.

When the real time reaches tk. , the measurement

that was performed at time t _+, is available,

therefore it is possible to use the state and
covariance matrix (when PSEL1KA is used), which
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havebeenpropagatedto tmeas,k+l, and the new

measurement to perform a measurement update at

time t ..k+Lwhich yields

^T AT A T T

ik+l-A (+) = L_k+l-_ (+) [qk+l-_ (+) [Vl,k+|-A (+)]

(37)

Following the update the state estimate and

covariance matrix can be propagated to the real time,

t_.,, for use as an input to the ACS. The state

estimate is propagated N times using the small step
size, 5 (see Fig. 7), and when PSELIKA is used, the

covariance matrix too is propagated N times up to

t_._. This propagation results in i_+_(-), and when

PSELIKA is used, also in P_+,(-). Note that the

measurement update and the subsequent propagation

take place only after the real time reaches tk+,, and

since these operations take time, they cause a delay

in the transfer of data to the ACS which is supposed
to occur at precisely tk+ t . We assume, however, that

the computation time and the resulting delay are
negligible. If this is not the case there are ways to
compensate for this delay.

VIII.2 Updating After Propagating

The sequence of events concerning the

propagation and the updating of the state estimate
when using this algorithm is presented in Fig. 9.

Here first the state estimate is propagated to

Ca)... i;(+) iL(+)

(b) ... iL(-)
I i I[, I_,., I I l l 'Timet ÷,

Fig. 10: The Evolution of the State Estimate Over

One Time Cycle.
(a) updated vectom_ (b) propagated

vectors.

time point tk+t, and if PSELIKA is used the

covariance matrix is also propagated. Then when the

real time reaches tk.Z the measurement of qk+, is

available. It is also propagated to tk÷, (not shown in

Fig. 9) and an update is performed there.

For reasons which will be clear later define a

state vector x" as follows

x_ =_ Iq[ I v_,_,]' (38)

As will be shown later, the measurement update at

time t_ yields

Iqk( ) Iv,.,_A+)] (39)

This state estimate as well as the covariance (when

PSELIKA is used) are propagated first by x to

t=._k.,. The propagation is done like in the previous

algorithm (see Eqs. (36)). (Note that although v_.k_,

is propagated "c seconds, it does not reach the time

point t._k÷ _). Next the propagation continues from

time point t _.t+, to tk+, by the small time steps 5,

and at time points t.._k._ +i.6 for i=0, l,N-l,

is recorded as __(ti,). Next the measurement at time

point t=_k. t is projected to time point tk. _. Observe

that in view of Eq. (33.a) one can write

q._.k+, = qk.,-A + V,._÷,_,+ V,.k+t_, (40)

where q=e_k*t iS the measurement obtained at time

tk+, of q at time t=.._k+, ; that is, of qk+t-,. The

vectors v_.k+__A and v2.k+t_A are, respectively, the

measurement-noise vectors v t and v 2 which exist at

time t_. L-A. Denote the transition matrix of q

from t=_k+, to t_, by (I)(A), then, using the

recorded co(ti,), the latter can be computed as

i=N-I

q_, (A) = _ e _n"''' (41)
i=0

and the measurement can be projected forward from

t_._k÷_ to tk. t , as follows

q=.k., = _,(A) q._._.. (42)

From Eqs. (40) and (42) it is clear that

q.._, = _,(A)q_.,__ + _,(A) v,.,.,_, +_,(A) v_._....

(43)

When examining the terms on the right band side of
Eq. (43) one realizes that
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_q(A)q,,.,_,,= qk+t (44)

Since the differential equation which describes the

propagation of v, is non homogeneous, then

• q(A) V_.k.,_a ¢ V,,+, (45)

therefore Eqs. (43) and (44) are written as follows

I%" ]

q,_.k., =[0,,,3 JI,,,, ]_q(A)]_ qk_-, / + Oq(A)v2._.,-,,
LVu,*t-a J

(46)
Define

z re.k+,= q-._+, (47.a)

x_., o_' r v T 1' (47.b)

and

H..k., = [0,, 3 II,., I_(A) ] (47.c)

vk. ' = _(A) v2.k.,__ (47.d)

then Eq. (46) can be written as

z=.k.1 = H_.k._X_÷l +Vk.i (48)

According to Eq. (47.d), R v , the covariance maa-ix

of v__.t, is computed as follows

R =_q(A)R2._.,_,_(A ) (49)

where R:.k.,_ _ is the covariance matrix of v 2

evaluated at t ,_k.r. Using Eqs. (47.a), (47.c) and

(49) we can now perform a measurements update
using either PSELIKA or SDARE. This yields

i:÷,(+) "" " + _" t+_l_ (5o)=[%.,(+)lq_.,( )1 ,._.,_,..

and _k.,(+) can now be fed into the ACS as

required. It is clear now why in Eq. (38) the new
vector x" was defined. Note that x" contains

vectors of different times, but this poses no problem.

In fact this situation occurs in certain smoothing
algorithms. One has to be aware though of the fact

that the off diagonal elements in the covariance

matrix which relate v t to __ and to q, yields the

covariance of the estimation error of vectors at two

different time points.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we examined algorithms for
estimating the angular-rate vector of satellites using

quatemion measurements without differentiation.
The notion examined in this work is based on the

ability to obtain quaternion measurements directly
from star tracker(s). For the sake of comparison we

also examined the approach of extracting the
angular-rate from quatemion differentiation. Both

approaches utilize a Kalman filter. In fact two filters
were examined. One was the PSEudo-Linear

KAlman (PSELIKA) filter and the other was a
special Kalman filter which was based on the use of

the solution of the State Dependent Algebraic
Riccati Equation (SDARE) in order to compute the

Kalman gain matrix and thus eliminate the need to
propagate and update the filter covariance matrix.
The two filters relied on the ability to decompose the

non-linear rate dependent part of the rotational
dynamics equation of a rigid body into a product of

an angular-rate dependent matrix and the angular-
rate vector itself. This non-unique decomposition
enabled the treaunent of the nonlinear spacecraft

dynamics model as a linear one and, consequently,

the application of the PSELIKA filter. It also
enabled the application of the SDARE filter.

When using the quatemion measurements to
obtain angular-rate without differentiation, the

kinematics equation of the quatemion has to be
incorporated into the filter dynamics model. This
can be done in two ways. It was shown that only one

way can be used because only this way yields an
observable system.

Real spacecraft data was used to test the
suggested algorithms. As expected, when rate deter-
ruination was based on quatemion differentiation,

the resulting angular-rate was noisy. When either

one of the filters was used, the noise was suppressed
without causing delays in the estimated angular-rate

components.
The replacement of the elaborate rotational

dynamics by a simple first order Markov model was
also examined. It was found that while the use of

such a simple model was sufficient when frequent
measurement updates were possible, it was totally

inadequate when only sparse quatemion measure-
ments were available.

It was explained that the device that yields the
quatemion measurements computes the quaternion

after a star search, therefore the quatemion is
obtained with a time delay. However the filter has to

supply the best estimate of the angular-rate to the SC
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attitude control system on time. In this work two

algorithms were presented to overcome the delay
problem. According to the furst algorithm, which we

named Updating Before Propagating, a measurement
update of the Filter is performed at the time when the 6.

measurement is obtained and then propagated to the

time point where the information is passed on to the
attitude control system. In the second algorithm the

state estimate, the covariance matrix (when
PSELIKA is used), and the measurement are fzrst

propagated to the time point where the angular-rate
has to he passed on to the attitude control system, 7.

and only then a measurement update is performed.
We named this second algorithm Updating After
Propagating.

This paper presents results which indicate that a

high performance attitude and rate estimation 8.

algorithm can be implemented using star trackers
and without the use of costly high performance
gyros. These results should be considered for all

future missions with high performance rate
estimation requirements and for those missions

which are looking for a high performance gyro-less 9.
backup.
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ATTITUDE DETERMINATION USING TWO VECTOR MEASUREMENTS
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ABSTRACT

Many spacecraft attitude determination methods use exactly two vector measurements. The two vectors are typically the unit

vector to the Sun and the Earth's magnetic field vector for coarse "sun-mag" attitude determination or unit vectors to two

stars tracked by two star trackers for fine attitude determination. TRIAD, the earliest published algorithm for determining

spacecraft attitude from two vector measurements, has been widely used in both ground-based and onboard attitude

determination. Later attitude determination methods have been based on Wahba' s optimality criterion for n arbitrarily

weighted observations. The solution of Wahba' s problem is somewhat difficult in the general case, but there is a simple
closed-form solution in the two-observation case. This solution reduces to the TRIAD solution for certain choices of

measurement weights. This paper presents and compares these algorithms as well as sub-optimal algorithms proposed by

Bar-Itzhack, Harman, and Reynolds. Some new results will be presented, but the paper is primarily a review and tutorial.

INTRODUCTION

Suppose that we have measured two unit vectors b_ and b2 in the spacecraft body frame. These can be the unit vectors to an

observed object like a star or the Sun, or some ambient vector field such as the Earth's magnetic field. We consider only unit
vectors because the length of the vector has no information relevant to attitude determination. Each of these unit vectors thus

contains two independent scalar pieces of attitude information. The spacecraft attitude is represented by a 3x3 orthogonal

matrix A, i.e. ArA = I, the 3x3 identity matrix. The attitude matrix must also be proper, i.e., it must have unit determinant, so

it is an element of the three-parameter group SO(3). Euler's Theorem states that the most general motion of a rigid body with

one fixed point is a rotation about some axis. This shows explicitly that SO(3) is a three-parameter group, since the three

parameters can be taken as the rotation angle and two parameters specifying a unit vector along the rotation axis. Thus two

unit vector measurements determine the attitude matrix, in general; in fact they overdetermine it.

It is also necessary to know the components of the two measured vectors r z and 1"2in some reference frame. The reference

frame is usually taken to be an inertial frame, but this is not necessary. One can use a rotating frame such as the frame
referenced to the orbit normal vector and the local vertical. The attitude matrix to be determined is the matrix that rotates

vectors from the reference frame to the spacecraft body frame. Thus we would like to find an attitude matrix such that

Ar I = b t (la)

and

Ar 2 =b 2 . (lb)

This is not possible in general, however, for equation (1) implies that

bz- b 2 = (a rt)- (A r2) = rtrAtAr 2 = rfr 2 = r_. r 2 . (2)

This equality is true for error-free measurements, but is not generally true in the presence of measurement errors. It will be

seen in the following that all reasonable two-vector attitude determination schemes give the same estimate when equation (2)
is valid.

It is clear from simple counting arguments that the two independent scalar pieces of information contained in a single vector

measurement cannot determine the attitude uniquely. More concretely, if the attitude matrix A obeys equation (la), then so

does the matrix R(bl,gpb)AR(r_,c_,), for any 0b and t_,, where R(e,0) denotes a rotation by angle _ about the axis e. This line
of argument also makes it clear that the attitude matrix is not uniquely determined if either the pair bl and b 2 or the pair rt

and r_, are parallel or antiparallel.

The earliest published algorithm for determining spacecraft attitude from two vector measurements was the TRIAD

algorithm L2. This algorithm has been widely used in both ground-based and onboard 3 attitude determination. The two vectors

are typically the unit vector to the Sun and the Earth's magnetic field vector for coarse "sun-mug" attitude determination or
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unitvectorstotwostarstrackedbytwostartrackersforfineattitudedetermination.Recentdevelopmentsinstartracker
technologyhaveproducedstartrackersthatcantrack5,6,oreven50starsatatime.Forattitudedeterminationusingmore
thantwovectors,optimalestimatorsbasedonalossfunctionintroducedbyWahbaareappropriate4.However,Bronzenac
andBenderhaveshownthatthen vectors from a small-field-of-view star tracker can be replaced by an average vector
without significant loss of precision s. With this approximation, the two star tracker case, even with multiple stars tracked in

each star tracker, can be treated as a two-vector-measurement problem.

With this motivation, we survey solutions to the two-vector measurement problem, beginning with TRIAD. We then consider

the optimal solution of Wahba's problem. After this, we look at sub-optimal algorithms have been proposed by Bar-Itzhack

and Harrnan 6 and by Reynolds 7"s. We compare the various algorithms for both accuracy and computational effort, and finally

present conclusions.

TRIAD

The TRIAD algorithm, introduced by Black in 1964 I_, is based on the following idea. If we have an orthogonal right-handed

triad of vectors {v z, v2, v3} in the reference frame, and a corresponding triad {w_, w 2, w3} in the spacecraft body frame, the
the attitude matrix

will transform the vi to the wi by

7- 7-A =[WliW2!w3][v_!v2iv31_= WlV_+w2v 2 +%v 3 (3)

Av i = w,, i = 1, 2, 3. (4)

The TRIAD algorithm forms the triad {Vl, v2, v3} from rl and r2, and the triad {wl, w2, w3} from bt and b2. Incidentally,
TRIAD can be considered either as the word "triad" or as an acronym for "TRIaxial Attitude Determination." The triads can

be formed in three convenient ways. First, it is useful to define the normalized cross products

and

b_ _(b, x b2)/lb, xb_I. (Sb)

We note that r3 or b3 is undefined if the reference vectors or the observed vectors, respectively, are parallel or antiparailel.

This is the case noted above in which there is insufficient information to determine the attitude uniquely. If this is not the
case, two of the TRIAD attitude estimates are

At1 - blrt r +b3r 3 +(b I x b3)(r l xr3) r (6)

and

At2 - b2r r + b3r3r + (b 2 X b3)(Ir2 X 1"3)r. (7)

These estimates treat the two measurements unsymmetrically. In fact Arx rz = b_ and At2 r 2 = b 2 , but

Artr z -- b_(rt -r2) + (b z x b3)[(r _x r3) -r2] = (r I • rz)b t +[b 2 -(b_ -bE)b_]lr _x r21/]b _x b2l (8)

and

ArEr _= b2(r: -r2)+ (b 2 x b3)[(r 2 x r3)-r_] =(r I -r2)b 2 +[b_-(bt-bz)b2]lr _x r2[/[b z xb2[. (9)

Thus the estimate An emphasizes the first measurement and A n emphasizes the second. It's not difficult to see, though, that

both An and An satisfy equations (la) and (lb) if b I • b., = rt • r2.

The third form of TRIAD treats the two measurements symmetrically. We define the unit vectors

r.-(r 2 + r,)/lrz +r,l=(r _ + rl)/_]2(1 + r, -r2), (10)

r_ - (r z - r,)/lr 2 - r,[ = (r_ - r,)/42(1 - r,. r2), (11)

and b. and b_ similarly. It is easy to see that r÷ is perpendicular to r_, b. is perpendicular to b_, and also that r 3 = r+x r_ and

b3 = b.x b_. Thus {r., r_, r3} and {b., b_, b3} are orthogonal triads, and the third TRIAD estimate is given by

At3 = b.r r +b_r_ r +(b+ × b_)(r÷ ×r) r. (12)
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Thisestimatetreatsthetwoobservationssymmetrically,andgivesAr3r + = b+ and Ar3r_ = b_, but

l[_fi+r_-r_ (b,+b2)+ll-r,.r2 (b _b2)]Ar3rt- b+(r+-rl)+b_(r_.rt)= l+bt "bz 3_l-bl b2

and

(13)

1V/l+r''rz (b,+b2)-L 1-rl"r2 (b,-b2) ] (14)Ar3r 2 = b.(r÷ .rz)+b_(r_ .r2)= 2h_X+b, b2 a_I-b, .b z "

Again, it's not difficult to see that Ars satisfies equations (la) and (lb) if b_ -b 2 = r_ • r2.

All three TRIAD estimates satisfy A n r3 = b 3, for i = 1, 2, 3. From this and the above observations, it is clear that An, An, and
A n give identical estimates if equation (2) is valid, since they provide the same mapping of a basis { r_, r2, r3 } in the reference

frame to a basis {bl, b2, b3} in the spacecraft body frame.

THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION

In 1965, Grace Wahba, then a _aduate student at Stanford University on a summer job with IBM, proposed the following

problem_: Find the orthogonal matrix A with determinant + 1 that minimizes the loss function

L(A) = _ Ei alibi - Ar_[z" (15)

where {bi} is a set of n unit vectors measured in a spacecraft's body frame, {r i} are the corresponding unit vectors in a

reference frame, and {a_} are non-negative weights. We can rewrite equation (15), using the invariance of the trace under

cyclic permutations, as

2 2 T

L(A) = _"Eiat.0bi[ +kl )- _,,aib, Ar,. =(_a,)-trace(aBr), (16)

where

B-- E a, b,rir . (17)

It is obvious that the attitude matrix that minimizes the loss function is the proper orthogonal matrix that maximizes

trace(ABr). Almost all solutions of Wahba's problem are based on this observation. The original solutions solved for the

attitude matrix A directly, but most practical applications have been based on Davenport's q-method 2'9, which solves for the

attitude quaternion _°'u. Shuster's QUEST algorithm, in particular, has been widely used n. Shuster showed a simplification in

the two-observation Wahba problem, but the first explicit closed-form solution was presented in reference 13.

We begin by noting that the matrix B has the singular value decomposition _*t6

B = USV r, (18)

where U and V are orthogonal matrices, and S is diagonal;

S = diag(s I, s2, s3), (19)

with

sz > s2 > s3 > 0. (20)

In the two-observation case, it is clear from equation (17) that B has rank at most 2, and therefore

detB = s:2s 3 = 0. (21)

Equations (20) and (21) show that

s3 = 0 (22)

in the two-observation case. We shall take advantage of some resulting simplifications in this case. The general
n-observation case is treated in references 13 and 14.

Since s3 = 0, we are free to choose the sign of the last column of U and of V so that both of these matrices have positive
determinants. We shall assume that this is the case. Now

trace(AB r) = trace( A VSU r) = trace(WS) = sl Wu + s2Wz2, (23)
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wherewehaveagainusedtheinvarianceofthetraceundercyclicpermutations,and
W - UrA V.

Now using the Euler axis/angle parameterization for W = R(e,0) gives I°'1_

2 cos(o[sl(l_e_)+s2(l_e2)]"trace(AB r) = s1[cos (0 + e_ (i - cos ¢p)] + s2 [cos _0+ e_ (1 - cos ¢p)] = sie _ + sze 2 + 2

This is clearly maximized for cos0 = 1, which means that W = I. Thus the optimal attitude is given by

Aopt - UV r"

Equation (25) shows that the minimum of trace(AB r) is unique unless s2 = 0. The vanishing of s_ is the sign in the optimal

algorithm that the observations are not suffÉcient to determine the attitude. We shall see below that this is related to the
parallelism of the reference frame or body frame vectors.

The singular value decomposition is rather expensive computationally, so we look for a simpler way to compute Aop,. We note
that the classical adjoint, or adjugate, (the transposed matrix of cofactors) of B r is given in terms of the SVD by 16

adj B r = U[diag(0, 0, sis 2)IV r . (27)

We also note that

B BrB = U[diag(s_ 3, s_, 0)]V r. (28)

These allow us to write

(2 2 -- SiS2 )B + Aadj B r - BBr B = AsI$2UV r = As:zAopt, (29)

where

(24)

(25)

(26)

A -=s, + s2 = trace(ABr). (30)

We can compute the optimal attitude without actually performing the expensive SVD of B if we can find an alternative means

of computing the quantities appearing in equation (29). Direct computation from equation (17) _ves

adj B r = ala 2 (b l × b 2)(r 1x r 2)r = ala2 ibz × bzl]r, × r2[b3r3r. (31)

Then we see from equation (27) that

s:==IladjBrll = a,o_lb, x b2llr, x r_], (32)

where [IMIIFdenotes the Frobenius (or Euclidean, or Schur, or Hilbert-Schmidt) norm _s'_6

IIML - [trace(MMr)] _'_. (33)

We note from equation (32) that s2 = 0 if either of the cross products vanishes, as was mentioned above. A little effort is

required to show that

Az = s_ + s_ + 2s:z =_B_I2F+ 2ala2lb t × b_llr , ×r_l=a ? +a_ + 2ata-z[(b , .b2)(r l •rO +lb, x b2llr, xr2[ ]. (34)

In the two-observation case, A is just the positive square root of the quantity on the right side of equation (34); finding A. in

the case of more than two observations requires solving a quartic equation. To complete the analytic derivation, we need to
evaluate

2

BBr B= _ aiajakbi(ri-rj)(bj .bk)r r (35)
i,j.k=l

Combining all these intermediate results with much vector algebra gives the final equation for the optimal attitude estimate:

Aop, -- (a_/A)[blr [ + (b_ × b3)(r _× r3)r ] + (a2/A)[b2r r + (b: × b3)(r 2 × h) r ] + b3r f. (36)

It is interesting to note that this expression has a unique limit as either a_ or a2 goes to zero, with )_ equal to the non-zero

weight in the limit. This is true even though Wahba's loss function of equation (15) does not have a unique minimum in

either limit, since it effectively only includes a single observation. In fact, the limit of the optimal estimate is the TRIAD

estimate A n as a2 goes to zero, and Ar2 as a, goes to zero. It is also true, but more difficult to see, that the optimal estimate is

equal to At3 for equal weights, a_ = a,.
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Theoptimalestimatemapsthetworeferencevectorsas

Aop,rt = (at/2)Ar_r ' + (a2/Z)Ar2r , = (aJ2)b_ + (a2/_,){(r: -r2)b ' +[b 2 -(b_. b2)blJlr,×  l/Ib,×b_[} (37)

and

Aoptr2 =(al/A)Ar_r z +(a:/_,)Ar2r 2 =(a:/A)b 2 + (aJA){(r 1 -r:)b 2 +[b_-(b I -b_)b2llr 1x r_l/lb I xb2[ }. (38)

The main point to note about these equations is that the optimal attitude estimate maps both r_ and r 2 into the plane spanned

by b I and b2 . It's clear from the loss function of equation (15) that this has to be the case; any out-of-plane component

would be non-optimal.

In the case that b1 -b 2 = r_ •r 2, equation (34) for A simplifies to A = a_ + a2 , and the optimal estimate is

Aop, = (alArl + a2Ar2)/(a 1+ a2). (39)

Since An and An are equal in this case, we see thatAop, is equal to their common value, also.

Mortari has found an alternative representation of the closed-form solution to the two-observation Wahba problem that is

equivalent to the solution found here 17

OPTIMIZED TRIAD

Bar-Itzhack and Harman 6have proposed using equation (37) even when b_ • b2 _ _ • 1"2. In genera/, this estimator is not
optimal, nor is the resulting attitude estimate exactly orthogonal. In order to produce a more nearly orthogonal attitude matrix,

they employ the first-order ortlaogonalization step

Aor = _[(a 1 + a2)-_(aIArl + a2Arz ) + (a z + a2)(azArl + a2Arr2) -t ] (40)

They call the resulting estimator "Optimized TRIAD." This estimate has the correct limits of Ar_ and At2 as a_ or a2 tends to

zero, respectively, but is not the same as An for equal weights. It avoids the computation of A that is required for the optimal

estimate, but requires the inverse of a 3x3 matrix.

There is an alternative way to orthogonalize the matrix computed by equation (37) when b_ - b 2 ¢ r_ -r z. This is to extract a

quaternion from the attitude matrix and then normalize the resulting quaternion, 1l is well known that the attitude matrix

computed from a normalized quaternion is guaranteed to be orthogonal t°'u'_s. The extraction of the quaternion requires a

square root, but it is often desirable to compute a quaternion for data transmission or storage, because it stores complete

attitude information in four components instead of the nine required for the attitude matrix.

DIRECT QUATERNION METHOD

All the methods considered so far compute the attitude matrix. If a quaternion is desired, it can be extracted from the attitude

matrix. However, it would be desirable to avoid this indirect and somewhat costly procedure. Reynolds has proposed a very

simple estimation algorithm that computes . 7 sa quaternion d_rectly •.

We first present some background information on quaternions to establish our conventions. A more complete discussion can

be found in reference 11. A quaternion q has a vector part q and a scalar part qs, which we write as

q = [q, qs]. (41)

This is similar to Reynolds's notation except that we use square brackets rather than parentheses. A unit quaternion (i.e., a

quaternion with Iq[2 + q_ = 1) can be used to represent an attitude matrix, which rotates a vector by

A(q)v = (q_ -Iql 2)v+2(q.v)q- 2q_(q x v). (42)

We will follow Shuster's convention for quaternion products n, writing

P ® q = [P, P, ] ® [q, q_ ] = [qsP + P_q - P x q, P_qs - P" q]. (43)

This differs from the historical convention in the sign of the cross-product, and has the advantage that the order of quaternion

multiplication is the same as the order of attitude matrix multiplication:

A(p ® q) = A(p)A(q). (44)
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ThequaternioncorrespondingtotherotationmatrixR(e, _) is

q = Iesin_,cos_l. (45)

The derivation of the direct quatemion method begins with the observation that the quaternion that maps the reference vector

r 1 into the body frame vector bt, using the minimum-angle rotation, is

1

qn-a-t= _]2(I + b I • It) [bt x rt, 1+ b I •r1] (46)

The most general matrix that maps rl into bl is R(bl,Ob)A(q_l)R(rl,¢,), where Cband ¢,are arbitrary angles of rotation
about bl and rt, respectively. This general rotation has the quaternion representation

ql = _]2(1 +1 [bl sin _-'c°s _-] ® [bt x r_' 1+ bl "rl ] ® I r_sin $--r' c°s $-r-_lb1 •rI) 2 2 _]

(47)

1 [cos _(b, × rt) +sin,(b1 + r,), (1 + bl. rl)cos_l,
_/2(I+ b I -r1)

where 0- _ + 0,. By parallel reasoning, the most general quaternion that maps r 2 into b2 is given by

q2 = _ cos (b 2 xr2)+sin (b 2 +r2), (l+b 2.r2)cos (48)

for some angle _. The vector part of ql is perpendicular to bl - r_, and the vector part of q2 is perpendicular to b2 - rv Based

on this observation, Reynolds proposed to look for a quatemion whose vector part is perpendicular to both b_ - r_ and b2 - rz.

The vector part of ql will be perpendicular to b2 - r: if we choose

cos(#/2) = _+{[(b 1x r1). (b 2 - r 2)]2 + [(bl + rl). (b 2 _ !.2)]2 }-t/2 (b I + rt). (b 2 _ 1.2) (,49a)

and

sin(C/2) = ¥{ [(b I x rl). (b 2 - r2 )]2 + [(bl + rl ). (b 2 _ 1.2)]2 }-1/2 (b I × rl ). (b 2 _ !.2 ). (49b)

Substituting this into equation (47) gives

ql = cl-tn [(bl - rt) x (b 2 - 1.2), (bi + rl)' (b2 - r2 )], (50)

where cl is the normalization factor

c t = [(b t - rt ) x (b 2 - r2)[2 + [(bt + r:). (b 2 - r2)]2. (51)

We have ignored the ambiguous overall sign of the quaternion, which has no significance, since the attitude matrix is a

homogeneous quadratic function of the quaternion. The appearance of the cross product (b I - r:)x (b 2 - r2 ) is not at all

surprising, since this vector is guaranteed to be orthogonal to both bl - rl and b2 - r2.

Similarly, choosing _so that the vector part of q2 will be perpendicular to bl - rl gives

q2 = czV2[(bl - rl) x (b 2 - r2 ), (b 2 + 1"2)-(r l - b t)], (52)

The vector parts of ql and q2 are equal up to the normalization constant. However, the scalar part of ql is

+ r1). (b 2 - r2) = c( 1/2[(b 2 • rl - b I - r2) + (b 1 •b 2 - r1 . r2)]ql, = c1"1/2 (bl

and the scalar part of q2 is
= c_ 1'2(bq2s . 2

Thus, ql and q2 are identical if b I • b 2 = rl

(53)

(54)+ r2)'(rt -hi) = c21/2[(b2 "1.1 -bl "r2)- (bl "b2 -1.t" r2)].

• r2, and they are equal to

q3 -- csl/2[(bl - 1.1)x (b 2 - r2) , b 2 •r l - b 1 -!"2]. (55)

We see that q_, q.,, and q3 all have the same rotation axis, and the rotation angle of q3 is intermediate between those of qt and

q2- The quaternion q3, which treats the two measurements symmetrically, is the estimate preferred by Reynolds; but we will

also consider the asymmetrical estimates ql and q2.
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COMPARISON OF THE DIRECT QUATERNION METHOD WITH TRIAD

It would seem that the quaternion q_ should correspond to the TRIAD estimate An, q2 to An, and q3 to At3. As evidence for

this, we note that the direct quaternion estimation methods have A(q_)r 1 = Amr t = bt, A(qz)r 2 = Arzr 2 = b 2, and q3
symmetric in the measurements, as An is. However, we shall now show that this correspondence is not exact. The algebra in

the general case becomes rather messy, so we consider a simple example. Assume that we have two reference vectors

rl=[1,0,0] r and r2=[0,1,0] r

and two observation vectors

bl=[0,0,1] r and bz=[COStg,0,sintg] r.

We note that b_- b 2 = r_ - r2 only if sin O = 0, in which case all algorithms should give the same estimate.

We first compute the TRIAD estimates. Straightforward algebra results in

Arz = 0 , At2 = 0 0 , and

0 cosO sinO
-sin(tg/2) cos(O/2) iJ

At3 = 0 0 .

cos(O/2) sin(O/2)

(56)

(57)

(58)

We note that Anr l = b 1, Ar2r 2 = b2, Ar3r + = b+, and Ar3l' - = b_, as expected. However,

IAnr-' - b2] = [Amr _ - b,[ = 2bin(O/2)[, (59a)

and

IaT3r,- b_l= IAT3r-'- b2l = 21sin(O/4)1. (59b)

These results are not surprising, since the vectors Ar_r: , Ar2r _, Ar3r t, and Ar3r-' are all in the plane spanned by b_ and b-', as

we argued was necessary for an optimal estimator. For comparison with the direct quaternion method, it is interesting to

present the quaternions extracted from An, At2, An:

qn = _:[1, 1,1, 1], (60a)

qr2 = +[_, _ + sin tg, _, _], (60b)

and

(60c)

(61a)

(61b)

qr3 = + [41 - sin(O/2), 41 + sin(O/2), 41 + sin(O/2), 41 - sin(O/2) 1,

where we have written out the three components of the vector part of each quaternion explicitly.

The estimates produced by the direct quatemion method embodied in equations (50), (52), and (55) are

ql = _-(1 + cosO sin O)-_/z[1, cosO + sinO, 1, cosO + sin 0],

q-' = ½[1, cos O + sin O, 1, cos vq - sin O],

and
2 t/2

q3 = (4+2cosOsinO-sin O)- [1, cosO +sinO, 1, cos_9]. (61c)

It is immediately apparent that the quaternions in equation (61) do not correspond to those in equation (60), unless sin 0 = 0

and all reasonable estimators a_ee. The attitude matrices computed from q,, q2, and q3 lead to further insights:

0 cosO +sinO -cosOsin 01
1 0 cos 0 sin t9 cos va + sin O| , (62a)A(ql)

l+cosOsinO l+cosOsinO 0 J0

I-cosOsinO cost9 sin z O ]

A(q2) = [ sinO 0 cosO J ,L cos"t9 sinO -costgsinO

(62b)
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and

I -sinO(2cosO+sinO) 2(2cos_9+ sin_9) -2sin O(cosO- sin O) 1

1 0 / 2 sin 0 sin 0(2 cos 0 - sin O) 2(2 cos t_ + sin _9) [ . (62c)
A(q3)= 4+2c°sOsinO-sin2 [4+2sinO(cosO-sinO) 2sinO -sinO(2cosO+sinO)J

We note that A(q,)r I = b, and A(q 2)r2 = b 2 , as expected. However, in the general case,

41 + cos 0 sin O [A(q,)r2 - b21= Ia(q2)r, - b_[= 42"]sin O[ (63a)
and

In(q3 )r 1 - b, [ = In(q3 )r 2 - b 2 [ = af2(4 + 2 cos O sin 0 - sin 2 0)-'/2 _sin O[. (638)

These residuals are all larger than the corresponding residuals in equation (59), because the vectors A(q_ )r 2 , A(q 2)r_,

A(q3)r I, and A(q3)r 2 all have components along the y axis in the body frame, which is perpendicular to the plane spanned by

b_ and b2. According to our previous argument, they can't correspond to optimal estimates for any choice of weights. We

may be prepared to give up optimality for computational simplicity, however.

SINGULARITY OF THE DIRECT QUATERNION METHOD

The direct quaternion method has the disadvantage of being ill determined whenever both the vector part and the scalar part

of the estimated quaternion take the indeterminate value 0/0. We can easily see from equation (50) that q, is undefined if

b2 = r2, which is when the axis of the attitude rotation is along r2 (and therefore is also along b2). Similarly, equation (52)
shows that q2 is undefined if b_ = ra, which is when the axis of the attitude rotation is along r, and b,. These estimators are

identical in the absence of measurement noise, and we certainly don't want to depend on measurement noise to avoid a

singular condition. Thus we see that the direct quatemion method is singular whenever the attitude rotation axis is along r_ or

r: (or along bl or b2). We will now show that the direct quaternion method is singular whenever the attitude rotation axis is in

the r_, r2 plane, which means that it is also in the b,, b2 plane.

If neither bt - rt nor b2 - r2 is zero, the vector part of the quatemion estimate vanishes if they are parallel, that is, if

b2 - r2 =/3(b, - rt) (64)

for some scalar/3. The vector b 2 = r2 + fl(b_ - r_) has unit norm, which means that

1= 1+ 2/3 r2 • (b, - r,) + 2/3 2 (l - b_ • rt). (65)

Solving this for/3 (the zero root is not allowed since b 2 - 1"2_ 0) and substituting into equation (64) gives

b, = r2 - [r 2 .(b t - r, )/(1 - bt. r t)] (b t - r t). (66)

It is now straightforward to show that equation (2) is obeyed and that

b2.r 1= b l.r 2. (67)

Thus the vanishing of the vector part of the quaternion estimates of equations (50), (52), and (55) ensures that the scalar parts

vanish automatically.

Now let us see what these conditions imply about the attitude quaternion, which certainly exists even if it cannot be

computed by the direct quatemion method. Equation (42) requires

b, =(q2 _]ql2)r_ + 2(q.r,)q_ 2q,(q × r_) for/= 1,2. (68)

From this equation, we can see that

b 2 •rI - b t -r 2 = 4q_q. (r, × 1"2). (69)

This means that the scalar part of the direct quaternion estimate vanishes either if q is perpendicular to r_ x r2, which is to say
that it is in the rz, rz plane, or else if q_ is zero, which indicates a 180 ° rotation. We still have to investigate the requirement

that b_ - rt is parallel to b E - r2. If q is in the r_, 1"2plane, we can write

q = t2't r z + t_2rE. (70)
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Withequation(68),thisgives
bI - rl =2cx:[-(cz2+ a_ r_- r_ )r_ + (c_ + otz r_- r_ )r2 + qs (rl x r z)] (7 la)

and

b z - r2 = -2a I[-(a S + a_ r_ •rz)rl + (ce_ + ct: r, • r2)r z + qs (rax r 2)]. (71 b)

These two vectors are clearly parallel. On the other hand, equation (68) for a 180 ° rotation gives

be - r i = -2r,. + 2(q. r_)q = 2q x (q x r_), (72)

and a straightforward but tedious calculation gives

(b t - rL) × (b 2 - rz) = 4[q .(r l x rz)]q. (73)

Thus the attitude rotation axis is required to be in the r,, r z plane for the 180 ° rotation case to be singular, also. Thus we have

completely characterized the singular cases of the direct quaternion method as those cases for which the attitude rotation axis

is in the r 1, r z plane, and therefore in the b,, Ih plane, also.

The direct quaternion estimate method is singular if the attitude matrix is the identity, giving rl = bl and r2 = b,. We can say

that the rotation axis is in the rt, rz plane in this case, also, because the rotation axis can be arbitrarily assigned for zero
rotation angle. Reynolds has proposed a method to avoid the singular condition in most cases, but it does not avoid the

singularity for attitude matrices close to the identity 7's. The singular condition can be avoided in all cases by applying

Shuster's method of sequential rotations t°'19. This method solves for the attitude with respect to reference coordinate frames

rotated from the original frame by 180 ° about the x, y, or z coordinate axis. That is, we solve for the quaternions

qi-q@[ej, O]=[q,q,]®[e_,O]=[q_e_-qxe_,-q.e_] for i= 1, 2, 3, (74)

where e_ is the unit vector along the i thcoordinate axis. These rotations are easy to implement on the reference vectors, since

they simply change the signs of the components perpendicular to e,. Merely permuting and changing signs of the components

of the rotated quaternion recovers the unrotated quaternion. For example

q l = [ql, q2, q3, q_ ] ® [1, 0, 0, 0] = [q,, - q3, q2, - ql ]. (75)

The method of sequential rotations always avoids the singularity, since the 3><4matrix

[q iqse I - q x eI !q,e 2 - q x ez iq_e 3 - q x e 3] (76)

always has rank three, as can be seen with some effort. Thus the rotation axes produced by the method of sequential rotations

span the entire three-dimensional space, which means that they cannot all be coplanar with r_ and rz.

To use Shuster's rotations to avoid the singularity, we compute the reference vectors r_ and r2 in all four reference frames,

urtrotated and rotated about the x, y, and z axes. We compute the magnitude squared of the cross product (b_ - r_) × (b2 - r2)
in each frame, and evaluate the quaternion in the frame where the cross product has the largest ma_itude. The above

analysis shows that this should provide the most robust estimate. If the optimal reference frame is not the unrotated frame, we

recover the desired quaternion that transforms the uurotated reference frame to the spacecraft body frame by using equation

(75) or its equivalent for other rotations.

COMPUTATIONAL EFFORT

The speed comparison is based on the floating point operation (flop) counts in MATLAB implementations of the algorithms,

which have the advantage of being platform-independent. There are some caveats to make with regard to timing comparisons.

First, for ground computations, absolute speed isn't all that important, since the estimation algorithm is only a part of the

overall attitude determination data processing effort. Speed was more important in the past, when thousands of attitude
solutions had to be computed by slower machines. Second, for real-time processing, as for an attitude conu'ol system onboard

a spacecraft, the longest time is more important than the average time, because the attitude control system processor has to

finish its task in a limited amount of time. This works against methods that may require sequential rotations.

Four methods for computing the attitude matrix are compared in Table 1: asymmetric TRIAD of equation (8), symmetric

TRIAD of equation (12), the optimal two-measurement estimator of equation (36), and Optimized TRIAD of equation (40).

An "asymmetric" estimator maps one of the two reference vectors into the corresponding observed vector exactly, throwing

all the measurement errors into the other vector. A "symmetric" estimator, on the other hand, treats the two measurements

symmetrically. The cost of using these four estimators to produce a quaternion is also presented. Every algorithm except
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OptimizedTRIADcomputesthequaternionbyextractingit fromthecorrespondingattitudematrix,aprocessthatcosts29
flops(seetheAppendix).ThequaternionoutputofOptimizedTRIADischeaperthantheattitudematrixoutputbecauseit is
extractedfromtheestimateofequation(39)ratherthanfromequation(40).Inadditiontothesefourestimators,threeother
estimatorsareincludedforquatemionoutputonly:theasymmetricdirectquatemionestimatorofequation(50),the
symmetricdirectquaternionestimatorofequation(55),andQUEST,forcomparisont:.Thecomputationaleffortforthe
directquaternionestimationmethodsisgivenbothwithandwithouttheuseofrotationstoavoidsingularconfigurations.The
computationaleffortofQUESTdoesnotincludethecostof sequentialrotations.Nospecialeffortshavebeenmadeto
achievethemostefficientpossibleimplementationofanyofthealgorithms.

Table I: Computational Effort of Estimation Algorithms in FIo _s

Al_orithrn A output q output

Asymmetric TRIAD 143 172

Symmetric TRIAD 166 195

Optimal Two-Measurement Estimator 265 .. 294

Optimized TRIAD 335 273

Asymmetric Direct Quaternion 46

Asymmetric Direct Quaternion with Sin_ularit)J Avoidance 108

Symmetric Direct Quaternion 50

Symmetric Direct Quaternion with Singularity Avoidance 112

QUEST 190

Several conclusions are apparent from these results. Symmetric estimators are a little more expensive than asymmetric

estimators, in general. Optimized TRIAD with the approximate matrix orthogonalization of equation (40) is significantly

more expensive than the optimal two-measurement estimator. If quatemion output is desired, Optimized TRIAD is slightly
less expensive than the optimal two-measurement estimator; but the savings are less than 10%. However, the optimal two-

measurement estimator and Optimized TRIAD (and even symmetric TRIAD) require more computational effort than QUEST

to produce a quaternion. Asymmetric TRIAD is only slightly less expensive than QUEST, but the direct quaternion

estimation methods developed by Reynolds are significantly faster. The implementation of rotations to avoid singularities in

the direct quaternion estimation methods more than doubles their computational cost, but they are faster than other methods

even with this modification. None of the three algorithms faster than QUEST is optimal, though; and QUEST also has the

advantage of being a general-purpose algorithm applicable to any number of measurements, which avoids the need to

develop and test a special-purpose two-observation algorithm.

ACCURACY

We will analyze two test scenarios, using the nine estimators with quaternion output that were used in the timing tests. The
first scenario simulates two star trackers with narrow fields of view and orthogonal boresights at [1, 0, 0] r and [0, 1, 0] r. We

shall assume that the first tracker is tracking five stars at

II] I0"99712] _ 0"99712 ]
bll= : hi2 10"070584I bl3

and the second tracker is tracking three stars at

[i)b21 = b_ ; 3.99712 ,

_.07584J

0.997121

b1' = I0.070841 '
and bls = (77a)

and b23 = (77b)
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Wesimulate1000testcaseswith random attitude matrices. We use the attitude matrices to map the eight observation vectors

to the reference frame, add Gaussian random noise with equal standard deviations of 6 arcseconds per axis to the reference

vectors, and then normalize them. The errors are unconventionally applied to the reference vectors rather than the observation

vectors so that equation (77) will remain valid in the presence of noise. The two-observation estimators use averages of the
multiple vectors observed by each tracker, as suggested by Bronzenac and Bender s. In this example the two averaged vectors

in the body frame are along the star tracker boresights. The optimal estimator weights for these estimators are proportional to
the inverse measurement variances, or to the number of vectors included in the average, so we use az = 0.6a_ for the optimal

two-measurement estimator and Optimized TRIAD.

We treat the eight star measurements independently in QUEST, rather than averaging them. QUEST requires 316 flops for

eight measurements, but avoids the cost of averaging the vectors, which is 108 flops. Thus the computational effort of

QUEST should be taken as 208 flops for comparison with the other estimators in this eight-measurement example, making it

more expensive than the direct quaternion estimator and TRIAD, but faster than the optimal two-vector estimator and

Optimized TRIAD. In these tests, QUEST always used information about the true quaternion to determine the optimally

rotated reference frame for estimation, without the need to perform sequential rotations.

Table 2 shows that symmetric TRIAD, the optimal two-measurement estimator, and Optimized TRIAD perform almost as

well as QUEST. This justifies Bronzenac and Bender's procedure of using average observation and measurement vectors for

the two star trackers. It should be noted, however, that the choice of orthogonal tracker boresights is optimal for this
approximation, and that symmetric TRIAD is the only one of these algorithms that is computationally less expensive than

QUEST, requiring 13 fewer flops. The symmetric direct quatemion estimator with singularity avoidance provides average

and maximum errors within 10% of those of the best estimators with less computational effort, though.

Table 2: Average (Maximum) Estimation Errors

Algorithm

arcseconds) for Star Tracker Scenario

All Cases

Asymmetric TRIAD 4.6 (12.1) 4.5 (11.3) 4.7 (12.1)

_,symmetric Direct Quaternion 13.6 (2562) 5.2 (17.8) 20.1 (2562)

5.1 (16.9) 5.1 (14.5) 5.1 (16.9)Asymmetric Direct Quaternion with Singularity Avoidance

iSymmetric TRIAD 4.4 (12.2) 4.3 (11.6) 4.5 (12.2)

4.7 (14.6)g>,mmetric Direct Quaternion 14.2 (4763) 21.6 (4763)

_ymmetric Direct Quaternion with Singularity Avoidance

Optimized TRIAD

4.7 (12.9) 4.6(12.1) 4.8 (12.9)

4.6(12.1) 4.5(11.3) 4.7(12.1)

Optimal Two-Measurement Estimator 4.6 (12.1) 4.5 (11.3) 4.7 (12.1)

0UEST 4.4 (11.8) 4.3 (11.5) 4.4 (11.8)

The results also show that symmetric estimators perform slightly better than asymmetric estimators in this scenario. This was

expected, since the number of stars tracked in the two trackers and thus the measurement weights are nearly equal. A

symmetric estimator would be preferred in a real star tracker application, since there would be no way of predicting a priori
which tracker would view more stars.

Table 2 also shows inferior performance of the direct quaternion estimators without singularity avoidance. The performance

is not so bad in the 436 simulated cases with Iq3l>--1/2 as in the 564 cases with ]q3] < 1/2. The latter are the cases in which we

would expect singularities to occur, since they have either small rotation angles or rotation axes close to the x-y plane, the b_,
b2 plane in this scenario. This shows the importance of avoiding singular cases in an application of these estimators. We note

that the performance with singularity avoidance, as well as the performance of all the other estimators, is independent of q3.

The second scenario that we consider is a sun-mag system, similar to that on SA1VIPEX 3, assuming a digital sun sensor with

accuracy of 0.1 ° and a magnetometer with effective accuracy of 1°. We assume that the Sun is at the center of view of the
digital sun sensor at bt = [1, 0, 0] r, but the orientation of the magnetic field vector is not fixed in the spacecraft body frame.

We simulate 1000 random attitude matrices and random magnetic field vector orientations, except that we do not allow the
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magneticfield direction to be within 5 ° of the +y axis. These are the cases with coaligned vectors that the SAMPEX onboard

attitude determination system rejects. We use the attitude matrices to map the Sun and magnetic field observation vectors to

the reference frame, add Gaussian random noise with standard deviations as specified above, and then normalize the
reference vectors. In this case the optima/estimator weights have a2 = 0.01 al.

The estimation errors for this scenario are presented in Table 3. The roll (x axis) and pitch/yaw (root-sum-squared of y and z

axes) errors are presented separately, since the estimate of pitch and yaw provided by the digital sun sensor on the x axis is

more precise than the roll angle estimate provided by the magnetometer. We note from these tables that QUEST and the

optimal two-measurement estimator give identical errors, as they must since this scenario has two vector measurements.

Since the weight assigned to the magnetometer measurement is so much less than the weight of the sun sensor measurement,

Optimized TRIAD and asymmetric TRIAD give virtually the same results as the optimal estimators. The asymmetric direct

quatemion estimator with singularity avoidance provides equivalent pitch and yaw errors, and average and maximum roll

errors within 20% of those of the best estimators, with less computational effort.

Symmetric estimators are inferior to asymmetric estimators in the sun-mag scenario, since they allow the ma_maetometer

errors to corrupt the sun sensor determination of pitch and yaw. Table 3a shows that the direct quaternion estimation method

must be modified to provide acceptable roll estimation in the 551 cases with ]q±] < 1/2, where q.Lis the component of q
perpendicular to the bl, b2 plane. Table 3b shows that pitch and yaw estimates provided by the asymmetric direct quaternion

estimator are insensitive to these singular configurations, since this estimator maps rt into bt exactly.

Table 3a: Average (Maximum) Roll Estimation Errors (degrees) for Sun-Mag

Iq±l->1/2

Test Case

Iq_l< 1/2Algorithm All Cases

Asymmetric TRIAD 0.88 (3.06) 0.93 (2.92) 0.84 (3.06)

Asymmetric Direct Quaternion 2.82 (114) 1.07 (4.78) 4.24 (I 14)

1.01 (3.58) 1.05 (3.36)Asymmetric Direct Quaternion with Singularity Avoidance

S),mmetric TRIAD 0.93 (2.92)0.88 (3.06)

Symmetric Direc t Quatemion

symmetric Direct Quaternion with Singularity Avoidance

Optimized TRIAD

0.98 (3.58)

0.84 (3.06)

1.97 (86.5) 0.98 (3.78) 2.77 (86.5)

0.92 (3.23) 0.96 (3.16) 0.89 (3.23)

0.88 (3.06) 0.93 (2.92) 0.84 (3.06)

Optimal Two-Measurement Estimator 0.88 (3.06) 0.93 (2.92) 0.84 (3.06)

QUEST 0.88 (3.06) 0.93 (2.92) 0.84 (3.06)

Table 3b: Average (Maximum) Pitch/Yaw Estimation Errors (degrees) for

Algorithm All Cases

Asymmetric TRIAD 0.13 (0.36)

Asymmetric Direct Quatemion 0.13 (0.36)

Asymmetric Direct Quaternion with Singularity Avoidance 0.13 (0.36)

Symmetric TRIAD

Symmetric Direct Quaternion

Symmetric Direct Quaternion with Singularity Avoidance

Optimized TRIAD

0.43 (1.60)

1.53 (96.3)

0.48 (1.92)

Sun-Mag Test Case

[qi[ < 1/2

0.13 (0.35) 0.13 (0.36)

0.13 (0.35) 0.13 (0.36)

0.13 (0.35)

0.42 (1.54)

0.50 (1.91)

0.49 (1.91)

0.13 (0.37) 0.13 (0.35)

Optimal Two-Measurement Estimator 0.13 (0.37) 0.13 (0.35)

QUEST 0.13 (0.37) 0.13 (0.35)

0.13 (0.36)

0.43 (1.60)

2.37 (96.3)

0.48 (1.92)

0.13 (0.37)

0.13 (0.37)

0.13 (0.37)
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CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed four spacecraft attitude determination methods using exactly two vector measurements: the well-known

TRIAD algorithm, an optimal closed-form two-measurement of Wahba's optimization problem, the Optimized TRIAD
algorithm of Bar-Itzhack and Harman, and the direct quaternion estimation method of Reynolds. These methods are

applicable to a variety of problems, including coarse "sun-mag" attitude estimation using the unit vector to the Sun and the

Earth' s magnetic field vector and precise estimation using unit vectors to stars tracked by two star trackers. For TRIAD and

the direct quaternion estimation method, we investigate both "asymmetric" forms that map one of the two reference vectors

into the corresponding observed vector exactly, and "symmetric" forms that distribute the errors symmetrically between the

two measurements. We also include the well-known QUEST algorithm for comparison,

The computational speed of the algorithms was compared using floating point operation (flop) counts in MATLAB. These

show that Optimized TRIAD and the optimal two-measurement estimator are more expensive than QUEST, which has the

additional advantage of being a general-purpose algorithm applicable to any number of measurements. The direct quaternion

estimation methods are significantly faster than QUEST, however. Both QUEST and the direct quatemion estimation

methods have the disadvantage of sometimes requiring special computations to avoid singular cases, but the direct quaternion
estimation methods are faster than any other methods even with these modifications.

We analyzed the accuracy of the estimators in two test scenarios. The first scenario simulated two star trackers with narrow

fields of view and orthogonal boresights, using average vectors for five stars in the first tracker and three in the second. The

second scenario simulated a digital sun sensor with accuracy of 0.1 ° and a magnetometer with effective accuracy of 1°.

Symmetric estimators outperformed asymmetric estimators in the first scenario, and asymmetric estimators were superior in

the second, as was expected. With this proviso, all the estimators had comparable errors. The one exception is that the direct

quaternion estimators had larger errors if not modified to avoid singularities, showing the need for these modifications.

This paper demonstrates the superiority of TRIAD, QUEST, and the direct quatemion estimation methods for attitude
estimation from two vector measurements.
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APPENDIX

The following MATLAB function was used to extract quaternions from attitude matrices t°'_.

function q = dcm2quat(a)

% finds the quaternion representation of a direction cosine matrix a

% find maximum of trace or diagonal element

tra = trace(a);

[mx, i] = max([a(l,l) a(2,2) a(3,3) tra]);

of direction cosine matrix

% compute unnormalized quaternion

if i==l, q = [2*mx+l-tra;a(l,2)+a(2,1);a(l,3)+a(3,1);a(2,3)-a(3,2)]; end;

if i==2, q = [a(2,1)+a(l,2);2*mx+l-tra;a(2,3)+a(3,2);a(3,1)-a(l,3)]; end;

if i==3, q = [a(3,1)+a(l,3);a(3,2)+a(2,3);2*mx+l-tra;a(l,2)-a(2,1)]; end;

if i==4, q = [a(2,3)-a(3,2);a(3,1)-a(l,3);a(l,2)-a(2,1);l+tra]; end;

% normalize the quaternion

q = q/norm(q);
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One difficulty in using Kalman filters in real world situations is the selection of

the correct process noise, measurement noise, and initial state estimate and covariance.

These parameters are commonly referred to as tuning parameters. Multiple methods have

been developed to estimate these parameters. Most of those methods such as maximum

likelihood, subspace, and observer Kalman Identification require extensive offiine

processing and are not suitable for real time processing. One technique, which is suitable

for real time processing, is the residual tuning method. Any mismodeling of the filter

tuning parameters will result in a non-white sequence for the filter measurement

residuals. The residual tuning technique uses this information to estimate corrections to

those tuning parameters. The actual implementation results in a set of sequential

equations that run in parallel with the Kalman filter. A. H. Jazwinski developed a

specialized version of this technique for estimation of process noise ["Adaptive

Filtering", Proceedings oflFAC Symposium Multivariable Control Systems, Dusseldorf,

Germany, October 1968, Vol. 2, pp. 1-15]. Equations for the estimation of the

measurement noise have also been developed. These algorithms are used to estimate the

process noise and measurement noise for the Wide Field Infrared Explorer star tracker

and gyro.
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VORNOI DENSITY REDUCTION METHOD

TO SELECTSTARS FOR AN ON-BOARD CA'iALOG

Robert Bauer, Ba/tefEngineering Enterprises, Langhorne, Pennsylvania

INTRODUCTION

In Re£ 1 Bauer introduces the Voronoi density reduction
method to select stars for an on-board catalog from a
larger candidate set. He compares the method to previous
methods ofVedder, Yates, and Kudva (Refs. 2, 3, 4) by
way of three illustrative examples. Here a fourth
example is given which compares the VDR ms, hod to a
common approach in which a circular window is swept
over the sky, and the 3 brightest stars are selected for the
onboard catalog.

The Voronoi density reduction method is based on the
Voronoi diagrmn of candidate stars. The Voronoi
diagram is a subdivision of the celestial sphere into
spherical polygonal ceils, one for each _ar, _ that the
cell for star P consists of the region closer to P than to
any other star. The star having the smallest Voronoi
cell is considered to be in the densest region of the
candidate set. The topological dual of the Voronoi
diagram is the Delammy triangulation. It has the
important characteristic that the spherical cap
cir_lmscribing any triangle is devoid of other candidate
stars. These Delaurtay caps represent the "holes" in the
candidate set.

The Voronoi density reduction method has been
implemented as the Vorosel TM (vor-o-SEL) Tool. The
user's manual forthe tool is given in the Appendix. In
the sequel it is assumed that the read_ has read the
introduction to the user's manual.

Figure 1 Voronoi Diagram/Delaunay Triangulation for a
Set of Randomly Distributed Points.

AN EXAMPLE

For the example a candidate set of 5199 stars were artificially generated by randomly distributing stars over the unit sphere.
The density of stars .-.ear the poles was made to be about 40% less than near the equator. The magrtivades &the stars w_e
randomly distributed between 1 and 6 using a distribution typical of actual stars. An onboard catalog was then selected using
the following method. A 5.0 degree radius circular star sensor field-of-view ffOV) was swept uniformly over the sphere. The
three brightest stars in the FOV at any given position were selected to generate the "KHQS" (Keep High Quality Stars)
cat_og. This method will favor brighter stars and gtmrmatee to the extent possible that the sensor sees at least three catalog
stars for any position of its FOV. A total of 2592 stars were selected, an average of 4.9 stars per FOV.

The Vorosel Tool was then used to generate three other onboard catalogs with the same number of stars as the KHQS catalog.
The "SVDR" catalog was generated using the standard Voronoi density reduction method without any options, i.e. no star
weighting, Delaunay cap anchoring, etc. As will be demonstrated below, the SVDR catalog has a much more uniform spatial
distribution of stars than the KHQS catalog, but also includes a higher, frequencS' of dimmer stars.

The WVDR catalog was =enerated using the Voronm density reductton method with star weighting applied to favor brighter
stars. The weight forthe i 'h star was set according to the formula below:

w, = exp( -g ra, ) (1)

whereto, is the star magnitude and g = 0.8 is the weighting parameter. The WVDR catalog has approximately the same star
,,_0,;,,,,_, a;_,,4r,,,,;,_, as the KHQS ,'_,o1,,0 _',,_ has _ more ,,-;form. spatial distribution.
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Finally,the"DCA"catalogwasgenerated using Voronoi density reduction with Delaunay cap anchoring. Before the Voronoi
density reduction was applied, candidate stars defining Delaunay _ps having mdi;. greater than 3.33 degree were anchored, A
total of 1026 stars were anchored in this manor. Then during the Voronoi density reduction, if the removal of a star from the
candidate set created a Delaunay cap having radius greater than 3.33 degree the star was reimerted and anchored. In t.his manor
27 additional stars were anchored. The remaining 1539 stars were selected by the Voronoi density reduction. The 3.33 degree
limit _r Delaunay cap anchoring was chosen to provide a high frequency of at least three stars in the sensor FOV, explained as
follows. If the spatial distribution of stars in the catalog were ideally uniform the stars would be located at the vertices of
equilateral triangles. The smallest number of such stars needed to assure at least three stars in the sensor FOV would ocoar
when the length of the sides of the equilateral triangles were equal to the sensor FOV radius. The radius of a cap
circumscribing one of the equilateral triangle is two-thirds the sensor FOV radius or 3.33 degrees. Amoung the catalogs
generated by the Vorosel tool, the DCA catalog has the highest fi'equency of three or more stars in the sensor FOV, but is still
not as high as for the KHQS catalog

Table 1 gives three measures of spatial distribution foreach of the onboard catalogs. For all of the measures, a smaller value
represents a more uniform distribution. The g, measure (Ref. 2) is the variance of the number of stars in the sensor FOV
divided by the average number of stars in the FOV. The D-measure (Re£. 1) is the variance of the Voronoi density times a
normalizing scale factor, where the Voronoi density is the inverse &the Voronoi _!1 area. The kernel of the G-measure (R_

1) is the average of the Delaunay cap areas. A smaller G-measure represents a distribution whose Delaunay triangles are more
nearly equilateral. The D and G-measures are defined in Ref. 1, and are described briefly in Section 3.1 of the Vorosd Tool
User's Manual (see the appendix). The measures of spatial distribution indicate that all three of the onboard catalogs selected
using the Vorosel Tool are more uniform than the KHQS catalog.

Table 1 Measures of Spatial Distribution

Measure

Candidates KHQS

0.520

Catalog

WVDR SVDR DCA

0.375R 2.402 0.523 0.352

D 1.510 0.511 0.361 0.158 0.182

G 1.001 0.954 0.754 0.639 0.677

Figure 2 shows the frequency ofat least k stars in the sensor FOV. The KHQS catalog has the highest frequency of three or
more stars, as should be expected since the KHQS catalog contains the three brightest stars for any position of the sensor FOV.
However, all three of the catalogs selected using the Vorosel Tool have a higher percentage of the sky with four or more stars.
The SVDR and DCA catalogs have the ,highest frequency of four or more stars, but as seen in Figure 3, these catalogs also
have lower frequencies of brighter stars. According to Figures 2 and 3 the WVDR catalog is very similar to the KHQS
catalog: they both have nearly the same frequency of at least k stars in the sensor FOV, and the same distribution of star
magnitudes. However, according to Figure 4 the WVDR catalog has fewer holes (Delaunay caps) of larger radii than the

KHQS catalog. The SVDR catalog has the lowest _equencT of holes with larger radii.

CONCLUSION

The observations above lead one to the following conclusions, flit is important to favor brighter stars, the weighted Voronoi
density reduction is likely to give the best results. It can yield a catalog with nearly the same distribution of star magnitudes
as the KHQS catalog, and nearly the same frequencyofthme or more stars in the sensor FOV, but will have a lower frequency
of larger holes, ffthe star sensor accuracy does not degrade for dimmer stars, the standard Voronoi density reduction method
gives the best onboard catalog. It will favor brighter stars while avoiding larger holes. Delaunay cap anchoring offers no
significant advantage over the other methods.
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Appendix:

User's Manual for the Vorosel TMTool

Version 1.0, March 1999

Written by Robert Bauer of (BaugrEngineering Enterprises, Langhorne, Pennsylvania.

The Vorosel tool uses the Voronoi density reduction method to select starsfor an onboard catalog from
a larger candidate set. This manual gives an overview of the method and explains how to use the tool.
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3. OUTPUTS
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4. TAILORING THE SOURCE CODE
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4.2 Read Stars Function
4.3 Write Stars Function
4.4 Better Star Function
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Table 2 Run Parameters

Table 3 StarWeights.txt File Format

Table 4 VDGeoF.txt File Format

Table 5 DTGeoF.txt File Format

Table 6 VDDTGraph.txt File Format

_Vorosel is a trademark of CBauerEngineering Enterprises, Langhorne, Pennsylvania.
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1. OVERVIEW

The Vorosel tool uses the Voronoi density reduction method Cgef. 1) to select stars for an onboard catalog fi'om
a larger candidate set. The user builds a candidate set by selecting stars from a rd'ereacestar catalog (such as
SKYMAP) which meet certain mission and star sensor criteria, such as star magnitude, separation, proper
motion, etc. The candidate stars arc used as input to the Vorosel tool along with the number of stars desired for

the onboard catalog. Other inputs are used to refine the star selection process as described below. The onboard
catalog selected by the Vorosel tool is a very uniformly distributed sub-set of the candidates.

In this overview, the star selection process is explained, and the overall program flow of the Vorosel tool is
given. Subsequent sections give more detailed explanation of the inputs and outputs, how to tailor the source
code if so desired, and the meaning of error messages.

1.1 Voronoi Density Reduction

The Voronoi density reduction method to select stars for an onboard catalog is conceptually simply, yet very
effective.

1) Identify a star in the densest region of the candidate set.

2) Remove the star to yield a smaller, more uniformly distributed candidate set.

3) Repeat the removal process until the desired number of stars remains.

To identify a star in the densest region ofthe candidate set, first the Voronoi diagram (Ref 2) of the candidates
is constructed. The Voronoi diagram is a subdivision of the celestial sphere into spherical polygonal cells, one
foreach star, so that the cell for star P consists of the region on the sphere closer to P than to any other star.
The Voronoi diagram provides a natural way to identify stars in the densest region of the candidate set: the star
with the smallest Voronoi cell areais interpreted as a star in the densest region. The Voronoi density reduction
removes the star with the smallest Voronoi cell area during each iteration of the process outline above.

Several refinements of the basic Voronoi density reduction just described are possible. The simplest of these
refinements is to remove the star with the smallest weighted Voronoi cell area, which is simply the Voronoi
cell area times a weight supplied by the user. The weights cart be used, for example, to favor brighter stars for
the onboard catalog.

The second refinement involves the use of anchors supplied by the user for each star. An anchor is a multi-
purpose flag: it specifies whether the respective star is in the region of interest for the onboard star catalog
(anchor = 0 or 1), and it specifies whether the star must be included in the onboard star catalog (anchor = 1).
the star is not in the region ofinterest (anchor = -1) it is still subject to the Voronoi density reduction, but is
not included in the final onboard catalog. During each iteration of the Voronoi density reduction, the star with
the smallest weighted Voronoi cell area whose anchor is not 1, is removed from the candidate set. The
iterations terminate when the number of candidate stars in the region of interest (anchor = 0 or 1) equals the
desired number of stars for the onboard star catalog.

The use of the anchors is illustrated by the following example. Suppose the user wants to select stars for an
onboard star catalog restricted to declinations above +22 degrees. Furthermore suppose that there are a handful
of special guide stars which must be included in the onboard star catalog. The anchors are set as follows. The
anchor forany candidate star whose declination is below +22 degrees is set to -1 signifying that it is not in the
region of interest. The anchor for each of the special guide stars is set to +1 signifying that it must be included
in the onboard catalog. The anchors for all other candidates, i.e. those that are in the region of interest but are
not special guide stars, are set to 0 signifying that they may or may not be included in the onboard catalog
depending upon the results of the Voronoi density reduction.

It may occurto the readerthat if the user wants only stars in a certain region of interest, then why not simply
exclude stars which are outside of this region from the candidate set. While this approach appears to be
reasonable, the user should be aware of the follow nuances of the Vorosel tool. First and most serious, if the

spherical cap circumscribing the candidate stars is smaller than a hemisphere, the algorithm to construct the
Voronoi diagram may fail. Second, the Voronoi density reduction will tend to keep all stars along the border cf
the region of interest if there are no candidate stars outside the region. Thus, the star density in the onhoard
catalog would tend to be highest where stars are likely not to be needed (assuming the user has chosen a region
of interest which is slightly larger than the expected range for star sensing). Therefore it is strongly
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recommendedthatstarsoutsidetheregionof interest be included in the candidate set to act as "buffers" insuring
proper construction of the Voronoi diagram, and keeping the star density uniform throughout the onboard
catalog.

The final refinement oft/_ Voronoi density reduction is call Delautmy cap anchoring. It is designed to limit

the size of"holes" in the onboard star catalog to a specified value to the extent possible, This refinement is
based on the Delannay triangulation freq. 2) of the candidate stars. A triangulation subdivides the sky into
contiguous spherical triangles whose vertices are the candidate stars. A Delaunay triangulation has the unique
property that the spherical caps circumscribing these triangles are devoid of candidate stars. These "Delaunay
caps" may be interpreted as holes in the candidate set. With Delaunay cap anchoring, the stars defining
Delaunay caps whose radii are larger than a value supplied by the user are anchored before the Voronoi density
reduction is performed. Then, during each iteration of the Voronoi density reduction, if it is found that the
removal of a star from the candidate set creates a Delava_y cap larger than the limit, the star is renamed to the
candidate set and anchored. The user may "turn-off' Delaunay cap anchoring by supplying a limit on the cap
radius of 180 degrees or greater.

There are several run parameters, which the user must specify to control the star selection process. For
example, the user must specify the number of stars to keep in the on-board catalog and whether to use weights
or anchors during the Voronoi density redu_on. These parameters can be supplied from the user's keyboard,
or from a file. Section 2 defines the parameters and gives guidelines on how to use them to tailor the Voronoi
density reduction to the user's needs.

Section 3 describes the output ofthe Vorosel tool. The on-board star catalog is written to a file in "SKYMAP
run ca_og" format (Ref. 3). A summary ofresults and any error messages am,mitten to the user's mordtor and
to a file. Information on the Voronoi cells and Delaunay triangles for the on-board catalog are written to files for
further analysis if the user so desires.

On rare occasions the user may need to modify the Vorosei tool source code to his/her specific needs. Section 4
explains how to tailor the source code for changes the user is most likely to need, including how to tailor the
functions to read in the candidate stars and write out the on-board catalog.

1.2 Program Flow

The program flow for the Vorosel tool is ouffmed below.

1) Read in the run parameters. The run parameters are read from the file RunPorometers .tx'c if it
exists. If not, the user will be prompted to enter the run parameters from the keyboard.

2) Read in the candidate stars from the file CondidateStors. _:xt, and the weights and anchors from the

file StorWei.ghts. txt. Note that StarWeights. txt is needed only if the user has specified in
the run parameters that weights and anchors are to be used.

3) Construct the Voronoi diagram/Delaunay triangulation (VD/DT) of the candidate star_. The VD/DT is
represented by a common quad-edge data smacture. The algorithm to construct the VD/DT is
incremental and starts by building a scaffold from vertices of a regular spherical tetrahedron. The scaffold
forms an initial VD/DT to start the algorithm and is removed at the end. Star in the candidate set are
inserted one by one, adding and deleting edges as necessary. When all candidate stars have been
inserted, the points ofthe scaffold are removed. See Ref. l, 4, and 5 fordetails ofthe algorithm.

4) Measure the uniformity of the candidate star distribution as wel! as other statistics.

5) Perform the Voronoi density reduction to select stars for the onboard star catalog.

6) Measure the uniformity of the onboard cata/og distribution as we/J as other statistics.

7) Write the onboard catalog to the file 0nboardS'cors. txt.

8) Write the Voronoi cell area and other cell features for each star in the onboard star catalog to the file

VDfieoF. txt. Write the Delaunay triangle area and other features for each Delaunay triangle in the

onboard star catalog to the file DTGeoF. txt.

9) Write the edges of the Voronoi diagram/Delaunay triangulation to the file VDDTGroph.tx'c. Data in

this file may be read and plotted by the Matlab script file plotVDD-[. 111supplied with the Vorosel tool.
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I0) Deletethe data stractures createdand terminate the program.

Some ofthe actions given above may be skipped depending on the run parameters spedlied by the user. The
formatsofthe inputs and outputs aregiven in Sections 2 and 3. Tailoring of the source code, which the user
may wish to do, is explained in Section 4. Finally, error and warning messages ar¢ explained in Section 5.

2. INPUTS

The Vorosel tool inputs include the candidate stars from which the onboard catalog is selected, weights and
anchors for each star should the user chose to use them, and para_,neters to control the execution of the tool.
The following sub-sections explain each of these inputs in detail.

2.1 Candidate Stars

The candidate stars are read from the file CandidateStars. txt. The data for the stars is given in

SKYMAP ran catalog format: each line in CandidateStars. txt consist of 107 ASCII bytes formatted as
defined in Table 1.

Table 1 SKYMAP Run Catalog Format

1-9

10-24

25-39

40-54
55-69

70-84

85-92

93-107

Format

Floating Point

Floatin 8 Point

Floating Point

Floatin S Point
, Floatin_ Point

Hexadecimal

Floating Point

Description
SKYMAP Number

G.CI. Unit Vector X coordinate

G.C.I. Unit Veaor Y coordinate

G.C.I. Unit Vector Z coordinate

Instrument Magnitude

Proper Motion
Quality Flag
B-V Color Index

2.2 Run Parameters

The user may specify run parameters in the file RunParameters. txt. ffthis file does not exist the user is

prompted to enter the parameters from the keyboard. An example of the contents of RunParometers. txt is
given below. Text aflera pound sign (#) to the end of the line is interpreted as a comment. The parameters are
described in Table 2 and must be supplied in the order given in the table.

Example of RunParameters.txt

# Text after a pound sign (#) to the end of the line is a comment.

# Parameters must be listed in the order given below:

#

# Beginning of parameter list

2500 # Number of stars desired for onboard star catalog

0 # Do not use weights and anchors

180.0 # Do not impose a Detaunoy cop size timit

10.0 # Over-sample the sky by a factor of i0

4.0 # Sensor FOV radius in degrees

1 # Write onboard star catalog to file

1 # Write onboard star catalog geometric features to file

0 # Do not write onboard star catalog VD/DT to file

# End of parameter list
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Table 2 Run Parameters

Parameter

Desired size of the

onboard star catalog

Flag to use weights
and anchors

Delaunay cap
radius limit

Demographics
resolution

Sensor field of
view radius

Flag to write on-
board catalog to f'de

Flag to write VD/DT
geometric features to
file

Flag to write VD/DT
edges to f'de

Units

Unitless
or

Stars/I_ 2

011

Degrees

Unitless

0/1

0/1

Descriptio n

If a number greater than 1 is given, it is interpreted as the desired number
of stars for the onboard star catalog. If a number less than I is given, it is
interpreted as the desired average star density for onboard star catalog in

stars/degr_ z. Note that the solid angle of a sphere is 4n steradians or
4rt ( 180/n)" de_" .eez = t07313.24... degree 2.

If this flag is set to 1, weights and anchors read from the file
StarWeights. txt are used in the Voronoi density reduction method.

During each iteration of the method the star with the smallest weighted
Voronoi ceil area is removed from the candidate list if it is not anchored.

For a detailed description of how the weights and anchors are used and the

StarWei_hts. txt file format see Section 2.3,

Before the Voronoi density reduction method is applied, all candidate stars
defining Delaunay caps bigger that this limit are anchored (see Section 2.3
for how the anchors are used). During the Voronoi density reduction, if the
removal of a candidate star causes the creation ofa Delaunay cap bigger
than the limit, the star is reinserted into the candidate set and anchored.

Setting the limit to 180.0 degrees (or greater) results in no stars being
anchored based on Delaunay cap size.

If the demographics resolution is greater than zero the Vorosel tool will
find the frequency ofk stars in the sensor field of view as the sensor bore
sight is swept uniformly over the sphere. The distribution of star
magnitudes will also be found. To find the frequency of having k stars in
the sensor field of view, a large number of uniformly distributed sensor
bore sights are generated. (The "spiral" distribution described in Ref t is
iused.) A resolution of 10, the recommended value, means that on average

10 of the sample sensor fields of view will overlap any given point on the
isphere. , .

'The sensor field of view radius is used to determine the onboard catalog

:demographics as described above.

If this flag is set to 1, the onboard star catalog will be written to the file
OnboardStars, txt. See Section 3.2 for a description of the file format.

i If this flag is set to 1, the Voronoi Diagram and Delaunay triangulation
igeometrical features for the onboard star catalog will be written to the files
VOGeoF. txt and OTGeoF. txt respectively. See Section 3.3 for a

!description of the features and file formats.

i If this flag is set to 1, the endpoints of the Voronoi diagram/Delaunay
',triangulation edges in the region of interest will be written to the file
IVODTGraph. txt. See Section 3.4 for a description ofth c file format.
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2.3 Star Weights and Anchors

Iftbe flag to use weights and anchors is set (see Section 2.2) the weights and anchors are read from the file

StorWeights.txt. Each line of this file contains the weight and anchor for one star. For each shar read

from CandidateStars.txt one line is read from StarWeights.t×t. If the SKYMAP number in

S_arWei ghts. txt does not agree with the one in Candi doteStors, txt an error message is issued and

the Vorosel tool aborts. Table 3 defines the StarWeights. txt contents. The use of the weights and
anchors by the Voronoi density reduction is explained in detail in Section I.I.

Table 3 StarWeights. txt File Format

Parameter

SICYMAP Number

Weight

Anchor

Format

tnteger

Floating
Point

Integer

Description

The SKYMAP number on the line n of StarWeights. txt must agree
rwith the one on the line n ofCandidateStors, txt.

If not: an error message is issued and the Vorosel tool aborts.

ITI,,e weight is used during the Voronoi density reduction. The star with

the smallest weighted Voronoi cell area (the weight times the cell area)
iwhich is not anchored is removed fi-om the candidate set during each
iteration of the Voronoi density reduction. The weight must lie between

LIGHT_WGHT_LIM and HEAVY_WGHT_LIH defined in the header file

userif, h (see Section 4.1). If not, a warning message is issued and the
following action is taken:

, If weight _<0.0, the star is excluded from processing as if it were not given
in the candidate star file,

else if weight < LIGHT_WGHT_LIM it is set to LIGHT_WGHT_LIM;

else if weight > HEAVY_WGHT_LIM the star is anchored, i.e. the anchor is

set to ! (see below).

The anchor flag can take on four values: -2, -l, O, and I. The meaning of
the four values is summarized below:

If anchor < -2 then the star is excluded from processing as if the star were
not given in the candidate star file.

If anchor = -I then the star is handled by the Voronoi density reduction in
the usual way, but it is not counted as a candidate for the onboard star
catalog. This value is used to indicate that the star is outside the region of
interest for the onboard catalog

If anchor = 0 then the star is handled by the Voronoi density reduction in
the usual way and is considered a candidate for the onboard catalog. The
star is written to the onhoard catalog file if not removed by the Voronoi
density reduction.

Ifanchor = 1 then the star is forced to be included in the onboard catalog.

The simple bsw (build star weights) tool is supplied with the Vorosel tool to build a StarWeights. txt

file. The bsw tool reads stars from CandidateStars. txt, applies formulae to find the weights and
anchors based on the star features (position, magnitude, etc.), and v_Tites the weights and anchors out to

StarWeights. txt The user must modify the source code forthis tool (mainB. cc) to tailor the formulae

forthe weights and anchors as needed. The bsw tool is then recompiled using the makefile supplied with
the Vorosel tool.
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3. OUTPUTS

There are several outputs from the Vorosel tool. The most of important, of course, is the onboard catalog

which is written to the file OnboardStors. txt Status and statistical outputs are written to the user's

monitor and to the file RunSummory. txt. There are several other outputs which can be used to validate the
onboard catalog. Those outputs include the onboard star catalog demographics, geometric features of the
Voronoi diagram_elaunay triangulation, and the edges of the Voronoi diagram/Delaunay triangulation. All ff
these outputs are explained in detail in the follow subsections.

3.1 Run Summary

Run summary results are written to the user's monitor and to the file RunSummory. txt.
other results are the following:

Included among

• Number of stars in the full candidate set and the number of candidate stars in the region of interest;
• Area of the region of interest;
• Uniformity measures of candidate stars in the region of interest;

Number of stars anchored directly by the user and by adherence to the Delaunay cap size limit;
• Number of stars desired and actually selected for the onboard star catalog;
• Uniformity measures of the onboard star catalog;
• Onboard starcatalogdemographics;
• Error and warning messages.

The area of the region of interest is the average of the sum of Voronoi cell areas for stars in the region of interest
and the sum of Delaunay triangle areas for the Delaunay triangles in the region of interest. A Delaunay triangle
is considered to be in the region of interest if two of its three vertices are in the region of interest.

Two uniformity measures, the D-measure and the G-measure (Ref. 1), arc calculated for the candidate stars in the
region of interest and for the onboard star catalog. The D-measure equals the variance of the Voronoi density
(inverse of the Voronoi cell area) over the region of interest times a normalizing scale factor. For a uniformly
random distribution of stars the D-measure is statistically equal to 1.0. For a distribution wherein all Voronoi
cells are of the same area, the D-measure is zero.

The kernel of the G-measure is the average Delaunay cap area divided by the ideal minimum average Delaunay
cap area for Delaunay triangles in the region of interest. (A Delaunay triangle is considered to be in the region
of interest if at least two of its vertices arein the region of interest.) The ideal minimum Delaunay cap area is
the areaofthe cap circumscribing an equilateral triangle whose areaequals the average Delaunay triangle area in
the region of imerest. A normalizing function is applied to the kernel to arrive at the G-measure. For a
uniformly random distribution of stars the G-measure is statistically equal to 1.0. For a distribution wherein all
Delaunay triangles are equilateral (an idealized condition), the G-measure is zero.

3.20nboard Star Catalog

The onboard star catalog is written to the file 0nboardStars, txt in SKYMAP run catalog format (see

Table 1). Stars appcarin 0nboordStar's .txt in the same order as in CandidateStars. txt.

3.3 Voronoi Diagram/Delaunay Triangulation Geometric Features

The geometric features of the Voronoi diagram axe written to the file VDGeoF. txt if the flag to write the
features is set (see Section 2.2). These features include: the Voronoi cell area; the Voronoi cell perimeter
length; and the Voronoi cell aspect number, which represents how close the Voronoi cell is to being a regular
hexagon. The aspect number Av_ is given by the following formula:

:
where

_'k = Length of the k*bVoronoi cell perimeter

}'k = Perimeter length of a regular spherical hexagon whose areais the same as the k'h Voronoi cell
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Each lineofVDGeoF, txt containsthefeaturesforoneVoronoi cell.The fieformatisgiveninTable 4.

Table 4 VDGeoF. txt FileFormat

l_es

1-9

10-24

25-39

40-54

Format

_eger

Floating Point

Floating Point

Floating Point

Description

SKYMAP Number ofthe star in the Voronoi cell

Voronoi cell areain degree 2

Voronoi cell perimeter length in detFee

Voronoi cell aspect number

The geometric featuresofthe Delaunay triangulation are written to the fie DTGeoF. txt if the flag to write the
featuresis set (see Section 2.2). These featuresinclude: the Delaunay triangle area; the Delaunay cap radius; and
the Delaunay triangle aspect number, which represents how close the Delaunay triangle is to being equilateral.
The aspect number A_ is given by the following formula:

where

Ctk = areaofthe k'h Delaunay cap

_k = area of a cap circumscribing an equilateral spherical triangle whose area is the same as the k_

Delaunay triangle

Each line ofDTGeoF, txt contains the feamresfor one Delannay triangle. The file format is given in Table 5.

Table 5 DTGeoF. txt File Format

1-9

10-18

19-27

28-42

43-57

58-72

Format

_A_ef

Integer

_er

Floatin 5 Point

Floating Point

Floating Point

Description

SKYMAP Number of the star at the first vertex of the Delaunay triangle

SKYMAP Number of the star at the second vertex of the Delaunay trian_Je

SKYMAP Number of the star at the third vertex of the Delaunay triansle

Delatmay triangle area in _2

Delaunay cap radius in degree

Delaunay triangle aspect number

3.4 Voronoi Diagram/Delaunay Triangulation Edges

The endpoints of the Voronoi diagram / Delaunay triangulation edges in the region of interest are written to the

file VDDTGroph. txt if the flagto write the edges is set (see Section 2.2). Each line in VDDTGroph.txt
gives the endpoints for one Voronoi diagram edge and the dual edge in the Delaunay triangulation, The file
format is _ven in Table 6.
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Table 6 VDDTGroph. txt File Format

Bytes Format
1-10

11-20 Floating

21-30 Floatin_

31-40 Floatin_
41-50 Floating

51-60 Floatin S

61-70 Floatin_

71-80 Floatin_

81-90 Floatin 5

91-100 Floatin_

101-110 Floating
111-120 Floating

Ftoatin_ Point
Point
Point

Point

Point

Point

Point

Point

Point

Point

Point
Point

Description
X coordinate of the first endpoint of the Voronoi Ed_

Y coordinate of the first endpoint of the Voronoi Edge
Z coordinate ofthe first endpoint of the Voronoi Edge

X coordinate of the second endpoint of the Voronoi Edl_e

Y coordinate of the second endpoint of the Voronoi Edge

Z coordinate of the second endpoint of the Voronoi Edge

X coordinate of the first endpoint of the Delaunay Edge

Y coordinate of the first endpoint of the Delaunav Edge

Z coordinate of the first endpoint of the Delannay Edge

X coordinate of the second endpoint of the Delaunay Edge

Y coordinate of the second endpoint of the Delaunay Edge
Z coordinate of the second endpoint of the Delaunay Edge

4. TAILORING THE SOURCE CODE

This section explains those parts of the source code which the user may wish to tailor to his/her specific needs.

This code in contained in two files, userif, h and userif, cc. The source code may be recompiled using

the makefile included with the Vorosel tool.

4.1 Global Parameters

The header file userif, h defines eight global parameters. A description of each is given below. If the user
changes the values of these parameters the Vorosei tool must be recompiled.

CATNAME = "SKYMAP" is the name of the source catalog. It is used in printing diagnostic information.
The Vorosel tool assumes the candidate stars are from a SKYMAP run catalog. The character string assigned

to CATN_E may be changed if the source ofthe candidate stars is changed. (Such a change might also require
that the function to read the candidate stars be changed as described in Section 4.)

L I N E_L E NGTH = 107 is the length of a line in CondidoteStors. "ext. It is used to check the validity

of star data read in from Co nd-[ doteSto rs. _ext. The Vorosel tool assumes the candidate stars are from a

SKYMAP run catalog. The user may need to change the value of LINI:_LFNGTH if the format ¢f

Condi.dot:eSt:ors.txt is changed. (Such a change would also require that the function to read the
candidate stars be changed.)

C0"I'N = 1.0e-6 (0.2 arcseconds) is used in the test of coincidence of star locations. If two stars in the

candidate catalog file are within COIN radians of each other, only one of the two is retained in the Delaunay

triangulation as decided by a call to BetterStarO. See Section 4.4 for a description of the function

Bett:erSt:or(). The value assigned to COIN may be change, but it must be greater than or equal to the

square root ofl:PS_?.

LIGHT_I/4GHT_L'fM = 1.0e-3 and HEAVY_WGHT_LIM = l.Oe+3 areused to limit the star weights. _"
a weight is less than 0, a warning is issued and the star is excluded from processing as if it were not given in
the candidate star file. Ifa weight is between 0.0 and LIGHT_WGHT_LIM, a warning is issued and the weight

is set to LIGHT_WGHT_LIM. Ira weight is greater than HEAVY_WGHT_LTM, a warning message is issued
and the star's anchor is set to +1, signifying that that is must be included in the onboard catalog. (See

Sections 1.1 and 2.3.) Ifthe user wishes to change the values of LIGHT_WGHT_LIM or HEAVY_W(;HT_LIM,
their quotient must be made greater than or equal to 1000 times the machine epsilon.
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TALLY_LIMIT = 31 is used to limit the number of stars counted in the sensor field-of-view when finding

the onboard star catalog demographics. It is also used to limit the racursion of the demographics workhorse

Knock(). If TALLY_LIMIT is increased, there must be enough core memory to allow as many as

TALLY_LIMIT levels ofrecursion by Knock().

B I N_ S I Z E = O.5 is the size oftbe bins used to find the star magnitude histogram for the onboard catalog.

MAR KP E R I 0 D = 50 is used to issue progress marks during the Voronoi density reduction. To increase the

frequency of marks, decrease blARKPERIOD.

EP S 1 = 1.0e-7 is used to check the length of each candidate star position vector. If the length is differem _om

1.0 by more than half EPS1, a warning is issued and the position vectoris normalized There should rarely be

a reason to change the value of EPS1. flit is changed it must be greater than or equal to the value of EPS2 and
the machine epsilon.

EPSZ = 2.0e-14 is used forthe following checks:

1) When triangulating the cavity created by a star removal during the Voronoi density reduction, if the
triangulation cannot be made strictly Delaunay, encroachment as great as half EPS2 is allowed by stars
into the caps defined by the triangles in the triangulation of the cavity. If it is still not possible to
triangulate the cavity, an error message is issued and the Vorosel tool aborts.

2) Whether the triangulation of the stars is Delaunay. If any star encroaches into a Delaunay cap by more
than 1.1 times EPS2, a warning message is issued and the Vorosel tool aborts.

3) Whether the sum of Voronoi cell areas is 4n. Iftbe sum divided by 4n is different from 1.0 by more
than EPS2, a warning message is issued and the Vorosel tool aborts.

4) Whether the sum of Delaunay triangle areas is 4n. If the sum divided by 4n is different from 1.0 by more
than EPS2, a warning message is issued.

5) Whether two vectors are equal. Two vectors are considered equal if the magnitude squared of their
differenceis less than EPS2.

There should rarely be a reason to change the value of EPS2. If it is changed it must be greater than or equal to
50 times the machine epsilon.

4.2 Read Stars Function

The function ReadStarsO in the source file userif,cc reads the candidate stars from the file

CandidateStars.txt. It is designed to read star featuresin SKYMAP run catalog format (see Table 1).

The user may wish to modify this code to read other formats. Changes to ReadS'torsO should be restricted

to that part ofthe code delineated by// USER SPECIAL //.

4.3 Write Stars Function

The functionWriteStar'sO in the sourcefileuser'if.cc writesthe onboard starcatalogto the file

OnboardStars.txt. It is designed to write star featuresin the same format as found in

CandidoteStars.txt. The user may wish to modify thiscode to writeotherformats Changes to

WriteS'carsO shouldbe restrictedtothatpartofthccode delineatedby// USER SPECIAL //

4.4 Better Star Function

The function BetterStarO in the source file userif, cc is called when two candidate stars are found to

occupied the same site on the sphere. BetterStar() determines which ofthe two stars is better. The better

star is kept as a candidate and the other star is discarded. As delivered, BetterStar() simply chooses the
star with the smaller star number as the better star. The user may with to change this functions. If so, changes

should be restricted to that part of the code delineated by// USER SPECIAL //.
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5. ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES

The Vorosel tool performs internal diagnostics for proper program execution. If a problem is detected and
corrective action is possible, it issues a WARNING message explaining the nature of the problem and what
action is being taken. It then proceeds with normal execution. The user should scrutinize the results carefully
to determine adequacy forthe intended purpose. Ifa problem is detected and corrective action is not possible,
an ERROR message is issued and the Vorosel tool attempts to gracefully abort, Any results should be held
suspect. The following problems will cause a WARNING or ERROR message.

I) The parametersCOIN, EPSI, EPSZ, LIGHT_WGHT_LIM, and HEAVY_WGHT_LIM arenot consistent

with oach other or the machine epsilon per Section 4 1. The tool issues an ERROR messag6 and aborts.

2) CandidoteStars, txt does not exist. The tool issues an ERROR message and aborts,

3) A line in CondidateStars,txt is shorter than LINE_LENGTH characters. The tool issues an

ERROR message and aborts.

4) StarWeights, txt does not exist and the user has specified weights and anchors are to be used The
tool issues a WARNING message and proceeds without using weights and anchors.

5) Star numbers in CondidoteStors. txt do not agree with those in StorWeights. txt. The tool
issues an ERROR message and aborts.

6) Star position vector is not a unit vector. The tool issues a WARNING message, normalizes the vector,
and proceeds with execution.

7) Star weight is not between LIGHT_WGHT_LIM and HEAVY_WGHT_LIM The tool issues a
WARNING message, takes corrective action as explained in Table 2, and proceeds with execution.

8) There are less than four valid stars in CondidoteStors. txt. The tool issues an ERROR message
and aborts.

9) Two or more candidate stars areco-located, i.e,, their trait vectors are within COIN radians of each other.

The tool issues a WARNING message and calls BetterStorO to decide which star to keep. For

further information regarding the parameter COIN and the function BetterStorO, see Sections 4.1
and 4.4 respectively.

10) The area of the largest Delaunay cap among the candidate stars is greater than 2x, a condition the
algorithm used by the Vorosel tool may not be able to accomn_date. If such is the case, the tool will
fail to removed the scaffold used to construct the Voronoi diagram/Delaunay triangulation of the candidate
stars. In response to this failure, the tool issues an ERROR message and aborts.

Other diagnostics are performed on the integrity of the internal data structures (the linked list of stars, the linked
list of Voronoi vertices, and the quad-edge data structure representing the Voronoi diagram/DeJaunay
triangulation). None of these diagnostics should produce an ERROR message unless unsound modifications
have been made to the source code.
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Abstract

Spacecraft attitude estimation by means of an extended Kalman filter requires a reasonably true
model of the inherent noise of each sensor. For some sensors, the largest uncorrected noise
comes not from the sensor itself, but from errors in the model for the predicted observations.

This is certainly the case for Earth horizon sensors. The Earth horizon as seen from low Earth
orbit is nearly a circle whose radius depends primarily on altitude. A straightforward latitude-
dependent correction is added to this to account for the oblateness of the Earth. There also are
both seasonal and stochastic variations in the horizon height. The seasonal variations can be

predicted to some limited degree based on models derived from historical data. The stochastic
component characteristically shows variations that are correlated both in time and space but
which are unpredictable over long time spans.

This work investigates whether Earth horizon sensor performance can be improved by solving
for its systematic error as an augmentation of an attitude Kalman filter. It is found that using only
Earth and Sun sensors, the augmented state is not fully observable. Even when magnetometer
data is included, only the pitch axis component of the error can be improved; the roll component
is unobservable.

1. Introduction

Many low orbit Earth science missions use Earth sensors either as the primary attitude determination

sensors or for initial attitude acquisition prior to stepping up to star tracker-based control. Earth sensors

provide direct information to the onboard control system about the spacecraft attitude relative to the

Earth's surface. This is clearly an advantage for Earth-oriented platforms. However, Earth sensors are

subject to errors that prevent them from serving as primary sensors on some missions. Earth imaging

missions, for example, require both high accuracy and platform stability while multi-spectral views are

being scanned. In this case, star trackers usually are used as the primary sensors in combination with

gyroscopes packaged as a three-axis Inertial Reference Unit (IRU).

Earth sensors detect the Earth limb at two or more horizon points. These measurements can be ex-

pressed as an Earth-chord angular width and a rotation of the chord center with respect to the spacecraft

body. Knowing the spacecraft altitude, these then yield a body-frame observation of the nadir vector.

Thus the observed nadir is essentially the center of the Earth horizon as seen from orbit. This measure-

ment (or its corresponding reference vector) must be corrected for deviations of the true Earth horizon

from a nadir-centered circle. A simple, latitude-dependent function corrects for the Earth's equatorial

bulge. More difficult to compensate are the actual variations in the horizon height as seen by the Earth

"This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) / Goddard Space Right Center (GSFC),
Greenbelt, MD, Contract GS-35F-4381 G, Task Order no. S-24280-G.

NASNGSFC, Guidance, Navigation and Control Center, Right Mechanics Symposium, Greenbelt, MD USA, May 1999.
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limb detectors. These detectors are sensitive to infrared radiation in a narrow passband. This passband is

chosen to see the atmosphere at wavelengths where it has the least day/night and seasonal variability,

however a certain amount of variability is still present. These horizon height variations constitute nadir

observation errors of up to a few tenths of a degree for low Earth orbiting spacecraft.

While some progress has been made at using historical data for predicting and correcting for

repeatable, seasonal atmospheric variations (References 1, 2, and 3), there remains an as yet unpredictable

component. This may be partly periodic, but not simply seasonal, and partly stochastic, such as large-

scale blooms of relatively warm air into the stratosphere which perturb the isotherms to which the

detector is sensitive (very roughly 200 K at 40 kin). It is this sort of error that precludes the use of Earth

sensors as primary attitude sensors on platforms with moderately high precision pointing requirements.

This paper investigates whether the performance of Earth horizon sensors can be improved by esti-

mating the horizon height variations as part of a filter for the attitude. The additional terms in an

augrnented state vector provide roll and pitch corrections to the reference nadir vector, known from the

spacecraft ephemeris. The noise model is taken to be a l%order Gauss-Markov process. This relatively

simple model gives the sensor corrections an autocorrelation that decays exponentially in time. The filter
must also solve for the IRU biases to be useful.

Test applications of the filter show that small improvements can be obtained on one axis of the Earth

sensor (this is the pitch axis about which the spacecraft rotates at one revolution per orbit). However, the

filter could not reduce the error about the second axis (the roll axis). Further study showed that this

system can be proven to be unobservable.

Section 2 of this paper gives a derivation of an extended Kalman filter (EKF) for estimating the

attitude, the IRU biases, and the Earth sensor correction. Section 3 presents results from test cases using

both simulated data and flight data from the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer-Earth Probe (TOMS-

EP). Section 4 discusses the problems with the EKF and investigates the observability conditions. Section

5 gives discussion and conclusions.

2. Earth Sensor Error Filter

An EKF for Earth sensor systematic errors has been implemented as a modification of the Unit

Vector Filter (UVF) described in Reference 4. The UVF ancestry can be traced to algorithms given in

Reference 5. The approach taken here for Earth sensor error estimation is very similar to that described in

References 6 and 7 for estimating systematic errors in the geomagnetic field used as the reference for

magnetometer based attitude determination.

Figure 1 shows Earth sensor pitch and roll measurements from TOMS-EP spanning 8 orbital periods.

The data already have been corrected for Earth oblateness. Two types of remaining errors can be seen.

There are random errors that seem to be inherent to the sensor and which are adequately represented by

Gaussian distributed white noise. There are also systematic errors that this filter is designed to

compensate. These may occur randomly but persist over a significant fraction of an orbit, or they may be

periodic with frequency components up to a few times the orbital rate. The estimates of these sensor

correction terms are included with the attitude quaternion and, optionally, the IRU biases as the

augmented state vector. The systematic errors presumably derive from variations in the Earth horizon

radiance and are modeled as exponentially-correlated random variables. A single time constant and an
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Figure 1. Earth sensor pitch and roll measurements from TOMS-EP. The top two plots show pitch

and roll from sensor 1, and the bottom plot shows the averaged roll angle from sensors I and 2.

initial uncertainty are all that are needed for each axis. Also, since the noise sources are physically distinct

for the sensor and the model errors, the white and correlated noise sequences are taken to have no cross-

correlation. Given the periodic sensor errors, a noise model with a decaying sinusoidal autocorrelation

would match the measurements better. However, earlier work on estimating errors in the geomagnetic

field model has shown that this added complexity can be expected to improve the attitude determination

only slightly (Reference 7).

There are two Earth sensors on TOMS-EP. These sensors detect the intersection of the horizon with

scan cones centered on the positive and negative y-axis (that is, on the right and left side of the spacecraft,

taking the direction of flight as forward). The bottom plot in Figure 1 shows the advantage of averaging

these two Earth sensors. With this left/right geometry, the roll errors are significantly reduced. However,

averaging the two sensors does not improve the pitch measurements.

The filter described below follows trends in Earth sensor residuals (that is, measured minus predicted

observation vectors). The correction estimated at a given sensor update decays with time until the next

update. This represents the likelihood that the residual at one moment is predictive of the next. The actual

residual need not decay exponentially, but the estimate of it does. This type of filter was first derived by

Bryson and Henrikson (Reference 8).
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Let xi represent the unaugrnented error state vector at time ti. The filter estimates the error state to

avoid complications from the attitude quaternion normalization constraint in the full state (details are

given in Reference 5). The components ofxi can be divided into the attitude error, a; and IRU bias error,

Ab. The state is propagated from t_to ti÷zaccording to

xi+1 = _ixi +w i (1)

where _ makes use of data from the IRU, corrected for the bias, and where wi is a vector of zero-mean

white noise sequences driving random walks in the accumulated angle and in the IRU bias. In a

continuous-time model, the corresponding white noise source is taken to have spectral density

0]Q(t) = 2 (2)
O'b_I

where I is the 3x3 identity matrix. See References 4 or 5 for the transition matrix _ and for discussion of

the IRU model and the relationship between Q(t) and its discrete-time counterpart, Qi.

The exponentially correlated error term for correcting the Earth sensor is _. This can be a 2-vector

representing the pitch and roll corrections. In a continuous-time model, the evolution equation for _(t) is

_ t) = -fl S( t) + u( t) (3)

The correlation time is r= l/ft. From Eq. (3), the discrete-time propagation is

with

ei+l = _'i + ui (4)

• ; = e-_"I (5)

qi =E[uiuri ] (6)

E[u('1 )ur (/2)] = q(ti )_('1 -t2 ) (7)

The spectral density matrix, q(t), is assumed constant. Let p be the variance of e(t), representing a

measure of the uncertainty in the systematic error in the sensor residuals. In the absence of filter updates,

take p to be a constant equal to o'2co_,I. In order for dp/dt = 0, one must have q = 2tip. Then, evaluating

Eq. (6) leads to

2
qi = Cr¢o_,(1-e-2l_' ) 1 (8)

Now, the augmented error state, x_i, can be written as

[']° = (9)
Xi Ei
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The propagation equations for the augmented state and its covariance, P_, are

. ,o iw,1Xi+l = dPi Xi +
LUi J

(10)

(11)

a a a a T
Pi+,= _i P, _i + Q_ (12)

(13)

The sensor residual, yi, for any of the attitude sensors is given as

Yi "-"Hixi + lli (14)

where the sensitivity matrix, Hi, models the linear sensor response to state changes, and where the
inherent sensor noise vi is Gaussian distributed, zero-mean, and white with covariance

RES --'_vivT]--O"2ES I (15)

for the Earth sensor (ES). Also, Ross = cr2oss I for the digital Sun sensor (DSS), and similarly for any

other attitude sensors. The observation model for H; is constructed by expanding the residual to first-order

in the error state, as follows. Let Vro" be the inertial frame reference nadir vector obtained from the

spacecraft ephemeris. (All the following expressions carry a time subscript i that is suppressed for con-

venience.) The inertial frame unit vector is rotated into the exact body frame as

B,4 = e i'=) Ae,,Vr¢ (16)

where A,,, is the a priori estimate of the attitude matrix and

I 0 -0_ z OCy /
[a×] = a z 0 -_

-O_r Ot_ 0

(17)

where o_is the unknown correction to the estimated attitude needed to rotate it to the true state (the same

o_as in the error state in Eq. (1)). The actual measured body frame vector then is taken to be

Bmeas = e [ax] Aes, Vrey + £+ v (18)

The e correction is written here simply as a body frame bias. Similar results are obtained if the correction

is expressed as a rotation in either the body or orbital frame. The exact form of the sensitivity and

transition matrices will change, but for small angle corrections the resulting filter has the same effect. For
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sensorsotherthantheEarthsensor,onedropse from Eq. (18). The estimated body frame measurement
vector is

B,st = A,s , V; + e,,,

Expanding the residual, y, one finds

r = - 8,,.

----[A.,,V._, X] a'+Ag+v

(19)

(20)

where A_ = e - e,st is the correlated noise component of the error state. Thus, the Earth sensor sensitivity

matrix for the augmented state is

where

(21)

(22)

and the sensor noise covariance reduces to the uncorrelated part, Re.s, from the term v. For other attitude

sensors such as the DSS or three-axis magnetometer (TAM), one has, e.g.,

(23)0,., 0.,]

3. Results

The filter has been tested using both simulated data and flight data from TOMS-EP. The parameters

available for tuning the filter are the correlation time, r, the Earth sensor noise parameters, o'm and _orr,

the Sun sensor error, trDss, and the IRU noise sources in Eq. (2). A wide range of values has been used in

tests; the filter is not highly sensitive to changes in the tuning. The results presented here take the

correlation time to be 1500 sec (1/4-orbit) and _or, = 0.1 deg. The inherent Earth sensor noise is taken as

o'es = 0.15 deg. The Sun sensor noise is (:ross= 0.25 deg. The simulated IRU noise is Oa,,n= 10_2 rad21sec

and cr2bi_ = 4.6 x 10"2° rad2/sec 3. The IRU noise was increased to o'2a# = 10"l° rad2/sec for the TOMS-EP

tests because of the coarseness of the available rate data.

The attitude and orbit scenario and Sun visibility for the simulations were very similar to the actual

TOMS-EP data. The spacecraft is Earth-oriented in a near-circular, Sun-Synchronous orbit with an

inclination of 98.4 (leg, period of 99.6 min, and an 11 a.m. local time ascending node. It has two Sun

sensors, fore and aft, so Sun data are available for a brief period over both the North and South Pole. This

provides yaw angle and yaw IRU bias observability.

The advantage of using simulated data is that the true attitude and sensor perturbations are known.

TOMS-EP does not carry a high precision sensor such as a star tracker, so its onboard computer (OBC)

attitude estimate has an uncertainty of roughly the same size as the performance goals of the correlated
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noisefilter. More importantly, the OBC attitude is subject to the same systematic errors this filter is

attempting to remove, so direct comparison with the OBC only demonstrates the consistency between the

OBC attitude and the erroneous data used by the OBC for control. For this reason, attitude comparisons

only from the simulated data are presented. The TOMS-EP flight data are used mainly to demonstrate that

the filter is able to remove most systematic errors from the sequence of residuals even with poor IRU

propagation and with sensor noise varying widely from the Poles to the Equator.

In the first test, a standard EKF was used to estimate the attitude and IRU biases using over 8 orbits of

TOMS-EP Earth sensor, DSS, and IRU data. This EKF was used only for performance comparison and

does not account for any noise correlations. A single effective Earth sensor is created from the average of

the left and right sensors, as discussed in Section 2. The residuals obtained from this test are shown in

Figure 2. Systematic oscillations in the residuals can be seen. These are driven by the systematic sensor

errors seen previously in Figure 1.
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Figure 2. TOMS-EP Earth sensor pitch and roll residuals from a standard EKF.

This filter does not attempt to compensate for systematic error.

The same TOMS-EP data next was used with the correlated noise filter. The residuals are _ven in

Figure 3. This should be compared with the standard EKF residuals in Figure 2. The filter has success-

fully removed most apparent periodicities and systematic errors. These errors, shown in Figure 4, have

been estimated and used to compensate the Earth sensor observations.

All the remaining tests described here were performed with simulated data. The noise characteristics

were all chosen to approximate the TOMS-EP example. Results for the sensor residuals from the EKF

and the correlated noise filter are similar to those shown in Figures 2 and 3. In fact, the residuals sequence

after passing the simulated data through the correlated noise filter is nearly indistinguishable from white

noise (Figure 5).
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Figure 3. TOMS-EP Earth sensor pitch and roll residuals from the correlated noise _ter.
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Next, attitudes from both filters are compared with the truth model. These comparisons are given in

Figure 6. The figure shows the error rotation angles from the true to the estimated attitude. These are solid

lines for the correlated noise filter and dashed lines for the standard EKF. It is immediately

Attitude Pitch, Ro/I, and Yaw Errors With Respect to Simulation Truth Model
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Figure 6. Attitude error with respect to the simulation truth model for the correlated

noise rflter (solid lines) and for the standard EKF (dashed lines).
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apparentthatthecorrelatednoisefilter failscompletelyto improvetheroll axis(thepersistentoscillation
of theroll andyawerrorsis dueto roll/yawcoupling).Thereis noimprovementovertheEKF(solidand
dashedlinesaresimilar).Thereis somereductionin theperiodicerroron thepitchaxis,but themean
erroris worse.Overmanytests,themeanpitcherrorusuallyis foundto besomewhatworseandits
standarddeviationbetterthanthat of the EK.F.

Thus, although the filter does convert the Earth sensor residuals into a nearly white noise sequence,

there apparently is a conspiracy of errors between the attitude (used to rotate the reference vector into the

body frame) and the estimated systematic error (used to correct the residuals) that leads to attitude

estimates nearly unchanged from the EKF. This inability to distinguish errors in separate state compo-
nents is discussed in Section 4.

Figure 7 shows the results of a test similar to that in Figure 6, however in this case a three-axis

mag'netometer (TAM) is included as an additional input sensor. The TAM data significantly improve the

estimate of the pitch angle. The IRU bias estimates also were improved. However, the roll/yaw errors are
still not eliminated.

Attitude Pitch, Roll, and Yaw Errors With Respect to Simulation Truth Model
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Figure 7. Attitude error with respect to the simulation truth model for the correlated

noise f'dter (solid lines) and for the standard EKF (dashed lines).

Input to the filters include data from 1 Earth sensor, 2 DSSs, and 1 TAM.

4. Observability

The tests given in the previous section demonstrate that there is a major problem with estimating

Earth sensor errors simultaneously with the attitude and IRU bias. This section presents an analysis

showing that the problem derives from the physical system and is not simply an error in the filter

equations or implementation.
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Theobservabilitymatrix,E,will beconstructedfor adeterministicsystemsimilarin theessentialsto
theTOMS-EP scenario. Discussion of this type of analysis can be found, e.g., in Reference 9. The

construction requires the observation sensitivity matrix and the state transition matrix.

The error state transition matrix for the attitude, IRU bias, and 2-component Earth sensor correction

over a short time interval At is approximately

_

1 0 o)At At 0 0 0 0"

0 1 0 0 At 0 0 0

-6aht 0 1 0 0 At 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

(24)

where co is the orbital pitch rate (0.001 rad/sec) about the spacecraft negative y-axis. The correlation time

is assumed to be much larger than At so the W-block (see Eq. (11)) is near unity.

The sensor measurements for this case can be taken to be a single DSS observation followed by

several Earth sensor observations. The sensitivity matrices are given in Eqs. (22) and (23). The body

frame directions of the reference vectors are needed in these expressions. For the Earth sensor, the nadir is

always near the body z-axis. For the Sun sensor, the Sun becomes visible nearly along the body x-axis as

the spacecraft flies over the Pole. This gives

,o00o1 ]o ooooo
0 0 0 0 0 0

(25)

and

[ ooo000  HDss = 0 -1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

(26)

The observability matrix (Reference 9) then is

" a

Boss

__ H_O 2

-- H_sO 3
a 4

HEsO

g_sf) 5

_H_sO e'.

(27)
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The system is observable only if the rank of E equals the dimension of the state vector. The rank of E can

be determined either numerically or by careful inspection. In this case, the rank is found to be only 7, so

the full 8-component system state vector cannot be determined.

5. Conclusions

In an attempt to improve the performance of Earth sensors for spacecraft attitude determination, a

simple and well-known technique was used. This involved augmenting the system state with components

designed to compensate for systematic errors in the reference model. The noise model was taken as a 1s'-

order Markov process, which yields an exponentially decaying autocorrelation for the estimated error.

However, it was found that this state is not observable given the geometry of the sensors. Inclusion of a

magnetometer did not entirely remove the problem. This is surprising because the time-dependence of the

observed geomagnetic field over several orbits was expected to give full observability of the state. Further

study of this problem is needed.

If the observability question can be resolved, this type of filter could prove to be valuable for use both

in ground support and in flight software. There is only a little added complexity in the filter imple-

mentation compared to an EKF for attitude and IRU bias. The new filter is only mildly sensitive to the

tuning parameters, so robustness and in-flight tuning should not be problems. The main potential benefit

would be to eliminate the need for predicting seasonal horizon radiance variations. Rather than using

empirical fits to historical data, each spacecraft would estimate its own corrections for its own orbital path
and timeframe.
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ABSTRACT

An effective method of terminal point guidance is to employ influence coefficients, which are solved
from a set of differential equations adjoint to the linearized perturbations of the equations of motion about
a reference trajectory. Hence, to optimize this type of guidance, one must first optimize the reference
trajectory that the guidance is based upon. This study concentrates on various methods to optimize a
reference trajectory for a Martian aerocapture maneuver, including a parametric analysis and first order
gradient method. Resulting reference trajectories were tested in separate 2000 6-DOF Monte Carlo runs,
using the Atmospheric Guidance Algorithm Testbed for the Mars Surveyor Program 2001 (MSP '01)
Orbiter. These results were compared to an August 1998 study using the same terminal point control
guidance algorithm and simulation testbed. Satisfactory improvements over the 1998 study are amply
demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

The premise of capturing a low lift over drag (L/D) vehicle through a single atmospheric pass (i.e.,
aerocapture) is arguably the most popular, yet never attempted, method for reducing the amount of on-
board propellant necessary to change a satellite's orbit from hyperbolic to elliptic. Aerocapture has been
seriously considered in several programsJ However, aerecaptttre has been consistently rejected, partially
due to the lack of a guidance routine that meets the required success criteria in Monte Carlo simulations.

A primary reason for the lack of an effective aerocapture guidance routine is the inherent complexity

of an aerocapture maneuver. An aerocapture maneuver differs from its landing counterpart in that the

degree of complexity is increased due to the target conditions. Specifically, a landing maneuver targets to

a specified range (at zero altitude), which is one state variable in the atmospheric re-entry state vector.

Conversely, an aerocapture maneuver targets to a combination of velocity, flight path angle, and altitude

upon atmospheric exit.

The objective of this study is to improve upon a previous study I of capturing a low lift over drag (L/D)

vehicle into a Martian orbit using "terminal control" to guide the vehicle through an aerocapture

maneuver. Terminal control is a guidance method that drives a vehicle to a terminal condition or set of

terminal conditions. The purpose of an aerocapture maneuver is to use atmospheric drag to change a

satellite's orbit from hyperbolic to elliptic; thus saving propellant that would otherwise have to be

transported to Mars. Since aerocapture cannot raise periapsis above the atmosphere, propellant must be

"Aerospace Engineer, Ascent/Decent Dynamics Branch, Mail Co4e DM42, email theodoce.u.rol_jsc.nasa.gov, phone 281 483-6894

t Aerospace Engineer, Vehicle Analysis Branch, Mail Slop 365, email e.m.queen@larc.nasa.gov, phone 757 864-6610

I Aerospace Engineer, Vehicle Analysis Branch, Mail Stop 365, entail s.a.striepc_lare.nasa.gov, phone 757 864-4512

Orbital Transfer Vehicle studies (1984-85), Aeroassist Flight Experiment (ALE) (1984-89), Mars Sample Return Mission (1986-88), Mars

Surveyor Program (MSP) 2001 Orbiter (1997-98), Mars Surveyor 2005 (current)
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used to circularize tlle final orbit. The amount of propellant that is required to place a satellite in a

circular orbit is proportional to the requited change in velocity or AV. AV is completely determined by the
velocity, flight path angle, and altitude upon atmospheric exit. These exit conditions constitute the

aerocapture terminal target. The required A V following the aeropass measures the success of the terminal
control guidance.

Several Martian aerocapture guidance strategies have been demonstrated in the Atmospheric

Guidance Algorithm Testbed: for the MSP '01 Orbiter. Tigges et al 3 demonstrated the use of an analytic

drag aerocapture controller (ADAC) about a reference trajectory. The ADAC is a derivative of the
Aerocapture Flight Experiment (AFE) guidance algorithm. Powell 4 demonstrated the use of a numerical

roll reversal predictor-correclor that uses a command vector composed of a roll angle magnitude and times
from atmospheric interface to execute roll reversals. Willcocksun s demonstrated the use of a numerical

predictor corrector algorithm that uses bank rate as a control variable for a continuously rolling vehicle.

All of the above algorithms are viable candidates for a Martian aerocapture maneuver.

The algorithm described in this paper had the highest success rate (96.1%) in the final 2000 cases 6

degrees-of-freedom (DOF) Monte Carlo simulation of all the guidance algorithms described above.

However, this success rate did not meet the 99% success requirement. The difficulty with achieving the

MSP '01 success criteria can be attributed to the relatively low available AV (130 m/s), the tight
inclination range (92.92 ° ± 0. l*), the vehicle's low lift over drag ratio (0.18), navigational errors, and the

dynamic nature of the Martian atmosphere. Partially due to the failure of any algorithm's ability to satisfy

the success criteria, aerocapture was deleted from the MSP '01 mission baseline. Given the inherent

difficulties associated with the MSP '01 Orbiter's aerocapture maneuver, the authors' believe the MSP '01

testbed represents a substantive environment to further improve their guidance algorithm.

The paper is organized as follows: First, a terminal point guidance algorithm using influence

coefficients is described. The strategy is to apply optimal control theory on atmospheric re-entry

equations of motion assuming a constant bank angle trajectory to obtain the desired apoapsis. Second, a

parametric analysis of entry flight path angle, constant bank angle, and exit AV is examined to define a

reference trajectory. Third, a first-order gradient method is investigated to further optimize a reference
trajectory using a varying bank angle profile. Fourth, several closed-loop-tuning methods are then

discussed. Finally, a plane change maneuver to correct inclination errors is proposed. Numerical results

and data are presented where applicable.

SYMBOLS

Q =

D =

f =

g

H

h

h_

&/

J

K

L

L/D

coefficient of drag

coefficient of lift

drag, force along the total velocity vector (C_SI2)oV 2

in-plane equations of motion expressed as a function of the in-plane state variables and
control vector

gravity

angular momentum

geocentric altitude

scale height

variation in d due to a variation in a control vector for a fixed terminal time

generic performance index

overcontrol parameter

lift, force normal to the total velocity vector (CLS/2)pV 2

lift to drag ratio
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AV
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vc =
X =

X =

5x =

E: ----

y =

=

=

q) =

p =

mass of vehicle

equatorial radius

vehicle reference area

distance

lime

final time of a trajectory

initial time of a trajectory

generic control parameter

_riation in a reference AV due to a variation in a control vector for a fixed terminal

time

difference in velocity required to place a satellite in its desired orbit after an aerocapture

maneuver (the performance index used as a target during an aerocapture maneuver)

total velocity

circular velocity

in-plane state variables (i.e., the state vector)

derivative of state variables with respect to time

perturbation of the state vector

energy per unit mass

flight path angle, positive for climb

influence coefficient

gravitational parameter for Mars

performance index expressed as a function of the in-plane state variables and time

atmospheric density

indicates values taken from the reference trajectory

GENERAL THEORY

The general theory behind terminal control is well documented in Bryson and Ho's Applied Optimal

Control. 6 Terminal control utilizes a reference trajectory and a set of influence coefficients. These

coefficients can be solved from a set of differential equations adjoint to the linearized perturbations of the
equations of motion about a reference path. 7

An optimization problem for dynamic systems involves the following differential equations:

x = f(x,u,t) (1)

L (t) =-Lr(t) (2)

where 5u(t) is determined by:

and the boundary conditions are:

(3)

x(t o) is given (4)
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xr (t:) _ _(t:)
_Ct:)

Note that the particular solutions to equation 1 and 2, respectively, are:

___1 ,

x(t)__

For a detailed derivation of 6 and 7, refer to reference I Appendix A.

From equations 3 and 6, it follows that:

&I = Lr (t)Sx(t)

Equation (8) provides an important relationship between the effect of a state perturbation on the

performance index at any given time.

APPLICATION OF GENERAL THEORY TO AN AEROCAPTURE MANUEVER

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

The first step in applying the general theory to an aerocapture maneuver is the selection of a

performance index (d). The selected performance index was the exit AV. This parameter was selected

because it is the primary aerocapture requirement metric from the MSP '01 Orbiter project baseline. The

exit AV is a suitable performance index because it can be defined in terms of the in-plane state variables at

a trajectory's final time.

The following matrices are based on in-plane state variables for an atmospheric re-entry vehicle.

Is(t) ]

IV(t)[

xct)--
Lh(t)J

Vcos(_,)

L cos(C) V g

+( - _) cos('t)mV
V sin(y)

x(O =

i

f[x(t), u(t)!

_.,(t)]

Z.v(01

;_ (t) /

_.h(t)]

(9)

(10)

(11)
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_f
u_

ro oos(-¢°) -l,'* sin(_,°)

2D*
0 -gcos(7")

V*m

o sin(_,") v"cos(,/')

0

L_mcos(_)V'cos(-_')

v" D," (re +h*) 2

0

(12)

Where the superscript (*) indicates values from a reference trajectory. Further, no angle of attack control

was assumed in our analysis.

Substituting the matrices defined above into the equations defined in the general theory derives an
optimization equation.

oav(t e)
3"r(ti)_ Ox(ty) (14)

z(tl)= <varl_0)¢ ;t_t. t

in our performanceSince we have chosen the change index to be

(_,'(tf)=0), we can set the left-hand side of equation 13 to zero and solve for 5u.

must assume 8u is a constant.

--_'T_t...4 a

0rr (16)

Thus, we have essentially constructed a control parameter (_u) that nulls out the change in the reference

(15)

zero at atmospheric exit

To solve for 5u, we

Next the numerator on the right hand side of the above equation can be re-written with feedback

terms. These feedback terms were changed to altitude rate and drag acceleration because they are easily
measured quantities. If a continuous determination of the state, x, is made, then a continuous feedback

control law results. Further, enerKv was used as the independent variable because it was determined that

velocity had the tendency to converge on a constant value as the vehicle approached atmospheric exit.

Finally, let's evaluate the integral in the denominator on the right hand side of the above equation.
One can define this integral as an additional influence coefficient.
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, Orr
)_, = _1(-_/ _,)a_ 08)

d'A'u ,
The time derivative of this influence coefficient, _ is:

a0____= -Er (t) D * (t) (19)
c/t mV * (t)

Thus. a control vector that nulls out errors in the performance index at atmospheric exit has been
L

defined in terms of reference trajectory data and easily measurable quantities. Substituting _ cos _pas our

control vector results in the following equation.

D D Z_

We chose to define our gains as follows:

rd_ (_)Xh(¢) (/_)/ D*(c)//]]

(20)

D(s) (21)

Vco_[y(e)] (22)

F3 = _'v (e) (23)

F4 = _'u (s) (24)

The definition of the above gains results in the following expression for our control law,

--_ --_-_ F3(V(_)+V* (E)) + e)-h (s + 13( _ D ( (25)

The above equation represents perturbation feedback control or control in the vicinity of a reference

path, where K represents an overeontrol factor. The key to this problem is finding an optimal reference

path. If an optimum reference path is used, the feedback gains will yield neighboring optimum paths that

target to the same terminal conditions as the reference trajectory.

REFERENCE TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION THROUGH A PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

The reference trajectory in the proposed algorithm is critical, because an effective terminal point

guidance algorithm that uses influence functions is heavily dependent on an "optimal" reference

trajectory. An optimal trajectory is not necessarily the trajectory that results in a minimum or maximum

cost function. Certainly, minimizing or maximizing the cost function is important, but when dealing with

a closed-loop perturbation feedback control method, one must account for the presence of off-nominal

conditions (i.e., dispersions). This reservation is accomplished by analyzing the control vector's profile

(e.g., bank angle [_] in our problem). If the reference _bprofile resulls in full lift up or down data points,

there is a good chance that dispersions will destroy the integrity the guidance algorithm. Hence, for the

aerocapture problem, "optimal" is a b,'dance of minimizing the cost fimction and obtaining a robust

reference _bprofile.

Miele and others s 9 have shown that if only the atmospheric entry speed is fixed, then the entry flight-

path angle can be chosen sarah that the trajectory, that yields a minimal AV for post-aerocapture orbital
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insertion is an one-arc trajectory flown at full negative lift. Evans and Dukeman I° identified that one

must simply determine the shallowest flight-path angle such that, at fidl negative lift, the vehicle attains
the target apoapsis radius at exit. Further, studies have shown that these trajectories are characterized by
near-minimal valncs of peak heating rate and structural loading) _

To verify the above, a parametric analysis of entry flight path angle, constant bank angle, and exit AV

was accomplished within the Atmospheric Guidance Algorithm Testbed. First, optimization rims were

performed for various fixed entry, flight path angles. The purpose was to identify, a range of constant bank

angles that resulted in exit AY measurements within an acceptable tolerance about the AV criteria. With
this data, a table of entry flight path angles and constant bank angle profiles was built. A script was used

to perform multiple runs utilizing the Atmospheric Guidance Algorithm Testbed. The output file

consisted of the ent .ry flight path angle, constant bank angle, and the exit AV. A graph of this output file

is displayed below.
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Figure I "Parametric Analysis of Initial Flight Path Angle, Bank Angle, and Final Delta Velocity"

Each "spike" represents the bank angle range for a specific entry flight path angle. The entry flight path

angles ranged from -11.6 ° through -10.4 °. The exit AV range (i.e., the y axis) was limited to the area of
interest for the MSP '01 mission. The graph's trend verifies the trajectory that results in the minimum

e,,dt AV occurs at the shallowest initial flight path angle flown at a 180 ° bank angle profile. Greater

sensitivity to bank angle changes occurs as the entry flight path angle become shallower. Small

incremental changes to the entry flight path angle can mean the difference between achieving the desired

orbit and skipping out or resulting in ex'tremely large exit AV values. The authors were concerned that

this sensitivity would manifest itself in closed-loop runs, especially where the nominal entry flight path

angle is on the shaUower end. In other words, the authors were concerned that entry flight path angle
dispersions would have consistent disastrous consequences. However, the results clearly indicate the

contrary+ An entry flight path angle of-10.36 °, which translated to a 176.5 ° bank angle profile, was used

as the shallowest initial flight path angle reference trajectory. From this starting point, several reference

trajectories were examined at varying initial flight path angles and bank angle profiles. The closed-loop

tuning methods, described later in this paper, were used in all cases. The results from 2000 6-DOF Monte
Carlo runs are presented in the next table.
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c Traj_'toP/

. Ptlrametet_

1998 Study

1 7j=-10.36°

q_=176.5 °

2 7m-10.38 °

_==160.1 o

3 7f=-10.40°

4_=152.3 °

4 7/==-10.45 °

_.=139.0 o

Total Actual
Success

Rate

i _ 99%

J 96.1%

97.3%

97.05%

Total Nay.
Success

Rate

n/a

97.3%

98.45%

98.4%

Actual AV
Success

Rate

98.67%

98.65%

98.95%

Nav. &V
Success

Rate

&V < t30 m/s

98.75%

98.75%

98.9%

Avg. AV

107.2 m/s

107.2 m/s

105,5 m/s

Actual i Nay. i Avg. i
Success Success

Rate Rate

98.2%

98.2%

98.05%

92.82 ° < i < 93.02 _

99.35% 92.93"

99.35% 92.93 °

99.45% 92.93 °

97.3%

95.95%

98.85%

98.25%

99.3%

98.9%

99.4%

99.05%

106.5 m/s

107.9m/s

111.8 m/s

98%

97.05%

99.4%

99%

92.93 °

92.93 °

5 7F--10.5 o 94.45% 98.85% 97.4% 97.95% 98.85% 98.8% 92.93 °

¢=129.2 °

Table I "Reference Trajectory Statistical Summary"

The total success rate was based on the formula that a AV miss, an inclination miss, or both constituted a

failure. Upon first analysis, the total actual success rate increased by approximately 1% from the 1998

study for Cases 1, 2, and 3. The success rate dropped off in Cases 4 and 5, primarily due to the higher

nominal exit AV in those cases. In all cases, the sensitivity to small incremental bank angle changes in
the open loop environment did not manifest itself in dosed-loop runs. Given that cases 1 and 3 resulted

in the same success rate, further analysis was accomplished on the AV distribution for these cases. Case 1

resulted in a higher average AV than Case 3. This phenomenon was contrary to the trend of a lower

average AV as the entry flight path angle became shallower. The AV distributions for Cases 1 and 3 are

presented below.

DLs_butk_

c _ 130< 1703 21 03 2503 2903 _ 3703 41 03 450_< 490-< 530_< 5703
=l

' AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV AV
@

# <130 <170 <:210 <250 <:290 <330 <370 <410 <450 <490 <530 <570 <610

3 1986 13 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 2 "A V Distribution for Cases 1 and 3"

From the above table, it becomes obvious that Case 3 is preferred. Aside from the fact that Case 3 had a

higher AV success rate than Case 1, the more striking characteristic is the distribution of Case I.

Although Case 1 did not miss the AV target often, when it did miss, it missed much worse than Case 3.

The effects of a nominal bank angle of 176.5 ° are clearly displayed in Case l's AVdistribution. Case 1 is

more susceptible to bank angle saturation because its nominal profile is very close to 180 °. If the nominal

bank angle is relaxed, as in Case 3's 152.3 ° profile, the occurrence of extremely high AV values

disappears. Thus, these results highlight the fact that an "optimal" reference trajectory is a trade between

a minimal AVvalue and a robust bank angle profile.

REFERENCE PATH OPTIMIZATION THROUGH A FIRST ORDER GRADIENT METHOD

The previous section examined constant bank angle trajectories. This section investigates the

potential for incorporating optimization theory, to calculate a varying bank angle trajectory. Bryson and
Ho _2 discuss numerous iterative procedures to solve nonlinear two-point boundary-value problems, such as

in an aerocapture maneuver. The first-order gradient method was selected for analysis because of its
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extensiveuseand ability to provide its own convexity as well as the unique combination of known and
unknown quantities for this particular problem.

A first-order gradient algorithm for solving the above class of problems is presented below:

STEP (a). Estimate a set of control variable histories, u(t) = ¢(t), and a terminal final time (t.t). Integrate
the system equations forward with the specified initial conditions using the control variable history and tf.

Record x(t), d?(t), q,(tf)=h(tf),

r dAV ] rf
-- =[p ],=ts,and (26)

1_ dt Jt=q

As stated above, the reference trajectories utilized in parametric analysis study were put to use. Further,

the Atmospheric Guidance Algorithm Testbed which uses the Program to Optimize Simulated

Trajectories (POST) as the main integrator, was employed to calculate (i.e., forward integrate) the

reference trajectory.

STEP (b). Determine a 4xl vector of influence functions p(t) and R(t). The vector p(t) represents the

influence function associated with minimizing the cost function [AV(ty)], while R(t) represents the
influence function associated with the constraint [h(_]. This step is

integration of the following differential equations:

T
- kOx2 p" wherepj(tf) = [ -_. t% " i = 8,V,y

= - whereP_(tf) = 0 i = s,V,y

accomplished by backward

(28)

(29)

STEP (C). Simultaneously with STEP (0), compute the following integrals:

to Ou \ Ou)

1j_ l_a IttSpr_ (_) r= = o -1 Rdt, [scalar] (31)

r's r Of,,,-1(Of) r
ls't = Jr0 P _Ou [,6u)-- pdt, [scalar] (32)

where W is an arbitrary positive scalar weighting factor used to help minimize the cost function [AV(tr) ].

The choice of W is empirically made based on 1) the discrepancy between the actual dAV(tfl and its

predicted value and 2) the desired step size, where smaller steps are recommended. The predicted value

of dA V(tfl is determined from the following equation:

)I )]dAV(tf )preaicttd = _ pr f pr f + vh -(Ijj + lj_ v)
t=tf

(33)
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STEP(d). Choose a value of dh(tfl to cause the next reference solution to be closer to the desired value of

h(tf). For example, if the starling h(tfl does not equal the desired h(tfl, one might choose dh(t_= -_(h(tfl-
h:), where hr is lhe desired value.

STEP (e). Determine v from the following equation:

[I_, +_h
t=t f

where b is an arbitrary positive scalar weighting factor used to help drive h(tfl = hr.

STEP (f). Calculate a new final time by adding dtyto the original t:, where:

dtf = - f+v
t=t f

(34)

(35)

STEP (g). Calculate a new bank angle (_) profile by adding _¢ to the original bank angle profile. _ is
determined by the following equation:

_d_(t) = [(P(t)+R(t)v)r-_(t)]
W (36)

Use the new tf value to calculate a time to go percentage. Then multiply the time to go percentage to the

original ty value to properly cross-reference the original reference trajectory data to the new _ profile. For
example, the time to go percentage can be calculated by the following equation:

t-t o
ttg = (37)

newt f - to

And the proper cross-reference can be made by the following equation:

tx,ef = ttg(oldt: - to) + to (38)

Repeat STEPS (a) through (g) until h(tfl equals the desired value,

-- + v = 0, (39)
dl .at=tf

-I

Ijj - Ij_,I_,_I_j = 0, and (40)

H_ > 0 fromt 0 > t > tf (41)

to the desired degree of accuracy. A MATLAB program was developed to perform STEPs (b) through (g).
The following set of graphs is representative of how the first order gradient method modifies a constant
bank angle profile.
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Figure 2 "Comparison of Bank Angle Profile"

Although use of this method did result in further reductions in the exit AV, these reductions were not

significant (1-2 m/s reductions). It became apparent that first order gradient methods usually show great

improvements in the first few iterations, but have poor convergence characteristics as the optimal solution

is approached.

Given the above, a second-order gradient method was investigated in hopes of improving

convergence. But second-order methods require three conditions: a convexity condition, a normality

condition, and a no-conjugate point condition. These conditions must exist throughout the initial

trajectory and all subsequent iterations. Meeting all three conditions is not trivial. Several trajectories

and optimization schemes were attempted in hopes of meeting these three conditions. These attempts
were unsuccessful."

CLOSED-LOOP-TUNING METHODS

Several closed-loop-tuning methods were analyzed with varying results. These included the use of a

new control parameter from the study documented in reference 1 as well as a second reference trajectory

and bank angle margin profile for high drag acceleration cases.

The original stud), (see reference 1) utilized cos(dp) as its control parameter. Use of this control

parameter assumes the reference L/D profile will be the same in all dispersed cases. This assumption, of

course, is not correct. Thus, using cos(_) as the control parameter resulted in a less than optimal bank

command issued by the guidance algorithm. To correct this situatio_ L/D*cos(_b) was incorporated as the

control parameter.

After executing several 2000 6-DOF Monte Carlo cases, it became apparent that certain cases (=15)

consistently resulted in an exit AV failure. Upon detailed inspection, most of these cases displayed high

drag acceleration dispersions. In an attempt to increase the success rate, a second reference trajectory was

incorporated. The goal was to measure the difference between the actual drag acceleration and the
reference drag acceleration. When this difference exceeded a pre-defined limit for more than "n" events,

** The authors would welcome any suggestions on this issue as well as any other aspect ofthis paper.
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aswitchover to the second reference trajectory was accomplished. Although this method decreased the

magnitude of dispersions, the overall exit AVdid not make significant improvements. This was primarily

due to the fact that a reference trajectory with a higher drag acceleration profile resulted in a higher

referencc exit AI_ Maintaining the triggering mechanisms, a further attempt was made to incorporate a

second commanded bank angle limit for the higher drag acceleration cases. The commanded bank angle

is limited to provide inclination control Nominally, the operational bank angle range was 25 ° through

155 ° for a posilive roll and -15 ° through -165 ° for a negative roll. The asymmetric bank angle limit was a
result of the MSP '01 Orbiter's near polar orbit coupled with the planet's oblateness and rotation effects.

These effects and near polar orbit resldted in a tendency of the vehicle to naturally drill towards a smaller

inclination, which coincided with a negative roll. Thus, less bank angle reserve was required for a
negative roll, which provided greater in-plane control. For high drag acceleration cases, inclination

control was sacrificed by relaxing the operational bank angle range to 15° through 165 ° for a positive roll

and -8 ° through 172 ° for a negative roll. This attempt was based on the logic that higher drag

acceleration dispersions require greater in-plane control authority. By "opening" up the commanded bank
angle limit, greater in-plane control authority is achieved.

COMBINING THE AV AND INCLINATION REQUIREMENTS INTO A SINGLE
PERFORMANCE INDEX

The MSP '01 Orbiter aerocapture success criteria consisted of two requirements: 1) an exit AV_< 130

m/s and 2) 92.82°_< i _<93.02 °. An inability to meet the AV requirement, inclination requirement, or both
resulted in a failure. However, there were numerous cases where the exit AVwas well under the 130 m/s

requirement, but failed to meet the inclination requirement. In such cases, any remaining AV theoretically

could be used to perform a plane change to meet the inclination requirement. Typically, plane change

maneuvers are expensive in terms of AV. But the required plane changes are small in our problem. Thus,

an analysis on how much AV was necessary to correct final inclination errors was accomplished and is
documented in this section.

We seek to do a plane change by means of an instantaneous burn at the ascending node. The burn

will be perpendicular to the velocity vector and parallel to the local horizon. The figure below depicts this
inaneuveL ' .....

t ff

"'4 ................. °,."°"

Figure 3 "Plane Change Geometry"
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Basedon the above figa_re, the plane change equation is:

where Vc is the circular velocity..

(42)

The above formula combines the previous two mission criteria into one performance index. Based on

the way the success criteria were previously defined, both exit AV and inclination requirements were of

equal importance. However, by combining both requirements into one performance index, the e._it AV

requirement assumes its rightful place as the primary criterion. The exit AV should be the primary

criterion because an exit AV failure cannot be corrected while an inclination failure may be corrected.

Thus, an aerocapture guidance algorithm should be designed with greater emphasis to minimize the

number of exit A V failures and less emphasis on inclination failures.

The following graphs display the required AV as a function of plane change for an areodetic altitude

of 400kin The graph on the right zooms in on a reasonable available AV range (i.e., AV that is available

after the required circularization burns).
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Figure 4 "Delta V Required for Plane Change"

Given that the average AVvalues for the various 2000 6-DOF Monte Carlo runs ranged from 105.5 to

111.8 m/s (ref. Table 1), the reserve AVaveraged between 18.2 and 25.5 m/s. Thus, based on the graphs

in Figure 4, there is on the average at least 0.325 ° of available plane change AV. Applying the above

Equation 42 to the 2000 6-DOF Monte Carlo runs results in an updated list of success rates.
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7_=-t0.40° 99.3% 99.4% 97.3% 98.85%

#:152.3 °

3,_=-10,45° 98.85% 99% 95.95% 98.25%

¢=139.0 o

97.2% 97.8% 94,45% 98.85%-f_=-10.5°

tt=129.2°

Table 3 "Success Rate with Additional Plane Change Maneuver"

The graphs in Figure 5 depict the effect of a plane change maneuver for those cases that failed to

meet the inclination requirement Data from case No. 3 (_,/=-10.40 °, _b=1523 °) were used for these

graphs.
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Figure 5 "Delta V / Inclination Box--No Plane Change and With Plane Change"

Notice that in all failed inclination cases, there was enough reserve AV (post orbit circularization) to

perform a plane change that fixed all inclination errors. The maximum AV required to meet the

inclination requirements was 7.3101m/s, which translated to approximately a 0.125 ° inclination error.

CONCLUSIONS

This work improves upon a 1998 study on Martian aemcapture terminal point guidance for the MSP

'01 Orbiter. Terminal point guidance utilizing influence coefficients has been proven an effective method

for a Martian aerocapture maneuver. This method has displayed excellent performance, even under

adverse conditions such as low L/D vehicles, Martian dispersions, relatively low available AV, a tight

inclination range, and navigational errors. The study of reference trajectory optimization has resulted in

acceptable improvements based on the MSP '01 success criteria. A parametric analysis was used to
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determine the constant bank angle profile that minimizes the post-aerocapture AV required to achieve the

final orbit conditions. Unfortunately, an attempt to use a first-order gradient method to further optimize

the reference trajectory by varying the bank angle profile did not result in satisfactory improvements. The
combined use of the rel'erenc¢ trajectory optimization work, addilional closed-loop tuning methods, and a

proposed plane change maneuver to correct for inclination failures increases the success ratio to as high as
99.3% in 2000 6-DOF Monte Carlo nms.
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ABSTRACT

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) selected Lunar Prospector as one of

the discovery missions to conduct solar system exploration science investigations. The mission is NASA's
first lunar voyage to investigate key science objectives since Apollo and was launched in January 1998. In
keeping with discovery program requirements to reduce total mission cost and utilize new technology,

Lunar Prospector's mission design and control focused on the use of innovative and proven trajectory
analysis pro_ams. As part of this effort, the Ames Research Center and the Goddard Space Flight Center

have become partners in the Lunar Prospector trajectory team to provide the trajectory analysis, maneuver
planning, orbit determination support, and product generation.

At the end of 1998, Lunar

Prospector completed its one-year
primary mission at I00 km altitude
above the lunar surface. On

December 19, 1998, Lunar
Prospector entered the extended

mission phase. Initially the mission
orbit was lowered from 100 km to a

mean altitude of 40 km. The akitude

of Lunar Prospector varied between
25 and 55 km above the mean lunar

geode due to lunar potential effects.
After one month, the lunar potential

model was updated based upon the
new tracking data at 40 km. On
January 29, 1999, the altitude was

lowered again to a mean altitude of
30 km. This altitude varies between 12 and 48 km above the mean lunar geode. Since the minimum altitude

is very close to the mean geode, various approaches were employed to get accurate lunar surface elevation
including Clementine altimetry and line of sight analysis. Based upon the best available terrain maps, Lunar

Prospector will reach altitudes of 8 km above lunar mountains in the southern polar and far side regions.
This extended mission phase of six months will enable LP to obtain science data up to 3 orders of magnitude
better than at the mission orbit.

This paper details the trajectory design and orbit determination planning and actual results of the

Lunar Prospector extended mission including maneuver design, eccentricity & argument of perigee
evolution, and lunar potential modeling.
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INTRODUCTION

The launch of the Lunar Prospector (LP) spacecraR marked the return of America's space program

to the moon, picking up where the Apollo program leR offwith a low altitude polar orbiting mission to map

the entire surface of the moon. Lunar Prospector is a modest spacecraft funded at a cost of $63 million

(including the launch vehicle) by NASA's Discovery Program. Six science experiments were flown to map

the composition of the lunar surface, study the moon's gravity and magnetic fields, investigate levels of

tectonic and volcanic activity, and search for evidence of water ice at the lunar poles. The Lunar Prospector

spacecraft is a spin-stabilized graphite-epoxy drum, 1.4 meters in diameter by 1.22 meters in height, with

three radial instrument booms located 120 degrees apart. Attitude, spin rate, and velocity control are

provided by a blowdown monopropellant hydrazine propulsion subsystem using six 22 N thrusters.

Telemetry and command functions are provided by a single S-band transponder through either a medium

gain or an omni-directional low gain antenna mounted on a mast aligned with the spacecrat_ spin axis. The

total spacecraft mass at launch was 296.4 kg, including 137.7 kg ofhydrazine propellant. At the beginning

of the extended mission, 17.41 kg of fuel, 12.61%, was available.

Extended Mission Profile

A description of the nominal mission profile for the Lunar Prospector mission has been previously
presented (ref l and 2). The Goddard Space Flight Center's Guidance, Navigation, and Control center

(GN&CC) and the AMES Space Projects Division were tasked to provide mission design, maneuver support

and orbit determination. These data and related products such as latitude and longitude, occultation, and

station visibility can be found on the GN&CC LP Product Center web site at http://fddgsfc.nasa.gov/lp.

The goal of the six month LP extended mission is to collect low altitude instrument measurements

that provide higher resolution data (particularly from the magnetometer and Neutron spectrometer) to
complement measurements collected during the nominal mission. The extended mission design goal was to

place the spacecraft in a mean 25km altitude orbit while restricting altitude excursions between a minimum
of l0 km and a maximum of 40km. This mean altitude was later changed to 30km as discussed herein. As
part of the extended mission analysis, a transition orbit was used. This transition orbit had a mean 40km

altitude. The transition orbit allowed verification of the operations plans and gravitational modeling before
executing the final maneuvers to meet the extended mission altitude goals.

LUNAR ORBIT EVOLUTION AND MISSION DESIGN

While a similar strategy is used for maintaining orbital eccentricity and argument of periapsis as

that used for the primary mission, the lower altitude associated with the extended mission reduces the range
of allowable eccentricity growth, and necessitates shorter time periods between maneuvers. Furthermore,

the lower altitude increases the sensitivity of the orbit to perturbing gravitational forces and increases the
influence of initial orbit conditions on orbit evolution. While the altitude is much lower, the orbit mean sma

only changed from 1838 km to 1763 km, a 4% decrease. The primary mission orbital altitude was subject to

a +/-20 km science constraint about the mean I00 km altitude and varied on this order (+/-15 kin). The

argument of Periapsis (co) and eccentricity (e) also evolved in a predictable pattern. This evolution pattern

was one of the fa'st astrodynamic verifications of the primary mission. The variation in both e and 0_ is a
direct result of the lunar potential and requires the latest potential and the ability to model these

accelerations. Frozen orbit e and co conditions of-0.04 and 270 degrees result in either a lunar impact while
trying to meet the required science goal of a 30 km mean circular altitude or drive the apoapsis higher than

allowed while maintaining a low periapsis. Therefore, a Quasi-Frozen Lunar Orbit (QFLO) method is being
used (ref 3).

Figures 1 shows a phase space plot of the evolution of the primary 100 km orbit with e the radial

component and {o the angular component. While the figure shows a predictable evolution, the constraints of

the extended mission require a watchful eye on the selenographic altitude and orbit eccentricity. A
predictable orbit evolution is made possible by the correct usage of high fidelity modeling of the lunar
potential, the Earth and sun gravity, solar radiation pressure accelerations, and maneuver perturbations. For
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the extended mission a 100 degree and order lunar potential model was utilized for orbit determination,

orbital predictions, and maneuver planning. A 75 degree and order had been used for the primary mission.

120 90 0_05 60

150

180

3OO

270

Figure 1: Phase Space Plot of Eccentricity vs. Argument of Periapsis

To help understand the evolution, a simple geometric method is devised to adjust the orbit
evolution curve in phase space coordinates in order to minimize excursions in eccentricity, and thereby
arrive at an optimum argument of periapsis starting condition. Fig_tre 2 shows an example of a December

19, 1998 55-day transition orbit (40 km +/-15 km initial altitude) with an original co value of 240 degrees,

which has been adjusted to yield a new suggested co of 208 degrees. While the original curve failed as a
candidate orbit to meet minimum altitude requirements (20 km in the transition orbit), the new translated

curve succeeds by minimizing eccentricity (and consequently altitude excursions) over the 55-day duration.
This geometric method is approximate in that it ignores small changes to the shape of the evolution curve as

a result of different starting values of co, nevertheless, it has been shown to produce fairly accurate results.
As such, the geometric method is a useful tool to obtain quick convergence on the required initial conditions

of co when designing extended mission orbits.

Note the co vs. e pattern in the geometric figures. This pattern is repeated at approximately the

same order of magnitude with the pattern collapsing on itself in the co term for the quasi-frozen orbit (ref 3).
The initial conditions and the selection of the epoch determine the starting location on the pattern in the

figure.

Epoch Dependency

While the figures presented thus far depend on the initial argument of periapsis and eccentricity,

the selection of the epoch for these conditions is also important. The selection of a different epoch results

in the start somewhere else on the pattern, but does not change the shape of the pattern evolution. This is

shown in Figure 3. The two epochs differ by 14 days, half of the pattern cycle time. While the initial

conditions are the same, the shape did not change. The change in epoch moved the starting point of the

pattern to the middle for this case. In Figure 3, note that the right half of the pattern labeled A is the left

half of the pattern labeled B even though they have the same initial orbital conditions.
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Figure 2: Post December 19 Maneuver Evolution Figure 3: Evolution Dependency on Epoch

The Selection of the Extended Mission Mean Altitude

The original goal of the extended mission was to have a mean altitude of 25 km with a tolerance of
15 km. As we began design of this orbit, we incorporated the latest databases on selenographic altitude of

the surface. We quickly realized that the altitude above the estimated surface features for a 25 km mean
altitude could place us at a periapsis selenographic altitude of less than 4 kin.

In order to predict the actual altitude over the varying lunar terrain, an accurate topography model

was needed. The final topography model used was combined from two different sources. Low latitude data
was obtained from models developed from the 1994 Clementine mission's LIDAR data. High latitude data

was obtained from a Clementine stereo imaging Digital Elevation Model (DEM).

The processed DEM model gave maximum altitudes over each one degree by one degree bin with
noise suppression which excluded any elevation spikes over 9.6 kin. The data was also interpolated over
regions where no data was available. The processed LIDAR model gave averaged altitudes over each ix 1

degree bin. Maximum altitudes were not available. The combined model gave altitudes over a l xl degree
grid of the lunar surface. The actual trajectory spherical altitude was compared to the nearest topography
model altitude to obtain a best estimate of actual altitude.

The combined model used the LIDAR data from + 59 degrees latitude and the stereo data at
greater absolute latitudes. The two models admittedly did not merge into a smoothed database; there are

discontinuities of up to 6 km at the merged latitudes. Figure 4 shows a contour map of the combined
database. The differences in the generation of the models used and the data processing into lxl degree bins
prevents a more accurate database. Because of the uncertainties in this final model, it was decided to lower

LP to only a 30 km mean altitude orbit which will place the periselene no lower than 12 km and not near
any of the "known high altitude regions.

Two Week versus Four Week Evolution

The decision to maintain an altitude of 30 km vice the 25 km was really a reflection of several factors: the

combined effect of the predicted e and co evolution, the anticipated selenographic surface altitude, the
selection of targets for maneuver planning, more frequent operations, fuel considerations, and occultation
free periods. At the 25 km altitude, the eccentricity evolution does not allow maneuver free durations of

greater than two weeks, but would allow occultation free periods for the execution of the maneuvers. This
more frequent maneuver schedule would also drive the operations schedule for GSFC maneuver, orbit

determination and planning products. During the primary mission orbit maneuvers occurred every 56 days,

whereas the extended mission maneuvers would need to occur every, 14 days. Also the maneuver co target
would alternate every 14 days while the periapsis and apoapsis targets would be the same for either case
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sincethegoalis to maximizethetimebetweenmaneuvers.Figures5 and6 showanexampleof
maintaininga25kmaltitudeeverytwoweeks.
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FIGURE 4: Merged LIDAR and Stereo Imaging Lunar Topography Map
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Figure 5: Two Week Evolution And Altitude Variation, First Two Weeks
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Figure 6: Two Week Evolution And Altitude Variation, Second Two Weeks

Tables 1 and 2 present maneuver information for the two and four week scenarios. The e) targets
are contingent upon the evolution sequence. The table shows the maneuver dates during our planning

effort before the extended mission. The major differences in the scenarios are an increase in the AV

magnitude approximately 20%-40% for the four week maneuvers but a decrease in maneuver frequency.

The four week scenario uses the same co and e targets for all maneuvers. Table 2 provides the changes in

the orbital parameters corresponding to a decrease in the sma for the extended mission. The major impacts
of the lower sma are an increase in the lunar eclipse duration, which has an effect on the LP power
conditions. This condition requires an on/off cycling of the transmitter to allow for battery recharge upon

exit from the shadow. Another major impact is the reduction in half of the occultation free period. Since
we are required to perform maneuvers during visibility, the maneuvers must be executed on a particular
date. The result of missing a maneuver by two or three days is impact with the lunar surface.

Table 1. Two and Four Week Maneuver Scenario

Orbit Type

Two Week Scenario

12/19/98 Transition

1/16/99 EMOC#1
1/29/99 EMOC#2

2/1 2/99 EMOC#3
2125199 EMOC#4

Four Week Scenario
12/19/98 Transition

1/16/99 EMOC#1
2/1 2/99 EMOC#2

sma AV1 AM2 o)

(km) (m/s) (m/s) (de.q.)

1778 (28 day) -21.4 6.33 200
1763 (14 day) -1.2 -7.8 230

1763 (14 day) -5.1 -4.0 145
1763 (14 day) -3.9 -3.9 230

1763 (14 day) -4.0 -4.0 145

1778 (28 day) -21.4 6.33 200
1768 (28 day) -4.0 -7.6 205

1768 (28 day) -7.5 -5.5 205

Table 2. Extended Mission Orbital Parameters

Circular Mapping
Orbit Altitude

100 km

40 km

25 km

Orbit Max Min Occ. Free Eclipse
Period Ecl./Occ. Daylight Period Season

(min.) (min.) (min.) (hrs.) (dates)

117.85 46.49 71.36 48-72

112.13 48.48 63.65 30-40

110.71 49.41 61.30 24-36

12/16/98 Ends

12/19/98 to
12/24/98 Ends

1/14/99 to
6/25/99 Ends

7/17/99 Start
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Selenographic Location of Periapsis

During the planning of the maneuver from the transition orbit to the extended orbit, it was noted
that an extension of two weeks in the 40 km transition orbit would result in the periapsis selenographic

latitude and longitude being rotated to the Earth side of the lunar surface. This would allow new science

data collection over regions at yet unexplored lower periapsis altitudes. Additionally, once in a 30 km
altitude orbit, the periapsis would not rotate to the Earth side before a maintenance maneuver would be

required. It was decided to delay the maneuver to lower the orbit to the final extended mission by two
weeks. This also deferred all the subsequent maneuvers by two weeks until May when we will change the

periapsis location back to the far side.

EXTENDED MISSION MANEUVER PLANNING

The strategy for maintaining the extended mission polar orbit was developed with the following

goals:

Maintain an altitude band of 30 km +/- 15 kin, with a minimum altitude of 10 km

Conduct maneuvers in view of a ground station
Minimize the number of maneuvers

Use axial maneuvers instead of vector ( axial and tangential) burns if possible

The last goal was established for reasons of operational simplicity, since LP vector burns cannot
be performed readily during

shadow periods for lack of a
reference sun pulse. The nominal

LP spin-axis attitude is within a ?'i:,::_
few degrees of the ecliptic normal ;;r,:,.i:
and therefore almost normal to the

lunar equator. To meet this goal htitial
requires that the argument of Orbit

periapsis be close to zero or 180
degrees to allow axial maneuvers

to take place parallel to the
veloci_, direction at periapsis / AV2 AV1

apoapsis. Furthermore, as LP
maneuvers consist of a two-bum

Hohmann like sequence, the
Figure 7: Maneuver Placement

second goal requires that maneuvers
be conducted when the orbit plane is normal to the Earth/moon line, a condition that occurs every 13.7

days. A one burn strategy was considered for contingencies and for minimizing operations, but it would
result in a considerably less efficient vector burn. Also, a one-burn placed at the poles did not always allow

the co requirement to be met. Shown in Figure 7 is a representation of the locations and the orientation of

the orbit plane for all extended mission maneuvers. The maneuvers are performed first at the apoapsis and
then near the ascending node to both meet requirements and to provide the most efficient locations.

EMOC Numerical Targeting Process

For extended mission targeting, a numerical method to propagate and to achieve target goals is

required. While the geometric method is based on a pattern recognition, which minimizes the exclusion
beyond the minimum altitude goal based on the e amplitude, it is not optimized. To support the LP mission
design concepts presented in this paper, GN&CC operational software called Swingby is used (ref 4). This

software provides a highly accurate numerical generation of data, which allows the inclusion of the latest
lunar potential models, third body perturbations, and Solar Lunar and Planetary files. It has targeting

capabilities, which include a Differential Corrector (DC) and two optimizers; a steepest decent method and
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aQuasi-Newton(QN)method.Thissoftwarealsoprovidesfor thecomputationsof the maneuvers to
maintain the orbits and the generation of the finite burn based on the spacecraft propulsion and attitude

properties. The numerical method of choice consists of a Runge-Kutta Nystrom or Verner 8/9 variable step

propagator, a differential correction process to target the periapsis and apoapsis altitude and to, and the use

of the spacecraft attitude, mass properties, and blowdown coefficients in the finite burn modeling.

The maneuver planning process is as follows:

Update initial state from definitive solution

Propagate to maneuver condition of occultation free zone

Propagate to apoapsis or periapsis condition or node crossing condition

Maneuver using axial thrusters: impulsively and/or f'mite burn model

Target using a differential corrector to meeting goals of e & to and
propagate to ensure next maneuver conditions and correct altitude evolution

Initial Av guess based on experience, previous maneuver, and impulsive computations

EXTENDED MISSION RESULTS

Transition Orbit

Figure 8 shows the Swingby output from the transition maneuver planning sequence. The plots in the
figure show the polar phase space plot of e vs. to, the spherical periapsis altitude above the mean lunar

geode, the selenographic periapsis altitude based on the merged surface database, and the selenographic

latitude and longitude. The evolution plot of e versus co is centered on zero eccentricity with to increasing

counterclockwise. The maximum eccentricity represents the lunar spherical surface. The latitude and

longitude are oriented so that the center of the plot represents the far side of the moon. The drift ofe and 03
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Figure 8: Swingby Output from the December Maneuver Plan
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proceedtotherightonthephasespaceplot.Therightsideofthephasespaceplotshowstheextensionof
thetwoweek'wait'fortheflipofthelatitude/ longitude to the Earth side. The effect of the two week delay
is also seen in the extended mission altitude plots on the right side where the altitude is significantly lower

due to the eccentricity growth. At the end of January, the first EMOC maneuver took place.

Extended Mission Orbit Control (EMOC)

Figures 9 and 10 show a time history' of the LP phase space and the orbit periapsis/apoapsis

altitude through the first two EMOCs. To date, the availability of an accurate lunar potential model has
been a key factor in the successful planning of LP mapping orbit maintenance maneuvers. Using the post

maneuver definitive states, a prediction of the orbit evolution is plotted. In order to limit excursions
beyond the +/- 15 km range, initial values of 155 deg for argument of periapsis and approximately 0.0085
for eccentricity (15 x 45 km orbit) were targeted as maneuver end conditions for subsequent maneuvers.

This would force the post maneuver orbit to evolve towards the zero eccentricity point and permitted a
longer time between maneuvers. As seen in the phase space plot, the pattern of the evolution has been

shifted to the right with the eccentricity, passing close to zero. This is a direct result of waiting the extra
two-weeks for the latitude and longitude drift to occur. Other that that effect, the evolution occurs as
predicted. The spherical periapsis altitude in the figures are plotted along with the surface height above the

mean lunar geode. The dates of the maneuvers are ~28 days apart and coincident with periods of full
station coverage near full moon (i.e. face-on orbit geometry). Furthermore, as the phase space plot shows,

the maneuver dates occur when the line ofapsides is within 20 degrees of the lunar equator, allowing axial
maneuvers to take place with only minor losses in efficiency. Also note the flip in the line of apsides

occurring with each maneuver. Without maneuvers, the orbit could be expected to impact the moon within

only 2 days with the co evolving clockwise towards 270 degrees. In Figure 10, the results of the EMOC#2
maneuver are plotted. Note on both altitude plots, the definitive states are plotted as squares to show that

the prediction holds true. The difference in the definitive and predictive altitude is only approximately a
few tens of meters. All maneuvers were planned as Moon centered in a lunar equator , Mean J2000

coordinate system. Also, EMOCs #1 and #2 were performed using only the axial thrusters and the QFLO
method (ref 3).
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Figure 9:EMOC#1 Results
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Figure 10:EMOC#2 Results

Thruster Performance

The performance of Lunar Prospector has been excellent as of the end of EMOC#2. Table 3
provides both Mission Operations Correction (MOC) and Extended Mission Operations Corrections

(EMOC) post maneuver data. As shown by the estimate performance row, maneuver performance has
always been below a repeatability factor of 2%. All post-maneuver states are represented in terms of

Mean-of-J2000 Keplerian elements relative to the lunar equatorial plane. The maneuver AV magnitudes

have been roughly the same for all maneuvers since the change to the eccentricity and sma have also been
similar. The states represent the definitive solution shortly after the maneuver. These states were

generated using approximately 8-24 hours of Doppler and range tracking data. A short duration was used
so that the effects of the potential did not influence the calibration. The calibration was performed by using
the Differential Corrector in Swingby to adjust the thrust scale factor parameter while targeting on the

periapsis and apoapsis radius at an epoch shortly after the second maneuver.

Table 3 Lunar Prospector Maneuver Summary
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.967
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1.965
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196.26
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944
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5101198
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1338 0

0.00645

89.88
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191.51

18¢.08

1.964

1849.9

6.1 ink,
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.944

98%

6125198

23:23:00

1837.4

0.00512

89.32

192.55
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1.963

1846.9

6.4 mac { 7.2 Ed_ 7.2 m/s

6.8 mis I 6.5 _s 6.5 m/s
.925 .967 .967

98% 99%101.1%

8/17_98

17:45:00

1836.1

0.00937

89.89

193.82

180.71

314.77

1.961

1824.05

Mo,m

10112/98 12/19/98

19:20:00 19:15:00

1837.8 1778.9

0.00795 0.00841

89.75 89.71

193.83 193.83

174.05 200.98

203.98 203.98

1.964 1.870
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08:35:06 12:53:10
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89.60 89.67

193.53 19._39
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0.00 0.00

1.853 1.853

1783.0 1782.9

I_o_ Moc_

Notes: The MOC#2 through MOC#5 maneuvers used thruster combination A3/A4 for the first t_me

The MOC#6 through EMOC#2 maneuvers used thruster combination A 1/A2 after the 180 degree
spin axis attitude flip
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ORBITDETERMINATION

LP's primary mission was flown at a 100 km mean altitude for one year. During the nominal

mission, the post-processed definitive ephemeris requirement was 1 km l-sigma position accuracy in each
of radial, crosstrack, and alongtrack. The lunar potential model was the leading source of orbit estimation

error. A few months into the nominal mission, Dr. Alex Konopliv at JPL using the most recent LP Doppler
measurements, updated the lunar potential model (ref 5). This model, LP75D, was a 75 _ degree and order

model that was considerably more accurate than any pre-LP models. Definitive orbit ephemerides were
generated throughout the nominal mission using a batch weighted least squares algorithm. The solution arcs

were 55 hrs with a 7 hr overlap between consecutive solution arcs. The definitive orbit accuracy was
measured by comparing the ephemerides over this overlap period. This technique is more accurately a

consistency measurement, but without independent tracking of the spacecraft, it is the best available
technique. The definitive solution accuracy during the nominal mission phase is shown in Table 4 (ref 6).

The Root Mean Square (RMS) of the position component differences, measured every 10 min during the
overlap period, is considered the 1-sigma position component accuracy. All mapping orbit solutions were
performed using Doppler measurements only.

TABLE 4: NOMINAL MISSION ORBIT DETERMINATION ACCURACY

Model Radial R_MS Crosstrack Alon_otrack Position Avo. Doppler Residual
RMS RMS RMS

LP75D 13 m 155m 189 m 270 m 9.3 mm/sec

The definitive solutions, using LP75D, exceeded the mission requirements by more than a factor
of five. The average fit to the Doppler measurements was 9.3 mm/sec. A _aph of a sample solution arc's

residuals is shown in Figure 11. A magnification of the graph is shown in Figure 12. The residual
signature is clearly not due to noise but exhibits a distinct pattern, most likely due to potential model errors.

Lunar Orbit Solution Residuals
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Figure I 1: Nominal Mission Solution Residuals
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Residual Periodic Patterns
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Figure 12: Magnified Nominal Mission Solution Residuals

In order to maintain the nominal lunar mapping orbit, periodic maneuvers were required. These
maneuvers and other mission events were planned out weeks in advance based upon long term predicted
ephemerides generated from the estimated states. Figure 13 shows the 36-day and 6-day propagation

accuracies using the LP75D lunar potential model. The accuracy is determined by propagating from the
definitive slate for 36 days and comparing to the new definitive state over a 24 hr period. The 36-day

predictions were accurate to about 22 km in total position and less than 3 km in radial error. These
predictions were updated as mission events and maneuvers approached and the 6-day predictions gave total
position errors of less than 500m, with less than 50 m in the radial direction.
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Goingfromthenominalmissionphasetotheextendedmissionphaseentailedmanychanges.The
lunarpotentialmodelwouldhavetobeupdated.ThepredictionaccuraciesgiveninFigure13areforthe
100kmmeanorbit and would likely greatly increase at 30 kin. The transition 40-krn orbit was used to

accumulate enough Doppler data to update the potential model and test its prediction capability. The final

lunar potential model used for the definitive solutions in the extended mission, LPI00J, was developed
using all LP data from the nominal 100-km orbit, the transition 40-kin orbit, and several weeks worth from
the 30-km orbit.

The batch orbit solutions during the extended mission did not change other than the potential

model. They still consisted of 55-hr batch solution arcs with 7-hr overlaps. The period of the orbit only
changed by about 7 minutes, from 1I8 minutes to I I ! minutes, so the orbit observability did not change
much.

The definitive orbit accuracy during the extended mission is shown in Table 5 along with the orbit

accuracy from the nominaI mission. Note that despite the improved potential model, the orbit accuracy is
degraded by a factor of more than four due to the lower altitude. The radial component, the most important

for science processing, is still less than 30 meters.

Table 5: Extended Mission Orbit Determination Accuracy

Component
Radial RMS
Crosstrack R-MS

Alongtrack RMS

Position RMS

Av_. Doppler Residual
Average Inclination

Average SMA

i00-kin orbit w/LP75D
13m
155 m
189 m

270 m
9.3 mm/sec

NA

NA

30-kin orbit w/LPI00J

28 m
673 m
976 m

1249 m
4.3 cm/sec

0.029 deg
106 m

The fit to the Doppler data is also more than a factor of four worse than in the nominal mission

phase as seen in Figure 14. This however, does not appear to be solely due to the lunar potential. An
evaluation of the residual signature shows that the Doppler noise is considerably' higher in the extended

mission phase. Figure 15 shows a magnification of the residuals over a shorter 6-hr time frame. This
increased noise from the DSN tracking stations is due to the proximity, of the spacecraft to the lunar
surface.

Extended Mission Doppler Residuals
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Residual Signature
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Figure 15: Magnified Extended Mission Solution Residuals

In the extended mission, with the much lower altitudes, it would be important to be able to pre_lict

the spacecraft ephemeris with considerable accuracy. At the 30 km mean orbit, maneuvers were planned
every, 27 days with impact occurring less than a week later. So the entire maneuver schedule for the

extended mission depended on the ephemeris prediction accuracy. In the first months of the extended

mission, the prediction accuracy was measured during unperturbed mission segments. The prediction
accuracies are shown in Figure 16. Even after three weeks of prediction at a 30-km mean orbit, the radial

error is less than one km. The alongtrack error however grows to more than 40 km, which translates into 25
seconds in acquisition time.

Extended Mission Prediction Accuracy
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Figure 16: Extended Mission Prediction Accuracy
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The GNCC LP Product Center provides the definitive history of the LP mapping orbit, both
nominal and extended mission, in two forms: (1) Cartesian ephemeris in the J2000 selenocentric coordinate

system and (2) Moon latitude and longitude in a selenographic coordinate system. Each is available for

each day of the LP mapping orbit. Figure 17 shows the Definitive Ephemerides page. A calendar of linked
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datesprovidesintuitivebrowsing.Totherightof the calendar, the user may browse the file prior to or in
lieu of downloading it. The Moon Latitude/Longitude page also uses this format. The GNCC LP Product
Center can be found at http.//fdd.gsfc, nasa.gov/lp.

Figure 17: Definitive Ephemerides Web Page

SUMMARY

The first two months of the extended mission of Lunar Prospector have been a resounding success.
Operational results show that selection of orbital parameters need to be considered in the orbit analysis,

maneuver planning, and orbit determination. The coupling of the maneuver epoch along with the target
orbit eccentricity and argument of periapsis is very important, especially for the low altitudes of the

extended mission. The evolution of the eccentricity cannot be eliminated due to the lunar potential, which
has been shown to result in oscillations of approximately 0.01. Orbit determination accuracy is very

dependent upon the quality, and the de_ee and order of the potential model, with LP O.D. results near 1 km
position accuracy. Prediction quality is dependent upon the quality of the definitive and the use of
numerical integrators with small step size (e.g <2 minutes). It is therefore recommended to use these

findings to place other lunar orbiting spacecraft into quasi-frozen orbits. This will maximize the time
between maintenance maneuvers and allows for predictable selenographic altitudes. This practice has been

followed for the extended LP mission orbit with very, successful results.
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Janus Trajectory Design

Gregory C. Marr

Flight Dynamics Analysis Branch, Code 572, NASA GSFC

ABSTRACT

The proposed Janus Discovery Class mission will pass over opposite illuminated hemispheres of the planet

Mercury on two successive flybys and will pass over a crater near Mercury's South geographic pole on the
third and final flyby. Three probes will be released by the main spacecraft prior to the first Mercury flyby

to pass over Mercury's geographic poles and over the anti-Sunward side. The science team wanted to
complete the first Mercury flyby within approximately 110 days of launch and the second Mercury flyby

within approximately 365 days of launch. A direct trajectory was chosen which met the basic constraints
of the science team while meeting the Discovery launch vehicle constraints. The objective of this paper is
to serve as an overview of the Janus trajectory design. The proposal submitted in June 1998 provides a

comprehensive overview of the Janus mission.

INTRODUCTION

The Goddard Space Flight Center's (GSFC's) Planetary Magnetospheres Branch proposed a Discovery
class mission to Mercury, Janus. The main spacecraft will make three hyperbolic flybys of Mercury.

During the first two main spacecraft flybys periapsis will be at approximately 100 km altitude at a low
Mercury latitude close to the sub-Solar point. The sub-Solar and sub-periapsis points for the first two main

spacecraft flybys will be separated by approximately 180 degrees in Mercury longitude, and the second
flyby will occur roughly one year after launch. Different options were explored. A direct trajectory to

Mercury followed by a maneuver after first Mercury flyby to increase the Heliocentric orbit period to
approximately 264 days, 3 times Mercury's orbital period and 4.5 times Mercury's rotational period, met
the science team's objectives within the mass constraints of the available launch vehicles. This direct

trajectory was pursued as the baseline trajectory at the recommendation of the science team. The science

team preferred the lower elapsed time between launch and first flyby and the less complex operational
scenario offered by this option. Prior to the ftrst Mercury flyby two probes or Remote Experiment
Packages (REPs) were to be released from the main spacecraft to pass over the North and South geographic

poles with periapsis altitudes of approximately 100 km. Later a third PEP which would pass anti-Sunward
of Mercury at an altitude of approximately 9756 km during the first flyby was added, and a third Mercury

flyby by the main spacecraft over a large crater near Mercury's South pole was added (Crater X per
reference 2). The main spacecraft will be maneuvered prior to the first Mercury flyby and each PEP would
be released sequentially with a small fixed delta v by a spring device to decrease the complexity and mass
of the PEPs.

SCIENCE OBJECTIVES

Per the proposal, Janus was proposed as a fast, low cost, low risk four platform mission to Mercury. The

REPs along with the main spacecraft would provide the ftrst multipoint measurements in a planetary
magnetosphere. The main spacecraft would provide 1 x 1 km image resolution of the entire planetary
surface. The main spacecraft instrument package consists of nine different instruments, and the REP

instrument packages consist of three different instruments. The main spacecraft instrument packages are a
visible/infrared imager (VIRSI), ultraviolet spectrometer (Alice), X-ray spectrometer (XRS), neutron

spectrometer (PHINC), magnetometer (MAG), low energy plasma analyzer (PEPE), energetic particle
detector (IPS), search coil (SCX), and electric field instrument (EFI). The PEP instrument packages are
PEPE, MAG, and SCX.

Mariner 10 was launched November 3, 1973. After a Venus swingby Mariner 10 made three flybys of

Mercury on March 29, 1974, at an altitude of about 704 kin, on September 21, 1974, at an altitude of about
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47,000kin,andonMarch16,1975atanaltitudeofabout327kin.TheMariner-10flybyswereseparated
byapproximately176days,roughly2 timesMercury'sorbitalperiod.Mercurymakesroughlythree
completerotationsevery176days.Therefore,thesub-SolarpointwasatroughlythesameMercury
longitudefor eachMariner-10flyby,andthesamehemisphereof Mercurywasilluminatedduringeach
Mariner-10flyby.JanushasaHeliocentricperiodofapproximately264days,roughly3timesMercury's
orbitalperiod.Mercurymakesapproximately4.5rotationsevery264days.Thesub-Solarpointwillhave
changedby approximately180degreesMercurylongitudebetweenJanusflybysallowingopposite
illuminatedhemispheresof Mercuryto beimaged.Janusperiapsisgeometrywaschosento meetthe
scienceobjectiveswhiletakingadvantageof theHeliocentricperiodincreaseaftertheMercuryswingbyto
decreasethespacecraftdeltavrequirementandmeetthespacecraftmassconstraints.

JANUS BASELINE TRAJECTORY DESIGN

The main spacecraft is 3 axis stabilized. The REPs are spin-stabilized. The estimated total dry mass of the
main spacecraft and the 3 REPs is 291.7 kg; the REP mass is 18.6 kg each. The launch vehicle is a Delta II

7925H. The main spacecraft has four 5.0 pound force dual mode thrusters which will nominally use
hydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide for orbit maneuvers. In addition eight 0.2 pound force monopropellant

thrusters using hydrazine are used for attitude control maneuvers.

C3 is twice the combined kinetic and potential energy per unit mass required of the launch vehicle. DLA is
Declination of the Launch or departure Asymptote. Delta v is the velocity change. The minimum C3

opportunities for 2000-2003 period with first Mercury flyby roughly 115 days after launch are listed in
Table 1. Table 1 includes the spacecraft delta v requirement for two Mercury flybys (because the third

Mercury flyby was not added until later in the analysis) and includes a 120 m/sec allocation for launch
vehicle error correction, maneuvers for REP release, spacecraft propulsion system error correction, and
attitude control. If the additional 44.3 rn/sec delta v required for the third flyby for the 2002 case is added,
the total delta v increases to 1427.1 m/see.

By 2004, the C3 requirement increases to 52.9 km2/sec 2. Launch opportunities occur roughly every 3

Mercury-Earth synodic periods, with Mercury close to aphelion. The nominal launch opportunity for the

Janus proposal submitted in June 1998 was determined to be the 2002 launch opportunity.

The main spacecraft will be maneuvered to place the PEPs on the proper trajectory, and the REPs will be
released with a small fixed delta v by a spring device at flyby 1 minus 40, 30, and 20 days. After the

release of the third REP, the main spacecraft will be maneuvered to its nominal trajectory. This timeline
includes an ELV error correction maneuver 10 days after launch but does not include correction of errors in

the spacecraft propulsion system. Typically, these error correction maneuvers required a delta v only
slightly greater than the error itself. More extensive error correction maneuver analysis was done by GSFC

personnel and by IPL personnel as part of the orbit determination and propagation error analysis for which
JPL was lead. The hyperbolic excess velocity of the main spacecraft was approximately 12.7 km/sec for

flyby 1 and 13.9 km/sec for flybys 2 and 3 resulting in an eccentricity of approximately 20 for flyby 1 and

23 for flybys 2 and 3. For flybys 1 and 2 the sub-periapsis point was within 10 degrees Mercury longitude
of the sub-Solar point and was within 20 degrees of the Mercury equator. The trajectories chosen met the
objectives of the science team and accounted for the trajectory errors predicted by JPL's orbit determination

and orbit propagation error analysis. The North Pole REP passes over the North Pole at an altitude of 382
km with periapsis altitude of 100kin. The South Pole REP passes over the South Pole at an altitude of 540

km with periapsis altitude of 100km. The main spacecraft passes over Crater X (Reference 2) on the third
flyby at an altitude of 350 km with a periapsis altitude of I00 km. The data above is for the October 17,
2002 launch case, minimum C3.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the view from Ecliptic North of the Janus trajectory (and the orbits of Earth and

Mercury) for three different stages of the mission leading to Mercury flybys 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
Figure 4 shows the view from Ecliptic North of the Janus trajectory (and the orbits of Earth and Mercury)

from launch through flyby 3. Figure 5 shows the view from the North pole of Mercury of the 3 main
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spacecraftflybys;becauseofsoftwarelimitations,thepolesontheplanetinthefigurearenottheMercury
NorthandSouthpoles.

ThemainspacecraftmaneuversandREPreleasesinaproposedmissiontimelinefora2002minimumC3
launchfollow.Theepochsareinyyyymmdd/missionelapseddays(ddd)format.
20021017/000:Launch,MinimumC3(43.0krn^2/sec^2)
20021027/010:
20021231/075:
20030101/076:
20030110/085:
20030111/086:
20030120/095:
20030121/096:
20030209/115:
20030211/117:Main
secondflyby(1264.9
20031030/378:Main
20031101/380:Main
20040720/642:Main

ELVerrorcorrectionmaneuver(37.6m/sec),mainspacecraftonanti-Sunwardtrajectory
REPreleasedtopassanti-Sunward
MainspacecraftmaneuveredtoNorthPoletrajectory(5.I rn/sdeltav)
REPreleasedtopassoverNorthPole
MainspacecraftmaneuveredtoSouthPoletrajectory(3.8m/sdeltav)
REPreleasedtopassoverSouthpole
Mainspacecraftmaneuveredtonominaltrajectory(3.9m/sdeltav)
Mainspacecraftflyby1

spacecraftmaneuvertoincreaseHeliocentricperiodtoapproximately264daysfor
ntisdeltav)
spacecraftflyby2
spacecraftmaneuverforthirdencounter(44.3m/sdeltav)
spacecraftflyby3,passageoverCrater X near South Pole

There is a 14 day launch window, roughly October 8-26, 2002, which allows for a 30% increase in the

spacecraft dry mass and the corresponding increase in fuel mass. The flyby 1 Mercury periapsis epoch

remained within 12 hours of the minimum C3 case through the launch window. The trajectory variations
were acceptable to the science team.

For the backup direct 2003 launch opportunity with approximately 115 days from launch to first Mercury

flyby, the launch vehicle C3 and spacecraft delta v requirements increased such that a 291.7 kg dry mass
spacecraft could not meet the mission objectives. A direct solution was found which required

approximately 11 months from launch to first Mercury flyby. While this trajectory did not meet the science
team's desire for a first Mercury flyby roughly 110 days after launch, it was a viable direct trajectory

option.

SUMMARY

The June 1998 submission of the Janus Discovery proposal was the first submission for this mission.
Unfortunately, Janus was not one of the proposals selected for further study. It is anticipated this proposal
could be resubmitted for a future launch date, and some analysis of those potential launch dates has already
been done.
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was lead on the orbit determination error analysis. The trajectories chosen met the objectives of the science

team and accounted for the trajectory errors predicted by YPL's orbit determination and orbit propagation

error analysis.

Per reference 3, Farquhar and Dunham have proposed a phasing loop approach for interplanetary missions

with high launch vehicle energy requirements like this mission. The possible advantages of this approach

could be explored in the event of a future submission of the Janus proposal.
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TABLES AND FIGURES

Table 1. Janus Minimum C3, DLA, and Spacecraft Delta V Requirements

Departure Date

(yymmdd)

20001119

C3 (km2/sec z)
(minimum)

41.1

DLA (deg)

-14.7

Spacecraft Delta V

for 2 Mercury flybys

(m/sec)
778.5

20011102 40.8 - 16.4 1098.8

20021017 43.0 -21.4 1382.8

20031002 47.3 -25.7 1730.9

Figure 1: View from Ecliptic North, Launch to Flyby 1 Showing Earth and Mercury Orbits and Janus

Trajectory
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Figure2:ViewfromEclipticNorth,Flyby1toFlyby2ShowingEarthandMercuryOrbitsandJanus
Trajectory
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Figure3:ViewfromEclipticNorth,Flyby2toFlyby3ShowingEarthandMercuryOrbitsandJanus
Trajectory

\

Figure 4: View from Ecliptic North, Launch to Flyby 3 Showing Earth and Mercury Orbits and Janus

Trajectory
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Figure 5: View from Mercury North Geographic Pole of Three Main Spacecraft Mercury Flybys
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32 INVARIANT RELATIVE ORBITS FOR SPACECRAFT FORMATIONS*
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ABSTRACT

An analytic method is presented to establish J2 invariant relative orbits. W'orking with mean

orbit elements, the secular drift of the longitude of the ascending node and the sum of the argument

of perigee and mean anomaly are set equal between two neighboring orbits. By having both orbits

drift at equal rates on the average, they will not pull apart over time due to the J2 influence. Two

first order conditions are established between the differences in momenta elements (semi-major axis,

eccentricity and inclination angle) that guarantee that the drift rates of two neighboring orbits are
equal on the average. Differences in the longitude of the ascending node, argument of perigee and

initial mean anomaly can be set at will, as long as they are setup in mean element space. For near

polar orbits, enforcing both momenta element constraints may result in impractically large relative

orbits. It this case it is shown that dropping the equal ascending node rate requirement still avoids
considerable relative orbit drift and provides substantial fuel savings.

INTRODUCTION

Earlier studies on the relative motion of spacecraft have used the Clohessy-Wiltshire (CW) equa-
tions 1,2 to describe the relative motion. With these equations periodic motion in the relative motion

reference frame have been identified. These periodic motions include in-plane, out-of-plane, and com-
binations of these two motion types. The LISA program z has three satellites at 1 AU forming an

equilateral triangle in a plane inclined at 60 degrees to the ecliptic. When one includes perturbations,

some of these periodic orbits are no longer achievable without control to overcome the deviations.
A simple example demonstrates this fact. Consider an out-of-plane relative motion caused by a

difference in inclination angles. Due to the Jz perturbation, the inclination difference will cause a

differential nodal precession rate between the two satellites resulting in an oscillatory out-of-plane

motion with increasing amplitude. However, the CW equations do not show this motion; they in-
dicate an out-of-plane oscillatory motion with a constant amplitude. To maintain a relative orbit

designed with the CW equations, periodic orbit corrections are necessary to cancel deviations caused

by the J2 perturbations. Further, a reference motion and the accompanying state transition matrix

might result in an out-of-plane control that changes inclination because the state transition matrix

does not indicate the increasing amplitude caused by the inclination difference. For these reasons
it is necessary for the reference motion to include at least the J2 gravitational perturbation effect.

The satellites considered are assumed to be equal in size and shape. Therefore the differential drag

*This research was suppurted by the Airforce Office of ScientificResearch under Grant F49620-99-1-0075.
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effectisoflesserimportancein thisstudythanthe,/2 effect and is neglected.

The relative orbit geometry between two neighboring satellites is described using the differences
in mean orbit elements. The advantage of this is that the mean orbit elements change very slowly

in the presence of the J2 perturbation, making it simple to study the long-term behavior of the

relative orbit. Brouwer's artificial sateUite theory without drag 4 is used to search for J2 invariant
relative orbits. In particular, we seek to match the average drift rates of the two neighboring orbits

up to first order, resulting in a closed-path relative motion that is practically invariant to the J2

perturbations. The advantage of these relative orbits is that they will need very little control to

cancel the -/2 effects, and thus require less fuel to maintain.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

At any instant of time, the current inertial position and velocity vectors can be transformed into

corresponding instantaneous orbit elements. In the absence of perturbations, these elements are

constants. Adding the J2 perturbation causes the elements to vary according to three types of

motion, namely secular growth, short period growth and long period growth. The long period term
is the period of the apsidal rotation. Over a short time this looks like a secular growth. The short

period growth manifests itself as oscillations of the orbit elements, but doesn't cause the orbits to

drift apart. The secular growth is the type of growth that needs to be avoided for relative orbits

to be Jz invariant. This growth is best described through mean orbit elements. These are orbit

averaged elements which do not show any of the short period oscillations. Mean elements can be
obtained analytically or numerically. Highly accurate mean elements that must include atmospheric

drag, tesseral harmonic and third body effects probably require numerical averaging. In this paper

we use an analytical approach to help determine the accuracy that will be required. By studying

the relative motion through the use of mean orbit elements, we are able to ignore the orbit period

specific oscillations and address the secular drift directly. It is not possible to set the drift of each
orbit to zero. However, instead we choose to set the difference in mean orbit element drifts to zero

to avoid relative secular growth.

Numerous analytic theories for the motion of an artificial satellite have been developed. The one

developed by Shannon Coffey at NRL is the most comprehensive; 5 it has been developed to third

order with zonals up to at least Jg. In this study we use the theory developed by Brouwer. 4 We
want to look at the motion defined by the mean elements, thus we will use the averaged elements,

or in Brouwer's notation, the double-primed elements. This is the Hamiltonian after removal of the

short and long period terms. Since Jn = O(J_) for hi2, the only geopotential effect that is included
is J_.

The orbit geometry is described through the Delaunay orbit elements l (mean anomaly), g (argu-

ment of perigee) and h (longitude of the ascending node) with the associated generalized momentas
L, G and H defined as

L = (la)

G = x/pa(1 - e 2) = Lr7 (lb)

H = G cos i (1c)

where a is the semi-major axis, e is the eccentricity and / is the inclination angle. The variable q is

another convenient variable measuring the eccentricity and is given by

q= V'2--e (2)

Note that G is the angular momentum of the orbit and H is the corresponding polar component.

Unless noted otherwise, any orbit elements used from here on will be assumed to be mean orbit

elements. Since the Delaunay variables are canonical variables, given the Hamiltonian M, their
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ratesarefoundthrough

i = OM OM tz OM (3a)= a--ff = o--Y

L= OM G= OM it= OM (3b)
Ol Og Oh

The mean Hamiltonian M can be written as an asymptotic expansion in e = -J_ as

M = :Vie + eM1 + O(e 2) (4)

In this study, we wiU only focus on the first order terms and ignore higher order terms in e. The

first two terms M0 and Mx are given by

#z
Mo= 2L 2 (5)

M1 = #4R_4L6 1 -- 3-_/- (6)

with Re being Earth's radius at the equator. The following algebra is greatly simplified if we work
with dimensionless variables. Therefore distances will be measured in Earth radii Re and time is

normalized by the mean motion of a satellite at one Earth radius (i.e. # = 1). The dimensionless

equivalents of Eqs. (5) and (6) are

1
Mo = -25-- 7 (7)

M, = - 4L---X 1 - 3_- (8)

The transformation between osculating and mean elements is shown in the appendix. However,
note that these transformations become singular for a circular master orbit (i.e. the eccentricity e

becomes zero). This causes numerical difficulties in translating mean elements into corresponding

osculating elements for near-circular orbits. Future work will study the use of non-singular canonical

variables to alleviate this transformation problem.

Since both -'¥/0 and M1 depend solely on the mean momenta L, G and H (i.e. the angle variables

are ignorable), accordi.'ng to E.q. (3b) the mean momenta expressions are constant. Using Eq. (3a),
the mean angle rates l, _/and h are

i = _ + e_-_ 1 - 3_--T (9)

= e_- T i - 5_- (10)

h = e-_-'£-g (11)

Since the mean momenta rates L, G and/2/are always zero, we will only be concerned with matching

the angle rates between two neighboring orbits in the next section.

CONSTRAINTS FOR J2 INVARIANT ORBITS

In order to keep two neighboringorbitsfrom driftingapart,the average seculargrowth needs to

be equal. Short period oscillationscan be ignoredhere sincethese are only "temporary" deviations.
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Also,it is assumed that the long period growth (due to the rotation of the orbit plane) is very slow.
The following development does not guarantee that the long period growth will necessarily be equal.

Since the mean angle quantities l, g and h do not directly contribute to the secular growth caused

by J_, their values can be chosen at will. However, the mean momenta values L, G and H (and
therefore implicitly a, e and i) must be carefully chosen to match the secular drift rates.

To keep two neighboring orbits from drifting apart over time, one requirement is that the mean
nodal rates hi, defined in Eq. (11), must be equal.

hl = ]_j Vi _ j (12)

However, it is not necessary that the average mean anomaly rate ii or argument of perigee rate 9i

are equal. For example, it is possible for the average mean anomaly difference to increase, while

the average argument of perigee difference decreases. Even though the lines of perigee are drifting
apart over time, the two spacecraft could still remain close if the difference in mean anomaly drift
can compensate for it. Thus, instead of setting the il and 91 equal, we set the sum of the two rates

equal

Oi = il + #i = #i Vi ¢ j (13)

where 8 called the latitude angle. Combining Eqs. (9) and (10), the latitude rate # is expressed as

1 3 3 L(I_ H 2

Let the reference mean orbit elements be denoted with the subscript "0". The drift rate t_i of a

neighboring orbit can be written as a series expansion about the reference orbit element as

00o 00o 00o
O, = Oo + --_SL + -._SG + --_SH + H.O.T. (15)

where we make use of the fact that t_ = 0(L, G, H) only. Let the difference in latitude rates be 50,

then a first order approximation of Eq. (15) is written as

50 = #i - Oo = MoLSL + _/IoG6G + .?I/[oH6H (16)

where 2_Io = 7YIt+ 7v[g and

oa] (17)
"_'_df_A _ _ L=Lo,G=Go,H=Ho

Similarly, we can expand the nodal rate h to find

5h = J/[hL6L + -_']/[hG_G+ !VIhHSH (18)

To enforce equal drift rates 0i and hi between neighboring orbits, we must set 6t_ and dfi. equal to

zero in Eqs. (16) and (18), resulting in the following two necessary conditions for relative orbits to
be J2 invariant up to first order.

.TVIoLSL+ ]VfoGSG + :_.toHOH = 0 (19)

]_/[hLSL + ]VIhG_G + IVIhH6H = 0 (20)

Since Eqs. (19) and (20) have three unknown quantities, namely the differences in mean momenta

8L, 5G and 8H, we are only left with one degree of freedom in selecting the relative momenta. After

choosing either 5L, 5G or 6H, the remaining two momenta differences are determined through the
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twoconditionsshownabove.If wechooseto enforcethat the various Ii and gi are equal, then we

have a nonlinear system of three variables with three constraints, leaving no degree of freedom in

choosing the momenta quantities a, e and i. These conditions are only satisfied for particular orbit

solutions which are of little interest for spacecraft formation flying.

We can work in either the (L, G, H) or (a, e, i) space. The first is easier, the latter is more intuitive.
Since the mean anomaly, argument of perigee and right ascension are ignorable coordinates in the

mean element space, they have no effect on the secular rates between two objects, In the osculating
space they are not ignorable and consequently have an effect on the secular relative motion. The

angles differences 5l, 5g and 5h can therefore be chosen at will. Thus, operating in mean element

space has reduced the scope of the problem. This leaves us with a total of four degrees of freedom

to design a J2 invariant relative orbit.

Using Eqs. (9) through (11), the required partial derivatives are found to be:

MtL -- aL - L 4 + e_-_- -1 + 3_-_- (21a)

M,c = a---_= _-Z-_ -1 + 5_--_ (21b)

:_lH -- OH - e_-ff (21c)

M,,G= 0---5= _; -2 + 15_-

M,n- alia' _ -e_L-_15(L) s (H)

(22a)

(22b)

(22c)

:V/'hL = 0-'_ =-e2--L-g (23a)

"hC[hC -- C_G -- --e_--'_ (235)

a/_ 3 (__) (23c)Mh. = _ = E_-U

Using Eqs. (2l) and (22), we are able to rewrite Eq. (19) which enforces equal latitude rates.

3 " 2Lo'_H2O]SG
+e_-_o (-_--_)[-(3+4"_)+15(1+ Go] G'_J

-e2"_0 _00 _00 3+5 3H=0 (24)

Note that only the term 5L appears without being multiplied by the small parameter _. Thus dL
must be itself of O(e) and the term involving e6L can be dropped as a higher order term. The first
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necessaryconditionis thenwrittenas

( (
- e_-'_0 \_00] Go ] 5H -- 0 (25)

Using the partial derivatives defined in Eq. (23), we are able to rewrite the second condition for </2
invariant orbits, given in Eq. (20), as

.0 oe2--_0 t_o-o] _-_.,-._.c,_--o5G + _-0 5H] = 0 (26)

Since 5L = O(e) the 5L term is dropped, resulting in the greatly simplified condition

which enforces equal nodal rates h.

condition in Eq. (25) to

74,
5H

= 5_-_ 5G = 5cosi0fG (27)

Using the 5H defined in Eq. (27), we are able to simplify the

6L -- - -_o G 4+ -_o .] 1+5 _o f G (28)

Combined, Eqs. (27) and (28) provide the two necessary conditions on the mean momenta differences

between two neighboring orbits to yield a J2 invariant relative orbit.

For more physical insight into these constraints, it is convenient to map them into differences in

the semi-major axis a, eccentricity measure r/and the inclination angle i. The reason for choosing to

deal with variations in r/and not the eccentricity measure e itself will become clear shortly. Recalling
that L = v/S (L is a non-dimensional variable), the variations in L and a are related through

fL= fa= (29)

Using G = L_, the variation of G is rigorously

5G = 5L_7 + L&7 (30)

However, since 5L = O(e), we may drop this term to approximate 5G as

_G = LS_ (31)

Since H = G cos i, the variation of the polar angular momentum component is

5H = fiG cos i - G sin iSi (32)

Substituting Eqs. (29) and (31) into Eq. (28), this constraint enforcing equal latitude rates between
two orbits is rewritten as

5a = 2Daft7 (33)

Note that this a is the non-dimensional semi-major axis and must be multiplied by the Earth radius

Re to obtain proper physical units. Substituting Eqs. (31) and (32) into Eq. (27), the constraint
enforcing equal nodal rates h is rewritten as

577= -7 tan i(_i (34)
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Combined,Eqs.(33)and(34)formthetwonecessarymomentaconstraintsexpressedin termsof a
differencein semi-majoraxis,eccentricityandinclinationangle.

Towrite theconstraintin Eq.(34)in termsof theeccentricitye directly, we must take the first

variation of _ = v_ - e 2.

fe = --_fr/ (35)
e

Substituting this into Eq, (34) we find

fe ---- (1 - e 2) tan_ fi (36)
4e

Clearly numerical difficulties arise with this constraint expression whenever e -+ 0 and the reference

orbit becomes circular. According to Eq. (36), it would appear that the change in eccentricity
required for a given fi would grow infinitely large as e becomes zero. However, Eq. (34) shows that

this is not necessary. Using r/ as the eccentricity measure, we find that the change in eccentricity

reaches a finite limit for a circular orbit. The reason for this discrepancy is that it is not the
constraint condition that causes the singularity, but the transformation between variations in e

and 77 in Eq. (35). To avoid numerical difficulties with circular reference orbits, it is therefore

convenient to describe necessary changes in eccentricity through fir/ and then use the nonlinear
mapping e = V_" - rf to compute the adjusted eccentricity.

Note that Eq. (34) shows a fundamental limitation of these mean momenta constraints. For

near-polar orbits, where the inclination angle is close to 90 degrees, the tan i term grows very large.
Even a small change in inclination angle 6i, typically done to achieve out-of-plane relative motion,

would result in a relatively large change in eccentricity. The result is that the resulting J2 invariant

relative orbits grow very large for near-polar orbits, making these orbits of little practical use for

close formation flying applications. However, note that the three mean angle variables can still
be picked at random without causing any orbit drift, even for the polar case. Further, note that

if a change in eccentricity is prescribed for a near-polar orbit, the associated required change in

inclination angle would be very small. Thus enforcing equal drift rate conditions for near-polar orbit

only encounter practical difficulties if a particular change in orbit inclination angle is demanded.

As numerical simulations will show, setting up this worst case problem in mean element space and
then transforming to corresponding inertial position and velocity vectors will typically still exhibit

less secular drift than if the problem is simply setup using osculating elements. Further, while it

won't be possible to perfectly compensate for the ascending node drift difference due to 6i, it is still
possible to equalize the latitude rate drifts 01 using Eq. (33).

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Two numerical studies are presented illustrating J2 invariant relative orbits for both non-polar and
near-polar master orbits. The orbit elements for the master orbit are the same for each simulation

except for the inclination angle i as shown in Table I. The orbit has an altitude of 775 kin. Since

each spacecraft is assumed to be of equal type, differential drag effects are ignored here. The purpose

of these simulations is to illustrate how well the first order conditions in Eq. (33) and Eq. (34) render

the resulting relative orbit J2 invariant. Further, the power of setting up relative orbits in terms of
mean orbit elements vs osculating element space is shown.

The relative orbit is constructed in these simulations by choosing particular differences in mean

orbit elements, and then translating the adjusted mean orbit elements of the second satellite into
corresponding osculating orbit elements. The numerical simulation then uses the corresponding

initial position and velocity vector and solves the system using the nonlinear equations of motion

including the Ji terms up to fifth order. However, in all cases tested the inclusion of the J:_ through
J._ terms had an minimal effect on the answer.
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TABLE I

.¥[ASTER SATELLITE ORBIT ELEMENTS

Mean Orbit

Elements Value Units

a 7153 km

e 0.05

i 48 or 88 deg

h 0.0 deg

g 30.0 deg

l 0.0 deg

Other techniques could be used as well to setup the initial relative orbit. For example, it is possible

to establish a desired relative orbit using the natural solutions of the linear CW equations. Since this

is the desired mean behavior, these six position and velocity coordinates must then be first translated

into six corresponding mean orbit elements. Thus we are able to make use of the analytic first order

transformation shown in the appendix to obtain the corresponding initial osculating elements (i.e.

actual position and velocity vector).

Non-Polar Master Orbit

The first simulation illustrates how well the matching conditions work for non-polar orbits. Here

the inclination angle is set to 48 degrees. The relative orbit is described by choosing the following

mean orbit element differences. To achieve some out-of-plane motion, a ascending node difference

of fh -- 0.005 degrees is prescribed. The line of perigee and initial mean anomaly differences are

set equal and opposite in sign as 3g -. 0.01 degrees and dl = -0.01 degrees. Of the three momenta

elements, we chose to prescribe a change in eccentricity fie = 0.0001 to exaggerate the in-plane,

relative orbit. Using Eqs. (33) and (34), the corresponding changes in a and i must be 5a = -

0.351765 meters and 6i = 0.001035 degrees. Note that both the required fa and 5i to compensate

for this 5e are rather small.

(a) Initial Relative Orbit Setup in Os- (b) Initial Relative Orbit Setup in

culating Elements Mean Elements

Figure 1 Relative Orbit Drift for a Non-Polar Master Orbit
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Mean and Osculating Orbit Element Differences for Mean Element Space Setup

The resulting relative orbits, as seen in the LVLH frame, are shown in Figure 1. The plots always

show the data of 45 orbits, which correspond to roughly 3 days of simulation time. The LVLH
frame is chosen such that the _ direction is along the instantaneous master satellite position vector.

The out-of-plane component _ is found by computing the cross product of • with the normalized

velocity vector. The along track _) direction is then found by taking the cross product of i and _.

The initial relative orbit is always shown as a solid black line, while the path of the remaining 45
orbits is shown as a gray line. Both simulations use the same initial orbit element differences. In

Figure l(a) the initial orbit element differences, which determine the initial shape of the relative
orbit, are chosen in osculating element space. Substantial relative orbit drift is apparent due to the

perturbative influence of J2. Figure l(b) illustrates the drastic improvements that may occur if the

initial orbit geometry is setup in mean element space. Since the matching conditions in Eq. (33) and
(34) are only up to first order, the relative orbit will not necessarily be perfectly J2 mvariant. While

some periodic thrusting is still necessary, the frequency of these orbit corrections can be greatly
reduced.

The differences of 5h and J0 between the master and secondary orbits axe shown in Figure 2

for the case where the initial setup is performed in the osculating element space. The mean orbit

elements are shown as a solid black line, while the osculating elements are shown as a gray" line.

The corresponding orbit element differences are shown in Figure 3 for the case where the setup is

performed in mean element space. While for an inclination angle of 48 degrees both orbits experience
a substantial nodal rate h, the difference in ascending node rates is rather small. Setting up the
relative geometry in mean element space does reduce the relative nodal drift, but not substantially.

A rough calculation of the Av required per year to compensate for this drift shows 0.0725 m/s

required for the osculating element setup, and only 0.0181 m/s. required for the mean element setup.
Both are relatively small numbers. At this inclination, the 0 drift is the dominant factor pulling
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(a) Initial Relative Orbit Setup in Os- (b) Initial Relative Orbit Setup in

culating Elements Mean Elements

(c) Initial Relative Orbit Setup in (d) Initial Relative Orbit Setup in

Mean Elements Using 8a = 2DaJr I Mean Elements Using Both Matching

Conditions

Figure 4 Relative Orbit Drift for a Near-Polar Master Orbit

the two orbits apart. Comparing Figures 2(b) and 3(b) the benefit of using mean elements is clear.

Using the osculating setup, the Av required per year is roughly 40.15 m/s. Using the mean orbit

elements to setup the geometry reduces this to 0.145 m/s. Using the momenta element matching
condition and working in mean orbit element space, we are able substantially reduce the J2 induced

drift and the corresponding Av's required to reset the relative orbits.
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Near-Polar Master Orbit

The second simulation illustrates some issues that arise when trying to generate J2 invariant

relative orbits for near-polar master orbits and demanding a specific inclination angle difference

for out-of-plane motion. The inclination angle is set to 88 degrees for this purpose. The relative
orbit is described by choosing the mean orbit element differences dh -- 0.0 degrees (all out-of-plane

motion produced through 8i), dg -- 0.1 degrees and 31 = -0.1 degrees. Assume the relative orbit

geometry requires a di of 0.01 degrees to achieve roughly 1 km of out-of-plane motion. However, we

are no longer able to use both matching conditions in Eqs. (33) and (34) since the tan i term will
result in unpractically large changes in eccentricity. Therefore we abandon the hope to be able to

compensate for the 6h drifts. For near polar orbits, even though the various ]_ rates are relatively

small, the differences of these rates between neighboring orbits with different inclination angles are

large. However, we are still able to use Eq. (33) to match latitude drift rates. Therefore we are

left with one unused degree of freedom and choose a 6e of 0.0001 to exaggerate the in-plane relative
orbit.

As the illustrations in Figure 4 show, the J2 induced drift can still be reduced by simply setting
up the relative geometry in mean element space. Figure 4(a) illustrates the motion resulting from

setting up the desired orbit element differences in osculating orbit space. The relative orbits pull

apart substantially in three days. Figure 4(b) shows the reduced amount of drift that occurs if

the same orbit element differences are setup in mean element space. Note that Eq. (33) has not
been utilized here to compensate for the latitude difference drift. The relative orbit is thus seen to

drift in the negative along track direction. In Figure 4(c) the semi-major axis a is adjusted using

Eq. (33) to attempt to equalize the latitude rates 0. The requ!red 5a is -0.24157 meters. While there
is still some drift in the relative orbits due to the different h rates, the orbits no longer pull part

due to different latitude rates. Figure 4(d) shows how the relative orbit may become excessively
large if we attempt to cancel all relative orbit drift for near-polar orbits. To achieve a desired 6i of

0.01 degrees, the other two momenta elements differences must be 6e -- 0.020648 degrees and _a =

-27.2122 meters. While the resulting near-polar relative orbit has essentially no drift as seen in this

scale, the relative orbit radius grows from a few kilometers to over 100 kilometers. Note that the
desired 4-1 km out-of-plane motion isn't even visible on the scale shown.

The differences in ascending node and latitude angles for the cases where the relative orbit geome-

try is setup in the osculating space and where it is setup in the mean element space with semi-major

axis adjustment are shown in Figures 5 and 6. As predicted, the ascending node drift 6h is the same
for both cases since we are no longer trying to compensate for this. Over a year, the Av required to

compensate for this drift is roughly 56.8 m/s. However, where the osculating element setup results

in a substantial latitude drift 60, setting up the orbits in mean element space and compensating

through a corresponding 6a results in a substantially reduced latitude drift. The 2xv requirement
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(a.) Difference in Ascending Node h (b) Difference in Latitude Angle 0

Figure 5 Mean and Osculating Orbit Element Differences for Osculating Element Space Setup for a Near-Polar
Master Orbit
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Figure 6 Mean and Osculating Orbit Element Differences for Mean Element Space Setup for a Near-Polar
Master Orbit

to compensate for the 60 is approximately 112 m/s for the osculating setup. This Av drops to 14.1
m/s if the orbit elements are setup in mean element space. The Av requirement per year is then

further reduced to approximately 1.45 m/s if the 6a adjustment is made to equalize the averaged
latitude rates.

While this method is not able to compensate for the 6h drift encountered with near-polar orbits,
it is possible to establish an approximate solution that greatly reduces the J2 induced relative orbit

drift. Note that prescribing differences to h, g and I is always possible, even for polar master

orbits. Problems may arise when trying to match a, e and i for a prescribed difference in one of the
quantities.

CONCLUSION

A method is presented to establish J2 invariant relative orbits for spacecraft formation flying
applications. The desired relative orbit geometry is designed using differences in mean orbit elements.

Two constraints on the three momenta element differences Ja, Je and 6i are derived. These leave a

total of four degrees of freedom to design the relative orbit. As the inclination angle i approaches

a polar orbit, the corrections required in eccentricity and semi-major axis to compensate for the

J2 effect become too large to be of practical value. "Working with near-polar orbits, setting up the

relative orbit geometry in mean elements and canceling the latitude rate difference up to first order
still provides a potentially substantial drift and associated fuel savings. A particular limitation of

the presented method is that the mapping between mean and osculating elements goes singular

for circular orbits. The momenta element differences constraints still hold for circular orbits, but
the mapping from mean to osculating elements has mathematical problems whenever e approaches

zero. Future work will attempt to rectify this by performing the transformation using non-singular,
canonical orbit elements.
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Appendix

TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN OSCULATING AND MEAN ELEMENTS

For completeness, this appendix illustrates the transformation between osculating and mean orbit
elements. This is accomplished through two transformations. The first transformation maps oscu-

lating elements to intermediate or long period elements, while the second transformation maps long

period elements to mean elements. Using Brouwer's notation, the long period elements are denoted

with a single prime, while the mean elements are denoted with a double prime. The generating

function W_ p, which establishes the osculating to long period elements transformation, is given in
terms of non-dimensional Delaunay variables as

W; p= _4G3 -1+3_- (f-l+esinf)+

3 1- e

The notation W_ p says that thisisa firstordertransformationwhich removes the short period (sp)

component. In Reference 5, Coffey accomplishes thiswith two transformations. The generating

function Vv'_p,which establishesthe long period to mean elements transformation,isgiven by

+
The transformation between long period and osculating elements is achieved through

e Ow;p (39)
L' = L - e(L, W: v) = L + Ol

l' = l - ,(_,w:p) = 1- ow:_ (40)
OL

with analogous transformations for the other momenta and angle orbit elements. The expression

(L, W_ p) is the Poisson bracket of L and W_ p. The inverse for this transformation is achieved

trivially by switching the primed and unprimed letters and reversing the sign of the e term.

L = L' + _(L', W: v) = L - Of'

ow: p
1= I' + ,(l', w: _) = 1+ _--5U-

(41)

(42)

The long period to osculating elements transformations are then given by

L=_' -1+3 +3 1-_-zj \r'J4L,. a \ _ G' 3 cos(2f' + 2g')

 osf3I'+2g'/
a = G' 4G,33E1 -- G' 2 j cos(2y' + 29') + cos(f + 2g') +

(43a)

(43b)
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g=g I

l"l[( "'::<° )z=l'+Se,L,----i _ 2-1+3_-Z)\7_+7+1 sin:'

( < )+3 1- -_72 ] ' r '2 L '2 r' +1 sin(f'+2g')

o,., )]+ \Tz L,2+ + sin(z/'+ 2g')

8e'L" \G'J 2 -1 + G---_] \r;7 n' 2 + 7 + 1 sinf'

( .. )+3 1-_-Ty] #2L,2 r' +1 sin(f'+2g')

::. o. )]+ \_-_- L '2 + 7 + sin(3f' + 2g')

( H'2_
3e 2 -1 (f' - l'

8G,4 -k 5_'_-) + e'sin f')

( -',( )]+ 3-_7) sin(2:'+ 2g')+e'sin(/'+2¢)+ _sin(3:'+ 2¢)
3e H'

h = h' + 4G,4 G' (2(f' - l' + e/sin f ') - sin(2f' + 2g') - e' sin(f' + 29')

e, )- _ sin(3f' + 2g')

(43c)

(43d)

(43e)

(43f)

The transformation between long period to mean elements is achieved in a similar manner. For

the (L', l') elements, they axe given by

L' = L" + e(L", W_ p) = L" - e c3W[p (44)
l/I

ow[" (45)l' = I" + _(l",w_p) = r' + _--
L n

with the remaining transformations generated in an analogous manner. The inverse transformation

is again achieved by simply switching the prime's and double-prime's and reversing the sign of the
e term. 'The transformation from mean to long period elements is given by

L' = r:' (46a)

G'=G"+_ 1--_] 1-16_-+15-_) 1-5_--77_) cos2g" (46b)

H' = H" (46c)

16G ''4 _L,,---_,j 1- 16_-77T + 15_7g ) 1-5_77_ ) sin2g" (46d)
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i g- _ 1 -g = +32G,,_ 5_-_) 3- _) _ _%-_

W=W'+ i60,,-----z\7) 1-_-) 1-5_-_)

11 "4-25-_ 200_-7_ i- _] sin2gH

(46e)

(46f)
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PERFORMANCEEVALUATION OF THE GPS ONBOARD ORBIT DETERMINATION SOFTWARE
TO ENSURE IMPROVED POSITIONING ACCURACY

Andrew R. Garber, Lin Haas, Mark Pittelkau

Orbital Sciences Corporation

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the performance validation of the GPS Onboard Orbit Determination Software (GOODS).

Orbital developed GOODS in response to the need for improving GPS real-time positioning accuracies to better than

20 m la. The GOODS software includes an Extended Kalman Filter that processes GPS pseudorange and Doppler
measurements. Contained within the filtering algorithms are high fidelity models of aerodynamic drag, Solar/Lunar

gravity, and non-spherical geopotential. GOODS will fly on Orbview-3, Orbview-4, VCL, and RADARSAT-2.

Analysis focuses on the validation of individual force models and state estimation performance. Specific test

cases evaluate a reduced order of the geopotential field, orbit adjust maneuvers, and a 7 day extended duration
processing interval. Results show GOODS meets the success criteria for all of eleven test cases. Position and

velocity errors obtained through Monte Carlo runs are consistently less than 10.0 m and 0.01 m/s lcr, respectively.

INTRODUCTION

The GOODS software was developed to provide high-accuracy real-time positioning capabilities for satellites
using space-capable GPS receivers. Existing commercial space-capable receivers (single frequency-SPS) typically

provide positioning errors on the order of 100 m 95% and velocity errors of 1 m/s 95%. Orbital is currendy building

several satellites that require real-time le position and velocity errors on the order of 20 m and 0.01 m/s,
respectively.

To achieve these accuracies, GOODS uses an Extended Kalman filter (EKF) with high-fidelity force models.
These force models include the JGM-2 geopotential (30 m order), the Harris-Priester atmospheric density model for
drag acceleration, and Solar/Lunar point mass accelerations. A 4 °aorder Runge-Kutta numerical integrator is used to

propagate the state vector between epochs. The filter itself uses a 9-element state vector, that includes position,
velocity, drag coefficient, and receiver clock bias and drift. State process noise for position and velocity are based

on errors of omission for the non-spherical geopotential model, along with other empirical noise factors. The
receiver clock and drag coefficient are modeled as random walk processes.

Eleven test cases were developed to validate the GOODS performance. Table 1 provides an overview of the
test cases, along with the success criteria for each case. The success criteria are based on existing Orbital spacecraft

positioning accuracy requirements. The test cases were designed to isolate specific GOODS capabilities, and were
executed such that each successive test built upon prior successful test results. The start time for each test case is

midnight, 08 September 1998. The duration of each test was 24 hours except for test case 10 that has a 7 day
duration.

Test cases I-2 validate the GOODS propagation force models. A reference trajectory generated by the
MicroCosm program (ref. 1) was used as the truth trajectory for these tests. Test cases 3-10 validate the GOODS

filter performance. To provide a controlled test environment for evaluating the GOODS filter, a GPS simulator was
developed for generating pseudorange measurements from a reference trajectory. The simulator was designed to

provide control over the individual error components of the pseudorange measurements, including receiver clock

bias (C_), satellite clock bias (Coes), Selective Availability (SA), ionospheric delay (I), receiver noise (rl_._), and
User Equivalent Ranging Error (UERE). Finally, test case I I performs a Monte Carlo analysis to evaluate the

statistical performance of GOODS.
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GOODS VALIDATION

Test Case 1 - Propagation Using Partial Force Models

Test case I validates the GOODS propagator, the geopotential, and Solar/Lunar force models. Drag is not

modeled in this test case. GOODS force models include the JGM-2 geopotential (304 order), and Solar/Lunar point

mass accelerations. A ,th order Runge-Kutta numerical integrator is used to propagate the GOODS state vector

between epochs. The MicroCosm truth trajectory was generated using a 30 t_ order GEM-T3 geopotential model,

and the JPL planetary ephemeris for Solar/Lunar perturbations. MicroCosm uses a more accurate Cowell

predictor/corrector numerical integrator. The accuracy of the GOODS propagated state vector relative to

MicroCosm is evaluated over a 23 hour timespan. Table 4 shows that the test criteria of maximum position errors <

10 m are met.

Figure 1 shows the radial/intrack/crosstrack GOODS position errors relative to the truth trajectory. The small

errors in each component validate the GOODS partial force models, and present their high level of accuracy.

Table 4: Test Case 1 Propagation Errors with Partial Models
Position Errors Velocity Errors
Component Mean (m) Sigma (In) Component Mean (m/s) Sigma (m/s)
Radial Error -0.03 0.44 Radial Error 0.1201 0.009
Int_ck Error -0.91 2.97 lnwack Error 0.000 0.00l
Crosstrack Error 0.03 1.00 Crosstrack Error 0.1200 0.008
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Figure 1: Test Case 1 GOODS Position Errors Relative to the MicroCosm Truth Trajectory
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Test Case 2 - Propagation Using Full Force Models

Test Case 2 validates the GOODS drag model. In computing the drag acceleration, GOODS employs the
Harris-Priester atmospheric density model, whereas MicroCosm uses the higher fidelity 1971 Jacchia-Roberts
atmospheric density model. The cross-sectional area of the satellite was 4.2 m2.

Initially for both drag coefficients (CD) equal to 2.3, over the 23 hour timespan, the propagation of the initial
state vector takes approximately 10 hours to diverge to -200 m in intrack position error. This is due to the different

atmospheric drag models. The mean radial and crosstrack errors maintain good stability at about 0.0 m mean error.
To account for the differences between the MicroCosm and GOODS drag models, the CD was set to 2.433 in
GOODS. The value of 2.433 was chosen to minimize the intrack position errors over 23 hours.

Figure 2 shows the radial/intrack/crosstrack GOODS position errors relative to the truth trajectory. Over the
23 hour timespan, the maximum intrack position error is -85 m. In setting Co to 2.433, control of such intrack errors
is obtained, and the precision of the GOODS drag model is validated. During real-time operations, GOODS will

estimate Co to compensate for errors in the drag model. From Table 5 and Figure 2, the test criteria of maximum
position errors < 200 m are met.

Table 5: Test Case 2 Prop_ ;ation Errors with Full Models
Position Errors Velocit_ Errors

Comlmnent Mean (m) Sigma (m) Component Mean (rots) Sigma ira/s)
Radial Error -0.06 8.58 Radial Error 0.034 0.031

Intrack Error -27.63 28.54 Intrack Error 0.000 0.010

Crosstrack Error 0.02 0.94 Crosstrack Error 0.000 0.008
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Figure 2: Test Case 2 GOODS Position Errors Relative to the MicroCosm Truth Trajectory for Co = 2.433
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Test Case 3 - Solve for Baseline

Test Case 3 validates the fundamental Kalman filter equations and logic. In this case, perfect pseudorange
measurements are simulated using zero measurement errors in the SA, receiver noise, receiver clock bias, and

receiver clock drift. The initial state vector consists of perfect a priori position, velocity, clock bias, clock drift, and

drag coefficient obtained from Case 2 (CD --- 2.433). From Table 6, the following test criteria are met: 1) lo

maximum position errors < 10 m, and 2) lo maximum velocity errors < 0.01 rrds. In addition, the filter converges
well within 2 orbits.

Table 6: Baseline State Errors
Position Errors

Component
RadialError
Intrack Error

Mean (m)

-0.51

Vdodty Errors
Component
Radial Error

Mean (m/s)
-0.001

Sigma (m/s)
0.011

0.84 1.45 lntrack Error 0.000 0.001

CrossWack Error -0.03 0.44 Crosstrack Error 0.000 0.009

Test Case 4 - Solve for Position and Velocity

Test Case 4 validates the ability of the Kalman filter to solve for position and velocity using non-perfect

pseudorange measurements and non-perfect a priori position and velocity. Pseudorange measurement errors include

SA, and receiver noise. Receiver clock errors are not modeled. The initial state vector is perturbed by 3o position

and velocity errors of a typical GPS space receiver, and uses perfect a priori clock and Co, Initial 30 position errors

are 450 m, 300 m, and 300 m in radial, intrack, and crosstrack components, respectively. Initial 3g velocity errors
are 5.196 m/s in each of the three components. The initial position and velocity variances were modified to account

for the initial position and velocity errors. From Table 7, the following test criteria are met: 1) 1o maximum

position errors < 20 m, and 2) 1o maximum velocity errors < 0,01 m/s, In addition, the filter converges well within
2 orbits.

Table 7: State Errors Using Initial 30 Position and Velocity Offsets
Position Errors Velocity Errors
Component Mean (m) Sigma (m) Component Mean (m/s) Sigma (_s) i
RadialError -0.48 2.42 Radial Error 0.000 0.014
Intrack Error -0.07 6.20 lntrack Error 0.000 0.003
CrossU'ackError -0.77 6.21 Crosstrack Error 0.000 0.010

Test Case 5 - Solve for Clock Bias and Drift

Test Case 5 validates the ability of the Kalman filter to solve for receiver clock parameters using non-perfect
pseudorange measurements and non-perfect a priori clock bias and clock drift. Pseudorange measurement errors

include 23.0 m (l<r) for SA, 3.60 m (Rr) for receiver noise, 150000 m for initial receiver clock bias, and --0.30 tri/s

for initial receiver clock drift. The initial state vector uses perfect a priori position, velocity, and Co, Initial state
clock errors are 450000 m and --0.9 m/s for the clock bias and the clock drift, respectively. Initial receiver clock
bias offset and clock drift variances were modified to account for initial state clock errors. From Table 8, the

following test criteria are met: 1) 1o maximum position errors < 20 m, and 2) lo maximum velocity errors < 0.01
m/s. In addition, the filter converges well within 2 orbits.

Table 8: State Errors Using Initial Clock Bias and Drift Rate Offsets
Position Errors Velocity Errors

Component Mean (m) Sigma (m) Component Mean (m/s) Sigma (m/s)
Radial Error -0.22 2.04 Radial Error 0.001 0.012

Intrack Error -0.44 5,46 Intrack Error 0.000 0.002
Crosstrack Error 0.30 6.58 Crosstrack Error 0.000 0.009
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Test Case 6 - Solve for Drag

Test Case 6 validates the ability of the Kalman filter to solve for drag using non-perfect pseudorange
measurements and a non-perfect a priori coefficient of drag, Pseudorange measurement errors include SA and

receiver noise. Receiver clock errors are not modeled. The inidal state vector consists of a non-perfect a priori drag
coefficient offset 50% from the C_ of 2.433, with perfect a priori position, velocity, and clock. The initial
atmospheric drag coefficient variance was modified to account for the initial coefficient's error. From Table 9, the

following test criteria are met: 1) lo maximum position errors < 20 m, and 2) lc maximum velocity errors < 0.01
m/s. In addition, the coefficient of drag converges to 2.433 in less than 10 orbits.

Table 9: State Errors Using Initial C. Offset 50 % from True Value
P_eon.Errors vdocny Errors
Component Mean (m) Sigma (In) Component Mean (m/s) Si[_a (rigs)
Radial Error -1.09 2.75 Radial Error -0.002 0.016

IntrackError 1.30 7.46 Imrack Error 0.001 0.003

Crosstrack Error 0. ! 3 7.45 Crosstraek Error 0.000 0.009

Test Case 7 - Third-Body Gravity Perturbations of the Sun and Moon

Test Case 7 verifies the necessity of modeling Solar/Lunar perturbations, as several Orbital spacecraft have

stringent memory and processing specifications that may require this GOODS capability to be disabled. To observe
third body effects on the propagation accuracy, GOODS was run first with Solar/Lunar perturbations on and then

with them off. Measurement processing was inhibited in both cases. This was done for both a 450 km and an 1000
km orbit. This test uses a perfect a priori position, velocity, clock bias, clock bias drift, and coefficient of drag.

At the altitude of 450 kin, the coefficient of drag was set to 2.433 for propagating the initial state vector. Over
23 hours, residuals between Solar/Lunar "On" state errors vs. Solar/Lunar "Off' state errors show good agreement

in radial and crosstrack components. Intrack position errors grow to 120 m in the 23 hour period, as shown in
Figure 3.

Effects of Sun/Moon Perturbations at 450 Km Altitude
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Figure 3: Third Body Propagation Errors at Altitude of 450 Km
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Atanaltitudeof 1000kin,thecoefficientofdragwassettoCD=0.0078 for propagating the initial state vector.

In doing so, effects of Solar/Lunar perturbations are isolated at the higher altitude. Over 23 hours, residuals between
state vectors show good agreement in radial and crosstrack components, as before. Intrack position errors grow to
140 m in a 23 hour timespan. The purpose of testing at an altitude of 1000 km is due to the prevalent effects of

Solar/Lunar accelerations at higher altitudes. In addition, 1000 krn is the maximum altitude for Orbital satellites that
shall employ GOODS.

Effects of Sun/Moon Perturbations at 1000 Km Altitude
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Figure 4: Third Body Propagation Errors at, Altitude of I000 Km

For both tests, the following success criteria are met: 1) 1G radial position error < 100 m, 2) 1G intrack position

error < 500 m, and 3) lcr crosstrack error < 100 m.

Since the test criteria are met, all remaining test cases exclude Solar/Lunar perturbations from processing.

Test Case 8 - Geopotential Model

Test Case 8 determines the minimum order of the geopotential model such that GOODS meets both the 23

hour lt_ propagation requirement of < 500 m intrack error, and the 1_ estimation position and velocity accuracy
requirements of 20 m, and 0.01 m/s, respectively. As in the previous case, stringent memory and processing

requirements of several Orbital spacecraft may require GOODS to truncate the geopotential model. This was
achieved in two steps. The first step involved propagating the perfect a priori state vector with decreasing field
order, until the success criteria was not met. The 17t_ order geopotential field model permitted propagated intrack

errors < 500 m over the 23 hour timespan.

The second step validated the selection of 17 t_ order field model by evaluating the estimation errors using non-

perfect pseudorange observations and perfect a priori state. Pseudorange measurement errors include SA and
receiver noise. The initial state vector consists of perfect a priori position, velocity, clock bias, clock drift, and drag

coefficient. The state process noise was modified to account for the lower-order geopotential, based upon
propagation results using the 17 tborder field model. Solar/Lunar perturbations are excluded from this processing.
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Forthe23hourtimespan,Table10 shows the estimation errors for processing with the 17 t_order geopotential

field model. The following test criteria are met: 1) 16 maximum position errors < 20 m, and 2) lo maximum
velocity errors < 0.01 m/s.

Table 10: State Errors Solving with 17 t_ Order Geopotentiai Field
Position Errors Vdodty Errors
Component Mean (m) Siena (m) Component Mean (m/s) Sigma (m/s)
Radial Error 0.11 4.59 RadialError 0.001 0.016
intrack Error -0.68 7.69 lntrack Error 0.000 0.005
Crosstrack Error -0.64 6.17 Crosstrack Error 0.001 0.010

For missions that employ the GOODS software, the selected geopotential field order depends on the

positioning accuracy requirement. In order to meet the 20 m (16) GOODS test requirement, the order must be > 17.
As a result, test cases 9 and 10 shall use the 17 thorder geopotential.

Test Case 9 - Solve for State

Test Case 9 validates the ability of the Kalman filter to solve for the entire state vector using non-perfect

pseudorange measurements and non-perfect a priori state vector. Pseudorange measurement errors include SA,

receiver noise, receiver clock bias, and receiver clock drift. The initial state vector is perturbed by 3o position and

velocity errors, clock bias, and clock drift errors of a typical GPS space receiver. The a priori CD is offset by 50%
from the true value of 2.433. Initial variances for position, velocity, coefficient of drag, and receiver clock were
modified accordingly, along with radial, intrack, and crosstrack state process noise based upon the 17 tb order

geopotential. Solar/Lunar perturbations are excluded from processing in the filtering algorithms.

From Table 11, for the 23 hour timespan, the following test criteria are met: 1) lo maximum position errors <

20 m, and 2) lo maximum velocity errors < 0.01 m/s. In addition, the CD converges to the true value of 2.433 in
under 10 orbits.

Table 11: State Errors Solving for Entire State Vector
Position Errors Velocity Errors
Component Mean (m) Sigma (m) Component Mean (m/s) Sigma (m/s)
Radial Error -1.44 5.29 Radial Error °0.002 0.016
Intrack Error 1.04 8.21 InwackError 0.001 0.005
Crosstrack Error 0.37 6.67 Crosstrack Error 0.000 0.009

Test Case 10 - Extended Duration with Maneuvers

Test Case 10 validates GOODS over an extended duration of 1 week, and includes 3 orbit adjust maneuvers.
The maneuvers occur at 40 hour intervals, each with a 120 second duration. In order, an intrack maneuver occurs at
980910.1600 UTC, a crosstrack maneuver occurs at 980912.0800 UTC, and a radial maneuver occurs at

980914.0000 UTC. The AV for the intrack, crosstrack and radial maneuvers are 1.562 m/s, 3.104 m/s, and 2.492

m/s, respectively. The intrack and crosstrack maneuvers were modeled after TDRSS maneuvers, but scaled down
for the VCL spacecraft weight. The radial maneuver is based upon the orbit adjust maneuvers of UARS and GRO.

Non-perfect pseudorange measurement errors include SA, receiver noise, receiver clock bias, and receiver

clock drift. The initial state vector is perturbed by 3a position and velocity errors, clock bias, and clock drift errors
of a typical GPS space receiver. The a priori CD is offset by 50% from the true value of 2.433.

GOODS accounts for maneuver effects in the state propagation by instantaneously 'bumping' the state process

noise at the beginning of the maneuver. The magnitude of the increase is a function of the total AV of the
maneuvers. Maneuver parameters are input to GOODS via an uplink command dataset. This occurs at the onset of

GOODS execution, as each maneuver is stored in a queue and is executed at the proper start time. Maneuver
parameters include start and stop times, and position and velocity process noise based on the maneuver magnitude

and direction. In addition, the state process noise was modified to account for the lower-order geopotential, based
upon propagation results using the 17 th order field model. Other initial variances modified were those for position,

velocity, coefficient of drag, and receiver clock. Solar/Lunar perturbations are excluded from processing in the

filtering algorithms.
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For the 1 week timespan, the following test criteria are met: 1) 1o maximum position errors < 20 m, and 2) lc_
maximum velocity errors < 0.01 m/s. In addition, the CD converges to its true value of 2.433 after the first two
maneuvers (intrack and crosstrack), but takes longer to reconverge after the radial maneuver, as shown in Figure 7.

This characteristic is a function of maneuver magnitude, position and velocity correlations, filter gain, etc.

From Table 12, residuals between the GOODS filtered state vector and the truth trajectory show good

agreement. The only exceptions occur during times of maneuvers. During the maneuvers, the maneuver process
noise increases the filter covariance that allows the estimated state to be more sensitive to the incoming

measurements. This results in larger state errors during the maneuver. As more measurements are processed, the
filter covariance decreases and the state errors reconverge to the pre-maneuver levels. Figures 5 and 6 present

filtered state errors for position and velocity over the entire 1 week timespan. The +_.30 values contained within
Figures 5 and 6 are based on the filter variances. Figure 7 shows filtered state vector parameter CD, along with the

true CD= 2.433, depicted as a solid line.

Table 12: State Errors Solving for Maneuvers and Extended Duration
Position Errors Velocity Errors

Component Mean (m) Si_pma (m) Con_onent Mean (m/s) Sigma (m/s)

Radial Error -0.60 10.81 Radial Error -0.002 0.031

lntrack Error 0.89 9.89 lntrack Error 0.000 0.017

Crosstrack Error -0.25 8.17 Crosstrack Error 0.000 0.020
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Figure 5: Filtered Position Errors for Extended Duration Plus Maneuvers
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Test Case 11 - Monte Carlo Analysis

Test case 11 evaluates the statistical behavior of GOODS by using a Monte Carlo technique. The GPS
simulator is configured to generate 30 cycles of measurement data, each cycle containing statistically independent
values for the receiver clock, SA, receiver noise, and UERE errors applied to the pseudorange measurement. Each

GOODS cycle starts with a different initial state vector, whose value is determined by perturbing the true initial state
with random values determined from the error distribution of a GPS receiver state vector. The mean and standard

deviation of the position and velocity errors are then computed across the 30 cycles, and represent the performance
of the GOODS software under a multitude of different conditions for the given orbit. For this analysis, GOODS
uses the 30 thorder geopotential.

The modeled equation for pseudorange is:

P,=R + I + C_,_-CGPs +SA +rl_ + UERE

where:

Pr
R
I

C___
CGPS
SA

rl_
UERE

. pseudorange measurement
- geometric slant range

- Ionospheric delay
- User Receiver clock bias

- GPS satellite clock bias (including relativistic effects)
- Selective Availability
- User Receiver noise

- User Equivalent Range Error to simulate errors in the broadcast ephemeris and clock parameters

Ionospheric delay is modeled as a function of elevation and Total Electron Content (TEC). The user clock and
UERE are both modeled as random walk processes. The user clock model is specified by the Allen variances for a
Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscillator (TCXO). SA is modeled as a 2"a order Gauss-Markov process (ref. 2).

In GOODS, I, SA, rl_, and UERE are unmodeled error sources in the Kalman filtering algorithms. They are

accounted for in the measurement weights. SA is a time correlated random process, whereas rl,_r is a pure random
process. R is the magnitude of the difference between the position of the GPS satellite and that of the user. UERE
compensates for the random time correlated errors in the broadcast ephemeris and GPS satellite clock errors. Ccr,s
is the random walk defined by the TCXO Allen variances.

The Monte Carlo analysis was performed over 24 hours with no maneuvers. Table 13 shows the average mean

and standard deviation statistics computed over the 30 Monte Carlo cycles between 2 and 24 hours (filter
converged). The -2.58 m bias in the mean intrack error is caused by the non-zero mean ionospheric errors. Both

the position and velocity meet the I ff performance requirements of 20 m, and 0.01 m/s, respectively.

Figure 8 presents the mean and + 3or position errors for the 30 Monte Carlo cycles. These mean errors remain

at about 0.0 m for most of the 24 hour timespan, with the exception at the onset of filtering from t = 0 to t = 2.5
hours. Figure 9 presents an overlay of the position errors for each of the 30 cycles. The jaggedness for each

position component is a result of varying initial state vectors with random values determined from the error
distribution of a GPS receiver derived state vector.

Figure 10 presents the mean and + 3a velocity errors for the 30 Monte Carlo cycles. These mean errors

remain at about 0.0 m/s for most of the 24 hour timespan, with the exception at the onset of filtering from t = 0 to t =

2.0 hours. Figure 11 presents an overlay of the velocity errors for each of the 30 cycles. The jaggedness for each
velocity component is a result of varying initial state vectors with random values determined from the error
distribution of a GPS receiver derived state vector.

Table 13: Monte Carlo Errors for 980909.0000Z - 980910.0000Z With No Maneuvers

Position Errors Velecity Errors
Component Mean (m) Sigma (m) Component Mean (m/s) Sigma (m/s)
Radial 0.30 1.45 Radial 0.003 0.005
Intrack -2.58 5.05 lntrack 0.000 0.001
CrossU'ack 0.03 2.71 Crosswack 0.000 0.003
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30 Cycle Monte Carlo Run: Mean Position Error +/- 3 Sigma for 9/9/98 - 9/10/98
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30 Cycle Monte Carlo Run: Mean Velocity Error +/- 3 Sigma for 9/9/98 - 9/10/98
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Figure 11: Overlay of Velocity Errors for Each of 30 Monte Carlo Cycles
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CONCLUSIONS

An incremental approach was presented for validating the GOODS force models and estimation capabilities.

The results presented show that GOODS meets the performance requirements for Orbital spacecraft, which are lo
position and velocity errors less than 20 m and 0.01 m/s, respectively. Test cases included worst-case initial state

errors (based on 3o errors from a GPS receiver), orbit adjust maneuvers, and a 7 day extended duration run.

A Monte Carlo analysis was performed to quantify the statistical behavior of GOODS for a given orbit and

environment. These results show that the la position and velocity errors (I mean ] + la) are less than 10 m and 0.01
m/s, respectively. These results provide confidence that GOODS will meet Orbital's spacecraft real-time

positioning requirement. It is recommended however that GOODS positioning specification remain at 20 m lg to

account for real-world perturbations that may not have been simulated (e.g., ionospheric scintillation). Further
ground evaluation will include closed-loop simulation using the Global Simulation Systems STR-4760 GPS

simulator. Final validation of GOODS will occur on orbit in support of Orbview-3, to launch later this year. In this
configuration, GOODS shall process live GPS measurements obtained via the onboard GPS receiver.

REFERENCES

1. MicroCosm Systems Description. Volume 1, Van Martin Systems, Inc., November 1998.

2. SA Model, "Global Positioning System: Theory and Applications, Volume I," B. W. Parkinson and P. Axelrod,
ed., Chapter 17, 1996.
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PERFORMANCESIMULATIONOFAUTONOMOUSSOLARNAVIGATION"
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ABSTRACT

The performance of a new type of autonomous solar navigation system is analyzed in this paper. Such

efficient autonomous navigation systems will reduce operation costs and alleviate the Deep Space Network

workload in future space missions. The method is demonstrated by applying it to the STEREO mission. Orbit

determination is simulated through the use of the mission-defined trajectory profile and solar angular data

acquired by the on-board science instruments currently being considered. The study shows that the orbit

solution derived by this new type of solar navigation system can satisfy the mission's navigation requirements;

the position uncertainties obtained in the simulations are well below the mission allowable values, and are

comparable to the results obtained with the conventional Doppler tracking system in some cases.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, NASA's space missions have been evolved toward the direction of faster, better,

and cheaper. More small missions have been launched recently, which are in the $50-100 million budget range

with focused objectives and fast turn-around results, in contrast to the past when there were fewer but large
missions with much higher budgets and long mission time. As the number of on-going missions increases, the

Deep Space Network (DSN) will be overwhelmed with the DSN usage requests. A significant amount of time is

needed for the Doppler tracking of the spacecraft to determine the orbit by the navigation team for each

mission. It is therefore very desirable to develop more efficient navigation systems that have less or no

dependence on the DSN; they can also minimize the requirements of ground operations.

A self-contained autonomous navigation system suggested in Ref. 1 uses the Sun as the navigation

reference body and determines the spacecraft orbit based on observations made of the Sun using on-board

instruments. The orbit is determined by tracking the directional change of the Sun by the spacecraft as it orbits

the Sun or by measuring the optical Doppler shifts due to the relative motion of the spacecraft to the Sun. It has

been demonstrated in Ref. 1 that the spacecraft orbit can be completely determined by either the directional

data or the Doppler data alone, though the two types of data together may do a better job. This solar navigation

system is best suited for missions with heliocentric orbits and for deep space missions during the long

interplanetary cruise phase.

The performance of this new type of solar navigation system is analyzed in this paper by applying it to

a specific space mission - the Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO) mission. Orbit determination

is simulated using this mission as the study case. Two features of the STEREO mission are especially appealing

for this new solar navigation system: the readily available on-board science instrument - the Solar Coronal

Imaging Package (SCIP) - which can provide the Sun direction data for navigation; and the spacecraft's

heliocentric orbit with no orbit maneuvers for the entire mission. In this study, it is assumed that the directional

data only will be acquired for the spacecraft orbit determination.

MISSION PROFILE

STEREO is one of the Solar-Terrestrial Probe missions, a joint effort of NASA Goddard Space Hight

Center and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory. As described in the Report of the NASA
Science Definition Team for the STEREO Mission (ref. 2), this mission will provide a new perspective view of

the solar coronal mass ejection process and the heliospheric environment with 3D images, taken simultaneously

" This work is carried out under NASA-APL Prime Contract NAS5-97271, Task Order 14.
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fromtwoidentical spacecraft traveling in near Earth orbits. While orbiting the Sun at a distance of 1 AU, one

spacecraft will lead Earth and the other one will lag behind. After launched, the two spacecraft will gradually
drift away from the Earth, forming favorable geometry for solar observations. The leading spacecraft will dwell

near 20 ° (the Spacecraft-Sun-Earth angle) between 200 and 400 days into the mission, and near 45 ° between

600 and 800 days. The lagging spacecraft will dwell near 30 ° and 60 ° , respectively. No trajectory maneuvers

are required, and the separation drifting is achieved by inserting the spacecraft into a heliocentric orbit each

with a slightly different eccentricity from the Earth's orbiL

Each spacecraft will point its instrument boresight towards the Sun and orient the gimbaled high gain

antenna towards the Earth within _4-0.1 degrees for data communication. Each spacecraft carries a group of

observation instruments including a Solar Coronal Imaging Package, which also provides the fine solar

reference to the attitude control system of the spacecraft for maintaining the Sun pointing for solar observation.

The mission requires that the instrument line of sight viewing the Sun should be maintained with a +_30 arc-

seconds of 3o accuracy. The spacecraft orbit position should be known better than 7500 km for science data

analysis and ground station antenna pointing.

ACQUISITION OF THE SUN DIRECTION DATA

A coronagraph is a specialized solar observation instrument developed to view the solar corona by

producing an artificial solar eclipse. It is essentially a telescope with an occulting disk in the focal plane to

eclipse the image of the solar disk, and with other features to reduce stray sunlight so that the corona

surrounding the occulting disk can be observed. Since the first flight on a sounding rocket in 1963 (ref. 3), the

coronagraph has been frequently carried on spacecraft for various solar observation missions. Their spatial

resolution, time resolution, mission duration, and observation range have been greatly improved over time.

Besides the primary function of producing the solar corona image, a coronagraph is also a fine sun

sensor. High accuracy sun pointing data can be derived from the coronagraph measurements. It basically

projects the sun disk image onto two pairs of detectors which measure the signal of the solar limb at four

orthogonal positions, as shown in Fig. 1 (ref. 4, 5). Differentiating the signals of each pair of the detectors in
line gives the center of the sun, providing the sun pointing direction relative to the spacecraft body fixed

coordinate system. With the help of an on-board star tracker, the sun pointing direction may easily be referred

to an inertial coordinate system. This sun pointing information is then fed to the guidance and control system of

the spacecraft for maintaining an appropriate instrument pointing direction for desired science observations.

Solar pointing direction with arc second accuracy can be easily achieved with current coronagraphs (ref. 5).

Detector

Detector Detector

Detector

Figure 1 Measurement of Sun Direction with Four Orthogonal Detectors at the Limb of the Solar Image
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For the STEREO mission, the on-board coronagraph instrument (SCIP) will provide the solar pointing

knowledge accurate to 0.1 arc-sec (3c) to the spacecraft's Attitude Control System (ref. 2), and the star tracker

oriented anti-parallel to the instrument line of sight direction will have an accuracy of about 3 arc-sec (ref. 6).

The simulations of navigation performance in this study assume the use of the on-board SCIP as the Sun sensor

for acquiring the Sun direction tracking data and generate the simulated observation data with mission-defined

instrument accuracy.

ORBIT DETERMINATION SIMULATION

Trajectory Generation

As described in the mission profile section, the STEREO mission will fly two spacecraft

simultaneously. Since the trajectories of the two spacecraft are similar and navigation requirements are

identical, only one spacecraft's orbit determination needs to be simulated. The results should be equally

applicable to both. The leading spacecraft's performance is analyzed. The simulated trajectory for STEREO, in

the ecliptic plane, together with the Earth's orbit, is shown in Fig. 2. The angular separation, i.e., the

Spacecraft-Sun-Earth angle, and the range of the spacecraft from the Earth up to 800 days into the mission are

shown in Fig. 3, and Fig. 4, respectively.
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Figure 2 Spacecraft Trajectory in the Ecliptic Plane
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Observation Data Generation

The Sun direction tracking data are generated based on the simulated spacecraft trajectory and the

capability of the on-board instruments defined for the mission. Gaussian distributed white-noise errors are

introduced to the assumed measurement data. A good star tracker can yield 10 grad single frame accuracy (we

have ignored for this study other errors such as uncorrected optical distortion and thermal effects). The

direction data errors are dominated by the star tracker errors since the coronagraph errors are much smaller

(0.16 grad). A 10-grad (la) error is used in generating the simulated observation Sun direction data.
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Orbit Determination Program

An Orbit Determination (OD) program has been developed for estimating and predicting the

spacecraft's position and velocity from the observed Sun direction data, which uses the least squares method

minimizing the residuals between the observed quantities and the predicted ones. As demonstrated in Ref. 1

through theoretical analysis, a general spacecraft orbit specified by six classical orbit elements is completely

determinable with the Sun direction data alone. For the simulation here, the orbit determination is performed

through numerical computation by fitting the orbit parameters with observation data. The fitted parameters are

the spacecraft's initial state vector, position and velocity. Observation data fed to the OD program are a series

of time tagged Sun direction unit vectors.

Fitting Results and Features

Influence of Observation Coverage

Each observation data point contains a unit Sun direction vector at the observation time. It determines

two of the six components of the spacecraft's state vector. Three such different data points will suffice to
precisely determine the spacecraft's state if the observation data are error free. However, measurement errors

are inevitable due to either the instruments or processing the measurements. Therefore, more data points are

usually used in practical orbit determination to reduce the effect of measurement errors. In addition, some orbit
parameters are insensitive to sun direction changes. Therefore, longer data arcs are necessary to accurately
estimate them all.

As expected, the data coverage window does influence the estimation result substantially. Simulations

show short data arc yields large uncertainty in the radial direction (the observation direction of the solar

angular data) compared to the other two components. The angular data instantly fix the position vector in the

plane perpendicular to the observation direction, but constrain the position vector along the observation

direction through the accumulated angular changes over time. If we define the position error vector in the HLC

coordinate system, a moving system with the unit vector H along the position vector direction, the unit vector C

normal to the orbit plane, i.e., along the orbit angular momentum direction, and the unit vector L perpendicular

to both H and C forming a right-handed system, the uncertainty ellipsoid of the position vector can be

schematically represented as in Fig. 5.

The influence of the data arc length to orbit estimation is illustrated with three examples of the

simulation, as shown in Fig. 6, where the residuals between the estimated spacecraft position and the true

position are plotted in the HLC coordinate system. The estimated position is obtained by integrating the orbit

using the estimated initial state vector derived from the OD program fed with the observation data. The three
examples include: case A which is fitted with I0 days of data, case B with 20 days, and case C with 40 days. A

data point is taken at every hour in the defined time span for all of the three cases. It shows that the along (L)

and across (C) track components of the residuals remain small in all cases, but the radial (H) component errors

reduced substantially when the data span is increased from 10 days to 40 days. The radial residuals reduced

from 80 times larger (16000 kin) to a level comparable to the other two components (200 kin). It should be

pointed out that with an orbit period of about 345 days, the data span of 10 day, 20 day, or 40 day, only covers a

small fraction of the orbit circle, i.e., 1/34, 1/17 and 1/9, respectively. The simulation results are very

encouraging in that an uncertainty of about 200 km in all three components are achieved with an observation

window of only 1/9 of the orbit period, considering the measurement error of 10 grad at the distance of 1 AU

(1.5×10 s km). This position uncertainty is much smaller than the mission allowable value of 7500 kin.
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Influence of Data Sampling Frequency

Effects of the data sampling frequency on orbit estimation are also examined by comparing the

solutions in several cases in which observation data are provided with different data acquisition frequencies but

having the same time span in length. Position residuals derived from observation data sampled in every 2

hours, every 4 hours, and every 12 hours in a time span of 40 days are plotted in Fig. 7. The trend is similar to

the case of varying the time span length, in that the position errors are dominated by the H component and it

increases significantly as the data density is reduced, while the other two components of the errors remain

relatively steady, bounded by a few hundreds of kilometers. Although increased substantially in the H

component, the position errors are still within the allowable value even if the data are sampled in a 40-day span

with only two data points per day.

Convergence

Another important feature revealed in the simulations is that the fitting process performed by the OD

program always converges very nicely. The final solution of the fitted parameters depends only on the
observation data provided, its coverage range, sampling frequency, and error models, but is independent of the

initially guessed values. The initial values guessed for the initial state vector input to the OD program appear to

have no effects on the final solution. Good convergence means onboard autonomous orbit determination is

probably robust. As an example, two different initial state vectors, as listed in Table 1, are input to the OD

program fed with the same observation data file, and the exactly same solution of the estimated initial state
vector is obtained.
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Table 1. Different Initial Guesses Converge to the Same Estimated Initial State Vector

Errors X (kin) Y (kin) Z (km) V_ (kin/s) Vy (km/s) V_ (km/s)

Case 1 In Guessed State 5000.0 -5000.0 2000.0 0 0 0

In Estimated State -97.9378 -27.5948 -98.3366 0.001028 0.001268 -0.000404

Case 2 In Guessed State 50000.0 -50000.0 80000.0 -0.001 0.001 0.001

In Estimated State -97.9378 -27.5948 -98.3366 0.001028 0.001268 -0.000404
i

Residuals of orbit fitting with a longer data time span is shown in Fig. 8, where data arc of 90 days,

about a quarter of the orbit circle, is used with data sampled at every hour. The results confirm the solution
obtained with a shorter data span of 40 days, as shown in Fig. 6. This example further demonstrates the

convergence stability of the new solar navigation system and its orbit determination program.

Orbit Solution

As indicated in both Fig. 6, orbit fitting results from a 40-day data span, and Fig. 8, results of a 90-day

data span, an orbit solution better than about +_200 km is achievable with the solar navigation system using

currently planned on-board instruments. The results are comparable to those baselined for STEREO with the

conventional two-way Doppler tracking system: estimated uncertainties of +_200 km along track and 4-100 km

across track are cited in the mission report (ref. 2).

Further work will be carried out in the study including the effect of the solar pressure on spacecraft

orbit, a more realistic noise model for the SCIP and star tracker, and the implementation of an on-board

Kalman filter. The extension of this study will attempt to demonstrate that the inclusion of those additional

error sources will still meet the 7500 km requirement.

CONCLUSION

The performance of a new type of self-contained autonomous solar navigation system, which

determines the orbit based on observations of the Sun with on-board instruments, is studied by applying the

system to the STEREO mission. Orbit determination studies are carried out using mission-defined trajectory

and observation data simulated from the on-board science instrument and attitude subsystem. Simulation results

reveal that orbit solutions comparable to the one derived by using the current ground-based two-way Doppler

tracking system can be obtained with the new solar navigation system. With the obit determination program

developed here, the orbit parameters fitting process can converge nicely, and its final solution appears to be

independent of the initially guessed values for the initial state vector. It is found that an orbit solution better

than about _+_200km is achievable with this new system using the on-board instruments. This is much better

than the required uncertainty of 4-7500 kin. This analysis demonstrates that this new solar navigation system

can satisfy the STEREO mission requirements, and is promising for achieving autonomous navigation in future

space missions.
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Using the Global Positioning System (GPS)*
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Abstract

Most navigation systems currently operated by NASA are ground-based, and require extensive support to produce
accurate results. Recently developed systems that use Kalman filter and GPS data for orbit determination greatly
reduce dependency on ground support, and have potential to provide significant economies for NASA spacecraft
navigation. These systems, however, still rely on manual tuning from analysts. A sophisticated neuro-fuzzy component
fully integrated with the flight navigation system can perform the self-tuning capability for the Kalman filter and help the
navigation system recover from estimation errors in real time.

1.0 Introduction

Autonomous navigation has the potential both to increase spacecraft navigation system performance and to reduce total

mission cost. The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Flight Dynamics Analysis Branch (FDAB) has spent several

years developing high-accuracy autonomous navigation systems for spacecraft using NASA's space and ground

communications systems and enhanced these systems to support spacecraft using the Global Positioning System (GPS).

GSFC FDAB has developed navigation algorithms to meet a real-time accuracy goal of better than 20 meters (lc) in

position and 0.03 meter per second (lg) in velocity using GPS Standard Positioning System (SPS) with selective

availability (SA) corruption at typical levels. These algorithms, which are based on mature onboard navigation systems

developed for spacecraft using NASA's space and ground communications systems, consist of the following core

components:

• An extended Kalman filter (EKF) augmented with physically representative models for the gravity,

atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure, and time bias and drift state process noise to provide a realistic state
error covariance

• A high-fidelity state dynamics model to reduce sensitivity to measurement errors and provide high-accuracy

velocity estimates, permitting accurate state prediction during signal outages or degraded coverage

• Initialization and enhanced fault detection capabilities using instantaneous geometric GPS solutions

Detailed mathematical specifications for FDAB autonomous navigation systems using GPS are defined in Reference 1.

Algorithms selected to meet the GPS navigation performance goals are summarized in Reference 2.

The FDAB has implemented these algorithms in a prototype GPS navigation software called the GPS Enhanced Orbit

Determination Experiment (GEODE), which executes within the resource constraints of currently available flight

processors (e.g., <400 kilobytes memory and <0.5 million instructions per second). Processing of raw pseudorange

measurements from existing GPS receivers on the EP/EUVE and TOPEX/POSEIDON (T/P) spacecraft indicates that

these navigation algorithms can provide accuracy of 10 meters (lcr) in total position and 0.01 meter per second (lcr) in

total velocity with SA at typical levels. Without SA active, experiments performed in a realistically simulated flight

environment produced converged solutions with errors of 15 meters maximum and 4 meters rms in total position.

Improvements to the baseline algorithms to achieve real-time onboard accuracy of better than 2 meters (lo-) are
discussed in Reference 2.

" This work is supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC),
Greenbelt, Maryland, under a Research and Study Fellowship Program,
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The core requirementfor on-board autonomous navigationisa method of stateestimationthathandlesuncertainties

robustly,iscapableof identifyingestimationproblems,flexibleenough tomake decisionsand adjustmentstorecover

from theseproblems, and compact enough to run on flightsoftware. The currentmethod of using EKF for state

estimationrequiresmanual tuningby supportpersonnel.The re-tuningprocessismore complicatedwhen dealingwith

geosynchronousorhigh-eccentricityorbits.

This paper discussesan approach to produce a high accuracy onboard navigationsystem thatcan recover from

estimationerrorsinrealtime. The self-tuningcapabilityisachievedby a neuro-fuzzycomponent augmented tothe
Kalman filter.

2.0 Extended Kalman Filter for Spacecraft Navigation

The orbit state estimation algorithm for FDAB autonomous navigation systems consists of an EKF that uses physically

connected noise covariance models to account for force model and measurement errors. Autonomous navigation

systems developed by the European Space Agency (ESA) or the Japanese Space Agency (NASDA) also use EKF for

state estimation (References 3 and 4). The state vector consists of at least the user spacecraft position and velocity

vectors. For GEODE, additional components include the atmospheric drag coefficient correction, solar radiation

pressure coefficient correction, the GPS receiver time bias correction, and the time bias drift correction. The state

vector estimation processing is performed at regular intervals, e.g., every 30 seconds, to propagate the filter state vector

and covariance to the measurement time, update the state and covariance based on the measurements, and ouput
telemetry data.

The state covariance matrix, [P], represents the filter uncertainty in the estimated state vector. It is initialized or

reinitialized using ground uplinked parameters.

For GEODE, the state covariance [P] and the process noise covariance [Q] are [10Xl0] matrices, while the

measurement noise covariance R is a scalar. To avoid the use of square roots and to guarantee nonnegativity of

computed matrices, [P] and [Q] are factored into a unit upper triangular matrix [U] and a diagonal matrix [D], using

Bierman's factorization methods. These [U] and [D] matrices are time propagated and measurement updated in the

Kalman filter process, instead of [P] and [Q].

Parameters for [Q] and [R] are uplinked to the onboard navigation system to start or re-start the estimation process, or

whenever the filter re-tuning is needed. For GEODE, there are ten parameters for [Q] and one parameter for [R].

Generally, parameters related to small unmodeled noises or to small errors in modeled accelerations that are not very

well defined, are the ones to be updated in the re-tuning process. Several navigation fault detection tests are performed

on the updated state and covariance. The Filter Convergence Test is the major test. If the filter has not converged and

if the RSS position sigma, RSS velocity sigma, and semimajor axis sigma are all below their respective ground

commandable convergence tolerances, then filter re-tuning is required. The current tuning process is performed by

ground support analysts. Updated tuning parameters are uplinked to the onboard system to reset the filter.

3.0 Neuro-Fuzzy Systems

Neural networks and their learning capabilities have enjoyed a strong popularity with the development of the

perceptrons in the 1960s and especially, after more powerful learning algorithms were discovered in 1985. A neural

network is considered as a computing system that is made up of a number of simple, highly interconnected processing

elements. Neural networks are used in many applications, from robot control to financial forecasting. A drawback of

neural networks is that for some applications they do not always work as expected, and for the user a neural network

simply is a black box. The user cannot learn from it.

Fuzzy logic is based on the idea of fuzzy sets, i.e. sets without clearly defined boundaries that can be used to model

linguistic terms. Fuzzy systems associate with the process of formulating the mapping from a given input to an output

using fuzzy logic that provides a basis from which decisions can be made, or patterns discerned. Fuzzy systems can be

used for the same tasks as neural networks. They are successfully applied in fields such as automatic control, data

classification, decision analysis, expert systems, and computer vision. Fuzzy systems are not, however, created by a

learning algorithm. A major problem is that its parameters must be tuned manually, usually in an error-prone and time-

consuming process.
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Neuro-fuzzysystemsare built from the idea of applying neural network algorithms to automatically determine and tune

parameters of fuzzy systems. That combination could avoid drawbacks of both neural networks and fuzzy systems, and

constitutes an interpretable model that is capable of learning and using problem-specific prior knowledge.

Various neuro-fuzzy models have been developed. The Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) model and

its generalization for multiple inputs/outputs systems are used to prototype the self-tuning component for autonomous

navigation using Kalman filter. This preliminary choice is mainly based on the model efficiency, software availability,

and the fuzzyness of filter outputs. The final product is expected to be more complex.

Several neuro-fuzzy system models are described with details in References 5 and 6. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of a

two-input ANFIS with nine rules.

x

Output

Figure 1. Architecture of a Two-Input ANFIS with Nine Rules

4.0 Neuro-Fuzzy System for a Self-Tuning EKF

The self-tuning method discussed in this paper is to optimize navigation autonomy for GEODE, which uses GPS as a

main tracking system. This method, however, can be applied without significant modifications to any other system that

uses a Kalman filter for autonomous navigation.

Fig. 2 illustrates a high-level architecture of the integrated system.
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Outputsfrom the filter include the state error covariance matrix [P], measurement residual [M], and appropriate

information relating to the filter and satellite status. [P] and [hi] are gathered in time series, limited by a reasonable

preset time window. When the filter is not convergent and covariances hit preset thresholds, which are less generous

than those set by the Filter Convergence Test, the re-tuning process is needed. Functional representations for the [P],

[M] time series are then determined (e.g., using a least-squares polynomial fitting), and the preprocessor forms an input

vector to the neuro-fuzzy system. The neuro-fuzzy system analyzes these inputs to produce tuning data to be used to
adjust [Q] and [R].

Input patterns and target parameters are specifically modeled to train the neuro-fuzzy system for a given user
spacecraft. The training process is performed prior to the operational use of the system.

GPS / GPS Ephem,

Measurements

Data

Set /
Filter [Q],

"_ [RI

TuningParameters

EstimatedStates

1
[P], [M], FilterStatus

Figure 2. High-Level Architecture of the Self-Tuning Kalman Filter for

Autonomous Navigation Using GPS

5.0 Prototype for Phase I Development

The real scenario of the self-tuning navigation system can be much more complex than as described above and the final

product would be capable to respond dynamically to filter problems. The main issue, however, is simply to find a

mapping between the behavior of the filter output (e.g., state error covariance) and the tuning parameters. The primary

phase of the development of the self-tuning Kaiman Filter for autonomous navigation is therefore to build a simple
prototype that can prove the existence of such a mapping. The target navigation system for this prototype is GEODE
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processing GPS data for low earth orbits (LEO). For LEO user spacecraft, there are three parameters that are related to
errors in the acceleration models for solar gravity and lunar gravity; or to unmodeled accelerations from polar motion,

tidal effects, random venting, etc. These parameters need to be updated via the tuning process. Preliminary

examination of output data from different cases shows that patterns of velocity variances (or standard deviations) are

adequate in the determination of tuning parameters. The tuning subsystem prototype for Phase I is simply a three

inputs/three outputs neuro-fuzzy system augmented by a preprocessor that gathers filter outputs (i.e. state error

covariance) in time series, determines if the filter re-tuning is needed, and uses least-squares process to fit them to

second degree polynomials. The preprocessor also builds a vector that functionally represents the behavior of the

covariance and that is input to the neuro-fuzzy system. Parameters are tuned using the hybrid option that is a mixture of

least-squares and backpropagation techniques. An asymmelric and closed sigmoidal function is used as a membership
function.

Fig. 3 shows a high-level diagram of the Phase I prototype.

I
State Error Covariance

PREPROCESSOR

• G ether deta in
time series

• Decide if re-tuning
is needed

• Build input vector
to neuro-fuzzy
syatem

÷++
Tuning Parameters

Figure 3. High-Level Diagram of the Phase I Prototype
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6.0 Test Results

Data from the GEODE processing of real GPS pseudorange measurement with SA on, obtained from an experimental

receiver flown on the TOPEX/POSEIDON (T/P) spacecraft on November 17, 1993, were used to test the Phase I

prototype.

Fig. 4 shows the convergence of the in-track velocity standard deviation from the T/P testing. Similar curves are seen

in other components as well as in the corresponding position standard deviations. This behavior reflects a filter status

where correct tuning parameters are provided.

To train the neuro-fuzzy system, standard deviation patterns and corresponding target tuning parameters for fifty cases

are used. Fig. 5 shows 3 patterns that correspond to different errors in one of three tuning parameters, Qi.
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Figure 4. In-track Velocity Standard Deviation from the T/P Testing

Results from preliminary testing of this Phase I prototype show that errors in tuning parameters are identified and the
system can be well recovered from these errors. The average testing error is 0.0024 m/s for parameters ranging from

0.02 to 0.8 m2/s_. Fig. 6 shows the average difference between the in-track velocity standard deviations obtained from

the correct Qi and from that determined by the prototype.

These test results are encouraging for this preliminary work. It is still premature, however, to have a good conclusion

about the quality and practicality of this method of self-tuning when applying to the complex operational scenario of a

real autonomous navigation system.
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6.0 Future Directions

Phase II of the development of the self-tuning Kalman Filter for autonomous navigation is to refine the self-tuning

method to accommodate to a much more complex operational scenario and to accordingly complete the system

prototype.

Phase III will involve the extension of the self-tuning filter to cover geosynchronous spacecraft and high- eccentricity
orbits. For these cases, more parameters need to be updated in the re-tuning process and the tuning frequency is

projected to be much higher.
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AN ALTERNATIVE LUNAR EPHEMERIS MODEL FOR
ON-BOARD FLIGHT SOFTWARE USE

David G. Simpson
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ABSTRACT

In calculating the position vector of the Moon in on-board flight software,

one often begins by using a series expansion to calculate the ecliptic latitude

and longitude of the Moon, referred to the mean ecliptic and equinox of (late.

One then performs a reduction for prc(:ession, followed by a rotation of the
position vector from the ecliptic plane to the equator, and a transformation

from spherical to Cartesian coordinates before finally arriving at the desired

result: equatorial J2000 Cartesian components of the lunar position vector. An

alternative method is developed here m which the equatorial J2000 Cartesian

components of the hmar position vector arc calculated directly by a series ex-

pansion, saving valuable on-board (:omputer resources.

INTRODUCTION

The calculation of the orbit of the Moon is one of the oldest problems in

celestial mechanics. Its solution has had great historical significance as a test

of Newton's theory of gravity, with much of the early work on the problem
having been done by Newton himself in his discussion of the two- and three-

body problems in Book I of the Principia. In past centuries, a(:curate predi(:tions

of the position of the Moon have also been of great practical interest as a

navigational aid for _afaring vessels, prompting the English government and

scientific societies to offer rewards for accurate hmar predi(:tion tables. 1 Tile

resulting body of work develop('d during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
forms the basis of the hmar theory still in use today.

Modern hmar theory was first developed by G.W. Hill 2-5 in 1878, and later

expanded and improved by E.W. Brown s in 1896. The problem of hmar motion

addressed by Hill and Brown is a surprisingly difficult one; while tim underlying
physical laws arc very simple, the motion itself is quite (:omplex. 7-11 The basic

motion of the Moon around Earth is affected by many strong perturbations su(:h

as those due to the Sml, tile other planets, and Earth's equatorial bulge. These

perturbations result in an advancement of the line of apsides of the hmar orbit.

a regression of tile line of nodes, and other periodic perturbations superimposed

on these motions. For high ac(:uracy, it is ne(:essary to compute hundreds of
periodic variations in the motion, although computing only the most important

few terms results in a level of accuracy that is adequate for flight software use.

There have been two major tea.sons for calculating the position of the Moon

in spacecraft on-board computer flight software. First, one often wishes to write
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flightsoftwareto preventthespacecraftfrompointingsensitiveinstrumentsat
the Moon,whichcanhavean apparentmagnitudeasbrighta.s-12 at full
Moon.12Second,onemayrequiretheflightsoftwaretocalculatestellaraberra-
tioncorrections. _3 For high accuracy, this requires calculating the velocity vector

of Earth with respect to the Earth-Moon bar).'center, which in turn requires a

calculation of the lunar velocity vector. If the flight software (:aal calculate a

lunar position vector, then this velocity vector may be found by differentiating
the lunar position vector with respect to time.

REVIEW OF CURRENT MODELS

A number of approaches for calculating a lunar position vector are (:urrently

used by spacecraft flight software. In the flight software for the Hubble Spa(:(;
Telescope's DF-224 flight computer, for example, one finds the position of the

Moon using a simple two-body model. The stazldard two-body calculations 14

are modified somewhat to Mlow for the motion of the nodes and apsides of the

lunar orbit. A new set of orbital elements is uplinked from the ground every
few days to keep the error in the model to within acceptable limits, on the order

of 1°. While this model is not highly accurate, it has the virtue of being very

fast - a necessity for the 1970s-vintage flight computer.

An approach commonly used with more modern flight computers is based on
the low-precision formulae given in the Astronomical Almanac. 15'_6 This model

is based on earlier work done by the Almanac Offices of the United States and

United Kingdom tr and by Eckert, Walker, and Eckcrt, is all of which are ba._ed

on Brown's hmar theory. 6 In this model, one begins by using series expansions

to cah:ulatc the ecliptic longitude ,k, ecliptic latitude/_, and horizontal parallax

7r of the Moon, referred to the mean ecliptic azl(1 equinox of (late:

218732 + 481 267?883 t

+6.°29 sin(477198785 t + 13479)

-l?27sin(-413 335738 t + 259.°2)

+(}?66 sin(890 534.°23 t + 235?7)

+0?21 sin(954 397?70 t + 269?9)

-0719 sin(35 999?05 t + 357?5)

-(}?11 sin(966 404?05 t + 186.°6) (1)

+5°.13 sin(483 202?03 t + 93?3)

+0?28 sin(960 4(}0787 t + 228.°2)

-0°.28 sin(6 ()03718 t + 31873)

-0717sin(-407332720 t + 21776 (2)
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7r = 0?9508

+070518cos(477 198785 t + 134.°9)

+0?0095 cos(-413 335?38 t + 259?2'

+0?0078 cos(890 534_3 t + 23577)

+0?0028 cos(954 397?70 t + 269.°9) (3)

The horizontal parallax 7r gives the Earth-Moon distance r:

Re
T = , (4)

sin _r

where Re = 6378.140 km is the equatorial radius of Earth (IAU 1976 value). 19

Having found the hmar e(:liptic mean-of-date coordinates, one must then

perform a reduction for pre{:ession to epo(:h 32000 (2000 January 01 12:00:00

Barycentri(: Dynamical Time) to find the ecliptic J2000 coordinates (Ao, /_0).
To sufficient precision, this may be found using the formulae 2°

1_0 = /_- l_sin(a + c), (5)

A0 = x - .. + t,co_(a + c) ta./_o, (6)

where the precession constants a, b, and c arc given by

a = 17896 971 t +0700(}8086 t 2 , (7)

b = 07013 056 t - 0?000 0092 t2 , (8)

(: = 57128 62 - 17155 358 t - 0_{)0 1964 t 2 , (9)

and where t is the time in Julian centuries ({:y) of 36 525 days from J2000:

t = (JDE - 245 1545.0)/36 525 , (1(})

and JDE is the ephemeris Julian day.

The remaining step is to rotate the coordinates front the plane of the mean

ecliptic of J2000 to the mean equator of J2000, and to {:onvert front spherical
polar to Cartesian coordinates:

X = rcos,;_0cosAo, (11)

Y = r({:os/tosinA0{:ose0 - sin /30sin eo ) , (12)

Z = r(cos/_osinAosineo+sin/_ocoseo), (13)

where r is given by Eq. (4) and e0 - 23 ° 26 _ 21(_448 is the obliquity of the

ecliptic at J2000 (IAU 1976 value). 21

This model has very good pre(:ision for on-board flight software, use: the rms

e.rror in the hmar position is about 0711, with a maximum error of about 0?35.
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A NEW MODEL

Manyof theequations involved in computing the position of the Moon us-

ing the method just described involve what is essentially a coordinate transfor-

mation, from ecliptic meaa-of-date coordinates to equatorial 32000 Cartesian

coordinates. In this paper, I investigate the possibility of calculating the equa-

torial 22000 Cartesian coordinates directly by series expansions similar to Eqs.
(1-3), thus eliminating the need for performing the coordinate transformations

in on-board flight software.

We begin by assuming that each of the J2000 equatorial Cartesian (:oordi-

nares X,_ may be represented by Fourier sine series:

Nil

X_ = E a,_,_ sin(aJnm t + 5,m) , (14)
m=l

where X_ -= X, X2 = Y, and X3 - Z; N,. is the order of the _ries for X,.

We now need to find the amplitudes anm, frequencies w_,m and phase constants

di,_,n. This may bc done by fitting these parameters to the DE200 ephemeris

model 22'23 using an exhaustive search. DE200 is an ephemeris model developed

at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and has been used to produce tables in the
Astronomical Almanac since 1984. It calculates Cartesiazl (:oordinates of Solar

System objects, referred directly to the mean equator and equinox of J2000.

For e_ch coordinate, the terms of the series in Eq. (14) may be found one

at a time by simultaneously fitting the parameters a,,m, a_,.,_., and _,,_ over a

grid of possible values to the DE200 model. An algorithm for accomplishing
this involves calculating the error e=,_e between the DE200 model and a :'test

model" a sin(aJt + _) using each combination of parameters a, aJ, and _:

_OI" a = o, mi n *50 o, ru, a x

for _' = (_'rnin *50 cu'rna=

for 6 = _im_. to _=

e_,_e = E_OOoo[XDF.2OO(t ) -- asin(wt + _)]2 ,

where the smnmation is over 216 points (:overing the interval A.D. 2000 2100.

The smallest error ea_ found gives the best fit parameters a, a_, and 6. This

process may t)e repeated several times over successively smaller _;ar(:h rangers

azld finer grid spacings in order to find more significant digits for tile parameters.
Once a term has been found, it is subtracted from the DE200 data, and the whole

process repeated on the remaining data to find the next term in the series.

In the model given by Eq. (14), we assume that tile amplitudes a,_ are all
positive, so that amplitudes may be searched over a grid of vahles between 0 and

the maximum in the data set. Tile amplitudes ma.v be assumed to be positive

without loss of generality by allowing the phase (:onstants _,.,_. to t)e searched

over the entire range 0 to 2_': since -sin0 _ sin(0 + 7l"), ally potential minus
sign in the amplitude is siulply absorbed a._ all (,xtra rc ra(tians added to the,

phase constant.
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Fourier Transform of Lunar X Coordinate
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Figure 1. Fourier spectrum of hmar X coordinate (A.D. 2000 2100).
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Determining a search range for the frequencies co..,,, is somewhat more com-

plicated than it is for the amplitudes and phase constants, A search razlg_e for

co..,n may be determined by examining the peaks in the Fourier transform X.. (co)

of the DE200 data:

2.(_) = x_(t)_?_dt, (15)

where X,.(t) is the position coordinate at time t, and co is the angular frequency.

This Fourier transform may be calculated by using the DE200 model to compute

the lunar position vector at N discrete time points t_, then finding- the discrete

Fourier transform 2(,.(%,):

N-1

2.(co.) = y_. x.(*,0 _'_°_ , (16)
k=0
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where X,_(tk) is the position vector at time point tk, wp = 27rp/tN is tile angular
frequem:y, and p = 0, 1, 2,..., N - 1. For this study, N = 214 time points were

chosen over the time interval A.D. 2000-2100; tile magzlitude of the resulting

Fourier transform [J(l(wp) I for X is shown in Figure 1. For each term in the

series expansion (Eq. 14), a search range is taken around one of the peaks in
the Fourier spectrum.

This exhaustive search process, which is essentially a curve fit to t_m DE200

model, required about one week of computer time to find each term in a series,

and some five months of computer time to find the complete solution to seven

terms per series. The final results are:

Z 383.0 sin (8399.685 t + 5.381)

+ 31.5 sin (70.990 t + 6.169)

+ 10.6 sin (16 728.377 t, + 1.453)

+ 6.2 sin (1185.622 t + 0.481)

+ 3.2 sin (7143.070 t + 5.017)

+ 2.3 sin (15613.745 t + 0.857)

+0.8 sin (8467.263t + 1.010) x 106 m, (17)

Y 351.0 sin (8399.687 t + 3.811)

+ 28.9 sin (70.997 t + 4.596)

+ 13.7 sin (8433.466 t + 4.766)

+ 9.7 sin (16728.380 t + 6.165)

+ 5.7 sin (1185.667 t + 5.164)

+ 2.9 sin (7143.058 t + 0.300)

+ 2.1 sin (15613.755 t + 5.565) X 106 nl , (18)

Z 153.2 sin (8399.672 t + 3.807)

+ 31.5 sin (8433.464 t + 1.629)

+ 12.5 sin (70.995 t + 4.595)

+ 4.2 sm (16 728.364 t + 6.162)

+ 2.5 sm (1185.645 t. + 5.167)

+ 3.() sin (104.881 t + 2.555)

+ 1.8 sin (8399.116t + 6.248) x 10_ m, (Io)

where all angles are given in radians for convenience of use in software, t is the

time in Julian centuries from J2000 given by Eq. (1(I), and X, Y. and Z arc

the Cartcsiau components of the hmar position vector, referred to the mean

equator and equinox of J2000. The terms are arranged in order of de(:rea.sing
contribution to the reduction in the error of the mod(:l.
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Oneoftheprimaryaxtvantagesofthismodelisthatit allowsahmarephemeris
to beprogrammedin flightsoftwareusingverylittle code.UsingEqs.(1719),
anentirehmarephemerismodelmaybeprogrammedin just a fewlinesof C
code:

for (n=0; n<3; n++)
{

x[n] = 0.0;

for (re=O;m<7; m++)

x [n] +-- a[n] [m]*sin(win] [m]*t+delta[n] [In]);

}

Calculationsfor the reduction forprecession_rotationfrom the eclipticto the

equator, and transformation from spherical polar to Cartesian coordinates have.

essentially been "absorbed" into the series coefficients, and so do not need to

be performed explicitly.

DISCUSSION OF THE NEW MODEL

An examination of the frequencies in the terms of the Astwnomical Almanac

model of Eqs. (1 3) and of the new model of Eqs. (17--19) gives some interesting

insights into the lunar motion. The frequeneies in the Astrvnornical Almanac

model are all computed as functions of the mean anomalies and mcml longitudes

of the Sun and Moon, 16 while the frequencies in the model given by Eqs. (17 19)
are determined entirely by a curve fit. We examine the origins of some of the

more prominent frequencies in both models below.

Anomalistic Month

The dominant term in the expressions for the ecliptic longitude A (Eq. 1)

aald horizontal parallax 7r (Eq. 3) have a frequency of 477198.85 deg (:y-1.
In deriving the A.s't_vnornical Almanac series, this frequency wa_ computed a_

the rate of change of the Moon's mean anomaly. Since the mean anomaly is

measured in the plane of the orbit from tile perigee point, one (:omplete cycle
of the mean anomaly requires the same amount of time as the Moon's motion

from its perigee point to its next perigee. It comes a_s no surprise, then, that

this frequency of 477198.85 deg cy -1 is equal to one revolution per anomalistic

month of 27.554 550 clays, where aa anomalistic month is the time required for

the Moon to move from perigee to perigee.

Draconic Month

For the ecliptic latitude f:_ (Eq. 2), the dominant term ha.s a frequency of
483 202.03 (leg cy -1. This was (:omputed a_ the rate of change of the Moon's

mean Ion_itn(le, which is measured fi'om the vernal equinox to rll(; ascending

node along the ecliptic plane, then from tile node to tile Moon along the orbit

plane. The Moon will have /4 = 0 only when it is at one of the nodes of the

orbit, and it will next have {_ = 0 again (crossing tile node in the same direction)
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whenit returnsto thesamenodeagain.We.mightthereforeexpectthat the
dominanttermintheexpressionfortheeclipticlatitudewillbethetimerequired
fortheMoonto movefromanorbitalnodebackto thesamenode.Indeed,tile
frequencyof483202.03(legcy-1 isequalto onerevolutionperdraconic month

of 27.212 221 (lays, where a draconic month is the time required for the Moon
to move. from an orbital node back to the same node.

Sidereal Month

In the series for X, Y, and Z in the new model (Eqs. 17--19), on the other

hand, the dominant terms all have a frequency of about 8;t99.685 rad cy -1,

which is equal to 1 revolution per .sidereal r_,onth of 27.321662 days, where a
sidereal month is measured with respect to the fixed stars. This is a reflection of

the model having its coordinate system fixed in spax:e (mean of J2000 equatorial

coordinates).

Motion of the Apsides

A comparison of the model of Eqs. (1-3) with the new model of Eqs. (17
19) shows that the new model includes an important term that does not appear

in the conventional model, having a frequency of about 70.99 rad cy -1. This

frequency reflects the motion of the line of apsides of the hmar orbit. The

expected frequency of this motion may be computed from the periods of the
anomalistic and sidereal months:

27r 27r

sidereal too. anoinalistk: mo.

= 27.321 662d 27.5_._-550d x 36525
(:y

= 70.9932 rad cy -1 (20)

in close agreement with the frequencies found using the curve fit.

ERROR ANALYSIS

The results shown in Eqs. (17 19) have been checked against the DE200

ephemeris model by using DE200 to generate lunar X, Y, and Z coordinates at
22o (over one million) time points between A.D. 2000 January 1 and A.D. 2100

January 1, corresponding to roughly one point every fifty minutes for 100 years.

The model Stlown in Eqs. (17-19) was run at the same time points, and the

results compared with the DE200 results. This error analysis shows an rms

position error between DE200 and the new model of Eqs. (17 19) of 07341, and
a maximum error of 1.°033.
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CONCLUSIONS

Three lunar ephemeris models for on-board flight software use have been

discussed. A modified two-body model is very fast, but is of low precision

and requires constant maintenance in the form of periodic: updates of orbital

elements from the ground. The model currently in common use, which is based
on the low-precision formulae in the Astron_micalAl'manac, is of very good

precision and will run indefinitely without ground intervention, but requires code

to convert the calculated ecliptic mean-of-date coordinates to equatorial J2000

Cartesian coordinates. The method developed in this paper is of intermediate

precision, requires the lea,st code of the three, and will also run indefinitely

without ground intervention. It may have applications for small missions where

computer resources are limited and its precision is acceptable.
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ABSTRACT

In most direct methods for numerically solving optimal control problems, a standard collocation

technique is used to parametrize the time history of the states and controls. This method reduces the

original infinite dimensional optimization problem to a finite dimensional parameter optimization or

a nonlinear programming problem (NLP). To reduce the computational complexity and size of these
problems, the method of differential inclusion which eliminates the controls from the formulation

has been proposed. It has been suggested that higher order quadrature rules are incompatible with
the differential inclusion concept. In this paper we show that a pseudospectral collocation method

overcomes this drawback in a unique manner. In order to show the effectiveness of this method

as opposed to a direct method based on collocation techniques, we first describe the Legendre

pseudospectral method. This method relies on the structure of orthogonal polynomials and can be
easily adapted for the use in a collocation or a differential inclusion method. We present the simple

cart problem and the Goddard problem by the two formulations and compare the results in each

example.

INRODUCTION

There are two major categories for numerical solution of optimal control problems: Indirect and

direct methods, [1, 2]. The indirect methods involve solving the necessary conditions (costate equa-
tions) derived from the Minimum Principle and essentially solve a two point boundary value problem

(TPBVP). The solution to these problems require the hard task of finding an initial guess for a non-

physical quantity, the costate variable, and even in the cases where a good guess is available, the

radius of convergence for these methods is rather small; therefore, convergence to a solution is not
easily obtained in most cases. To avoid some of the problems encountered in indirect methods, direct

methods have become more popular in applications.

Direct methods can be basically described as solving the optimal control problem by discretiz-

ing it to a parameter optimization problem and then solving the resulting nonlinear programming

problem (NLP). The conversion to a parameter optimization problem can be classified into two
major categories: i) parametrization of the control variable only (as in the POST software), and

ii) parametrization of both control and state variables (as in the OTIS program). In most direct

methods, [2] the conversion to a parameter optimization problem is achieved by first dividing the
time interval into a prescribed number of subintervals whose endpoints are called nodes. The un-

knowns are the value of the control and the states at these nodes, the state and control parameters.

The cost function and the state equations can be expressed in terms of these parameters which ef-
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fectivelyreducetheoptimalcontrolproblemto anNLPthatcanbesolvedbyastandardnonlinear
programmingcode.Thetimehistoriesofboththecontrolandthestatevariablescanbeobtained
by usingan interpolationscheme.In thepopularOTIScollocationscheme,for example,cubic
splinesareusedastheinterpolatingpolynomialsoverthetimesegments,[3].Toimposethestate
differentialequations,theSimpson-Hermiteimplicitintegrationschemeisused.In othercollocation
schemesusedin theworksbyConwaye_ al. higher order Ganss-Lobatto [4, 5] or Runge-Kutta type
quadrature rules are used in the collocation scheme [6]. The use of higher order integration rules in

a collocation method allows the user a higher order of accuracy with a bigger step size. The larger
step size results in a smaller number of discretization nodes or optimization variables. Since the

efficiency and even convergence of NLP problems improves for a smaller size problem, finding ways

to accurately and efficiently discretize optimal control problems is of great interest in this area of
research.

Recently, Seywald and Kumar [7, 8] have proposed the method of differential inclusion to elimi-

nate the bounded controls from the formulation. When applicable, this idea simplifies the existing
equations greatly and reduces the size and complexity of computations in the discretized version.

Conway and Larson [5] have re-examined this method and its claims, and compare it to the use of

higher order quadrature rules in collocation schemes. By comparing the results for several examples

for the two discretization methods, they conclude that even in the limited cases where the differential

inclusion is applicable (such as linear controls), the reduction in the size of NLP variable from the

elimination of the controls is offset by the reduction in the accuracy in the method. In other words,

for differential inclusion to obtain the same degree of accuracy as in the higher order quadrature
rules, more nodes should be used. The higher number of nodes increases the NLP variables more
than the reduction of the number of NLP variables obtained from the elimination of control variables.

In Ref. [5] this problem with accuracy for the differential inclusion method was attributed to the

use of Euler integration rule for the approximation of the state equation. This explicit integration

rule is easy to use and is yet among the least accurate integration rules. The use of higher order

rules result in implicit integration that makes it impossible to explicitly express the state derivatives
at the nodes in terms of the discrete states.

Intrigued by the claims of this paper by Conway and Larson, we decided to revisit the claims

of both methods by using a spectral collocation scheme which has all the advantages of an explicit
integration scheme while allowing a formulation of differential inclusion. It also has the desired

accuracy of higher order quadrature rules. In fact, for smooth problems, this method has spectral

accuracy [9].

This pseudospectral collocation scheme uses orthogonal polynomials such as Legendre and Cheby-
shev polynomials for approximation of control and state variables. In this manner it differs from the

existing collocation methods which use piecewise polynomials such as linear or cubic splines. These

orthogonal polynomials are used extensively in spectral methods for solving fluid dynamics problems

[9, 10], but their use in solving optimal control problems has created a new way of transforming these

problems to NLP problems. One particular merit of the use of orthogonal polynomials is their close

relationship to Gauss-type integration rules. This relationship can be exploited to derive simple

rules for transforming the original optimal control problem to a system of algebraic equations. The
efficiency and simplicity of these rules are best demonstrated in the Spectral Collocation method that

Elnagar et al. [11, 12] have recently employed to solve a general class of optimal control problems.
In their method (which is the one used in this paper), polynomial approximations of the state and

control variables are considered where Lagrange polynomials are the trial functions and the unknown

coefficients are the values of the state and control variables at the Legendre-Ganss-Lobatto (LGL)

points. With this choice of collocation points and properties of the Lagrange polynomials, the state

equations and the state and control constraints are readily transformed to algebraic equations. The

state differential constraints are imposed by collocating the functions at the LGL points and using a
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differentiationmatrixwhichisobtainedbytakingthe analytic derivative of the interpolating poly-

nomials and collocating them at the LGL points. In this sense, this method of imposing the state
equations is in marked contrast to the numerical integration techniques that are used to approximate

the differential equations in other collocation schemes.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider the following optimal control problem. Determine the control function u(l"), and the

corresponding state trajectory xQ-), that minitnize the Bolza cost function:

f"J(u,x, TI/ = -_[X("I/,"A + Z:(X,u/dT (11
I1

with x E R n and u E R "_ subject to the state dynamics

and boundary conditions:

x(T) = f(x(T), u(T)), T e IT0,Ts] (2)

¢0[x(T0),To] = 0, (3)

_b/[x(Ts), T/] -- 0, (4)

where _b0 E R p with p < n and _bl E R q with q < n. We consider an autonomous system since an
extension to a non-autonomous system is straight forward.

The control inequality and equality constraints are formulated as

g[x(r),u(r)] < 0 g e R', (5)

h[x(r),u(v)] --- 0, h e R r, (6)

For the differential inclusion formulation, the bounds on the controls are used to generate bounds

on the rate of change of the state variables. In problems where the control can be written explicity

in terms of the states and their rate of change (for example in problems where the control appears

linearly) then this transformation is straightforward. Theoretically, this formulation is based on the

idea of a hodograph, (see [7]). For fixed states x , the hodograph S(x) is defined as the set of all

possible state rates that can be obtained by varying the controls within their bounds. Therefore,

S(x) = {x = R"I x =/(x, u), _ e _} (7)

where £(x) is the set of all admissible controls u e R "_

f_(x) = {u = R'_lh(x,u) = 0, g(x,u) < 0} (S)

Differential inclusion is based on assuming that there are smooth functions p and q such that the

hodograph can be rewritten as

S(x) = {x = R_lp(x,x) = 0, q(x,x) < 0} (9)

Once this mapping (f_ -+ S) is obtained, then Eqs. (2), (5) and (6) can be replaced by

p(x,x) = 0 (10)
q(x,_:) _< 0 (11)
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Note that for the differentialinclusionmethod to work, the controlsmust alsobe eliminated from

the cost function as well. Hence, in general,the differentialinclusionmethod cannot be applied

directlyto the Bolza problem. Itimplicitlyrequiresthat the Bolza problem be transformed to the

Mayer problem in the usualmanner ofdefininga statevariablexn+i whose dynamics are governed

by x,_+1= L:(x,u). This isa minor drawback of the differentialinclusionmethod. Hereafter,when

discussingthe differentialinclusionmethod, we willassume that the problem has been recastas a

Mayer optimal controlproblem.

The advantage ofusing the differentialinclusionmethod isthat the controlshave been eliminated

inthe formulation.In the discretizedversionof thisformulation,the eliminationofcontrolsresults

in the reduction of the number of optimization variables. This in turn can result in increased

numerical efficiency in solving the optimal control problems numerically by the direct methods. The

disadvantage of differential inclusion is that many problems cannot be rewritten in the form required

by Eq. (9).

THE LEGENDRE PSEUDOSPECTRAL METHOD

In this section, we present a Legendre pseudospectral method (Legendre spectral collocation method)

(see [10, 9]) for solving the optimal control problem formulated in the preceding section. The basic
idea of this method is to seek polynomial approximations for the state and control functions in

terms of their values at the LGL points, [10, 11, 12]. The time derivative of the state vector, x(r),

is expressed in terms of the state vector x(r) at the collocation points by the use of a differentiation
matrix. In this manner, the optimal control problem is transformed to an NLP problem for the
value of the states and the controls at the nodes.

Although this method is presented in detail Refs. [11, 12, 13], here we provide some details

for the purpose of completeness. Since the problem presented in the previous section is formulated

over the time interval [r0, rl], and the LGL points lie in the interval [-1, 1], we use the following

transformation to express the problem for t E [to, t/] = [-1, 1]:

7-= (7-_- 7-0)t+ (_+ _0) (12)
2

Itfollowsthat by using Eq. (12),expressions(1-5)can be replacedby

7-f _7. 0 /1 /:Ix(t),u(t)]dt (13)j(x(.), u(.), _) = M[x(1), _j] + --5-- 1

x(0 = (_L__) [f(x(t), u(t))], (14)

¢0(x(-1),T0) = 0 (15)

Cs(x(1),7-s) = 0 (16)

g(x(0,u(0 ) _ 0 (17)

h(x(t),u(t)) = 0 (18)

Following Refs. [10, 11, 12], let LN(t) be the Legendre polynomial of degree N on the interval

[-1, 1]. In the Legendre collocation approximation of (13)-(18), we use the LGL points, tt,1 =

0,..., N which are given by
t 0 -- --1, t N = I,
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andfor I < l < N - 1, tl are the zeros of LN, the derivative of the Legendre polynomial, LN. For

approximating the continuous equations, we seek polynomial approximations of the form

N

x_(t) = _x(t,)¢_(t), (19)
/=0

N

.N(0 = _u(t,)¢,(t), (20)
l=0

where, for l = 0, 1, ..., N

1 (t: - 1)LN(t)
¢,(t) = N(N + 1)LN(t,) t - t, '

are the Lagrange polynomials of order N. It can be shown that

1 ifl=kCt(t_)=Stk= 0 ifl#k

From this property of Ct it follows that

xN(t_) = x(t,), u_(t,) = .(t,) (21)

From Equation (21) one can see that the values of the approximate state and control functions at

the collocation points are given exactly by the values of the continuous functions at these points.
To express the derivative xN(e) in terms of xg(t) at the collocation points tt, we differentiate

(19) which results in a matrix multiplication of the following form [13]:

N

_._(t_) = _ D_,,.(t_), (22)
l=0

where Dkl are entries of the (N + 1) x (N + 1) differentiation matrix D

/ L_____al_.__k__k#z

__N(N+I) k = l = O
4

D := [Dkt] :=

k=l=N
4

0 otherwise

In addition, the integral in (13) is discretized by

(23)

1 N

_1 £(xN' uN)dt "_ E £(ak, bk)wk
- k=0

(24)

where wk are the weights given by

2 1

wk := N(N + 1) [LN(tk)] 2
k=O, 1,...,N.
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TofacilitatetheNLPformulation,we use the notation

a_ := x(tl), bl := u(tl).

For the derivative of the state vector x(t), collocated at the points tk, we rewrite Eq. (22)

N

ek - icg(tk) = _ Dklal. (25)
l--0

The state equations and the initial and terminal state conditions are discretized by first substi-

tuting (22)-(25) in (14) and collocating at the LGL nodes, tk. This process results in the optimal
control problem (13)-(18) discretized by by the following NLP: Find coefficients

a = (a0,al,...,aN), b = (b0,bl,...,bN)

and possibly the final time rf to minimize

N

- _0 _-_ _(a_, bk)wk + M(a_¢, _f) (26)fiN(a, b) - 7"I
k=0

rl--r0
Ak(a,b) = (_)f(ak,bk)--ck=0, k=O,...,N, (27)

Bk(a,b) -- g(ak, bk) <0, k-0,...,N, (28)

Ck(a,b) = h(ak,bk)-0, k=0,...,N, (29)

¢0(a0, _0) = 0, (30)

Cf(a_¢,_1) = 0. (3:)

subject to

When possible, (i.e., a user obtaining an explicit mapping from f_ to S cf. Eq. (9)), the differential
inclusion formulation of these discretized equation is straigthforward. The NLP reduces to finding

a = (a0, al,... ,aN) and possibly the final time r! to minimize the transformed Mayer cost

d_(a) = ._(aN, _'f) (32)

-&.k(a) = p(ak,ek) = 0 k = 0,...,N, (33)

I_k(a) = q(ak,ck)<0, k--O,...,N, (34)

_0(a0,_0) = o, (35)

_bf(ag,rf) = 0. (36)

subject to

The equations above show that in both the collocation and the differential inclusion formulations,

the discretized equations preserve the structure of the continuous ones. By collocating the equations

at the LGL points, and using the properties of the Lagrange polynomials, the functions are evaluated

only at the LGL points without depending on the neighboring points. The derivative of the states is
expressed in terms of the differentiation matrix (cf. Eq. (25)) which can be used in the differential

inclusion formulation to express the state rates in terms of the state variables at the nodes. In

this manner this method of discretization is quite different from the Euler integration rule used in

Seywald's formulation:

xi+l = xi + xiAti, (37)
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or thehigherordertrapezoidrule:

x_+l = x; + (At_/2)[xi + x;+l] (38)

As mentioned in Ref. [5], the more accurate integration rules such as trapezoid or Simpson are

implicit integration rules which make expression of the state derivatives at the ith node in terms
of the state variables impossible. With our formulation of the Legendre pseudospectral method, we

have circumvented this difficulty and offer a method which is both accurate and adaptable to the
differential inclusion formulation.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Example 1: The Simple Cart Problem

As a first example, we consider the simple cart problem which has been considered as one of the test

problems by Conway and Larson [5]. This problem has an analytic solution and has a linear control
and a quadratic cost function with a fixed final time. The state variables are xl, the displacement

of the cart of unit mass, and z2 the velocity, and the control u is the external force.

The equations of motion are

_1 = z2 (39)

x2 = -z2 + u (40)

The cost function to be minimized is

J = u 2 dt (41)

The initial conditions are the rest conditions,

• _(o)= 0, _(0) = o

The final time condition is

Cf = z_(tl) - 2.694528z2(tl) + 1.155356 = 0 (42)

For t/= 2.0 this problem has the following analytical optimal solutions:

1 t 1 (43)u(_) = _e -

I (44)_(t) = -_e-'+8e'-_-t+ _

3 t 1 t 1 (45)

The optimal cost function has the value

jr0 2
J = u 2 dt = 0.577678 (46)

In [5] the problem is solved by both the Simpson collocation rule and the differential inclusion
method for/9 time segments,/9 = 5, 10, 20. For N segments, there are N = N + 1 nodes. In the
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N Method

Analytic solution

6 Collocation (Simpson)

6 Diff. Inc. (Euler)
6 Collocation (LGL)

6 Diff. Inc. (LGL)

11 Collocation (Simpson)

11 Diff. Inc. (Euler)

11 Collocation (LGL)

11 Diff. Inc. (LGL)

21 Collocation (Simpson)

21 Diff. Inc. (Euler)

21 Collocation (LGL)

21 Diff. Inc. (LGL)

Ji

0.577678

0.577668

0.582800

0.577678

0.582800

0.577678

0.578935

0.577677

0.577677

0.577682

0.577990

0.57767798

0.5776780

]Ji - J_na[ Np Execution Time (Seconds)

0.00001 18 N/A
0.005122 12 N/A

8.34491_07 18 3.63

1.1770142_06 12 2.13

0.00000 33 N/A

0.001257 22 N/A
1.028268_07 33 12.42
1.372542_07 22 9.34

0.000004 63 N/A

0.000312 42 N/A
1.546971e-08 63 51

6.8009795_09 42 55

Table 1: Comparison of the Collocation and Differential Inclusion Methods

Simpson's rule the number of optimization parameters Np for n states and m controls is n× N+mx N,

while for the differential inclusion formulation where the rn controls are eliminated, Np - n × N.
The same number of optimization parameters are used for the LGL formulation of these methods.

As indicated earlier, it is necessary to recast this problem in a Mayer format for the application

of the differential inclusion method. In Tables 1 and 2, we compare our results with those of Ref.

[5]. As one can see, for all N the results for both the collocation and the differential inclusion based
on the LGL discretization are more accurate than the results for Simpson or the Euler formulations.

It appears that the LGL collocation method is the most accurate method and compared to the LGL
differential inclusion offers more accuracy for fewer number of nodes. This observation is in line with

the comparison of the Simpson and Euler differential inclusions. But in the LGL discretization the
error is a lot smaller in both formulations and both are better than the results reported in [5]. In

general, the error in the cost function decreases as N increases in all these problems.

All the examples were run with the random initial guesses, and the run-time for the problems

show that the LGL implementation of the differential inclusion method ran with somewhat faster

speeds when compared to the LGL collocation method with comparable accuracy.
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N Method

Analytic solution

6 Collocation (Simpson)

6 Diff. Inc. (Euler)

6 Collocation (LGL)

6 Diff. Inc. (LGL)

11 Collocation (Simpson)

11 Diff. Inc. (Euler)

11 Collocation (LGL)

11 Diff. Inc. (LGL)

21 Collocation (Simpson)

21 Diff. Inc. (Euler)

21 Collocation (LGL)

21 Diff. Inc. (LGL)

 (tl)

1.347264

1.326334

N/A
1.344735

N/A

1.342595

N/A
1.346640

N/A

1.346748

N/A
1.346748

N/A

0.122881

0.122749

0.131702

0.122881

0.123095

0.122815

0.125050

0.122911
0.122839

O.122868

0.123432

0.122868

0.123122

0.474383

0.474333

0.477656

0.474382

0.474461

0.474358

0.475188

0.474393
0.474367

0.474377

0.474587

0.474377

0.474472

Table 2: Comparison of final states for the Simpson, Euler Differential Inclusion and LGL Methods

Example 2: Goddard Problem

The second example is the Goddard problem which is to determine the optimal trajectory for

maximizing the final altitude for a rocket ascending vertically. The acting forces are the inverse-
square gravitational force and the atmospheric drag.

The variables are: the radial distance r, the velocity v, and mass m. The Thrust magnitude T is

the control variable and is within the fixed bounds 0 < T < T,_,. The state constraint is a dynamic
1 2 poe _(1-r) is the atmospheric density. The controlpressure limit q __ qmax, with q = _pv , where p --

problem is formulated as finding T to maximize r(v! ) subject to the equations of motion

dr

dr
dv T- D

dT rn
dm T

dr c

where the control T is subject to the constraint

O<_T<T_.

The aerodynamic drag D is given by

#
r2

D = qCDA

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)
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In nondimensionalunits,the boundary conditions are

r(O) --1.0, v(O)--O,m(O) - 1.0 (51)

v(rl) = free , rn(vl) = my -- 0.6 (52)

The state inequality constraint is

1o _(1-r)v2
-_roe - q._ <_0

The nondimensional values used in calculation are the ones used in [7]:

Co = 0.05, (poA) = 12,400,/_ = 500, c = 0.5, Tm_x = 3.5, _ = 1.

The Differential Inclusion Formulation

The differential inclusion formulation is based on eliminating the controls from the state equations

by using the equality and inequality constraints on the controls. In this problem, equation (48)
defines T the control in terms of m the mass, i.e.,

drn

T = -c--d--_r= -cin.

Using this and Eq. (49) the control can be eliminated resulting in the following constraints

dr

dr v = 0, (53)

crn+ D 1
+ - 0, (54)

m r 2

drn Trnax

< o, (55)
dr c --

dm
--- < o, (56)

dr -

The initial conditions, final time conditions and the state inequality constraints remain the

same as before. In a direct comparison to Seywald's results, Figures (1)-(4) show our results for

qm,_, = cx_ while Figures (5)-(8) display the same for q,na_ = 10. It is clear that the collocation (CO)

and differential inclusion (DI) methods show no noticeable difference in the results for the same
number of nodes. As demonstrated for N = 11, the differential inclusion and collocation results are

indistinguishable. What does make the difference, however is the computer run time. In all cases ,

the (DI) method runs much faster than the (CO) method. The run times are displayed in Table 3.
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Figure 4: Time history of q for qma= = oo and N = 11, 22

The following set of computation was carried out with the constrained q where q _< q,_ = 10.
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Computer Run Times

N (CO) Method Run Time (DI) Method Run Time

5 89.40 sec

10 194.5 sec
20 2400 sec

14.05 sec

30.58 sec

301.5 sec

Table 3: Comparison of Run Times

CONCLUSIONS

The crux of the problem is in the implementation of the state dynamics equations. In direct colloca-

tion, the state equations are implemented as equality constraints whereas in the differential inclusion

approach, they assume the form of both inequality and equality constraints. For the differential in-

clusion method to work, the value of the rate of change of state variables at the ith node should be

expressible in terms of the discrete states. This limits the scope of the discretized differential inclu-

sion method to simple Euler integration rules. Consequently, the gains obtained in reducing the size

of the problem in differential inclusion method are lost due to the use of the less accurate Euler rule

which requires more nodes to maintain acceptable accuracy. The pseudo_pectral collocation method
presented in this paper overcomes these drawbacks since the calculation of the state derivatives in

this method allows for expressing the derivative at the ith node as a linear combination of the dis-

crete nodes. In this manner, the discretization of the derivative of the states is significantly different

from the integration rules used in other collocation methods. The use of this highly accurate spec-

tral collocation method in the discretization of the problem, makes the differential inclusion method

quite competitive to direct collocation methods that employ the high order quadrature rules.
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ABSTRACT

An optimal control approach using variable-structure (sliding-mode) tracking for large angle

spacecraft maneuvers is presented. The approach expands upon a previously derived regulation result

using a quatemion parameterization for the kinematic equations of motion. This parameterization is

used since it is free of singularities. The main contribution of this paper is the utilization of a simple

term in the control law that produces a maneuver to the reference attitude trajectory in the shortest

distance. Also, a multiplicative error quaternion between the desired and actual attitude is used to derive

the control law. Sliding-mode switching surfaces are derived using an optimal-control analysis. Control

laws are given using either external torque commands or reaction wheel commands. Global asymptotic

stability is shown for both cases using a Lyapunov analysis. Simulation results are shown which use the

new control strategy to stabilize the motion of the Microwave Anisotropy Probe spacecraft.

INTRODUCTION

The control of spacecraft for large angle slewing maneuvers poses a difficult problem. Some of

these difficulties include: the highly nonlinear characteristics of the governing equations, control rate

and saturation constraints and limits, and incomplete state knowledge due to sensor failure or omission.

The control of spacecraft with large angle slews can be accomplished by either open-loop or closed-loop

schemes. Open-loop schemes usually require a pre-determined pointing maneuver and are typically

determined using optimal control techniques, which involve the solution of a two-point boundary value

problem (e.g., the time optimal maneuver problem1). Also, open-loop schemes are sensitive to

spacecraft parameter uncertainties and unexpected disturbances. 2 Closed-loop systems can account for

parameter uncertainties and disturbances, and thus provide a more robust design methodology.

In recent years, much effort has been devoted to the closed-loop design of spacecraft with large

angle slews. Wie and Barba 3 derive a number of simple control schemes using quaternion and angular

velocity (rate) feedback. Other full state feedback techniques have been developed that are based on

variable-structure (sliding-mode) control, which uses a feedback linearizing technique and an additional

term aimed at dealing with model uncertainty. 4 A variable-structure controller has been developed for

the regulation of spacecraft maneuvers using a Gibbs vector parameterization, s a modified-Rodrigues

parameterization, 6 and a quatemion parameterization. 7 In both [3] and [7], a term was added so that the

spacecraft maneuver follows the shortest path and requires the least amount of control torque. The

variable-structure control a_proach using a quaternion parameterization has been recently expanded to
the attitude tracking case. 8' However, these controllers do not take into account the shortest possible
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pathasshownin Refs.[3] and[7]. Thispaperexpandsupontheresultsin Ref. [7] to provideanoptimal
controllaw for asymptotictrackingof spacecraftmaneuversusingvariable-structurecontrol.

The organizationof this paperproceedsasfollows. First, the kinematicand dynamicequationsof
motionaresummarized.Then,ananalysisfor theselectionof the switchingsurfacesis shown. This is
shownusingbothanoptimalcontrolapproachanda Lyapunovstability-basedapproach.Also, variable-
structureconsiderationswill beinvestigated.Next, avariable-structurecontrolleris derivedusingeither
externaltorqueinputsor reactionwheels. Finally, simulationresultswill beshownwhich usethenew
controllaw to stabilizethemotionof theMicrowaveAnisotropyProbespacecraft.

BACKGROUND

In this section, a brief review of the kinematic and dynamic equations of motion for a three-axis

stabilized spacecraft is shown. The attitude is assumed to be represented by the quaternion, defined as10

_Fqx l
q Lq4 J (1)

with

[qx]q13 = q2 = h sin(_ / 2)

q3

(2a)

q4 = cos(_ / 2) (2b)

where h is a unit vector corresponding to the axis of rotation and • is the angle of rotation. The

quaternion kinematic equations of motion are derived by using the spacecraft's angular velocity (to),
given by

1 1
q = _-_(a_)q = _-E(q)ta (3)

where f2(_) and E(q) are defined as

where Inx n

3 x 3 dimensional

a xb = [a x]b, with

" ]
xa(a ) _ ...... : ......

L -(OT " 0

Iq413×3 +[q13 ×]

Z(q)- L -q13T J

represents an n x n identity matrix (also, Onx m will represent an

matrices [taxi and [q13 ×] are referred to as cross

(4a)

(4b)

n x m zero matrix). The

product matrices since

0 -a 3 a 2 ]
[ax]- a 3 0 -a 1

-a 2 a 1 0

(5)
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Since a three degree-of-freedom attitude system is represented by a four-dimensional vector, the

quaternion components cannot be independent. This condition leads to the following normalization
constraint

qTq =qT13ql3 +q2 = I

The matrix E(q) obeys the following relations that are extremely useful

E r(q) E(q) = qrq I3x3

E(q) Er (q)= qrq I4x4 -q qr

Er(q)q = 03x 1

=_r(q)(=-Er(O q for any _'4×1

ET(_)E(q):{(qT¢)I3x3+[ET(¢)q×]} for any (4xl

Also, the error quaternion between two quaternions, q and qd, is defined by

=I.._..1..3..l=q®q-_l
L Sq4 ]

(6)

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

(7d)

(7e)

(8)

where the operator ® denotes quatemion multiplication (see Ref. [10] for details), and the inverse

quaternion is defined by

qd, IT (9)q_l = [--qdl --qd2 -qd3

Other useful identities are given by

d_t/13 = ET (qd)q

8c14 = q Tqd

(10a)

(10b)

Also, if Equation (8) represents a small rotation then 6q4 = 1, and t_/13 corresponds to half-angles of

rotation.

The dynamic equations of motion, also known as Euler' s equations, for a rotating spacecraft with are

given by 11

Jb.l= -o_× (J_) +u (11)

where J is the inertia matrix of the spacecraft, and u is the total external torque input. If the spacecraft

is equipped with 3 orthogonal reaction or momentum wheels, then Euler's equations become:

(J- J)eo---o,× + ( 2a>

(12b)
where 2 is the diagonal inertia matrix of the wheels, J now includes the mass of the wheels, _ is the

wheel angular velocity vector, and fi- is the wheel torque vector.
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SELECTION OF SWITCHING SURFACES

Optimal Control Analysis

The variable-structure control design is used to track a desired quaternion qd and corresponding

angular velocity tad- As shown previously for regulation, 7 under ideal sliding conditions, the trajectory

in the state-space moves on the sliding manifold. For tracking, the following loss function is minimized

to determine the optimal switching surfaces:

1
_ I.P N/13_1/13 + (ta-tad)T (ta-tad)]dt (13)

n(ta): ,

subject to the bilinear system constraint given in Equation (3). Note that ,o is a scalar gain and ts is the

time of arrival at the sliding manifold. Minimization of Equation (13) leads to the following two-point-

boundary-value-problem:

0 = 1E(q) ta (14a)

_" = -PE(qd) ET (qd)q +2 E(,_,) ta (14b)

ta-tad =__I (14c)
2

where ,;1, is the co-state vector. The following sliding vector is chosen:

s =-.(ta-tad)+k=--T(qd)q=O (15)

where k is a scalar gain. The sliding vector is optimal if the solution of Equation (15) minimizes

Equation (13). This can be proven by first substituting Equation (15) into Equation (14c) and using the

matrix identities in Equation (7), yielding

2=-2kqd (16)

Next, using the fact that the desired quaternion can be obtained from the following

ild =l_--(qd)tad (17)

leads directly to

_, = -k E(qd )ta d (18)

Comparing Equation (18) to Equation (14b), and using Equation (15) now leads to the following

relationship:

-k =-(qd )tad = -PE(qd ) ET (qd )q - k E(q d )ta d + k2E(qd ) E T (qd )q (19)

Equation (19) is satisfied for k = +n/'P- Therefore, the sliding condition in Equation (15) leads to an

optimal solution (i.e., minimum FI in Equation (13)).

For this special case, it can be shown that the value of the loss function in Equation (13) is given by
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l-I*= 2k[1- &/4(ts) ] (20)

where k must now be strictly positive. Note that &/4 corresponds directly to the cosine of half the angle

error of rotation. Both &/ and -&/ represent the same rotation; however, the value of the loss function

in Equation (20) is significantly different for each rotation. One rotation (_t/) gives the shortest distance

to the sliding manifold, while the other (-&/) gives the longest distance. Although each rotation gives

the same orientation, more energy may be required to maneuver the spacecraft using -&/. In order to

give the shortest possible distance the following sliding vector is chosen:

$ _- (g.O--KOd) + k sgn[_/4 (fs)]_,T (qd)q = 0 (21)

where it is assumed that &/4 (ts) is non-zero for a finite time. Using this sliding condition leads to the

following value for the loss function:

rI*= 2k[1-lSq4(ts)[] (22)

which yields a minimal value for any rotation. The kinematic equation for &/4 can now be written as

_4 = 21--k(1- _q42)sign[_/4 (Is)1 (23)

Therefore, the derivative _4 is either positive or negative depending on the sign of &/4(ts), so the term

sgn[&/4(ts) ] can be replaced with sgn[6q4(t-ts) ] without loss in generality (note, this corresponds to

the time after the sliding manifold is reached).

Lyapunov Analysis

The sliding vector shown in Equation (21) can also be shown to be stable using a Lyapunov analysis.

The time derivative of Equation (10a) can be shown to be given by

1 1

_13 = _" 6_q4((1,)-- (Od )+ _'[_13 ×](CO + (Od ) (24)

Next, the following candidate Lyapunov function is chosen:

v, = ½  eq13 (25)

Using the sliding vector in Equation (21), the time derivative of Equation (25) is given by

Vs
2 1¢_:/4_T_e/ql3 < 0 (26)

Hence, Vs is indeed a Lyapunov function for k > 0. This analysis generalizes the results shown in Ref.

[9], where the spacecraft's attitude is restricted in the workspace defined with q4 > 0.

Sliding Manifold Considerations

The term sgn[&/4(ts) ] is used to develop a control law that yields the shortest distance to the sliding

manifold. However, in actual practice this manifold is difficult to visualize. This section shows an

analysis for the optimality conditions during the transient response of the control design. The goal of the

controller is to drive s _ 0. Since the norm-squared of sliding vector is closely related to the energy of
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thesystem,thiscanbeusefulto determinetheoptimal maneuver conditions for the spacecraft controller.

Consider the following sliding vector:

s = (f.o-09 d)+ gtE T (qd)q (27)

where g/ is some scalar (note: the sliding vector is now assumed to be non-zero). The following

performance measure can be used to quantify how fast the sliding mode manifold is reached:

1-ft'srsdt=lft'[(to-oJ )r(to-oJ )+g/2&l 3 13+2g(a -cod)r=-V(qe)q]dt (28)
2 ,[to 2 ,Ito

where t 1 corresponds to the time to reach s = 0. The integral in Equation (28) during the transient

response should be evaluated in order to determine how various choices of g affect the transient

response. However, a closed-form solution for the integral is extremely difficult to obtain in this case,

since one now requires knowledge of the actual control inputs which affect the angular velocity and

attitude. Still, a closed-form solution for the last term in Equation (28) can be found without this

knowledge. The time derivative of Equation (10b) can be shown to be given by

1 _Ood)TET(qd) q: (29)

The last term in Equation (28) is now given by

1 ftl[2 g/(gO_Ood)T _T(qd)q]dt=_2_[c_q4(tl)__c14(to) ] (30)
2 dr0 L

Therefore, once a control has been determined then only the first two terms of the right-hand-side of

Equation (28) need to be numerically determined. It will be shown through an analysis of the closed-

form structure of Equation (29) that g= ksgn[&/4(t)] should be used at all times (even before the

sliding manifold is reached) in order to produce a response in the shortest distance. Equations (28) and

(30) can be used to validate this approach from dynamic numerical simulations.

VARIABLE-STRUCTURE TRACKING

The goal of the variable-structure controller is to track a desired quaternion qd and corresponding

angular velocity aJd. The variable-structure control design with external torques only is given by

where G is a 3 x 3 positive definite, diagonal matrix, and the ith component of _ is given by

0 i = sat(si, _:i ), i = 1, 2, 3 (32)

As stated previously, the term sgn(&/4 ) is used to drive the system to the desired trajectory in the

shortest distance. The saturation function is used to minimize chattering in the control torques. This

function is defined by
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ll for s i > e i
sat(s/,ei) = si for Isi < e.i i = 1,2,3

for s i <-e i

where e is a small positive quantity. Also, the sliding manifold is given by

S = (ro- rod) + ksgn(t_q4 ) ET (qd)q

(33)

(34)

using the followingThe stability of the closed-loop system using this controller can be evaluated

candidate Lyapunov function

v = !srs (35)
2

Using Equations (11), (31), and (34) the time-derivative of Equation (35) can be shown to be given by

f" = -sTGO (36)

which is always less than or equal to zero as long as G is positive definite.

If wheels are used to control the spacecraft, then the sliding mode controller is given by the

following:

ff=_tro×a(jro+ _)+(j__){2ksgn((yq4)[wT(qd).:(q)ro-wT(q)S=(qd)rod]-dld+GO } (37)

The stability of the system can also be easily proven using the Lyapunov function in Equation (35).

Analysis

In this section an analysis of using sgn(&/4) for all times in the control law is shown. We first

assume that the desired angular velocity is zero (ro d = 0) and that the matrix G is given by a scalar

times the identity matrix (g I3x3)- We further assume that the thickness of the boundary layer e and the

gain g are sufficiently large so that

GO = flro+ fl k sgn(tYt/4) t_t/13 (38)

where fl = g/e. Using Equations (11), (24), and (31), the closed-loop dynamics for co now become

• 1 -T -

ro = _._.k sgn(/i'q4) _ (qd)_(q)ro-flro-flksgn(t_q4)_ll3 (39)

Next, using Equation (7e) with ( = qd leads directly to

_0 =_lksgn(t_/4){t_/413x3 +[8q13 x]}ro_flro-flksgn(tyq4)Gqx 3 (40)
2

Taking the time derivative of Equation (29), and using both Equation (40) and the quaternion constraint

equation yield

(_g14+(lkI_41+,@_4+(l flk_41+lroTro)&t4=l flksgn(&14) (41)
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Equation (41) represents a second-order nonlinear spring-mass-damper type system with an exogenous

step input. The stability of Equation (41) can be evaluated by considering the following candidate

Lyapunov function

1 2
V&I" =-_8_14+l(lo)T,l&t24+lflk[a-&t4sgn(6q4)] (42)

Also, the last term in Equation (41) is always greater or equal to zero since fl>0, k>0, and

0 < _/4 sgn(&/4) < 1. Next, we assume that _4 is non-zero for a finite time. This is a valid assumption

since the control law is known to produce asymptotic tracking in the closed-loop attitude response.

Therefore, taking the time-derivative of Equation (42), and using Equations (40) and (41) give

V&/, =-(lk _q4 + fl)_el_ 2 -l(fl+Ikl&t41)(o)T¢.o)6c12 (43)

Hence, since fl > 0 and k > 0, Equation (42) is indeed a Lyapunov function. The advantage of using

sgn(&/4 ) in the control law at all times (even before the sliding manifold is reached) now becomes clear.

The step input in Equation (40) is a function of sgn(&/4). Therefore, the response for _q4 will approach

sgn(&/4) for any initial condition. This tends to drive the system to the desired location in the shortest

distance. Furthermore, this inherently takes into account the rate errors as well. For example say that

&/4(to) is positive, and that a high initial rate is given which tends to drive the system away from

d%]4= 1. The control law will automatically begin to null the rate. But, if the initial rate is large enough

and the control dynamics are relatively slow, then _/4 may become negative. Since sgn(&/4 ) is used in

the control system, then from Equation (40) the control law will subsequently drive the system towards

_q4 -" --1. Therefore, using sgn(&/4 ) at all times produces an optimal response for any type of initial

condition error.

Robustness

In this section the robustness of the variable-structure controller with respect to modeling errors and

external disturbances is addressed. This closely follows the approaches shown in Ref. [12]. We first

define the following bounded modeling errors for the inertia matrix:

J = ) + AJ (44a)

j-1 = )-1 + t_ r (44b)

where ) is the nominal inertia matrix. Next, neglecting the gyroscopic term in Euler's equations, and

adding an external disturbance input yields

gO= j-lu + j-ld (45)

where d denotes a bounded disturbance input. Under these conditions the time-derivative of the sliding

manifold can be approximated by

_=t_J){lksgn(tYq4)[-T(q)_(qd)O)d-ET(qd)_(q)tO]+gOd-G_}-J-1)G_+j-ld (46)

where it is assumed that the higher-order perturbations in the inertia matrix are small. Also, we again

assume that the thickness of the boundary layer e and the gain G are sufficiently large to keep the time
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derivative of the associated Lyapunov function negative-definite with modeling errors and external

disturbances. Then the dynamics of the sliding manifold reduce down to

= _1 j-I) Gs + j-1 d (47)
E

Therefore, if the time derivative of the sliding manifold is small after all transients have decayed, then s

will satisfy the following inequality

11511< [l_ (.] G)-I Ill,lima x (48)

Equation (48) is valid using either external torques or reaction wheels in the control system.

ATTITUDE CONTROL OF MAP

In this section, the variable-structure controller is used to control the attitude of the Microwave

Anisotropy Probe (MAP) spacecraft from quaternion observations and gyro measurements. The

spacecraft is due to be launched around the year 2000. The objective of the MAP mission is to create a

full-sky map of the cosmic microwave background and measure anisotropy with 0.3 ° angular resolution,

in order to answer fundamental cosmological questions such as, inflationary versus non-inflationary "big

bang" models, accurate determination of the Hubble constant, and the existence and nature of dark
matter.

The ideal orbit for the MAP spacecraft is about the Earth-Sun L2 Lagrange point, which is a

Lissajous orbit with approximately a 180-day period. Because of its distance, 1.5 million km from

Earth, this orbit affords great protection from the Earth's microwave emission, magnetic fields, and

other disturbances, with the dominant disturbance torque being solar radiation pressure. It also provides

for a very stable thermal environment and near 100% observing efficiency, since the Sun, Earth, and

Moon are always behind the instrument's field of view. In this orbit MAP sees a Sun/Earth angle

between 2 and 10 degrees. The instrument scans an annulus in the hemisphere away from the Sun, so
the universe is scanned twice as the Earth revolves once around the sun.

The spacecraft orbit and attitude specifications are shown in Figure 1. To provide the scan pattern,

the spacecraft spins about the z-axis at 0.464 rpm, and the z-axis cones about the Sun-line at 1 rev/hour.

A 22.50_+0.25 ° angle between the z-axis and the Sun direction must be maintained to provide a constant

power input, and to provide constant temperatures for alignment stability and science quality. The

instrument pointing knowledge is 1.8 arcmin (1_), which is not required for onboard or real-time

implementation.

The spacecraft's attitude is defined by a 3-1-3 Euler angle rotation relative to a rotating, Sun-

referenced frame. The three Euler angles are Od, Od, and Nd, and the desired states for observing mode

are

_d = I re___y_v= 0.001745 rad
hr sec

0 d -- 22.5 ° = 0.3927rad

_r d = 0.464 rpm = 0.04859 rad
sec

(49a)

(49b)

(49c)
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Fig. 1 MAP Spacecraft Specifications

The desired Euler angles for _d and f/d are determined by integrating the Euler rates. Also, 0d is set to

zero. The commanded quaternion is determined using

qdl = sin(-_-)cos( Cd - _r d )2 (50a)

qd 2 =sin(_)sin(Od 2_rd ) (50b)

qd 3 = cos(_-_lsin( Od 2_d. I (50c)

qd, = c°s(-_)c°s( 0d +/ffd)2 (50d)

The kinematic equation that transforms the commanded Euler rates to the commanded body rates is
given by

-sinOdsingr d cos_r d 01[ ._d 1

a)d = sinOdcOSgd -sing/d 0110 d [ (51)

cosOd 0 lJLCraJ

A number of simulation studies have been performed in order to test the variable-structure controller

performance. The first test case involves a slewing maneuver using the following initial condition for

the actual quatemion:

q(t0)=[0 0 sin(_/2) cos(_/2)] T®qd(t0) (52)
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where the angle of rotation error has been set to • = 60 ° . Also, the actual angular velocity has been set

to the desired angular velocity. This case uses external torques to maneuver the spacecraft. The control

system has been designed to bring the actual attitude to the desired attitude in less than 20 minutes. The

gains used in the control law are: k = 0.015, G = 0.0015 I3x3, and e = 0.01. A plot of the roll, pitch, and

yaw attitude errors are shown in Figure 2. Clearly, the control system achieves the desired performance.

Plots of the angular velocity errors and control torques are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The

sinusoidal components of the control torques in the X and Y axes are used to achieve the desired spin
motion.

The next case shows how using ksgn[&/4 (t)] in the variable-structure controller achieves an optimal

response (i.e., in the shortest distance). For this case, the initial attitude is given using Equation (52)

with • = 60 ° again. However, a large initial angular velocity error has been introduced, with

to(t0) = -5tod(t0). This tends to drive the spacecraft in the opposite direction of the desired attitude. A

plot of _t/4 (t) using ksgn[&/4(t)] (solid line) in the controller and _/4(t) using just k (dotted line) in the

controller, analogous to the approach in [8] and [9], is shown in Figure 5. Clearly, using ksgn[&/a(t)] in

the variable-structure controller achieves a faster response with less transients. This is also shown in the

angular velocity responses, shown in Figures 6 and 7. Also, a plot comparing the magnitudes of the

control inputs using ksgn[6q4(t)] (solid line) and using k (dotted line) is shown in Figure 8. Using

ksgn[_/4(t)] results in a 22% reduction (root-mean-square) in the control effort to achieve the desired

reference attitude and angular velocity.

To further illustrate the importance of using ksgn[&/a(t)], a number of other simulations have been

run for a rest-to-rest maneuver with the desired attitude set to the identity quaternion, and the desired

angular velocity set to zero. The initial actual velocity has also been set to zero, and the initial

quatemion has been computed using Equation (52). Test cases have been executed using • = 210 °,

240 °, 270 °, 300 °, and 330 °. For all these test cases the spacecraft has been controlled using reaction

wheels. A plot of the (_/4,_c/4) phase plane is shown in Figure 9 (solid lines correspond to using

ksgn[&/4(t)] and dotted lines correspond to using k in the controller). Although not shown here, the

response is the same for 0 ° <_< 180 °. However, using ksgn[&/4(t)] produces a response that is

always optimal for any rotation error angle. Equation (28) has also been evaluated for each • used in

this simulation. Table 1 summarizes the results for ksgn[&/4(/)] and just k only. Clearly, by using

ksgn[&/a(t)] in the control law, better performance is achieved in the closed-loop system than using just

k. This again shows that k sgn[&/4 (t)] is important in the variable-structure controller.

The final simulation shows how Equation (48) can be used to bound the steady-state errors. For this

simulation the following external disturbance has been added:

-O.O05sin(O.O5t)l

d = 0.003 | (53)
0.005cos(0.05t)J

A plot of the sliding manifold s and associated bound using Equation (48) is shown in Figure 10. This

clearly shows the effectiveness of Equation (48) to accurately bound the sliding manifold errors.
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Table 1 Cost Function Values for Various (I)

@ (deg)

210

Value of sTs dt

t o

k case

1.0787

240 0.8988 0.6543

270 0.6136 0.3566

300 0.3185 0.1300

330 0.1095 0.0194

k sgn[&:/4 (t)] case

0.9313
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CONCLUSIONS

A new variable-structure controller for optimal spacecraft tracking maneuvers has been shown. The

new controller was formulated for both external torque inputs and reaction wheel inputs. Global

asymptotic stability was shown using a Lyapunov analysis. A simple term in the control law was used

to produce a maneuver to the reference attitude trajectory in the shortest distance. The sliding motion

was shown to be optimal in the sense of a quadratic loss function in the multiplicative error quaternions
and angular velocities. A simulation study was performed which uses the new control law to stabilize

the motion of the Microwave Anisotropy Probe spacecraft. Results indicated that the addition of the

simple term in the control law always provides an optimal response, so that the reference attitude motion

is achieved in the shortest possible distance.
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ABSTRACT

Thermal snap disturbances are known to affect the attitude dynamics of low Earth orbiting
satellites during orbital eclipse transitions. Prominent examples of satellites experiencing the disturbances
include the TOPEX, UARS and LANDSAT satellites. Thermal snap disturbances result from thermally-

induced structural motions of flexible appendages such as deployable booms and solar arrays. Motions of
flexible appendages lead to rigid body rotations of the entire satellite, since the total angular momentum of
the system must be conserved. These potentially large attitude disturbances may violate mission pointing
accuracy and jitter requirements. To fully understand thermal snap disturbances, it is necessary to develop

a detailed understanding of the thermal-structural behavior of flexible satellite appendages. This paper
describes recent studies of the therm_-structural performance of solar panels including an analysis of

satellite attitude dynamics resulting from solar panel thermally-induced structural motions during orbital
eclipse transitions and a laboratory investigation of the thermal-structural performance of a solar panel
from NASA's Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE) satellite.

INTRODUCTION

The thermal-structural performance of deployable appendages can have a significant impact on
the attitude dynamics and control of satellites. Nonuniform thermal loading can give rise to a cross-

sectional temperature differences in appendages which, due to differential thermal expansion, result in

structural deformations. Additionally, rapid changes in thermal loading initiated as a satellite exits or
enters the Earth's shadow may excite dynamic structural motions. 1 Thermally-induced structural motions
(TISM) of flexible satellite appendages may be classified as: thermal bending, thermal snap, thermally-
induced vibrations, or thermal flutter. Thermal bending motions are quasi-static structural deformations

resulting from slowly varying temperature differences. A quasi-static deformation consists of a succession
of equih'brium displacements each corresponding to the temperature difference at a given instant in 1time.
Since the temperature differences driving thermal bending motions develop slowly, appendage
accelerationsare very small. Thermal snap (or thermal elasticshock) motions involverapid,non-

oscillatoryappendage deformationsinitiatedduringorbitaleclipsetransitions.A thermalsnap responseis

similartoquasi-staticTISM inthatitconsistsofa successionofquasi-equilibriumdisplacementsresulting

from time-varyingtemperaturedifferencesinappendages. However, inthe thermalsnap case,the rapid

riseand decay of the temperaturedifferencesresultin briefaccelerationtransientsin the appendage

structuralresponse attimes correspondingto shadow crossings.Thermally-inducedvibrations,which

consistofa quasi-staticdeformationand superimposedoscillations,area stabledynamic responseand may

involvebending, torsional,or combined bending and torsionalstructuralmotions. Thermally-induced

vibrationstypicallyoccur when flexibleappendages are subjectto rapidlydeveloping or decaying

temperaturedifferencessuch aswhen the satelliteundergoesan orbitaleclipsetransition.The most severe

type of thermally-induced structural motion is thermal flutter. Thermal flutter is an unstable thermally-
induced vibrations response. The instability mechanism is coupling between incident heating and

structural deformations. Thermal flutter may occur for both bending and torsional motions. Table 1
presents a compilation of cases where satellite performance was affected by TISM of solar arrays. The
table presents a List of satellites known to have experienced solar array TISM, the satellite launch dates, and

briefdescriptionsofthedisturbances.2
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A commonsolar array design is the rigid panel solar array, which consists of one or more solar
panels each incorporating a honeycomb sandwich panel substrate onto which solar cells are mounted.

Mathematical modeling of satellite a_tude disturbances xesulfing from thermally-induced s_uctural
motions of rigid panel solar arrays has been explored by a number of authors. Jasper and Neste 3 studied
the effect of rapid thermal bending on the dynamics of the LANDSAT and UARS satellites. Zimbelman 4,s

performed a detailed analysis of the disturbance affecting the TOPEX satellite and established an analytical
model for predicting the disturbance torques resulting from thermally-induced deformations of rigid panel

solar arrays. These studies utilized a quasi-static approach for formulating the solar array structural
response and the corresponding disturbance torque. More recently, Johnston and Thornton _ utilized a

hybrid coordinate dynamical model to analyze the attitude dynan_cs of simple satellites with flexl_le
booms and solar panels experiencing both quasi-static and dynamic thermally-induced su'uctural motions

initiated by orbital eclipse Uansitions.

This paper will summarize two recent studies carded out to investigate thermal snap of sateRite

solar panels. Full details of the studies are presented in Ref. 2. The first study utilizes an analytical
formulation for the planar dynamics of a simple satellite with a solar panel undergoing thermally-induced
su'uctural motions to study the effects of TISM disturbances on satellite attitude dynamics. The second

study involves an experimental investigation of the thermal-structural performance of a satellite solar
panel. The investigation utilizes a solar panel assembly from the NASA TRACE satellite to characterize
the thermal-structural performance of satellite solar array hardware under laboratory simulated orbital
eclipse transition heating. The overall objective of this paper is to utilize the results of the analytical and

experimental studies to provide a detailed explanation for satellite solar panel thermal snap disturbances.

THERMAL SNAP DISTURBANCES

The UARS satellite was predicted and observed to experience attitude disturbances during orbital
eclipse transitions due to rapid thermal bending of its solar array. The disturbances are of sufficient
magnitude to violate the stability requirements for some of the science instruments on the satellite. Figure

l(a) presents a schematic of the UARS satellite, which utilizes a single wing rigid panel solar array. Flight
data from Ref. 9 demonstrating the attitude accelerations (roll, pitch, and yaw shown in arcsec/s z) during a

sunrise orbital eclipse transition is presented in Figure ICe). The disturbance is manifested predominately
in the roll (X) response, which is consistent with the geometry shown in Figure l(a). There are also
significant rotations about the pitch (Y) and yaw (Z) axes. The fast peak in roll is approximately -1.8
arcsec/s 2 (-0.0005 deg/s2), followed by another peak of +1.5 arcsec/s 2 (4-0.0004 deg/s2). The entire

dislurbance transient lasts in excess of 200 s. A thermal snap (or thermal elastic shock) disturbance history
involves a short duration transient consisting of a impulse-like response followed by a decaying
exponential of the opposite sign/ The observed UARS attitude acceleration history is consistent with a

thermal snap disturbance resulting from rapid, non-oscillatory solar array deformations. In the following
sections, the results of analytical and experimental studies of solax panel thermal-structural behavior will be
used to explain the characteristics of the thermal snap disturbances observed in satellite flight data.

ANALYTICAL STUDIES

This sectionsummarizes an analysisof theproblem of thermally-inducedstructuralmotions of

solar panels initiated during eclipse transitions and their effect on satellite attitude dynamics. The
objectives of the studies are to: (1) predict the thermal response of solar panels to orbital eclipse transition
heating, and (2) predict the planar dynamics of a simple satellite with a solar panel undergoing thermally-
induced structural motions.

Thermal Analysis

The thermal analysis involves two steps: (1) calculation of the incident heating, and (2)
calculationofthesolarpanelthermalresponse.
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Orbital Eclipse Heating

The orbital eclipse heating analysis calculates the time-varying heating experienced by a satellite

during orbital eclipse transitions. Consider the case of a sunrise eclipse transition. Initially, the satellite is
in the region of total shadow called the umbra. The satellite then crosses through the region of partial
shadow (penumbra), and finally emerges into full sunlight. The intensity of the incident solar heat flux

experienced by a satellite in the penumbra is proportional to the area of the solar disk that is visl_ole to the
satellite. The time history of the incident heating must determined accurately to predict the solar panel
thermal response. The heating analysis makes the following assumptions: (l) the satellite is in a circular
orbit, (2) the orbit plane coincides with the plane of the Earth's orbit around the Sun (the ecliptic plane),

and (3) variations in solar heating dominate the thermal response during eclipse transitions thus Earth-
reflected (albedo) and Earth-emitted heat fluxes are neglected. The orbital eclipse heating analysis used in
this study follows the analysis given by BakeP ° that calculates the actual solar heat flux during penumbral

transitions based on the geometry of the Sun-Earth-satellite system. The intensity of the incident solar
heating experienced by a satellite during passage through the penumbra is related to the area of the Sun's
disk visible to the satellite. This area is determined by considering the angular sizes of the Earth/Sun disks

and the angular separation between the centers of the Earth and Sun as viewed from the satellite.

Solar Panel Thermal Response

The thermal response of the solar panel subject to the calculated time-varying incident heating is
now determined using finite element analysis. The results of the thermal analysis are required for use as

input to solar panel thermal-structural models in the satellite dynamics analysis. Traditional thermal
analyses for satellite structures are performed to predict surface temperature histories. For thermally-
induced structural motions studies it is necessary to also calculate cross-sectional temperature difference

histories and the fLrst and second time derivatives of the temperature difference as functions of time.

The solar panel thermal model is presented in Figure 2. The analysis assumes one-dimensional
conduction through the thickness of the solar panel (z direction) subject to radiation boundary conditions

on the front and back surfaces. The boundary conditions consist of a uniform solar heat flux, S(t), directed
normal to the front surface of the solar panel and thermal radiation from the front and back surfaces to a
deep space temperature of 0 K. The solar heat flux, S(t), is calculated as described in the previous section.

The analysis assumes that the solar panel is sun-wacking over the entire orbit, i.e. the solar heat flux is
always incident normal to the front surface of the panel. Also, the absorbed heat flux is assumed to remain

constant for small solar panel deformations, i.e. the thermal response is assumed to be independent of the
structural response. The temperature of the solar panel, T(z,t), is assumed to be uniform in the x and y
directions and to vary through the thickness of the panel in the z direction. The temperatures at the surfaces
of the front and back facesheets are T_om(t) and Tt_,_(t), respectively, and the temperature difference

through the thickness of the solar panel is given by AT(t) = Tf_t(t)-Tb,c_(t ). The transient thermal response

of the solar panel was solved using the commercially available finite element analysis program
ABAQUS. It A one-dimensional finite element model of the solar panel was utilized in the analysis. The
model used a total of 25 two-node rod elements through the thickness of the panel. Each of the different
layers in the solar panel (facesheets, adhesive, and core) is represented in the model. Post-processing

yields results for the temperature difference through-the-thickness of the panel, as well as the time
derivatives of the temperature difference which are required for later solar panel structural response
studies.

Satellite Dynamics Analysis

The objective of the satellite dynamics analysis is to investigate the effects of thermally-induced
structural motions on the planar dynamics of a simple satellite consisting of a rigid hub and a flexible solar
panel. The approach taken is based on a technique developed by Junkins and Kiln _2 which employs a

generalized form of Lagrange's equations to obtain the governing equations and boundary conditions for a
wide class of hybrid coordinate multibody systems representative of satellites with flexible appendages.
Using this approach, a new formulation for the problem of thermally-induced structural motions was

presented by Johnston and Thornton in Refs. 6-8.
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The problem considered is the planar motions of a simple satellite, Fig. 3, consisting of a rigid hub
and a cantilevered flexible solar panel. The rigid hub has a mass moment of inertia, Is_, and a radius, Ro.

The flexible solar panel is modeled as a BemouUi-Euler beam of length L, mass per unit length pA, and

bending stiffness EI. Two coordinate systems used in the analysis are also shown in Fig. 3. The II-I2 axes
are located in an inertial reference frame fixed with respect to motions of the satellite. The B1-B2 axes are

located in a body fixed reference frame attached to the hub with the B1 axis coinciding with the neutral
surface of the undeformed solar panel. The origins of both sets of axes coincide with the center of the hub.

The at_tude angle, 0(t), measures rigid body rotations of the hub about its center, and v(x,t) is the
deformation of the flexFole appendage relative to the B1 axis. Only planar motions of the system

consisting of small rotations of the hub about its center and bending vfbrations of the solar panel in the I 1-
I2 plane are considered. There are no external forces or moments acting on the system, so the total angular
momentum of the system is conserved.

The governing equations for the dynamic response of the rigid hub-flexible solar panel system are
obtained using a generalized form of Lagrange's equations for hybrid coordinate systems. The resulting
governing equation for the rigid body rotations of the hub is given by

Isc0 + _0LPA(Ro + x)_(x,t)dx =0 (i)

where I_ is the composite mass moment of inertia for the spacecraft. An expression for the thermaUy-
induced disturbance torque, Trip(t), can be obtained from Eq. (1) by moving the terms corresponding to
motions of the flexible solar panel to the right hand side of the equation,

TTnn (t) = -0A_oL(R o + x)_(x, t)dx (2)

Note that the thermally-induced disturbance torque is directly proportional to the second time-derivative of

the solar panel accelerations. The governing equation for the solar panel deformations in the body fixed
referenceframeisgivenby

pA(Ro +x)0+pAv+cd,u_x,+Elv TM =0 (3)

where Cd_, = 2Qo.0A isthe viscousdamping constant,co.arethe naturalfiequenciesof the solararmy,

and _ isthedamping factor.The boundary conditionsforthesolarpanelare

v(O,t) = 0 (4a)

v'(O, t) = 0 (4b)

EIv'(L,t)+ MT(t )= 0 (4c)

EIv"'(L,t)= 0 (4d)

where at x = 0 the solar panel is cantilevered, and at x = L the solar panel is free. Note that in Eq (4c) the

usual boundary condition of zero moment at a free end is modified by the inclusion of the thermal bending
moment, MT(t), which is given by

M T (t) = EIacteAT(t ) / h (5)

where ct_ is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the facesheets, AT(t) is the temperature difference
through-the-thickness of the solar panel, and h is the separation distance between the facesheets. The time-

dependent thermal moment acts as a forcing term in the solar panel equations of motion.
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Quasi-static Response

A quasi-static response occurs for the case where inertia effects are neglig_le, i.e. when there are

negligible vibrations. The quasi-static structural response consists of a succession of equih'brium
displacements each corresponding to the temperature distn%ution at a given instant m time. The quasi-

static displacements of the solar panel, Vq_(X,t), are obtained by neglecting terms corresponding to inertia
forces in Eq. (3). Solving Eq. (3) subject to the boundary conditions (4) yields the following solution for

the quasi-static displacements

l, )
Vqs(x, t) : - ot cte_'" v2/AT(t) x2 (6)

2h

This result shows that for a positive AT, Tf_.t > Tw.k, the solar panel will experience negative

displacements, i.e. bend away from the direction of the incident heating. Note that the (1-v 2) term accounts

for the structure being a panel instead of a narrow width beam. The displacements vary spatially with the
square of the distance x along the solar panel and vary in time with the through-the-thickness temperature
difference. Differentiating Eq. (6) with respect to time yields the velocity and acceleration of the solar

panel which are directly proportional to the first and second time derivatives of the through-the-thickness
temperature difference. These derivatives are normally zero except for a short duration of time
surrounding ec/ipse wansitions when the temperature difference varies at a non-constant rate. Daring

eclipse transitions, a disturbance torque arises due to the acceleration of the solar panel. The quasi-static

thermally-induced disturbance torque, TQSTIV(t),is obtained from Eqs. (2) and (6)

paso.(1-v2)fRoL3,.
TQsrm(t) = 21_ _L-'_ +"4-] A'l'(t)

(7)

Equation (7) shows that the quasi-static thermally-induced disturbance torque is directly proportional to the
second time derivative of the temperature difference through-the-thickness of the solar panel. The actual
disturbance torque includes additional terms due to solar panel vibrations. 2 The following section describes

the solution for the dynamic response of the system.

Dynamic Response

An approximate form of the equations of motion stated in Eqs. (1) and (3) is obtained using the
quasi-static solution and modal expansion. The assumed form of the solution is

v(x, t) = v as(x, t) + Y. nN__iqn (t)@n(x) (8)

where v_(x,t) is the quasi-static response, q,(0 are the nth generalized modal coordinates, d_n(x ) are the

nth shape functions, and N is the number of modes. The shape functions are chosen to be the
eigenftmctions from the free vibration response of a fixed-base cantilevered beam. After the assumed form
of the displacements is substituted into the governing equations, the result is a system of N+I coupled

linear ordinary differential equations for the discrete coordinate, 0(t), and the generalized modal

coordinates, q,(t). These equations can be written in matrix form as

[M]{_}+ [C]{_,}+[KI{x}= {F(t)} (9)

where {x} T = {0 q, q2 -.-qN } are the generalized coordinates for the system, and [M], [C], and [K] are

N+I by N+I constant coefficient matrices. The forcing vector {F(t)} contains terms involving time
derivatives of the quasi-static solar panel displacements that act as forcing functions on the discrete and
generalized modal coordinates. Recall that the time derivatives of the quasi-static displacements are

functions of the time derivatives of the temperature difference through-the-thickness of the solar panel.
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Thus,both thetemperaturedifferenceand itstimederivativesarekey parametersinthestudyof thermally-

induced structuralmotions. Numerical integrationof the governingequationsleadstosolutionsforthe

thermally-induceddynamics ofthesatellite.

Numerical Example

The following numerical example illustrates the effect of thermal snap type thermally-induced

structural motions of a solar panel on the planar attitude dynamics of a hub-solar panel system. First,
results for the thermal response of the solar panel are given. Then, the resulting dynamic motions of the
hub-solar panel system are presented.

Thermal Response

Finite element analysis was used to predict the thermal response of a representative solar panel

subject to orbital eclipse transition heating. The analysis considers the ease of a 600 km circular orbit
whose orbital plane lies in the ecliptic. This altitude is representative of typical low Earth orbital satellite

altitudes, such as that used by the UARS satellite. The parameters used in the study, Table 2, are
representative of typical satellite solar panels. Additionally, the front surface of the solar panel has an

absorptivity a = 0.79 and an emissivity s = 0.81, while the back surface has an emissivity s = 0.86.

The sunrise orbital eclipse transition thermal response for the solar panel is presented in Fig. 4..At
t = 0 the solar panel is in total shadow, and at t = 10 s it enters the penumbra and begins the transition to
full sunlight_ The incident solar heat flux history is given in Fig. 4(a). The transition lime between total

shadow and fur sunlight is approximately 8.5 s. Figures 4(b)-(c) present plots of the surface temperatures
and temperature difference as functions of time. Subsequent to entering the penumbra, the surface
temperatures begin a gradual rise, while the temperature difference rapidly develops to reach its steady-
state value of 11 K in approximately 60 s. As noted earlier, the time derivatives of the temperature
difference are needed for thermally-induced structural motions (TISM) studies. In the thermally-induced

satellite dynamics analysis presented it was shown that the temperature dLfference derivatives act as forcing
terms in the governing equations for the dynamic response of the system. Plots of the first and second time
derivatives of the temperature difference are given in Figs. 4(d)-(e). The derivatives of the temperature

difference were calculated using central difference approximations. The rate of change in the temperature
difference, Fig. 4(d), reaches a peak value of +0.4 K/s at t = 18s. The second time derivative of the

temperature difference, dZ(AT)/dt z, is shown in Fig. 4(e). The fast peak in the transient occurs at t = 13 s

and has a value of +0.13 K/s 2. The transient has a value of zero at the t = 18 s corresponding to the peak
rate of change in the temperature difference, then reaches a second peak of-0.09 K/s 2 at t = 19 s. Note that

the d2(AT)/dt 2 transient consists of an impulse-like response followed by a decaying exponential of the

opposite sign, which is the same form as the thermal snap time history described earlier.

Satellite Dynamics Response

The equations of motion, Eq. (9), were numerically integrated using the central differences
method to determine a solution for the dynamic response of the hub-solar panel system. The simulation
utilized N -- 5 flexible modes, with a timestep based on the highest mode included. The rigid hub has a

mass of 5000 kg and a radius of 1.0 m, while the solar panel has a length of 9 m and a width of 3 m.

Additionally, the solar panel has a mass per unit length, pA, of 7.4 kg/m and a bending stiffness, EI, of
2.0E+04 N-m e.

The solar panel thermal-structural response is given in Fig. 5. The temperature difference through
the thickness of the solar panel, Fig. 5(a) has a steady state value of l I K with a rise time of approximately

60 s. Figure 5(b) presents a plot of the tip displacement in the body fixed reference frame as a function of
time. The tip displacement, v(L,O, has a steady state value of-0.4 m with negligible superimposed

oscillations. The maximum peak to peak amplitude of the oscillations (solar panel jitter), 8v, is less than

5.0E-05 m and is too small to be seen in the figure. The solar panel motions may be classified as a quasi-
static response. The solar panel exhibits short duration, approximately 100 s, velocity and acceleration
transients which are initiated as the satellite enters the penumbra. Note that the duration of the transients
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corresponds closely to the rise time for the temperature difference response. The tip velocity, Fig. 5(c), has
a peak value of-0.026 m/s which occurs at t = 18 s corresponding to the time at which the temperature

difference reaches its maximum rate of change (See Figure 4). The acceleration at the free end of the solar
panel, Fig. 5(d), exhibits a characteristic thermal snap history with the addition of a small superimposed
high frequency (0.5 Hz) component corresponding to the fundamental frequency of the coupled rigid hub-
solar panel system. The values of the first and second peak of the acceleration transient are -0.0061 m/s 2

and +0.0032 m/s 2, respectively. It is interesting to note that even though vibrations are negligible in the
displacement response, their presence is still manifested in the accelerations.

The rigid hub response is presented in Fig. 6. The solar panel motions result in a internal
disturbance torque that acts to change to orientation of the hub. The thermally-induced disturbance torque,
Trn,(t), shown in Fig. 6(a) displays a characteristic thermal snap history consisting of an impulsive

response followed by a decaying exponential of the opposite sign. The disturbance torque has overall peak
values of +1.1 / -0.6 N-m with small amplitude damped oscillations at a frequency of 0.5 Hz due to low

level appendage dynamics. Due to the presence of the oscillatory terms, the dynamic model, Eq. (2),
predicts values for the f'u'st and second peaks in the torque which are respectively 30% and 15% greater
than the quasi-static model from Eq. (6). Thus, it is important to include both quasi-static and dynamic

terms when calculating thermally-induced disturbance torques. The attitude response of the rigid hub is

presented in Figs. 6(b)-(d). The attitude angle, 0, response of the hub, Fig. 6(b), consists of a slowly
developing rotation in the direction opposite of the solar panel motions. The attitude angle has a steady

state value of 0.01 rad with negligible jitter (attitude angle jitter = 50 < 1E-05 tad). The attitude response
displays rate and acceleration _ransients similar to the solar panel response, but with the signs reversed

since the hub motions are always opposite those of the solar panel. The attitude rate, Fig. 6(c), has a peak
value of 9.1E-04 rad/s that occurs at the same time as the peak in the solar panel velocities. The attitude
acceleration, Fig. 6(d), exhibits the characteristic thermal snap history with peak values of +2.2E-04 and -
1.2E-04 rad/s'.

Discussion

Recall from the satellite dynamics analysis that for a quasi-static response the solar panel
accelerations and the corresponding disturbance torque acting on the rigid hub are directly proportional to

the second time derivative of the temperature difference, d2(AT)/dt :. Thus, thermal snap disturbances are

characterized by the form of the d2(AT)/dt: transients that consist of an impulse-like response followed by a

decaying exponential of the opposite sign. In contrast to the thermal snap disturbances illustrated here, a
thermally-induced vibrations disturbance transient exht_oits oscillatory behavior and is larger in magnitude

and longer in duration due to the sustained solar panel vibrations. Comparing the thermally-induced
disturbance torques for these two cases shows that thermal snap disturbances are dominated by

accelerations resulting from d2(AT)/dt z transients, while thermally-induced vibrations disturbances are

dominated by accelerations resulting from solar panel vibrations. While considerable attention has been
focused on the analysis of satellite disturbance data and analytical modeling of these phenomena, relatively

few experimental studies have examined the thermal-structural behavior of satellite appendages. In the
following section, the details of an experimental investigation performed to study solar panel thermal-
structural behavior in the laboratory are presented.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

A complete understanding of the thermal-structural performance of solar panels cannot be

obtained without experiments to validate analytical predictions, yet such investigations of this phenomenon
are rare. For the experimental study the following objectives have been undertaken: (1) to design and
fabricate a test fixture to study the thermabstructural performance of solar panels subject to rapid changes

in thermal lending, (2) to provide data for validation of analytical studies, and (3) to investigate the
behavior of solar panel flight hardware to gain further insight into thermal-slructural phenomena. The
following sections describe the laboratory test setup for the solar panel experiments and representative test

results demonslxatSng key aspects of the thermal-slructural behavior.
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Test Set-up

The laboratory experiments are designed to subject a solar panel test article to radiant heating on
one face and to measure the resulting thermal and structural responses. A photograph of the test setup for
the TRACE solar panel experiments is presented in Fig. 7. The test setup consists of the following

elements: a backstop support structure to which the solar panel is mounted, an array of infrared lamps
which act as the radiant heat source, the TRACE solar panel test article, and instrumentation for recording
the solar panel response. The backstop is constructed of structural steel I-beams mounted directly to the

wall of the laboratory and acts as a rigid support structure. The solar panel is attached via a mounting plate
that serves as an interface between the solar panel deployment hinges and the backstop. Radiant heating is
provided by an array of quartz tube / tungsten filament infrared lamps capable of heating an area of
approximately 1.3 m (52 in) by 0.8 m (32 in). The lamp array is located at a fixed stand-off distance of

400 mm from the front face of the solar panel and is mounted such that the heat flux is directed normal to
the surface of the panel. The overall size of the TRACE solar panel is 0.96 m (37.75 in) by 0.51 m (20 in).

The panel utilizes a metallic sandwich panel construction consisting of 2.54E-04 m (0.01 in) thick AL
606 l-T6 facesheets adhesively bonded to a 0.0095 m (0.375 in) thick AL 5056-H39 honeycomb core. The
surfaces of the solar panel where painted with high temperature paint to provide known surface properties.
The test setup uses the same design deployment hinges to attach the solar panel to the mounting plate as are

used to attach the actual solar panels to the satellite bus.

The experiments characterize both the transient and steady-state response of the test article in
terms of front (heated) and back (unheated) surface temperatures, through-the-thickness temperature
differences, and displacements at the free end of the panel. Thermocouples are used to measure the
temperature at 17 points on the heated surface and 5 points on the unheated surface, and provide a
measurement of the through-the-thickness temperature difference at 5 points. Displacements at the free

end of the solar panel are measured using laser displacement sensors. These sensor provide non-contact
measurement of the displacements with a resolution of approximately 0.01 ram. Three sensors are used to
measure displacements at a fixed distance of 0.91 m (35.875 in) from the fixed end of the panel at three

heights corresponding to the top edge, centerline, and bottom edge of the panel. During post-processing of
the test results, the velocity and acceleration of the solar panel are calculated from the displacement data
using finite difference approximations. The procedure for a typical test is as follows: (1) a test nm begins

when the data acquisition system is activated and 20 s of data are obtained with the test article at room
temperature, (2) the infi'ared lamp array is turned-on simulating the rapid heating which occurs as a satellite
exits from the Earth's shadow and remains at a constant power level for a duration of 2000s, and (3) the

infrared lamp array is turned off simulating the rapid cool-down which occurs as a satellite crosses into
orbital eclipse.

Representative Test Results

Results are now presented which demonstrate the thermal-structural response of the TRACE solar

panel. Figure 8 presents representative results for the through-the-thickness texture difference,
displacements, velocity, and acceleration of the solar panel for the first 75 s of a typical test run. The
temperature difference at the geometric center of the panel, Fig 8(a), rises rapidly following power-up of

the infrared lamp array at t = 20s, and reaches a steady-state value of 9 K approximately 200s later. The
temperature difference through the thickness of the panel results in a time-varying thermal moment which
causes the panel to bend away from the direction of the applied heating. The displacements at the free end

of the solar panel, Fig. 8Co), reach steady state values of- 5 mm in approximately 200s. The displacements
develop on the same time scale as the temperature difference, and the response is a quasi-static thermally-
induced structural motion. Recall that even though the displacements are classified as quasi-static, rapid

s_ctural motions during heat-up result briefly in acceleration transients that impart disturbance torques on
satellites. Figures $(b)-(c) present plots of the calculated velocity and acceleration at the free end of the

solar panel. During heat-up, there is a negative velocity transient, Fig. 8(c), as the solar panel moves away
from the heat source. The transient consists of a rapid change from the initial zero velocity state to a

maximum value of-0.32 mm/s. The acceleration transient, Fig. 8(d), consists of two parts. The first part
involves an impulse-like response followed by a zero crossing at the time corresponding to the nmximum

velocity. The second part of the transient consists of another peak which has the opposite sign of the first
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peakfollowedbyadecayingexponentialresponseto zero. The first and second peak values of the heat-up
acceleration transient are -0.15 mm/s 2 and 0.03 mm/s 2. Note that the acceleration transient observed in the

solar panel laboratory experiments has the same form as the solar panel acceleration transient predicted by
the analytical solution. Thus, the acceleration wansients observed in the experiments are representative of

the thermal snap disturbances known to affect satellites with rigid panel solar arrays.

CLOSING REMARKS

This paper has presented analytical and experimental investigations of solar panel thermal snap
disturbances. The following insights were gained from the thermally-induced satellite dynamics analysis

and the solar panel thermal-structural experiments:

(1) The critical aspects of the thermal response of rigid panel solar arrays (solar panels) are the

through-the-thickness temperature difference and its time derivatives. Sudden changes in solar
panel heating, such as during orbital eclipse transitions or the power-up of the infrared lamp array
in the laboratory tests, result in the rapid development or decay of temperature differences and
cause short duration transients in the histories of the ftrst and second time derivatives of the

temperature difference.

(2) The solar panel structural response is driven by the time-varying through-the-thickness
temperature difference and may consist of either quasi-static or thermally-induced vibrations
motions. Solar panels undergoing quasi-static deformations will experience brief thermal snap

acceleration transients during heat-up and cool-down, while solar panels experiencing thermally-
induced vibrations exhibit acceleration histories involving decaying oscillations.

(3) Rapid structural motions during heat-up and cool-down result in acceleration Wansients that impart
a disturbance torque on the main body of a satellite. The disturbance torque is directly
proportional to the solar panel accelerations, thus time history of the torque has the same form as
that of the accelerations. Thermally-induced disturbance torques from thermal snap disturbances

are dominated by solar panel accelerations resulting from d2(AT)/dt _ transients, while torques from

thermally-induced vibrations disturbances are dominated by solar panel accelerations resulting
from vibrations of the system.

Finally, comparison of the attitude disturbances observed in flight data from the UARS satellite and the
disturbance transients predicted by the satellite dynamics analysis and observed in the laboratory

experiments reveals the same characteristic thermal snap time history in each case. While this research has
provided significant insight into solar panel thermal snap, ul "tmmtely the phenomena should be the focus of
a space-based experimental study. This research is necessary to overcome the limitations of ground-based
testing of space structures and to provide in-situ measurements of thermally-induced structural motions for

validation of analytical models for the behavior of satellite appendages in the space environment
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Table 1: Compilation of solar array thermally-induced structural motions disturbances.

Satellite

ADEOS

Space Flyer lJnit (SFU)

Mir space station

iNSAT-II

TOPEX

Upper Atmosphere

Research Satellite (UARS)
Huhble Space Telescope

(HST)
LANDSAT4/5

Communications

Technology Satellite (CTS)

Date

1997

1996

1995

1994

1992

1991

1990

1980s

1978

Description

TISM of flexible blanket solar array, Failure of solar array due .to

thermal expansion and contraction solar cell blanket beyond

limits of solar array tension control mechanism
TISM of flexible blanket solar array during orbital eclipse
transi_ons

TISM of a solar array wing on the Kvant-II module observed

during orbital eclipse tramitions
Thermal bending of solar array and solar sail mast

"Thermal snap" disturbances during eclipse transitions attributed

to rapid thermal bendin_ of large single wing solar array
"Thermal snap" disturbances during eclipse transitions attributed
to rapid thermal bending of large single wing solar array

"Jitter" phenomenon attributed to thermally-induced vibrations

of FRUSA type solar arrays

"Thermal snap" experienced during orbital eclipse transitions

due thermal bending of large single wing solar array
Three-axis stabilized satellite experienced "Thermal elastic

shock" during eclipse transitions

Table 2: Solar panel parameters for thermal response numerical examples.

Parameter
Material

t(m)
k (W/m-K)

p (kg/m _)

c (J/kg-K)

Facesheet
aluminum 6061-T6

2.54E-04

Adhesive

FM123 (epoxy based)
1.27E-04

Honeycomb Core

168 0.4
2800 1150 30.0

960 750 920

aluminum 5056

0.0254
1.2
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Figure 1: UARS satellite thermal snap disturbance: (a) Schematic of UARS satellite and solar array,

(b) UARS attitude acceleration response for sunrise orbital eclipse transition. (Reference 9)
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Figure 4: Solar panel thermal response at orbital sunrise (600 km circular orbit): (a) solar heating
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derivative of temperature difference, and (e) second time derivative of temperature difference.
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orbit): (a) Through-the-thickness temperature difference vs. time, (b) tip displacement vs. time, (c)
tip velocity vs. time, and (d) tip acceleration vs. time.
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Figure 7: Photograph of test setup for TRACE solar panel thermal-structural experiments.
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Abstract

This work describes the development and implementation of a Multi Input Multi Output

(MIMO) hybrid fuzzy logic controller for satellites. The hybrid structure of the controller takes

advantage of stabilizing effect of the classical Proportional-Derivative (PD) controller while

maintaining a significant degree of robustness, performance and portability. In addition, a

method is introduced for converting single output fuzzy control systems into a multi output

control system, thus reducing the level of complexity in designing and implementing a MIMO

fuzzy controller. A simulation study was performed using the SAMPEX satellite to validate the

merits of the presented scheme. The Wie and Barber (WB) quaternion feedback controller was

used for comparison in this work. During pointing and tracking maneuvers, the fuzzy provided

much better performance with less control effort. The fuzzy controller also produced better

performance in the presents of noise and disturbances during the pointing.

Introduction

This work deals with the development of intelligent MIMO controllers that utilize the

designer's heuristic knowledge as well as any analytical description of the system to provide a

reasonable control response. The proposed controller combines the PD control law with fuzzy

logic. Because of its generic nature, this controller can be integrated into a variety of existing

systems with minimal effort. Also, a method for simplifying the design of fuzzy controllers

which reduces the complexity due to higher dimensions present in MIMO type controllers.

Background

Wie and Barber [1] developed several computationally efficient attitude control schemes

for large angle maneuvers. Many of these schemes utilize quaternion and angular velocity

feedback to provide stability control. Quaternions, the primary methods used for determining

attitude, allow for more realistic, large angle maneuver control schemes. The control schemes

developed by Wie and Barber were based on a Liapunov analysis, which defines a stable range of

gains for that control law. Thus in order to meet desired performance, an ad hoe or iterative

design procedure was used to achieve the desired performance. However, even when a

satisfactory response was finally obtained for the nominal case, there was no guarantees how the
satellite would behave in the presence of disturbances, noise, or uncertainties.

Crassidis et al [2] developed a model based nonlinear predictive control scheme for

attitude control, which allowed large-angle maneuvers. This predictive control scheme, which

I Research Assistant, Dept. of Mech. Eng., University of Florida, Gainesville, F132611.

2 Assistant Professor. Dept. of Mech. Eng., University of Florida, Gainesville, F132611. Member AIAA.
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was applied in simulation to the Microwave Anisotropy Probe (MAP), determined the torque

input required to make the predicted trajectories match the desired trajectories by minimizing the

norm-squared error between the two. This scheme was shown to be robust against model error.

Although this control scheme out performed other traditional controllers presented in the paper,

such as WB, the design method was very complicated and time consuming. Thus, the design

method would require an expert with in-depth knowledge to design a control system for each
new satellite.

Woodard [3] developed a fuzzy controller for the Fast Auroral Snapshot Explorer (FAST)

and compared it to the traditional controller (AGSS). FAST was launched in August 1996

utilizing the Attitude Ground Support System (AGSS). AGSS is a group of algorithms

developed in the 1970's for the Dynamics Explorer mission. Woodard's fuzzy controller proved

to be inferior to the traditional AGSS. During pointing maneuvers the fuzzy controller took 15%

longer to point in the desired direction and had a larger range of errors during pointing. However

Woodard did point out that fuzzy logic controller was mathematically simpler and more flexible,

but not as accurate as the traditional method. "The performance of the fuzzy logic controller was

slightly less desirable than that of the AGSS. This reinforces the general notion that performance

with fuzzy logic controllers is sacrificed somewhat." This is an unfair notion of fuzzy logic's

performance capabilities. Fuzzy logic does have the capability to achieve or surpass the

performance level of other traditional control schemes, as shown in this work.

Recently, Buijtenen et al [4] developed an adaptive fuzzy logic PD controller. Their

method involves a critic which predicts the future system performance and a stochastic

exploration module to explore the space of possible actions. The actual adaptation process is

produced by reinforcement learning. Reinforcement Learning (RL) is actually a family of

biologically inspired algorithms. RL indirectly evaluates a controllers actions and rewards

desired outcomes and punishes undesirable outcomes. However, their method only looks at one
attitude while the method proposed here looks at the quaternions and angular velocities. Since

the system is a coupled nonlinear system, changing one element of the attitude quaternion will

have a dramatic effect on the other values. Also, their method relies on the critic accurately

predicting several steps into the future. This is a critical component of the RL, since the critic is

used in the reinforcement process. Thus if the critic is inaccurate in predicting the future, this

process has no hope of properly adapting.

Outline of Paper

First, a brief description of the platform used for this study, the SAMPEX satellite, is

discussed. Next, theory of the fuzzy MIMO controller, spacecraft dynamics, and stability are

discussed. Then, the results of various simulations comparing the performance of the fuzzy

attitude controller to the Wie and Barber controller are given. Finally, conclusions and

observations are provided.

SAMPEX Satellite

SAMPEX (Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer) is a product of the

SMEX (Small Explorer Program). This program realizes the advantages of small, quick

turnaround projects. The SAMPEX satellite is designed and equipped to study the energy,

composition, and charge states of particles from the explosions of supernovas, solar flares, and

from the depths of interstellar space. Closer to home, SAMPEX monitors the earth's middle
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atmosphere as magnetospheric particle populations occasionally plunge into it. SAMPEX is a

small symmetric satellite which is slightly coupled in the inertia tensor, which is shown below:

Theory

Fuzzy Controller

15i16 0 0 ]
I= 21.621 -.194 .kg-m 2

-.194 15.234J

The fuzzy controller, in this study, had two inputs error (e) and error velocity ( 6 ) which it

used to produce a single control effort (uf,,,y). A schematic of the controller is shown below in

Figure I.

Error (e)

Fuzzy Ufuzzy

Figure 1. Fuzzy Controller

For simple systems, an engineer can easily construct a rule base for a system with two

inputs based on error and one output, which defines a control effort, as shown in Figure 2.

However, as the number of dimensions increase for both inputs and outputs, designing a rule

base for a coupled nonlinear system grows more difficult.

Figure 2. Control surface for the SAMPEX

satellite fuzzy PD controller used in this work.

Extension of the MISO Fuzzy Hybrid Controller to MIMO Applications

In order to apply the single output fuzzy controller to a multi output problem, a technique

to extend the MISO scheme into the multi output realm must be developed. This conversion (or

extension) can be accomplished through the manipulation of the error vector. The error vector is

used to define the direction and magnitude of the control effort to reduce the error in a minimal

amount of time. The error used by the standard fuzzy PD controller is a scalar quantity.

However, in the M1MO case, the error is a vector. This vector is transformed into a scalar
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representationbytakingthenorm (le[) and a unit direction vector ( _ ). The scalar norm is used

by the fuzzy inference system to determine control magnitude (uf_,,y), which is used along with
the direction to create the MIMO control vector.

le[ = scalar representation _ Fuzzy(scalar representation) = u _,=y

errordirections - _ = e and _

control vector - u_,,_ • (_ + _)

Fuzzy

u +

"1
SAMPEX

Figure 3. Fuzzy MIMO feedback system using the error vector system.

The fuzzy control structure used in this work is similar to a classical PD controller (where To = 1
and Kp = Ko). Thus the control effort (ue) is:

u c = uf_y(8+ e) = K(8+TDe ) = Kve+KD6

Spacecraft Dynamics

Next, a brief review of the kinematic and dynamic equations of motion for a three-axis

stabilized spacecraft is presented. The attitude is assumed to be represented by the quaternion,
defined as

q-I q'3 ] (1)
- Lq4 J

with

where fi

Wertz [5] the quaternion kinematic equations of motion are,

[q]=- q2q_3 =fisin(0/2) (2a)

q3

q4 = cos(0/2) (2b)

is a unit vector corresponding to the axis of rotation and 6 is the angle of rotation. In

where ca, f2(___)and E_q) are defined as

(3)
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]to2 =I-t L2-1_ ×to_

to3 L3

[___r i

[q,I_,3 "1" _13 ×]]

-(q-)-[..........::....I
t -% J

where I.×n representan n×n identitymatrix(also,0.×m willrepresenta n×m zeromatrix),L is

the angular momentum, and ct_ isthe angularvelocityof the reactionwheels. The 3 x 3

dimensional matrices _×] and _,3×] are referredto as cross product matrices since

a x b = [a x}9, with

I 0 - a 3 a 2[ax]- a 3 0 - a t (5)

L-a2 a, 0

The rotational dynamics, also known as Euler equations, are given by

J(i)= -_X 0_)+ tl_t (6)

where J is the inertia matrix of the spacecraft, and U_extis the total external torque (which

includes, control torques, aerodynamic drag torques, solar pressure torques, etc.).

Stability
This section addresses the issue of stability of the controller. The stability will be

examined via the Liapunov stability criteria. First, the control effort is defined as

u c = -K e:_,, (_ + e)= -K e •Z r (q.:)q - K o (co)

where K_f = Ko_f and are constant. The variation of the fuzzy variable is lumped into the

magnitude component of the error vector. The following Liapunov function is chosen.

V = Ito""2 J" to+ 1 (KP (q- q=')r (q - q _"))

Assuming a pointing maneuver ( C_r,:= 0 ) and taking the derivative of V yields:

V=corjfo+2(Kp(q-q,,/)r(q) )
2

= corjfo+ Ke(q _ q-: )r ft

Now substituting in for 6) and simplifying, "_/ reduces to:

Q = toT (tO" X)RO-- Kp" tOt _--r (q,,f)q - K_tOr to+ KpqrE(q) _ Kpq_f E(q)to

where: (or (tO. x) = 0 qTE(q) = 0 E r (q)- q./= -E r (q./). q

therefore

= -Kp" (.0TE T (q_f)q - K DtoTto + KpqT--(q)to -- Kp (E r (q)q _f )to
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Now the last term can be transformed into:

+ Kp (cor (_r (q)q=f))r

Therefore we now have: Q = -KDcor_

Thus, the q term will always be negative (meaning stable), if Ko is always positive. Therefore,

the system is stable if KD ( Q = - ) is positive and Kp is positive (V = +). In the fuzzy inference

system, the nonlinear mapping produces only positive ICe and Ko values, therefor, the system is
stable.

Results

In order to illustrate the performance of the fuzzy MIMO hybrid controller, the SAMPEX

satellite was simulated performing both a pointing and tracking maneuvers. The pointing
maneuver simulated the satellite under three conditions: ideal, an impulsive disturbance, and the

presence of noise. For the tracking simulation, the satellite was commanded to follow a complex

maneuver. In each simulation, the satellite was initially oriented in the direction [0 0 2 1] and

commanded to go to an arbitrary attitude ([0 0 0 1]) for each pointing maneuver. For each of the

pointing simulations, the quatemion states, control efforts, and 3D error phase portraits are given.

Ideal Results

The satellite was commanded to reorient itself under ideal conditions (no noise or

disturbances). The fuzzy controller and the WB controller produce approximately the same

performance under ideal conditions as can be seen below in Figure 4. The fuzzy PD controller
was able to perform the maneuver with less energy consumption than the WB controller,

however, there are control effort spikes in the fuzzy PD controller that are several times larger

than the WB controller. In order to quantify this, the integral of the norm of the control efforts

was calculated for both controllers. The WB controller produced 275 N-m-s while the fuzzy PD
controller only produced 226 N-m-s.

i "./

¢ ..

_ .'ii "_:''._........., .......:.:

_.. ^._: ....... :::_ ....... ._..

(a)

_l __#_

i/ ,............i

:. , , ,

L
'. ........................i.......................;................................................:..........................Ji

.'_ _-._::.............. :............... ::............... _................ d.................

•£ .y..:_............................_..............;................_................

(b)
Figure 4. Satellite pointing maneuverunder ideal conditions.

(a) Quaternion states (b) Control Effort
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Deterministic Disturbance Results

When a deterministic disturbance (.0001) was injected in to the system, it had a much

greater effect on the WB controlled satellite than the fuzzy controlled satellite. Results of the

simulations are shown below in Figure 5. The fuzzy PD provided better disturbance rejection

and produced a lower control effort than the WB controller. The integral of the control effort for

the WB controller was 847 N-m-s while the fuzzy PD was 810 N-m-s.

':, .................. .,,_...._. ........ •

_ I '

i .... I

f . • ;

:_" :'_:_.........................................................._.....................i .....................:J.-.......................

._.

"_ %..

;._.'(j

.................................. _................. _................ ._...............

.......... •..................... :.- .............. _. ............. .:................

..........-.-.:_:i,..:'_-.-:..........:,_,....................................i.....

(a) Co)
Figure 5. Satellite pointing maneuver in the presents of a disturbance.

(a) Quaternion states (b) Control Effort

Noise Results

When white noise (N[.003,1])was introduced into the system, it effected the WB

controller much more than the fuzzy PD. As can be seen from Figure 6, the fuzzy PD was

capableof maintaining better performance, however at a higher cost. The integral of control

effort for the fuzzy PD was 411 N-m-s and for WB was 290 N-m-s. This makes sense, since

more energy would be needed to dampen out the effects of noise. Also, from the phase portrait,

one can see how the WB controller does not converge to zero error.

"(:!:!!t...........................................................................
!$. i "i:_::.................i ".'r

.:!._. "_,...,,,_.,.. ..:!". :.:_...,_.-'_"_'_'.."

:_;:i......................i ;"'""_'"_'"::_'::::"
;_:.i."_:. i . :"::i::

" :.,,_:._,,_,:.,.-:.i_:."i.i:
i i':

(a) fo)

i !!•i;,_:_} ). .....! 21: "........ _
" H ...i, " i

J..: ....... _' "-! ii_: ,:.:i:'...:; '. ,............ _":'-. _.. i

::: ":'7-__........." ".. ........:::"_ "

(c)
Figure 6. Satellite pointing maneuver in the presents of noise.

(a) Quaternion states (b) Control Effort (c) 3D error phase portrait

Tracking Maneuver
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The final test of the fuzzy PD controller, was its ability to track an arbitrary path. Here

the satellite was commanded to track [.01-sinf----_-_ t ] 0 0 1]3. The results for this simulation are
(500

shown below in Figure 7. The fuzzy PD was capable of producing much more reasonable results

than did the WB controller, which was unable to perform acceptably.

"_:,"....... -.. ............... r.......... _ :!'!i:_: ........................ , ...........
- ::.-_ /.,.-_t_. _ : ;z _'"7:.............. : ,
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(b)
Figure 7. Tracking Maneuver (a) Quatemion states (b) 3D error phase portrait

Conclusions

The error vector formulations described in this study enabled a simple fuzzy controller to

successfully control a complex, multi input, nonlinear system. The SAMPEX test bed produced

better performance not only under ideal circumstances, but also in the presents of a disturbance

and noise. The fuzzy PD was capable of producing this better performance in the presents of a

disturbance while producing less control effort. The fuzzy controller also was able to produce

better performance in the presents of noise, but at the cost of a much higher control effort.

Finally, the fuzzy MIMO PD controller was capable of tracking a complex path which the

original Wie and Barber controller was unable to do.
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Abstract"

This paper describes a new approach for intelligent control of a spacecraft with large angle

maneuvers. This new approach, based on fuzzy logic, determines the required torque to achieve

a robust, high performance attitude response. This scheme extends the robustness, performance

and portability of the existing linear or nonlinear attitude controllers. Formulations are presented

for attitude-control but can be extended to other applications. A simulation study, which uses the

new control strategy to stabilize the motion of the Microwave Anisotropy Probe spacecraft in the

presence of disturbances and saturations, demonstrates the merits of the proposed scheme.

Introduction

Due to the highly nonlinear characteristics of the governing equations and parameter

uncertainties, attitude control for large angle slewing maneuvers poses a difficult problem.

Because of the importance of attitude control, much effort has been devoted to the development

of robust attitude control schemes for spacecraft with large angle slews. Due to the

computational restrictions and the accuracy requirements these closed-loop controllers must be

computational inexpensive and robust. In 1984 Wie and Barba 1 derived a number of simple

control schemes using quatemion and angular velocity feedback. In addition, a Lyapunov

function analysis was used to prove asymptotic stability for all cases. Other full state feedback

techniques have been developed based on sliding mode (variable structure) control to deal with

model uncertainty, z This type of control has been successfully applied for large angle maneuvers

using a Gibbs vector parameterization, 3 a quatemion parameterization, 4 and a modified

Rodrigues parameterization. 5

As accuracy requirements become more stringent, researchers have turned to adaptive 6 and

robust 7 techniques for better performance. For example, Schaub et. al. 6 developed an adaptive

scheme that estimates external torques by tracking a Lyapunov function. This method has been

shown to be very robust in the presence of spacecraft modeling errors and disturbances.

Adaptive and robust schemes provide a unique method of dealing with system perturbations due

to external disturbances. However, these schemes usually require a significant amount of effort

Assistant Professor, Dept. of Mech. Eng., University of Florida, GainesviUe, F132611. Senior Member AIAA.

z Assistant Professor, Dept. of Aero. Eng., Texas A&M University College Station, TX 77843, Senior Member AIAA.

3 Staff Engineer, Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 57I, Greenbelt, MD 20771. AIAA Fellow.
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for the design process and are computationally expensive. To meet the need of robustness and

accuracy, researchers are now examining the use of intelligent controllers such as fuzzy logic and
neural networks.

One of the most promising control methodology, which can provide robustness and design

simplicity, is fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic controllers have been successfully applied in numerous

applications in the military, 8 industry 9 and research I°. Fuzzy logic describes system dynamics

through membership functions and rules rather than analytical expressions. Furthermore, it

allows constraints and operator experience to be encoded into the controller without resorting to

analytical descriptions. For this reason, it lends itself to the control of complex time-varying

systems in the presence of disturbances and uncertainty.

In applications where model based nonlinear controllers are not sufficient, a hybrid fuzzy

scheme can provide structure and performance. A hybrid controller is a combination of various

types of an intelligent controller and a standard linear or nonlinear control scheme. The

motivation behind developing a hybrid is to take advantage of the attributes of both controllers

while accounting for their weaknesses. One of the most used hybrids is the fuzzy PID l_. Due to

their structure, hybrid schemes provide a more defined control structure while increasing the

accuracy, portability, robustness, and design simplicity of the controller. Furthermore, recent

research in intelligent controls has provided stability analysis _2'13 and controller design

methodology.

In this paper, a new approach for the control of large angle spacecraft maneuvers is presented.

This nonlinear hybrid fuzzy controller is based on the Wie and Barba ! quaternion feedback

controller. Some of the advantages of the new control scheme include: (i) design simplicity (ii)

robustness with respect to model uncertainties and disturbances, and (iii) the control scheme

produces unbiased control errors.

The organization of this paper proceeds as follows. First, a brief summary of the kinematics

and dynamics of a spacecraft is presented. Next, a brief overview of fuzzy logic theory is

presented. After which, a stability and robustness analysis, based on Wie and Barber's work, is

used to validate the convergence characteristic of the hybrid fuzzy control scheme. Finally,

simulation results are shown for the Microwave Anisotropy Probe (MAP) spacecraft in the

presence of disturbance and saturation.

Spacecraft Dynamics

In this section, a brief review of the kinematic and dynamic equations of motion for a three-

axis stabilized spacecraft is shown. The attitude is represented by the quaternion, defined as

q-I q13 ] (1)

- Lq4j
with

[eli- q2 q4 cos(0/2) (2)q13 =_hsin(0 / 2) =

q3

where _fi is a unit vector corresponding to the axis of rotation and 6 is the angle of rotation. The

quaternion kinematic equations of motion are derived by using the spacecraft's angular velocity

(co), given by
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1 1

where f_(._)and E(q_)are defined as

...... " ....
T •

-co

(3)

(4)

where I,_ represents an n xn identity matrix (also, 0,_

The 3 x 3 dimensional matrices

axb = [a x]b__, with

will represent a n x m zero matrix).

__,3x] are referred to as cross productand matrices

0 -a 3 a 2 ]
[a x] =- a3 0 -a 1 (5)

OL-a2 al

Since a three degree-of-freedom attitude system is represented by a four-dimensional vector,

the quaternion components cannot be independent. This condition leads to the following

qT q = qT3ql3 + q2 = 1
w

normalization constraint

The error quaternion of two quatemions, q and _q, is defined by

_,T8q-[%]-[-
- L q,J-k qr_ j-q®U'

(6)

(7)

where the operator ® denotes quaternion multiplication (see Ref. [3] for details), and the inverse

quaternion is defined by

q-1 =[--ql --q2 wq3 q4] ?" (8)

Also, if Equation (8) represents a small rotation then &/4 = 1, and 6qi 3 corresponds to half-

angles of rotation. The dynamic equations of motion, also known as Euler's equations, for a

rotating spacecraft are given by 14

H_"= -coxH +Uex , (9)

where H is the total system angular momentum, u_ex, is the total external torque (which includes,

control torques, aerodynamic drag torques, solar pressure torques, etc.). Also, the angular

velocity form of Euler' s equation can be used

J_ =-_x(Jco)+u (I0)

where J is the inertia matrix of the spacecraft, and u is the total torque.

Fuzzy. Logic Control

The power of fuzzy logic is its tolerance for uncertainty and its ability to interpret information

in a linguistic manner via the membership functions. In the linguistic domain the input/output

relationship is defined by a set of linguistic rules and membership functions, which are used to

produce the appropriate control effect. Membership functions convert crisp input into linguistic

variables or visa versa. Next, if-then rules are evaluated in parallel for the fuzzified inputs. Each
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rule evaluation forms a fuzzy output set. The individual output sets are aggregated to form a

final fuzzy output set (defuzzification). This set is defuzzified through one of several methods

such as center-of-area or gravity (centroid), bisector, mean-of-maximum (mom), largest-of-

maximum (lom), and smallest-of-maximum (som) 15. The Center-of-gravity (COG) is the most

common defuzzification method 16. The entire process is depicted graphically in Figure 1.

O_ln_ _ l_e Evatuaticn Outlx_nmy Sas

/\ ;'4,

\ h/

'¢ \" ntif. thin

O'_CU_t

Figure 1. The Fuzzy Inference Process.

Hybrid Schemes

The most used hybrids are the fuzzy PD. In these schemes the standard feedback controller

gains are replaced by a fuzzy inference system. Since the gains are a function of the error, the

hybrid PD controller can be applied to any nonlinear system. The structure of the hybrid PD

controller is shown in Figure 2.

"I_ _°p_°_ 1

errol +

Fuzzy _

Derivative

Figure 2 Hybrid Fuzzy PD Controller

Spacecraft Hybrid Fuzzy Controller

This section provides the formulation of the nonlinear fuzzy feedback controller. First, it is
assumed that all of the states are available or measured.

y=x=[ q] (11)

The fuzzy hybrid structure is defined based on Wie and Barber's nonlinear quaternion feedback

controller. In this fuzzy scheme the Quaternion feedback controller gains are replaced by fuzzy

inference systems.

u -Kp(f'uzzy)E (qr,/)q -Kd(f-uzzy)co (12)

These inference systems are a nonlinear mapping that defines the controller gains based on the

current states. The fuzzy inference system will improve the stability, performance and robustness

by altering the gains to achieve the desired performance in the presence of saturation,
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disturbances, or uncertanties. The nonlinear fuzzy mapping is developed based on a priori

lingusitic and analytical knowledge of the system. This information is encoded into the controller

in the form of fuzzy rules. For simplicity, this fuzzy controller utilizes the norm of the

quaternion error and the norm angular velocity error as inputs to the fuzzy inference system.

Figures 3 and 4 provide a _aphical description of the nonlinear mapping of the fuzzy inference

system.

orror

Figure I The nonlinear fuzzy, mapping for Kp

006

Oet e,vo_

Figure 2 The nonlinear fuzzy mapping for Kd

Attitude Tracking Control for MAP

In this section, the fuzzy hybrid controller is used to control the attitude of the Microwave

Anisotropy Probe (MAP) spacecraft from quaternion observations and gyro measurements. The

spacecraft is due to be launched around the year 2000.

The spacecraft orbit and attitude specifications are shown in Figure 5. To provide the scan

pattern, the spacecraft spins about the z-axis at 0.464 rpm, and the z-axis cones about the Sun-

line at 1 rev/hour. A 22.50+0.25 ° angle between the z-axis and the Sun direction must be

maintained to provide a constant power input, and to provide constant temperatures for

alignment stability and science quality. The instrument pointing knowledge is 1.8 arcmin (16),

which is not required for onboard or real-time implementation.

The attitude determination hardware consists of a Digital Sun Sensor (DSS), Coarse Sun

Sensors (CSS's), a star tracker, and gyroscopic rate sensors. The DSS is facing in the plus z

(nominal Sun) direction. The star tracker boresight is to be pointed perpendicular to the spin

axis, and 22.5 ° and 157.5 ° from the instrument apertures. The attitude control hardware includes

a Reaction Wheel Assembly (RWA), which consists of three wheels oriented at a common angle

to the spin axis, and distributed equally in azimuth about the spin axis. Also, the wheel torques

saturate at 0.2 N-m each.
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The spacecraft's attitude is def'med by a 3-1-3 Euler angle rotation relative to a rotating, Sun-

referenced frame. The three Euler angles are 4}, O, and _, and the desired states for observing

mode are

- n (1)= i rev = 0.001745 rad 0 = 22.5 ° = 0.3927rad _ = 0.464 rpm = 0.04859 tad
hr sec sec

The desired Euler angles and quatemion are

ql = sinI20---)co(_ "_-)

03 = co sin

0: = sin/_)sinl_ -_) (2)

The kinematic equation that transforms the commanded Euler rates to the commanded body rates

is given by

1sin 0sin _ cos I/)

sin 0 cos I/) - sin 0) 0

cos0 0 1

u
(3)

Two simulation studies are performed comparing the quatemion feedback (QFB) scheme

with the fuzzy hybrid controller in the presence of disturbance and saturation. It should be

noted that both controllers are not altered after the initial design to achieve the desired response.

The controllers are designed based on a nominal system without disturbance or saturation. This

aspect helps to demonstrate the robustness of the controllers.

The dominant source of disturbance for MAP is solar radiation pressure torque. The

instantaneous magnitude of this torque is approximately 1 x 10 -5 N-re. The spacecraft symmetry

and spin will decrease the long-term average. The first simulation study involves a comparison

between the fuzzy scheme and the QFB scheme in the presence of disturbances. For simulation

purposes a magnitude 10 times greater than the approximate value is used. The geometric figure

of the spacecraft is assumed to be a plane. A plot of the quatemion tracking errors for both

controllers with a solar pressure disturbance is shown in Figure 6. Compared to the QFB

controUer, the fuzzy controller reduces the quatemion error with a faster settling time and smaller

overshoot in the second and third error components. The fuzzy scheme also provided a smaller

steady state error and a better angular velocity response (Figure 7). In addition, the fuzzy

scheme achieved this type of performance with less control effort than the QFB scheme (Figure

8). The integral norm of the fuzzy controller was 19.0 and 32.0 for the QFB controller. Overall

the fuzzy scheme was able to achieve a better closed-loop response than the QFB scheme with

less control effort. Therefore, one can save on weight (onboard fuel) while achieving the desired

performance.
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In any real system there are physical limitations and constraints. These constraints usually

dictate the type of controller that can be used. In some cases, additional hardware or software is

used to ensure that the system remains in the feasible domain. In this work, limits are placed on

the actuators to test the robustness of the fuzzy scheme in the presence of saturation. Figure 9 is

a plot of the quaternion errors in the presence of saturation. As seen in Figure 9, 10, the fuzzy

hybrid produced a faster damped response than the QFB scheme in the position and velocity

error terms. Furthermore, the fuzzy scheme required less control authority to achieve this

response (Figure II). The integral norm of the fuzzy controller is 18.8 and 19.6 for the QFB

controller. Because of the chosen limits, only the third component of the control effort saturates.

The saturation of the controller reduces the speed of convergence and can cause other errors. As

seen in Figure 12, the error convergence in the presence of saturation is not optimal.
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Control effort in the presence of disttubance
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3-D error with fuzzy controller inthe presence of Saturation
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Figure 12 Error Phase Portrait in the presence of saturation

Conclusions

In this paper, a new approach for the control of a spacecraft with large angle maneuvers was

presented. The presented work is a preliminary study, and illustrates how a simple hybrid fuzzy

scheme can provide robustness while maintaining a high degree of simplicity. The new approach

was developed using a fuzzy logic to define the control torques. A simulation study was shown

comparing the new controller with a more traditional proportional-derivative type controller for

the Microwave Anisotropy Probe spacecraft. Figures 6-8 illustrate the fuzzy controller ability to

compensate for disturbance torques more effectively than the QFB controller. In addition,

Figures 8-12 provided an indication of the schemes robustness in the presence of saturation.

Results of this simulation study indicate that the fuzzy hybrid controller converges to the desired

values faster than the QFB controller, and provides robustness in the presence of disturbances
and saturation.
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COMPARISON OF FOUR TORQUE DISTRIBUTION METHODS
FOR ATTITUDE CONTROL

Dr. Mark E. Pittelkau
Orbital SciencesCorporation
pittelkau, mark@orbital, com

ABSTRACT

Torque distribution is useful in attitude control systems where continuous momentum con-

trol is desired or where there are fewer than three reaction wheels. Torque distribution

algorithms divide the total commanded control torque between the reaction wheels and the

magnetic torque rods or coils. The attitude control systems in four satellites--OrbComm,

COMET, SSTI/CLARK, and TSX-5--were each designed with different torque distribution

algorithms. Three of these algorithms use a least-squares projection while the fourth, a new

method, uses a direct projection of commanded torques onto the subspaces spanned by the

actuators. The relative merits of these methods will be shown by analysis. The new method

is implemented in TSX-5 and will be flown in 1999. A clear mathematical representation

of the subspace projections for this method and simulation results are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Control actuators for spacecraft attitude control systems generally comprise reaction wheels

and magnetic torque rods or coils. Together these are redundant torque actuators, but

system designs often do not take full advantage of this redundancy. Most often the reaction

wheels are made to control attitude in an inner loop and the torque rods are made to reduce

wheel momentum in an outer loop. This is termed "momentum management," which is a

poor name because momentum control is an intrinsic part of the closed-loop dynamics of

the spacecraft.

The optimal control method presented in ref. 1 was for a momentum bias spacecraft

but is readily extended to two, three, and four wheel systems. This approach provides

the optimal trade of actuator control effort between reaction wheels and magnetic torque

rods. The frequency-weighted LQG control in ref. 2 divides the control effort between the

torque rods and the pitch reaction wheel to control pitch attitude and momentum. Optimal

solutions to attitude and momentum control are derived in ref. 3 using cost functions.

Performance results are presented in that paper.

The torque distribution methods of Grossman (ref. 4, 5) and Krebs (ref. 6) utilize an

overdetermined set of equations that relate the actuator commands to the commanded atti-

tude control torque and momentum control torque and includes a constraint on the direction

of the magnetic dipole. This set of equations is then solved by using QR decomposition and

backward substitution, which is a least-squares solution. This approach has been success-

fully used on OrbComm (ref. 6, 7) and was applied to the ACS design on COMET (ref. 5)

and CLARK (ref. 4).

This paper presents a new torque distribution algorithm that divides the commanded

control torque between the reaction wheels and the magnetic torque rods or coils so that

the wheels produce only the torque that cannot be produced magnetically. One distinction
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betweenthis and previousmethodsis that in this methodthe distributionis obtainedby
a direct projectionof commandedtorquesonto the subspacesspannedby the actuators,
rather than by solvinga matrix equation.Other distinctionsarethat the torqueis truely
distributedand that the distribution canbe adjustedby a scalarparameter.It is shown
in this paperthat this approachis the solutionto the systemof equationsin ref. 4. Other
characteristicsof thepreviousmethodsarerevealedaswell. TheDirectSubspaceProjection
method is illustrated with simulationresultsdesignedto demonstratethe effectof the
subspaceprojectionson actuatoreffort.

Nomenclatureand notation aresummarizedin appendixA in casethe readerneeds
a quick reminderof the definitionof a symbol. Thesebrief definitionsalsorefer to the
equationwherethe symbolis defined.

TORQUE DISTRIBUTION METHODS

Torque Distribution on CLARK

The torque distribution method developed for CLARK (ref. 4) was designed to address the

problem of redundancy in a three-wheel system where one of the wheels may fail. The

torque distribution equations on CLARK relate the actuator commands to the desired

attitude control torque and wheel momentum control torque. These equations in matrix
form are

f. l[:= -[B×]| L_ (1)

where B is the geomagnetic field vector, Vau is the commanded attitude control torque,

and where rh is the momentum control torque. The last equation is a constraint on the

direction of the magnetic dipole D. The 7 x 6 matrix is full column rank and therefore can

be solved by using QR decomposition and backward substitution. This is simply a least-

squares solution that yields the commanded wheel torque _-w and magnetic dipole moment
D.

In the case of a failed wheel, the roll (x) wheel for example, the equations are modified

to force the roll wheel torque to zero. The roll wheel momentum control torque equation is

also eliminated (implicitly _%z = 0). Thus

"Ta_x 7

i o-zl
! 01=

i Thy

0

boo 0 Bz -By
0 i 0 -B_ 0 B=

0 0 1 B v -B= 0
1 0 0 0 0 0

ooo -B. o B=

0 0 0 B v -B= 0

ooo B= By

Twz

Tw_
7"wz

D=

Dv

. DZ.

(2)

Torque Distribution on COMET

The torque distribution method developed for COMET (ref. 5) was designed to address the

problem of three-axis torque control with only two wheels and three magnetic torque coils.
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Thewheelsarealignedwith the y and z body axes. The approach is somewhat similar to

that presented in the previous section. A significant difference is the use of a "momentum

management" axis defined by

x×b
n- b = B/IBI, (3)

p=× bJ

which is the axis at the intersection of the plane of all possible magnetic torques and the

plane of all possible wheel torques. Wheel momentum can be controlled only in this direction

without disturbing the spacecraft. The attitude control torque Tart is divided into two parts,

the projection T1 onto the space spanned by nn T and the projection T2 onto the orthogonal

complement of the space spanned by nn T. These are written

"rl = nnT T (4)

T2= (x - (5)

The torque T2 comprises a magnetic torque Trnl and a wheel torque Twi, which are computed

as the solution to the overdetermined matrix equation

and _-I is given by

0 n T J

(6)

[ wlj " (z)

These equations say that rml is perpendicular to B, rwl is has no component along the

x-axis, that T2 comprises a magnetic torque and a wheel torque, and that Trn1 and T_I are

perpendicular to the n-axis or are zero (see ref. 5). A momentum control torque is projected

onto the n-taxis and added to rmz aad subtracted from Twt to get the total magnetic and

wheel torques.

Examination of these equations shows an inconsistency in the last two constraints: Ti

is zero if Tin1 and Twz are perpendicular to the n-axis. Equations (4) and (7) are corrected
versions of equations (8) and (11) in ref. 5, which reads T1 = nTT and 7-1 [nT nT] [_ml ]= L Twl "

Equations (6) and (7) (equations (10) and (11) in ref. 5) probably should have been written

t] 0j_'2 = {I - bbT I - xx T [_%lJ " (8)

Equations (6) and (8) become ill-conditioned as the direction of the magnetic field aligns

with the x-axis, resulting in large control torques. The n-axis in (3) also becomes poorly

defined. This is because a large magnetic dipole is required to produce torque about the

x-axis as b approaches x. This can easily saturate the magnetic torque bars and the wheels.

Equations (6) and (8) are solved by QR decomposition and backward substitution.
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Torque Distribution on OrbComm

The OrbComm spacecraft (ref. 6, ?) was originally designed to operate only with magnetic

torque coils, but performance and stability would be poor over the poles where no magnetic

yaw control is available. A very small reaction wheel was added to the control system to

improve performance and stability. The torque distribution law reported in ref. 6 is similar

to that used on COMET except that the n-axis is not used. This law is written

bl= 1 (9)
0 LTwJ L 7h J

where bl and/_ are basis vectors for the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field vector,

7ml and Tin2 are magnetic torques in that plane, and _'w is the wheel torque. 1 The magnetic

torque along the body axes and wheel torque are given by the least squares solution

_-_ L"rhJ '

where A is the coe_icient matrix in (9). This equation is solved by QR decomposition.

This algorithm suffers from a singularity (ref. 6) as does the COMET algorithm, so it

was suggested in ref. 6 to augment the A matrix with an cost weighting on the actuator

commands % and rh. This weighting is simply K[_:] where K is a 3 x 3 diagonal matrix.

TORQUE DISTRIBUTION BY DIRECT SUBSPACE PROJECTION

The torque distribution methods in ref. 4, 5, 6 and summarized in the previous sections were

derived from the concept of mapping the actuator torques to the body axes in which the

commanded torque is represented and then solving for the actuator torques. These methods

are termed indirect. The new concept presented in this paper is direct and works the other

way around. The commanded torque is projected onto orthogonal subspaces defined by

the magnetic field vector: the subspace B containing vectors in the direction of B and the

subspace/_.l, containing vectors perpendicular to B. Magnetic control torque is generated

for any vector in B -l- and any other control torque must be in B and generated by reaction

wheels, otherwise an error torque will be generated.

This torque distribution method is called the Direct Subspace Projection method be-

cause the available control torque space is decomposed into orthogonal complements and

the desired control torque is projected directly onto these spaces to obtain the commanded

wheel and magnetic torque. This method is used in the attitude controller for TSX-5,

which will be launched in 1999. A few definitions are in order before proceeding with the

development of the Direct Subspace Projection method.

1The notation used here is modified a bit from what is in the original paper to be consistent with notation
previously used.
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Definitions

The concepts presented in this paper are based upon the theory of vector spaces (ref. 8), in

particular the Euclidean space R n, the set of all n x n matrices of real numbers. Projection

matrices are a special subspace of R n. In this work we are concerned mainly with the space

R 3 and so the projection matrices are of dimension 3 x 3. A projection is a particular

mapping of a vector from one Hilbert space onto another. A projector is a linear operator

that performs this mapping. For example, if S C R 3 (S is a subspace of R 3) then Ps :

R 3 _-. S (Ps maps vectors in R 3 onto S). The domain of S is R 3 and S is its range. Let

w E R 3 (w is a vector in R3). Then a projection of w onto S is u = Psw. The orthogonal

complement S ± of a space S is such that for anyu ES withu 7_ 0, u _S ±. It follows

that S ClS ± = {0} and S US ± = R 3. Thus Psu = u and Ps±u = 0, so PsPs± = 0 and

PsaPs = O. It follows that the eigenvalues of a projector are either 0 or 1. It also follows

that projectors are idempotent, i.e., PsPs = P.9 and Ps±Pa± = Ps±. Projectors are not

commutative, so for example PBPA 7£ PaPs, where PA and P_ are different projectors. It

can be shown that projectors are self-adjoint, i.e., pT = Ps and pT± = ps±. Any vector
w E R 3 can be written as the sum w = u + v of orthogonal vectors (u _Lv), where u = Psw

and v = Ps± w. It follows that Ps + Ps± = I, the identity matrix, and Ps± = I - Ps. The

range space _(P) of a projector P is the set of all vectors that result from the mapping of

the domain D(P) of the projector onto its range. Let u, v E R 3. Then using the definitons

above, u E 7_(Ps) and w- u E T_(Ps±). Also 7_(Ps) = S and _(Ps± ) = S ± since the

domain of 7?(Ps) = R 3 and D(Ps± ) = R 3.

Let/3 = {B} be the subspace containing the magnetic field vector B. The orthogonal

projectors PB and Psa are given by

Pt3 = bbT PB± = I - bbT (11)

where b = B/IB [. These projectors are orthogonal (PBPB± = 0 and PB±PB = 0), their sum

spans R 3 (P/_ + Pt3± = I), and they are idempotent (PI_PB = Pt_ and PIs±Pz_± = PB±). It

is easily shown that

-[Bx] 2 = IBI2I - BB T

= IB12(I - bbr)

= [BI2pB± (12)

The reaction wheels on a spacecraft produce torque in certain body directions. This

forms the wheel control space 1/V. The directions along which no torque is produced by the

wheels is its orthogonal complement ld2±.

The development below will be for a two-wheel system rather than a general wheel

control space l/Y to help facilitate understanding. For a two-wheel system that can produce

torques along the y and z axes but not along the x-axis, we define the orthogonal projectors

[0!]P= = xx T = 0 Pu= = I - zx T _- 1 (13)
0 0
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wherex = (1, 0, 0) T is a unit vector along the x-axis. Then Tw = Pyz and Pw± = Px.

Note that Px± = I - Pz = Pyz and that PxPyz = O.

The two wheels are mounted in the yz-plane at an angle 8 from the body y-axis. The

mapping Tw of wheel torques onto the body axes and the mapping T# of a body torque
command onto the wheel axes are given by

[ii1Tw = _ Tw# = 1/2c -1/2sJ (14)

where c = cos 0 and s = sin 0. Note that these mappings are not projectors.

Attitude Control Torque Distribution

The feedback torque for controlling attitude is computed from attitude and rate information

using the PID algorithm in appendix C, although in principle any appropriate compensator

design may be used. The desired attitude control torque % 6 R 3 comprises three compo-

nents: a torque Tow E ]4; that can be generated by the wheels, a torque Ton 6 B ± that

can be generated by magnetic torque bars or coils, and a torque Tee 6 R 3 that cannot be
generated at all by the actuators. This is written

Tc = T_ + Ton + T_. (15)

Note that Tc_ can be zero only B ± is orthogonal to _V or Tc 6 )4; or Tc 6 B £. Expressions

are now given for these torques in terms of Tc by using and subspace projections.

Since Ton E B £, the remaining torque is in B and projected onto 14; = Pyz and ]4; ± = Pz-
Then

Tow = PyzP_Tc and Ton = PB±Tc (3" = 0) (16)

Because the available magnetic control torque is generally small compared to the wheel

torque, it may be desirable to apportion some of the commanded magnetic torque that lies
in )4; to the wheels and less to the magnetic torque bars or coils. Then

Tcw= P_zP_ Tc + 3"PyzP_± Tc (17)

Ton = PB± Tc -- 3"Pt3±PyzTc (lS)

where 0 < 3' < 1. Two extreme cases axe 3' = 0 (16) and 3' = 1, for which we have

To.v = PyzTc and Ton = PsxPz_-c (3" = 1) (19)

Note that Tcw is constructed to lie in W and Ton is constructed to lie in/3 ±. The magnetic

dipole moment that exactly achieves the total magnetic control torque Ton is computed
from (53) in appendix B.

The part of the commanded attitude control torque _'c that cannot be produced by either

the wheels or magnetically is given by

Tce = Tc -- Tcw -- Ton

= (x-P  Ps-3"P  PB±-Ps±
= (Ps- + -

= +3"(PB±P  - (20)
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This is simply the commanded torque in the direction of B that is also in the x-axis direction

in body coordinates (not in the wheel torque space) and a portion of the commanded

torque that cannot be produced simultaneously by the wheels and the torque rods. The

term multiplying y in (21) is related to the "momentum management" axis n as shown in

appendix D. As shown in appendix D, we have PsJ.Puz - PuzPt3± = PBP_ - PzPs, so

= + "y(PBP -
= (,.yPz3Px+ (1- "/)PzPz3)Tc. (21)

For "y = 0 we have vce = PzPB and for -y = 1 we have rce= PBPx.

Momentum Control

Let the momentum control torque in wheel coordinates be given by T_ = TwGw(ho - hw)

where Gw is a feedback compensator. Note that % = Pyz'ru by the construction of Tw.
Projecting % onto the magnetic control subspace we have

"rh = PBz TwGw(ho - h_) . (22)

The total magnetic control torque, which includes wheel momentum control torque, is

Tm=Tc_+Th. (23)

The wheels can only produce torque in 7_(Puz), so the total wheel torque on the spacecraft is

Tw = Pyz Th -- Tcw• (24)

The feedback to the wheels is then given by

Twf:T3Tw. (25)

The wheel momentum control torque causes a disturbance torque given by

7"he = 7-h -- Pyz Th

-: PxTh

= P, PB.'r,,. (26)

Although Th E B l- can be produced without error, the generated wheel unloading torque

PuzTh _ B ±, so the magnetic momentum control creates the disturbance _-he. Alternatively

we could set Th = PyzTu SO that Tw = 7"h-- PuzTcw, but then The = 7h -- PBxTh = PBTu :

Pt_Pyz'ru. See remark 4 below.
The Direct Subspace Projection method is illustrated in the block diagram in Figure 1.

This block diagram implements (17), (18), and (23)-(25). The wheel geometry and axis

projections shown axe for the two-wheel system used in the simulation results in the "RE-

SULTS" section, but in general can be for any system configuration.
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r_

[o 1/2_ t/

Figure 1: Block diagram of the Direct Subspace Projection algorithm

ReTnar_

1. The projection matrices do not have to be formed directly, thus saving considerable

memory and computation. For example, _ = Ps r -- bbTr = b(bTT), which is simply

a vector times a scalar. Then PB± = (I - bbT)T = T -- _-, which is simply a vector

subtraction. Projections using Puz and Pz are simply a matter of extracting the
appropriate components of a vector.

2. In general, 7 can be a function of frequency. If it is a high-pass function, then only

cyclical torques will go to the wheels and constant torques will be sent to the magnetic

torquers. Frequency weighted torque distribution is discussed in ref. 2.

3. Although conceptually any torque vector should be producible when B does not lie in

)4,'±, the torque error equation (21) shows that the desired torque cannot be produced

exactly. This is a consequence of minimum-norm projections. However, 7 may be

computed from (21) to minimize this term with the restriction 0 _< 7 < 1. The

method on COMET discussed previously attempts to produce the commanded torque,

but that causes actuator saturation whenever the magnetic field is near the axis with

no wheel torque.
1

4. One could consider projecting the momentum control torque _'u onto the "momentum

management" axis n defined in (3) so that Th = PnTu. This would make The zero

since then 7u = PuzTu and ru = P6±ru, i.e., Tu 6 )4; N B ±. The trade off is that less
momentum control is available. Also the n-axis is not well-defined when B is nearly

aligned with x, but that is the condition when the maximum momentum control

torque is available. The relationship between the projector Pn and the projectors Pyz

and Ps" is derived in appendix D.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN METHODS

It is shown in this section how the Direct Subspace Projection method is related to the

indirect methods described in the "TORQUE DISTRIBUTION METHODS" section.
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Relationship Between the Direct Method and the CLARK Method

Equation (1) can be solved directly without using the QR decomposition. From (1) then,

I ×JI ×l 00_i, u = , 0[B×l [B×]

from which we get

[Bxl BB T- 2[Bx]eJ = [Bxl(wat+vh)

The inverse of the matrix on the left is easily computed analytically, and so

Finally we get the common result

[_ot,+ [b×]2_h
= [  [bx] h

This can be written

(30)

1

D = -_[bx]Th (31)

r_ = n x B (32)

v_ = 7art - T_ (33)

Evidently this result could have been obtained directly from (1) by solving for D using the

second and third rows of the matrix equation and then substituting the result into the first.

Except for the definition of Tw, which differs only in sign, this is the same result obtained

for the Direct Subspace Projection approach with 7 = 1, i.e., none of the attitude control

torque Tatt is generated magnetically. The Direct Subspace Projection method has the

advantage that part of the attitude control torque is generated magnetically for 7 < 1.

The relationship between the Direct Subspace Projection method and the method used

on CLARK is now shown for the case where the roll wheel is eliminated. Equation (2) can

be written more succinctly, with some reordering of the rows and setting _-h_ = 0, as

(34)
r-,-o l
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The solution is easilycomputedanalyticallyby followingthe sameprocedureas before,
andso

-J/3l 2 -[B×]Pu= (35)

With a fewmanipulationsweget

PYz[Bx]" [[Bx Pyz'ratt 1I ](7_u + Puzvh)j

= Gz'ro.+ e,,.[B×]=(e='ro.+ Pyz'rh)
1

n = ]-- [Bx](PxTatt q-Pyz'rh)

(36)

(37)

This can be written

"r;_= D x S (38)

"rw = Py, "r_u - Py_ "r;_ (39)

This is the same result obtained for the Direct Subspace Projection method with 3" = 1.

This again establishes the relationship between the CLARK algorithm and the Direct

Subspace Projection method. However, the Direct Subspace Projection method requires

very little computation and has a clear geometrical interpretation. Although the CLARK

algorithm was said to require that a set of equations be formulated and solved by using QR

decomposition and backward substitution (ref. 5), it was shown here that it can be solved

in closed-form and that the solution is equivalent to the Direct Subspace Projection method

with 3" = 1. The Direct Subspace Projection method is also more general because some of

the magnetic torque that lies in the wheel space can be apportioned to the wheels and less

to the magnetic torque bars or coils for 3' < 1.

Relationship Between the Direct Method and the OrbComm Method

The formulation of the OrbComm torque distribution algorithm in equations (9) and (10)

unfortunately does not result in a simple closed-form solution and cannot be related directly

to the Direct Subspace Projection method as was the CLARK formulation, although there
are similarities.

Applying the Direct Subspace Projection method to the OrbComm system with Tw = Pz

and Pw ± = Pzu yields the simple equations

Tow = P=Pt3 Te + 3"P=Ps± "rc (40)

"rcm = Pt3x _-c- 3"PB±PzTc , (41)

where

[i0 ]Pz = ZZ T = 0 (42)
0

and where z = (0, 0, 1) T is a unit vector along the z-axis. For the two extreme cases, 3' = 0

and 3' = 1, we have

Pzy = I - zz T =- 1

0

"row = P_PB "re "rein= PBJ-Tc (3' = 0) (43)

"row = Pzvc "ren = Pt3a-PxyTc (3' = 1) (44)
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For any 0 < _f < 1 the command error torque is given by

(45)

Other quantities axe

the total magnetic control torque

the wheel momentum control torque

the total torque on the wheel

the feedback torque

and the momentum control error torque

Tm= _-cm+ Th (46)

= -PB P G .hw (47)
= e:Th -- (48)

Twy = zTrw (49)

The = PxyTh. (50)

RESULTS

Simulation results axe shown in Figure 2 for "y = 0 and "y = 1. Although most parameters are

taken from TSX-5, enviromental torques are modeled as 0.0001(1+ _ wot +cos Wot) in pitch

rather than as a small constant. The pitch loop uses PID compensation and the roll/yaw

control is PD compensated. The initial attitude was offset from the target orbital frame by

5 degrees in roll, pitch, and yaw. The initial wheel momenta were -1.5 and -1.4 N.m-s for
the a and b wheels. These initial conditions were chosen to create a transient condition for

the purpose of illustrating the torque distribution algorithm. As can be seen by comparing

the results for 7 = 0 and _/ = 1, the most notable difference is in the transient response.

Clearly more magnetic dipole is commanded when 7 = 0. What is not clear because of

the scale of the graph of wheel torque is that the initial wheel torques peaked at 20 mN-m.

Slightly less disturbance is seen in the attitude error for _ = 0 and the disturbance is at a

lower frequency. This is a result of modulation that occurs when 7 = 1.

CONCLUSION

A new torque distribution algorithm was developed in this paper that has a solid mathe-

matical foundation, requires little computation, and does not exhibit singularities or other

undesirable behavior. It can be analyzed because it has a simple closed-form solution and

a clear geometric interpretation. This algorithm is denoted the Direct Subspace Projection
or DSP method.

Torque distribution algorithms that were developed for and implemented on the CLARK,

COMET, and OrbComm satellites were reviewed in this paper and compared with the DSD

method. It was shown that the DSD method solves the CLARK torque distribution equa-

tions but the new algorithm requires far less computation. The CLARK, COMET, and

OrbComm algorithms were all implemented by solving a set of equations by QR decompo-

sition. The COMET and OrbComm algorithms suffer from a singularity (ill-conditioning),

although the OrbComm algorithm was modified to alleviate that problem. Equations using

the Direct Subspace Projection method for CLARK, COMET, and OrbComm were given

in this paper. A closed-form solution for the CLARK algorithm was given in this paper

and was shown to be the same as the Direct Subspace Projection solution with _/ = 1.

The Direct Subspace Projection method is illustrated with simulation results designed to

demonstrate the effect of the subspace projections on actuator effort.
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APPENDICES

A NOMENCLATURE AND NOTATION

B

b

Tw

Tm

Tw

Tm

Tw f

Tow

Torn

Tee

The

vgg

Tg_

rd

B±

W

I

geomagnetic field vector

unit geomagnetic field vector

total wheel control torque (24)

total magnetic control torque (23)

momentum control torque (22)

attitude control torque (15) (-- TaU in (1))

total wheel control torque (24)

total magnetic control torque (23)

momentum control feedback to the wheels (25)

attitude control torque to the wheels (17)

attitude control torque to the torque rods (18)

attitude control error torque (15), (21)

momentum control error torque (26)

gravity gradient torque

gyroscopic torque

environmental disturbance torque

subspace containing all possible magnetic control torques

subspace containing all possible wheel torques

identity matrix
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PB
PBl
%z

re(P)

D

H

5

J

projector onto B (11)

projector onto B -L (11)

projector onto )/V (13)

projector onto )IV± (13)

mapping of wheel torque onto body (14)

mapping of body torque onto wheel axes (14)

3-space

range space of a projector P

cross product matrix [ux]v = u x v

magnetic torquer dipole moment (53)

total momentum (54)

body angular rate in body coordinates (54)

attitude error (57)

spacecraft inertia matrix (57)

B DIPOLE MOMENT COMPUTATION

The control law (23) computes a commanded magnetic torque Tern that is in TC(PB±), which

is the plane perpendicular to B, so that _-cm = PBx_-cm. Thus the commanded dipole D is

also perpendicular to B and in the direction of B x _'cm- The dipole must result in a torque

equal to Tom, SO D x B = Tern. Since D = kB x Tom, where k is a scalar, we have

D x B = k(B x T_m) X B

= -kB x (B x T_.,)

= -k[Bxl2r 

= kIBI2(I - 6br)_-_

= klBI2Ps  -=

= k[BI2rcm (51)

and so

k __ (52)

The magnetic dipole command that produces the torque Tom is then

1

D= I-_-_B x v_-._

1
= --b x _cm

Im
(53)

C ATTITUDE CONTROLLER

The dynamics of a spacecraft are governed by Euler's equation

_f-I+ cz x H = _'c._ + Tgg + Td (54)
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Sincethetotal momentumis H = Jw + hw, the gyroscopic torque is 7g_ = w x H, and the
wheel torque is given by hu, = Tw,

J& + Tw + Tgy = Tern + Tgg + Vd (55)

The wheel torque comprises two components: a wheel momentum control torque Th and an

attitude control torque _'cw from the wheel acting on the body. Then rw = Th -- rc.w. The

equation of motion is now

Jd; + vh + _-gy = rc_ + T_rn + rgg + Zd (56)

Suppose the attitude control torque is given by the PID control law

Tc = -J [KpS + K_(w - Awo) + Ki / Sdtl + _'9_ - rgg (57)

D RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PROJECTOR Pn AND THE

PROJECTORS P_z AND PB±

The relationship between the projector Pn and the projectors P_ and PB± is derived in

this section. Let the subspace B ± contain all possible magnetic torques and the space 142

contain all possible wheel torques. Suppose that v E N, i.e., v lies along the intersection

of the space B ± and the space IV. Let 14_ = Pyz for illustration. Then we have v = PBzv,

v = Pyzv, and v = Pnv. Substituting the first two of these relations into each other we get

v = PyzP_.v and v = P_±P_,:v. Thus we conclude that P_zPB±v = PB.LPy_v and so

(P_zPsJ. - PsIP_)v = 0. (58)

This can be written

((I-Px)(I-gs)-(I-gs)(I-P_))v=O (59)

and so

(P_Ps-PsPx)v=o. (60)

Multiply by the transpose of the skew-symmetric matrix on the le_ and by a scalar k 2 to get

-k2(P_P8 - PsP_)2v = o . (61)

Recall that v E N. We have P,_ = nn T and Pn± = I - nn T = -[nx] 2. It is now shown

that P,_.L = -k(P.P B - PsP_) 2.

Since P6 = bbT and Pz = xx r we have

P:_P_ - PBP:: = xxTbb T - bbTxx T

= (bTx)(xb r - bx T)

= (br_)[(b × _)x]

1
Letting k -

(bTx)lb x xl
Therefore P,_a = -[nx] 2 = -k2(P::PB - PBP,:) 2 and Pn = nn T.

b × g$

and defining n - Ib x xl

(62)

we conclude that [nx] = k(P_:PB-PBPx ).
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IN-FLIGHT STATIC AND DYNAMIC IMBALANCE ESTIMATION AND CONTROL

OF A DUAL-SPIN SATELLITE

Walter D. Grossman

Applied Systems Engineering, Inc.

wgros sman@as e .wl. corn

ABSTRACT

A radar satellite is equipped with a large payload spinning along the yaw axis at 30 RPM.

The payload is equipped with a counter-rotating momentum wheel to null the yaw compo-

nent of the momentum. Though the payload is statically and dynamically balanced prior to

integration it is anticipated that the mass properties will change in flight due to out-gassing

and moisture evaporation. The change in the payload center-of-mass and products-of-inertia

results in vehicle nutation and subsequent degradation of the radar images.

To provide for in-flight balancing the payload is equipped with two pairs of orthogonal

control mass/lead screw devices mounted in two planes. An inertial measurement unit

and an accelerometer package provide rotational and translational measurements. Due to

mechanical reliability concerns, payload/satellite interface force sensors are not used in this

application.

In this paper a novel technique is introduced to estimate the imbalance and to determine

the compensating control mass motion. The estimator estimates the location of "virtual"

control mass locations which yield the observed dynamic behavior. The actual control

masses are moved to the axial mirror image positions to compensate for the mass imbalance.

The actual mass properties are not estimated. Due to uncertainties in the nominal spacecraft

and payload, the process is iterated two-three times until the nutation is eliminated.

The estimator uses a variation of a discrete-time nonlinear observer recently developed

by this author. This observer is applicable to nonlinear discrete-time, full-state feedback

systems in which the dynamics are affine in the unknown parameters. In the observer

used here a "quasi-optimal" gain is derived from propagation of a Riccati-like discrete-time

variance equation.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A radar satellite is equipped with a large payload spinning along the yaw axis at 30 RPM.

The payload is equipped with a counter-rotating momentum wheel to null the yaw compo-

nent of the momentum. Though the payload is statically and dynamically balanced prior to

integration it is anticipated that the mass properties will change in flight due to out-gassing

and moisture evaporation. This change in the payload center-of-mass and products-of-

inertia results in vehicle nutation and subsequent degradation of the radar images.

To provide for in-flight balancing, the payload is equipped with two pairs of orthogonal

control mass/lead screw devices mounted in two planes. An inertial measurement unit

and an accelerometer package provide rotational and translational measurements. Due to

mechanical reliability concerns, payload/satellite interface force sensors, used on similar

mission, are not used in this application. Figure 1 illustrates the system configuration.

The control mass/lead screw configuration with the four masses provides sufficient de-
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greesof freedomto simultaneouslyremove the product.s-of-inertia terms and to move the

center of mass of the spinning payload onto the spin axis. There are four quantities to null,

viz., Jxz, Jyz, CMx, and CM_, and four independent control parameters, viz., the position
of the control masses on their lead screws.

APPROACHES

The differential equation for the dynamics of the dual-spin satellite with a counter-rotating

momentum wheel and four control masses is complicated and nonlinear. The dynamics

generated using the SD-FAST modeling program. The results of this program was a Fortran

subroutine (with many supporting routines) which propagated a twenty-nine element state

vector form time tl to time t2. An additional subroutine yielded the acceleration of a

specified point on the vehicle.

The presence of some states of this large twenty-nine element state vector are a conse-

quence of the required form that model data are presented to the dynamics code generation

software and are not of interest) The estimator and the control system were developed

using a reduced-dimension sixteen element state vector and two four-element parameter

vectors (twenty-four states). The actual execution of the integration used the entire state

vector as required by the modeling software. This dynamic portion of the state vector is
defined:

q
Cd

R

Xeom = V (1)

epy_d

C_pyld

C_whl

States q and w represent, respectvely, the vehicle attitude quaternion and body rate. Vectors

R and V represent, respectively, the position and velocity of the system geometric center

relative to the system CM. States Opyld and Wpyld represent, respectively, the payload angular

position and velocity relative to the spacecraft. State W_vhl represents the speed of the

counter-rotating momentum wheel.

The two parameter vectors p and # are defined. Parameter vector p represents the

locations of the control masses and parameter vector/z represents the four mass imbalance

quantities of the payload, (excluding the mass distribution effects of the control masses),

i.e.,

p

Pl

P2

P3

P4

CMx

r

_XZ

r

,. _yz

(2)

1These large state vectors appear to be a common consequence of automated dynamics software. One

example of an uninteresting state is the momentum wheel position. It is required for the correct execution of

the subroutines modeling the differential equation of motion, but it is not particularly interesting by itself.

These state variables have the ill-effect of greatly increasing computational costs by extending the state

vector and by driving downward the integration step size. Effectively, they significantly stiffen the system.
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In thiswork, the spacecraftisuncontrolledwith notorqueson the reaction wheels. Torques

are applied to the payload spin motor and the counter-spinning momentum wheel:

u = pyld] (3)
TW J "

The payload and wheel control torques and the control mass positions are held constant

over a sample period. Mass imbalance vector ]z is presumed fixed. The resulting system

dynamics are given by:

d_ = fix(t), u(kT),p(kT), tz].

The modeling software output the system state at discrete times

/-(k+l)T _

Xk+l _-- Xk -}- ...-/bT f[x(t),u(kT),p(kT),#]dt

= f(xk, uk,pk,/_)

(4)

(5)

To facilitate the development of the estimator, it is convienient to decomp_e the state

vector x of (I)

[xo]= = (6)
Xb

where

X{1

3; b

q
R

V
= (7)

Opyld

bdpyld

. OJwb.l .

= co. (81

Using this partitioned state vector, the dynamics equation (5) is rewritten

=b = fb(z,,k,=bk,uk,Pk,#)

The spacecraft is equipped with a star camera, an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU),

and a three-axis accelerometer package. The acceleration of the vehicle at the location

of the accelerometer package is not a state variable but rather is a complicated function

of the state x, the control mass location p, the mass imbalance vector /_, the control u,

and the fixed location of the accelerometer package. Using integration of the EVIU output

to provide the (short-term) estimates of attitude, and integration of the accelerometer to
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provide (short-term) estimates of the motion of the spacecraft geometric center, the output

mapping equation is

q
R

V

Ya : 2_a : 0pyld (10a)

¢dpyld

. CJJwhl .

Yb = Xb = W (10b)

Yc = hc(xak, Xbk, uk,pk, _), "-" acceleration output equation (10c)

where an auxiliary measurement equation hc has been defined for the acceleration output.

The initial approach to this problem was to apply the extended separation principle

[ref. 1] in which we implement an observer to estimate # and then the move the control

masses to null them. The system dynamics are nonlinear in continuous time. The output

map is nonlinear and sampled at discrete times. Control is applied at discrete times. The

observer problem is to develop an algorithm which works for this nonlinear discrete-time

system. The control problem is to determine how to move the masses given the estimates
from the observer.

General Estimation Methods

Several estimation methods were reviewed for this application:

1. A twenty-four state extended Kalman filter.

2. A reduced-order extended Kalman filter.

3. A Grossman/Friedland nonlinear, discrete-time parameter estimator [ref. 2, 3, 4].

The most common approach is to augment the system state vector x with p and

and apply an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). For several reasons this approach was not

attempted. Difficulties in the gain calculation was the primary reason for not implementing

the EKF. The augmented state vector has twenty-four elements and the EKF requires the

propagation of a 24 × 24 covariance matrix. This propagation would also require a state

transition matrix which is not known and would have to be estimated by discrete differences.

This propagation would require the calculation of the 24 × 24 discrete-difference partial

derivative approximations of Ofa/Ox and Ofb/OU (augmenting the proper state vector with

p and mu yields twenty-for states) and 24 × 6 discrete-difference approximations of partial

derivatives Ofa/Ou and Ofb/OU. Referring to output equations (10a)-(10c), estimation of the

observation partials requires calculation of another 3 × 24 discrete-difference approximations

of partial derivatives Ohc/Ox. (The dynamic quantities other than the acceleration are

directly measured, leading to unity partial derivatives.)

Since all the dynamic state variables are directly measured with high-accuracy, low-

noise sensors, the reduced-order extended Kalman filter might have reduced the algorithm

size and complexity which burdened the implementation of the full-state extended Kalman
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filter. The difficulty with the reduced-order(EKF) is that its derivationrequiresexplicit
knowledgeof the statepropagationequationandmeasurementmappingequation.Lacking
this explicit knowledge,the filter wouldrequirecalculationof discrete-differenceapproxi-
mationsto partial derivatives.Its derivationwasnot entirelyclearand in light of having
to perform thesediscrete-differences,the benefitof using it overthe full-state EKF was
diminished.

Grossman/Friedland Parameter Estimator

In [ref. 4] Priedland introduced a parameter estimator for parameter-affine continuous-time

systems in which the entire state was measured. These systems are of the form:

= f(x,u)p (11)

y = x. (12)

In [reL 3] Grossman extended the Friedland parameter estimator to d_crete-time sys-

tems. For the d_crete-time system

xk+l = f(xk, uk)p (13)

yk = x_, (14)

Grossman introduced the following parameter estimator

Pk = Pk-1 + K(Yk-1)Yk + z_ (15)

zk+l = --g(yk)f(xk, uk)_, (16)

which was stable if a gain function K(yk) could be found such that the matrix product

K(yk)f(xk, uk) was symmetric with eigenvalues IAI < 1.

In [ref. 2] Grossman developed three general expressions for K(yk), the choice of which

depended upon the relative dimensions of x and p. For the situation where dim x > dim p,

K(yk) can be the scaled left pseudoinverse. Suppressing the arguments of f for clarity, this

expression for K is expressed:

g(yk) = c(y' y)-lY '. (17)

Grossman further developed [ref. 2] the quasi-optimal solution for K(yk) using the Ric-

cati equation. Defining the measurement covariance W (noting that full state measurement

is assumed), the initial parameter uncertainty covariance matrix P, and a covariance Q

associated with dynamic process (13), the quasi-optimal parameter estimator is given:

9k+1 = (18)
_+1 = P_ (19)

K = Pk+lf'(xk, uk)[W+f(xk,uk)Pk+lf'(xk, uk)+Q] -1 (20)

_k+l = /Sk + K[yk+l -- _k+l] (21)

Pk+l = [I -- Kf(xk, uk)]/3k+1. (22)

Note that in this situation where p E 7_4, and x E _24, the Grossman/Friedland esti-

mator is far simpler to implement than the EKF.
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APPLICATION OF THE GROSSMAN/FRIEDLAND ESTIMATOR

Method of Mass Imbalance Estimation

The quasi-optimal estimator was applied to this mass imbalance problem in an approximate

fashion. Combining output equations (10a),(10b),(10c) with the propagation equations (9)
yields

Yak+l = f _(Xak, Xbk , uk ,p_ , p) (23a)

Ybk+1 = fb (Xak, Xbk, Uk, Pk, P) (23b)

Yck+ l = f c(Xak , Xbk, Uk , Pk , ]A ) , (23C)

where fc is defined in terms of an acceleration output mapping function hc and forward

dynamics functions fa and fb:

fc(zak, Xbk, uk,pk,#) -- hc(Yak+l,Ybk+l, uk,pk,#) (24)

hc(fa(xak, Xbk, Uk,Pk, ]A), fb(Xak , Xbk , Uk, Pk, ]A), Uk, Pk, [A). (25)

Equations (23a), (23b), and (23c) are not in the parameter-affine form of the Gross-

man/Friedland estimator. By defining an output perturbation _y and a mass property

perturbation _/z, perturbation equation which are affme in the perturbed parameter # can
be written:

_Yak+l = F_(x_k, Zbk, uk ,pk, I_)_ _

_Yck+ l = F_ (xak, Xbk , Uk, Pk, P)_/_,

(26a)

(26b)

(26_)

where

F:(z_k, zbk,uk, Pk,_) = Ofa(zak,zbk,uk,p_,_)
Op (27)

f_'(_k, _bk,uk,p_,_) = Oh(_ak,_bk,Uk,pk,_)
0_ (2S)

Fc_(Xak, Zbk, Uk, Pk, lz) = Ofc(Xak, Zbk, Uk, Pk, Iz)
0g (29)

The partial derivatives F_, F_, FcUare not known explicitly since the underlying func-

tions are determined by the numerical integration of (4). They can be estimated by numeric
finite differences, but avoiding their calculation is the reason alternative methods to the EKF

were sought after in the first place.

In the absence of high-frequency star camera attitude updates, 'kneasurement" q of Ya

is derived by integration of the IMU output. Likewise, quantities R and V are derived by

integration of both the IMU output with the accelerometer output. Of all the quantities

of Ya, all the "measurements," except for Opyld, O-2pyld,and ¢Mwhl, are in fact derived by

integration of sensor measurements. Of all the quantities in Ya, only Opyld, _pyld, and w_m

represent new information. Intuition says that these measurements are not likely to be

sensitive to mass imbalance. On the basis of this intuition, y= was used in the propagation
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of the systemdynamics,but wasnot usedfor parameterestimationupdating.Eliminating
Ya from parameter estimation updating saves the calculation of the 13 x 4 elements of Fff.

Quantities F_ and F_ were estimated using central finite differences. Referring to (23b),

(23c) and defining four elemental perturbation vectors 6#i:

_._ - [a 0 0 0]' (30)
6_ = [0 A 0 0]' (31)
_ _ [0 0 A 0]' (32)

_/z4-- [0 0 0 A]', (33)

the partial derivatives of the ith rows of F_ and F_ are estimated:

.fb(Xak, Xbk, Uk,Pk, P -k _Pi) -- fb(xak, Xbk, Uk,pk, P -- _P4)
iF_ _ (34)

2A

_, _ /c(Z_k, Zb_,uk,pk,_+_)--fc(Z_k,Zbk, uk,pk,_--_) (35)_c 2A

The quasi-optimal mass properties estimator is thus summarized:

1. Initialize estimate of mass imbalance vector/2 (probably to zero) and 4 × 4 estimate
covariance matrix P.

2. Propagate forward dynamics:

yok+l = f_(zak, zbk, uk,pk, Pk)

Ybk+l= fb(Zak, Zbk,uk,pk, Pk)

Y_k+l= f_(zak, xbk,uk,p_, _k).

3. Propagate perturbed dynamics for Yb, Yc

i+
Ybk+l "= fb(Xak, Xbk, uk,Pk,_k + 51ti)

Y_;+I = fb(z.k, Zbk,uk, Pk,_k -- _m)

yi+ = fc(xak, xbk,uk,pk,fzk +Stq)bk+l

_;+ _ = ]_(_ok, _, u_,p_, _ _ - __ ).

4. Estimate partial derivatives F_ and Fc_. The ith rows are given:

i+ i-
Vb_+ _ -- Y_k+ _

2A

i+ _ yi-

2A
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5. CalculateGain:

/_k÷l _- Pk

K
F_ + QjFg

6. Update estimate _:

#k+l = P_ + K
Yck + l flck ÷ l

(36)

7. Update covariance matrix P:

A typical simulation run is shown in figure 2.

Method of Virtual Masses

One problem with the method of the previous section is that even with the mass imbalances

estimated, it is necessary to determine where to position the balance correction masses.

The solution depends upon the system mass properties for which only four of them are

estimated. Difficulties in developing a converging control law led to the development of the

simpler method of "Virtual Masses."

The basis for the method of virtual masses is that a system with a mass imbalance and

control weights parked on the spin axis and can conceptually be replaced with a balanced

system in which "virtual" mass imbalance control weights are located in specific positions

off the rotational axis of the payload. In other words, the control weights can be used

to generate product terms and CM offsets of an otherwise balanced system. The method
of virtual masses is to estimate the location of these "virtual" control masses in the as-

sumed balanced system and command the true control weights to the positions that are

axisymmetric opposite to the estimated virtual masses. Figure 3 illustrates the technique.

The estimator of the position of the virtual masses is conceptually very similar to the

mass imbalance estimator described in the previous section. Th difference is that instead

of estimating /2, the observer estimates a "virtual" /3, assuming /z = 0.

(23a)-(23c) are replaced by

Yak+l = fa(Zak, Zbk, uk,p, O)

Ybk+l =- Ib(Zak, Xbk, uk,p, O)

Yck+l = fc(Xak, Zbk, ua,p, 0),

from which (26a)-(26c) are replaced by

@.k+l = Zbk, p, 0)@

@bk+ l = F_ (xak, Zbk , uk, p, 0 )@

@c +1= zbk,uk,p,0)@,

Setting # = O,

(37a)

(375)
(37c)

(37a)

(375)

(37c)
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where

F3(zak, Zbk,uk, p, O) = OA(x,_, Zbk,uk,pk, 0) (38)
op

F_(xak, Xbk, Uk, p, O) = Ofb(Xak, Xbk, Uk, p, O) (39)
op

F_(z_,s, zbs, us, p, O) = Ofc(z.s, Zbs,us, p, O) (40)
Op

Perturbation vectors 5pi are defined (analogous to 5/_i):

_Pl -- [A 0 0 0]' (41)
_ =- [0 A 0 0]' (42)
51o3- [0 0 A 0]' (43)
@4- [0 0 0 A]', (44)

by which the ith rows of partial derivatives of Fbp and F_e are estimated:

_wp _ h(xak, Zbk, us,p + 5Pi, O) -- .fb(Xak, XbS, uk,p -- 5pi, O) (45)"b 2A

_pp _ A(z,_k,zbk, us,p + @_,O)-- f_(z,,k, zbk, u_,p -- @_,O) (46)"c 2A

The quasi-optimal virtual mass estimator is summarized:

1. Initialize virtual mass estimate ifi (probably to zero) and 4 × 4 estimate covariance
matrix P.

2. Propagate forward dynamics:

U,_k+l= A(z,_s, zbk, uk,Ps, 0)

YbS+I= A(z.s, zbk, us,r_k,0)

Y_S+I= A(Z,,k, Zbk,Uk,fS, 0).

, Propagate perturbed dynamics for Yb, Yc

g_+ = fb(xos, zbs, us,ps +Sp_,0)bk+l

yi- _ fb(Xak _ck+l

yi+ = fc(Xak,bk.+- I

yi- = fc(z.k,ck+l

XbS, US, 15S-- 5pi, O)

Zbk, US, $S + 6pi, O)

Zbk,us, r_k-- @_,0).

4. Estimate partial derivatives F_ and F_c. The ith rows are given:

i+ i-
Ybs + l -- YbS + l

2A

i+ y_-_lbk+l -- ck+l

2A
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5. CalculateGain:

h+l

K I][
-I

6. Update estimate/3:

[ Ybk+l

7. Update covariance matrix P:

The control law for the mass imbalance control system is simple when estimating the

virtual masses. If the estimated position of the virtual masses is i5, the control law for
moving the masses is:

pco  .d = -gP, (48)

where0<g_<l.

In practice, IMU and accelerometer data are taken in batches and transmitted to the

ground. The ground shall process the data and calculate a mass adjustment. Figure 4
demonstrates the system performance using the method of virtual masses.

THEORETICAL ISSUES OF OBSERVABILITY

Since many satellites have IMUs, their inclusion in the mass imbalance estimation system

does not represent additional system hardware. Most satellites are not equipped with ac-
celerometers so their inclusion does represent addition hardware with the usual concomitant

increased cost, mass, power, and software. Elimination of the accelerometers is desirable so

determination of their necessity is an important issue.

Simulation run using a single axis accelerometer demonstrated that only one axis was
required. Simulation runs without accelerometers failed. To understand this failure a

numerical observability test was performed.

Observability of discrete-time nonlinear systems is not addressed well in the literature

with the the notable exceptions of one paper by Sontag [ref. 5] and one paper by Nijmeijer

[ref. 6]. In [ref. 2], Grossman expands on the work of [ref. 6] and provides a simple test for

observability for both forced and unforced systems.

Algebra for Discrete-time Nonlinear Systems

A causal discrete-time nonlinear SIS0 system is given by

xk+l = f(xk, uk) (49)

= h(xk), (50)
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Yk

Yk+l

Yk+2

Yk+n- 1

where x E T_n.

The vector of n successive outputs is given by

h(x_)
h(xk+l)

= h(xk+_) =

h(xk+n-1)

h(xk)
hlf(xk,uk])]

h y(xk+l, _+1)}

h [f (xk+n-2, uk+n- 2)]

h(xk)

h [f(xk, uk)]

= h {f[f(xk, u_), uk+l]} (51)

= ¢(x_,_k), (52)

where the discrete-time analog of the Lie derivative is introduced and defined recursively

G_(xk, uk)

n X

(Note that the compact notation,

Uk, 12k+1, " " " _'ak+n-1)

= x_ (53)

G_(xk, uk) hides the dependence of this quantity on

Following [ref. 2], a system of dimension n is strongly observable over input sequence

{uk, uk+l, -'-, uk+_-l} iff

rank O¢(xk, uk) _ n. (55)
Ox

Application of the Observability Test

Using this definition of strong observability, the observability of the virtual mass estimator

was assessed numerically in the situation when only the IMU data is processed. Function

fc in (37c) is replaced by the rate forward propagation equation:

fd(_ok,_bk,_,P_, _) -- h(fo(_o_, _bk,_, Pk,_), h(xok, _b_,_,P, 0), _k,p, 0).
(56)

The new synthesized measurement equation is given:

= p_p (58)

To numerically assess strong observability, the partial derivative matrix P of (58) is es-

timated (using the central difference technique applied previously) and the rank of/_ is
determined from the condition number. In all simulation when accelerometers were absent,

rank F < n indicating the system was not observable.
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CONCLUSION

The Grossman/Friedland discrete-time parameter estimator has been successfully adapted

to the mass imbalance estimation problem of a dual-spin satellite. When used to estimate

the location of "virtual masses" and combined with a simple linear controller, the estimator

provides a powerful technique to perform in-flight static and dynamic balance of a dual-spin
satellite.
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ABSTRACT

Breakthrough technology development is critical to securing the future of our space industry. The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) Cross-Enterprise Technology Development Program (CETDP) is developing critical

space technologies that enable innovative and less costly missions, and spawn new mission opportunities through
revolutionary, long-term, high-risk, high-payoff technology advances. The CETDP is a NASA-wide activity managed by

the Advanced Technology and Mission Studies Division (AT&MS) at Headquarters Office of Space Science. Program
management for CETDP is distributed across the multiple NASA Centers and draws on expertise throughout the Agency.

The technology research activities are organized along Project-level divisions called thrust areas that are directly linked to

the Agency's goals and objectives of the Enterprises: Earth Science, Space Science, Human Exploration and Development
of Space; and the Office of the Chief Technologist's (OCT) strategic technology areas. Cross-Enterprise technology is
defined as long-range strategic technologies that have broad potential to span the needs of more than one Enterprise.

Technology needs are identified and prioritized by each of the primary customers. The thrust area manager (TAM) for each
division is responsible for the ultimate success of technologies within their area, and can draw from industry, academia,

other government agencies, other CETDP thrust areas, and other NASA Centers to accomplish the goals of the thrust area.

An overview of the CETDP and description of the future directions of the thrust area called Distributed Spacecraft are
presented in this paper. Revolutionary technologies developed within this thrust area will enable the implementation of a

spatially distributed network of individual vehicles, or assets, collaborating as a single collective unit, and exhibiting a
common system-wide capability to accomplish a shared objective. With such a capability, new Earth and space science

measurement concepts become a reality.

INTRODUCTION

As we look closer at the world we share, understanding the processes which define its composition and evolution, looking
deeper into the universe to explore our neighbors and seeking to understand our origins, and expanding human presence

within this universe, ever increasing demands are being placed on the technology we rely on to accomplish these tasks.
Exploiting new vantage points, developing new sensing strategies, and implementing system-wide techniques which

promote agility, adaptability, evoivability, scalability, and affordability are characteristic of the technological challenges
faced and are representative of the significant leap beyond the current state of the art required. Efforts within the

Distributed Spacecraft thrust area (TA) represent key technological developments which will support our ability to
accomplish these tasks by succeeding traditional approaches to utilizing space and the limitations inherent to them,

enhancing the ability of new and emerging technologies to further accomplish these challenges, and enabling entirely new
measurement concepts to be realized.

Commonly referred to as formation flying, virtual platforms, virtual spacecraft, or virtual spacecraft bus architectures, these
phrases refer to the introduction of a common distributed spacecraft control architecture within the framework established

by multi-spacecraft missions. This architecture is characterized by interactions between spacecraft, cooperation between
spacecraft, and common behavior across multiple spacecraft. Collectively, these attributes enable a distributed network of
individual vehicles to act collaboratively as a single functional unit which exhibits a common system wide capability.

While rapidly approaching an era in which the capability to produce, deploy, and operate multi-spacecraft missions
composed of highly capable, autonomous spacecraft is realized and readily available, these missions still remain for the
most part characterized by collections of independent uncooperating assets. Unless facilitated through extensive ground
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support, this collection of vehicles (a.k.a. fleet) will continue to lack the capability required to interact among themselves,
cooperate with each other as a single functional unit, and exhibit a common system wide behavior. To enable a distributed

network of individual vehicles to act collaboratively as a single collective unit which exhibits a common system wide
capability, revolutionary developments in how we conceptualize, design, implement, and operate missions are required and

significant advances in the state of the technology are necessary. The study, development, and implementation of
technologies to achieve a distributed spacecraft control architecture across multiple space assets forms the basis and focus
for the Distributed Spacecraft thrust area.

OVERVIEW OF THE NASA CROSS ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The NASA Cross-Enterprise Technology Development Program (CETDP) Plan t establishes operating principles and
guidelines for thrust area management. The primary focus of the CETDP is to develop innovative technologies through
basic research that address far-term scientific goals and spawn new measurement concepts and mission opportunities, and

create new ways of doing Earth and space science for the Earth Sciences Enterprise (ESE), Human Exploration and
Development of Space Enterprise (HEDS), and the Space Science Enterprise (SSE) communities. New mission
opportunities are enabled through revolutionary long-term, high-risk, high pay-off technology advances. Investments are

made in technology to support generic classes of challenging missions in advance of the development of specific missions.

Co-funding from Enterprise sponsors is sought to advance the technology to the next maturity level for flight validation and
use.

The CETDP is divided into two distinct elements: formulation and implementation. Each element has a single lead: a
Formulator who plans the program while maintaining awareness of emerging technologies, and an Implementor who is

responsible for program execution and performance monitoring. The program is coordinated across NASA at a high level
by the NASA Technology Investment Board (CETIB) which consists of Directors from each of the participating Field

Centers and primary customer Enterprise representatives. Program formulation is conducted annually but is flexible enough
to incorporate new technology tasks at any time. The Formulator and Implementor work as a team to ensure overall CETDP
success.

Technology research is conducted within thrust areas and managed by thrust area managers. These thrust areas will evolve

over time to respond to future challenges. The current list of thrust areas includes: advanced power and onboard propulsion;
breakthrough sensor and instrument component technology; distributed spacecraft; high rate data delivery; micro/nano

sciencecraft; thinking space systems; surface systems; ultra-lightweight space structures and observatories; next generation
infrastructure; and atmospheric and in-space systems. Technology challenges are extensive, diverse, and crosscutting in

nature. Non-advocacy is used to ensure participation from the widest possible technology community. Peer reviews by
government, industry, and academia help to establish and revise program goals, objectives, and the content of the focused

technology areas. A series of open, technical workshops validate Enterprise requirements, identify technology challenges,
and influence the comprehensive roadmap for each thrust area. Fair and open competition will be used to the fullest extent
possible to develop revolutionary technologies.

Broadly advertised NASA Research Announcements (NRA) are the mechanism to solicit technology proposals on an
annual basis. The NRA is developed with assistance from the TAMs and issued by the Director of AT&MS, who is the

selection official. Non-advocate review panels whose membership is nominated by the TAMs, and approved by the

Director rate the proposals. Multiyear grants or contracts to successful proposers will be issued and managed by the
appropriate TAM.

FUTURE NASA MISSION ATTRIBUTES THAT DRIVE TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES

Efforts within the Distributed Spacecraft thrust area (TA) represent key technological developments which will support our
ability to accomplish these tasks by succeeding traditional approaches to utilizing space and the limitations inherent to

them. Monolithic spacecraft, accommodating multiple experiments through a common spacecraft bus, are representative of
traditional approaches to conducting Earth and space sciences (Figure 1). While generally successful in addressing the

common needs across various instruments through shared resources, such "one solution fits all" approaches are now

proving difficult to justify and even more difficult to implement in a climate of limited resources and heightened

Cross-Enterprise Technology Development Program (CETDP), "Program and Thrust Area Management", NASA Code
SM, September 1998
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expectations.Thecomplexitiesinherenttolarge,multi-instrumentspacecrafttendto reverberate throughout every aspect of
the mission with each mission element, subsystem, and instrument impacting on every other and resulting in very high

demands being placed on the spacecraft, ground systems, and operations. Long development times, sometimes exceeding a
decade in length, and significant levels of funding, sometimes exceeding billions of dollars, become the norm. With the

significant investments in time and money required, risk mitigation becomes a constant and overriding source of concern,

adding to the time and money required to accomplish the mission. Emphasis switches from the science to be conducted to
the spacecraft to be developed. In extreme situations, the complexities experienced and the time and money required are so
severe that development efforts are never initiated or are terminated at some point during the program. Distributed

spacecraft control technologies will enable a dramatic change in paradigm, replacing monolithic spacecraft hosting multiple
instruments with a fleet of individual spacecraft each hosting individual instruments but controlled and behaving as a single
functional unit.

As multi-spacecraft missions become commonplace, micro- and nano-satellite technologies mature, and the need for
elaborate co-observing and multi-point measurement concepts increases, demands associated with the management and

operation of these missions will become overwhelming. While capability is effectively distributed across a number of
individual vehicles, potentially a large (>100) number of vehicles, the vehicles comprising the fleet remain independent
assets which must be managed and operated as independent assets. Not only will this limit the ability to fully utilize the

fleet to conduct the observing program for which it was developed, but also tremendous burden will be placed on the

ground system and on operations personnel. As with traditional monolithic spacecraft approaches, this will result in
significant investment in ground systems and operations being required, switching emphasis from the science to be
conducted to the management of the multi-spacecraft fleet. Distributed spacecraft technologies will enable appropriate

levels of interaction and cooperation between vehicles to autonomously manage the fleet as a single functional unit and
obtain the desired behavior without major investments in ground systems and operations (Figure 2).

As new vantage points and sensing strategies are pursued to do what once were considered just a vision because the

required technology is not on the immediate horizon, revolutionary approaches to how we conceptualize, design,
implement, launch, and operate the next generation missions are required (Figure 3). The need to respond quickly, to react

to changing conditions, to grow over time, to build off investments (starting small and growing), to spread costs, to reduce
risk, and to demonstrate greater/faster return on investment are all characteristic of these systems. Enabling real-time
decision making and control within fleets of spacecraft, distributed spacecraft technologies will promote significant

increases in performance and complement a variety of other technology developments to support these missions.

RESEARCH SCOPE OF THE DISTRIBUTED SPACECRAFT THRUST AREA

A structured approach and framework is used to define the research scope of the Distributed Spacecraft thrust area. This

approach begins by defining where we want to be in the future and establishing the expected state of the technology as
derived from the advanced measurement concepts developed by the Earth and Space Science Enterprises. This will define

the broad challenges and guiding principles upon which the thrust area will be based. Given this vision for the future, the
current state of the art is assessed through a broad examination of technology development activities now underway or

planned within NASA. This assessment defines where we are and establishes the technological foundation upon which the
thrust area will be defined. Understanding where we are and where we want to be, the specific challenges associated and

logical steps associated with how we get there are developed and the thrust area is defined. Finally, these are decomposed
into specific technological challenges providing focus and direction to the program, characterizing the types of technology

development activities required and the technology products to be developed, and forming the basis for proposal
solicitation and selection activities associated with this thrust area.

Grand Vision - Expected State of the Distributed Spacecraft Technology

The scope of the Distributed Spacecraft thrust area is determined by many factors including the high-level mission

challenges of the NASA Enterprises. Enabling technology concepts coupled with these mission challenges drive the

research and technology development within this thrust area.

Current Enterprise measurement concepts are characterized by exciting and diverse science. And in turn, the technologies

driving these new concepts are just as diverse and varied. Challenges include the need to respond quickly to new questions
or new events. Global nowcasting, or predicting and monitoring Earth and space weather for disaster and environmental

monitoring, will rely on correlated real-time measurements. Simultaneous multipoint probing at new and unique vantage
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points throughout the time-varying geospace is critical to achieving a global nowcasting capability (Figure 4). In addition,
autonomous coordinated vehicles called planetary aerobots will move through atmospheres and study the environments of

other worlds from higher vantage points, while at the same time exploring the surface and covering much more territory
than planetary rovers (Figure 5). Multiple aerobots flying in formation offer significant improvement in 3-D stereo imaging

of planetary bodies. Fleets of satellites around other planets can provide planetary services for mobile explorers, and
deploy and support landers and samplers. Inflatable large-scale apemtres on multiple spacecraft will be used to achieve

desired interferometric observational baselines improving performance significantly. Space-based interferometry missions
rely on the precision flying of a set of collector spacecraft with integrators to form the linear baseline (Figure 6). Achieving

the needed precision alignment, maneuvering, and synchronized motion of a set of spacecraft remains a challenge.

Although the science is very different in these challenges, synergy exists across Enterprise concepts that employ the use of

multi-platform, distributed assets. Distributed spacecraft control is a keystone crucial towards meeting these challenges.
This technology will provide elements of the larger virtual infrastructure that allows adaptation to changing conditions and

evolves over time to allow new ideas, new technology, and new capability, to simply join in the task at hand. Multiple
vehicles will cooperate with one another, adapting to mission goals where vehicle pointing and positioning are managed

collectively. Fleets evolve over time to extend and expand the capability of the system. Self-controlling, serf-managing
vehicles enable extensive co-observing programs to be conducted autonomously without complex multi-instrument

observatories and extensive ground support. Significant improvements in space-based interferometry can be realized,
increasing the number of insmmaents comprising the system and overcoming the challenges imposed when physical

structures are used to establish, maintain, and control instrument separation.

Table 1 contains a list of current and planned satellite missions involving formation flying concepts. A designation is made

to show whether the mission is Earth or space science driven. It is obvious from the number of missions included in this
table that formation flying is a critical technology for future NASA missions.

Current State of the Technology

A necessary step in developing the technology direction is characterizing the state of the technology, or evaluating the
status of the current research in the area of formation flying of satellites. The orbital mechanics and dynamics of multiple

satellite systems in controlled formations has been studied for quite a while, but until recently the NASA culture was

predominantly against the autonomous operation of satellites. The advent of shrinking budgets coupled with the push from
the NASA Administrator to conduct innovative technology research that spawns new science measurement concepts have
helped to open the door to the implementation of multiple satellite mission concepts. There has been an increase in

proposed missions that utilize multiple satellites to accomplish mission goals, for both Earth and space science.

To begin to characterize the state of the technology, one must not neglect the fact that industry is developing constellations

for mobile communications and data transfer. Motorola is the creator of the Iridium global, digital personal
communications system with the goal of utilizing 66 satellites in six orbital planes. Motorola has plans for a follow-up

system using 96 satellites. Another constellation under development is GIobalstar, a consortium led by Loral Space and
Communications. It has sixteen of the planned forty-eight satellites in orbit now. ORBCOM/vl has developed a system that

uses low-Earth orbit satellites to provide rnomtoring, tracking, and messaging capabilities. Today, ORBCOMM has a
constellation of 28 satellites providing near real-time communications availability. Teledesic is building a global,

broadband "Internet-in-the-Sky" with a constellation of 288 low-Earth satellites. INMARSAT, an international consortium,
is developing the ICO system, ten satellites at an altitude of I0355 kin. Constellations using super-geosynchronous orbits

providing regional coverage are under construction. EIlipso TM is a global, mobile personal communications by satellite
(GMPCS) system with a unique, elliptical orbit configuration using two complementary sub-constellations totaling 17
satellites.

A distinction must be made between formation flying and constellation control. The Distributed Spacecraft thrust area is

focusing on the control of multiple, cooperating satellites in autonomous formations that operate together to accomplish a
variety of science objectives. Therefore, formation flying typically involves active, real-time, closed-loop control of these

satellites in the formation. Formation flying can also be characterized as a combination of multiple assets, that is, space
vehicles, sub-orbital balloons and surface robots, all operating autonomously together. Constellation control typically does

not require this level of autonomous control. However, there are common subsystem elements like satellite cross-link
communications and data transfer that are critical to both constellations and formations. In that sense the Distributed
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spacecraftthrust area will leverage off common subsystem elements that are commercially available, and not develop
technologies that already exist.

Advances have been made in the control of multiple satellite formations. Some of the leading researchers in this field are:

Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Air Force Research Laboratory, Naval Research
Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Stanford University, Massachussetts Institute of

Technology, University of California Los Angeles, and Space Products and Applications (SPA), Incorporated. The
following includes highlights from ongoing formation flying research.

The NASA New Millennium Program (NMP) Space Technology (ST)-3 mission will demonstrate various elements of the
technology required for space interferometry, including the Autonomous Formation Flying (AFF) sensor[l], and an
autonomous reconffigurable formation control system[2,3].

ST-3 will consist of two spacecraft, each having a degree of autonomy, but both comprising a single instrument and
constrained to move together in a relative distance of 50 to 1000 meters. In order to meet the mission's goals, the

formation control system must control the distances between spacecraft within 1-2 centimeters, and the relative
orientations of the spacecraft within 1 arcminute per axis. AFF borrows technology from the Global Positioning System
(GPS), using measurements of both radio frequency (RF) carrier phase and a ranging code. Each spacecraft will have at

least one transmitting antenna and two receiving antennas, operating at 30 Gigahertz with a code rate of 100 Mchips per
second. Both spacecraft will be the collecting elements of the interferometer. They are roughly cubic in shape and have
masses of about 150 kilograms. Each will use a mirror with a diameter of 12 centimeters to reflect the collected light

(wavelengths 500 to 900 nanometers) to one of the spacecraft that will also serve as the combiner. Because of the modest
collecting area, the faintest measurable sources will have visual magnitudes in the range 10 to 12. The intefferometric

baselines will vary in length from perhaps 50 to 1000 meters. During a planned lifetime of six months, the instrument will
demonstrate its ability to point at specified targets, change baseline length, and maintain the formation at the required

accuracy, as well as to fred and track the interferometric fringes and report its measurements back to Earth. In the process,
the insmmaent will measure the correlation amplitudes of 50 to 100 objects, mostly stars in our own galaxy. These

amplitudes, in turn, will indicate the size and structure of the objects.

Clearly, monitoring and controlling the array configuration will be a crucial element in the operation of the ST-3

intefferometer. That is, the collector spacecraft must be separated by the specified distance in the specified orientation and
pointed toward the designated source in such a way that the two light paths reach the correct points at the combiner

spacecraft. Furthermore, the total geometric lengths of the two light paths must be kept so nearly equal (within about 30
centimeters) that the optical path lengths can be equalized exactly by the optical delay line at the combiner. Incidentally,
the need to maintain the array configuration without continual thruster firings mandates that the array operate away from

strong gravity gradients--that is, beyond Earth orbit. As a result, ST-3 will operate in a solar orbit similar to the Earth's

but trailing Earth approximately 0.1 astronomical unit (AU).

Conceptually, autonomous formation flying is a process in which an array of spacecraft makes continuous measurements of

their "array configuration" and uses those measurements either to maintain an existing configuration or to move smoothly
to a new one, all without external measurement or control. Generally speaking the array configuration would include both

the distances between all pairs of spacecraft in the array and the orientations of the spacecraft in a coordinate frame defined
by the array's internal geometry. From initialization to targeting, and then maneuvering to map the u-v plane for imaging
in an interferometry mission for example, the formation control will experience significant changes to control

requirements. Since one controller will not provide the formation stability and needed performance for various stages, a
complete autonomous reconfiguarble control system will be implemented to switch between various models and various

controllers. This new technology being developed currently at J-PL and GSFC will serve as the basis for autonomous
reconfiguarable control of future large formations and fleets for Earth and Deep Science missions.

The New Millennium Program Earth Orbiter (EO)-1 is scheduled for launch in December and will validate key aspects of
NASA formation flying research. The enhanced formation flying (EFF) experiment on EO-1 includes autonomous

maneuver decision making, planning and execution to maintain a one minute separation behind Landsat-7 to a tolerance of
six seconds. Orbital altitudes for both spacecraft are 705 kilometers, polar, Sun-synchronous. This capability supports the
development of multispectral paired-scene comparisons with the images from the enhanced thematic mapper instrument on

Landsat-7. Formation flying architectures, strategies, and control approaches for station_keeping, and target-chase scenarios
will be validated. Four onboard formation flying algorithms developed by Goddard, JPL, SPA, Inc., and Microcosm, will
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be controlledunder a flightexecutivenamed AutoCon duringthemission[4].The flightsoftwareisbeingdevelopedby the

Hammers Company and AI Solutions,Incorporated.The technologyobjectivesare to validateaspectsof autonomous

controlof multiplespacecraft;executevariousautonomous orbitcontrolalgorithms;and buildreusable,autonomous orbit

controlflightsoRwarc.

With the successful demonstration of autonomous orbit maneuver planning and execution functions through the NMP EO- 1
Formation Flying Experiment, a significant step towards autonomous distributed spacecraft control will have been taken.
Building upon these capabilities, efforts are now focusing on methods to introduce varying levels of interaction,

cooperation, and collective behavior within the control and management of spacecraft formations.

Interaction among spacecraft within a formation enables information related to the state of the formation to be shared and

incorporated within the management of the formation. Introducing concepts such as decision making, hierarchical control,

decentralized control, etc., within the management of the formation enables spacecraft within the formation to cooperate
with one another. Such cooperative schemes will enable greater optimization of formation control parameters (e.g., fuel

consumption, time to configure/re-configure formation) and increased flexibility and autonomy within the control of the
formation (e.g., ability to adapt to changing conditions/requirements, fault detection/isolation/recovery). By combining

appropriate levels of interaction and cooperation within the management of the formation, desired behaviors emerge and
enable the formation to perform as a single functional unit (versus a collection of independent assets) in response to the
objectives of the mission being flown.

Through the sponsorship of several NASA and non-NASA programs, the development of these capabilities are being

pursued. Research and development efforts are being focused in several new areas. New sensing strategies and techniques
are being developed to determine relative spacecraft positions and orientations within a formation. Inter-spacecraft

communications strategies, techniques, and methods for distributing information within a formation are being studied and
characterized. Formation control architectures, strategies, and control methods are being developed. Finally, the

implementation of analysis and design tools and testbeds to support the development, validation, and demonstration of
these capabilities are being supported. Several activities are representative of efforts now underway in these areas.

Building from experiences and lessons learned gained from the NMP EO-1 Formation Flying Experiment and recognizing
the necessity for on-orbit demonstration of formation flying technologies, the Stanford University/GSFC Orion program

was conceived as a low-cost, rapid means of studying the challenges posed by managing formations of spacecraft. The
program was conceived as a means for supporting targeted technology development efforts through the implementation of
end-to-end systems capable of supporting on-orbit engineering demonstrations of the technology[5]. Sponsored by the

NASA Space Operations and Management Office (SOMO), Orion leverages off the extensive research already conducted
in the areas of relative spacecraft navigation and formation control methods by Stanford University's Aerospace Robotics

Laboratory (ARL) and the university class spacecraft development heritage of Stanford University's Space Systems Design
Laboratory (SSDL). The Orion program is based on the concept of developing a university class spacecraft bus design

capable of being implemented and replicated quickly in a university development environment (approximate 1-year
development time), cheaply (approximately 250K per spacecraft), and possessing enough spacecraft capability and payload

capacity (e.g., onboard computing, power, propulsion) to serve as a functional on-orbit testbed for the verification and
demonstration of formation flying concepts and technologies. The Orion spacecraft are expected to be developed and
flown in groups (2 or more) or in conjunction with other spacecraft. Design and prototyping of the first Orion vehicle will

be completed in September of 1999 and the first Orion vehicle will fly in 2001 as part of the Department of Defense (DoD)
University Nano-satellite Program. The first Orion spacecraft will study relative GPS navigation techniques and a number

of formation control methods by flying in conjunction with the University Nano-sateUites.

The NASA Earth Science Technology Office (ESTO) recentlyzsponsored a broad suite of studies related to the application
of formation flying technologies to Earth Science missions. Included in these studies was a ftrst attempt to fully

understand and characterize inter-spacecraft communication needs for spacecraft flying in formation and assess design
trades of RF-based communication approaches to address these needs. This study was conducted by the Johns Hopkins

University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL). The Office of Space Science (OSS) Advanced Technology
Development Program is now pursuing the design of a Crosslink Transceiver system with JHU/APL and ESTO is currently
reviewing recommendations to support the implementation of this system. Also studied were deployment and initialization

z Earth Science Technology Office (ESTO), "ESTO Earth Science System Studies '98 for Flight Dynamics and Technology

Requirements for Autonomous Formation and Constellation Flying", NASA Code Y, December 1998
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strategiesfor spacecraft formations conducted by JHU/APL, general impacts of formation flying on science observations

conducted by Virginia Tech University, and the integration of formation flying techniques and methods within existing
mission analysis and design tools and testbeds conducted by AI Solutions Inc. and Stanford University.

Most notable of the non-NASA programs, the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) has initiated a number of programs
to develop formation flying technologies. The TechSat21 program is focusing efforts on the development of formation
control algorithms[6]. The DoD University Nano-satellite Program, co-sponsored by the AFRL, Air Force Office of

Scientific Research (AFOSR), and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), is sponsoring the
development of nano-satellites (I kg - 10 kg) by ten U.S. universities[7]. The University Nano-satellite Program has placed
a special emphasis on the development and demonstration of formation flying technologies by the university teams.

Recently, the NASA Cross-Enterprise Technology Development Program (CETDP) joined the DoD to further promote the

development and demonstration of formation flying technologies under this program. Through the CETDP augmentation,
funding is being provided to the universities to support teaming arrangements between universities, the establishment of

university fleets (four individual fleets have been formed), and the development and accommodation of a variety of inter-
spacecraf_ communications, relative spacecraft navigation, and formation control technologies.

In addition to these efforts, several other development activities are underway within NASA under the sponsorship of
SOMO, CETDP, ESTO, OSS Explorers Technology Development Program, OSS Advanced Technology Development

Program, Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) Program, and the NASA Institute for Advanced Concepts (NIAC).

DISTRIBUTED SPACECRAFT THRUST AREA TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVES

A vigorous effort is needed to develop and demonstrate methodologies, algorithms, and the required component
technologies to fully enable the control of distributed multiple assets for the accomplishment of diverse and varied science

across multiple NASA Enterprises. This work includes systems studies to develop control architectures that are distributed
across multiple satellites/assets, and specific technologies needed to accomplish the high-level thrust goals that will result

in revolutionary advances over near-term and already planned technology programs. At the same time leveraging from
other thrust areas, other NASA technology investments, and DoD, industry, etc. will ensure technology "gaps" are covered,
duplication of effort is avoided, and parmerships are established which result in cost sharing and increased probability of
Success.

The Distributed Spacecraft thrust area supports the research and development of basic principles, concepts, approaches,

techniques, spacecraft components, and strategies associated with the characterization and implementation of capabilities
enabling interaction between vehicles, cooperation between vehicles, and the ability of a collection of vehicles to exhibit a

common system wide capability (Figure 7). To accomplish this, a technology development program is envisioned which is

composed of three general elements.

Central to the program are the capabilities, or themes, around which the technology development program will be

organized: interaction between vehicles, cooperation among vehicles, and common system wide capability across vehicles.
These themes represent the logical progression in capability necessary to advance the state of the technology, building off
and extending current and expected technology development activities, to realize the goal of distributed spacecraft control

(Figure 8). The second element of the technology development program focuses activities on broad, end-to-end systems
engineering and technology demonstrations of the application of these capabilities in the development of measurement

concepts for Earth and space sciences missions (Figure 9). A more thorough understanding of the needs associated with
these capabilities will be formulated and will confn-m or deny the type and level of capabilities required to support these
applications, These efforts are expected to include a characterization of the type and extent to which common behavior

need be exhibited across a fleet of spacecraft, developing an understanding of how spacecraft cooperate with one another
and the level of cooperation necessary to support the common behavior required, and developing an understanding of why

spacecraft need to interact with one another and the level of interaction necessary to support the level of cooperation
required. The third element of the program targets the development of the specific technologies necessary to enable some

element or combination of the capabilities required. The development of specific methods, techniques, strategies,
components, and subsystems will be pursued.

After a preliminary assessment of the current and desired state of the technology, the high-level challenges associated with
Distributed Spacecraft were determined to fall into two categories: technologies that are primary to the control of multiple
assets, and supporting technologies.
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Primary to the control of multiple assets:
Inter-spacecraft communication and synchronization of assets; fleet-level resource optimization (distributed network of

assets across multiple platforms). Key to the achievement of this capability is the re-optimization of assets to target
newly identified concerns or events and the ability to move or repoint the fleet in a timely manner; formation

deployment, initialization, maintenance and control, and recon_fignration, on-orbit repair and upgrade, autonomous
guidance, navigation and control across multiple assets (relative and absolute); fault protection methods; high
performance sensors and actuators necessary to support autonomous formation control.

Supporting technologies:
Characteristic architecture/system attributes for distributed collaborating assets draw from many other thrust areas:

onboard autonomy; integrated micro/nano avionics, sensors (subsystems on a chip), and detectors; learning, high-level

reasoning/decision making; adaptation to new environments, adaptive reconfigurable systems; onboard high speed
processing and pattern recognition with low-power and volume (e.g., compact optical processors); reduced rehance on

ground for tracking, command and control and asset management; propulsion to support rapid mobility/reconfiguration
and control of assets; distributed observation data collection, archival, dissemination and analysis

Distributed Spacecraft Products

The general challenges associated with formation flying are decomposed into specific technological challenges which

characterize the type of technology development activities to be undertaken, that is, the technology products to be
developed, and forms the basis for proposal solicitation and selection activities associated with this thrust area. A product

breakdown structure represents the complete set of technology investments that fill the gap between where the current state
of the technology is and where we want to be in the future. Figure 10 represents the preliminary Distributed Spacecraft

product breakdown structure, listing high level investment areas. The following describes the overall context of each
investment area.

In the sensors area the emphasis is on developing new sensing technologies for relative positions, velocities, and
orientations among vehicles within the fleets, and perhaps even among cooperating fleets. The actuators area ensures

distributed spacecraft control techniques are accommodated, that is actuators supporting orbit and attitude control systems
must be precise, efficient, and support highly mobile vehicles. Telecommunications activities within this thrust area will

concentrate on adapting communication technologies to new uses to support formation flying requirements. Immediate
emphasis is placed on inter-spacecraft communications systems. Formation control is developing new control methods and
architectures for all types of mission concepts. These control methods include fleet control paradigms and vehicle control

algorithms. Onboard computing and data management ensures that distributed spacecraft control techniques are

accommodated by providing high performance processors, high capacity data storage, and real-time distributed computing.
And Finally, tools and testbeds provide the required infrastructure for technology development, verification, and

application. For example, mission analysis and design tools, flight software emulation environments, and component,
subsystem, and system level verification are included.

These investment areas represent the initial set of product lines for the Distributed Spacecraft thrust area. The next step is to

revisit in much more detail the specific mission needs for formation flying and map that back into the product breakdown
structure, and a long-term technology roadmap. Customer reviews will be used to validate and revise the product
breakdown structure. Overall success of the thrust area is determined by the progress of individual investment areas and the

ability of the thrust area to meet customer needs while developing breakthrough technologies.

CONCLUSIONS

The primary focus of the CETDP is to fill the front end of the technology pipeline with technologies capable of supporting

revolutionary advances. Formation flying concepts are appearing in many of the future NASA missions. And technologies
that support formation flying are considered critical and vitally important to these varying mission concepts. The research
within the Distributed Spacecraft thrust area is focused on the collaborative behavior of multiple space vehicles which form

a distributed network of individual vehicles acting as a single functional unit while exhibiting a common system-wide
capability to accomplish various mission goals. Technology investments within the Distributed Spacecraft thrust area will
develop and validate methodologies, algorithms, and the required component technologies to fully enable the control of

distributed multiple assets for the accomplishment of diverse and varied science across multiple NASA Enterprises.
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TableI. SatelliteMissionsPertinenttoFormationFlyingandDistributedSpacecraftConcepts

Projected Mission Name Mission Type
Launch Year

99 Earth Science

01

01

02

O2

03

03

03

04

O5

05
07

07

08

08

O9

11

05+

05+

05+

05+

05+

05++

15+

15+

15+

15+

New Millennium Program (NMP) EO-1
University Nanosats/Air Force Research Laboratory

Gravity Recovery and Climate Recovery (GRACE)

Auroral Multiscale Mission (AMM)/APL (MID EX)
Lightweight Synthetic Aperture Radar (LightSAR)

New Millennium Program (NMP) ST-3

New Millennium Program (NMP) ST-5
Techsat-21/AFRL

Technology
Demonstrator

Earth Science

Space Science
Earth Science

Space Science

Space Science

Technology
Demonstrator

Constellation-X Space Science

Magnetospheric Multiscale Space Science

Space Interferometry Mission (SIM) Space Science

Global Precipitation Mission (EOS-9) Earth Science

Globad Electrodynamics Space Science

Magnetospheric Constellation Space Science

Laser Interferometric Space Antenna (LISA) Space Science

DARWIN Space Infrared Intefferometer/European Space Agency Space Science

Terrestrial Planet Finder Space Science

Astronomical Low Frequency Array (ALFA)/Explorers Space Science

MAXIM X-ray haterferometry Mission Space Science
Leonardo (GSFC) Earth Science

Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity Observing Mission (EX-4) Earth Science
Time-Dependent Gravity Field Mapping Mission (EX-5) Earth Science

Vegetation Recovery Mission (EX-6) Earth Science

Cold Land Processes Research Mission (EX-7) Earth Science

Submillimeter Probe of the Evolution of Cosmic Structure (SPECS) Space Science

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Earth Sciences Vision Earth Science

NASA Institute of Advanced Concepts/Very Large Optics for the Space Science

Study of Extrasolar Terrestrial Planets
NASA Institute of Advanced Concepts/Ultra-high Throughput X- Space Science

Ray Astronomy Observatory with a New Mission Architecture

NASA Institute of Advanced Concepts/Structureless Extremely Space Science
Large Yet Very Lightweight Swarm Array Space Telescope
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Figure 1. Succeeding Traditional Approaches
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ABSTRACT

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC) has proposed a set of spacecratt flying in close formation around the Earth in order to measure the
behavior of the auroras. The mission, named Auroral Lites, consists of four spacecratt configured to start

at the vertices of a tetrahedron, flying over three mission phases. During the first phase, the distance

between any two spacecraft in the formation is targeted at 10 kilometers (kin). The second mission phase is
much tighter, requiring satellite interrange spacing targeted at 500 meters. During the final phase of the
mission, the formation opens to a nominal 100-km interrange spacing. In this paper, we present the

strategy employed to initialize and model such a close formation during each of these phases.

The analysis performed to date provides the design and characteristics of the reference orbit, the

evolution of the formation during Phases I and II, and an estimate of the total mission delta-V budget. AI

Solutions' mission design tool, FreeFiyer_, was used to generate each of these analysis elements. The tool
contains full force models, including both impulsive and finite duration maneuvers. Orbital maintenance

can be fully modeled in the system using a flexible, natural scripting language built into the system. In
addition, AI Solutions is in the process of adding formation extensions to the system facilitating mission

analysis for formations like Auroral Lites. We will discuss how FreeFlyer_ is used for these analyses.

THE AURORAL LITES MISSION

The mission analysis described in this paper was performed in support of the Auroral Lites Midex

proposal submitted in August of 1998. The Auroral Lites concept encompassed multiple satellites flown in
a rough tetrahedron formation in a near-polar highly eccentric orbit, thus combining the growing interest in
constellation/formation flying with the intense scientific interest in the magnetospheric and electrical

aspects of the auroral phenomena. The Auroral Lites goal was to provide the fin'st unique space-time
separated measurements in the auroral zones across multiple scales, exploring auroral plasmas across micro

(kinetic), meso (regional) and global scales. This goal would further extend the scientific successes of past
missions such as Dynamics Explorer, ISTP Polar, and FAST.

Auroral Lites is designed as a l-year mission with a highly elliptical near-polar reference orbit that

fully precesses in latitude and local time over a 1-year span. Measurements are taken from a series of inter-
satellite separations ranging from 0.5 km to 100 km at apogee. Data collection nominally occurs from the

middle magnetic latitudes to the magnetic poles. The data taken is uniformly distributed over the 4 auroral
zone crossings for each orbit. The reference orbit is designed to maximize science return while meeting
other mission constraints such as maximizing lighting and minimizing aerodynamic torques. This orbit

accommodates launching four 195-kg satellites on a single Delta II 7320 launch vehicle.
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AuroralLitesrequires spinning satellites for optimal field alignment of the E-field wires, wire

deployment and 3-D particle distribution. The spacecraft spins at 5-6 revolutions per minute, with a
cartwheel like configuration ranging from a spin axis parallel to the orbit plane near the noon-midnight
meridian plane to a spin axis normal to the orbit plane at the dusk-dawn plane. This configuration assures

that the long electric field wires are nearly aligned to the Earth's magnetic field and that the solar cells are
illuminated on the top deck of the spacecraft, with the spin axis nearly parallel to the Earth-Sun line.

The Auroral Lites mission uses a four-satellite constellation in order to generate uniquely separate
space-time measurements in three dimensions. The identically equipped satellites perform simultaneous

measurements of auroral, ionospheric and magnetospheric emissions. In addition, the satellites perform
multiple stereo imaging of the local aurora in the spacecraft vicinity. The instrument complement includes

instruments that perform AC and DC electric field and magnetic field measurements, electron and ion
measurements and auroral imaging. A GPS receiver will be flown to provide sub-meter positioning and
time synchronization between the satellites. The spacecraft use a hydrazine blowdown propulsion system

that provides at least 95 m/s ofdelta-v for spacecraft spacing, orbit maintenance and spin control. The
propulsion system consisted of eight 4.4 Newton thrusters and I 1.6 kg of fuel per satellite. Six spin-
control/delta-V thrusters are located on the cylindrical sides of the satellites, and two spin direction control

thrusters are located on the aft deck. Figure 1 shows the spacecraft configuration.

\\

\

\
\,

Figure 1: An Auroral Lites Spacecraft

In addition to the satellite measurements, intense ground campaigns of simultaneous magnetic
field and radar imaging will be performed using observatories and magnetometers across the Northern
Hemisphere, in Canada, Russia, Greenland and the United States. Orbital Sciences Corporation's (OSC's)

Dulles, Virginia UHF ground station will provide command and telemetry support. An X-band downlink
site in the continental US provides science data collection. OSC will perform mission operations, and

Bowie State University will perform science data processing using the software and algorithms developed
for the ISTP Cluster mission. The Flight Dynamics group at GSFC will perform the trajectory design and
orbital maintenance at the direction of the Auroral Lites Science Team.

Auroral Lites is planned to launch directly into a 500 x 7000 km, 80-degree inclination orbit using

a Delta lI 7320. All four spacecrat_ are deployed from this launch vehicle. During the first 30 days of the
mission, maneuvers will be performed to place the spacecraft in the initial constellation, a tetrahedron with

approximately 10-km spacing. After 4 months of maintaining the 10-kin spaced tetrahedron, the
constellation will maneuver to a 0.5 km spaced tetrahedron, with a minimum inter-satellite separation of
0.25 kin. This closest approach distance ensures that there is no possibility of satellite contact. After 4

months at the 0.5-km spacing, the satellites maneuver into their f'mal constellation with 100 km nominal
separation. An extended mission consisting of other constellation sizes may also be exercised if the

spacecraft remain healthy and if sufficient fuel remains onboard each spacecraft.
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Wehave modeled the Auroral Lites constellation using FreeFlyer_, AI Solutions' flight

dynamics tool. FreeFlyer_ is a commercial off-the-shelf tool that supports flight dynamics across the

mission lifecycle. The tool, described in the next section, allows for simultaneous modeling and control of
multiple spacecraft, and provides unique visualization components to help the mission analyst design and
monitor constellations of spacecraft.

FORMATION FLYING WITH FREEFLYER®

FreeFlyer_ incorporates the key elements required to model and plan satellite operations for both

individual spacecraft and multiple spacecraft formations and constellations. The system is robust, easy to
set up and use, and flexible for use across the spectnun of Earth-orbiting satellites. It includes precision

modeling of the satellite's orbit, including effects from the Earth's oblate gravitational field, gravitational
effects from the Sun, Moon, and solar system planets, solar radiation pressure, and atmospheric drag. The

system models both finite and impulsive maneuvers and computes the effects of these maneuvers on both
the satellite's orbit and its mass properties. It is an object-oriented software system that is designed to

support extension to new problem regimes.

FreeFlyer_ provides the tools required to model and maintain both close formations of spacecraft

and constellations of spacecraft supplying whole Earth coverage. The user can use the software to initialize
the satellite configuration and model the evolution of this configuration across the lifetime of the mission.

The system propagates each satellite independently, maintaining the time synchronization between the
satellites during the orbital evolution. Orbital maintenance can be fully modeled in the system using a

flexible, natural scripting language. FreeFlyer_ contains interfaces to external processes, so that
calculations not modeled in the core system can be modeled externally and incorporated into the running

system.

Formation Visualization

FreeFlyer@ provides three different trajectory views ofa formation's orbit. The user can view

the formation's groundtrack, its three-dimensional trajectory around the Earth, or the motion of its
trajectory relative to a reference orbit. The latter of these is the most germane for the Auroral Lites

mission. The software includes a visualization component designed to display relative motion called the
control box. The control box provides a mechanism for displaying the along-track, cross-track, and radial

offsets in position of one or more spacecraft relative to a nominal position. The control box object behaves
like a spacecraft: it is propagated through time, and is used to model the ideal orbit for the mission. The

user displays the control box as a rectangular cube with the spacecraft's relative position modeled inside.
The control box view provides an easily interpreted view of the relative motion of multiple satellites with

respect to one another.

Figure 2 shows the control box for the Auroral Lites mission. For this phase of the mission, the

spacecraft are required to maintain a formation in which no spacecraft approaches closer than 5 km from
any other, and never further than 30 km from any other, meeting the nominal 10-kilometer spacing

requirement. The control box view allows users to set parameters that simplify visualization of such
constraints. Figure 2 is set to display the reference trajectory as a cube with side lengths set to 30 km on

each edge. The satellites are displayed in this enhanced version of the control box as spheres with radius
2.5 km. Thus if two spheres intersect, the satellites are too close together, and if any two satellites are

separated by a distance greater than the length of one of the cube sides, the satellites are too far apart. The
control box display is updated at each time step of the orbital evolution, so the analyst gets immediate
visual feedback regarding the status of the formation constraints.
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Figure 2: Visualization of Auroral Lites in the FreeFlyer_ Control Box

Formation Monitoring

We used FreeFlyer_'s internal calculations of orbital parameters to analyze the behavior of the

Auroral Lites formation over time. The parameters calculated by FreeFlyer_ cover most mission

requirements; for Auroral Lites the shadow, the contact and formation separation parameters were used

extensively to design the formation.

In the next section we discuss how the core parameter calculations provided by the software were

used to set the initial orbital elements for each satellite in the tetrahedron, and to monitor the inter-satellite

spacing for the formation.

MISSION ANALYSIS RESULTS

This section summarizes the results of the Auroral Lites analysis that have been performed in
support of the MIDEX mission proposal. The results include the following:

• Reference orbit design and characteristics

• Formation flyingfor Phases I and II

• Estimated delta-V budget

Reference Orbit Design and Characteristics

The reference orbit is designed as a 500 by 7000-kin orbit at an inclination of 80 degrees. The

target launch date is June 1, 2003. The first 30 days of the mission will be used for the formation
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deployment and systems checkout. The science portion of the mission will then commence for 1 year for a
total mission duration of 13 months. The natural evolution of the orbit will cause the argument of perigee

to rotate opposite to the direction of motion at the rate of approximately l-degree per day. The Mean Local
Time (MLT) of the ascending node will rotate approximately 34 hours in 1 year.

With these design conditions, the Project Team selected the initial orbit orientation as described
below. The argument of perigee was chosen to position apogee at 40 degrees north latitude, on the daylight

side of the orbit. The initial node was chosen to set the MLT of the ascending node to 5 a.m. With this

configuration, the orbit plane will evolve towards a noon-midnight orientation (towards the Earth-Sun line)
while apogee rotates towards the North Pole. When the science phase of the mission begins, apogee will

still be on the daylight side allowing northern daylight targets to be captured at high altitudes early in the
mission. As the mission progresses, apogee will rotate to the night side where northern night targets will be
observed.

Initially, the southern latitudes will be studied at low altitudes. As the orbit evolves, higher
altitude science will be obtained for the middle portion of the mission. Towards the end of the mission, the

orbit will rotate near the initial orientation for another northern campaign.

The initial state used in the following analysis of the reference orbit is shown in Figure 3, along
with the physical spacecraft parameters. All orbit propagation and data generation is performed using

FreeFlyer_ with an 8x8 degree and order Joint Gravity Model-2 (JGM2) geopotential model, a Jacchia-

Roberts amlospheric drag model using nominal solar flux activitypredictions, Sun and Moon gravitational
effects, and solar radiation pressure.

1200 ka_ c_ 12:2

o:11.+

Figure 3: Reference Orbit Initial State
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Once the orbit was chosen, FreeFiyer_ was used to produce various ephemerides, plots, and data
files for use by spacecraft subsystem designers. The detailed results of these analyses are shown in the

pages below.

Mean Local Time

The power subsystem engineers used MLT/beta angle evolution and eclipse information to

determine appropriate battery and array sizing. The evolution of the mean local time (MLT) of the
ascending node (Figure 4) defines the orbit plane orientation with respect to the mean Sun position. A

noon/midnight MLT places the mean Sun vector in the orbit plane, while a 6 a_m./6 p.m. MLT places the
orbit-plane perpendicular to the mean Sun vector. As Figure 4 shows, the MLT is near midnight at the

outset of the mission to provide optimum lighting conditions for the northern latitude targets observed at
high altitudes. Conversely, the rotation of the line of apsides is coordinated with the MLT evolution such
that southern latitudes will be observed at high altitudes at near-midnight lighting.
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Figure 4: Evolution of the MLT of the Ascending Node

Shadow Duration

Figure 5 shows the shadow occurrences for the reference orbit for Earth eclipses. The shadow
season lasts approximately 100 days. The maximum shadow duration encountered was 35 minutes. The
shadow seasons coincide with the MLT evolution shown above. The orbit falls into shadow when the orbit

MLT falls away from a 6 am/6 pm orientation. The longer shadow periods will occur when apogee has
rotated to the night side of the orbit.
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Figure 5: Shadow Durations for Auroral Lites

Orbit Stability

For eccentric orbits, third body effects can cause large fluctuations in perigee height based on the phasing

of the satellite orbit relative to the Moon. The Auroral Lites orbit was tested for this sensitivity by
modeling the evolution of the orbit for launch dates over a 30 day period at 5 day increments (June I to

June 30, 2003). Both the apogee and perigee heights are stable for the full range of dates tested. Perigee
height is presented as a function of time in Figure 6.

Auroral IRes Perigee [-volutioel
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Figure 6: Evolution of the Perigee Height
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Wallops Island Contacts

Station contact information was provided to determine the communications subsystem and the onboard data
storage unit characteristics. Figures 7 and 8 show the contact history for this orbit. At the start and end of

the mission, there are a large number of quality passes with large pass duration. During the middle of the
mission, the number and duration of the passes diminishes significantly. This widely changing pattern is

again due to the orbital evolution. The Wallops passes are at a minimum when apogee has reached its
southern-most point in the evolution. Therefore, to maintain high numbers of long duration passes, a
southern latitude ground station should be utilized.
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Figure 8: Pass Count at Wallops Island
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GroundCorrelation

FreeFlyer_ was also used to assist the science team in predicting the science data characteristics during the

mission. One example utilized the capability to predict when a spacecraft's subsatellite point is within a
user-defined polygon region. Early in the mission, night coverage will be obtained from the Auroral Lites
satellites at high latitudes. Concurrently, ground observations can be correlated with the on-orbit science.

Figures 9 and I0 show the altitudes that will be sampled, along with the mean local time of the
observations for nighttime passes over the Canadian region outlined in the polygon in the 2D map below.
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Figure 9: Canadian Contact Region
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Figure 10: Data Passes over Canadian Contact Region
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Formation Flying

The four identical spacecraR of the Auroral Lites constellation fly in a tetrahedron formation. During the

fast 30 days, in the checkout phase, the spacecraft will be separated from one another into the formation at
a nominal spacing of approximately I0 kin. This fast spacing, Phase I, will be flown for 4 months. Then,
in Phase II, the separation will be reduced to 0.5 km for another 4 months. For Phase III of the mission, the

separation between the spacecraf_ will increase to a nominal 100-kin spacing for another 4 months.

The fast two mission phases were studied to derive orbit states that satisfied the mission constraints. Since

the tetrahedron formation cannot be constantly maintained without constant thrusting, a formation that

reasonably kept the multi-dimensional shape was designed. The interrange distances over the entire orbit
were kept to within 3 times the target range value (Phase I: I0 - 30 kin, Phase II: 0.5 - 1.5 kin, Phase III:

75-300 kln).

The basic design of the formation is as follows. Three of the spacecraft were kept in the reference orbit

plane. SpacecraR I and 2 were placed slightly below the reference orbit, one leading the other. Spacecraft
3 was placed slightly higher and between 1 and 2 to complete the triangle. Spacecraft 4 was placed out of

the orbit plane to complete the pyramid.

Figure 1I: Relative satellite motion for Auroral Lites

Figure 11 shows the relative motion of the spacecraft over one orbit using FreeFlyer@'s Control Box. The
base spacecraft is fixed at the center of the box, while the other spacecraft are shown moving relative to it.

Spacecraft 2, located behind the cenwal spacecraft, moves predominantly in the along track direction; its
orbit trace appears as a straight line. The third spacecraft starts above the fast two, and loops below them

so as to maintain orbital phasing. The fourth spacecraft differs in plane through a nodal difference and
therefore moves side-to-side over each orbit.

Instantaneous views of the relative locations of the spacecraft as they travel clockwise around the orbit are
shown in Figure 12. The individual control box images are taken at true anomalies of O, 90, 180, and 270
degrees.
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Figure 12: Satellite Positions around the Auroral Lites orbit

The orbital states tabulated below provide consistent interrange values of either between 5-27 km (Phase I),
0.25-1.5 km (Phase II), or 75-225 km (Phase III) for 30 days without formation maintenance maneuvers.
All of these states are listed as Mean of J2000 Earth Centered Inertial Keplerian elements. The epoch for
each state is June l, 2003 00:00:00.000 UTC.
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Spacecraft 1:

A 10123.145 10123.142 10i'23.145

E 0.321046473 0.321046473 0.321046473

1 80.0 80.0 80.0

RAAN 309.160505 309.160505 309.160505

W 319.92063256 319.92063256 319.92063256

TA 0.0303 0.0303 0.0303

Spacecraft2:

A 10123.13916

0.321046473

 ase m Ooo
10122.591

E 0.321046473 0.321046473

I 80.0 80.0 80.0
RAAN 309.160505 309.160505 309.160505

W 319.84063256 319.91653256 319.12063256
TA 0.0303 0.0303 0.0303

Spacecraft 3:

Parameter

A 10123.129

0.320256205

10123.14097

0.32099708

iPhase_(1OOkm)
10122.98

E 0.314131626

I 80.6 80.0 80.0

RAAN 309.160505 309.160505 309.160605

W 319.88063256 319.9180825 319.52063256

TA 0.0303 0.0303 0.0303

Spacecraft 4:

Parameter

A
eaase Z(ZO 1on)::

10123.1239
pkase ,

10123.14055
Pti ,,m aaa ton) I

10122.92
E 0.320552556 0.321021777 0.31758905

I 80.0 80.0 80_0

RAAN 309.0400505 309.1549766 308.560605
W 319.88063256 319.9180825' 319.52063256

TA 0.0303 0.0303 0.0303

Table I: Orbital States for Auroral Lites Spacecraft
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Delta-V Budget Estimation

Based on the orbital elements derived in the previous section, a delta-V budget was estimated for the

mission and is shown below. Assuming the spacecraft began in identical orbits (the reference orbit), the

delta-V was calculated to move between the mission phases to the target states to begin each phase.
Although no formation maintenance strategy was studied, a stationkeeping budget was estimated based on
a reasonable amount of in- and out-of-plane maneuvering that would be expected along with two "rules of

thumb". First, the farther the spacecraft are set apart from each other, the more unequal the forces that
affect each spacecraft, causing more frequent maneuvering. Second, since the spacecraft are maneuvering

differing amounts, the difference in ballistic coefficients is constantly growing. This implies that the
amount of maneuvering required will increase over the mission lifetime.

The largest delta-V required is for Spacecraft 4. This is primarily due to the out-of-plane maneuvering that

is required. The smallest delta-V required is for Spacecraft 1, which has minimal in-plane maneuvering to
perform in the initial formation configuration, and is then held as the reference spacecraft for the final
phases. If the spacecraft need to be actively reentered, the approximate delta-V cost is an additional 100

rn/s per spacecraft.

PHASE I

Configure to I0 km

In-plane adjustments 1.64 3.30 2.92 1.94

Out-of-plane adjustments 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
Maintain 10 km Formation 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Subtotal 3. 64 5.30 4.92 13. 94

PHASE H

Configure to 0.5 km

In-plane adjustments 0.0 1.17 3.23 2.33

Out-of-plane adjustments 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.47
Maintain 0.5 km Formation 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Subtotal 2. 0 3.17 5.23 13. 8

PHASE lIl

Configure to 100 km

In-plane adjustments 0.0 16.62 30.99 19.63

Out-of-plane adjustments 0.0 0.0 0.0 49.8
Maintain 100 km Formation 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0

Subtotal 10.0 26.62 40. 99 79.43

TOTAL I 15.64 ] 35.09 I 51.14 I 107.17 }

Table 2: Estimated Spacecraft Delta-Velocity Budget
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CONCLUSIONS

Auroral Lites is a proposed mission that effectively demonstrates the need for formations of spacecraft in
order to advance our understanding of the auroral regions. The mission analysis to date includes precision
modeling of the formation of spacecraft that collect the data, and analysis of the formation evolution over

time. We have performed these analyses using the modern, interactive tool FreeFlyert_. The resulting
analysis demonstrates the constraints and evolution of a tight formation of spacecraft tailored to observing
the Earth's auroral regions.
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MISSION PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR SPACECRAFT FORMATION FLYING
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ABSTRACT

Clusters of low-performance spacecraft flying in formation may provide enhanced performance over

single high-performance spacecraft. This is especially true for remote sensing missions where interferom-

etry or stereographic imaging may provide higher resolution data. The configuration of such formations

vary during an orbit due to orbital dynamics, and over larger time scales due to perturbations. Selection

of a configuration should be based on overall performance of the formation. In this paper, performance

measures are developed and evaluated based on integration over one orbiL The measures involve angular

separation of spacecraft, instantaneous overlap access area, and an area-based measure of the separation of

the spacecrafL An optimization scheme is used to determine the best configuration for a four-spacecraft
formation.

INTRODUCTION

The formation flying concept has recently become popular due to its advantages in remote sensing

missions and flexible long term mission capabilities. A multiple spacecraft platform allows increased flex-

ibility in mission scenarios as new technology is developed. Distribution of components on a number of

satellites allows the advantage that a single component failure results in the replacement of a small, cheap

spacecraft and not mission failure. Areas of formation flying application in remote sensing include stere-

ographic viewing, interferometry, and synthetic apertures. The advantage of formation flying for remote

sensing missions is primarily the difference in perspective obtained from different satellites in a formation.

Therefore it is necessary to design the orbits of spacecraft in a formation so that there is an appropriate

separation between them to provide different viewing perspectives of targets of interest.

Formation flying is a relatively new concept. Preliminary investigations into formation flying were

considered by Folta, Bordi, and Scolese.I Relative navigation control algorithms have been developed by

Folta and Quinn 2 and DeCou. 3 The feasibility of using Goddard Space Flight Center's (GSFC) Onboard

Navigation System for relative navigation was examined by GramLing et al. 4 Wickert et al. 5 investigated

the feasibility of using a distributed architecture for a space-based radar detection system. However, per-

formance measures that allow comparative formation orbit design have not received significant attention in
the literature.

We develop general formation performance measures similar to those for single satellite missions.

Orbit performance measures are developed that evaluate the separation between spacecraft in a formation.

Algorithms for calculating the suggested measures are developed. Finally we postulate a hypothetical

formation and apply the performance measures to demonstrate their application and nature.
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SYMBOLS

Ao

A_,ls

c_j

P_
ft

rt_

p,e
T

0

overlap area, ra 2

reference overlap area, m 2

separation area, rn 2

reference separation area, rn 2

inner overlap area, rn 2

outer overlap area, rn 2

angle between the i th and jth satellites, tad

angle between sub-satellite points, tad

Earth radius, m

number of spacecraft in formation

number of points defining overlap region

angular radii of horizon circles, rad

orbital period, a

rotation angle of inner overlap area, rad

FORMATION MODELING

Spacecraft are subject to disturbing forces such as atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure, and

third body effects as well as the non-spherical central body force. The orbit performance measures to

be developed subsequently require knowledge of the position of all spacecraft in the formation over a

period. For a comparative study of candidate orbits the performance measure must be evaluated for many

different initial states, resulting in a large number of orbit integrations. High fidelity force models slow the

performance but are not expected to have a significant effect on preliminary formation design. Therefore,

to simplify the preliminary analysis we neglect the disturbing forces and approximate the orbital dynamics

with Keplerian motion.

For a formation composed of n satellites there are 6n degrees of freedom. A large number of state

variables makes it difficult to examine the change in a performance measure due to changes in the initial

state. We explore the design space of a formation by decreasing the number of state variables used to define

a formation uniquely.

To ensure the formation's periodic motion over an orbit we assume all spacecraft have the same semi-

major axis. This results in all of the spacecraft having the same period because the period depends only

on the orbital parameter and the semi-major axis. If all the spacecraft in a formation do not have the

same period then eventually it will separate and there will be no common coverage area. If we hold the

semi-major axis constant for all satellites we decrease the number of state variables from On to 5n.

To further reduce the number of state variables we assume all spacecraft to be in circular orbits. We

obviously lose n state variables by fixing the eccentricity to zero. We lose another n variables because it is

now simpler to locate a satellite in its orbital plane. For non-circular orbits we require two orbital elements

to locate a satellite in the orbital plane, the argument of periapsis and the true anomaly. However for orbits

with zero eccentricity the argument of periapsis is undefined. For a circular orbit, to locate the spacecraft's

position in the orbital plane we require only a single variable, the true longitude at epoch. We have now

reduced the number of state variables to define a formation to 3n.
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Larson and Wertz 6 present several classical performance measures used to evaluate the effectiveness of
orbit candidates. The instantaneous access area is commonly used to measure how much area a spacecraft

is capable of viewing at a given instant. The area access rate is the rate at which land enters or leaves

the access area. Multiple satellite missions are more complex and require more complicated performance

measures.

Overlap Area

We define the overlap area as the area on the sphere that can be viewed simultaneously by all satellites

in the formation as seen in Fig. 1. A measure of this type provides a conventional way of evaluating

formation performance similar to the instantaneous access area for single satellite missions. The size of

the overlap area is obviously dependent on the amount of separation between spacecraft in formation. For

formations with small separations the overlap area is large and on the order of the instantaneous access area

for a single satellite at the same radius. As formation separations increase the overlap area decreases.

Figure 1: The Overlap Area

The algorithm to calculate the overlap area assumes a spherical Earth and uses spherical trigonometry 7

to calculate the area on the sphere. The overlap of small circles that define the horizons for each spacecraft

defines the border of the region. For a point to lie in the overlap area it must either lie within the boundary

of every horizon circle or on the borders. Using these criteria the intersection points defining the overlap

region are determined. Knowing the defining intersection points the area is broken down into two sub-

regions. The inner region is defined by connecting the intersection points with great circles. The outer

region is defined by the lunes created by the horizon circles and the inner region. Calculation of the

inner area is simple because its border is defined by great circles for which there is a simple spherical

trigonometry relation:
-4_nner = 27rRe(1 - (hi - 1))0 (I)

Because the outer region is bounded by small circles, there is a considerable increase in the complexity of

the area calculation:

Aout_- = 2_'Re - 2Re cos p arccos \ sin p sin _ ) (2)
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where p and E are the angular radii of two small circles defining a lune and/_ is the center-to-center distance.

Separation Area

We define the separation area as the region enclosed by the outermost sub-satellite points as seen in

Fig. 2. It is developed as a conflicting measure to the overlap area. For formations with small separations

the separation area is small. As separations increase the separation area also increases. The border of the

separation area is formed by connecting the outer sub-satellite points with great circles. Calculation of this

area is simpler than the overlap area because its borders are defined by great circles. Once the border has

been determined the rotation angle can be calculated using simple trigonometric relations and the area is

calculated from Eq. (1).

Figure 2: The Separation Area

Orbit Performance Measures

We desire measures that allow comparison of candidate orbits for satellites in formation. We develop

a strategy that takes a measure of the instantaneous relative positions of a formation and integrate the

measure over a period. The primary difference between the different orbit measures is the instantaneous

relative position metric.

It is intuitive that for formations with little spacing the separation area is small while the overlap area is

large. As separation of the formation increases the overlap area decreases and the separation area increases.

The conflicting nature of the area measures can be utilized in an orbit performance measure such as,

l foT1 (As _-_fo)Wa=._ _ _+ dt (3)

This metric integrates the sum of the normalized area measures over a period. However, the calculation of

the overlap area is expensive. The overlap region is of interest for mission performance but is too expensive
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to be used as a formation design tool. We wish to capture the nature of the area measure technique without

the computational expense.

Angular Separation Metric

The measure involving overlap and separation areas is computationally expensive due to the spherical

trigonometry relations required to calculate the overlap area. We desire a metric that penalizes the formation

if it is too close or too separated without the numerical complexity of the area method. We use the fact that

formations with large separation areas also have large angular separations between spacecraft. Similarly,

formations with large overlap areas have small angular separations. A measure utilizing separation angles

is much less computationally demanding because the angle between satellites is much simpler to calculate

than the area measures. We formulate a new measure

n_l n

I f0T1
W_ = _ n i=13=i+1

(4)

The measure integrates over one period an instantaneous weight based on the angular separations of the

satellites. The instantaneous weight w is a heuristic formula that measures the desirability of angular

separation between the i th and jth spacecraft. Two forms for the function are considered as seen in Fig. 3.

Both forms have a maximum of one at angular separations resulting in spatial separations of 3 km at a

radius of 8000 kin. The first function is a quartic polynomial which does not apply a negative weight for

formations outside the allowed angular separation limit. The second function is parabolic and applies a

negative weight for formations with unacceptable angular separations.
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Figure 3: Heuristic Weight Functions, w

Weighted Separation Area Metric

We develop a third metric to capitalize on the relative simplicity of the separation area calculation in

comparison to the overlap area. This measure is applicable to formations composed of more than 2 space-

craft because for 2 spacecraft scenarios the separation area is undefined. By applying a weight function to

the separation area we penalize formations whose separation area is either too large or too small. This cap-

tures the conflicting nature of the overlap/separation measure with a significant decrease in computational
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complexity.By integrating the weight of the separation area over an orbit we can get a measure of orbit

performance. Specifically

w3 = w(A,) dt (5)

For this case w is a heuristic formula of the form seen in Fig. 4. The ideal separation area occurs at

2 x 106rn 2. Allowable separations occur between 1 x 106m 2 and 3 x 10sin 2. Configurations outside of

this range receive a negative weight.
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Figure 4: Parabolic Weight Function w for Angular Separation Metric

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

By fixing the semi-major axis for all spacecraft and assuming circular orbits we can represent a forma-

tion uniquely by 3n state variables. This is still a large number of state variables to examine the change

in performance measures due to changes in the initial state. A further reduction in order is achieved by

referencing all spacecraft to one of the spacecraft in the formation. Because the performance measures

developed are not dependent on absolute position with respect to the Earth, only on the relative position of

spacecraft, there is no loss of generality in doing so. We are simply picking one of a family of solutions

that results in the same weight function value over an orbit. This is justified by realizing that there is an

infinite number of state vectors such that the relative motion of the spacecraft is the same, only shifted in

position with respect to the earth. Eliminating the three variables used to define the reference orbit we are

left with 3(n - 1) state variables to describe the formation.

As a preliminary example we define a formation to have four spacecraft with semi-major axes of

8000 kin. We then have nine slate variables to define the orbits uniquely. Although we have reduced

the state variables from 24 to nine the resulting performance problem is still considerably complex. We

now develop a representation that allows these nine variables to be represented by only two variables de-

fined as the initial longitudinal and latitudinal separations. Since we are mainly concerned with the relative

motion of the spacecraft, we have postulated a formation without concern to its path with respect to any

specific points on the earth. We have fixed two spacecraft to be in circular, coplanar orbits. The separation

between the coplanar spacecraft is defined as the longitudinal separation. The remaining two orbits are

inclined at equal amounts with their ascending nodes placed 180 ° apart. At the initial epoch the satellites
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in theinclinedorbits are at their maximum declination with respect to the coplanar orbits and lie midway

between the two equatorial spacecraft. The initial separation between the inclined satellites is defined as

the latitudinal separation.

Because we have only two state variables the effect of the initial state on the performance can be

investigated using graphical techniques. The measures have been evaluated using MatLab over one period

for a range of initial conditions. In all plots the independent variables have been converted from angular

separation in radians, to spatial separation at the orbit radius to provide a more intuitive understanding.

Figure 5 shows the surface plot generated from the application of Eq. (4). To generate this plot the

quartic angular weight function in Fig. 3 is used. The maximum value is seen to occur for a longitudinal

separation of 4400 m and an initial latitudinal separation of 2800 m. The weight function is zero for all

angles resulting in spatial separations of less than 1 kin. As expected the performance measure is zero

for those initial conditions that result in spatial separations always less than I km. Notice the longitudinal

separation has a larger effect on the performance than the latitudinal separation. If the initial longitude is

not acceptable according to the weight function it remains so over an orbit does and not contribute to the

performance. The latitudinal separation has a different effect on performance due to the oscillatory nature

of the inclined spacecraft with respect to the coplanar pair. If the initial separation is large and falls outside

of the acceptable separation range there is still a contribution to the performance over the orbit. This is

due to the fact that over an orbit the latitudinal separation starts at the initial value, goes to zero, and then

increases back to original value. In doing so the angular separation between the inclined spacecraft must

pass through the acceptable range and positively contribute to the performance.

6OOO

2000

Latitudinal Separation, m
o 0

Longitudinal Separation, m

Figure 5: Angular Separation Measure with Quartic Weight Function

Application of the W2 performance measure with the parabolic weight function is presented in Fig. 6.

The optimum formation according to this performance measure is seen to occur for a longitudinal separa-

tion of 3190 m and an initial latitudinal separation of 3590 m. The effects of latitudinal and longitudinal

separation on the parabolic case are similar to the quartic case. The longitudinal separation has a larger

effect on the performance. The surface is smoother for the parabolic case than for the quartic weight func-

tion case. This smoothness is due primarily to the negative weight imposed by the parabolic function for

separations that do not fall within the acceptable range.
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Figure6:AngularSeparationMeasure with Parabolic Weight Function

The application of W3 to the formation is seen in Fig. 7. The surface has a large region of near maxi-

mum weight as opposed to the surfaces in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that have distinct maxima. This demonstrates

that there is a region within the design space that has near similar separation area integrals over an orbit. For

scenarios with large longitudinal and latitudinal separations the performance is poor because the separation

area is not acceptable over most of the orbit. If either of the separations goes to zero the separation area

goes to zero and the performance measure tends toward the instantaneous weight function value at zero.
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Figure 7: Weighted Separation Area Measure

We now investigate a higher order formation model using the W2 performance measure with the

parabolic instantaneous weight function seen in Fig. 3. Previously we justified representing the state of

a formation of four spacecraft with nine variables. We now reduce the order by two to seven. Specifically

we allow the longitude of the ascending node, inclination, and true longitude at epoch for the two inclined
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orbits to vary. We also allow the longitudinal separation to vary by allowing the true longitude at epoch of

the leading coplanar spacecraft to vary.

For seven state variables the solution can no longer be found using graphical techniques. Instead we

use Newton's method s to determine a maximum in the performance. To begin the iterative scheme we use

the seven-variable representation of the optimal two-variable solution as an initial guess. The state vector

is updated according to

I¢4+1 -- x/- F(xi) (6)

where F(xn) is the gradient of W2 and 0F(xn)/0x is the Jacobian of W2. Because analytical derivatives

of W2 are not available approximations for the gradient and the Jacobian are found using one-sided finite

differencing.

A maximum in the performance measure W2 using the parabolic weight function is found. To illustrate

the results the relative motion of the spacecraft has been exaggerated and illustrated in Fig. 8. There is

no relative motion between the coplanar spacecraft so they are seen as fixed points. The inclined orbits

produce figure eight patterns over one orbit. For clarity we label the left figure eight as orbit one and the

right as orbit two. At the initial epoch the spacecraft in orbit one is at the top of the figure eight. We

define clockwise motion for a figure eight to be the type of motion occurring in the upper half of the figure.

Spacecraft one moves in clockwise motion according to this definition. The spacecraft in orbit two begins

at the bottom of the figure eight and also moves in clockwise motion. For the actual example formation,

these figure eight's appear as nearly straight vertical lines with a slight separation between them.
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Figure 8: Exaggerated Relative Motion for Seven-Variable Solution

CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this paper is to contribute to the area of performance measures for formation flying satel-

lites. We developed general measures similar to those for single spacecraft missions. The overlap area

and the separation area represent conflicting measures of the amount of separation in a formation. Orbit

performance measures were developed to ascertain if the separation in a formation is meeting necessary
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requirementsover an orbit. The metrics are based on angular separation and area based measures of sep-

aration. Two formation models were postulated. A simple two degree of freedom formation was inves-

tigated and opUmum configuraUons determined according to the performance measures using graphical

techniques. A more complex seven-variable model was examined for one of the orbit performance metrics

and an optimum solution found using Newton's method.
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ABSTRACT

We develop a non-linear tracking control law to be applied to formation flying spacecraft. Each spacecraft in the

formation is modeled as a rigid body with N axisymmetric wheels controlled by axial torques, and the kinematics

axe represented by Modified Rodriques Parameters (MRPs). The paper first derives the open-loop reference attitude,

rate, and acceleration commands for tracking a moving object with the sensor boresight vector defined along a body-

fixed axis. The reference trajectory is constructed so that the solar panel normal is aligned with the sun vector at

all times while tracking targets on the rotating earth. The controller makes the body frame asymptotically track the

reference motion when there are initial errors in the position and angular rates. A simple target tracking example is

presented to demonstrate that the controller will allow each spacecraft in the formation to track the target and the sun

simultaneously.

INTRODUCTION

The formation flying concept has become a topic of interest in recent years. Gramling et al. t discussed the On-

board Navigation System (ONS) for relative navigation of the Earth-Observing- 1 (EOS- l)/Landsat-7 (L-7) formation.

The performance of the ONS was investigated in terms of tracking measurement type and quality, tracking frequency,

and the relative orbital geometry of the formation. DeCou 2 presented a station-keeping strategy for formation flying

interferometry. He discussed the basic orbital configuration for interferometry missions and the thrust requirements

for station-keeping of a two-satellite formation. The work done by Ulybyshev 3 pertains to station-keeping of a con-

stellation using a linear-quadratic regulator for feedback control. The controller minimized the along-track relative

displacements between spacecraft and the orbital period displacements relative to a reference orbit. Folta et al. 4 also

addressed separations between spacecraft in a formation. The performance of a formation to observe ground targets

simultaneously for various separations was evaluated. Simulation results for three different types of formations were

presented in terms of attitude and field of view (FOV) errors.

Spacecraft rotational tracking maneuvers specifically for formation flying have not been addressed in the liter-

ature. The problem of tracking moving objects applicable to formation flying has been studied by various authors,

and much of the work developed in this paper is based on Refs. 5, 6 and 7. Schaub et al. s also discussed rotational

tracking maneuvers similar to what we present here, except that they optimized the reference trajectory for time and

fuel requirements and used a different Lyapunov function to derive the momentum wheel controller. Steyn 9 and Wie

and Lu t° both investigated momentum wheel feedback controllers for rotational maneuvers. Slew rate constraints

and near-minimum-time maneuvers were taken into account.

To determine the feasibility of formation simultaneous target tracking, we first consider the pointing and tracking

requirements for an individual spacecraft. The desired attitude is constructed by making the sensor boresight axis

co-linear with the position vector from the spacecraft to any arbitrary target. We define the target to be a point

on the rotating earth, but it could be any inertially fixed, or moving target. We define two intermediate coordinate

frames using the boresight axis, the solar array axis, and the sun vector to construct basis vectors that simultaneously

allow the spacecraft to point at the target and keep the solar panel vector normal to the sun direction. The ideal

tracking body rates and accelerations are computed from the first and second derivatives of the attitude, respectively.

The reference acceleration is used to compute the ideal axial control torque for the control law. The controller uses

Lyapunov control theory to drive any initial errors in the attitude and angular velocity to zero asymptotically. The
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/aN

Figure h Rigid body with N momentum wheels

controller calculates the necessary control torque to track the specified trajectory, while countering all effects due to

gravity gradient torques.

The first part of this paper defines the equations of motion an individual formation flying spacecraft model. The

dynamics are presented, along with the kinematics expressed in terms of the body and reference frames. The second

part of the paper outlines the open-loop computation of the ideal target tracking trajectory while keeping perfect

alignment between the _lar panel normal and the sun. The last part of the paper deals with the nonlinear feedback

controller that makes the spacecraft body frame track the reference trajectory.

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

In this section, a system model is presented for use in developing tracking control algorithms. The equations of

motion presented here follow the notation developed in Hughes II and Hall. 12 We first consider a rigid spacecraft

P, shown in Figure 1, with N rigid momentum wheels Wi, i = 1,.--, N. The wheels have an arbitrary, but fixed

orientation with respect to the body. Let ._'b denote the body frame with the origin at the center of mass of the system

N W.P + _i._l i, and .7"i denote the inertial frame. The desired trajectory to be tracked comes from the trajectory

generated by a "virtual" spacecraft in a reference frame. Let _r represent this reference frame which is fixed at the

center of mass of this virtual spacecraft. In Ref. 7, the "'virtual" spacecraft is assumed to be a rigid body. Here we

assume that the virtual spacecraft is a rigid body with momentum wheels, i.e. a gyrostat, with the same properties as

the real spacecraft.

Let I represent the moment of inertia of the system, including the momentum wheels, and Is = diag{/st, ", _sN }

denote the axial moments of inertia of each momentum wheel. The dynamics of the gyrostat are given by

lab = hffJ-l(hb-Aha)+ge (1)

1_ = g_ (2)
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_b = G(_rb)_b (3)

where "x" denotes a skew-symmetric matrix, lab is the 3 x I system angular momentum vector in _'b

lab = Itab + AI,tas (4)

and ha is the N x I matrix of the axial angular momenta of the wheels defined as

ha = IsATtab + I,_a, (5)

Here Ws is an N x 1 matrix that describes the axial angular velocities of the momentum wheels relative to the body.
The 3 x N matrix A contains the axial unit vectors of the N momentum wheels, and J is an inertia-like matrix 12

defined as

J = I - AIaA T (6)

From Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) it can be shown that the angular velocity of the body frame can be written as

W_ = J-t(l_, - Aha) (7)

The term ga represents the N x 1 matrix of the internal axial torques applied by the platform to the momentum

wheels. This is the control torque needed for tracking manuevers. In this paper, the only external torque that our

controller compensates for is the uncontrolled gravity gradient torque 13 ge:

/_ ^x I-
g_=3_o 3 o3 (8)

where 63 is the nadir vector, i.e. 63 = -rso/llrsol[, with rso being the position vector from the center of the earth

to the center of mass of the spacecraft in the orbital frame .To. The kinematics in Eq. (3) are written in terms of

Modified Rodriques Parameters (MRP's). The MRP's are a three-parameter set derived from the Euler axis/angle

representation _4 and are defined:

o" = _ tan (@/4) (9)

where fi is the unit vector along the Euler principal axis, and _ is the Euler principal rotation angle. The matrix

G(O'b) in Eq. (3) is defined as

where 1 is the 3 x 3 identity matrix.

Since the virtual spacecraft has the same inertial and wheel parameters as the real spacecraft, the reference frame

dynamics are the same as Eqs. (1-5), except that the subscript b is replaced with r. The uncontrolled external torque

ge remains the same and the reference wheel torque gar comes from first noting that hr can also be expressed as

l_r = J_br +Al_r = J_br +Agar (ll)

Equating Eqs. ( 1 l) and (1) in terms of _r r yields the following expression for the desired axial control torque Agar:

Agar = h_J-t (hr - Ahar) + ge -Jt.or (12)

where J-l(h r - Ahar) is the desired angular velocity tar. The torque gar is the torque that would generate the

desired trajectory without any initial condition errors. Likewise with the kinematics, the reference MRP's are given

by Eq. (3) with the subscript r instead of b.

TRACKING KINEMATICS

Tracking a moving object involves two kinematical aspects: pointing at an object and then moving at the correct

rate to stay aligned with the target for a given length of time. In this section, we develop the ideal attitude, rate, and

acceleration commands needed for target tracking. The desired trajectory is computed in an open-loop fashion, and

is defined to be the trajectory of the virtual spacecraft in -_'r- The controller wilt then make the body frame track this

reference motion asymptotically.
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Pointing

Pointing at a target requires a specific attitude to make the position vector from the target to the spacecraft co-
linear with the instrument boresight as illustrated in Fig. 2. We define the target to be a point on the rotating earth
defined by its latitude and longitude. We also require that the attitude be constructed so that the sun unit vector
is perpendicular to the solar panel unit vector i3 while pointing at the target. This sun tracking is also known as
yaw-steering, is

target

rt

rt/s

direction of orbit

earth

Figure 2: Setup for Target Tracking.

The instrument axis can be any unit vector fixed in _'b, which is defined to be the same in -_%'r-In this paper, we
assume that the instrument boresight is defined along the "1" direction in _b and .Tr:

at) = ar = [1 0 0] T (13)

From Figure 2, it can easily be seen that the target position vector with respect to the spacecraft, rtls, can be written
in_'i as

rt/ji = rti -- rsl (14)

where rti represents the position vector from the center of the earth to the spacecraft in _'i- The vector rsi is assumed
known, and the target position vector is expressed in ._ as

r_ = [cos(6t)cos[east + L0 oos(_t)sin(0csr + In) sin(6t)]r 05)

where ditand Lt are the latitude and longitude of target, respectively, and 0csT" is Greenwich sidereal time measured

from a given epoch.

To find the required pointing attitude, we develop the rotation matrix R ri that will make the condition in Fig. (2)
true and satisfy the yaw-steering condition:

§'lb, = 0 (16)
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We define two intermediate frames ara and are that are used with the frames aro and arr to construct the rotation

matrix R ri. Our motivation for this approach is that given the position vectors in Figure 2. a. §. and 13. the attitude

that will align the boresight with the target and the solar panel normal with the sun can be constructed at once by the

following:
R ri = RrCRCaRa°R °/ (I7)

An alternativemethod isto develop the necessarypointingattitudewithoutthe yaw steering,and then determine the

rotationabout the sensor axis needed to satisfyEq. (16).This approach islessattractivesince itrequiresan extra

computation inthe algorithm.

The rotation matrix R °/is determined by the spacecraft inertial position and velocity vectors r,_ and vsi, respec-

tively, and is given by the following

62i = -r,i (18)
IIr,ill

×

_2i -- r'ivai (19)
XIlrsiv_ill

AX_

Oli = 02i03i (20)

R °i = [Oli _2i 63i] T (21)

We construct the basis of ara using the boresight axis a and the sun vector g. These vectors, known in the orbital

frame using Eq. (21), are used to contruct the rotation matrix R a°. As with R °i, the rotation matrix between aro and

ar_ is

filo = ao (22)
X_

R3o = ..__ao so (23)
Ilag-%ll

_i2o = h_ofito (24)

R a° = [fito fi:_o _o] T (25)

The basis of are is defined by the solar panel axis 13, and the boresight axis vector a, both of which are known in Ub

and hence, 3re. As before, the rotation matrix R re is constructed by

£:lr = ar (26)

fz3r -- a_ Pr (27)
II-_lMI

C2r _- C_rClr (28)

RrC = [Clr _-2r _-3r] T (29)

To determine the rotation matrix from arc to ara, we use the prescribed orthogonality condition between the sun

vector and the solar panel axis. Equation (16) can be expressed as

_T D ac_
_- lec= 0 (30)

From Eqs. (22) and (26), it is easy to see that fit and Cl are the same vector, therefore fil ° Cl = 1. By definition, the

unit vectors fi2 and fi3 are perpendicular to fit, so they are also perpendicular to ill. The same is true for fib which is

also perpendicular to ¢:2 and _:z. As a result, lq.'_ is a "1" rotation and Eq. (30) becomes

1 0 0 ]
0 -sin0_ ms0_

(31)
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Because of the way we have defined .Ta and -Te, SZa and Pat are zero and Eq. (31) expands as

st_Ptc + s2o$72ccOSOae = 0 (32)

The angle 0ae is then easily found by solving Eq. (32), which satisfies the yaw-steering condition. R ae is then

calculated by substituting O_e into Eq. (31). The ideal target pointing attitude R "/is then constructed by multiplying

together the rotation matrices found in Eq. (17).

Tracking

To keep the spacecraft pointed at the target, the spacecraft must rotate as it moves in its orbit. We develop rate

and acceleration commands similar to those found in Ref. 6. We begin by taking a time derivative of Eq. (14) to get

rtlsi = rti -- r,i (33)

where/'_ is simply the known spacecraft velocity vector and/'ti is given by toex rti, where we is the angular velocity
of the earth.

For the spacecraft to track a given target correctly, the angular velocity has to be coupled to the attitude. We

preserve this coupling by calculating the spacecraft angular rate vectors in each of the coordinate frames and then use

the pieces to construct the correct angular tracking rate in the body frame, which is

ri ea
tot = toe + _r i (34)

This is analogous to the calculation of each rotation matrix to get from ._ to _'r in the previous section.

We begin by defining the orbital rate vector in .To. Since we axe assuming that the orbit is circular, the orbital rate

vector is just the mean motion of the orbit expressed as

The superscript oi denotes the angular velocity of -To with respect to -Ti, the subscript o shows that the rate vector is

expressed in -To, and # is the earth's gravitational parameter.

Since .Ta and .To change with time, we need to calculate the angular velocity ¢_o. It is not difficult to show II

that tona° can be calculated based on the differentiation of R a° as

o

RaORO-d °× =- (36)

where "o" denotes differentiation with respect to a moving coordinate frame. The matrix 1_ a° is found by first

rewriting Eqs. (22)--(24) as

Dlfilo = rt/oo (37)

D2_3o = r_/°oSo (38)

fi2o -" ^ x%oaio (39)

where the scalar quantities Dl and D2 are given by Ilrt/,oll and IIr_/,o_oll,respectively. Differentiating the above
equations with respect to time results in the following

= h/,o - Dl ilo
ato -- (40)

Dt

a3o : (41)
D2

- _,X ^ ^X l

a2o = aaoalo + a3oalo (42)
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wheretheabovehasbeensimplifiedbynoticingthatthesun vector slow!y varies in the inertial frame, and can be

assumed to be fixed throughout the spacecraft trajectory thus, eliminating _,o. The rates of change of D1 and D2 are

DI = rt/s°'rt/s° (43)
D1

D2 = _rt/s°s°f_rt/s°s°) (44)
D2

These time derivatives have been computed with respect to ._'i. We need the time derivatives with respect to the

moving orbital frame, which we find by making use of the following velocity equation from analytical dynamics I_

o

_¢ = V + foxy (45)

where v represents any vector expressed in a frame with angular velocity _o. We write the expressions for the unit

vector rates of change with respect to _o as

O .

alo = alo- 6O_/o'Xalo (46)
o

a,_o = gt3o -- 6_otx a3o (47)

0 0 X 0

a.2o = a3o ilo + _o a.lo (48)

and then the rate of change of R a° with respect to a'ro is simply

[, °Ia_a°= lo _t_ a,Zo (49)

Using Eq. (36), the angular velocity tdai is then found to be

+ 1t, ua o (50)

It can be seen from Eq. (31) that w_ a is simply

_= o= oo (51)

and/_ac is found by taking a time derivative of Eq.(32) to yield

Oac = --Slal_e -- s2aP2e (x)s Oac (52)
s2_c sin 0_

where the derivative of the sun vector with respect to Ya is given by

o

_= -{,._aix._,_ (53)

The frame _'e has a fixed orientation with respect to ,Ur, so _o_ = 0. As a result, the desired tracking body rate

vector tarri is constructed by adding Eqs. (50) and (51), and then rotating them into the reference frame to get

torri = p, ra (to_ + u,_j) (54)

where R ra is the rotation matrix from 9va to _'r and is found from the previous section to be

R TM = W e ['R"c]T (55)

Once the angular rates are known in each of the coordinate frames, we compute the desired angular accelerations.

The accelerations are needed to compute the reference axial wheel torque gar to generate the desired trajectory. The
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angularacceleration d3_ is constructed analogously to the angular velocity w_ i by differentiating Eqs. (33-53). The

acceleration commands are found by taking a time derivative of Eq. (33)

Here i:si is simply the two-body equation of motion 17 given as

(56)

_ /_
rsi = -_rsi (57)

lit,ill -

It can be shown from basic kinematics Ig and from Ref. 5 that the inertial acceleration of the target ru is

w_rti.

Fu - _nt + Ilrtdlw_flt

where fit and t_t are the normal and tangential unit vectors of the target motion•

(58)

The angular acceleration " oi is found by differentiating Eq. (35):¢aJo

_ = o 1.5u/ IIr_ll o (59)

• o

The angular accelerauon t_a° is found by differentiating Eq. (36) which yields

ox = _RaORO_ o o_ R=ORO= (60)

The second derivative of R a° is found by differentiating Eqs. (46-48):

OO

O0

1_'3o 8"3o -- 2_o'Xa'3o oix "X /,_oix a= --Wo (¢_o a3o)-- o 3o
O0 ooX 0 X 0 O0

oo oo oo 1T_ao = alo a2o azoJ

where the inertial derivatives of the unit vectors are found by differentiating Eqs. (40--41):

(61)

(62)

(63)

(64)

•_ /:t/,o - 2/)i_'io -/31_io
alo =

DI

a3o =
D2

(_t/_o'rV,o) + (_t/,o4q,o) - £_
/91 =

DI

(_,%o_o).(_,%o_o)+ (*_/,o._o).(_/,o_o)- b_
D2 =

D2

(65)

(66)

(67)

(68)

• ai becomesand then w a
o O

• ai :_ + ao" oi_a R _ao

Likewise, _a is found by differentiating the expression in Eq. (51) where

(69)

_ = -_I_P1_ + 20_p_c _n Oac - _P2c cos 8a_
s2ap2e sin Oac

(70)
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andtheaccelerationofthesunvectorwithrespect to _'a is given by

oo o

,_a------2Z_ ix "_a ,.,a,:xt,.,aixt, '_ (71)

The desired angular acceleration becomes

• ri = Rra(t_a a +thai) (72)ta r

where as before, R ra is the rotation matrix from ira to Jr r. Like the desired angular velocity vector wrri, the desired

acceleration vector tb_ is constructed from knowing t_a and t_aai in _'r using Eq. (55). Having now found R ri, t,0rri,
• ri

and t_ r , we can completely describe the desired trajectory that the real spacecraft needs to have in order to track a

target. In the next section, we show how this open-loop reference trajectory is used to derive a control law that will

asymptotically drive any initial attitude and rate errors in the body frame to zero.

CONTROLLERS

The nonlinear feedback controller presented in this paper uses momentum wheels to generate the internal axial

torque ga- Here, the wheels are the only devices used to track rigid spacecraft attitude motions and to correct tracking

errors. Thrusters were used in Ref. 7 to track the attitude motions while momentum wheels corrected for tracking

errors. The only external torque is the gravity gradient torque ge- Like the controllers used in Ref. 7, this feedback

controller globally asymptotically stabilizes the tracking error through the use of a Lyapunov function.

Error Kinematics

We define the tracking error kinematics between the body and reference frames. The attitude tracking error is

defined by

Rbr(t_O ") = RM(O'b)Rir(O'r) (73)

with 1%_(6o ") being the rotation matrix from the reference frame _'r to the body frame }'b, and 50" is the error in the

attitude between the frames _b and .Tr. The tracking error of the angular velocity expressed in _'b as

t_e = _b -- Rbr(Jtr)_r (74)

Using Eq. (3), the differential equation for the error kinematics becomes

_ = G(6_r)aw (75)

With these three relations, we are now ready to derive the control law in the next section.

The Feedback Tracking Controller

The feedback momentum wheel controller is derived from Lyapunov control theory. We use the following Lya-

punov function candidate 7
,!

= 2tStaTK6o_ + 2k21n (i + 60"TtSo ") (76)
v

where k2 is some positive gain constant. Substituting Eq. (74) into Eq. (76) and taking the derivative, yields the

following equation for V in terms of Wb, (Mr, and the tracking errors Do" and &_,:

• T t_o.T6dr (77)

We rewrite Eq. (77), using Eqs. (1) and (75), as

I2 = [j-i (h_Wb + ge -- Aga) - w_t_w - l%t_(6tr)J -1 (la_r + ge -- Agar)] r K6t_ + k26trTd_ (78)

where we have made use of the fact proved in Ref. 7

dRY'(6°')' = w_ 6w (79)
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Letting K = J in Eq. (78) and making use of Eq. (7). the final equation for the derivative of V becomes:

- [-h_J-1(hb -Aha) - g, +Ago + J_6_

+ JRbr (&r)J-lh_ J -l (h_ - Ahar) + JRbr(6o')J-Ige

-- JR_(6o')J-1Agar - k26o'] T ¢jta (80)

We want to choose the control torques Aga so that I)" is negative definite. Choosing

Aga = h_J-X(hb - Aha) + ge - Jw_6w

- JR_r(6o')J-tl_ J-1 (hr - Ahar) - jRb"(60-)J-lge

+ JRbr(do')J-IAgar + kx_ + k26o"

where kl is a positive gain constant leads to

(81)

_r : _kt6taT_ < 0 (82)

As found in Ref. 7, it can be shown that the control law in Eq. (81) guarantees perfect tracking, i.e., tab(t) = tar(t)

and 0-b(t) = 0-_(t) for all t > 0 if the initial condition errors are zero, i.e., 6ta(0) = 60"(0) = 0.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

We demonstrate the capability of the momentum wheel control law by presenting a target tracking example. Given

a circular orbit with an altitude of 279.24 km, we want to a spacecraft to acquire and track Cape Canaveral, Florida

(6t = 28.4670N, Lt = 80.467°W) starting with a sub-sateUite point located at 19.583°N longitude and 118.381°W

longitude. Here, our algorithms do not determine whether or not the target is actually visible by the sensor. We will

assume, for this example, that the spacecraft can see the target. The spacecraft is modeled as a gyrostat with three

momentum wheels aligned with the principal axes. Their axial moments of inertia are given as

Is = diag(10,30, 70) (83)

We let the spacecraft total moment of inertia matrix (platform and momentum wheels) be

J = diag(200,150, 175) (84)

and the solar panel unit vector 1_ is defined in _'b as

15 = [0.5437 0.8269 0.1440] T (85)

The spacecraft actual initial attitude is Orb(0) = [--0.1259 0.2598 -- 0.0988] T with its sensor boresight initially

pointing at 24.737°N longitude and 100.435°W longitude. We let the platform initially rotate with tab(0) =

[--0.0040 -- 0.00854 0.0009] r.

The target tracking maneuver results are shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5. The gains 7 for the controller were chosen to

be kt = 54 and ks = 47.

Figure 3(a) shows the time history of 8o', and Figure 3(b) shows the time history of 8ta. It can be seen that the

controller does indeed make the body frame track the prescribed reference trajectory. All of the attitude and rate

errors were driven asymptotically to zero over time. Figure 4(a) shows the control torque generated by the controller.

The controller initially generates large torques to slew the spacecraft to point at the target. Once the target has been

acquired, which means all errors are zero, the torques needed to track the target become very small and equal to

gar • Figure 4(b) illustrates the ideal torque gar needed for target tracking if all there are no initial errors. Figure 5

illustrates the yaw-steering condition of Eq. (16). It is clearly seen that the solar panel axis becomes normal to the sun
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vectoraboutthesametimethespacecraftacquiresthetarget(40sec.).Thus,Figure 5 indicates that the spacecraft

can simultaneously a target while maintaining its power requirements.
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CONCLUSIONS

Figure 3: The time history of(a) _cr and (b) ck_.

A method for computing a multiaxis target tracking trajectory has been developed that also allows the solar panel

normal to be aligned with the sun vector during a tracking maneuver. Other authors have developed similar algo-

rithms, but the open-loop trajectory in this paper is attitude parameter independent with the sun tracking requirement

incorporated. A control law has been developed that uses internal torques provided by the momentum wheels for

tracking rotational maneuvers. The control law is a function of the spacecraft angular momentum, wheel momenta,

and attitude, as well as the desired pointing direction. A simple tracking maneuver example clearly shows that the

wheel controller makes the body frame track the reference motion.
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ABSTRACT

NASA's Cross-Cutting Technology Development Program identified formation flying as a key enabler for

the next generation Earth and Sciences campaign. It is hoped that this technology will allow a distributed
network of autonomous satellites to act collaboratively as a single collective unit paving the way for

extensive co-observing campaigns, coordinated multi-point observing programs, improved space-based

interferometry, and entirely new approaches to conducting science. APL as a team member with GSFC,
funded by the Earth Sciences and Technology Organization (ESTO), investigated formation deployment

and initialization concepts which is central to the formation flying concept. This paper presents the

analytical approach and preliminary results of the study.

The study investigated a simple mission involving the deployment of six micro-satellites, one at a time,
from a bus. At the initialization state, the satellites fly in an along-track trajectory separated by nominal

spacing. The study entailed the development of a two-body (bus and satellite) relative motion propagator

based on Clohessy-Wiltshire (C-W) equations with drag from which the relative motion of the micro-
satellites is deduced. This code was used to investigate cluster development characteristics subject to "tip-

off" (ejection) conditions. Results indicate that cluster development is very sensitive to the ballistic
coefficients of the bus and satellites, and to relative ejection velocity. This information can be used to

identify optimum deployment parameters, along with accuracy bounds for a particular mission, and to
develop a cluster control strategy minimizing global fuel and cost. A suitable control strategy concept has
been identified, however, it needs to be developed further.

INTRODUCTION

To advance space-based scientific research within NASA's budgeting constraints, numerous distributed
multi-vehicle concepts for future space missions are being proposed. It is hoped that the multi-vehicle

approach will allow a distributed network of autonomous vehicles to act collaboratively as a single
collective unit paving the way for extensive co-observing campaigns, coordinated multi-point observing

programs, improved space-based interferometry, and entirely new approaches to conducting science.

Distributed, multi-vehicle concepts fall into two categories; constellation and formation flying [ 1]. A

constellation is defined as two or more spacecraft in similar orbits that have separate control of their orbits.

Accurate knowledge of the spacecraft state is generally required for post-processing of multi-point
observational data. However, there is no hard requirement to maintain relative position or velocity between

the spacecraft. The Auroral Multi-scale Midex (AMM), and the Multi-point Magnetospheric
Reconnaissance Imaging proposals for spatially distributed samplings of Earth's Aurora and

Magnetosphere, respectively, are good examples of constellation concepts. The Globalstar and Iridium
systems for global telephony are other examples from the commercial arena.
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Formation flying,on theotherhand,involvesmaintaininga distancebetweenone or more vehiclesin

additiontofollowinga referencedtrajectory.Maintenanceofrelativeseparationwithina predetermined

box requiresactivecontrolofthespacecraft.Thisrequiresreal-timeinterspacecraftcommunication of

spacecraftstateand attitudesothata clusterofspacecraftcan operateautonomously.Interspacecraft

communication iscriticaltoformationflying.StadteratAPL [2],and How atStanfordUniversity[3],arc

activelyresearchinginterspacecraftcommunication basedon a differentialGPS system.They reported

some successbasedon theirpreliminaryinvestigation.The AFRL TechSat 21 program thatenvisionsthe

use ofsparseapertureradarforgroundmoving targetindication,Das [4],and ORION, a low-cost

demonstrationof formationflyinginspaceusingGPS, aregood examples oftheformationflyingconcept.

Both constellation and formation flying require deployment and initialization before initiating the scientific
operation phase of the mission. There are a number of deployment strategies that have been proposed and
used in the past, such as ejecting one satellite at a time axially from a dispenser (Iridium, TIMED, and

AMM missions) and radial separation of the satellites away from a central core dispenser (Globalstar). A
deployment strategy is highly dependent on the launch vehicle and the initialization condition requirements

of the mission. In general, the primary design driver for any satellite system optimization is to minimize
the fuel required during the initialization and operational phases of the mission, since additional fuel

translates into increased payload weight and size, resulting in higher cost. According to the AMM
proposal, about two-thirds of the total fuel is required for the initialization phase of the mission. Therefore,

optimization of both the deployment and cluster control strategies for initialization is thought to be central
to the mission.

Per GSFC direction, on behalf of the ESTO, we investigated a modified Orion mission requiring

deployment of six micro-satellites, one at a time, from a bus. At the initialization state the satellites fly in
an along-track trajectory separated by nominal spacing. The objective of the study was to investigate
cluster development characteristics subject to "tip-off' conditions. This information can be used to identify

optimum deployment parameters, along with accuracy bounds for a particular mission, and to develop a
cluster control strategy minimizing fuel and cost.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

Constellation/formation flying allows multiple-point viewing for advanced scientific space missions. The

goals of each mission can vary widely. Therefore, it is necessary to clearly define the scientific mission.
This would lead to a preliminary definition of the satellite system (i.e. instruments, number of satellites,
orbital characteristics).

There are three primary phases associated with constellation/formation flying, namely deployment,
initialization, and scientific operation. The major design objective is to accomplish the scientific mission at
minimal cost (see Figure 1). Therefore, an optimal satellite system needs to be as lightweight as possible to

keep launch costs down. One way to minimize weight substantially is to minimize the fuel requirements
for the initialization and scientific operational phases of the mission. Therefore, fuel efficiency is a major
design driver.

Inrecentyears,theoperationalphaseofvariousmissionshasreceivedconsiderableattention[1,3,4,5,6,

7,8]. However, despitetheobviousimportanceofthedeployment and initializationphases,thesephases

have been overlooked.Therefore,thegoalofthisresearchistodevelopoptimaldeployment and control

strategiesforinitializationforvariouspotcntiaimissions.Optimizationisdependenton a number of

variables,includingsatellitecapabilitiesand "tip-off'conditions.

The approach taken to optimize deployment and control strategies for initialization is presented in Figure 2.
As shown, it is necessary to first gain an understanding of cluster development characteristics subject to
"tip-off' conditions (Step 1). This entailed developing/identifying algorithms and simulation tools for the

analytical studies. These tools are utilized to investigate a modified simple Orion mission. Upon gaining
an understanding of relevant issues and the development of an analytical approach, more complex missions

requiring more complicated deployment strategies, as well as higher fidelity simulations, will be considered
(Step 2). This step should result in the formulation of a matrix for specifying formation flying
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Figure 1. Formation Flying Functional Flow Chart

STEP 1 - Gain understanding and develop an approach.

• Start with simplest modified Orion mission.

- Deploy six micro-satellites from a bus, one at a time
Initialization state has the satellites flying in an along-track trajectory separated by 100 m within 5 m tolerance.

• Develop two-body relative motion propagator based on Clohessy-Wiltshire equations and deduce relative motion of

satellites.

Include drag perturbation
Exclude earth's oblateness, and solar radiation force effects

• Evaluate propagator's performance.

• Investigate deployment and cluster development characteristics subject to "tip-off" conditions.

STEP 2 - Consider complex missions.

• Investigate more complex missions, deployment configurations, control strategies, and higher fidelity simulations.

Non-coplanar Radial deployment

Secular orbital drift Stack deployment

Elliptical orbit High fidelity propagator

• For 2-D and 3-D configurations, formulate metric for specifying formation.

Simplistic: Intra-clustering spacing at epoch

Better: Spacing plus derivatives (expanding/collapsing) at epoch

Best: Spacing and derivatives at epoch plus long term secular growth

STEP 3 - Optimization of cluster control strate_es.

• Develop cluster control strategy.

Use pattern matching technique in a relative distance matrix (global fuel minimization)

Two impulse burn scheme needed for "better" and "best" approach

Necessitates long term orbit propagator with J2 zonal gravity model, eccentricity, and drag states
Evaluate ballistic coefficient control

Figure 2. Approach to the Development of Deployment and Control for Initialization Strategies for

Formation Flying Missions
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requirements for various missions. The final task (Step 3) is to develop optimal cluster control strategies

for various missions. In some cases a control strategy for a given mission can be used for both the
initialization and formation maintenance phases of the mission.

The steps outlined in Figure 2 should result in a good understanding of the relevant issues, leading to the

identification of a suitable deployment and control strategy for a given mission. Due to funding limitations,
research associated with only the first step has been accomplished. A deployment concept, control

strategy, simulation tools, and the preliminary results are presented in the next four sections.

DEPLOYMENT CONCEPT

The original Orion mission has a stack of three or six satellites being ejected from a dispenser in a co-
planar, circular orbit [3]. It is assumed that the stack(s) could be ejected axially or radially, depending on

the size of the micro-satellites and launch vehicle, using currently available technology. Thereafter, the
satellites will be separated in steps while being under control to finally end up with the initialization state.

The initialization state has the six satellites in a cluster, flying in an along-track trajectory separated by 100
m with 5 m tolerance.

Knowing that a Delta II bus is capable of ejecting one satellite at a time with predefined "tip-off'
conditions, we developed a modified deployment concept and control strategy for initialization, as

illustrated in Figure 3. This concept has a bus carrying six micro-satellites, being ejected one at a time at
timed intervals at a predefined relative velocity from the bus. All the satellites travel along the same

trajectory with respect to the bus. The tumbling satellites in a cluster are expected to be under attitude
control within six hours to a number of days, depending on the active or passive momentum dump

capability aboard the satellites. Thereafter, a control strategy is applied to propagate the satellites to the
required initialization state, utilizing the appropriate amount of thrust. This concept utilizes the full
capabilities of the bus, thereby simplifying the satellite's stack separation mechanism requirement. This

approach would contribute to lowering overall deployment cost.

I
A. Bus carrying satellites

I
B. Along-lraek
satellite ejection

c. All satellitesejectedat tim_l interval

E. Satellite attitude
under control

F. Apply ¢o.lrol strategy

D. Tumbling satellite cluster

P,. V, P.V,

v,-v, .......... .v.-v. ffi0

P.-p. ........... p,- p. = Constant

(3. Initializationstate

Figure 3. Deployment Concept and Control Strategy

CONTROL STRATEGY

Strategy for controlling the cluster can be separated into two independent tasks - (1) the intra-cluster

spacing that defines the geometry, and (2) the orbital position of the overall cluster itself. The latter is
mission dependent and may or may not be a requirement; it becomes necessary only if there are time

dependent requirements such as maintaining a repeat ground track or synchronizing with other spacecraft
outside the cluster.
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Onefavorableapproachforcontrollingtheintra-chsterspacing is to apply simple pattern matching
techniques to a relative distance matrix. For example, a six member cluster would be characterized by a 6x6
matrix of distances with a necessarily zero diagonal (since each spacecraft is by definition zero distance

from itself). By inspecting the rows and columns of the matrix, a global solution can be determined
specifying how much each satellite must be maneuvered. This has advantages over the "mother ship"

approach in which each satellite is maintained relative to a particular one designated as the "mother ship".
For example, if only the mother ship was out of position, then the latter method would force all other

satellites to maneuver relative to it; however, the matrix method would isolate the mother ship as being out
of position and only it would maneuver. This method will minimize overall cluster fuel usage. Figure 4 is a

conceptualization that contrasts the two approaches.

t_im# % _ shtp0 0 0

?
Du/rlld

[] [] 0 0

Actu_ -_

a) Mother ship technique:

If [] is out of position, then

all other s/c must maneuver.

b) Pattem Matching technique:

All s/c have equal weighing factor.

Only those out of position (globally)

must maneuver. Minimum total

cluster ,_V.

Figure 4. Conceptualization of the Two Control Techniques (Mother Ship vs. Pattern Matching)

Cluster geometry could be controlled by uplinking a small vector or matrix to each of the identical

satellites. For example, the 1-D case might be defined simply by:

[ 0, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, T ]

The first six numbers represent the desired along-track distances of each satellite relative to the first. The

parameter T is a time dependent variable (such as UT time, true anomaly, argument of latitude, etc.) that
specifies when the distances are to be defined. For simple circular orbits, T would not be a requirement, but
it would be for eccentric orbits.

We retain the leading slot (currently zero) in the vector as a potential mechanism for specifying relative
movement of the entire cluster forward or backward in orbit, thus possibly combining the two independent
control tasks into one unified algorithm.

The 3-D case might be controlled by a matrix, such as:

[ dhl, dll, dcl, T1 ]
[ dh2, d12, dc2, T2 ]

[ 0, 0, 0, 0]
[ dh4, d14, dc4, T4 ]

[ dh5, d15, dc5, T5 ]
[ dh6, d16, dc6, T6 ]
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Inthisexample,eachsatellite would be specified at some H-L-C position relative to the third at some point
on the orbit. This concept might be extended to include a relative velocity state as well. We believe an
extended and enhanced form of C-W equations [4] that include eccentricity, drag, and J2 are needed for the

control decisions. This is driven, in part, by the instantaneous GPS data which will produce a non-constant
orbit period calculation, and by any relative cross-track components which imply a possible orbit

inclination difference which leads to secular cross-track growth. The simple form of C-W equations
generally will not be adequate for predicting future relative positions in the cluster control algorithms.

SIMULATION TOOL

For the modified Orion mission analysis, a C-W equation based relative motion propagator for a circular

orbit was developed in the MATLAB environment.

Figure 5. Relative Motion Coordinate System

Referring to the relative motion coordinate system shown in Figure 5, if the reference vehicle (Bus) and
satellite (S 1) orbits are both nearly circular, then relative motion can be expressed as:

°°

H-2nL-3n2H = fH

o°

L+2nH = fL

..

C+nZC = fc

(1)

(2)

(3)

and n= 3/" 0./R 3 (4)

where

and

_t = GM of the Earth
R = Reference radius

ft_, fL, fc = Acceleration due to perturbation along three axes.

By assuming a nearly circular orbit, the earth's oblateness effect is excluded. Furthermore, by limiting the
reference altitude to less than 500 km, it is reasonable to exclude the solar radiation force since it is an

order of magnitude smaller than the drag force per unit area at this altitude. Including only the drag

perturbation force, which is always in the negative L direction, then:

fa = fc = 0 (5)
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and fL = -1/2 P V2/BR (6)

where p is the density at the reference attitude, assumed constant for the duration of deployment and the

initialization phase of the flight, V is the along-lxack velocity and BR is the relative ballistic coefficient
defined as:

BR BB'Bs
= BR-Bs (7)

where subscript B and S stand for the reference bus and a satellite, respectively.

The second order differential equations (1) through (3) along with the drag force acceleration, represented

by equation (6), have the following analytical solutions in matrix form:

7.7

LII
-- (4 -3C) 0 0 S/n 2(1-C)/n 0 k/(S/n - t)n --

6(S - nt) 1 0 2(C-1)/n (4Sin - 3t) 0 k(2C/n 2 + 3t2/4 - 2In 2'
0 0 C 0 0 Sin 0

3nS 0 0 C 2S 0 k/(C- 1)n

6n(C - 1) 0 0 -2S (4C - 3) 0 k(-2S/n + 3t/2)

0 0 -nS 0 0 C 0

where C = Cos(n0, S
values.

n ---t

Col

<8,
Lol

= Sin(nt), k = pIL/RBR, t = time, and subscript 0 implies initial condition "tip-off'

The explicit analytical solution, expressed by equation (8) is the basis of our propagator, programmed in
the MATLAB environment. Given the ballistic coefficients of two bodies and the initial state vector, the

propagator predicts relative motion at a future time. The relative motion trajectory is generated by making
calculations at a number of time steps. For the modified Orion mission, motion trajectory relative to the

bus is generated for the six satellites. Knowing the separation time between the satellites, the state of each
satellite with respect to any other can be determined. This methodology is used to investigate the effect of

ejection speed, separation time, and the ballistic coefficient on the cluster development.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

A. Bus-Satellite Relative Trajectory and Pertinent Issues

Consider a scenario where six micro-satellites are ejected from the Delta II bus with an along-track velocity

of 0.1 m/s and separated by 100 sec. The satellites may be ejected from the bus by "pushing-off' utilizing a
pyro/spring mechanism. Current spring technology is capable of providing "push-off" speed ranging from
0.1 to 5 rrds. After deployment, to keep the satellites in a cluster as tight as possible, minimal possible

deployment speed and separation time between satellites are considered. The bus and satellites are assumed
to have a mass and frontal area of 950 kg, 40 kg, and 4.52 m 2, 0.375 m 2, respectively. The satellite average

cross-sectional area, used in place of the frontal area, represents the tumbling phase of the satellite
trajectory.

With respect to the bus, all satellites start off in the forward along-track (+L) and radially outward (+H)

direction, then propagate backward and downward, forming a loop at each integer orbit period as shown in
Figure 6a. Initially, the size of the loop grows, but after six days it starts to contract. This orbital dynamic
phenomena raises two issues pertinent to formation flying:

I. Do the satellites ever collide, and if so, how long after deployment?

2. Is the first loop big enough to avoid satellite collision?
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Figure 6. Bus-Satellite Relative Trajectory and Pertinent Issues

Figure 7 shows the initial relative motion between the satellites with respect to satellite 1. Each satellite is
in an elliptical orbit in the H - L plane. Due to the drag force effect, spacing between the satellites appears

to be decreasing. Spacing between adjacent satellites as a function of time is plotted in Figure 8. Spacing
oscillates between 10 m and 70 m with the orbital period. Amplitude of the oscillation decreases with time,

but starts to increase after six days. After approximately fourteen days, the satellites can potentially collide
as illustrated in Figure 8. Typically, satellite tumbling motion due to asymmetric ejection is brought under
control within a day, if not a few hours. Therefore, a cluster control strategy could be implemented long

before the satellites collide. Hence, satellite collision is not a major concern for this deployment condition.

l

Figure 7. Relative Motion Between Satellites in Formation Flying

Figure 8.

0

5 _C 15 2_ 25

Time (Day)

Spacing Between the Adjacent Satellites with the C-W Propagator
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Referring to Figure 6b, the first loop length is approximately 325 m. About 8 percent of the time when the
satellite spacing is between 65 and 70m, the first loop may not be big enough to avoid a potential collision,

since the first satellite in the loop does not cross the trajectory path before the last satellite, as illustrated in
Figure 6b. Potential collision can be avoided in one of two ways; by slightly reducing the time between

satellite ejection or by increasing ejection speed.

B. Assessment of the C-W Solution Based Propagator

The above analysis is strongly dependent on the accuracy of the orbital simulator. Therefore, the C-W

propagator simulation with the associated assumptions is compared with the high precision McDonnell-
Douglas BG-14 orbit propagator simulation. The BG-14 propagator takes into consideration solar pressure,

oblateness of the earth (up to 40x40) and air density variation with the lacchia 70 (J70) model [ I0]. Figure
9 shows the satellite spacing graph produced with the BG-14 simulator for the previous case, corresponding

to Figure 8. The two simulations have the same features, however, the BG-14 predicts collision time after
about 21 days. The C-W propagator appears to be adequate for the sensitivity studies, as well as for

predicting, reasonably accurately, relative motion a short time after ejection. This is good enough for
preliminary analysis, however, a higher fidelity propagator should be used for an accurate system analysis.

• Inclt_de per'_,.rbanom_:

- Drag

- So_z pressur_
~ 4x4

Figure 9. Spacing Between the Adjacent Satellites with the BG-14 Propagator

C. Relative Ballistic Coefficient

The difference in the ballistic coefficients of the bus and satellites results in a relative trajectory as shown
in Figure 6a, causing potential collision between ejected satellites. However, if the bus and satellites have

the same ballistic coefficient, then the trajectory characteristics would not change with the orbital period as
shown in Figure 10. Consequently, the satellites would continue to separate. Theoretically, the difference
in the ballistic coefficients could be used to control satellite collision time. However, because of other

important design considerations, this would not be done.

D. Realistic "Tip-Off' Conditions

So far we have looked at cluster development subject to the ballistic coefficient. We have not considered
effects of the ejection speed and angle, time between spacecraft ejection, and the difference in the ballistic

coefficients of the spacecraft. Furthermore, even if optimal values for all the variables are identified for a
particular mission there is an issue of accuracy in implementation. For example, the spring mechanism is
believed to be able to control the release speed to within two to ten percent one sigma variation, depending

on how much effort is put into the calibration on the ground.
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To understand the above issues, consider a scenario where the satellites are ejected by a randomly picked
speed ranging from 0.09 to 0.11 m/s, i.e. with the 10 percent one sigma value of 0.1 m/s nominal speed.
The reference satellite 1 is ejected with the nominal speed. As shown in Figure I 1, two days after
deployment the cluster size grows to over 5 kin, compared to about 0.3 km if all the satellites were released

at the speed of 0.1 m/s. Cluster size is strongly dependent on which of the satellites has greater variation
from the nominal speed. Logically, the fuel required to initialize the cluster in this scenario will be

significantly higher than if all the satellites were released with the same nominal speed. The perturbation
speed prevents satellite collision after fourteen days for the same ejection speed, as noted in Section A.

However, closer to deployment time, the perturbation increases the probability of collision, as shown by the
inset in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Effects of Realistic Cluster Ejection Speeds

Variation in the satellite ballistic coefficient, launch angle, and separation time would make things worse.

A Monte-Carlo type of simulation, with Gaussian distribution for pertinent variables, could be done to
determine a realistic fuel requirement for the initialization phase of a particular mission. As implied by the

last scenario, there could be a significant difference between the fuel requirement due to inclusion and
exclusion of the perturbation consideration. Perturbation needs to be minimized to reduce the fuel
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requirementduringtheinitializationprocess.However,inpracticethisdesireneedstobebalancedagainst

the engineering effort required for overall cost minimization.

CONCLUSIONS

A fn'st order analytical tool and process has been developed to investigate issues associated with the
deployment and initialization phases of a co-planar, circular orbit formation flying mission. Preliminary

results indicate that cluster development is very sensitive to the ballistic coefficient of the bus and satellites,
and to "tip-off' conditions. The process developed could be used to optimize the deployment and

initialization phases of the formation flying mission, from both a fuel and overall cost point of view. A
higher fidelity propagator with greater capability, such as the BG-14, should be used for accurate system
analysis and to model more complex missions involving non-coplanar and elliptical orbits, and stacked and

radial deployment configurations. Finally, because of fuel and cost considerations, both the deployment
concept and control strategy for initialization are central to the formation flying mission.
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FEASIBILITYOFDECENTRALIZEDLINEAR-QUADRATIC-GAUSSIANCONTROLOFAUTONOMOUS

DISTRIBUTEDSPACECRAFT

J.RussellCarpenter
NASAGoddardSpaceFlightCenter

ABSTRACT

A distributedsatelliteformation,modeledasanarbitrarynumberof fully connectednodesin a network,couldbe
controlledusinga decentralizedcontrollerframeworkthat distributesoperationsin paralleloverthenetwork.For
suchproblems,asolutionthat minimizesdatatransmissionrequirements,in thecontextof linear-quadratic-Gaussian
(LQG)controltheory,wasgivenbySpeyer[1].Thisapproachisadvantageousbecauseit isnon-hierarchical,detected
failuresgracefullydegradesystemperformance,fewerlocalcomputationsarerequiredthanforacentralizedcontroller,
andit is optimalwith respectto thestandardLQGcostfunction.Disadvantagesof theapproacharetheneedfor
afully connectedcommunicationsnetwork,thetotal operationsperformedoverall thenodesaregreaterthanfor a
centralizedcontroller,andtheapproachis formulatedfor lineartime-invariantsystems.Toinvestigatethefeasibility
of thedecentralizedapproachto satelliteformationflying,a simplecentralizedLQGdesignfor a spacecraftorbit
controlproblemis adaptedto thedecentralizedframework.Thesimpledesignusesa fixedreferencetrajectory(an
equatorial,Keplerian,circularorbit),andby appropriatechoiceofcoordinatesandmeasurementsis formulatedasa
lineartime-invariantsystem.

INTRODUCTION

A decentralized framework for linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) control is investigated for applicability to autonomous

satellite formations. For such problems, a solution that minimizes data transmission requirements has been given

by Speyer [1]. In reference [1], the decentralized estimator was placed in an LQG control setting. Since then other
decentralized control algorithms have been analyzed which consider one-step delayed-information sharing patterns. In

reference [2], the decentralized LQG control is extended to the decentralized linear-exponential-Gaussian control which
is related to deterministic 7-/0_ control synthesis. Other generalizations of reference [1] may be found in references [3]

and [4], and in reference [5], reference [1] served as the basis for a fault-tolerant multi-sensor navigation architecture.
The decentralized LGQ framework is non-hierarchical and coordination by a central supervisor is not required.

Detected failures degrade the system performance gracefully. Each node in the decentralized network processes only

its own measurement data, in parallel with the other nodes. Although the total computational burden over the entire

network is greater than it would be for a single, centralized controller, fewer computations are required locally at each

node. Requirements for data transmission between nodes are limited to only the dimension of the control vector, at

the cost of maintaining a local additional data vector. The data vector compresses all past measurement history from

all the nodes into a single vector of the dimension of the state. The approach is optimal with respect to standard LQG

cost function.

As literally formulated in reference [1], the approach is valid for linear time-invariant (LTI) systems only. As with

the standard LQG problem, extension to linear time-varying (LTV) systems requires that each node propagate its filter
covariance forward and controller Riccati matrix backward at each time step. Extension to non-linear systems can

also be accomplished via linearization about a reference trajectory in the standard fashion, or linearization about the
current state estimate as with the extended Kalman filter. Each of these extensions induces additional local processing

and data transmission requirements, however.

To investigate the feasibility of the decentralized approach to satellite formation flying, an existing centralized LQG

design for a single spacecraft orbit control problem is adapted to the decentralized framework. The existing design
uses a fixed reference trajectory, and by appropriate choice of coordinates and simplified measurement modeling is

formulated as a linear time-invariant system.
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Theremainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next two sections briefly describe the decentralized control

approach of reference [1] and the simplified spacecraft orbit control LQG design, respectively. The next section presents

and discusses results for a particular three satellite formation, and highlights a few issues relevant to this problem.
The final section discusses the feasibility of extending this work to the kind of time-varying models required for use in

an actual distributed spacecraft application.

BACKGROUND

Reference [1] considers the solution to the discrete 1 decentralized LQG control problem, described by the minimization
of

= y E xTQixi+ (ui) Riu i , j=I,2,...,K;i=I,2,...,N,
Ui i=1 j=l

subject to the linear time invariant measurement update given by

and the linear time invariant state update given by

K

xi+l = _xi + _ B_u_ + wi,
j=l

where xl "_ N(_, 1_), wi _ N(0,Wi$_t), _ "_ N(O,V_$it), and where K is the number of nodes in the network, and

N is the number of epochs over which the system operates. Figure 1 illustrates the approach taken by reference [1].
The solution is based on the decomposition of the state into x c, that depends only on the control, and _, that

depends only on the incoming data. The global l_ccati matrices P and S are computed off-line via

K

P21 = M21 + E(HJ)r(vJ+I) -1Hi
j=l

Mi+I = _Pi_ "r+ Wi; M1 =

K

Si -- *XSi+l*- E(L{)T(R j + (BJ)rSi+IBJ)L{ + Qi, SN = 0,
j----1

where

L j = -(R j + (BJ)Tsi+IBJ)-I(BJ)TSi+I.

The local filter covariance matrix, P_, is also computed offline via

j -I j )-1(Mi+, (HJ)T(v{+t)-IH j(Pi+I) = +

J = @P{'I_ TMi+ 1 + Wi; M1 -- _'.

The vectors h{ are data-dependent vectors that efficiently compress non-local information. The vectors a_ j are trans-
mission vectors that have the dimensions of the control vectors.

Note that the only information that need be exchanged over the network are vectors that have the dimensions of

the controls. The local control u{ cannot be computed until a{_t,_ = i, 2,..., j - 1, j + I,..., K that are received
from the network at junction B have been computed at all the other nodes' junctions C (see Figure i). If B j are all

the same, then u{ are all the same, so the sum at junction A does not require a network connection, and the u{ need

not be exported to the network.

If the solution approach is used for decentralized control of a distributed satellite cluster, there are a few potential

issues. Each node may be associated with only a partition of the global state. However, this is shown not to be a

limitation in reference [3]. The system may be time-varying, so that the Pdccati matrices become data-dependent, and
may not be computed off-line. A terminal penalty function may be present in the cost function, J. Finally, it may not

St all during the current stage {.lj and reception of the a ibe possible to accommodate transmission of the a i

1 A continuous-time solution is also given.
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of Speyer's Solution for Decentralized LQG Control of a Linear Time-Invariant Plant

LQG DESIGN

Objectives

The time-varying linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) minimizes the criterion

J = [x(r)Tq(r)x(r) + u(r)xR(r)u(r)] dr + X(tN)TSNx(tN)
1

with respect to the linear, time-varying (LTV) system

x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t); x(tl) = Xl. (1)

The time-varying matrices Q(r),l:t(r) : Q(r) _> 0, R(r) > O, r E [tt,ty], act as penalty functions on the states, x(t),

and the controls, u(t), respectively. Additionally, the matrix SN : SN _> 0 forms a penalty on the final states. Because

the weighting matrices in the LQR framework are arbitrary, this framework represents a class of optimal regulators.
In order to choose the controller, the following additional performance metrics are defined:

sup
7rv = je3"p []xj(t)[[c ¢ ; ,.7v ,-_ position channels (2)

sup
71"v = je3"_ [[Xj(t)[Io o ; ,.7"v"" velocity channels (3)
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suplru = jeJ_ _ u_(li); Ju _, control channels, N _- sig-
• nal length

(4)

The basis for the first two criteria, _rp and 7r_, is to identify the controller design which generates the smallest maximum
value of the states corresponding to position and velocity. The third criterion, _ru, represents the maximum among the

mean square values of the controls, and is based on the total "control effort."

Linearization of System Dynamics

Before a controller can be designed, the dynamics of the distributed satellites' orbits must be expressed in the form

of an LTV system, as specified by Eq. (1). Since these dynamics are represented by a high-order, nonlinear, noncon-

servative system of differential equations, appropriate simplifying assumptions must be used to achieve reductions in

mathematical complexity. Then, linearization of the resulting simple non-linear equations about a reference orbit is

employed to achieve a linear, time-invariant system, which forms a subclass of the systems represented by Eq. (1).

Z, ECI

Formation origin

r 0

0

YEcz

Xr, cl
_o

Satellite j

Formation origin

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Problem Geometry: (a) Position of formation origin relative to Earth-Centered Inertial (ECI) frame; (b)

Position of jth satellite relative to formation origin

The satellites are assumed to be orbiting the earth in a near-equatorial, near-circular orbit. Each satellite is further

assumed to remain in the vicinity of a point, the formation origin, that orbits the earth in an equatorial, circular

orbit. Its position is specified by the spherical coordinates r °, 0°, and ¢0, defined in Figure 2(a). It is also assumed

that each satellite has small thrusters that it can use to apply accelerations ur, ue, and u¢ in the ÷, _, and ¢ (radial,

downtrack, and crosstrack) directions, defined in Figure 2(b). A state vector and control vector are chosen for each

satellite j - 1,2,..., K (for j - 0, the state vector refers to the formation origin) as follows:

j=0,1,2,...,K

. j]TU= u{, u_, u¢ , j=I,2,...,K

Each satellite's position relative to the formation origin is therefore given by

x_ = X j _ X °,

as Figure 2(b) depicts.
In terms of the states chosen above, the satellite dynamics may be expressed as a first-order, non-linear, autonomous,

vector differential equation of the form

XJ = f(X _, V3),
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where

f(X j , U j) =

÷

-_ + r$_ + r0_cos_¢ + _:

(5)
--2÷O/r+ 2¢0tan ¢ +
¢
-2i'¢/r - 02 cos ¢ sin ¢ + _

rnr j

In order to linearize the system of Eq. (5), the partial derivatives of f with respect to the states and controls are

required. To simplify the notation, the parameter n, known as the mean motion, or orb-rate, which is defined by

n = , (6)

will be employed. Now, defining the state sensitivity matrix as

AJ = of(xs, us)
0XJ '

then

A s _-

0 1 0 0 0 0

(q_2 + 2n 2 + 02 cos _ ¢) 0 0 2r/7 cos 2 ¢ --2r02 cos ¢ sin ¢ 2r¢
0 0 0 1 0 0

2÷o1,': -2o/, 0 2(q_ tan ¢ - +1,') 2_iosec2 ¢ 20 tan ¢
0 0 0 0 0 1

2÷;_lr: -2¢/," 0 -20 cos C sin O 02cos 2¢ -:+It

(7)

Defining the reference state trajectory,

X. = [r., 0, n.t, n., O, 0]r,

and the reference control U. = [0, 0, 0] "r, where r. is the reference radius, and n. is the reference orb-rate, defined in

terms of r. per Eq. (6), a great deal of simplification results:

of(x, u)
A. - T_ Ix. u.

0 1

3n.2 0
0 0

-- 0 -2n./r.
0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 2n.r, 0 0
0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1
2 00 0 -n,

If the state vector is now redefined as

then the corresponding matrix A. is

_J = [,z, /z

0

an. 2

A.= 0
0

0

0

, ,-.oJ, ,-.oJ, ,.._, _.g]T

1 0 0 0 0

0 0 2n. 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

-2n. 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 -n. 2 0
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Scalingthestatevectorin thisfashionismotivatedbycomputationalissues.Foralmostanyconvenientsetof units,
r. is apt to be quite large compared with n., which will cause wide disparities among the sizes of the elements of A..

In addition to rectifying this problem, the chosen scaling has the cosmetic feature of expressing all the states in units
of distance and time.

Finally, the control sensitivity matrix is

BJ - Of(Xt, UJ)
OUt '

so that, after evaluating the partial derivatives on the reference trajectory, and applying the same scaling given above,

1 0

0 0

I3.= 0 1

0 0

0 0

Note that these assumptions have led to -&. and ]3. that are the same for all nodes. Henceforth, the-and subscript *

notation will be dropped, and A and B will be understood to refer to .&. and 13., respectively.

Now deviations from the reference trajectory, defined by x t = X t - X, and u = U j - U., may be written as a

linear system as follows:

i -/ = Ax J + Bu t. (8)

This has the form of the linear dynamic system required for the LQR design (cf. Eq. (1).) Note that the x j defined

above is consistent with the definition in Figure 2(b), since the formation origin is assumed to follow the reference

trajectory.

Diseretization

To discretize this system, first consider the solution of the unforced system, _¢J(t) = AxJ (t) :

xt(t) = _(t, tl)x_(t:),

where _(t,tx) is the state transition matrix. It can be shown (e.g. see Kaplan [6]) that @(t,t:) = @(n, At) for the

two-body satellite problem, where

.(n, At) = [ ._,o(n, At) 0 ]0 ,I,_(n, At) '

'I'_,e(n, At) =

4- 3cosnAt _ sin nat 0 _(1- cosnAt)
3n sin nAt cos nat 0 2 sin nAt

4 sin nAt -- 3t6(sinnAt - 1) _(cosnAt-- 1) 1

6n(cos nat -- 1) --2sin nAt 0 4 cos nAt -- 3

and

[ natcos

,I,_(n, At) = / -n sin nAt/ ¼sin nat ]cos nAt "

Here n is the orb-rate, defined previously, and At = t -- t:. Thus, once n and At are specified, (li is a constant matrix.

Using this unforced solution, the discrete form of Eq. (8) may be written as

= - + (9)

where

Aui =/"÷' .(..,
Jr,
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Toevaluatetheintegral,modeluJ(t) as

whereAv_i" is an impulsive velocity change assumed to occur at time ti.

The system model that has been derived is linear time-invariant. Therefore, as in reference [1], the Riccati ma-

trices Si and control gains L j may be computed off-line. This would not likely be true for realistic formation flying

applications, especiMly those involving highly elliptic orbits.

Tracking Desired Local Trajectories

The LQR framework provides a regulator, that is, a controller that drives state deviations to zero. For the distributed

satellite control problem, one actually wishes to have each of the nodes track a desired local trajectory relative to the

formation origin, denoted XZd(t,). Thus, the objective is to drive xJ(tl) - x_(t_) to zero. Reference [7] shows that if

= Ax (td,

then the control law

ui = L,[x(ti) - xd(ti)],

where Li is the LQ gain matrix, will achieve the desired objective 2.

In terms of the satellite control problem, this can be interpreted as requiring that the desired local trajectory be

a free orbital trajectory. Several recent works (e.g., [8], [9], [10], [11]) have shown that for formation keeping to be

economically feasible, the desired local trajectories should be free orbital trajectories, as nearly as possible. Use of the

standard LQR framework imposes the necessity of this desirable condition.

Discrete Linear Kalman Filter Design

According to the certainty equivalence principle, the LQR design presented above is the optimal controller design, if

the deviations from the reference trajectory result from Gaussian stochastic processes. However, to implement this

design as an optimal control law, one must use an estimate of the state deviations that is based on observations
of these random processes. Such an estimate is provided by the Kalman filter. Although in the satellite problem

considered here, the state deviations do not result from stochastic processes, but rather from unmodeled dynamics,

the implementation strategy suggested by the certainty equivalence principle will be employed 3.

Propagation Model

Assuming that the state deviations are indeed governed by the linear system used for the controller design, driven by

white Gaussian noise, leads to the continuous model

xJ(t) = AxJ(t) + Bur(t) + wJ(t), (10)

with xJ(tl) = _J, P(tl) = E[(_J- E[_J])(_ j -E[iJ])v], uJ(t) specified, and E[w3(t)] = 0, E[wJ(t)(wJ)Z(r)] =

wJ (t -
Using Eq. (9), the discrete form of Eq. (10) may be written as

= + + (11)

where

ti_-i

Jtt

2 If xa(ti ) does not satisfy this condition, then the LQ cost function must be converted into an equivalent disturbance rejection problem [7],

where the disturbance is d(t) = Axd(t) -- xd(t).

3 If viewing the unmodeled dynamics as Gaussian noise processes seems unreasonable, consider that it seems entirely plausible that some

combination of (probably very many) distribution functions would yield a good approximation to these unmodeled dynamics. Then, in light

of the central limit theorem, which states that combinations of many variously distributed stochastic processes tend toward a Gaussian

stochastic process, the assumption seems valid.
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with

E[<(<) T] :/ti+xi(AT)wJiT(AT)dT, S[<(<) T] : O.

Jl,

To evaluate this integral, a simplification is introduced. For purposes of evaluating the process noise integral only, the

state is assumed to propagate according to _i'+l = _i" + _iAt- This results in an approximate state transition matrix,

1 At

0 1

o o
0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1 At 0 0
0 1 0 0

0 0 1 At

0 0 0 1

Next, consider that since the state noise is used to account for unmodeled forces, it typically has non-zeros entries only
for acceleration channels. If one further restricts the state noise to be uncorrelated between the various acceleration

channels, W then has a diagonal structure, e.g.

W j = diag(0, w_, 0, w;"e, O, w;¢),

which is here restricted to be the same for all nodes for simplicity, but this is not necessary. Then,

so that

dti

w_AtZl3 w_At2/2 0 0 0 0

w_At_12 w_At 0 0 0 0

0 0 w/eAta/3 wiaAt_/2 0 0

0 0 w;eAt2/2 wi'eAt 0 0

0 0 0 0 wdcAtZ/3 w/cAt2/2

0 0 0 0 wd'_At2/2 w;cAt

Measurement Model

Since the purpose of this work is to begin the process of evaluating the feasibility of the decentralized control approach

to distributed satellites, a very simple linear time-invariant measurement model corresponding to noise-corrupted

measurements of geocentric radius, longitude, and latitude is assumed 4. The assumed measurement model is

= wx,':+q,

with E [v_i ] = O, E[v_i(v_) "r] : visit, where

1 0 0 0 0 0]
tt j= 0 0 1�to 0 0 0 ,

0 0 0 0 l/to 0

which is the same for all nodes. Recall that XJ (t) is the nonlinear state vector, whereas the controller operates on the

state deviations, x j (t). If the filter operates on the "measurement deviations," i.e.,

= nJxJ + q - HJX=(t,)

= w<+q,

then a linearized Kalman filter design results.

4Thls is quite an unrealistic assumption, and in fact the primary manner in which time-varying systems enter the distributed satellite

problem is through the measurements.
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Modifications to LQ Design to Accommodate Decentralized Control Framework

For the decentralized control solution approach of reference [1], a single state space is assume to be shared by all the

nodes. Reference [3] shows that it is sufficient if each of the local state spaces may be linearly extracted from the global
state space, e.g. xJ = Tx. In the context of the distributed satellite control problem, this condition is satisfied if the

global state x is defined to be the column vector consisting of all the local states xJ arranged columnwise, e.g.

xT =

The global state sensitivity matrix is then a block diagonal matrix with the (identical) local state sensitivity matrices

along its diagonal.
The solution approach of reference [I] also requires that the local states be decomposed into x cj, that depend only

on the control, and _Dj, that depend only on the incoming data. The Kalman filter design presented above operates on

the entire state, as would all existing filter designs that might be used. To accommodate the need for _J in computing

the control, x cj was computed external to the filter, and subtracted from the whole state output of the filter to get

_Dj.

MISSION SIMULATION AND RESULTS

To begin to study the feasibility of the decentralized LQG control strategy described above to satellite formation flying,

an example of a distributed satellite mission is considered. The example mission selected, which Figure 3 illustrates,

could be of interest for making distributed sparse radar observations of earth-based targets, since the projection of the

satellites' motion relative to one another onto a locally level plane is circular. Thus, the satellites appear to maintain
constant baselines relative to an earth-based target. Perturbations to the two-body motion must be compensated in

order to maintain desired configuration.
Since the purpose of this work is feasibility assessment only, the simulation model is identical to the design model

used for the LQG controller, and all perturbations are Gaussian white noise processes. The commanded maneuvers are

without execution error, and the measurements are bias-free. To complete the LQG design, the free parameters must

be specified. After a few design iterations, the values indicated in Table 1 were selected, based on having generally

adequate performance in terms of Eqs. (2)-(4). The reference orbit radius and the simulation time step are r. = 7178 km

and At ----1 min., respectively. Note that the measurements and maneuvers are assumed to be synchronized to occur
on the simulation time steps.

Parameter

Q
R3

SN

V_

PJ( o)

Nomenclature
Table 1: LQG Design Parameters

Value(s)

State Penalty Matrix

Control Penalty Matrix

Final State Penalty Matrix
Measurement Noise Covariance

Process Noise Spectral Densities

Initial Covariance

I

diag(1.75eS, leS, le8)
0

dikg(50, 25, 25)

9.81e - 4

err ---- fire -" Crr¢ -:- 100,

_ = _/e = _r'¢ = 0.1,

Pr,(/e) = P(re)._ = --.9,
all other elements zero

Note that the use of a penalty function on the states along the path has been used (since Q # 0), and a terminal

penalty function has not used (since SN - 0). It has been more common when developing spacecraft maneuvers to
use the opposite strategy, e.g. Lambert targeting and the Hohmann transfer, which provide only for meeting final

constraints, and do not penalize deviations along the path from a desired trajectory. Such approaches might not be

adequate for a tight satellite formation however, where collision and near-miss avoidance becomes an issue. In such a

scenario, it could be essential that the vehicles remain close to their pre-planned trajectories, rather than take arbitrary

Keplerian paths between current and desired final states.

During observation periods, it is likely that maneuvering may be inhibited for various reasons such as minimizing
vibrational disturbances onboard the vehicles, preventing corruption of instruments from thruster plumes, etc. It is
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Formation Motion Relative to Reference
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Figure 3: Controlled motion of distributed satellites. Upper left--in-plane motion cycles clockwise; upper right--out-

of-plane motion constrained to inclined plane; lower left--motion viewed from zenith is circular; lower right--isometric
view of motion

also possible that small, high specific-impulse thrusters would be used that would be pulsed at high rates, applying

a small velocity increment to the vehicles at each pulse interval in order to accomplish maneuvers. Based on these

assumptions, the simulation consists of three distinct time intervals: (1) an initial maneuver window lasting a little over

one orbit (100 minutes) during which the satellites are initially driven onto the desired local reference trajectories, (2)
an observation period lasting approximately two orbits during which no maneuvers are performed and perturbations

tend to drive the satellites away from their desired local references, and (3) a final maneuver window lasting a little

over one orbit (100 minutes) during which the satellites are driven back to their desired local references.
This strategy and its effects on the satellites is most clearly evident in Figure 4. The lowest subplot shows the

commanded velocity increments, which are clearly zero during the observation period from about 01:40 to 05:00 hours.

During this time, the position and velocity deviations that the upper subplots depict gradually build up, but are driven

back to zero during the final maneuver window. This plot is typical of the other nodes' performance, which must be

ommitted here for brevity. For completeness, the performance of the navigation system is also illustrated by Figure 5.

The filter's estimation errors remain within the filter's expected error region, and have the signature of uncorrelated
errors. The filter's performance is not affected by the maneuvering that occurs during the first 01:40 hours and from
05:00 to 06:40 hours.

CONCLUSIONS

The decentralized control approach of reference [1] has been successfully applied to a simplified version of a distributed
satellite contol problem. This constitutes a first step in the assessment of the feasibility of this method for use in satellite

formation flying missions. Based on the promising results acheived with this phase of the feasibility assessment, further
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Node 2 Controller Performance
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Figure 4: Controller performance (node 2), with maneuver windows during orbits 1 and 4. Upper and middle sub-
plots--position and velocity deviations from desired local trajectory. Lowest subplot--velocity increments commanded
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Node 2 Filter Performance
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study of the implications of relaxing the simplifying assumptions used here are expected to be pursued.

Note that in the simplified formulation used in this paper, the local measurements are functions only of the local

state. Also, the desired local trajectories are specified relative only to the formation center, and not with respect

to the other nodes. Therefore, there is no advantage from the control systems point of view for information sharing.

However, mission objectives such as coordination of observations or fleet reconfiguration could require each node

to have knowledge of the states of all the other nodes. The decentralized framework provides an efficient means for
communicating this information with minimaldata transmission requirements. Also, in a realistic distributed spacecraft

application, it is likely that relative measurements among the nodes would be utilized. In this scenario, the optimal

local filter and therefore the optimal control requires knowledge of the states of all the nodes involved in the relative
measurement.

Note also that the effects of command and data handling system and communications channel noise and latency

must be considered. For example, it is likely that the measurement devices and/or their associated command and

data handling systems may provide asynchronous and/or non-simultaneous measurement data. It is also probable that

transmission of the data between nodes could be delayed one or more sampling periods and/or interrupted for extended
intervals. Furthermore, since it is not possible to create a noise-free communications channel, errors in the transmitted

data will be introduced at the level of the network, in addition to errors introduced at the measurement and state

transition levels. An additional difficulty is that, in general, nonlinearities in the dynamics and measurements of the

distributed satellite control problem require the use of ad-hoc procedures such as the extended Kalman filter.
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ABSTRACT

The cost of on-orbit operations remains a significant and increasingly visible concern in the

support of satellite missions. Headway has been made in automating some ground

operations; however, increased mission complexity and more precise orbital constraints have

compelled continuing human involvement in mission design and maneuver planning

operations. AI Solutions, Inc. in cooperation with the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration's (NASA) Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) has tackled these more

complex problems through the development of AutoCon TM as a tool for an automated

solution. NASA is using AutoCon TM to automate the maneuver planning for the Earth

Orbiter-1 (EO-1) mission.

AutoCon TM was developed originally as a ground system tool. The EO-1 mission will be

using a scaled version of AutoCon TM on-board the EO- 1 satellite to command orbit

adjustment maneuvers. The flight version of AutoCon TM plans maneuvers based on

formation flying algorithms developed by GSFC, JPL, and other industry partners. In its

fully autonomous mode, an AutoCon TM planned maneuver will be executed on-board the

satellite without intervention from the ground.

This paper describes how AutoCon TM automates maneuver planning for the formation flying

constraints of the EO-1 mission. AutoCon TM was modified in a number of ways to automate

the maneuver planning on-board the satellite. This paper describes how the interface and

functionality ofAutoCon TM were modified to support the on-board system. A significant

component of this modification was the implementation of a data smoother, based on a

Kalman filter, that ensures that the spacecraft states estimated by an on-board GPS receiver
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areasaccurateaspossiblefor maneuverplanning. Thispaperalsopresentsthemethodology
usedto scaletheAutoConTM functionality to fit and execute on the flight hardware.

This paper also presents the modes built into the system that allow the incremental phasing in

of autonomy. New technologies for autonomous operations are usually received with

significant, and probably appropriate, trepidation. A number of safeguards have been

designed in both AutoCon TM and the interfacing systems to alleviate the potential of mission-

impacting anomalies from the on-board autonomous system. This paper describes the error
checking, input data integrity validation, and limits set on maneuvers in AutoCon TM and the

on-board system.

INTRODUCTION

The cost of on-orbit operations remains a significant and increasingly visible concem in the

support of satellite missions. To reduce mission planning and on-orbit operations costs, and

to enable better science return, NASA GSFC has teamed with AI Solutions, Inc. to develop

AutoCon TM, an automated maneuver planning tool.

NASA is using AutoCon TM as an experiment in on-board automation and formation control.

AutoCon TM will automate the maneuver planning for the New Millennium Program (NMP)
Earth Orbiter (EO) -1 mission. This paper discusses the conversion of the interactive GUI

AutoCon TM ground system to a flight system.

BACKGROUND

AutoCon TM

More space missions are requiring maneuvers so frequently that the mission itself would be

cost prohibitive without automation. In addition, analysts are demanding friendlier,

interactive and graphical tools that are very powerful and intelligent. AutoCon TM, a ground-

based mission planning tool, was developed to satisfy these needs. Ground AutoCon TM or

AutoConTM-G includes a user friendly GUI, graphical plots (including 2D and 3D world

maps) and report generation. AutoCon TM uses fuzzy logic to resolve multiple conflicting

constraints, and plan maneuvers with little or no human interaction. Fuzzy logic can be used

to control mission planning through a rule-based scheme. For example, a maneuver might be

planned if the spacecraft is near a certain point in the orbit such as apogee or a descending

node, and the time at the control center is around midday. Mission and instrument constraint

rules can also be incorporated into a flexible maneuver-planning scenario. Hedges such as

almost, somewhat, and very allow the rules to be adjusted easily. AutoCon TM is also scalable

in such a way as to be put on-board the spacecraft and provide completely autonomous

control including formation flying.

The on-board flight version of AutoCon TM, or AutoConTM-F, developed for EO-1 consists of

a subset of the ground based AutoCon TM application with a flight software interface. Figure

1 shows the functionality included in the flight and ground versions of AutoCon TM. The

flight interface, or Enhanced Formation Flying (EFF) software, interfaces directly with the

Command and Data Handling (C&DH) system to retrieve all AutoCon TM required data,
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Figure 1 - AutoCon TM Events and Objects

including GPS position information, and to create command loads for computed bum times

and durations. Only the objects and methods needed to support EO- 1 formation flying are

incorporated in the AutoCon TM -F system conserving on-board resources.

AutoConTM-F inherits from its ground-based counterpart its object-oriented C++ design. The

ground system was developed with the user interface separate from the basic computational

engine to provide portability and flexibility to use as flight software with minimal

modifications. Scaling the existing ground software for on-board use not only saves money

in porting, but also saves in testing, since the development path automatically provides a

ground reference system.
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AutoCon TM provides the architecture to facilitate interchangeable formation flying

algorithms. Designed to be flexible and extendable, AutoCon TM is built around a structure

called an event. Events can be added to AutoCon TM as necessary to support new algorithms

or capabilities, thus providing extensibility. To be flexible, AutoCon TM uses natural language

scripting. The scripting provides the flow control for AutoCon TM. Figure 2 shows the flow

control for the EO-1 mission. A new algorithm can be defined by events that are scripted to

represent the algorithmic process. As long as all the necessary events exist, a new algorithm

can be uploaded and executed on-board without changing the flight software.

AutoCon TM is the enabling technology for EO-I's formation flying control. AutoCon TM

provides the architecture for constraint resolution, maneuver planning and handling multiple

formation flying algorithms and scenarios. The architecture not only supports the GSFC and

Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) targeting algorithms, but provides for additional approaches
as well.

EO-1 Mission requirements

NASA created the NMP to develop and validate the advanced technologies necessary to

support space exploration in the 21 st Century. NMP's first earth observing mission is EO-1.

EO-1 has as a principal mission requirement to successfully complete 100 to 200 paired

scene observations with Landsat-7 in order to validate the technologically advanced imagers

on EO- 1 (ref. 1). To enable the paired scene process, the EO- 1 spacecraft must fly over the

current _oundtrack of Landsat-7 within +/-3 km. Also, in order to maintain a safety

criterion, the nominal along-track separation will be one- minute +/- six seconds. The six-

second tolerance is derived from the +/- 3-kin groundtrack requirement. Maintaining this

separation requirement is referred to as formation flying.

veloc_y ='_ ; ;

Nadir
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• .. (m)
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Figure 3 - Formation Control

Formation flying involves position maintenance of multiple spacecraft relative to measured

separation errors. Differences in the ballistic coefficients between the spacecraft increase the

relative motion and the separation errors. Therefore, maintenance of the formation may
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requiretheuseof anactivecontrol schemeto maintaintherelativepositionsof the
spacecraft.Optimally, thisprocesswill beperformedautonomouslyon-boardthespacecraft
andis calledEnhancedFormationFlying (EFF). An exampleof theorbit dynamicsof
formationflying is shownin Figure3.

Thegoalof theEO-1EFFexperimentis to validatetechnologiesfor autonomous coordinated

or formation flight with respect to Landsat-7. These two spacecraft have significant
differences in their ballistic coefficients. Algorithms were developed to meet the formation

flying requirements. These algorithms provide EO-1 with the ability to adjust its orbit to

maintain formation with Landsat-7. Initially, two algorithms will fly on EO-I: a GSFC-

developed algorithm known as the Folta-Quinn algorithm (ref. 2), and a JPL-developed

algorithm (ref. 3). AutoCon TM is designed to accommodate additional algorithms, as they
become available.

AUTOCON TM -F

The implementation of an autonomous orbit control system facilitates lights-out operation,

reducing costs and streamlining the spacecraft operations. While the motivation for

implementing such a system is apparent, the challenge in this case is deriving the flight

system fi'om a ground system. Since AutoCon TM was originally designed as a ground system

automation tool, a number of steps needed to be taken to convert the system for use on-board

the EO-1 satellite. The steps range from changing the interface to the system, to porting the

system, to scaling the size and controlling the CPU processing. The steps in the conversion

were straightforward to identify. Issues raised while implementing these steps are discussed

below.

Changing the Interface

The first step taken in making AutoCon TM flight-ready was to change the interface of

AutoCon TM. AutoCon TM was designed with a complete graphical user interface to allow the

user to change inputs through dialog windows and to view results graphically. This part of

the user interface would not be required for the flight version. For user friendliness, the

underlying inputs to the core AutoCon TM system are ASCII files, with only a few exceptions.

The flight system interface requires binary table inputs, control of the system through

commands and operating modes, and the collection of results through telemetry.

The ground version of AutoCon TM was first modified to accept binary table files as an

alternative input method to the ASCII file input. Binary tables are used because they are

more compact and provide an accepted format for upload to the satellite. To accommodate

all the inputs and maintain the flexibility of AutoCon TM, 12 different inputs had to be
converted to tables. Because EO-1 has a table size limit of 3000 bytes, the planetary input

data had to be broken out in to three separate tables.

To ensure table data integrity, AutoCon TM was implemented with the capability to validate

the tables before use. Validation design required that all tables include three fields. The first

two fields in the table are the table identifier number and the table size in bytes. These two

fields are checked to ensure that the correct table was uploaded and accessed by AutoCon TM.
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The last field in all tables is a checksum that is computed using a standard 32-bit Cyclic-

Redundancy Check (CRC) method.

Implementation of this interface upgrade provides AutoConTM-G the capability of ingesting

data in either the table format or the ASCII format for each input. This approach allows for

systematically testing each input table, and provides a complete code base with which to

begin porting to the flight system environment.

Porting from PC/Windows NT to the Mongoose V/VxWorks

AutoConrM-G was developed under Windows NT. The flight system is built around a

Mongoose V (MGV) processor with a VxWorks operating system. The system is built with

the Tornado compiler, which is a derivative of GNU for this environment. Since a MGV

system was unavailable at the time of the initial port, the approach was taken to first port

AutoCon TM to a similar system. AutoCon TM was ported to HP UNIX and built with the GNU

compiler. Although AutoCon TM was designed from the beginning to be portable, this step

was the first real test of the system portability. The following issues were addressed during

this port.

The first issues were the easiest to resolve technically. Because the UNIX environment is

case sensitive for filenames, all references to included files had to reflect the true file name.

As a simple resolution, all filenames and references to filenames were changed to lower case.

Next, the system had to be built in the environment. The AutoCon TM system was originally

designed as a collection of dynamic link libraries (dll's) with an executable driver for the

Windows environment. For the flight system, a single executable had to be built. This

change was resolved by generating an all-inclusive makefile. The major porting issues came

during the compiling and linking of the system.

The compilation issues that had the largest scope were the use of the GNU string and math

libraries. To resolve issues with the compiler provided string class, a simplified string class

specific to AutoCon TM was developed to override the system string class. To support the

change in the math library, AutoCon TM required its own definition of PI and the re-evaluation

of error handling for the math functions. For example, the fmod function provided in the

Windows environment returned a value of zero when one of the two passed arguments was

zero. In the flight environment, a +NAN (not a number) was returned from the same method

if a zero was passed as the second argument.

Other compilation issues were associated with compiler limitations from the ANSI standard.

One such limitation was the return of a value of an indexed array as demonstrated in

Figure 4.

Original Code
return array_value[index];

Fixed Code

float temp_ value = array, value[index];

return temp_value;

Figure 4 - Resolutiol]_o Compiler Limitation



The largest obstacle to porting to the flight system was the restriction on dynamic memory

allocation. While the object-oriented design ofAutoCon TM is based on the creation of

objects at run time, the flight operating system forbade the use of dynamic memory

allocation. To overcome this hurdle, AutoConrM-F was fitted with a memory manager. The

memory manager contained in its data segment a 1,500,000 byte block of space, and

overrode the C++ new and delete operators to manage the use of the space for AutoCon TM.

A number of redesigns were implemented before the memory manager operators would

compile without conflicts with other parts of the flight system.

Size Reduction

The next challenge was to fit the AutoCon TM system into the available space on-board the

satellite. Since AutoCon TM was originally designed as a ground system, size of the system

was not a major concern. Although AutoCon TM is a relatively small Windows system, it

exceeded the size limitations for flight code. When first ported to the UNIX environment as

a single executable, the AutoCon TM executable size was over 7 Mb. The spacecraft

requirement was to get AutoCon TM under 500 kb in the flight environment.

Figure 5 shows the AutoConrM-F size history after the first build in the Mongoose V

environment, which includes an initial attempt at size reduction. The first five months

include seven builds that were focused solely on reducing the size of the system. Once the

size requirement was achieved, subsequent builds focused on modifying the capabilities of

AutoConTM-F to support the flight system interfaces and mission requirements. As new

capabilities were added, the code size was re-evaluated and reduction efforts were

implemented.

The first step was to remove unnecessary capabilities. Since AutoCon TM is object-oriented

this simply entailed removing whole objects from the build of the system. The original

system contained 256 classes that defined the objects. The fast two builds removed a total of
almost 160 classes. Most of these classes are related to the calculation of event data that was

not necessary for flight requirements. To remove additional objects, AutoCon TM was

modified to use the math functions of the Attitude Control System (ACS) in place of its own

math classes. The final core AutoCona'M-F system includes 85 C++ classes.

While removing the objects offered a significant reduction, the system size still exceeded the

spacecraft requirement. The next step in code reduction was to eliminate code methods from

within the remaining classes. Methods associated with file input and debug output were

obvious candidates for removal, as were methods required by these. Methods associated

with unnecessary coordinate transformations and flight regimes outside of the EO-1 orbit
were also omitted.

Another size reduction technique explored was compiler flag settings. Figure 5 shows a
large size reduction in February 1998 between the 6 and 7 builds. The primary difference

between these two builds was that the flag for compiling with debug was turned off for the
7 th build; it was activated for all previous builds.
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During subsequent size reduction activities, other methods were implemented to reduce the

size of the system. One technique used was to collapse the inheritance of derived classes into

their base class. This technique proved to provide minimal savings at approximately one

kilobyte per collapse. Another technique used, which provided significant savings, was the

static allocation and initialization of arrays. Initialization methods in some classes were

filling large arrays using direct element-by-element assignments. Two classes had a

combined total of 943 elements initialized by direct assignment. The change in initialization

saved over 36 kb of space.

Parsed CPU Execution

The EO-1 flight environment system requires that the executing tasks use CPU time slices.

The AutoConX_-F system receives a CPU slice every two seconds. AntoConXU-F is

expected to complete processing within a fraction of a second. IfAutoConXm-F, or any task,

fails to complete processing within 5 seconds, the flight system will perform a warm restart.

AutoCon TM Was originally designed as a parsed execution system for UI messaging such that

one script command executes and processing returns to the controlling UI system.

AutoConW-F simply retained this design for the interface with the flight system.

AutoCona'_-F operates through the sequential execution of scripted commands. Using the

original design, AutoConTm-F executed one command per time slice. The commands

however took varying amounts of time to execute. Some commands used little CPU

processing while others exceeded the allotted time slice. The commands that exceeded the

time slice were segmented to complete a portion of the command, return processing to the
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mainsystem,andcontinuewith the next pan of the command segment at the next time slice.

To make the best use of the available time slice, the commands that used very little

processing time were identified and grouped with the next command within the same time
slice.

Near the final stages of development of AutoConTM-F, a new capability was required to

provide bum durations and bum start times on the whole second. The modification was

minor, requiring only a few lines of additional code. As a result of the change, AutoConrM-F

consistently used too much CPU time to perform targeting. The cause of the CPU over-

utilization was traced to the customer supplied fmod math function. The purpose of the fmod

function was to return the remainder of one number divided by another. The function was

implemented to perform successive subtractions and evaluations until the desired result was

achieved. Because the use of fmod in the targeter had a very large number being divided by

a relatively small number, the number of execution cycles to complete the processing was

unreasonable. To ensure proper CPU use, the fmod function was replaced in AutoConTM-F

with a less CPU intensive algorithm.

Issues During Testing

Upon successful compilation of the AutoConT_-F system in the flight environment, testing

began. The test approach was to def'me a series of benchmark tests using AutoConTM-F in

the Windows NT environment. The same tests were then duplicated in the flight

environment and the results were compared. The flight environment tests were designed to

exercise data table uplink, telemetry downlink, commanding, as well as computational

accuracy. Initially, the results between the Windows NT and the Mongoose V were

unacceptably different.

AutoConTM-F is required to propagate two spacecraft states (EO-1 and Landsat-7) into the

future and plan any maneuvers required during that time to maintain the formation. The

propagation differences between the benchmark NT result and the flight environment result

were 540 meters RSS after 36 hours of propagation. The tools for debugging this problem on

the flight environment were limited.

Original Code
if((*istat = jaccwf(al_time, new_file, &geo)) != 0)
{

return 0.0;

}

Fixed Code

*istat = jaccwf(al_tirne, new_file, &geo);
taskDelay(l);
if(*istat != 0)

return 0.0;

}

Figure 6: Fix to Compiler Problem
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The investigation of this difference required embedding debug statements throughout the

code. Since the largest perturbation on the spacecraft, besides the mass of the Earth, is drag,

the drag model was investigated f'n'st. This selection turned out to be the right place to look.

Something in the code was causing the model to return an atmospheric density of zero

without returning a processing error. The problem was found to be in a conditional statement

in the Jacchia-Roberts drag model class, where a variable was set to the result of a function

call and then tested. While the code complied with ANSI standards, the compiler did not

handle the syntax properly. The problem continued even when the variable assignment was

removed from the conditional. The problem was fixed when an interceding function call

(taskDelay) was added. The original code and modified code syntax is provided in Figure 6.

Original Code
ABOOL ASolarSystem::GetSunMoonPosition(FSIZE * s)
{

if (labs (s[0] - mjt) > timeTolerance ) { //recalculate
sunCalculated = moonCalculated = FALSE; //must recalculate
mjt = s[0]; //calculate new times

}

if (sunCalculated _ FALSE) { //sun not yet calculated
sun[0] : mjt;

moon[0] = mjt;

if ( planetaryTable.CalculateSunMoonVectors(stm, moon) _ FALSE )
return FALSE;

}
memcpy(&s[ 1],&sun[ 1] ,sizeof(FSIZE)*3); //copy sun
sunCalculated = moonCalculated -- TRUE;
return TRUE;

}

Fixed Code

ABOOL ASolarSystem::GetSunMoonPosition(FSIZE * s)
{
if (labs (s[0] - mjt) > timeTolerance ) { //recalculate

sunCalculated = FALSE;

moonCalculated = FALSE; //must recalculate
mjt = s[0]; //calculate new times

}

if(sunCalculated _ FALSE) { //sun not yet calculated
sun[0] = mjt;

moon[0] = mjt;

if (planetaryTable'CalculateSunM°°nVect°rs(sun'moon) -_- FALSE )
return FALSE;

}

memcpy(&s[ 1],&sun[ 1 ] ,sizeof(FSIZE)*3); //copy sun
sunCalculated = TRUE;

moonCalculated = TRUE;
return TRUE;

}

Figure 7 - Fix to Another Compiler Problem
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After the problem with the atmospheric drag modeling was found, there was still

approximately 36 meters of propagation difference using the full force model. To investigate

this difference, separate results were produced for each force in the force model. This force-

by-force testing showed that all forces modeled except for geopotential produced small (sub-

meter) errors, but the largest discrepancy was related to the effects of the moon. Further tests

revealed that, on the Mongoose, after the initial calculation of the moon's position the

moon's position remained static, while the epoch was being advanced.

Inspection of the code shown in Figure 7 revealed the same type of structure found in the

drag problem: the calculation and testing of a value in a conditional statement. This

statement was broken apart, but did not correct the problem. Further analysis revealed that

the error was being caused by a chained assignment. The correct path was being executed,

but the variables were not properly updated, causing the subsequent test to incorrectly bypass

re-calculating the position of the sun and moon. The correction required breaking the

chained assignments into separate statements. Chained assignments were subsequently

broken up in all other parts of the code even though they were not currently experiencing

problems.

Once the compiler issues were resolved, the comparisons between the Windows NT and the

Mongoose V results agreed.

GPS DATA SMOOTHER

Introduction

Ensuring an accurate input state to AutoConrM-F is crucial for lights-out operation. On

EO-1, the GPS TENSOR TM software using a Kalman filter processes raw GPS data that

consists of pseudorange and Doppler measurements. Orbital states obtained from the GPS

TENSOR TM have RMS position and velocity errors of 35.7 m and 5.2 cm/s, respectively (ref.

4). The requirement for an AutoConrM-F input state for the GSFC algorithm is that the

errors in radial position and velocity be no larger than 5 m and 2 cm/s, respectively. Thus,

the GPS TENSOR TM solution alone is not adequate, and an additional stage of optimization

must be provided. This stage has been implemented as a discrete fixed interval data

smoother, which uses the Rauch, Tung and Striebel (hereafter, RTS) algorithm (ref. 5).

While the solutions provided by the GPS TENSOR TM software are actually processed, they
will be referred to in this section as measurements. These measurements are assumed to be

from a converged Kalman filter solution.

The RTS algorithm is, itself, based on an iterative Kalman filter. Each of N measurements is

collected and processed, while storing at each interval the filter's a-priori state and state error

covariance matrix (current iterate's state and error covariance advanced to the current

measurement epoch), the state transition matrix, and the optimized (a-posteriori) state and

error covariance. These stored quantities are referred to collectively as the data arc.

Measurements are processed at one-minute intervals, and a number of measurements,

corresponding to somewhat more than one orbital period (N-120), are required for optimal

state determination. The RTS algorithm is a backward iteration through the data arc, taking

the initial smoothed state to be the final filter computation in the forward sweep. In this way,
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the original filter estimate is updated to provide an improved smoothed estimate based on all

the measurement data collected. Unlike the situation with the Kalman filter (forward sweep)

updates, the smoothed state error covariance is not required in the computation of the
smoother estimates in the backward iteration.

While, in principle, the RTS algorithm allows for computation of smoothed estimates at any

or all of the interior intervals, care must be taken to ensure that the estimate is meaningful.

Thus, the following convergence criteria have been established for the smoothed estimate,

and the backward sweep is terminated if one of them occurs:

• a diagonal element of a current iterate's error covariance matrix is not positive
definite

• position or velocity error diverges; i.e., a current iterate's RSS position or velocity

error exceeds that of the previous iterate.

The first criterion is required because of the decoupling of the error covariance computation

from the state estimate. The second criterion simply ensures that the state estimate converges

in the usual sense. Two additional convergence criteria may be turned on in operation,

causing the backward iteration to terminate when:

• a current iterate's RSS position or velocity error exceeds a commandable tolerance
• a current iterate's state element estimate is out of bounds.

Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter underlying the smoother is adapted from the GPS Enhanced Orbit

Determination Experiment (GEODE)-Iite software (ref. 6). The state elements consist of the

three components of position and velocity, together with a drag term coefficient, and the GPS

receiver timing bias and bias rate. The dynamic quantities are computed in Mean of J2000

coordinates. The measurement model assumes that the point solution measurements are

converted to Earth-Centered-Earth-Fixed (ECEF) coordinates. This model has been

enhanced to incorporate the velocity components that are also provided by the GPS

TENSOR TM software, and to incorporate the Jacchia-Roberts drag model, required by
AutoConrM-F.

The Kalman optimization is performed in two stages: (1) propagation of the current estimate

to the new measurement epoch, and (2) updating of the a-priori state due to the new

measurement data. The original GEODElite code was modified so that AutoConrM-F

performs the propagation step. AutoConXM-F time conversions are also called by the
modified GEODEIite code.

Smoother Integration and Testing

The GPS data smoother is implemented as an AutoCon'rU-F object, and appears to the user

just as any other object does. It is created with an associated spacecraft object that holds the

final smoothed state. This smoothed state is the input state for maneuver planning. As with

other phases of the flight code conversion, the smoother used a parsed execution scheme, i.e.,

the two stages of Kalman optimization are handled in separate execution cycles. In the back

sweep, only a small number of iterations are performed in each cycle to prevent CPU task

overloading.
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As with other facets of AutoConTM-F, the smoother is table-driven, and may be monitored

via telemetry packets. Tables exist to control the operational modes of the smoother, the

process and measurement noise characteristics, the data arc characteristics (e.g. queue size),

as well as to provide data required for performing coordinate transformations. New data may

be uploaded to the spacecraft via these tables in order to alter the secular behavior of the

smoother. The uploaded tables are validated and checked for integrity in the same way as for

the other AutoConTM-F tables. Similarly, the smoother measurement acquisition cycle and

final state may be monitored dynamically through telemetry packets.

In testing scenarios, the definitive smoother state has proven to be nearly always better in

comparison to a reference ephemeris than the Kalman estimate. Indeed, despite the lag in
time between the Kalman and smoothed estimates, multi-day propagation of the smoothed

solutions are comparable to, and often much better than, the propagated Kalman estimates,

producing the desired behavior. This result may be related to the fact that the definitive

angular momentum and specific energy are better determined for the smoothed states than for
the Kalman filtered states.

Operational Modes

The smoother is designed to provide a state estimate with minimal ground support under

normal operating conditions. The initial seed state is derived from the most recently updated

GPS TENSOR TM data. This can be changed, however, by uploading the seed state and error

covariance to the EFF. Usually, it is desirable to allow the smoother to complete the back

sweep until one of the convergence criteria is encountered, as this process provides the best

definitive solution. However, the smoother may be commanded to provide a solution at a

fixed amount of time (i.e., lag interval) before the final measurement epoch. Setting the lag

interval to 0, for example, will tell the smoother to provide only the iterated Kalman filter

estimate. Indeed, the smoother may even be commanded to provide the GPS TENSOR TM

state alone.

SAFETY

One of the major concerns of the EO-1 mission is to make sure that the autonomous

maneuver system is as safe as possible. There was considerable concern, for example, that

an autonomous system would cause the thrusters to fire for too long and jeopardize the

mission. Several safeguards were created to alleviate such concerns. These include a

standard of 48 hours notice before any planned maneuver (the time length is adjustable) and

a phased approach to autonomy. The 48-hour notice gives the ground time to review the

planned maneuver before its execution. Figure 8 displays the "levels' of autonomy or phases

and transition flow. These include a monitor mode, which allows bum plans to be generated

and reviewed, a manual mode, which allows maneuvers to be predicted but not implemented

and a semi-autonomous mode, which allows burns to be verified by the ground before

execution. Even the autonomous mode can be interrupted by ground command. Also, the

autonomous mode is limited to a specified number of bums before it automatically

transitions back to manual mode. A complete description of the safety modes is provided in

Table 1.
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(2) Verify Decision,
Planning, and Bum
Command Generation
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Interface (GND)
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Monitor

(1) Verify GPS and
Table Loads (GND)

(4) Demonstrate Autonomy

Figure 8 - Control Safety Modes

Standby

• Pend on incoming data and send it to the bit bucket
• Otherwise do nothing

Monitor - ( AutoCon-F executes with maximum safety for S/C )
• Invoke AutoCon-F only
• Report maneuver planning data to ground
• No maneuver commands are generated

Manual - ( AutoCon-F executes with ground as safety )
• Generate maneuver commands ( table loads ) and send to ground only

• All bums must be command from the ground in their entirety
• Ground can loopback command from EFF telemetry if desired to execute bum

Semi-Autonomous - ( Ground still in loop for go/no-go )

• Send maneuver commands ( table loads ) to the Stored Command Processor (SCP)
• Do not enable Absolute Time Sequence (ATS), Relative Time Sequence (RTS) in SCP
• Must switch to Commit Mode to allow loaded bum to execute

• Inaction will cause loaded bum to expire

Commit - ( allow an EFF loaded bum to execute )

• Enable ATS and RTSs in SCP to permit loaded bum to be executed
• Required at least 2 hours before time of bum

• Autonomously switch to Semi Autonomous Mode upon completion

Abort - ( abort an EFF loaded bum and clean up )

• Disable the ATS and RTSs in SCP to prevent execution of bum
• Clean up from any preparation for bum

• Autonomously switch to Manual Mode upon completion

Autonomous - ( allow EFF to control the orbit )

• Closed loop orbit maintenance
• Use Commit Mode to switch back to Semi-Autonomous Mode and not abort a planned bum
• Ground can still monitor with 48 hour notice to bum

• Switch to Semi-Autonomous Mode after N bums. Safety for unattended operation

Table 1 - Safety Modes
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In addition to AutoConTM-F's built-in safety features, the attitude control system (ACS)

limits all bums to 60 seconds or less. The stored command sequence also limits burn

duration. Additionally, EO-1 has a watch dog timer to make sure no task, such as

AutoConTM-F, exceeds CPU utilization, depriving other critical tasks processing time.

Finally, the spacecraft has a safehold mode that can disable AutoCon TM, if necessary.

TimeHne/Operafions

The post-launch phase of the EO-1 mission is divided into three major periods. For 30 to 90

days just after launch, the spacecraft will enter a check out phase. During this time,

AutoConTM-F will be turned on to run in the monitor mode. This period will begin the

validation process for the GSFC algorithm. The AutoCona'M-F generated bum plans will be

compared with expected bum plans and ground operations.

Following the checkout phase, the mission phase will begin. At this point AutoCon TM will

enter manual, semi-autonomous and, finally, autonomous mode for the GSFC algorithm, and

during each step, the algorithm's performance will be validated. After about 3 months of

operation under the GSFC algorithm, the JPL algorithm will be uploaded to the spacecraft

and the validation process repeated at each step to validate the JPL algorithm.

Finally, during the extended mission, the industry provided algorithms will be uploaded to

the spacecraft and tested in the same manner. Currently two industry algorithms are planned;

however, because of AutoConrm-F flexibility, at least one more approach is under

consideration and even more are possible.

SUMMARY

The push for low mission cost and multiple spacecraft support has made satellite orbit control

autonomy a priority for future missions. While ground autonomy has progressed, true

savings, both in cost and error prevention, require onboard autonomy. In addition, new

mission concepts that require spacecraft formations demand onboard maneuver capabilities.

Without formation control, many future science missions would not be possible. The

AutoCon TM conversion of a ground-based mission planning and support system to a flight

system shows that technologies such as autonomous control can be implemented. The EO-1

mission will demonstrate in a monitored phased approach that autonomous formation control
can be realized.
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ABSTRACT

The design of the attitude determination and control system for the International Space Station

Interim Control Module (ICM) presented challenges not encountered with conventional spacecraft.

The project had a very short schedule so the primary challenge was to develop a simple controller

which performed well for the multitude of configurations and construction phases for which mass

properties vary by orders of magnitude. The vehicle had to perform as a free-flyer with the center-

of-mass (CM) located at the system geometric center. The vehicle had to support the "L"-shaped
4A.1 configuration for which the CM is not even located on the spacecraft body. As a free-flyer

there was minimal gravity gradient. In 4A.1 gravity gradient torques can exceed 60 newton-meters.

As a free-flyer, the system input gain is 7"/J _ 2 x 10 -2 radians/sec 2. In the larger configuration

4A.1 the system input gain is _-/J _ 8.5 x 10 -5 radians/sec 2.

The attitude determination system for the ICM used a fiber optic Inertial Measurement Unit

(IMU) and two wide-angle Field-Of-View (FOV) star cameras providing quaternion updates every

10 seconds. Due to concerns regarding the IMU bias stability, a six-state variable gain Kalman

filter was implemented. To minimize the numerical calculations for the propagation of the six-by-six

covariance equation, a novel reduced-order covariance equation was implemented which exploits the

property that the full-attitude quaternion measurement yields nearly spherical attitude and bias
covariance submatrices.

Reliability concerns led to the implementation of a four computer voting scheme, two indepen-
dently controlled thruster manifolds, two IMUs, and two implementations of the Kalman filter.

Managing this wrought redundancy was very complicated. Synchronization of the computers re-

quired insertion of computation delays which reduced significantly the system phase margin. The

significance of this reduced phase margin was demonstrated in flex studies in which the simulated

elimination of this delay completely eliminated the excitation of a flexible mode.

On later missions the ICM is required to provide momentum desaturation of the Control Moment

Gyro (CMG). A fuel-optimal solution using the SIMPLEX method is implemented in real-time.
Furthermore, the thruster system had be able to "take-over" the control with fully loaded CMGs in

the event that the ISS-ICM interface became disrupted during desaturation.

This paper shall explore the design problems encountered and describe and critique the solutions

used to overcome the problems.

MISSION REQUIREMENTS

The Interim Control Module (ICM) services the International Space Station (ISS) by providing

attitude determination, attitude control, and orbit-raising delta-V propulsion. In it latter stages,

the ICM performs the momentum management of the ISS Control Moment Gyros (CMG).
The ISS shall be built and flown at a shuttle orbit of approximately 150 nautical miles, 51 degree

inclination. Depending upon the beta angle, the ISS shall be flown in one of three configurations:

1. X-Velocity Vector (XVV).

2. XVV with Torque Equilibrium Attitude (TEA) offset.
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3. X-Perpendicular to Orbit Plane (XPOP).

For shuttle orbiter docking, the ISS shall also be capable of flying at arbitrary attitudes relative

to the Local Vertical (LV) reference frame. The ISS shall also be capable of flying at arbitrary

inertiaily fixed attitudes. The ICM control requirement is to maintain the ISS to within +3 ° of the

desired attitude during most of the mission. During orbiter approach and docking operations, the
ICM must control the ISS to within ±0.8 ° of the desired attitude. The ICM shall control the rates

of the ISS. During slews, the ICM is required to slew the ISS at no less than 0.1°/second but not

allow rates to exceed 0.2°/second. The ICM attitude determination system is required to provide
attitude knowledge accurate to -I-0.5 ° per axis.

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

Actuators

The ICM provides attitude control with a bipropellant Reaction jet Control System (RCS). This
system consists of twelve 22 N (5 lbf) thrusters and two 110 N (25 lbf) thrusters. The delta-V main

engine is a fixed to the ICM and provides 484 N (110 lbf) of thrust. The ICM has no reaction wheels
nor other momentum exchange devices.

The ACS thrusters are arranged in two manifolds to provide a measure of fault tolerance. Both

manifolds are used in normal operations. The system remains fully functional in all modes in

event of the failure of either manifold, although the available control authority is reduced. To

avoid contamination effects, forward facing thrusters are nominally not used, although they may be

enabled to increase available torque in the event of a manifold failure. Figure 1 illustrates the layout
of the ICM RCS.

Because of the large variation in the Center-of-Mass (CM) location over the different construction

phases, the force vector of the main engine imparts significant attitude disturbance torques during
the delta-V maneuvers.

Sensors

The ICM provides attitude determination data to the ISS using two STar Cameras (STC) and three

Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs). The STCs output a star field to spacecraft computer from
which an attitude quaternion is derived using an algorithm supplied by the STC manufacturer. Due

to processing constraints, only one STC is used per 10 second sensor cycle to update the attitude
estimate.

Two fiber optic IMUs operate simultaneously and the third is carried as a cold spare. Each

IMU propagates the dynamics of an associated Kalman filter (KF), with each KF maintaining the

estimate of the bias associated with its IMU. The IMUs operate output three delta-theta rotations at

100 Hz. These samples are accumulated in a 20 sample FIFO to yield vehicle rotation measurements
at 5Hz.

System Mass Properties

The ICM is designed to support the ISS from construction phase 2A. 1 through phase 7A (and possibly

further). The mass properties of the combined ISS/ICM vary greatly throughout construction.
Unlike more common space vehicles, the CM is often not located within the physical body of the

spacecraft. The inertia tensor varies greatly during construction and there are significant product of

inertia terms. A sudden change in mass properties occurs when the shuttle orbiter docks with the

ISS. The mass properties are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

Computer Hardware

The ICM processing hardware consists of four computers. The four computers operate independently,

with each one receiving the full complement of sensor information and returning a bit-mapped
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Table I: Center ofMass Location (meters),ISS AnalyticalCoordinate System.

Mission Phase

ICM (only),.
2A.1

3A.I

4A.I

5A.I

6A.I

7A.I

2A.1 ÷shuttle

3A.l+shuttle

4A.l ÷shuttle

5A.l+shuttle

6A.1 ÷shuttle

7A.l+shuttle

CMz [ CM_ [ CMz

-24.99-0.076 4.14

-14.81 0.02 4.94

-13.09 " 0.00 4.40

-11.30 0.00 0.85

-9.04 0.03 1.62

-8.59 -0.05 2.28

-12.85 0.24 2.68

-3.51 0.02 -3.28

-3.86 0.01 -2.77

-0.37 0.01 6.84

-0.11 0.02 6.78

1.52 -0.04 9.90

1.07 0.13 9.56

thruster "fire word" by which thrusters are turned on and off. The computers are configured into
two pairs of two strings. The output fire words of the two computers in a string are bit-wise "AND"ed

together. The two resulting fire words from each string are bit-wise "OR"ed to yield the final output
fire words.

ATTITUDE DETERMINATION AND CONTROL

Nominal Control

The ICM control system is an all-gas reaction jet system. Several control methods were examined

including various forms of Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) and the bang-bang phase plane dead-

band controller. PWM controllers demonstrate finer control capability than deadband controllers

and they are amenable to classical linear analysis. The PWM controller caused more thruster cycles

than the deadband controller. The PWM is more complicated to implement, requiring a separate
100 Hz software layer (the control loop operates at 5 Hz) to generate the 10 millisecond pulses. The

deadband controller provided control capability adequate to meet the control system requirements.

Its implementation was simpler than the PWM, requiring a fire/don't fire decision on every 5Hz

control loop cycle. The deadband system was chosen primarily for its adequacy and simplicity.

The deadband controller caused many fewer thruster cycles than the PWM. The issue of thruster

cycle life arose well after the design decision was made. The selection of the deadband controller,

though not based upon thruster cycle life, was good one from this perspective.
The thruster switching commands are determined using dead-band switching plane for each of

the three axes. The ICM uses a novel switch plane implementation. The abscissa of the switch plane

is not an Euler angular error but rather the quaternion parameterization:

0 = 2 sign q_ q_ (i)

where q¢ -- 0®qd, where 0, qd are the estimated attitude and the desired target attitude, respectively.

Quaternion elements ql, q2, q3, q¢, represent, respectively, the x, y, z, and scalar parts of the

quaternion.
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Table2: Inertia Tensor (kg-m 2) for Different Construction Phases, ISS Analytical Coordinate Sys-
tem.

Mission Phase g_

ICM (only)

2A.I 2.7x

3A. I 4.4x

4A. I 3.5x

5A.I 3.9x

6A.I 4.3×

7A.I 4.6×

2A.1 +shuttle 1.5x

3A. 1+shuttle

4A. 1+shuttle

5A.l+shuttle

6A. 1+shuttle

7A. 1+shuttle

5.0 x 10_

10_

105

lO_

io 6

lO_
lO6
lO7

1.5x l0 T

9.1×10 6

9.2 x 10e

2.4 x 10 T

2.4 x 10 T

J_
1.0 x 104

2.9 x 10_

4.0 x 10_

7.2 x 10_

9.7 x 10_

1.1 x l0 T

2.3 x 107

2.8x l0T

2.8x l0T

3.6x l0T

3.6x 10T

5.0 x l0 T

5.0 x l0 T

J_z

1.0 x 104

2.8 x 10_

3.7 x 10a

5.8 x 10_

8.1x10 6

8.8 x 106

2.1 x l0 T

1.4 x 10 7

1.3 x 10T

2.9x 107

3.0 x l0 T

2.9x 10T

2.9x I07

3.8 x I0x

--4.5x1_

6.4 x l0 _

-2.1xl_

-2.5x1_

3.7 x 104

-2.3×I_

-1.6x I0_

--5.2x1_

-2.2 x 104

-5.1xl_

3.2 x 10a

1.9 x 105

Jzz

i.Ix 102

-2.0xl_

7.7xI_

1.6xl_

8.6x1_

8.3x1_

1.8 x I0 _

6.5x1_

6.4x1_

--6.1xI_

--6.1xl_

--1.3x 107

-1.3 x 10 7

J_z

--2.8x I0"_

--1.5 x I0 a

-9.5 x I0a

-4.2 x I0a

1.9xl_

3.7x1_

--4.6x 10 4

--1.4x 10 4

-1.4 x 10 4

--1.2x 10 4

2.3xI_

-2.6 x 10 a

1.5xl_

The parameterization of (1) is simpler than the Euler angle parameterization. The real advantage
of (1) is that it is well behaved for all attitudes and its implementation has yielded a controller with

demonstrated global convergence. While early concepts of the control law (into the preliminary
design review) specified a separate mode for large angle slew, the global convergence of the control

law using (1) obviated the need for this separate mode.
The ordinate of the switch plane is an estimate of the ICM rigid body rate. The rate of the ICM

is measured by the IMU. Each sensed axis rate is passed through a six-pole filter to provide high
frequency roll-off or possibly "notches" to mitigate the effect of parasitic structural resonances. A

typical ICM switching curve is shown in Figure 2. One of the analytical models used for stability

analysis is shown in Figure 3. Note the presence of the rate filter H_(z) in the rate feedback loop. 1

Thruster Pulse Restrictions

The control system design and analysis was complicated by a multitude of ad hoc restrictions

on thruster usage that emanated from the many groups analyzing ISS/ICM performance. The

restrictions were not delineated at the program beginning, rather they evolved as certain analysis

groups completed their work. This "evolution of requirements," perhaps unavoidable in projects of
the magnitude of the ISS, greatly complicated the ICM ACS development and design. Typically,

after a design been completed and simulated a new restriction was imposed. The effect of the

restriction had to be simulated over a span of several stressing configurations to determine the effect

upon vehicle performance. In certain situations, particularly when the vehicle suffered the loss of a

reaction jet or manifold, the system failed to perform with the given restriction. In those situations

the imposition of the restriction had to be "fought" and limited. One of the main goals of the ACS
group was to identify those situations and to do so rapidly before the restriction became a formal

requirement.

A summary of some of the restrictions are listed in Table 3.

1This model was used in part of the stability analysis. Note the absence of any star camera as an absolute attitude

reference. The elimination of the star camera simplified the analysis while not affecting the results of the short-term

stability analysis.
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Table3: ThrusterrestrictionsimposedontheICM ACSsystem.

Restriction Reason
Systemshouldlimit thrustercyclingasmuch Tomaximizethrusterlife.
aspossible.
Control Loop cycle had to be faster than 1 Hz To prevent thermal cycling of the jet nozzle.

No 5 lbf and adjacent 25 lbf thrusters on si- To prevent adverse heating of the nozzles.

multaneously.

Certain to-be-defined pulse spacings could not Limit mechanical loads on specific structural

be used. parts.

The two forward-pointing pitch thruster To minimize the exposure of the ISS to debris
should not be used. from thruster exhaust.

No thruster shall be turned on within a 0.5 Concern for potential thruster instability

second of the shutdown of any other thruster, caused by pressure-wave induced fuel/oxidizer
mixture perturbation. (The '_¢ater hammer"

effect.)

Implementing the restriction on Table 3 was complicated by synchronicity issues arising from the

four computer system implementation.

Control Loop Timing

In the early stages of design, both the attitude determination process and the control process loop

frequency, partly based upon Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) heritage, were set at 20 Hz. This

high frequency appeared unnecessarily fast for this massive vehicle so out of a desire to reduce

computational throughput and reduce thruster cycling we undertook a review of the control loop
frequency. From a series of simulation runs, it appeared that 1 Hz control loop frequency (yielding

1 second pulses minimum on time) was appropriate. Other development centers in the program had
developed simulators that ran at 5 Hz so for the sake of conformity, the ICM control loop cycle time
was also set to 5 Hz.

For reasons not forseen at the time, selection of this higher rate was fortunate. In order to

synchronize the output fire words of the four computers it was necessary to insert a single loop cycle

delay between the time the fire word was calculated and when it was executed. (Note unit delay in

forward path, Figure 3.) This additional lag is always detrimental to a control system. In the larger

configuration, the effect of this additional lag is not significant. In the smaller configuration when

the ICM acts as a free flyer 2, this additional lag may cause oscillatory closed-loop behavior. As the

lag increases, the system becomes unstable.

Reboost/Deboost

Reboost maneuvers are carried out on a periodic basis to maintain the orbit. The 100 lbf V J1 main

engine is used for delta-V and the ACS thrusters are used to control attitude with the same control

laws as XW flight. Because the V J1 thrust vector is fixed, the CM offset varies with the ISS mass

configuration, and different disturbance torques will be generated. The VJI mounting angles are

designed to mitigate these effects, but they are still many times larger than worst case environmental

torques. In the case of a failed manifold, reboost is still possible, but in some ISS mass configurations

2This configuration may" occur at the initial deployment and during the decomrnisioning deboost (re-entry) phase of

the program.
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theVJ1disturbancetorqueexceeds the maximum possible restoring torque provided by the ACS
thrusters. In this case, VJ1 is off pulsed automatically when attitude error exceeds 5 ° to allow the

ACS to reduce the pointing error. Hysteresis is added to the V J1 controller such that the engine is

not turned back on until the error is reduced below 2 °. This hysteresis increases VJ1 duty cycle.
Deboost is a bus disposal maneuver and involves the ICM alone separated from the ISS. Delta-V

is provided by the 110 N (25 lbf) jets which are off pulsed and used in conjunction with the 22 N

(5 lbf) jets for attitude control. Deboost is the most difficult control mode and requires the most

thruster activity and propellant usage. This increased thruster activity and fuel usage occurs because

the ICM-only mass properties are many orders of magnitude smaller than the when it the ICM is

mated to the ISS while the minimum impulse bit remains the unchanged for all the configurations.

These effects are aggravated during deboost because the ICM fuel is nearly expended. As a result,
ACS behavior during deboost is characterized by rapid two sided limit cycling. In order to obtain

sufficient damping, it is necessary to increase the controller deadband width so that the minimum

impulse bit cannot drive the system fully across it.

Flexible Body Issues

The control system was designed using rigid-body models for both the "design" model and the

"truth" model. (The truth model is the one used in the simulation.) As the NRL/JSC flexible-body

structural analysis progressed, the rigid-body truth model was supplanted with a flexible body truth
model.

Much to the surprise of the ACS analysts, a 1.6 I-Iz parasitic roll resonance occurred which

seriously degrade system performance. Figure 4 demonstrates the ISS/ICM rate profile for a large
angle slew using the rigid body model. Figure 5 demonstrates the ISS/ICM rate profile for the same

flew using a flexible body model and no rate filter. When this problem was discovered, the rate filter
were adjusted to provide a high-frequency rolloff. Experiments with several different filters were

performed. Two-pole Butterworth filters with corner frequencies of 0.04 Hz and 0.10 Hz were tried

initially. Care had to be taken to assure a high enough frequency response for the system to reject

the plume disturbance torque pulses that occurred during proximity operations. Subsequently,

three sections of two-pole Butterworth filters with 1 Hz corner frequencies were concatenated to

yield greater attenuation of the higher frequencies while producing less lag than the slower filters.
In addition, the switch plane slope and deadbands were modified.

In all situations it was possible to mitigate the deleterious effects of the flexible-body interaction
while maintaining adequate system performance. To further reduce lag of lowpass filters, further

study is currently being performed to examine the effectiveness of applying the thruster-induced

accelerations into the rate filter by modeling the torques and the system mass properties.

Momentum Management

In later stages of the ISS, attitude control is maintained using Control Moment Gyros (CMGs).
Due to gravity gradient and aerodynamic secular torques, the CMGs accumulate momentum which

has to be shed using the ICM RCS. To accomplish this momentum management in a fuel-optimal
manner, the SIMPLEX algorithm was implemented.

The RCS-based momentum management problem is a cla_ic linear programming problem. Let-

ting v be the 3 × 14 matrix of torques produced by each thruster, t be the 14 x 1 vector of nonnegative
thruster burn times, and H be the three element command vector of momentum to be dumped, the

optimal-fuel momentum management problem is stated succinctly:

Minimize

J = Ct

subject to

H = 7"t,
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whereC is the 1 × 14 "cost" vector and element Cj is the thruster force of the jth thruster divided

by its specific impulse, isp_. The restriction that burn times tj _ 0 defines the feasible set in the
linear program.

The output of the SIMPLEX algorithm is a list of three thrusters and their corresponding burn
times.

Complicating the algorithm further is that the momentum can be shed in a single pulse or in

a pulse train prescribed by a ground-loaded pulse train timetable. The pulse generation logic is

complicated in the burns have to be evenly spread out to occur at the proper fire times and the

minimum pulse is 0.200 seconds. Thruster burn counters and pulse foreshortening logic had to be

implemented.

Attitude Determination

The ICM attitude determination system consists of two three-axis autonomous star cameras and

two fiber optic IMUs (a third is kept as a cold spare.) The star camera and IMU are similar to those
used in the Clementine program.

The star camera had a wide 25 ° Field-Of-View (FOV). This wide FOV was a double-edged

sword both simplifying some aspects of the attitude determination design while complicating other

aspects. The wide FOV provided better boresight roll accuracy than the narrow FOV cameras and

it provided star fixes in relatively sparse portions of the sky. This large field FOV also provided a

wide entry cone for glint, structural obscuration, and allowed for blinding by sun, earth, and moon.

To identify stars, track them, and generate an attitude quaternion, the star camera manufacturer

provided an algorithm which was ported onto the spacecraft computer. Once stars were identified,

the software calculated spacecraft attitude using the QUEST algorithm in ref. 1. The algorithm

generated various "quality" metrics including an attitude estimation residual, a count of the number

of stars tracked, and a count of the number of stellar '%riangles."

The original design of the ICM attitude determination algorithm was similar to the six-state
fixed-gain Kalman filter used in the Clementine program. Several problems were encountered with

the Clementine algorithm which led to modification for the ICM implementation. The calculation of

fixed gains for a Kalman filter are determined from the steady-state solution of the Riccati equation.

In typical spacecraft applications, the gains associated with the attitude correction reach steady state

quickly and have a limited dynamic range. The gains associated with the bias correction converge

much more slowly and have a dynamic range spanning several orders of magnitude. Using the

fixed steady-state bias gain leads to a filter which converges slowly since the steady-state covariance

matrix (upon which the bias gain is based) is small and measurements are not heavily weighted.
An intermediate value for the bias gain selected prior to steady-state can be used leading to faster

convergence but noisier steady-state performance. Fhrthermore, it was noticed in Clementine that

the fiber optic IMU "bias stability," i.e., the time-variation in nominally fixed bias, was larger than

that experienced with conventional "iron" IMUs. When prolonged update outages occurred, the

attitude estimate would wander due to angular random walk and changes in the bias level. When

updates resumed, the attitude estimate and bias demonstrated a strong transient correction since
the bias gain was fixed and the residual was large.

A simple two-state covariance Riccati equation was used to fix these problems. The autonomous

star cameras, unlike the convention star camera, outputs a three-axis attitude estimate of nearly

equal measurement uncertainty in all three axes.3 This nearly spherical measurement covariance

leads to a nearly spherical state covariance. This nearly spherical covariance allows for approximate
reduction of the standard 6 × 6 covariance matrix to a 2 × 2 covariance matrix. The ICM covariance

equation uses ones state variable for the attitude correction and one state variable for the bias

correction. With this simplification, the Riccati equation for the propagation, gain calculation, and

3The ICM STCs have a la standard deviation of 150/_rads cross axis, 450 _trads along boresight.
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updateof thefilter is greatly simplified. The propagation equation,/3 = _/3_, + Q is given:

Pll *-- Pll + 2P12T + P22T 2 + Qll,

PI2 _'- P12 -k Pz2T,

Pll P22+

The gain equation, K -- PC(CPC' + W) 1 is given:

= (PH+ W),

Kattitude = Pll/O "2,

The residual gate checking of residual p (for outliers detection and elimination) is determined by
test:

< gx2,

where NX 2 is an uploaded acceptance "basket." If the residual is within the acceptance basket then

the attitude and bias corrections are calculated and applied,

_0 = KattitudeP,

6b = Kbiasp,

and the covariance update, P = (I - KC)P, is calculated:

P22 *-- P22 - KbiasP12,

P12 _-" (1 -- Kattitude)P12,

Pll "-- (1 - Kattltud.)Pll.

RELIABILITY AND REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT

Actuators

As mentioned previously, the RCS is implemented using two manifolds with the thrusters geomet-

rically "interlaced." The ICM can meet all its baseline requirements using only one manifold. In

the event of failed open thruster, the manifold can be shut down. Thruster failure is determined

by the ground operators and they alone can shut down a manifold. No mechanism for autonomous

manifold shutdown has been implemented. In the event of thruster failure, either a "hot" fire or

"cold fire," the ICM maintains attitude within specification. In the situation of a "hot fire," the fuel

usage is great as the system counteracts the perturbation caused by the failed thruster.

Inertial Measurement Units

The ICM has three IMUs-two "hot" units and one "cold" spare. Most Kalman filters used on

spacecraft are not classical Kalman filters as described by Kalman but rather they follow the "model-

replacement" design described in ref. 2. The problem inherent in the design of ref. 2 is the complete

lack of robustness to rate outliers. If the IMU is subject to a single spike of rate shot noise, the

effect is to rotate in an unfiltered fashion the attitude estimate of the vehicle. This large erroneous

rotation, combined with common 'Yesidual gating" (to block measurement outliers) can cause the

filter to shutdown the measurement updates and cause the filter to never recover.

To prevent this occurrence, the two IMU's on the ICM perform a series of autonomous cross-

checks. The IMU's are rate integrating so they report an angular change every sample period (rather

than a rate.) The following checks are then performed:
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I. The angular changes of the IMU's are differenced with each other. If the magnitude of this

difference is small, then the angular change of both IMU's is forwarded to their respective
Kalman filters.

2. If the angular change difference is large, then the angular change of each IMU is "sanity tested,"

i.e., the angular change is compared against a maximum value based upon the typical rates

that the ISS might be subject to. If one of the IMU's fails this test, the failure is noted and

the angular change of the "good" IMU is fed to both Kalman Filters.

3. If sanity test passes, then the current angular change of each IMU is compared against its
previous value. This sample-to-sample difference is compared against a value representing the

typical ISS accelerations.

4. In addition to these tests, a "stuck IMU" test is performed on the IMU output words. Even if

the ISS is not rotating, the output words should change due to noise. If they are the same for

some extended period, it is presumed that the IMU is malfunctioning.

Given the complexity of these types of cross-checks, it might be of interest to review the ap-

plication of the model-replacement Kalman Filter to spacecraft since the classical Kalman filter

provides immunity to large outlier rate disturbances. Use of nonlinear median filters on the rate

would provide a robust method of outlier rejection and should also be further researched.

Star Cameras

Two three-axis autonomous STar Cameras were implemented on ICM to improve attitude deter-

mination reliability, to provide improved attitude determination performance (the STC's are not

co-aligned), to minimize sun-earth-moon obscuration, and to provide good star visibility. 4

In the early designs of the attitude determination system, STC selection for the Kalman filter

update was autonomous, based upon the calculated positions of the sun, earth, and moon relative

to the STC boresight. It was difficult for the camera manufacturer to characterize with certainty

the angular size of the "keep-out" cones of these celestial objects. It was therefore decided to
rely on the reported performance of the star camera algorithm. If a camera reported a failed star

identification or failed attitude fix after three attempts, the attitude determination system would

select the alternate STC. If this STC failed after three attempts, the system would "ping-pong"

between the trackers until an attitude fix was achieved. There was an Kalman filter update outage

during this search and the attitude estimate degraded gracefully according to the statistics of the
IMU angular random walk and bias instability.

Four Computer Redundant System

In the early stages of the ISS-ICM project great concern was placed upon computer reliability, par-

ticularly regarding potential failures during proximity operations. The original design implemented

two computers. The exact implementation of the two computers on ICM was not fully developed.

Two ensure greater reliability and to minimize potential thruster misfirings, a four computer

system was implemented. The implementation consisted of two strings of two computers. The 14

bit thruster fire word from each computer in the string is bit-wise 'AND'ed" and then the outputs

from each string is bit-wise "OR'ed" to yield a bit-mapped message to the thrusters.

This AND/OR implementation of four computers reduces the probability of an improper thruster
firing (hot failure) caused by a hardware failure or a single-event upset (SEU). 5 The probability of

a hardware failure or SEU leading to a thruster not firing (cold failure) /s increased in comparison

4Star visibility was a major concern driving the design of camera placement and orientation. As the ISS increases

in size during the construction phase, avoiding structural obscuration of the STC's was a difficult problem.

5The four computers each has the same software so the probability of a software.generated misfire is not reduced by

this redundant implementation.
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to a two-computersystem.Thisincreasedprobabilityisbecause"OPting"the "ANDed"computer
strings creates a reliability diagram of two serial systems in parallel. This system has four ways in

which a two-computer failure can prevent the system from issuing a thruster fire command. Thus

a trade-off was made to reduce the probability of a hardware-failure induced firing at the expense

of an increased probability that such a failure woouid increase the probability of an RCS system
shutdown.

ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT, ANALYSIS, AND SIMULATION

The entirety of the ICM control system development was carried out by two-to-four engineers on

an approximate one year schedule. Development was expedited by utilizing previous experience of

the analysts in reaction jet systems and the use of pre-existing software tools developed by those

analysts.

ACS Algorithm Development

Preliminaryanalyseswere carriedout using MATLAB (R)and the ControlSystem Toolbox todevelop

controllaws on a singleaxisbasisand verifybasicrigidbody stability.Ithas been the experience

ofthe authors that MATLAB simulationsare usefulforrapidproof ofconcept, but are too slow for

production runs due tothe interpretivenatureofthe language.Therefore,the thrustercontrollaws

were then coded in Fortran 90 and integratedintothe high fidelitysimulation module described in

the subsequent section.

Simulation

MACSIM32 (R) (Multi-body Attitude Control System SIMulation) was developed by Applied Sys-

tems Engineering,Inc.and used tocharacterizeACS performance inallflightmodes. The simulation

includesmodels of rigidand flexiblebody dynamics, sensorsand actuators,on-orbitenvironmental

disturbances, ground commands and telemetry, and a unique graphical user interface (GUI) which

allows analysts to rapidly study and diagnose anomalous behavior. MACSIM32 is coded in Fortran

90 which is the simulation language of choice in ISS development at NRL and Johnson Space Center

(JSC), and thus mandated pre-existing standard environmental and flexibility models are readily

integrated. MACSIM32 runs on a desktop PC under Windows 98/NT, and its core modules can

be expeditiously configured to study a new spacecraft ACS. This rapid prototyping capability was
essential to meeting the schedule requirements of the ICM program. The simulation was adapted to

ICM flight dynamics, a controller designed, and performance verification runs made; completed in

less than six weeks in time to support the PDR. A functional block diagram of MACSIM32 is shown

in Figure 6.

A fundamental design feature of MACSIM32 is the utilization of a pseudo flight software module

with interfaces to hardware device models and ground command emulating those of the on-board

system. The flight software module and its interface specification could be easily separated and

sent to JSC where it was integrated and validated on an entirely independent Fortran simulation.

Portability of MACSIM32 on a Pentium Laptop also allowed NRL personnel to travel to JSC with

a fully functional simulation when the need arose for side-by-side comparison runs.

Flight Software Algorithm Specification

In order to facilitate flight software development, a 250 page Algorithm Definition Document (ADD)

was created to serve as a specification for all real-time modules. Each section of the ADD corresponds

to a software module that must be coded, integrated, and tested in the on-board system. The

ADD was reviewed internally at NRL and independently by JSC and ultimately was entered into

configuration management.

Development of the ADD was facilitated by using the flight software segment of MACSIM32

broken down into individual subroutines forming the basis for the flight module specifications. The
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actual analytical code was attached to each section as an appendix. Flight software developers were

later able to translate the analytical code into flight code on an almost 1 for 1 basis, allowing rapid

progression from coding to testing. Testing on the module level was also obviously facilitated by the
similarity between the analytical code and the flight code. Static and dynamic test cases could be

run on both sets of software and compared, which allowed ready identification of errors.

The importance of the extensive documentation in this large program cannot be overemphasized.

In a project the size of the ]SS there are a multitude of organizations spread across the country which

analyze various aspects of the system design. While the nominal "client" of the NRL ACS group

was the NRL software group, many different organizations required the algorithms to further their

analyses. With the detailed ADD and MACSIM32 available on the web, it was possible for all the

disparate organizations to move forward, more-or-less in lockstep.

CONCLUSION

The proverbial saying that "a camel is a horse designed by a committee" necessarily applies to a

project so large as the ISS. While the ICM probably has its share of superfluous camel "humps," it
remains nonetheless a success story by every metric. We can learn from the humps and next time

try to straighten the camel's back. Experience and design for simplicity are key to getting the job

done right the first time. The project is a testimonial to the achievement possible when dedicated

and exper/enced engineers work together to do the job right.
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Figure 3: Single-axis block diagram.
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The Microwave Anisotropy Probe (MAP) is a follow-on to the Differential Microwave

Radiometer (DMR) instrument on the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE)

spacecraft. The MAP spacecraft will perform its mission, studying the early origins of

the universe, in a Lissajous orbit around the Earth-Sun L2 Lagrange point. Due to

limited mass, power, and financial resources, a traditional reliability concept involving

fully redundant components was not feasible. This paper will discuss the redundancy

philosophy used on MAP, describe the hardware redundancy selected (and why), and

present backup modes and algorithms that were designed in lieu of additional attitude

control hardware redundancy to improve the odds of mission success. Three of these

modes have been implemented in the spacecraft flight software. The first onboard mode

allows the MAP Kalman filter to be used with digital sun sensor (DSS) derived rates, in

case of the failure of one of MAP's two two-axis inertial reference units. Similarly, the

second onboard mode allows a star tracker only mode, using attitude and derived rate
from one or both of MAP's star trackers for onboard attitude determination and

control. The last backup mode onboard allows a sun-line angle offset to be commanded

that will allow solar radiation pressure to be used for momentum management and orbit

stationkeeping. In addition to the backup modes implemented on the spacecraft, two

backup algorithms have been developed in the event of less likely contingencies. One of

these is an algorithm for implementing an alternative scan pattern to MAP's nominal

dual-spin science mode using only one or two reaction wheels and thrusters. Finally, an

algorithm has been developed that uses thruster one shots while in science mode for

momentum management. This algorithm has been developed in case system momentum

builds up faster than anticipated, to allow adequate momentum management while

minimizing interruptions to science. In this paper, each mode and algorithm will be

discussed, and simulation results presented.

SYSTEM ENGINEERING

The Microwave Anisotropy Probe (MAP) spacecraft, shown in Figure 1, is the second of a

series of Medium Explorer, or MIDEX missions (ref. 1). The MIDEX program was designed as

an intermediate option between the Explorer Program's full-sized missions and Small Explorer

(SMEX) spacecraft. Each class of spacecraft follows a different redundancy philosophy;, the full-

sized Explorers maximize reliability by implementing fully redundant spacecraft, while the SMEX

missions' budget constraints tend to force a single-string philosophy. The MIDEX goal is to use

Flight Dynamics Analysis Branch, Code 572
2 Syslems Engineering Branch, Code 571
3 Jackson and Tuli
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redundancy selectively, in order to get the "best

bang for the buck", consistent with its mandate

of offering the best mission under a fixed cost

cap. In many ways, the M1DEX philosophy is the

most difficult of the three to follow. There are no

set rules for what redundancy should be present,

so a decision must be made for each spacecraft
element.

MAP's Reliability Philosophy

During the initial system engineering of the

MAP spacecraft, and at a few other occasions

Figure 1: The MAP Spacecraft during the development of the mission (e.g., as a

result of points raised at MAP's Confirmation

Review), decisions were made as to what redundancy to include, and how to implement it. These

decisions were made according to the following reliability selection criteria:

• The overall results of the failure likelihood of hardware components based on historical

databases and independent Probability of Success (Ps) calculations were considered.

• Resource impacts of redundant component cost, mass, and power were considered, as well

as impacts to the integration and testing schedules.

• Modularity of redundant hardware or software components was evaluated.

• For potential redundant hardware, the availability of algorithmic redundancy (such as the

algorithms described later in this paper) was taken into account.

q, Conversely, the ability of an additional component to backup multiple components was also
taken into account.

MAP Redundancy: Components and Algorithms

As a result of the reliability philosophy detailed above, the following components were

selected to have hardware backups. Another transponder was added, based on the failure

probability from a historical database and recent experience. Two thrusters were added to the

design, due to the criticality of perigee burns and the relatively low cost, mass, and power impacts

from the added thrusters. Because the star tracker used on MAP was a complex piece of new

technology critical to the success of the mission, a redundant tracker was added. Also, the fact

that adding an additional tracker of the same type would be a small modular change to the design,

and that both trackers could serve as backup rate sources to the inertial reference units (IRU)

made it a good choice for hardware redundancy. A redundant main processor and interface

electronics box was added, also because of the complex new technology of the processor used.

Finally, an additional set of coarse sun sensors (CSS) was added; there were no concerns about

the existing CSSs, but adding a new set was simpler than cross-strapping one set to both interface
electronics boxes.
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A numberof components were not selected for hardware redundancy, even though they

appeared high on the historical database of potential failure items. A fourth reaction wheel

assembly (RWA) was not added because of mass and power limitations, positive life test

experience on the MAP wheel design, and the existence ofa poss_le backup algorithm (which is

descn'bed later in this paper). A third two-axis IRU, which would provide full redundancy in all

three axes, was not added, primarily because of the existence of DSS and star tracker backup

algorithms. Redundant power system electronics (PSE) was not added because the existing design

was robust enough to survive many failures using existing electronics.

One component was included on the MAP spacecraft even though, strictly speaking, it was

not needed at all, in seeming violation of the intelligent redundancy philosophy. The DSS was not

needed for any nominal mission mode. It was included on the spacecraft---in fact, a second DSS

head was added well after the initial design---because of several factors. The DSS unit is very

reliable, and can act as a backup to the two IRU axes which are not already redundant. With

nominal mission attitudes, information from the DSS is always available; the second DSS head

added allows the unit to be used as a backup rate source during the entire perigee pass (during

which MAP must thrust along its own velocity vector). This became important when concerns

were raised about poor star tracker performance in the Van Allen radiation belts.

ON-BOARD BACKUP ALGORITHMS FOR MAP

The development of backup attitude control algorithms for the MAP spacecraft, and the

decision of which to implement on-board and which to keep in reserve (not implemented but

available in the event of in-flight failures), was dictated by the reliability philosophy described in

the previous section. In general, those algorithms were placed on-board that were easy to

implement and/or provided a backup to a more likely failure item.

Three algorithms of this nature were implemented on MAP. The first allows the on-board

Kalman filter to be run with a DSS-derived rate in place of an IRU rate. The second uses the

attitude quatemion and a derived rate from MAP's star tracker(s) to be used in place of both IRU

rates and propagated attitude. Firmly, a means of establishing a bias attitude command with

respect to the sun line was implemented; this bias would be used in an algorithm for providing

orbit and momentum management using solar radiation pressure.

Kalman Filter w/DSS Rate

Nominally, the MAP on-board Kalman filter uses two two-axis IRUs to provide three axes of

rate information, and updates the propagated attitude and the gyro drift bias corrections based on

star tracker attitude quaternions and DSS sun vector measurements. In the event of the failure of

one of the IRUs, an alternate rate source for either the x or y axis is needed. In this case, it is

possible to substitute a DSS-derived rate for the missing IRU axis, and to continue to run the

Kalman filter, updating the attitude and gyro bias with star tracker measurements only.
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DSS Rate Algorithm

The data from the DSS can be used to compute the body rates about the x and y spacecraft

axes. The DSS output is the measured sun vector in the body flame. Given _, the unit vector to

the sun in the body-fixed frame, and 03, the body rate, the rate of change of _ is:

S =-co xs =._x03

In component form, this can be written as:

Sx = Sy(D: -- S:(Dy

Sy = S:CO x -- Sxco:

S: = Sxcoy -- $ycox

In the event of a single IRU failure, the body z-axis rate will still be known, because each IRU

has one measurement axis in that body axis. With 09. known, cox and coy can be found from the

DSS measurement by solving the first two component equations for the unknown body rates:

cox +sxco:)/s:

co, +

Since the IRU measures the average rate over the previous control cycle, the DSS data must

be averaged also, or there will be a half-cycle (0.5 second) offset between the rate that co_

represents, and the sun vector that sx and sy represent. At low rates, this is not a problem, but at

the nearly 3°/sec MAP fast spin rate, this half-cycle offset is too large to ignore. Thus, the sun

vector used in the above equations must be the average sun vector in the cycle over which the
DSS rate (and IRU rate) is calculated:

sx = 0.5(sx(k) + sx(k - 1))

s, = 0.5(se(k ) + sy(k- 1))

where k indicates the current cycle, and k - 1 is the previous cycle. In addition, the sun vector

rate must also be the average rate of change of the sun vector over the control cycle:

._ = (s_ (k) - s_ (k - 1))/Atos s

_y = (sy (k) - sy (k - 1)) / Atos s

where Atos s is the time between DSS samples.

The end result is the DSS measurement of the x and y axis body rates. Both of these rates are

calculated each control cycle and telemetered to the ground, and are available to be used in the

Kalman filter. Nominally, the DSS rates are also used in a system rate check that compares the

IRU rates, DSS rates, and AST rates to each other.
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Kalman Filter Adjustments for DSS Rates

There were two ways that the DSS-derived body rate could be used to replace the IRU rate in

the Kalman filter. First, the state equations and noise models could be redesigned to incorporate

the different rate source, and that model would be used only when the filter was configured to use

the DSS. Second, the DSS rate could be treated as if it came from an IRU, with a parameter

change to the existing Kalman filter model. Software impacts and schedule considerations led to

the choice of option two. During testing, or in the event of an IRU failure on-orbit, the Kalman

filter is configured to use a DSS rate, and the appropriate parameters are adjusted to account for

the different statistical qualities of the DSS rate compared to the IRU rate. Although the DSS rate

is correlated in time through the calculation of the average sun vector, each DSS-derived rate was

treated as if it were uncorrelated. In addition, since the DSS output is a position measurement,

there is no drift associated with it, as with an IRU measurement. For these reasons, the standard

deviation of the IRU rate random walk (or u) was reduced by half to model the decreased drift

characteristics of the DSS rate measurement. In addition, since a noisy DSS measurement was

being differentiated to generate the DSS rate, this rate would have higher white noise than the

IRU rate. Thus, the rate white noise standard deviation ( o"v) was increased by an order of

magnitude over the nominal IRU model. Finally, the DSS was disabled as a filter update sensor.

Simulation Results

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show, respectively, MAP's simulated IRU-measured x- and y-axis body

rates and the Observing Mode performance (precession and spin rates and sun line angle) when in

its nominal configuration. Figure 4 shows what the corresponding DSS-derived x- and y-axis

body rates look like. As expected, they are much noisier. (Note that the MAP flight software was

designed with the capability to filter both the DSS- and AST-derived rates, though no filter has

currently been put in place for either.) Figure 5 shows the simulated Observing Mode

performance when the DSS x-axis body rate is used in the on-board Kalman filter.

Unsurprisingly, the Observing Mode performance in the backup DSS rate mode is noticeably

degraded from the nominal case. However, both the sun line angle and spin rate are well within

their respective specifications of 22.5 + 0.25 ° and 2.784°/sec + 5%. The precession rate

requirement of 0. l°/sec + 5% is violated in this backup mode, though degraded performance

would be acceptable in this case. It is poss_le that a DSS rate filter would improve these results.

AST-Only for Attitude and Rates

Because the star trackers selected to be used on the MAP spacecraft are quatemion-output

trackers, it is a fairly straightforward process to derived rates in each body axis from successive

attitude quatemions. If the attitude quaternion at a given time k is denoted qk, then the

A quatemion from one cycle to the next can be calculated as fixt = q___ ® qk, where ® denotes

quatemion multiplication. Since At/ can be expressed as the Euler axis and angle parameters

[e I sin(Aq_/2_ e 2 sin(A_/2_e 3 sin(A_/2_cos(Aq_/2)], the derived rates can be found using the

relationship 09 = [eI A_/At,e z A_/At,e 3 Aq_/At].
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Figure 6 shows star tracker derived x- and y-axis body rates (the z-axis rate shows similar

characteristics; only x and y are shown here to make it easier to compare with the IRU and DSS

rates shown in Figure 2 and Figure 4). Figure 7 shows the Observing Mode performance using

star tracker attitude and derived rates. As with DSS rate backup algorithm, the performance of

the system in Observing Mode using the star tracker backup algorithm satisfies the sun line angle

and spin rate requirement, but not the precession rate requirement. It is also interesting to note

that, while the star tracker derived rates appear to be a bit better than those from the DSS, the

Observing Mode performance is slightly better with the DSS rate backup. This is because of the
action of the Kalman filter, which can still be used in the DSS case.

Sun Line Bias Algorithm

Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP) will be the main perturbation to the MAP spacecraft orbits

when it is in the vicinity of the Earth-Sun L2 Lagrange point. The two main effects of the SRP on

MAP will be to shift the center of its orbit about the L2 point, and also to cause a buildup of

spacecraft system momentum. It is nominally planned to conduct orbit and momentum

maintenance operations with the spacecraft four times a year.

Tene, et. al., have proposed a means by which, using small variations in the orientation of

MAP's sun shield as it spins and cones about the sun line in its Observing Mode, it might be

poss_le to use the SRP to reduce or even eliminate the need to conduct thruster operations for

the purpose of orbit maintenance (ref. 2). Because of the sensitivity of the MAP orbit about L2,

small accelerations are capable of either causing or preventing the spacecraft to escape from the
vicinity of L2.

The average acceleration imparted on MAP due to the SRP was estimated to be 0.2 btm/sec 2.

Since the spin axis of the MAP spacecraft precesses about the sun line every hour, the average

SRP acceleration is directed away from the sun. If the precession axis points exactly at the sun

and the precession motion is symmetric, there would be no acceleration perpendicular to this axis.

Any bias in the precession axis would cause a perpendicular acceleration to the sun line; it is this

acceleration that Tene proposes could be used for orbit maintenance. During Observing Mode,

MAP's spin axis must be precessed about the sun line at an angle of 22.5 + 0.25 °. Given the

nominal expected performance of the Observing Mode controller, an offset as high as 0.1 ° could

be applied and still allow science requirements to be met. Tene showed that with such an offset,

an average acceleration can be applied perpendicular to the sun line on the order of 0.5 nm/sec 2.

With the correct bias, this acceleration can help MAP maintain a desired orbit.

Tene originally proposed an onboard controller that would take attitude and orbit information

to autonomously determine the sun line bias to be applied. Subsequently, it was determined that

the necessary bias changes slowly enough (on the order of a week or more) that it could be very

simply implemented as a constant sun line bias, expressed as a quatemion rotation about MAP's

rotating sun reference ('RSR) frame, that could be commanded by the ground. This bias would

rotate the entire RSR frame; the Observing Mode Euler angles and rates would remain

unchanged. However, the bias would show up in the sun angle. Figure 8 shows the effects of a
0.1 ° sun line bias commanded at 500 see.
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OTHER MAP BACKUP ALGORITHMS

In addition to the onboard backup algorithms implemented in the MAP flight software, a

number of algorithms have been developed to cover other eventualities. These algorithms are not

slated to be implemented on the spacecraft, either because of their complexity and impact that

would have on the rest of the spacecrait flight software, or because the failure mode for which

they were designed was considered relatively unlikely. However, the availability of these

algorithms means that in the event that they are needed, a flight software patch to implement them

can be written, tested, and uploaded without unnecessary delays.

Observing Mode Thruster Unloading

As mentioned in the previous section, MAP is baselined to perform orbit and system

momentum management operations four times a year. Using Tene's sun line bias, it might even be

poss_le to reduce this number. However, due to a fairly large uncertainty about the rate of system

momentum buildup, caused by a potential pinwheel torque on MAP (ref. 3), it may be necessary

to use thrusters to dump momentum more often. In order to minimize the number of disruptions

to science operations, an Observing Mode Thruster Unloading backup algorithm has been

developed that: 1) unloads momentum to _<0.3 Nms while in Observing Mode, 2) does not violate

the 25 ° sun line constraint (violations of the 22.5 + 0.25 ° Observing Mode sun line angle

constraint were permissible), and 3) can be completely executed during one ground pass of

approximately 37.5 to 45 minutes.
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Figure 9 shows a sketch of a "three shot" unloading process, which uses three thruster firings

to unload system momentum. The steps in this process are as follows:

A° After the algorithm is enabled, wait until the transverse momentum is all in the +x axis.

Fire thruster 2 to remove as much of this momentum as possible. This takes a maximum of

one spin cycle (< 130 sec). [Coordinate system: X1,Z1]

B° After thruster firing A, wait until the sun is in the (-x,z) quadrant of the x-z plane. Fire

thruster 1 or 2 (depending on the sign of the z-axis momentum) to add x-axis momentum

equal to the amount of momentum in the z axis. This takes a maximum of one spin cycle

(< 130 sec). [Coordinate system: X1,Z1] Note that this results in an intermediate system

momentum state as much as _ higher than the initial value. For a 1.5 Nms initial system

momentum, this intermediate state could be as high as -2.12 Nms. In simulation, this

system momentum value does not pose an attitude control problem.

stm

Figure 9: Unloading Schematic

C°

D.

After thruster firing B, wait approximately half

of a precession cycle, and then wait until all of

the system momentum is in the +x axis. Fire
thruster 2 to remove as much of this

momentum as possible. This takes a maximum

of one half precession cycle plus one half spin

cycle (< 1865 sec). [Coordinate system: X2,Z2]

After thruster firing C, a maximum of 35.5

minutes after the Observing Mode Thruster

Unloading algorithm is enabled, system

momentum is reduced close to zero. In

simulation, it was found that the system
momentum was reduced to less than 0.3 Nms

for initial system momentum of 1.5 Nms.

Note that the algorithm as described uses thrusters 1 and 2. It could easily be adjusted to use

only one of these two thrusters, or to use one of the other thruster pairs.

In simulation, this algorithm fu/fil/s all of the previously stated requirements. Figure 10 shows

the three thruster firings used in the example, one from thruster 1 and two from thruster 2. Figure

11 shows the resulting system momentum state of the spacecraft. Note that, after the first firing

the system momentum is lower. The second firing, however, is used to align the system

momentum vector so that, half a precession cycle later when the spacecraft has changed

orientation by 45 °, it will appear almost completely in the x-y plane. In this case, this caused a

temporary increase in the system momentum of the spacecraft. The third firing reduces the system

momentum to below 0.3 Nms. Figure 12 shows the Observing Mode performance during the

operation ofth/s algorithm. Other than the br/efamount oft/me following each thruster firing,

performance remains within requirements for the entire operation.
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Observing Mode Using One or Two Reaction Wheels

If one or two of the MAP reaction wheels were not available for control, the spacecraft could

be spun up around the z-axis using thrusters. Then, using a single thruster in a pulsed mode (one

pulse per spin period) the angular momentum vector could be moved into alignment with the sun

vector with a simple spin-axis precession control law. During this maneuver, the spacecraft spin

axis would continually nutate around the moving momentum vector. Each pulse would change the

nutation (or cone) angle slightly, either increasing or decreasing it. The cone angle buildup would

be well-bounded. In the vicinity of the target (the sun), a natural nutational instability would occur

and would be taken advantage of. Once the sun is inside the nutation cone, each firing of the jet

would increase the cone angle and disturb the angular momentum vector slightly in a pseudo-

random direction. The basic motion would approximate a coning motion of the spin axis around

the sun line with a continually-increasing nutation angle.

The nutation buildup would cease when the precession law is disabled. The spacecraft spin

axis would then be coning around the sun line at some final cone angle. If this angle is 22.5 °, the

scan pattern produced for the sensors will cover the same region of space in the same amount of

time as the normal mode controller, but the detailed motion will be significantly different (see

Figure 13). The nominal controller provides a slow precession rate and fast spin rate. With the

nutating single-spinner the precession rate is actually faster than the spin rate.

Since the spacecraft spin-axis is hs max_um moment of inertia axis, the nutation angle will

tend to decrease as a resuk of energy dissipation in the system. One reaction wheel could be used
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to maintain the nutation angle at a desired magnitude with a simple control law. Since the sun will

tend to drift away from the angular momentum vector, periodic jet firings would also be required

to keep this deviation within acceptable limits.

............... i ...................... i ..............

.i.

Figure 13: Nominal and Two-Wheel Backup Mode Scan Patterns

Figure 14 shows the sun angle in the body using this control algorithm. At 100 seconds, the

spacecraft is spun up with a z-axis thruster firing. From 1000 to 3600 seconds, a single reaction

wheel is used to control the nutation angle, bringing it to its steady state value by about 3200

seconds. Beginning at 3600 seconds, single-pulse thruster firings are used to align the spacecraft

system momentum vector with the sun vector in the body frame. As described above, once the

sun is within the nutation cone (after 4000 seconds in this example), further thruster firings disturb

the system momentum vector in a pseudo-random direction and cause the nutation angle to

increase. At 6000 seconds, the thruster firings are discontinued and the single-wheel nutation

controller is enabled, used to minimize the nutation angle and keep the spacecraft precession cone

angle within some tolerance of the desired value of 22.5 °. (The residual nutation angle after the

system has reached steady state is a result of the system momentum vector not being perfectly

aligned with the sun vector.) After 8000 seconds, the spacecraft settles into the dual spin motion

that will give the scan pattern shown in Figure 13.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have discussed how a philosophy of selective redundancy was applied to the

MAP spacecraft. The algorithms that have been designed for MAP, both those currently

implemented in the spacecraft flight software and those held in reserve, allowed the project to

modify the traditional full redundancy philosophy without a major degradation on the mission's

probability of success. These algorithms allowed the project to focus its programmatic resources

on other components that do not lend themselves to algorithmic workarounds, improving the

reliability of the mission while maintaining the cost capped budget.
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Figure 14: Two-Wheel Backup Mode Sun Vector in the Body Frame

DEDICATION

This paper is dedicated to our mentor and friend, Tom Flatley, who passed away late last year.

Thanks to Tom's intelligence, creativity, and perseverance, several missions have enjoyed

extended lifetimes despite on-orbit failures, by using algorithms similar to the ones descn'bed in

this paper. Members of the space community wiU miss Tom's contributions to our profession

through his simple, elegant designs, conceived within a mastery of flight dynamics. Members of

the NASA Goddard community will also miss his quiet, unassuming dignity and warm, witty

friendship.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the Object Oriented Simulation Architecture for Rapid Spacecraft Prototyping. The design of this

Spacecraft Dynamic Simulator Architecture incorporates a uniquely designed C++ Virtual DataBase Class with linked and
embedded Classes for the Environment, Spacecraft (including dynamics), Sensors, Actuators, Time, Automated Procedures,

Visualization Windows and Communication Sockets for distributed processing. This architecture provides the foundation

for prototyping spacecraft without the need for re-compiling for each variation of the spacecraft design mission. This
architecture lends itself to both real-time and non real-time simulations where it may be used in the (1) Attitude

Determination and Control System (ADACS) design process; (2) Flight Software Unit Testing; (3) Flight Software/

Hardwaredn-The-Loop(HIL) real-time Integration & Test (I&T); (4) Ground Control System for mission planning and
checkout; (5) Post Flight anomaly investigation. The Heritage for the simulation models is the GSFC Hybrid Dynamic

Simulator(HDS) which was convened to C++ Object Oriented Code. The significant features are: (1) the Virtual

DataBase(VDB); (2) Autonomous State Integration; (3) Transformation Engine; (4) Scripting Language.

INTRODUCTION

The Object Oriented Design (OOD) approach to Spacecraft Dynamic Simulation Architecture employs Windows NT

Operating System which pulls together several standard models of key spacecraft subsystem, and combines them, in a Class

Structure, with existing orbital and space environmental models to produce a very complete, yet re-configurable spacecraft

prototyping tool. The C++ OOD code addresses development of ClOD Classes for inertial reference systems for
stabilization and navigation, coarse sun sensors, fine sun sensors for orientation and navigation, three axis magnetometers,

earth sensors for orientation, star tracker, and actuator models for stabilization and maneuvering (reaction wheels, magnetic

torque coils/bars, and thrusters). OOD Classes are developed for virtually all of the relevant space environment and orbital

parameters of interest including ephemeris models of the sun and moon, solar models, earth occultation models, near earth

magnetic fields, near space atmospheric density and drag, internal and external system disturbances, gravity gradients,
sensor/actuator disturbances, with rotating antennas and solar arrays. The OOD architecture has provision for

incorporating new OOD Classes such as an Electrical Power Subsystem to easily expand the simulation capabilities.

The advantages of this architecture are that the development of a complete spacecraft may be accomplished in just a few

lines of code where all the data is encapsulated within each Object, all variables are attached to a Virtual Data Base Object,

and the dynamic models are associated with the StateVector integration function as:

CSS[0] = new CoarseSanSensorAssembly(3);

DSS[0] = new DSSAssembly(1);

TAM{0] = new MagnetometerAssembly(3);
IRU[0] = new GyroAssembly(6);

ESA[0] = new EarthSensorAssembly(2);

MTB[01 = new MTBAssembly(&bFieldlF,3);

RCS[01 = new ThrusterAssembly(4);

RCS[ 11 = new ThrusterAssembly(4);
RWA[0] = new ReactionWheelAssembly(4);

3 coarse sun sensors in a block called "CSS[0]"
I digital sun sensor in a block called "DSS[0]"

3 magnetometers in a block called "TAM[01"

6 gyroscopes in a block called "IRU[0]"

2 earth sensors in a block called "ESA[0]"

3 magnetic torque bars in a block called "MTB[0 i"
4 RCS thrusters in a block called "RCS[01"

4 RCS thrusters in another block called "RCS[ 1r'

4 reaction wheels in a block called "RWA[0]"
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These Objects are then attached to a Spacecraft Structure Class. To create a constellation of 60 spacecraft, one only has to
instantiate the Spacecraft Class 60 times or once for each spacecraft. The result would be 60 independent Spacecraft

Objects each with all its own appropriate encapsulated data and dynamics.

STATE VECTOR / VIRTUAL DATA BASE

As shown in Figure 1, the StateVector is formed which will be integrated over a desired integration time step consistent
with the dynamic models in the simulation sensors, actuators or subsystems. The StateVector Class performs the

integration function over one time step at the statement containing the code "StateVector++". Transparent to the User, the
StateVector Class searches for all instantiated dynamic models, See Figure 2, and through each models derivative function
obtains the model derivatives(accelerations, velocities, positions) which are added to the overall state. After the integration

function has been performed, the current state of each derived parameter is placed into the appropriate model. In addition, a
processing function is called which determines the frequency of the processing thereby providing a muli-mte capability for
any instantiated model. The StateVector Class autonomously changes size depending on which dynamics models are turned
on or off. The current architecture includes the appropriate orbital parameters of interest As the physical models such as
sensors or actuators are instantiated, the encapsulated model parameters are transparently added to the VDB structure,

Figure 1, where they can be viewed by clicking on the system level, subsystem level or any level to open the structure as
shown in Figure 1 all the way down to the lowest level. This is similar to opening files, folders, and subfolders until you
fine the file you are looking for. For example one can see the mass of the spacecraft by open levels SC->MassProperties-
>Mass.
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Figure 1. OOD Process Overview / Virtual DataBase

TRANSFORMATION ENGINE
A Transformation Engine, see Figure 3, was developed which enables the user to obtain the matrix transformations between
any coordinate system in the simulation. The main features of this Xform Engine is that it uses relative coordinates to
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Figure 2. State Vector / Dynamic System
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Figure 3. Transformation Engine

construct a topological tree; a recursion algorithm is used to traverse the topological tree to determine the appropriate
matrix transformation from the 'source' coordinate frame to the 'target' coordinate frame; time tagging is used to avoid

redundant calculations. The Xform Engine has one root or reference frame (such as the Earth Centered Inertial, eci-frame)

and many parent and child reference frames which lends itself to accommodating multiple rigid bodies. As the

SensorAssemblyClasses or ActuatorAssemblyClasses are instantiated and added to the Virtual DataBase, the appropriate

topology of the instantiated Class is autonomously added to the Xform Engine. This approach to tracking reference frames
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enables the user to view any variable or vector in any frame at any time, That is, the user can change coordinates frame
views on the fly. For example, the User could view a coarse sun sensor on a rotating solar panel in its sensor frame or

instantly view it in the spacecraft body or even the eci-frame.

VDBOBJECT, VIRTUALDATABASE, INTERPRETER

The VDBObject is the interface class between the user and the model, see Figure 4. Any class derived from VDBObject

should provide virtual member functions Register(const char* typeDefn) and AttachToDatabase(const char* pathId).

RegisterO submits those parameters which are to be made available to the user either for configuration (read-write) or
display (read-only) and estabfishes the database structure as is clearly seen from the VDB Tree View. Only the user can

access data directly via the front-end ,i.e., scripts, dialogs, etc. (Classes requiting data from other classes can only do so

through member functions which enforce data protection and privileges. This keeps developers from having one model

inadvertently contaminating the data of another model. Maintaining data integrity is particularly important as the

simulation becomes larger and consequently more complex). AttachToDatabaseO overlays the virtual database memory

with the classes private data. Since the database memory exists at the lowest level of the run-time stack the data appears to
be global to the user. This allows the user to access model parameters through scripts, drag and drop data onto plots,

monitor windows, loggers, etc. by specifying the unique database path. As shown in Figure 5, the Interpreter parses scripts

and generates highly efficient intermediate binary code as well as a symbol table. The backend then uses the symbol table

to access data and execute the icode-instructions which operate on those data with almost the same performance as an

executable. Finally, the V_atabase class orchestrates all of the VDBObjects representing the models for saving and

restoring, initializing, accessing and configuring.
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MATRIX, VECTOR CLASSES

The base class Matrix, see upper left comer of Figure 6, provides the most generic operations and functions for
mathematical matrix computations. For example, based on the dimensions of an instance of this class the inverse is

calculated using a QR decomposition for a square matrix or a SVD decomposition for a matrix representing an

overdetermined system. The classes Vector, Vector3xl and Orthogonal3x3 override these operations and fimctions with

code streamlined for performance. For example, Orthogonal3x3 overrides the inverse operation of the base class Matrix

with a simple 3x3 matrix transpose. For mathematical objects such as quaternions, operations are overridden in order to

implement quaternion algebra,

REFERENCE FRAME CLASSES

The base class ReferenceFrame class, see upper right comer of Figure 6, encapsulates all the kinematic quantifies necessary

for describing 6-DOF motion (position, velocity, acceleration, orientation, angular velocity, and angular acceleration.. The

class is a pure abstract class in which any derived class must provide functions relating generalized coordinates, speeds and

accelerations to their counterpart rectangular coordinates. These coordinate transformations allow a derived class to use

generalized coordinates for internal use but must provide rectangular coordinates as a convention for interfacing with other
frames. For orientation, an embedded base class "Orientation" allows the user to coafigure various parameterizations such

as direction cosines, quatemion, or euler angle sequences, see lower left comer of Figure 6. In addition, the

ReferenceFrame class contains links to the parent and children frames thus establishing the kinematics topology. The

TranformationEngine, a friend class of ReferenceFrame, uses this private data and interface in order to develop the relative

transformation from a given frame to any other frame by recursively traversing the topological path.

DYNAMIC SYSTEM, STATE VECTOR, TIME CLASSES

The dynamic system class is a pure abstract base class from which a derived class must override the member functions
StateDerivatives(q,t) and ProcessData(t). This is because any class derived from DynamicSystem will autonomously be
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embeddedwithin the total state vector by the friend class StateVector, see lower right comer of Figure 6. StateVector
requires that such a function exist so that states can be integrated forward (or backward) in time. The user simply connects

subsystems configuring the total system (e.g. ReactionWheelAssembly is composed of a desired number of individual

reaction wheels). No other action is necessary since the StateVector class recursively traverses the dynamical tree calling
each subsystem's StateDerivatives(q,t) function every minor cycle. At every major integration cycle, the StateVector class

calls ProcessData(0. This provide an opportunity for the derived class to manipulate the generalized coordinates and speeds
( for example, generating sensor data outputs or implementing a control law). Also embedded within the StateVector class

is an instance of the Time class of which StateVector is the only friend class which has the privilege to increment the

system clock. The time class provides commonly used parameterizations of time used by the models such as GMT, Julian
Date, etc.
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Figure 6 Base Classes

SENSOR AND SENSORASSEMBLY CLASSES

An example of a sensor class is the Gyroscope shown in the upper left comer of Figure 7. The Gyroscope class provides

public interface member functions that return values such as analog and digital counts. That is, only the data that a

physical gyroscope provides. There are many private member functions with implement various models composing the total

gyroscope model such as misalignments, quantization, random walk and white noise, drift rates, dynamics, etc. The

GyroAssembly class is a container class of Gyroscopes, derived from StaticFrame. This class also executes additional

processing such as utilizing the TransformationEngine class to compute the inertial angular velocity of the frame to which

it is mounted. Also the TransformationEngine resolves requests between SensorAssembly derived classes and those

environment objects which are sensed (for example, the CoarseSunSensorAssembly makes a request to the Transformation

Engine to determine the sun position within its own frame). It also collects the individual measurements produced by the
component gyroscopes to be shipped back to the ServoMechanism class for processing.
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ACTUATOR AND ACTUATORASSEMBLY CLASSES

An example of a sensor class is the ReactionWheel shown in the upper right comer of Figure 7. The ReactionWheel class
provides public interface member functions that return values such as tachometer readings. That is, only the data that a

physical reaction wheel provides. There are many private member functions with implement various models composing the

total reaction wheel model such as misalignments, quantization, drag, the torque-speed curve, beating noise, dynamics, etc.

The ReactionWheelAssembly class is a container class of ReactionWheeis, derived from the StaticFrame and
MomentumStorage classes. This class also executes additional processing such as utilizing the TransformationEngine

class to compute the total torque impressed on the frame to which it is mounted including gyroscopic disturbances. It also

collects the individual torque commands produced by the ServoMechanism class to be shipped to each component

ReactionWheel for processing. There are other implementations of ReactionWbeelAssembly such as

EnergyMomentumWheelAssembly and ControlMomentGyroAssembly.

JOINT AND JOINT ASSEMBLY CLASSES

The specialized classes StaticFrame, RotationFrame, and TranslationFrame override various virtual kinematics operations

for optimizing commonly used reference frames in which the motion is constrained to being fixed, rotating, or translating,

respectively, relative to its parent. An example of a joint class is shown in the lower leR comer of Figure 7. For example, a

frame which is fixed to its parent frame (such an a coarse sun sensor assembly mounted on a solar array) would not even

attempt to compute the velocity, acceleration, angular velocity and angular acceleration relative to the solar army. Even
more specialized classes (Revohite, Prismatic, Universal, etc.) are available for defining constraints for rigid bodies

connected via joint configurations (TVector< Joint* >). The ReferenceFmme class and its derivations are essentially the

"glue" which connect subsystems with each other and with their environment.

ENVIRONMENT CLASSES

An example of an environment class is the Earth shown in the lower right comer of Figure 7. The Earth class is derived

from RotationFrame since it provides the transformation between the ECI and ECF reference frames and the pure abstract

ExtemalDisturbance class for which the virtual functions GetTorque0 and GctForce must be overridden. Embedded within
the Earth class are two instances of the SphericalHarmonics class (confignrable order and degree) used for determining the

gravitational field vector and the geomagnetic field vector. The SphericalHarmonics class accepts various normalizations

(Schmidt, Gauss, WGS, Neumann). Also embedded is an atmospheric density model (Jacchia-Roberts) for computing

aerodynamics force and torque impressed on a rigid body. The Earth class also provides public member constants

commonly referenced such as polar and equatorial radii, mass, gravitational constant, etc.

RIGIDBODY, SERVOMECHANISM, CONTROLLER, PROCESS, SPACECRAFT CLASSES

Figure 8 presents the overall Spacecraft Class which is derived from the previously discussed Classes. The RigidBody class,

derived from DynamicSystem and ReferenceFrame classes, has a vector of links to the ReferenceFrame base class. These

links are other RigidBody classes representing appendages or Joint.Assembly classes representing joint constraints which

link other RigidBody classes (e.g. SolarArray). Other parameters encapsulated within RigidBody are mass properties and

geometric properties. The ServoMechanism class is derived from RigidBody and represents a controllable mechanical
system. The ServoMechanism class is a container for the base classes SensorAssembly, ActuatorAssembly, and other

subsystems. Also encapsulated within the class is the Controller class which is a container class of Processes. A Process

class is a user-defined script which can be configured to execute at a desired frequency and priority. Much like the

SensorAssembly and ActuatorAssembly classes the Controller (essentially a ProcessAssembly class) provides additional

processing such as scheduling the individual Processes based on their frequency and priority. As a result, the
ServoMechanism class is what defines the control system configuration. The Controller collects sensors data provided by

the SensorAssembly classes then processes this data and determines torques to be issued to the ActuatorAssembly classes

via user-defined scripts implementing a control law. Finally, an application of a ServoMechanism is the Spacecraft class
which connects the ServoMechanism with an environment. For an earth-orbiter, the container of Environment models,

TVector<ReferenceFrame*>, usually consists of instances of the Earth class, the Sun class, and the Moon class.

Additionally, an environment can be configured with a number of instances of the Star class for Spacecraft configured with
star sensors.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF OOD ARCHITECTURE

The OOD architecture has been implemented on a WindowsNT Operating System as shown in Figure 9. The Objected

Oriented Windows environment enables the User to instantiate, within limits of the computer platform, as many plot, log or

monitor windows as desired. Data is selected from the Virtual Data Base Structure and then "Drag & Drop" on the

appropriate window for viewing. Figure 10 show the concept of how such a structure could be used for ADACS design,

flight software verification and validation and support of ground operations. The scripting language functions like a 'STOL'
testing language where it configures and controls execution of the simulation by enabling the user to modify parameters of

the simulation on the fly.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The current Object Oriented Simulation Architecture for Rapid Spacecraft Prototyping has the capability to support the

current spacecraft systems but requires changes at the development level such that each new spacecraft configuration would

require changes to the code such as shown in the INTRODUCTION. A major feature of the current architecture is its

extensibility to support the functional capability the ability to use this architecture for spacecraft prototyping with

Drag
&

Drop

i

Figure 9 Window Environment Using Object Oriented Architecture
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Figure 10 Overview of System Integration and Test
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CONTROLOFATHRUSTALIGNMENTTABLE
FOR MODELING THE CONING DYNAMICS OF A

SPINNING SPACECRAFT WITH A FOLLOWER FORCE*

Dominic Halsmer, J. Damon Bennett, Max DeHaven, and Vidar Ligard

Engineering and Physics Department

Oral Roberts University

ABSTRACT

This document presents a system controlling the motion of a spherical air bearing used in the modeling of spacecraft

dynamics and controls in a laboratory environment. The system is part of the Spinning Rocket Simulator (SRS),
used to simulate the coning of spacecraft during a thrusting stage. The reaction force at the spherical air bearing
supporting the spacecraft model must coincide with the thrust axis of the model for proper simulation. Therefore, the
beating is translated in a circular path to introduce a centrifugal force. This horizontal force along with the

gravitational reaction force at the bearing combines to simulate the direction of the spacecraft's thrust force. The
control system receives attitude information from the spacecraft model via a laser beam embedded in the model that

impinges on a photosensitive array. The non-linear system is controlled using high-speed lookup tables and digital
techniques. A vector-controlled motor and a stepper motor are given the necessary signals to accurately control the
turntable and platform supporting the air bearing. Prelimiimry performance data is presented. Mechanical elements

of the table and platform are described in detail. A wireless (RF) data path for all devices on the spacecraft model to
an off-table command computer is also described.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of coning instability in thrusting, spinning bodies with internal mass motion has been made evident by

spacecraft flight anomalies during orbital injection maneuvers (ref. 1). During these maneuvers, the thrust axis
coincides with the nominal spin axis of the spacecraft. However, some vehicles experienced dangerous levels of

coning toward the end of the bunx A possible mechanism for this instability is the interaction between the nutation
mode of the vehicle and the motion of propellant slag trapped in the annular region around the submerged nozzle
exit cone. The development and analysis of mathematical models that capture the coupled-oscillatory nature of this

problem have shed light on the dynamics, and suggested novel control approaches (ref. 2). A passive mass-spring-
damper control device termed a Passive Coning Attenuator (PCA) has been proposed to eliminate/suppress coning
during this type of maneuver. Necessary and sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability of coning motion and
expressions for optimal design parameters have been derived in terms of general system parameters. Peak

performance in terms of the time constant of coning attenuation has also been quantified (ref. 3).

However, there are significant limitations inherent to the analytical approach. It is difficult to accurately represent

the behavior and interaction of more complex types of mass motion such as that of fluids. Furthermore, analysis and
computer simulation does not always represent the actual characteristics of the necessary hardware elements. For
these reasons, and also to validate the proposed PCA control device, an experimental approach is desirable. A

spherical air bearing can be used to allow virtually frictionless three-dimensional rotational motion of a spinning

spacecraft model. Until recently however, it was not known how to model the dynamics of a spinning thrusting
spacecraft in a ground-based laboratory. A solution to this problem was first published by Dr. Rudy Meyer (ref. 4).
It involves the acceleration of a gas bearing along a near circular path based on model attitude information, This
allows the addition of a controlled amount of centrifugal force. In this way the resultant reaction force on the

spacecraft model remains aligned at all times with the simulated thrust axis. The dynamics and control of such an

*This work is funded by a grant from NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
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apparatus,termedtheSpinningRocketSimulator(SRS),havebeenanalyzedandpresented,includingaccuracy and
performance predictions for a specific example (ref. 5). This type of apparaats is currently being developed by an

interdisciplinary team of undergraduate engineering and science students and faculty at Oral Roberts University with
the help of Goddard Space Flight Center. The wealth of educational benefits resulting from this project has also been

presented (ref. 6).

AIR BEARING AND SPACECRAFT MODEL

The heart of the apparatus is the spherical air bearing. This was also the first component to be developed. Its mdins
of curvature is 6.35 cm (2.5 in) and allows 360 ° of rotation about a vertical axis and up to 15° of rotation about

transverse axes. The air passages were recently enlarged based on analysis of flow provided by a two-stage air

compressor. Tests were conducted to verify that a tank pressure of 1.2 MPa (175 psig) adequately floats a spacecraft
model weighing 667 N (150 lb) at a flow rate of approximately 0.4 m3/min (14 cfm). The spacecratt model is
designed to be easily adjusted to duplicate the inertia ratio of a wide range of prolate or oblate configurations. The

model contains a horizontal plate for mounting sensors and other equipment, and remotely-controlled movable
masses for balancing purlx_es. Mounted on the spacecraft model are four small, remotely-controlled, tangentially-
oriented fans which provide a total of.03 Nm (.022 ft-lb) of spin torque. Spin tests indicate that these fans will

maintain a spin speed of approximately 60 rpm in the presence of atmospheric drag on the model.

THRUST ALIGNMENT TABLE

Introduction

The testing of the Spinning Rocket Simulator requires that the simulated thrust force be aligned with the nominal

spin axis of the spacecraft. While the cone angle is zero the thrust force direction is accurately simulated by the
existing gravitational reaction force (Figure 1), but as the model begins to cone, the simulated thrust force is no

longer vertical.
N*ImJ A_* e_

I

Figure 1. Zero Cone Angle
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Figure 2. 14° Cone Angle
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Figure 3. Turn-Table

When the model begins to cone (Figure 2), small amounts of centrifugal acceleration must be added to the existing
gravitational acceleration so that the simulated thrusting force remains aligned with the model's thrust axis. For this

purpose, a turntable has been build to keep the thrust force aligned with the nominal spin axis. The turntable by
necessity has two degrees of freedom: the radius of spin (R, measured from the center of the turntable to the vertical

axis that passes through the center of the spherical air bearing, Figure 4) and the angular motion (RPM, referring to
the tumtable's rate of spin, Figure 5). The turntable angular velocity, for the purposes of simulation, must be

constrained to the precession rate of the model. As the model begins to cone and precess, the radius will be varied
to keep the angle of the resultant simulated thrust force aligned with the thrust axis.

/

R

!

Figure 4. Radius of Spin
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FIGURE5 AngularVelocity

Specifications

The thrust alignment table must meet the following specifications:

1. spin so as to match the precession rate of the model
2. allow the spherical air bearing to move radially from the center of

the table to the limit of motion -1.22m (48 in)

3. balanced (statically and dynamically)
4. support the weight of the model while bending less than 0.5 ° under static loading

and 1° under dynamic loading

5. supply the spherical air bearing with compressed air
6. supply the onboard systems with a pathway for signal and power

System Overview

Lower Systems (Figure 6)

The interface plate is the central piece that connects the lower system to the upper system. The upper
surface of the interface plate is bolted to the linear track. The lower surface of the interface plate will be
bolted to the driven sprocket. The driven sprocket has been machined to mate (interference fit) with the

inner race of the thrust bearing. The outer race of the thrust bearing mates (press fi0 with and is supported
by the thrust bearing column, a short hollow spacer used to lift the linear track to prevent interference with

the table base plate bolts. The thrust bearing column is mounted around the hole in the center of the table

base plate. The table base plate is triangular to allow for leveling.

,_ Interface Plate

r I[

.., q_ _-1 ',Ill_A[

_----Dm_ Sprocket

It

Figure 6. Lower & Inner Systems
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Thelastpiece is the catch plate. The catch plate is a failure mode design that will keep the upper system
from departing the simulator in the event that the turntable becomes unbalanced. The catch plate is
mounted on extension bolts that are fastened to the interface plate.

lnner System (Figure 6)

The sphericalairbearingmust have compressedairand theonboard controlsystemsmust have power. To

supplyairtothesphericalairbearinga 1.9cm(JAin)air-lineswivelwillbc run up throughthe centerofthe

turntable.The onboard controlsystemsneed tohave smallamounts ofpower and must be abletosend

signalsoutforanalysisand recording.To thiscod a setofthroughboreslipringsarcused sincethecenter

oftheturntableistakenby theair-lineswivel.There arctwelvesignalringsinthe set.Sincethe power

requirementsfortheonboardcontrolsystemsarelessthan250V/5A thesignalringswillbe more than

adequatetosupplypower aswellaspasssignal.

Upper System (Figure 7)

The lineartrackismounted on thelineartrackbaseplate.Two cartsmounted on opposing ends ofthe

trackarcconnectedby a twinleadballscrewsothattheycan be drivenequallyalongtheradialpath. On

one of the carts is the spherical air bearing column. This holds the spherical air bearing above the track,
high enough that there is no interference between the model and the track.

Counter Balance

Figure 7. Turntable

On the cart opposing the Spherical Air Bearing is a counter-balance that is capable of dynamic as well as

static balancing. Statically balancing the model would only require the same amount of mass be placed
equidistant from the center of the turntable. Since the system will not be operating under static conditions,

it must also be dynamically balanced. Dynamically balancing the system requires that the center of mass of
the counter balance be at the same height and distance from the center of the turntable as the center of mass
of the spherical air bearing system. To this clad, the counter-balance is divided into two equal halves and

then placed on a frame (Figure 8) that resembles a foot ball goal post. The frame places the center of mass
of the counter balance system at the same height as the spherical air bearing system and allows for the

linear drive system to bring both to the center position with no interference.

Physical Limitations

The system has the following limitations:

1. turntable maximum angular velocity limitation of 30 RPM
2. radial maximum velocity limit of 7,6 cm/sec (3 in/see)
3. twelve rings for signal/power, each power circuit = 2 rings

4. Limited spacecraft configurations (inertia ratios) can be modeled.
A study is being conducted on the configuration range that can be modeled with the system.
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OVERVIEW OF TABLE CONTROL SYSTEM

The purpose of the cona'ol system described in this section is to accurately control the bearing platform and
turntable using the output of the optical attitude sensing system. A photosensitive array receives a laser beam

originating at the center of rotation of the model. This optical sensing array provides Cartesian coordinates of the on-
model laser beam, making the dynamic relationships highly non-linear. Consequently, the input signals are digitized

and converted using high-performance digital lookup tables. RISC microcontrollers operate a stepper motor which
drives the model along the table radius, and an a.c. motor provides the angular motion. The mechanics of the

turntable provides the feedback necessary for closed loop control.

DEFINITIONS

Cone Angle, 0 -- The angle between the angular momentum vector and the thrust axis (nominal spin axis) of the

spacecraft is known as the cone angle, or nutation angle. The SRS simulates the direction of the angular momentum
vector as vertical when the cone angle is zero. Thus the cone angle is the angle between vertical and the thrust axis

(typically the minor axis) of the model.

Precession Angle, ¢_- The thrust axis of the model projected onto a horizontal surface gives a line. The angle
between this line and another fixed horizontal line is known as the precession angle. The precession angle along

with the cone angle completely describes the direction of the thrust axis at any instant in time.

Turntable Angle, _ and A C Vector Controlled Motor - The turntable angle is simply the rotational angle of the
table. The motor associated with this angular motion is known as the main drive motor, or the vector controlled a.c.

motor.
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Error Angle, _ = _- _Q - The beating and optical sensing plate rotate along with the table. Therefore, the
"precession angle" from the sensing array is really the error angle, which ideally is always zero.

Radius, R and Stepper Motor - The radius is the horizontal distance between the center of the turntable and the
center of the bearing. A stepper motor driving a screw controls this radius.

X and Y- Cartesian coordinates of the laser beam endpoint on the sensing plate.

Height, h - This is the shortest distance from the center of rotation of the model to the PSD.

GravitationalAcceleration, g -- This is acceleration due to gravity on earth.

THRUST ALIGNMENT CONTROLLER

The thrust alignment controller ensures accurate motion of the tumtable's two degrees of freedom, namely, the

radius (R) and the turntable angle (_). A laser beam originating at the center of rotation of the model illuminates a

photosensitive array (PSI)). This provides the necessary attitude data for controlling the table. The design utilizes
high-speed digital techniques, allowing for high flexibility while providing the necessary output data for test
analysis. Figure 9 below shows a conceptual side view and top view of the simulator with pertinent control
variables.

t

t

I

I

A i .._

R

Figure 9. Table Control Variables
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The side view illustrates the center of rotation of the model and the laser beam termination point (marked by black

dots), and the cone angle, 0. On the top view of the simulator, the black dot marks the end of the laser beam on the

PSD plate. Since the PSD rotates along with the table, the angle (_) shown is the error angle, according to equation

(3). The attitude sensing array provides the laser beam's terminating point in Cartesian coordinates. Consequently,
the cone angle and precession angles are given by non-linear equations (1) and (2) below.

(1)

(2)

#--k'2=E (3)

Design Requirements

To introduce the centrifugal acceleration necessary to align the simulated thrust axis with the angular momentum
vector, dynamics show the following must be true (ref. 5).

g (O)
R=

(4)

f2= (5)

Design Solution

A digital controller is utilized for the system. This provides the desired flexibility and enables interface with another
computer analyzing test data. Arrays of digital EPROM lookup tables handle the non-linear equations (1), (2), and

(4) in a high-performance environment, introducing delays of only 100 ns. Signal flow and control algorithms are
implemented by microcontrollers.

Desired for its position accuracy without using feedback, a stepper motor is used for the radial drive. To a step input,

this motor is ramped to its maximum speed, and decelerated at its destination. A vector controlled AC motor
provides high torque at low speed for the main drive. Position feedback is provided by an encoder on its shaft giving
4096 pulses per revolution. An integrating control algorithm is used for the main drive to eliminate steady state error

to a ramp input under a wide range of inertial The control system block diagram in the s-domain is shown in Figure
10.

Testing and Results

All stages in the controller have been tested and verified numerically. To a step command, the radius accelerates and
moves to its position where it decelerates, as designed. Sending the motor to its home position after an extended

random input shows that no steps are skipped or missed, verifying that feedback is not necessary for this drive. The
motor's maximum speed translates to 4in/sec. The main drive, likewise, is controllable according to specifications.
The main drive settles to a ramp input in less than one second under no load merti_
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WIRELESS DATA PATHWAY

Introduction

The wireless contact project is a necessary sub-system of the spinning rocket simulator project. Its purpose is to
provide a wireless data path for all the devices on the spinning spacecraft model to a command computer away from

the spacecraft model. This project will allow the testing team to send information to the wireless contact project and
receive it from the other end for the purpose of controlling the spacecraft model and acquiring data from the model.
The necessity of a wireless link from the command computer to the model is due to the six degrees of freedom

needed by the model for simulating a true spinning spacecraft under thrust.

Project Description

This project utilizes state-of-the-art microcontrollers throughout its design to achieve a maximum of flexibility for
future testing, adaptability, and advanced processing of information. The total hardware design makes use of 30

microcontrollers allowing for 16 analog inputs from devices on the model and a maximum throughput of 400,000-
baud full duplex. It also features four stepper motor controllers for the stepper motors on board the spacecraft
model, two pulse-width-modulation drivers for dc motor control, and a regulated power input to the data processing

devices to make use of an unreliable battery powered input.

The project is broken up into two basic platforms: the section mounted onto the spacecraft model and the section
that connects to the command computer. The project is further broken down by the wireless functions it performs.
Thus there are two interconnected sections on board the spacecraft model, the data reception pe-board and the data
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transmission pc-board. There are also two interconnected sections by the command computer, the data receiving pc-
board and the data transmitting pc-board. The following subsections will describe the design content in each of
these four components.

The On-Board Data Acquisition System

The data acquisition subsystem (Figure 11) is made up of eight A/D PIC16C715 microcontrollers, which may each,
receive two analog inputs with reference to the regulated supply voltage.
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The eight microcontrollers share a common eight-line output bus, which is also connected to the input master
microcontroller. The input master microcontroller is a PIC17C44 that has USART capability. It addresses each of
the A/D controllers using a 74LS138 demultiplexer aRer pulsing a data latch line. Tlds forms a "freeze frame"

picture of what is occurring on the spacecraft model. Following data capture the master microcontroller passes the
information synchronously to the on-board transmission subsystem.

The On-Board Data Transmission System

The on-board data transmission system (Fig. 12) is made up of five microcontrollers and four 900 MHz high-
speed transmitters. Its purpose is to transmit the data collected from the devices on board to the command side

receivers, which will deliver the data to the computer for analysis. Each of the four transmitters is modulated
asynchronously by a PIC16C63A microcontroller. The transmitting microcontrollers are provided with transmission

data from a PIC17C44 master microcontroUer, which places the data a common bus and negotiates the data
acknowledgement through two control lines to each of the four transmitting microcontrollers. The master
microcontroller receives its information from the master controller in the dam acquisition/input stage of the on-board

subsystem.
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Figure 12. On-Board Transmitter
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The On-Board Data Reception System

The on-board data reception system (Fig. 13) is comprised of 5 microcontrollers and four 900 MHz high-speed

receivers. The purpose of the system is to receive the incoming computer data from the command-side transmission
subsystem. It then synchronously sends the command information to the output stage controller. The four receivers
capture the transmitted data and asynchronously pass the data to the four receiving PICI6C63A microcontrollers.

The receiving microcontrollers then cue the output master controller, and, under the direction of the receiving master
microcontroller, pass the data through the connected bus to the master receiver microcontroller.
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The Controls System

The on-board controls system (Fig. 14) consists of a PIC17C44 acting as the master output controller.

microcontroller handles all the output functions on the spacecraft model.

This

tL P] U,].6C63_5

1

I

Figure 14. On-Board Output Controls

It is capable of stepping four stepper motors through the stepper motor output section (Fig. 15) and driving two
motors through pulse-width-modulation. The purpose of the stepper motor controllers is for the on-board mass

balancing that is to take place in the future. The PWM outputs are intended for the DC fan control with an extra
PWM output for another DC motor congol. The master output controller receives its output information from the

command computer synchronously from the on-board master receiver controller.
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The Command-Side Data Reception Subsystem

The command-side data reception system (Fig. 16) is comprised of five microcontrollers and four 900 MHz high-

speed receivers.
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Figure 16. Conunand-Side Data Receiver
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The purpose of the system is to receive the incoming spacecraft model data from the on-board transmission
subsystem. It then asynchronously sends the information to the computer via the MAX232A RS-232 driver. The
four receivers capture the transmitted data and asynchronously pass the data to the four receiving PICI6C63A

microcontrollers. The receiving microcontrollers then cue the output master controller, and, under the direction of
the receiving master microcontroller, pass the data through the connected bus to the master receiver microcontroller.

The Command-Side Data Transmission System

The command-side data transmission system (Fig. 17) is made up of five microcontrollers and four 900 MHz high-
speed transmitters. Its purpose is to transmit the data collected from the devices on board to the command side

receivers, which will deliver the data to the computer for analysis. Each of the four transmitters is modulated
asynchronously by a PICI6C63A microcontroller. The transmitting microcontrollers are provided with transmission

data from a PIC17C44 master microcontroller, which places the data a common bus and negotiates the data
acknowledgement through two control lines to each of the four transmitting microcontrollers. The master
microcontroller receives its information from the master controller in the data acquisition/input stage of the on-board

subsystem.
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Printed Circuit Board Layout and Fabrication

The layout process was extremely involved. It consisted of placing components, creating new components,

assigning individual pins to their appropriate nets, spacing the components properly, routing and sizing ground and
supply lines correctly, and manually routing traces which the autorouter could not route itself. This process took the
longest portion of the project time. After completing the layout design, the board files were electromcally sent to a

company which then fabricated the boards. Following board fabrication, several hours were spent hand soldering
the individual components to the pc-boards. During the component placement and initial testing, several layout
errors were found and corrected.

CONCLUSIONS

An interdisciplinary team of undergraduate engineering and science students and faculty at Oral Roberts Umversity
is pursuing the development of an experimental apparatus to test the coning stability of spinning spacecraft under
thrust The integration of several engineering subsystems is required to successfully accomplish this objective.

Mechanical systems for accelerating an air bearing that floats a spacecraft model are controlled based on model
attitude data from an optical attitude sensing system. Communication with systems on-board the spacecraft model is

accomplished via a two-way RF data line SoRware remains to be developed for communications systems and the
management of data taken during testing. Full integration of these systems is cmrently underway.
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REVIEW OF SPINNINGSPACECRAFTDYNAMICS ANALYSES AND INFLIGHT
EXPERIENCEl

NeilA.Ottenstein
ComputerSciencesCorporation

Lanham-Seabrook,MarylandUSA20706

ABSTRACT

Thispaperpresentsinvestigationsof attitudedriftmodelresultsandbiastrendsfortheGlobalGeospaceScience
(GGS)InterplanetaryPhysicsLaboratory(WIND)andthePolarPlasmaLaboratory(POLAR)aswellasastudyof
Sun-onlyattitudedeterminationforPOLAR.

INTRODUCTION

TheGlobalGeospaceSciencesatellites,WINDandPOLAR,werelaunchedon November 1, 1994 and February 24,

1996, respectively. The Flight Dynamics Facility has accumulated extensive flight data pertinent to attitude

dynamics analysis and sensor performance for these missions.

Both spacecraft are spin-stabilized about their principal axes. Historical data are shown concerning the biases

estimated as part of the attitude determination process for the two spacecraft. Seasonal changes in the biases are

shown as well as improvements in attitude determination accuracy over time due to long-term bias calibration of the

WIND sensors. This paper also compares and discusses differences between computed attitudes and attitude drift

model results for both missions. Finally a study of Sun-only attitude determination using POLAR data is presented.

WIND SENSOR CALIBRATION

The primary sensors for WIND calibration are two digital Sun Sensor Assemblies (SSA), each with two redundant

heads, and a Star Scanner Assembly (SSCA). Each of the two SSAs use two parallel heads for measurement of the

angle between the Sun and the spin axis. Each head provides a digital measurement of the Sun angle in a plane

with a 128-degrees field of view (FOV). The two SSAs are mounted such that Sun angles are observable in the

range 5 to 175 degrees, with an accuracy of better than 0.1 degrees in the range 70 to 110 degrees. These sensors

also provide the Sun crossing time with an error of about 0.75 ms (at 20 rpm) to be used as a reference time for the
spin period and Earth and star crossing times. So far the SSAs have performed better than their specification for

both WIND and POLAR. The SSCA contains two V-s_it sensors. It provides star crossing times for each slit

accurate to 0.0035 ms at 20 rpm.

Task personnel calibrated the WIND attitude sensors with the Multimission Spin-Axis Stabilized Spacecraft

(MSASS) Flight Dynamics Support System (FDSS) Differential Corrector (DC) subsystem. DC provides a number

of biases for each sensor that can be determined and can solve for one, two, or no attitudes. During the normal

phase of the WIND mission, analysts were interested in the SSAs mounting angle bias with respect to spin axis

1This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) / Goddard Space Flight Center

(GSFC), Greenbelt. Maryland, under Contract GS-35F-4381G, Task Order no. S-24280-G.

NASA/GSFC, Guidance, Navigation and Control Center, Flight Mechanics Symposium, Greenbelt, MD USA, May 1999.
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(Sunanglebias),theSSCA'smountinganglebias with respect to spin axis, the SSCA azimuth bias with respect to
Sun crossing, and the SSCA tilt with respect to spin axis.

The spin axis attitude determination requirements are 1.0 degrees (3o) for real-time attitude determination during

the early mission and maneuver support for WIND. For the normal mission 0.5 degrees (3c) accuracy is required
for WIND.

During the normal mission phase (post deployments), WIND personnel updated the calibration as needed or
whenever the attitude changes. Due to observability, they were not been able to solve for all the biases and have

focused primarily on the Sun angle biases. After initial calibration the nominal solutions incorporated a constant

star sensor mounting angle bias of 0.005 degrees and a Sun-to-star azimuth bias of negative 0.1176 degrees in the

sensor calibration file for each run. Figure 1 shows the Sun angle biases for each WIND SSA from January 5,

1995 through June 19, 1997. Examine the first part of this figure through July 1995. During the early part of the

normal mission phase, the biases started out small with not much change, but over this time they developed a

pronounced drift. This drift was believed to be due to biases with the star sensor that were not incorporated in the

nominal bias calculations which only solved for attitude and Sun angle biases. Using the daily account of

measured Sun angles for each sensor, star angle and Sun-star dihedral angle up through June 17, 1995 a better

calibration of the biases could be produced. This was done using each Sun sensor observation and dot product
calculations of the observables.

The results were as follows:

SSA 1 and SSCA:

Sun angle bias = -0.160 deg
scanner mounting angle bias = 0.149 deg

scanner azimuth bias = -0.149 deg

RMS of Sun-to-star angle residuals

before calibration:

after calibration:

SSA2 and SSCA:

Sun angle bias

scanner mounting angle bias
scanner azimuth bias

0.204 deg

0.007 deg

= -0.019 deg

= 0.157 deg

= -0.177 deg

RMS of Sun-to-star angle residuals

before calibration: 0.089 deg

after calibration: 0.005 deg

There was no estimate for the uncertainties of these biases, but the uncertainties are in the ratio of 1.00:0.70:5.00 for

the Sun angle, star scanner mounting angle and star scanner azimuth biases respectively. Thus, the azimuth bias has
the largest uncertainty by a factor of 5 or more.

Since the first Sun sensor is the primary one, the bias values of the Star mounting angle and azimuth in the first set
of results were taken into the sensor calibration file for future calculations. The results of these calculations were

quite dramatic as seen in in the latter part of Figure I. Figure 2 shows just these biases since the calibration was
introduced in the solutions on June 27, 1995 through October 13, 1997 which is about as far as the biases have
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currentlybeendocumented.WhilepreviouslytheSunanglebiaseschangedover0.2degreesoversixmonths,since
incorporationof thenewSSCAbiasesthespreadof Sunanglebiaseswasonlyapproximately0.05degreesover
morethantwoyears.Asseen,thereisprobablysomeseasonalbiasstillin thedata,butthisismuchsmallerthan
previouslyseen.Attitudesolutionsbeforeandafterthenewbiasesdifferedby roughly0.11degrees,still well
withintheaccuracyrequirements.Anyfuturechangesshouldmodifytheattitudebyevenless.

WIND ATTITUDE DRIFT

There were several pre-mission drift analyses performed that were to characterize the expected attitude drift of the

WIND satellite mainly due to solar pressure torques (References 1-2). The goal of these was to see whether

additional attitude maneuvers would be required for WIND outside of any corrections due to changes caused by

orbit maneuvers. The WIND satellite spin axis was required to be pointed within one degree of the South Ecliptic

pole with one degree of control. In addition there was an attitude request on behalf of the Transient Gamma Ray

Spectrometer (TGRS) instrument. This was a thermal requirement such that the spin axis must be controlled to

maintain the Sun angle between 89.65 to 91 degrees. These analyses examined various starting attitudes and

concluded that a maneuver would be required within four months at best. Furthermore analysis showed that on

average the satellite would drift between 0.005 and 0.0065 degrees a day.

Figure 3 shows the observed daily angular drift using a calculation of one day's attitude solution from the day's

before. On average this drift rate has been 0.007 degrees per day.

Figure 4 shows the attitude history of WIND through October 20, 1997 with right ascension plotted against

declination. The attitude has been clearly drifting in a semi-circular pattern away from the South Ecliptic Pole.

Depending on which quadrant with respect to the Pole the attitude starts, the pattern changes. The various non-

smooth changes in attitude are due to the various maneuvers over the life of the mission.

Figure 5 shows the Sun angle history and how well the Sun angle requirement has been able to be obeyed. This Sun

angle is the average of the SSA1 and SSA2 Sun angle readings. These are the raw values without incorporating the

biases. Adding the biases in would lower the values by a bit less than 0.1 degrees. The history of the Sun angle

readings is reproduced quite well time after time.

Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the attitude and Sun angle predictions covering nearly a four-month period between attitude

maneuvers in early 1995. These predictions are from the solar pressure torque model. The actual solutions follow

the general direction of the prediction. The right ascension begins to diverge after about a month and a half, while
the declination and Sun angle break away earlier. It is to be noted that there were orbit maneuvers during this time

period. Still the model is just too simple to accurately predict what happens. The best predictor that could be used
for the future would be past results.

POLAR ATTITUDE AND BIAS RESULTS

Similar to WIND, the onboard sensors for POLAR include two horizon sensor assemblies (HSAs) and two SSAs.

Unlike WIND, the SSAs are co-located on the spacecraft body. The nominal attitude for POLAR is with the +Z

axis pointing within i degree of either positive or negative orbit normal, while keeping the sun angle greater than 87

degrees. The sun angle requirement necessitates a 180 degrees attitude flip every six months for the duration of the

mission lifetime. The HSAs have full orbit coverage at the nominal attitude.
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Thespinaxisattitudedeterminationrequirementsfor POLARarealso1.0 degree (3cr) for real-time attitude

determination during the early mission and maneuver support. For the normal mission 0.2 degrees (30) accuracy
are required.

Figure 9 shows the SSA biases from March 18, 1996 through September 9, 1997. Some of the scattering and jumps

in bias values coincide with the despun platform activity, which would affect the body coning angle and thus the
computed biases. Maximum and minumum values appear to follow a seasonal pattern. The first maximum is

around July 19, 1996. The minimum following that is around January 16, 1997 and the next maximum is around

July 17, 1997. These dates are close to the halfway point between attitude maneuvers. The attitude was pointing

near negative orbit normal from April 19, 1996 through October 17, 1996 with the halfway point being July 17. The

attitude was pointing near positive orbit normal from October 19, 1996 through April I l, 1997 with the halfway

point being January 14. The attitude was again near negative orbit normal from April 14, 1997 through October 10,
1997 with the halfway point being July 13.

Figure 10 shows the HSA biases from March 18, 1996 through September 9, 1997. The HSAs on POLAR

experience a time delay due to the onboard electronics check for Moon interference with the Earth sensor. This

uncompensated delay causes most of the observed azimuth biases. Again there is a clear seasonal dependence. The

minimum biases in this figure appear to occur slightly after the peaks of the SSA biases. They are around July 29,

1996, January 28, 1997 and then July 25, 1997. Again there is a strong correlation with the halfway point of the
attitudes.

Figure 11 shows the offsets of the attitude from orbit normal. The target attitudes were chosen to compensate for the
change of the orbit plane between maneuvers. Thus, after a maneuver the difference is a local maximum value

which decreases linearly over the next month or so until it attains a minimum value and then increases again. The

minimum values in this time frame are August 8, 1996 and January 9, 1997 which are close to the halfway points
between maneuvers and reinforces some of the correlation of biases.

Figure 12 shows a typical progression of right ascension during a positive orbit normal sequence. The attitude
slowly drifts about 0.3 degrees from 113.7 to 114 degrees over the course of six months. Figure 13 shows the case

for a negative orbit normal example. There appears to more more of a drift decreasing 0.45 degrees from 295.9 to
295.45 degrees over six months.

Figure t4 shows a typical behavior of positive orbit normal declination over six months. It starts at about --4.2

degrees, increases to -3.7 degrees and then decreases again to -4.2 degrees. Figure 15 shows a similar pattern for a
negative orbit normal declination. It starts at about 3.4 degrees, increases to 3.9 degrees and then decreases back to
about 3.5 degrees.

Figures 16 and 17 show a comparison over two months between attitude predictions (References I, 3-5) and near

real time solutions for the right ascension and declination. The change in attitude follows the drift predictions fairly
well. Due to this success, instead of supplying a constant attitude prediction product, the drift predictions were used

for the attitude prediction product. Furthermore, operations staffing time was reduced to take the near real solutions
at less frequent intervals.

POLAR SUN ONLY STUDY

A study was performed on POLAR data using the MSASS attitude determination system to get a feeling for how
accurate Sun-only attitude determination could be using various data spans. Data was accumulated for a series of 6

POLAR passes of roughly a half-hour in length with each series spanning nearly a whole day. Attitude
determination was performed with a set of a priori attitudes to find out how close the attitude solution could come to
the solution that was found in daily operations using Sun and Earth observations. This truth attitude based on the
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daily solutions using Sun and Earth observations was right ascension (RA): 287.7 degrees, declination (DEC)" 4.08

degrees. This truth aaimde itself is expected to be within the required 0.2 degrees (30) accuracy.

The data used in the study:

Pass Number Start Time
7/17/98 03:42

Duration
34rain

Approx. Sun angle (deg)
153.02

2 7/17/98 07:08 34 rain 152.99

3 7/17/98 10"19 25 rain 152.96

7/17/98 13:294

5
6

7/17/98 21:52
34 rain
34 rain

34 rain7/18/98 01:07

152.94

152.89
152.86

The Sun angle values fluctuate slightly above the angle given above.

The a priori altitudes are the set of test cases. Both aUitude and Sun angle bias were determined in all solutions.
The distance is the value obtained by taking the arc cosine of the dot product of the "truth" attitude and the a priori
attitude or the solution.

The results are given sm_g with six passes and then proceeding down to just one pass. As seen when a solution

could be obtained, the results for all using three passes or more were all within a haft degree of the "truth" solution

even for a starting a priori attitudes of more than 5 degrees away from the expected "truth" attitude. This may be
sufficient accuracy for missions with less stringent attitude knowledge requirements than POLAR, reducing the need

for other sensors. There were some problems with using three passes that did not occur when using four passes, but

overall it appears that just three passes of data spread throughout 7 hours seems to be adequate to obtain a Sun-only
solution in most cases.

Using only one pass, thexe was not enough observability to solve for both the right ascension and declination

successfully. The declination usually approached the "true" declination more successfully than the right ascension
did. There were also more problems in obtaining a solution as the data was rejected more frequently. When using

two passes, matters were even worse, though, probably because the Sun angle just didn't change enough over the
limited time between the two passes. Solutions either did not converge or went offto nonsensical solutions.

Following are some tips and tricks that were necessary for obtaining the Sun-only solutions:

1) The Sun model rejection tolerance was increased from 2 degrees to 2.5 degrees in order to accept the data for

distant a priori attitudes.

2) If a solution could not be initially obtained, the data could be rerun without updating the state vector. Since the

Sun angle appears to be more sensitive to changes in declination, the Sun model residual average could then be

subtracted from the a priori declination and a new a prior/attitudecould be used for another try.

3) The assumed error in a prior/right ascension and declination was increased after an unsuccessful run from 2 to 4

degrees to produce a successful run.

One final note in using MSASS, when either the right ascension or declination is close to 0 degrees the program is

supposed to go into a rotated coordinate system so that solutions can continue without a division by 0.
Unfortunately, in this implementation of MSASS, an error occurs when rotating back from the converged solution.
If this could be corrected there would have been more success in various runs.

The attitude solutions for the test cases follow:

6 passes: goes through 22 hours after first data point
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a priori RA a priori DEC

287.778 4.2

287.778 2.2

285.778 2.2

285.778 6.2

a priori RA solution DEC solution
distance

0.143 287.376 4.32
1.88

2.686

2.856

287.404

287.401

4.24

4.25

Solution
distance

0.403

0.336

0.343

287.368 4.34 0.421
289.778* 6.2 2.963 287.373 4.33 0.411

291.778 6.2 4.581 287.379 4.31 0.394

291.778 7.2 5.119 287.376 4.32 0.403

291.778 8.2 5.780 287.373 4.23 0.359

285.778 8.2 4.541 287.366 4.35 0.429

4 passes: goes through 10 hours and 20 min after first data point

a priori RA a priori DEC a priori RAsolution DEC solution Solution
distance distance

287.778 4.2 0.143 287.366 4.258 0.377

287.778 2.2 1.88 287.455 3.998 0.343
285.778

285.778

2.2

6.2
2.686
2.856

287.4436 4.022 0.262

287.334 4.348 0.453
289.778* 6.2 2.963 287.376 4.233 0.358

291.778 5.02 4.172 287.417 4.12 0.285

291.778 6.2 4.581 287.391 4.195 0.329

291.778 7.2 5.119 287.379 4.233 0.355

291.778 8.2 5.780 287.370 4.256 0.373
285.778 8.2 4.541 287.326 4.375 0.475

*The run

produced
found.

failed when the declination was sent to 0. It was run again with the state vector not updated. This
residuals of I. 18 degrees. This value was subtracted from the declination and then the final solution was

3 passes: goes through 7 hours and 2 minutes after first data point

a priori RA a priori DEC a priori RAsolution DEC solution Solution

distance distance
287.778 4.2 0.143 287.558 4.347 0.302

287.778* 2.2 1.88 287.556 4.35 0.306

285.778 2.2 2.686 287.63 4.08 0.070

285.778 6.2 2.856 287.52 4.44 0.402

289.778** 6.2 2.963 287.56 4.33 0.286

291.778 6.2 4.581 287.58 4.29 0.242

291.778 7.2 5.119 287.57 4.33 0.282

291.778 8.2 5.780 Unableto get
solution

*All observations were rejected, but with -2. ! residuals. So subtracted residual from declination to run again with
final result.

**The run actually failed when the declination was sent to 0. It was run again with the state vector not updated.
This produced residuals of 1.17 degrees. This value was subtracted from the declination and then the final solution
was found.
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2passes:goesthrough4hoursafterfirstdatapoint

aprioriRA aprioriDEC apriori RA solution DEC solution Solution
distance distance

287.778 4.2 O. 143 none

287.778 2.2 1.88 287.27 4.095 0.429

All other attempts with 2 passes either did not converge or went to a nonsensical solution.

1 passes

a priori RA a priori DEC a priori RA solution DEC solution Solution
distance distance

287.778 4.2 0.143 287.488 4.315 0.316

287.778 2.2 1.88 287.116 3.90 0.610

285.778 2.2 2.686 285.9975 3.61 1.764

285.778* 6.2 2.856 286.593 4.02 1.106

289.778** 6.2 2.963 288.393** 4.43 0.773
291.778 5.02 4.172 289.264 4.79 1.712

291.778"** 6.2 4.581 290.01"** 4.99 2.477

291.778"** 7.2 5.119 289.97*** 5.01 2.446

* The run actually failed when the declination was sent to 0. It was run again with the state vector not updated.

This produced residuals of 2.33 degrees. This value was subtracted from the declination and then the final solution
was found.

**All observations were rejected in the sixth iteration. It was run again with the state vector not updated. This

produced residuals of 1.18 degrees. This value was subtracted from the declination and another attempt was done,

but it did not converge. One of the solutions it was switching between is given here.

***All observations were rejected after iteration #5, which is given as the solution here

In conclusion, missions with less stringent spin axis attitude knowledge requirements than POLAR may be able to

use a Sun only attitude determination method, thus reducing the need for other sensors.
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ABSTRACT

The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) is a joint program between the

European Space Agency (ESA) and NASA. After a launch (by an Atlas IIAS rocket) on

December 2 1995, SOHO was certified fully operational, at its vantage halo orbit around

the first Lagrangian point, in April 1996. The instruments on-board SOHO brought a

wealth of discoveries such as flows of gas inside the Sun; rivers of plasma beneath the

surface of the sun; more than 50 sungrazing comets; spectacular images and movies of

Coronal Mass Ejections which could allow to forecast space weather.

At the beginning of a 1-week long series of maneuvers, the control of the spacecraft was

lost on June 25, 1998. Based on the last telemetry data received from SOHO, engineers

had reasons to believe that the spacecraft was slowly spinning in such a way that its solar

arrays do not receive adequate sunlight to generate power. However it appeared that

SOHO's solar panels will be exposed to an increasing amount of sunlight each day as it
orbits the Sun.

On July 23, the huge antenna of Arecibo confirmed SOHO spacecraft was at its predicted

location and moreover than the spin rate was slower than 1 revolution per minute. On

August 3, the spacecraft carrier was detected. As soon as one battery was charged up, a

short burst of telemetry was collected on August 8.

The following challenge was to thaw the frozen hydrazine, starting with the tank, without

discharging too much the batteries. When the tank was thawed after 11 days of heating, it

appeared impossible to warm up the whole propulsion subsystem with heaters "digging

into" the batteries during each eclipse period. Fortunately it was possible to patch the on-

board software to use a solar array current like a "fake" thermistor, in order to switch ON

heaters only when power was available from the solar arrays. This "sunheat" mode was

used to increase the heating power without draining the batteries and had to be tuned

several times to ensure the consumed power would stay within the available amount

provided by the solar arrays. Such a tuning allowed us to put more and more heaters into

"sunheat" mode and finally to thaw most of the propulsion subsystem.

On September 16, the spin rate was reduced by firing one of the thawed thruster and then

a partial Emergency Sun Reacquisition successfully re-pointed the spacecraft, hence

giving full power capability. Following a re-commission of the equipment and Station

Keeping maneuver, SOHO was back into Normal Mode on Sept 25. Finally the

instruments were tested and remarkably all work again correctly.
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INTRODUCTION

The series of events that lead to loss of telemetry are presented in the SOHO Mission

Interruption Final report (see Reference 1).

This paper is aimed at describing the recovery of the SOHO spacecraft, it covers mainly a

3-month period from June 25 to September 25 1998 when the attitude control was back to
normal mode.

How telecommunications were reestablished with SOHO spacecraft is described in this

paper, highlighting the involvement of engineers in Europe and at NASA GSFC, and also

the support of the scientific community.

The long and careful thawing of the propulsion subsystem was a major challenge of the

recovery and is sum up here after.

Using a solar array current like a "fake" thermistor is presented, including the different

settings used before achieving a final "sunheat" power profile.

Finally the sun reacquisition maneuver is explained.

During normal operations SOHO always looks at the sun (X-axis), the two solar arrays

give the Y-axis and the Z-axis is aligned with the poles of the sun. See SOHO spacecraft

and axis given in figure 1. The two solar arrays always face the sun and can provide up to

1500 W. Power storage is ensured by two 20Ah NiCd batteries. In case of loss of sun

pointing, an Emergency Sun Reacquisition (ESR) is triggered and then the Failure

Detection Electronics (FDE) takes over with a hardwired attitude control using

propulsion branch B thruster. The propulsion uses hydrazine as a mono-propellant with

helium for pressurant. The eight 4N thrusters are used only during maneuvers (propulsion

branch A) and in case of ESR (propulsion branch B).

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ACS

AGC

AOCS

BCR

BDR

COBS

DSN

EOC

ESA

ESR

FDE

FOT

GSFC

ISA

LGA

SA

SAS

SOHO

Attitude Control Subsystem

Antenna Gain Control

Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystem

Battery Charge Regulator

Battery Discharge Regulator
Central On-Board Software

Deep Space Network

End Of Charge

European Space Agency

Emergency Sun Reacquisition

Failure Detection Electronics

Flight Operations Team

Goddard Space Flight Center

Initial Sun Acquisition
Low Gain Antenna

Solar Array

Sun Acquisition Sensor

Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
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GETTING BACK TELEMETRY

Assessment of SOHO status at the loss of telemetry

Owing to Single Event Upsets a built-in protection had switched OFF 3 out of 4 Battery

Discharge Regulators (BDR), therefore only one battery was connected to the power bus,

which limited the spacecraft autonomy in the case of loss of sun pointing. Without

enough power available, the equipment, heaters and instruments were automatically

switched OFF. The hydrazine in the tank (about 180 kg) began to cool down and then to

freeze slowly.

The spacecraft was already in a "communications backup" configuration: each of the two

transponders connected to a Low Gain Antenna: receiver 1 to LGA+Z, receiver 2 to

LGA-Z. Since April 1997, receiver 1 is impaired and can be locked only by a slow

frequency sweeping. Since this anomaly the lock frequencies of both receivers are not the

salBe.

After the loss of attitude control and telemetry several attempts were made to reestablish

communications, including commands to reconnect one battery to the power bus. Owing

to the loss of the sun pointing and hence to the onboard power outage, these first

sequences were not successful.

At the time of the loss of contact, SOHO was spiraling off the sun with a spin rate

(around its X axis, 2000 kgm2 of inertia) estimated to be six to eight degree/second.

Flight dynamics analysis and simulation showed that the spacecraft would be spinning

around its major inertia axis (Z axis, 3600 kgm2 of inertia) after some time. By the end of

June, SOHO would have its solar arrays edge on to the sun. The motion around the sun

degree by degree, day after day, increases the period with sunlight impacting on the solar

arrays. It means that after 3 months the Z axis would become perpendicular to the sun,

which would bring light into the solar arrays and hence power to the spacecraft (see figure

2).

Whether the +Z or the -Z axis would be facing the sun was not known at the beginning of

the recovery. On this assumption several thermal simulations were run:

- "Plus Z": +Z axis facing the sun, no power available (hence not possible to get

telemetry).

- "Plus Z at 45 degrees": same as above but with +Z axis at 45 degrees of the sun, in

such a case there will be some power available, the good receiver (receiver 2) in

visibility of the earth and telemetry equipment rather cold (from -10 to -30 C). This

might (and in fact did) occur 46 days after ESR-7.

- "Minus Z": -Z axis facing the sun, no power available.

- "Plus Y": Z axis at 90 degrees of the sun which gives full power over half the time.

Overall it appeared possible to reestablish communications with SOHO within six to

eight weeks.

According to Flight Dynamics, SOHO would stay on its halo orbit (around L1 point) and

diverge only slowly up to mid-November 1998, after that, the orbit would diverge and the

spacecraft would have escaped into a solar orbit.
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Detection of the downlink carrier

In order to get a "spike" of the downlink carrier, two recovery sequences were defined

(new operational procedures). They had to be as short as possible because power was

available only for a limited period of time (estimated to be less than 20 seconds). One

sequence was to set relays in the Data Handling and for the power supply, which was

done by sending decoder commands. The decoders are powered through safe lines as

soon as there is power available onboard. The second sequence was to switch ON the data

handling and then the transmitter without modulation. These procedures were repeatable

and sent either through receiver I or through receiver 2 (hence at different frequencies

and using several sweeping profiles and rates).

Meanwhile a spectrum analyzer had been installed at DSN station in order to detect any

spike of the downlink carrier. Actually many spikes were detected and appeared to be

induced by radio interferences, even out of commanding period. Beginning July 1, ESA

ground stations, in Australia, Spain, South America and Belgium, reinforced the sky

watch to search for the SOHO carrier signal. Spectrum analyzer settings were coordinated

between ESA and DSN, measurement results processed and communicated to the FOT at
GSFC.

Following a proposition by researchers at the US National Astronomy and Ionosphere

Center, on July 23 the 305-m antenna of Arecibo radio telescope (Puerto Rico)was used

to perform a bistatic radar test (with a power of 580kW transmitting at 2.380 GHz). This

was successful: a 70-m station at Goldstone was able to receive strong echos from SOHO

at its predicted location. Moreover the signal width was between 1 to 2 Hz, which is

compatible with a spin rate of 53 seconds (determined through Fourier analysis by radar

experts at Comell University). The center frequency drifted slowly by a few Hz indicating

a non-principal axis of rotation. Besides an analysis of the collected data indicated a radar

cross section of 15 to 20 m'm, compatible with SOHO dimensions. All this gave great
hope to recover SOHO.

On August 3 (the 40th day after the loss of contact), the recovery sequence to switch ON

the downlink carrier was updated to contain fewer commands (for instance the battery

management was taken out) and to add delays between decoder commands. It was sent

successfully to receiver 2 (connected to LGA-Z): spikes of the downlink carrier were

detected (lasting 2 to 10 seconds, both received by Goldstone and by ESA Perth stations,

at 2244.945 Mhz, with a ground AGC of-135 dB).

The cartier was switched ON for increasing period of time (up to 60 seconds). Several
times the ground station was able to lock but the duration was still too short to decode the

telemetry data. During a test to switch ON transmitter 1, no signal was detected on the

ground; which means that the LGA+Z was still not visible from the earth (this fits the

case "Plus Z at 45").
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Charge of the batteries and first frames of telemetry

Several attempts to charge a battery and to connect it to the bus were not successful.

Investigation by battery experts in Europe showed that below 20 Volts, there wouldn't be

enough power to maintain the Battery Charge Regulator ON. Therefore to charge one

battery it was necessary to keep sending the BCR ON command. On August 8, after 10

hours of such an in-loop commanding, battery 2 was charged up and successfully

connected to the bus to get telemetry. To avoid discharging the battery, its two Battery

Discharge Regulators (BDR) were opened at the end of the test, which switched OFF the

power and hence the transmitter.

These first frames of telemetry confirmed the extreme temperatures, for instance:

batteries at -20 C, gyros at about -25 C, some instruments very hot (+80 C) others very

cold (-60 C). With the batteries so cold and to avoid any overcharge, the automatic

temperature dependent control of the End Of Charge was disabled.

Analysis of the Sun Acquisition Sensor data confirmed a rotation period of 52.6 seconds

and that +Z was facing the sun. This also determined the angle from rotation axis to the

sun (about 36.7 degrees, measured on August 11).

THAWING THE PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM

Thawing the tank

A new power budget was built based on the power consumption the equipment needed

for the coming operations as well as the ratio between charge and discharge of the

batteries. Owing to the rotation period, the batteries were in charge only 45% of the time

(with a 1A charge current for each battery). This power budget showed that the batteries

would charge over several periods if the total power consumption stayed below 67 Watts.

In fact to switch telemetry ON consumes 105 W and hence induces a drain of the

batteries. Obviously the batteries would have to be charged up each time their voltages

will reached a limit, set between 40 and 41 V.

When telemetry was recovered (August 8) the propulsion subsystem was very cold: tank

partially frozen (at - 1 C), one pipe at -16 C, several thruster as cold as -35 C.

The propulsion experts wisely established that the thawing of the hydrazine must be done

first for the tank, then for the pipe section 4 which contains the latch valves. Since latch

valve B was open (propulsion branch B used in ESR) it will be closed to cope with any

leakage downstream. Then the rest of the pipes sections 1, 3 and then 2 and finally the

thruster will be thawed. Doing so will allow any overpressure of thawed hydrazine to

flow back to the tank through liquid lines.
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On August 12, the nominal and redundant tank heaters were switched ON (total of 32 W).

The tank heating was performed with both batteries providing power only to the tank

heaters. All the other equipment were switched OFF except for short telemetry checks

(temperatures and batteries voltage) every 4 hours. It was necessary to interrupt three

times the tank thawing process to recharge the batteries. The total consumed power

during heating was about 87W (with telemetry OFF). On the plots of the battery voltages

during the whole recovery (in figure 3), one can see the periods of heating and battery

charging (which had to be tuned several times after long lively debates between the

propulsion/thermal and power experts of the recovery team).

Thawing the tank was achieved (on August 30) after 275 hours of heating (more than 11

days, without taking into account the battery charge periods). It was longer than expected

(7 days) owing to higher than estimated heat losses during the interruption of the thawing

(to charge the batteries) and also to a more important mass of frozen hydrazine. The tank

temperatures given in figure 4 show the slow thawing of the hydrazine.

The "sunheat" mode

It appeared impossible to warm up the whole propulsion subsystem with heaters "digging

into" the batteries during each eclipse period. The batteries charge with a 1A current.

When telemetry is ON, the power consumption is 105W, which, during each eclipse

period, discharge the batteries with a current of 1.25A. To recover SOHO there was a

crucial need of switching ON more heaters and equipment without draining the batteries.

Fortunately it was possible to patch the Central On-Board Software (COBS) to use a

current like a "fake thermistor" in order to switch ON heaters when power was available

from the solar arrays and OFF if not. In a thermostatic regulation, COBS reads a

thermistor value and switches a predefined heater OFF when above a "maximum"
threshold and ON when below a "nfufimum" threshold. This was inverted and extended at

switching ON a heater when a solar array current was above a "maximum" and OFF when

below a "minimum".

Such a patch consisted of changing the following tables (no patch of the code):

the one defining which thermistor to be used for each thermal control circuit,

the heaters table to allow to switch ON at the same time both the nominal AND the

redundant heaters of the same circuit,

the memory location of the thermistors.

This patch was first tested on August 19. It had to be reloaded after each battery charging

period (during charge the on-board computer is OFF). It is also referred as the "sunheat"

mode, which allowed increasing the heating power without discharging the batteries.
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First the "solar array current" was used like a fake thermistor which worked perfectly but

the power experts thought the heating power would be reduced due to a shadowing effect

of the spacecraft body on one of the two solar arrays (this was called the "shunt" mode).

Then the charge current of one battery was used instead (referred as "charge" mode). On

the other hand as soon as they was enough power available the battery charge current

increased from 0 to 1A, therefore the sunheat was active as long as the battery was in

charge, sometimes even longer which did drain the batteries a bit. Moreover it was not

possible to switch ON more than 150W in "sunheat" mode because this would at once

discharge the batteries and hence switch OFF the heaters in "sunheat" mode. These two

"sun_heat" profiles are given on the top part of figure 5, over the non-eclipse time of each

period (when solar arrays in sunlight).

On September 4 a mixed solution was selected:

the most important heaters for warming up the propulsion were put in "charge" mode

(using the battery charge current for the "sunheat" mode) to ensure an equivalent 40%

duty cycle of heating;

other heaters were switched ON few seconds later and switched OFF earlier this was

done by using again the solar array current like a fake thermistor ("shunt" mode).

Since this strategy worked well to heat up without discharging the batteries, it was used

for more heaters. Overall it consisted of defining a heating power profile that will always

be within the amount available from the solar arrays. At the end 48 heaters were put in

"sunheat" mode for a total of 517W of heating power. See the "final sunheat" profile on

figure 5.

Thawing pipes and heating thrusters

The pipe section 4 was the first one to be thawed, it contains the latch valves and pressure

transducers. On figure 4 one can see the increase of temperature and pressure in pipe 4

during its thawing. Pipe 4 was considered thawed on Sept 1; then Latch Valve B was

closed (see the increase of branch B pressure up to the back pressure relief level of the

valve). Then pipes 1, 3 and 2 thawing were completed on Sept 3.

The propulsion subsystem was kept warm by heating/charging cycles, this done until the

final attitude recovery maneuver. Nevertheless it was believed that the thrusters in the

spacecraft shadow were not completely thawed (thruster 7B and 8B).
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ATTITUDE RECOVERY MANEUVER

Four solutions

Several attitude recovery maneuver were studied:

- ESR without roll control, hence without using thrusters 5B, 6B, 7B and 8B (this
solution was the one finally selected mainly because thrusters 7B and 8B were still

cold before the maneuver);

Full ESR recovery which would have used all the thrusters of propulsion branch B;
Dual spin (in which the spacecraft would have been stabilized around its minimum

moment of inertia);

ISA (Initial Sun Acquisition) recovery, in fact this approach would have used

propulsion branch A (in case B side not available).

The maneuver

The recovery maneuver was executed on September 16 with the following steps:

- full battery charge and then a 6-hour heating boost of the propulsion subsystem,

- upload of new onboard standard monitoring to be used to trigger ESR when

spacecraft pointing towards the sun,

- test of thruster of branch B, fired for 3 seconds (except 7B and 8B),

- calibration and despin with thruster 4B (down to 0.86 deg/s),

- ESR triggered and sun reacquisition achieved,

- Go back to normal settings of the thermal control.

The gyros were not used for the partial ESR. In fact the roll rate was corrected using
thruster 5B or 6B in open-loop from the ground. In ESR, the roll rate was less than 0.2

degree/s, measured through gyro B output and also through analysis of SAS 1B data (a

Lissajou plot of pitch and yaw angles gives the sign and the magnitude of the roll rate).

Spacecraft and instruments status at the end of the recovery

Owing to the extreme cold conditions two gyros appeared to be not usable (gyros A and

C). Except for these two gyros, all the spacecraft equipment began to work again
correctly.

The instruments were checked out between October 5 and 24, remarkably all performed
as well as before the mission interruption, some even better.
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CONCLUSION AND EPILOGUE

More than 160 members of the SOHO recovery team (ESA, MMS, NASA, ATSC) have

performed outstanding work and found imaginative solutions.

On December 21 1998, the third and last gyro was lost, which put SOHO into ESR mode.
With new solutions to:

reduce the orbit perturbation of the ESR mode (by manual yaw braking from the

ground),

accurately measure the roll rate (wheels spun-up so that there is a net momentum on

pitch, which combined with the roll rate creates a yaw disturbance torque),

patch the Attitude Control Software to fly SOHO without gyro control,

implement new or updated procedures, including the one to recover from ESR (now

done without gyroscope control),

SOHO spacecraft was put back into normal mode on February l, 1999.

Since then it is the first three-axis-stabilized ESA spacecraft to be operated without a

gyro.
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TABLES

Even_

Date Time UT

25-Jun-98 04:38

25-Jun-98 04:43

23-Jul-98 10:00

3-Aug-98 22:51

8-Aug-98 23:14

23:3912-Aug-98

28-Aug-98

30-Aug-98

16-Sep-98

16-Sep-98

1.6-Sep-98

21-Sep-98

25-Sep-98

25-Sep-98
Oct 5 to 23

23:02

05:45

18:29

Events

EMERGENCY SUN REACQUISmON (ESR-7)

Interruption of Mission

Confirmation of Orbit Position and Spacecraft

Spin Rate by Arecibo and DSN Radar

Reception of Spacecraft Carrier Signal by
DSN

Successful battery charge

Reception of Spacecraft Telemetry

Begin Thawing of Hydrazine Tank

End thawing of Hydrazine Tank (degrees)

Begin Thawing of Hydrazine Lines

Start of Attitude Recovery
ESR 8

18:30 SOHO lock to Sun

16:58 SOHO in RMW

17:30

19:52

Orbit Correction (first sel_aent)
SOHO in Normal Mode

Instruments re-commissioning
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Figure 2: SOHO recovery phases
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ATTITUDE SENSOR BIAS EVALUATION FOR ORBVIEW-2

Steve Bflanow and Fred Part

SAIC General Sciences Corporation

Susan Kennison

OSC Orblmage

ABSTRACT

Postlaunch analysis of onboard attitude measurements and sensor biases from the OrbView-2 spacecraft is
presented. With typical sensor measurements combined in single-frame attitude solutions, this spacecraft's
nearly subsolar flight path creates very high sensitivity to sensor biases especially around the subsolar

point. The rune history of the attitude in passage of the subsolar point gives a characteristic signature
depending on the sensor errors present. Our tuning of the biases makes use of this subsolar error signature
and aims to minimize bias errors particularly at this sensitive point in the orbit. Initially, Sun sensor

relative misalignments were manifested m the attitude history by discontinuities at acquisition and loss of
individual Sun sensor coverage, and alignment adjustments removed the discontinuities. Magnetometer
errors, which contributed to large yaw errors over the night portion of the orbit, were adjusted, and some

influence on errors in daylight is noted. Flight data is presented, and various sensor anomalies are noted.

INTRODUCTION

The OrbView-2 (OV-2) spacecraft (originaUy called SeaStar) carries a single imaging instnmaent--the

Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS)--which takes multispectral Earth images in the visible
and near-infrared spectrttm. The spacecraft was assembled and launched by Orbital Sciences Corporation
(OSC), which operates the spacecraft through its OrbImage subsidiary, and sells the SeaWiFS data to

commercial users and to NASA. The SeaWiFS Project at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) operates a
research data system to process, calibrate, validate, archive and distribute data on global ocean bio-optical
properties. Primary scientific objectives include quantifying the disla'ibution ofphytoplankton and
clarifying the ocean's role in the global carbon cycle.

OV-2 was launched in August 1997 from an extended OSC Pegasus vehicle and maneuvered to a 705

kilometer altitude, 98 degree inclination, Sun-synchronous orbit with a local noon descending node.
Figure 1 shows the geometry for the routine data collection period for SeaWiFS. Science data is collected

onboard OV-2 on the sunlit side of the orbit between +/- 73 degrees of the subsolar point. The SeaWiFS
instrument is tilted 20 degrees to reduce Sun glint. Near the subsolar point, the tilt is shifted from aft to
forward, and the position of the tilt change is staggered so that global geographic coverage is compiled
every two days.

Orbit at 705 krn. Science Data Span

+/-72 degrees of

Subsolar Point .._ to Sun

_fgr_s / I \ _quator ] ] / degrees of Equator

Figure 1. Science Data Collection Span on Sunlit Side of Earth
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Details of the Sun position relative to the orbit plane are illustrated in Figure 2. This figure shows the

position of the OV-2 orbit plane relative to the analemma -- the track of the Sun over the Earth's equator at
noon. The x-axis gives minutes from UT noon for local solar noon (with the Earth rotation rate, 4 minutes

per degree, giving the scaling to angles), and the y-axis gives degrees latitude. The orbit plane has drifted
slowly westward relative to noon since launch, and the diagonal lines show the orbit plane after launch, and

on February I0, 1999. The Sun elevation angle from the orbit plane (often called the beta angle) has
stayed under 8 degrees throughout the mission thus far. Twice per year the Sun elevation has crossed zero,
but most of the year the Sun elevation has been about -3 to -4 degrees.

ONBOARD ATTITUDE PROCESSING AND MODELING

OV-2 is a momentum-biased spacecraft. The Attitude Control System (ACS) utilizes redundant pitch axis
momentum wheels and torque rod assemblies for control. The wheel momentum provides gyroscope
stability for the pitch axis (roll and yaw stability), and the wheel speed is adjusted to control rotations about
pitch. Momentum management and roll/yaw adjustments for the spacecraft angular momentum vector are
accomplished by the torque rod interaction with the Earth's magnetic field. Further details about the
onboard systems are provided in References 1 and 2.

For attitude sensing, the ACS has 3 two-axis Sun sensors, 2 Earth horizon scanners, and 2 three-axis

magnetometers. The mounting geometry for the Sun and Earth sensors is illustrated in Figure 3. The Sun

sensors have 128 degree by 128 degree fields of view and are spaced around the front, top, and back of the
spacecraft. The middle one overlaps 64 degrees of the front and back sensors, and thus provides some
redundancy. With this configuration, Sun measurements are always obtained while the spacecraft is in

sunlight with a nominal attitude. The horizon scanners have 45 degree scan cones offthe left and right
sides of the spacecraft, with the spin axes canted down 5 degrees from the nominal horizontal. More
details of the sensors are provided in the ensuing discussion.

All of these sensors were utilized during the first 14 months of the mission, but in November 1998 OV-2

was switched to using a single Attitude Control Electronics (ACE) box. For power and lifetime

preservation the plan is to save the redundant ACE with its associated sensors as a cold backup. With ACE
B off, the spacecraft uses only Sun Sensors A and B, Horizon Scanner A, and Magnetometer A. Several
impacts of the switch to a single ACE will be discussed later.
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Orbi_

Figure 3. Sun Sensor and Horizon Scanner Mounting Geometry

The ACS uses an implementation of the Quest algorithm (Reference 3) for attitude determination, with
sensor inputs converted to vectors and weighted according to nominally expected sensor accuracy. The
Sun sensor measurements get the highest weighting, the horizon sensors get the next highest, and the

magnetometers get the lowest weighting as summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Sensor Data Weighting

Sensor Weightina Relative Accuracy

Sun Sensor A 10000. 0.01

Sun Sensor B 10000. 0.01

Sun Sensor C 10000. 0.01

Earth Scanner A 50. 0.14
Earth Scanner B 50. 0.14

0.1 3.16

0.1
Magnetometer A
Magnetometer B 3.16

This weighting scheme means that generally the most accurate sensors available dominate in fixing a

reference axis in the attitude computation. When two of the same type sensor are available, it is the
average of their measurements effectively used. Thus the orbit has two distinct regions:

1)

2)

In sunlight, Sun measurements fix one axis of the spacecraft about the reference Sun direction. The
rotation of the spacecraft about the sunlme is then essentially given by the Earth measurements. (A
small contribution from the magnetometers is discussed later.) Since the sunline moves around close

to the Spacecraft pitch rotation plane, the Sun dominates in giving pitch information. The Sun also
gives yaw information, although around the subsolar point uncertainty in yaw is strongly coupled with
uncertainty about the sunline, which depends on the Earth measurements as well. Roll information

ends up being provided by the horizon sensors.

In Earth shadow, the Earth measurements dominate in fixing the yaw (nadir) axis of the spacecraft,

and the rotation about yaw is given by the magnetic field measurement.
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Whentwovectorsdominate in determining attitude, there is a weU-known problem when these vectors

have a very small angular separation. A simple formula for the error E in rotation about the primary
reference vector A as a result of position errors in the secondary vector B, can be given as

Rotation error E = (angular error in vector B out of A-B plane) / sin (separation angle)

The errors magnify greatly when the two vectors are very close or nearly opposite, and it was recognized
prior to launch for OV-2 that the Sun and Earth vector separation would be a problem. The solution

implemented in the onboard software was a "yaw hold" region. Within a table-adjustable tolerance of

passing the subsolar point, the yaw value would be held at a constant value. Moreover, a simple lag filter
was added to smooth the computed yaw values (using 0.1 at the 2 second control cycle), so it would be a
smoothed value held during the subsolar passage. The value selected for the proximity to the subsolar

passage was 3.0 degrees. Based on the horizon sensor's specified worst case accuracy of 0.05 degrees, the
worst errors just before reaching the yaw hold region could be 0.05/sin (3 deg) = 1.0 degree, which would

seem tolerable. However, as postlaunch data proved, the horizon sensor errors could be larger.

An invaluable tool for posflaunch evaluation of the effects of various biases has been a PC-based

simulation that included dynamics and environment models and all of the flight software. A large number
of parameters used in the onboard code can be adjusted by table uploads, and thus a large variety of biases
can be tuned. However, there was not any special software prepared for postlaunch bias calculations and
no plan for using certain data in a pre-defmed way to adjust particular parameters onboard. Therefore it

was necessary to first interpret the flight data to evaluate what adjustments should be investigated further.
In many cases, a number of biases could cause the same effects seen in flight, so judgements would be

made as to which one to adjust. Then whatever parameters would be planned for adjustment in flight could
be readily tested in the simulation, and the simulation proved a reliable testbed. The authors cooperated
with OSC engineers in utilizing this tool for analyses (Reference 2).

HORIZON SCANNER BIAS EFFECTS AND ADJUSTMENTS

Following launch, very large errors in yaw showed up around the subsolar point as illustrated in Figure 4.
This yaw spike would typically drive maximum torquer activity and generate attitude disturbances as

shown. It was easy enough to understand that biases were present. It was perhaps not so easy to

understand the time history of the errors, e.g., why was the error much bigger after the subsolar point than
before. A simple plane geometry model of the bias effects around the subsolar point was developed to help
understand what was going on, and to help guide the selection of the adjustments needed.
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Figure 4. Yaw, Pitch, Roll, and Torquer Acn'vity on October 9, 1997.
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A simpleschematicofhowthebiaserrorcausestheyawerrorsisillustratedinFigure5. This illustrates

the Sun vector passing close to the zenith vector. One can think of lying on top of the spacecraft looking at
the zenith and seeing the Sun go by. But the Earth sensor measures the apparent zenith (opposite the
computed Earth vector) as displaced from the true zenith. The yaw error is the rotation from the true Sun-

zenith line to the apparent Sun-Zenith line. This error changes rapidly, as shown, as the subsolar point is
passed. A spreadsheet implementation of this plane geometry model generated the simulation of the
posflaunch biases shown in Figure 5. This model included the yaw smoothing filter and yaw hold.

Key: + True Zenith Error Directions:
r-----* +Pitch

o Apparent Zenith

+_, * Sun Positions +Ro, o

___
" I Sun Elevation from Orbit Plane _ _ _ _ _1- .-'" -_ \

• .... ] Yaw hold "

bun path past zemth I region

_ _ Yaw error is the angle

<,,+ about the Sun from true

to the apparent zenith.

Figure 5. Schematic Diagram of Yaw Errors Generated by Bias
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Figure 6. Computed Yaw from Simple Plane Geometry Model of Biases

After the ftrst adjustment was made for Earth scanner biases, the yaw error magnitude near the subsolar
point was reduced dramatically, as illustrated in Figure 7 (with note of the scale differences). However,

there were still smaller but significant yaw errors present, now with a different time history. Also, the
control response was still quite active, and evidence pointed to the roll motion at the mid-point of the orbit
being real. The more rapid changes in yaw around the subsolar point, on the other hand, could not be real
motion because of the limited control authority of the torque rods.

Reducing unnecessary control activity was an important motivation for further bias adjustments. The poor
geometry that causes attitude uncertainty at the subsolar point also contributed to hyperactive, noisy control

commands to the torque rods, especially as rate feedback adds to the commands. Unnecessary attitude
motion would also make ground computation of the attitude more difficult.
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Figure 7. Yaw, Pitch, Roll, and Torquer Activity on October 10, 1997•

Note that noise contributes to some variability in the error pattern each orbit, but general characteristics
typically stay the same. Some variation in the pattern has been found to repeat on a daily cycle, and
gradual changes m the error characteristics are seen with season, as will be discussed further.

It proved useful, over time, to recognize the effects on yaw error of various bias combinations. Pitch biases
tend to cause a yaw error up or down around the subsolar point, while roll biases have effects of different
sign before or after the subsolat point. The other important parameters in the plane geometry model are the

yaw hold region size and the elevation of the Sun in the orbit plane. The Sun elevation effects are fairly
simple to see from the schematic: Pitch error effects tend to diminish and disappear as the Sun elevation

approaches zero, while roll error effects get slightly larger. Also pitch effects change sign as the sun
elevation crosses zero. The effects for various combinations of pitch and roll biases, and a -3.0 degree Sun
elevation, are shown in Figure 8. We refer to the characteristic shapes as the error signatures.

The yaw error amplitude scales linearly with bias amplitudes over our range of tuning, so if the error
signature shape is recognized, the bias adjustment amplitude can be readily estimated. Also, using the
plane geometry model, one can back out the pitch and roll biases from the error amplitude before and after

the yaw hold. This was done to pick bias values to try in the simulations, and worked well initially, but it
must be noted that the effectiveness of this broke down at t'mer levels of tuning. A key deficiency in this
approach is that it assumes the biases axe the same before and after the subsolar point. This may not be the

case due to Sun Sensor rnisalignments for OV-2, as will be discussed later.

The Earth scanner biases that modeled the initial on-orbit error were 0.75 degrees in pitch and 0.68 degrees
in roll. However, different parameters were adjusted onboard. Model parameters that can cause a pitch or

roll bias include sensor alignment parameters, assumed scan cone angles, and horizon triggering heights.
Also, since it is the average of two Earth scanners that determines the effective Earth vector used onboard,
biases could be applied to either sensor or both to achieve the same effect. Double the desired bias must be

applied when adjusting only one sensor in order to compensate for sensor averaging. For the first load, just
Sensor A was adjusted (somewhat arbitrarily), and the parameters adjusted were to the Earth phase and
chord measurements. The phase has nearly a 1 to 1 correspondence with pitch, while the Earth chord
changes about 2.2 degrees per degree of roll for the nominal geometry on OV-2. Thus the actual loads

were for 3 degrees in Earth chord and 1.5 degrees in Earth phase for Scanner A. The second tweak to the
Earth scanners was applied to Scanner B, arbitrarily, and amounted to about 0.05 degree in pitch and 0.16

degrees in roll. A summary of these and further bias loads for the horizon scanners is given in Table 2.
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Figure 8. Yaw Error Signatures at Subsolar Passage for Various Pitch and Roll Biases.

Table 2. Horizon Sensor Bias Adjustments Uploaded

Dat_.....g HS A HS A HS B HS B

Chord Phase Chord Phase

10/10/97 -3.0 -1.5

11/19/97 0.7 0.1

12/03/97 -0.3

5/6/98 -0.5

10/28/98 -0.6 3.1

10/30/98 -1.8 -0.6

11/01/98 -1.2 0.0

11/06/98 -0.7

12/16/98 -1.3

03/26/99 -0.6 -1.2

Notes

Initial adjust from zero values

First f'me tuning

Accompanied Sun Sensor C pitch

alignment adjustment

Related to seasonal changes

Fix for valid single scanner chords

Fix for valid single scanner phases

Readjust for single scanner phases

ACE A only tuning

Further tuning with SSB adjust

Seasonal adjust and preparation for

oblateness re-enabling
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The next adjustment to the horizon scanner was needed merely to go along with a Sun sensor adjustment.
We have been presenting the error effects so far assuming the Sun sensor is correct and the horizon sensor
is biased, whereas actually it is the relative bias between them that makes the difference in creating an error

signature at the subsolar point. As our simulator reminded us, when we wanted to adjust Sun sensor C
alignment about the pitch axis by 0.2 degrees, we needed to adjust the horizon sensors for a corresponding
pitch bias.

With the passage of time it was found that the biases needed adjustment with season. The largest part of
this adjustment could be attributed to Earth oblateness effects along with the fact that the subsolar point

moves 23.5 degrees north and south of the equator. Earth oblateness is modeled onboard, but the
correction is part of a lower priority background task that was disabled early in the mission due to an

onboard software problem. This allowed for a slow drift in the bias at the subsolar point. The computed
effect is only about +/- 0.1 degrees in pitch at the subsolar point, but with the sensitivity to biases already

noted, this could cause yaw errors greater than 1 degree.

Bias adjustments were needed before OV-2 switched to using the single ACE and Earth scanner A only.
Whereas we had tuned the biases so that their average vector was accurate, now we had to make sure that
each scanner would give a good Earth vector on its own. Several issues had to be dealt with in this

process, which we referred to as '_alancing" the Earth sensor biases for single string operations.

One problem was with visibility into what the attitude results would be with each sensor used separately-.
With both sensors on, we only saw their total result, and simulations assured us the same result could be

obtained with a whole range of pairs of values. The onboard system had several complex steps that were
quite different from the ground data processing stream, so they could not be directly compared. We did
not have tools to feed the raw measurements through the onboard simulation, and simulate single sensor

results. However, we realized how we could use two derived parameters included in telemetry: the local
nadir roll and local nadir pitch. These were generated to provide Earth-scanner-only derived pitch and roll
measures to be used in the coarse pointing and despin control modes. The documentation for these
parameters stated that they would be based on the dual scanner solution when both scanners were available,

but we discovered the code was implemented so that if scanner A was available, it was used first alone.
This gave us a straightforward way to tune the proper biases for scanner A, and by maintaining the overall

bias balance, also get the correct tuning for scanner B.

Another concern in selecting bias values was that Earth oblateness has a more significant effect on roll

when using a single scanner. The Earth radius variation effects are balanced out when two oppositely
mounted scanners are combined. Since the oblateness model was disabled, the single scanner roll errors
would each have an error that changed at twice the orbit frequency. Thus, the roll measurement from

either single scanner could not be right all the time, but the obvious choice for OV-2 was to have the error
be as small as possible particularly at the subsolar point. We chose our biases accordingly. The error in
the single scanner onboard roll primarily due to oblateness is illustrated by a comparison of the onboard
roll and the ground computed roll, as shown in Figure 9. (We should note that the ground data processing

model includes some extra oblateness effects to account for systematic Earth radiance variations.) This
also shows how the onboard biases were tuned to have a minimum error around the subsolar point.

Onboord(...) and Ground(__) Computed Roll, 3/26/99

1.G

._c 0.5

# o.o
-0..5

0 i000 2000 3000 -4-000

"lime in Seconds from 1999 Day 85 18:11

Figure 9. Onboard and Ground Roll with Oblateness Model Differences
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One difficulty in comparing onboard and ground results directly comes from differences in handling the

manufacturers calibrations for each of the horizon scanners which are implemented in table form onboard

the spacecraft. Figure 10 shows one of these as a correction table. There are four such tables onboard, one

for the leading edge and one for the trailing edge of each of the two horizon scanners. For ground

processing at the SeaWiFS project, it was decided to fit these with a polynomial. It is hard to know

whether the wiggles in the curve are an artifact of the calibration process, or something real in the sensor.

Since the Earth phase is generally very steady, and the Earth chord varies over a limited range, the sensor

generally operates within one wave on Figure 10. Moreover, it is usually at the same place on the curve at

the same place each orbit, making the curve's impact hard to separate from other orbit frequency effects.
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A possible effect from the errors in this calibration curve is to cause some of the variability in the subsolar

error signature throughout the day. The spin axis attitude currently seems to repeat an average trajectory

over the course of the day that varies within 1 to 2 degrees from orbit normal. This is a relatively small

change in the operating point on the curve, but it is estimated to that this could have a few htmdreths of a

degree effect on the roll, and thus a few tenths of a degree effect on the subsolar yaw signature. (More of

the subsolar point error variability is now thought to come from magnetometer errors, as discussed later.)

Examples of the variability in the subsolar yaw error signature are provided in Figure 11, which shows 7

consecutive orbits on December 19, 1998. This data was taken just after the switch to the single ACE and

the subsequent tuning of biases. There is a predominant underlying pattern to the errors, which was later

determined to be due to relative Sun sensor misalignments and is discussed in the next section. However

there is also random noise, and a daily recurring pattern that was recognized. The yaw tends to be lower

around the subsolar point between about 12:00 to 14:00 UT, and higher around 15:00 to 16:00 UT.
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Figure 11. Sample Variability of the Yaw Error Signature around the Subsolar Point.
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SUN SENSOR BIAS EFFECTS AND ADJUSMENTS

A helpful way to view the Sun sensor fields of view overlap is to lay them out fiat, unwrapping about the
pitch axis in a projection on the sky as shown in Figure 12. For this body-centered view, looking out
toward the sky with orbit normal up as in Figure 5, the sun moves from left to right across the middle of

each sensor Field-Of View (FOV). We will refer to the Acquisition-Of-Signal (AOS) and Loss-Of-Signal
(LOS) for the Sun in each Sensor. The Sun encounters the sensors in the order A-C-B. Sensor C overlaps
Sensor A and B for about 64 degrees of Sun vector arc. Though the A and B fields of view would
nominally just meet, in practice it was found the gap between them varied a bit with the Sun elevation.
That gap and misalignments are exaggerated for the illustration. The sensor measurements were labeled as
X and Y directions as shown.

Path

of Sun

/
A0S

forA

A

Y

Figure 12. Sun Sensor Field of Hew Schematic

Just as for the horizon sensors there were notable differences between the onboard and ground processing
of the raw sun sensor data. For example, an onboard lookup table was used for each sensor axis based on a

manufacturer's calibration. Meanwhile on the ground, a nominal relation for digital sun sensors was used
whereby the raw measurements are proportional to the tangent of the angle, and the raw counts were biased
or scaled for free tuning bias adjustments. A sample plot of the difference between the onboard and
ground calibration for one of the axes is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Differences in Onboard Table and Ground Formula for Sun Sensor B Y-axis.

The approach taken for adjusting the onboard alignments was initially a stepwise process where the most

obvious errors indicated by discontinuities were progressively removed. This process was partially guided
by the SeaWiFS ground processing results, but mainly looked at effects at sensor AOS and LOS.

Eventually this process reached diminishing returns as it was apparent that several adjustments could cause

the same effect in the flight data. At this point a detailed review comparing the onboard and ground
alignments and processing steps provided a freer level of adjustment. A summary of the onboard Sun
sensor alignment adjustments is given in Table 3. The last load noted is tentatively planned based on
ground alignment results discussed in Reference 4.
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Table3. SunSensorAlignment Adjustments

Date Sun Sensor A
Twist, Pitch, Elev.

Sun Sensor C
Twist,Elev,Piteh

(prelaunch) .255,.025.,.101 0.01 0.0, 0.0
11/8/97

12/3/97 .... , .... , -0.2

5/5/98

12/16/98

3/30/99

-0.0451 ---, ...

.032, . 18, .049
(planned)
(possible) (n/a)

Sun Sensor B
Twis_Pitch, Elev.

-.22_ -.134C.053
-0.35_ ---, +0.7

-.16,+.30, +.57

.... _ +.261 ....

-.175, .1_ .471

Notes

(--- indicates no change)
Sensor C not measured.

Yaw adjust of B

Pitch adjust of C
Twist to A, Pitch to B

Single String, Pitch to B

Based on Ground Align.

Corrected Alignment
Ground Alignments

The need for Sun sensor alignment adjustments was seen clearly right after launch in discontinuities at
sensor AOS and LOS. Most dramatically, the jump in yaw at LOS for Sun sensor C can be seen in Figure
7 at 0.6 hours. The goal for initial adjustments was to have the sensors agree at the AOS and LOS points.
Fixing errors at these "tie points" would, theoretically, have the sensors be consistent everywhere else.

The In'st adjustment was applied to sensor B, guided by analysis from the ground processing stream that
this sensor was more in error. The second adjustment, to Sun sensor C, in pitch, was guided by evidence in
the horizon scanners of real pitch changes at the sensor C AOS and LOS.

To help distinguish the sensor AOS/LOS transition effects, especially around the subsolar point where

several FOV changes take place in close succession, a FOV limitation was introduced. This also served to
remove concerns about the ends of the sensors' cal_ration curves and any FOV edge effects. The FOV
limitation helped separate the errors, but it was still not easy to distinguish AOS/LOS transition jumps from

the noise near the subsolar point. For example in Figure 14, there is a jump in Yaw in the May 4 data, just
before the subsolar point at Sun sensor A LOS (for the limited FOV) which motivated the Sun Sensor A
twist adjustment. However it is hard to see because the subsolar siguamre is dominated by a horizon

sensor pitch bias. Jumps and recoveries in the pitch shown for May 4 in Figure 14 motivated the Sun
sensor B pitch axis adjustment, but obviously they are picked out of a lot of noise.
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Figure 14. Effects of Bias Changes between May 4 and May 9, 1998.

The effects of several onboard changes are illustrated together in Figure 14. In addition to the Sun sensor

alignment adjustments on May 5, there was the horizon scanner B adjustment (from Table 2) on May 6,
and a reduction in the feedback control to the torque rods on May 7. The horizon scanner bias changed
reduced the bump in yaw that was a characteristic pitch error signature. The roll bump was real motion

driven primarily by rate feedback from the yaw error bump, and the overactive torquers. The reduction in
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torquer commands, by a factor of 0.25, provided the most dramatic change to the attitude system

performance. Short term roll and yaw motion was reduced along with the torque levels. At the same time
the overall roll yaw amplitude grew as the momentum axis drifted about 1 to 2 degrees from orbit normal

and lagged the orbit precession in inertial space. This was judged a very beneficial tradeoffoverall,
because it made the SeaWiFS pointing changes easier to model in the ground processing soi%vare. The
remaining bump in the pitch estimate on May 9 deserves a special note: This jump and recovery in the

pitch angle is real, and is associated with the change in tilt of the SeaWiFS sensor from aft to fore, which
occurs every orbit.

The need for the next tweak to Sun sensor biases became clear after Sun sensor C was turned off. Any bias
effects would have been cut in half by the presence of Sun sensor C, averaging the results for the observed

Sun direction through the subsolar point (during Sensor A LOS and Sensor B AOS). With C off, pitch
motion at Sensor B AOS was observable, and a pitch alignment correction to adjust it was estimated.

After this last bias adjustment was done, it was realized that there was still a residual signature in yaw just
after the subsolar point, as is illustrated in Figure 11. It looked like the right half of the signature from
Figure 8 for either a -0. I pitch bias or a +0.1 roll bias. It was observed that this error could be accounted

for by a small adjustment in either the twist or the elevation of Sun sensor B. There was no way to
distinguish. (The yaw signature could also be simulated by a pitch bias, but that would also show up as
real motion via the horizon scanners.) A different approach was taken for selecting further refinements.

The final set of alignment uploads reported in Table 3 was based on the ground alignments translated to

give an adjusunent to sensor B relative to A. The effects were simulated and seemed to indicate about the
correct error (although there was some reservation noted about the pitch change magnitude). The relative
error was translated to provide just a correction to sensor B. It was gratifying to note that the alignments
accumulated onboard by various small delta corrections had converged close to the one determined on the

ground using island targets (Reference 4). These loads were recently sent, and worked as expected, except
for a small residual pitch error. This final correction is planned for load soon.

Also, further adjustments to the both of the onboard Sun Sensors currently in use willbe considered to
make them agree with ground alignments. This last step may not be critical, however, since only the

relative alignment errors (which cause biases near the subsolar point) have a significant effect onboard.

MAGNETOMETER BIAS EFFECTS AND ADJUSTMENTS

The Earth and magnetic field geometry has sensitivity to biases near the magnetic poles, similar to the way
the Sun/Earth geometry has sensitivity to biases at the subsolar point. Over the magnetic pole, the field
lines are along the Earth/nadir direction. For OV-2, magnetometer data is relatively lightly weighted

during daylight, but magnetometer bias effects become important in Earth shadow, especially close to the
poles. This problem is of secondary concern since SeaWiFS' science data is well inside the daylight

portion of the orbit. However, large yaw errors even on the night side are undesirable because they can
contribute to attitude disturbances.

The Earth magnetic poles are displaced enough from the geographic pole (about 10 degrees in the northern
hemisphere and 15 degrees in the southern hemisphere) that they will pass under the 98.2 degree
inclination orbit of OV-2. An overflight of the magnetic pole is not of concern though unless OV-2 is

inside the Earth shadow at the time. OV-2 reaches the Earth shadow 26 degrees past the terminator (which
is 90 degrees from the subsolar point). With the Sun up to 23.5 degrees from the equator at the solstices,
the shadow entry can be as close as 2.5 degrees from the northernmost or southernmost point in the orbit.

Thus, OV-2 can be over the magnetic poles while in Earth shadow at the extreme seasons in the winter
hemisphere.

The effects of magnetometer biases became quite apparent as the June 1998 solstice was approached, as
illustrated in Figure 15. This includes data from the backorbit, outside the science data collection period

(see Figure 1). Data is only sampled onboard every 3 minutes during the backorbit period to save onboard
storage for science data. Thus the worst case of the yaw errors is probably not shown.
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Figure 15. Yaw Errors at Night Due to Magnetometer Biases

The peak yaw spikes seen in Figure 15 occur at the first data sample inside Earth shadow. This is where

the spacecraft must rely on Earth and magnetic field vectors for attitude, and vector separation geometry is
bad while the spacecraft is closest to the south magnetic pole. The amplitude pattern for the yaw errors

each orbit throughout the day can be understood from the effects of the Earth's rotation on the relative
Earth/magnetic field geometry. The magnetic pole circles so it is closer and further from the spacecraft's
shadow entry point, and the magnetic field vector separation angle from the zenith gets correspondingly

smaller and larger. The switch m sign of the error between certain orbits is a similar effect to that of a roll
bias when passing the subsolar point (see Figure 8). In this case a magnetometer bias which is along the
component of the spacecraft velocity causes a yaw error of opposite sign when the magnetic field direction

at the shadow entry point changes as the magnetic pole rotates past.

The magnetometer bias adjustments uploaded for OV-2 are summarized in Table 4. These biases were

applied to the zero order term in the polynomial calibration used onboard. (Another bias available for
upload only allowed the same bias m all axes due to an oversight.) The first load was done soon after

launch to fix a large inconsistency between the Y components of magnetometers A and B. The further
biases selected were based on simulation trials to fit the observed yaw error effect. It was clear from
analysis of the magnetometer data that there are scale factor and higher order errors present, and/or
misalignment errors, but consistent results could not be easily obtained. Thus the tuning was essentially

minimizing the errors at the most sensitive place in the orbit (similar to the Earth scanner biases being
tuned to the subsolar point m the absence of oblateness modeling). After these magnetometer biases were
uploaded it was realized that seasonal effects were changing the yaw errors. After the switch to the single

ACE, using Magnetometer A only, an additional tuning was found advisable to reduce yaw spikes during
the northern hemisphere winter season. It is clear that further magnetometer calibration would be
desirable.

Table 4. Magnetometer Bias Adjustments

Date Mag A
X axis

(Y ACS)
-0.0484

Max A
Y-axis

(-X ACS)
-0.0320

Mag B
X-axis

(-Y ACS)
-0.0320Prelaunch

08/19/97 -0.4684 .......... 0.4520 .........

10/19/98 -0.57 -0.17 -0.35 -0.24

12/15/98 .......... 0.07 ..................

Mag B
Y-axis

(X ACS)
-0.0036

Notes

(..... no change)

Made X-axes agree

Adjust for yaw spikes
Tuning for winter
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Theeffectsof magnetometer biases can also be seen on the sunlit side of the orbit. This became especially
clear after the switch to the single ACE. In January of 1999 as the Sun elevation reached a maximum, a
gap in the Sun sensor coverage between sensor A and B reached a maximun_ During this month the gap

extended outside the yaw hold region. Thus, this provided visibility of Earth/magnetic field yaw solution
for a brief period in the middle of the day. At a certain time of day, every day, the yaw error would be a
few degrees negative, and then an orbit or two later it would be over a degree positive. This is illustrated

for 3 consecutive orbits in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Earth�Magnetometer Yaw solutions during Sun Coverage Gap, 1/30/99.

It is interesting to note that this time of day with the biggest errors corresponds to the South Atlantic
Anomaly passage, where the magnetic field is weakest. Constant biases can be expected to have their

biggest angular effect when the field magnitude is smallest, so that may conlxibute to the error here.
However the fact that the errors change so much over a smaU region may point toward another cause: The
onboard code uses a 1980 IGRF magnetic field model, and the angular errors in B-field vectors from the

current field may be greatest in this region. This merits further investigation.

Whatever the cause, this data highlights an important exception to the role stated earlier about the Sun and

Earth dominating in the yaw esthnate. When the Sun/Earth geometry degrades, the magnetic field data
comes into play noticeably via the Quest algorithm. In fact, the amount that the magnetic field information
comes into play influencing the yaw can be shown to be consistent with the relative weights used in this
case. The assumed sensor accuracy is the inverse of the square root of the weight used, and so is about .14

and 3.2 for the Earth and magnetic field respectively. From geometrical considerations already discussed
the accuracy is reduced by the sine of the separation angle in computing the rotation direction to another

vector. Thus with the Earth within 5 degrees of the Sun, the accuracy provided in yaw by the Earth vector
is. 14/sin (5 deg.) = 1.6. This implies the Earth vector only provides about twice the accuracy of the
magnetic field in providing yaw information very close to the subsolar point. Thus magnetometer errors

can noticeably bias the yaw solution at the subsolar point.

Thus we have concluded that some significant amount of the subsolar yaw signature variability comes from

the impact of magnetometer errors. The worst yaw error from the magnetometers only occurs at certain
times of day, and their effect is reduced by roughly a third of what it would be without Earth data. The
amount that the subsolar signature changes at these times of day even with Sun data present (e.g., see

figure 11 orbits 5, 6, and 7) is consistent with the data weighting and the errors that come from the
magnetometer data (e.g. Figure 16). This suggests a further reduction in the magnetometer weighting may

be desirable to reduce yaw errors at the subsolar point.

ANOMALIES

Various glitches--sensor noise spikes and anomalies--encountered are noted here.

The Sun sensors are prone to bad points at the very edge of the field of view, just before sun presence

is lost. (A planned onboard software limit check did not work properly, so a FOV limitation was
introduced by special software poke in December 1997 to facilitate the Sun sensor alignment analyses.
This poke was not re-introduced after a software reboot in June 1998 because it was judged the FOV

edge spikes were tolerable).
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• Sun sensor C showed a frequent noise spike at the same place each orbit when the Sun elevation from

the orbit plane was about -2 degrees.

The horizon sensors are prone to small noise spikes, perhaps dozens per day of a degree or two in
amplitude. These are suspected to have caused mode changes in two situations where more robust

checks could be implemented. A software patch is planned for protection from them during lunar
calibration mode by checking for 5 consecutive values before changing modes appropriately.

Excursions of a couple minutes duration have shown up in the magnetometers, recurring for days at

the same place each orbit, with a variable signature as big as 1000 nT. When both magnetometers
were on, they showed up simultaneously with the same time history in both.

The causes of these sensor anomalies are not currently understood, but none of them have serious impact
on the onboard control, with the impact of transient attitude errors being small. Nevertheless, efforts are

being made to obtain more complete statistics on their rates of occurrence for sensor health monitoring.

It is worth noting that data sampling limitations preclude a complete picture of all sensor glitches and

anomaly events. The control cycle uses data every two seconds, but we only collect data at this rate during
limited real time contacts with the spacecraft and for specially scheduled recorder times. During the
normal science data span, data is sampled every ten seconds, and otherwise, during the backorbit, data is
sampled only every three minutes. This makes diagnoses of some anomaly events difficult.

Two data anomalies that occasionally have affected the onboard attitude are not due to the sensors:

In a few cases, the onboard orbit propagator has apparently gone off course somewhat due to poor
GPS ephemeris vectors that are apparently not bad quite bad enough to be rejected by certain limits
established since launch. After an onboard GPS reset the onboard orbit and attitude estimates recover,

but not until after 20 minutes or more of inaccurate attitudes are encountered (especially in yaw around
the subsolar point, not surprisingly).

There is an error of a few seconds in the time tags for all the attitude sensors around the weekly
roUover of the GPS time tag counter. This only lasts 10 or 20 seconds, but it does cause a slight pitch
disturbance.

These anomalies are under further investigation to see if fLxes can be incorporated.

CONCLUSIONS

The postlaunch attitude sensor bias evaluation process for OrbView-2 has been described. Uplink of

sensor biases resulting from the analyses have resulted in significant overall improvement in the ACS
performance. The effects of various biases, especially near the subsolar point, have been illustrated and
discussed. Miscellaneous sensor anomalies and areas for continued work have been noted.
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Abstract

The OrbView-2 spacecraft (originally called SeaStar) was launched in August 1997

from a Pegasus vehicle and maneuvered to a 705 kilometer altitude, Sun-synchronous

orbit with a local noon descending node. The spacecraft carries the Sea-viewing Wide

Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS). The science data processing is performed by the
SeaWiFS Project Office at NASA/GSFC. The definitive attitude determination for

image geolocation is performed as part of Level 1 product generation by

post-processing the spacecraft attitude sensor data. The geolocation accuracy

requirement is 1 pixel (2 sigma), which corresponds to 1.12 km at nadir.

Post-launch alignment of the attitude sensors (Sun sensors and horizon scanners) to the

SeaWiFS instrument was needed in order to meet the accuracy requirement. This is

typically performed in flight by co-aligning the sensors to achieve internal consistency

within the ACS, and then computing a fixed ACS-to-instrument transformation. For

OrbView-2 this did not produce consistent geolocation results, due largely to seasonal

and geometric variability shown by the sensors.

An alternative approach has been developed which uses navigation assessment results
derived from the SeaWiFS science data. This technique involves identifying islands in

the image data and matching them with reference locations from a catalog, and was

implemented to automatically collect navigation error statistics on an ongoing basis.

These results have been utilized to analyze systematic attitude errors and compute

corrections which are applied to the sensor ali_maments. This approach has been used

to substantially improve the consistency of the overall aspect determination and to

evaluate improvements to the processing software. The ali_mament results have also

been utilized to compute uplink corrections for the onboard ACS.

1. Introduction

The Sea-Viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) is an ocean color sensor which was launched

on the OrbView-2 spacecraft in August 1997. The spacecraft (called SeaStar prior to launch) was

built and launched by Orbital Sciences Corporation (OSC), who were also responsible for the orbit

raising, initial activation and check-out of the spacecraft. After OrbView-2 was declared operational

and routine SeaWiFS data collection was started, spacecraft operations responsibility was assumed by

OrbImage, a subsidiary of OSC. The SeaWiFS Instrument collects science data both via an onboard

recorder, which is dumped twice daily, and through direct broadcast of the data to ground stations.
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The SeaWiFS Project Office at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) obtains the SeaWiFS

science data in a unique arrangement called a "data buy". In this arrangement, the SeaWiFS Project

schedules the SeaWiFS instrument operation and onboard data recording, and also collects direct
broadcast data from authorized research stations. NASA is responsible for all research and educational

use of the data, while Orblmage retains all commercial data rights.

The SeaWiFS Project processes all of the data and generates data products for use by the Ocean

Science community. The data are processed from Level 0 to Levels 1A, 2 and 3, using software
developed and operated by the SeaWiFS Project. The data products are transmitted to the GSFC
Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC) for distributed to authorized users. Details of the

SeaWiFS data processing, product definitions and project activities can be found on the SeaWiFS
home page (http://seawifs.gsfc.nasa.gov).

An inte_al part of the Level 0-to-lA data processing is the determination of the navigation

information, e.g., the spacecraft definitive orbit and attitude, to support the instrument data

geolocation. The spacecraft attitude is determined by post-processing of the telemetry from the

onboard attitude sensors. The accuracy requirement for geolocation is 1 pixel (-1.6 mrad, or 1.12 km
at nadir), 2 sigma.

The assessment of navigation accuracy is performed using the method of island target matching which

was developed prior to launch (Patt, Woodward and Gregg, 1997) and refined using the flight data

(Patt, Woodward and Gregg, 1997). In order to meet the accuracy requirements, it has been necessary

to utilize the results of navigation assessment to determine the co-alignments of the attitude sensors.

The remainder of this section describes the SeaWiFS data collection, the OrbView-2 attitude control

system (ACS) and the SeaWiFS Project attitude determination algorithms. Section 2 describes the

initial effort to achieving consistent co-alignment of the attitude sensors and the problems

encountered, and Section 3 discusses the use of the island target matching for sensor alignment and the
results obtained with this method. The spacecraft orbit and sensor geometric characteristics are
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 - Spacecraft Orbit and SeaWiFS Viewing Geometry

Orbit Characteristics:

Type
Altitude

Inclination
Period

Equator crossing

Polar, near-circular, Sun-synchronous
705 km

98.2 de_ees
99 minutes

Local noon (descending)

SeaWiFS Geometry:
Instantaneous FOV
Ground IFOV

Scan half-width

Pixels along scan

Scan period
Sensor tilt

Sensor coverage

1.5897 mrad (0.091 de_ee)
1.12 km (at nadir)

58.3 de_ees
1285

0.167 second

+/- 20 degrees

40 minutes per orbit centered within the orbit day
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1.1 SeaWiFSDataCollection

TheSeaWiFSinstrumentis commandedto collectdatafor 40 minutes each orbit during the sunlit part

of the orbit, in order to observe locations where the solar zenith angle is 72 degrees or less. The
instrument is also tilted to avoid Sun glint from the ocean surface, 20 degrees aft prior to the mid-

point of orbit day and 20 degrees forward afterward.

The instrument can produce data in two formats: full-resolution, local-area-coverage (LAC data, and

4x4 subsampled, global area coverage (GAC data). The data are collected by two paths. An onboard

recorder records data during scheduled instrument operation, and is dumped to a ground station twice

daily. Due to storage limitations, the majority of recorded data are in GAC format, with a limited

amount of LAC storage available for calibration. Full-resolution data are also direct-broadcast

continuously in high-resolution picture transmission (HRPT) format during scheduled instrument

operations, and can be received during spacecraft overpasses by stations with SeaWiFS direct
broadcast licenses.

The SeaWiFS Project collects and processes both the onboard recorded data and direct-broadcast data

from research HRPT stations. A SeaWiFS scene is either a scheduled orbit of GAC data (40 minutes),

a scheduled LAC segment or a single HRPT station overpass. Except where noted, the analysis

presented here was performed with full-resolution (HRPT and LAC) data. Although these data do not

provide full global coverage, the higher resolution has proven to be invaluable in assessing and

refining SeaWiFS navigation.

1.20rbView-2 Attitude Control System

The OrbView-2 ACS was designed by OSC (Anthony and Sivapiragasam, 1998). The attitude sensor

complement consists of three two-axis digital Sun sensors (DSSs), two infrared horizon scanners (HSs)

and two three-axis magnetometers. For purposes of definitive attitude determination, the sensors of
interest are the DSSs and the HSs.

The attitude control hardware consists of redundant three-axis magnetic torque rod assemblies and

pitch-axis momentum wheels. The torque rods are the sole source of roll and yaw control. The

momentum wheels are used in concert with the torque rods for pitch control, and also to maintain a

pitch momentum bias for attitude stabilization.

The spacecraft coordinate system is defined with the X axis downward, the Y axis opposite the orbit

velocity direction and the Z axis toward the orbit normal. Thus, at the nominal spacecraft attitude, the

spacecraft X-Y plane corresponds to the orbit plane and the spacecraft Y-Z plane corresponds to the

local tangent plane.

The geometry of the three DSSs is illustrated in Figure I. Each DSS has a field-of-view (FOV) of

+/-64 degrees in each axis. All three DSSs are mounted with their boresights in the spacecraft X-Y

plane and with one sensor axis parallel to the spacecraft Z axis. DSS-A is canted approximately 64

degrees in the direction of the spacecraft velocity, DSS-B is canted in the opposite direction and DSS-
C is oriented toward the zenith. Thus, the three sensors provide overlapping coverage. DSS-A

provides coverage from the beginning to approximately the middle of orbit day, DSS-B provides

coverage from the middle to the end of orbit day, and DSS-C covers approximately 35 minutes

centered within the orbit day. Each sensor provides two digital outputs (one for each axis) with a

resolution of 0.0002 (about .011 degree at the boresight), and an associated time tag.
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TheHSgeometryis illustratedin Figure2. TheHSdesignusesaconicalscanwithahalf-coneangle
of 45degrees.HS-Ais orientedwith its rotationaxisoppositetheorbitnormal,andHS-Bis toward
theorbitnormal;bothHSshave their rotation axes canted 5 degrees downward from the spacecraft

plane corresponding to the local tangent plane. Each sensor provides time-tagged Earth width and
phase measurements with a resolution of 0.0055 degree.

One aspect of the OrbView-2 ACS configuration is that the choice of orbit (local noon equator

crossing) causes the Sun and nadir vectors to be nearly anti-parallel at the mid-point of the orbit day

(the sub-solar poin0. The maximum angle varies seasonally, but remains close to 180 degrees, and

twice yearly the two vectors become exactly anti-parallel. Thus the attitude geometry is always poor

at the sub-solar point, specifically for the yaw angle; the spacecraft ACS disables yaw control at this
part of the orbit.

One final note is that the redundant ACS sensors, DSS-C and HS-B, were powered off in November

1998 to conserve lifetime and electrical power. Although this occurred after the work described here

was performed, it was a factor in some aspects of the analysis, as noted below.

1.3 SeaWiFS Project Attitude Determination Algorithms

The following is a summary of the attitude determination algorithms used in the SeaWiFS Project
science data processing software. A detailed description is being published as a NASA technical

report. As previously stated, this processing is performed as part of the Level 0-to-lA conversion.

The determination of the spacecraft orbit is a precursor to the attitude determination. The orbit

determination is based on the output of a GPS receiver carried on the spacecraft. The GPS orbit

vectors are fitted to an orbit model which includes a high-order geopotential field model, third-body
(Sun and Moon) attraction and atmospheric drag.

The attitude determination processing is performed individually for each SeaWiFS scene. The first

step is to unpack the attitude sensor telemetry from the spacecraft data stream and convert the samples

to engineering units. The data are validated using absolute limits and sample-to-sample consistency
checks. They are then smoothed and interpolated to the SeaWiFS scan times using overlapping cubic

polynomials. The measurements are then combined to produce a measured Sun and nadir vector in the

spacecraft frame for each scan line. If multiple DSS measurements are available (i.e., where DSS-C

coverage overlaps the other sensors) a weighted average is computed. When both HSs are operating a

least-squares solution for the nadir is performed; otherwise a deterministic algorithm is used.

The attitude determination is performed using a Kalman smoother, which is a two-pass (forward and

reverse) Kalman filter. This algorithm reduces the discontinuities at transition points (i.e., start/end of

DSS coverage), stabilizes the yaw angle through the sub-solar point and provides continuity of the

attitude determination during periods of missing or invalid attitude sensor data (in particular, the Sun
coverage gap at the sub-solar point following the DSS-C power-off). The state consists of the attitude

(roll, pitch and yaw) angles, and the state propagation uses a simple dynamics model which assumes

an inertial pitch rotation axis (due to the due to the stability provided by the momentum wheels) and a

fixed pitch angle. The attitude is propagated to each scan line time and updated using the

preprocessed DSS and HS data, with the measurement noise covariances selected to place more weight

on the DSSs. The final attitude angles are computed as a weighted average of the two passes, with the
weighting determined by the covariance from each pass.
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2. Co-alignment of the Attitude Sensors

2.1 Method of Attitude Sensor Co-alignment

The initial methods used to perform co-alignment of the OrbView-2 DSSs and HSs were based on the

assumption that consistent attitude determination results could be obtained by analysis of the attitude

sensor data alone, which would then require at most a constant transformation from the spacecraft to

the SeaWiFS reference frame to produce consistent geolocation. This implies that the attitude sensors,

particularly the DSSs, perform consistently over the full range of angles encountered during normal

spacecraft operation.

These initial efforts relied heavily on the output of DSS-C, since this was the only sensor whose

coverage overlapped with all of the other sensors. The expectation was that, if the other sensors could

be aligned consistently with DSS-C, this would produce the required consistency of attitude

determination. The approach was to first, compute the ali_maments of DSS-A and DSS-B with respect

to DSS-C; and then, to use the combined output of all three DSSs to compute the alignments of the
HSs.

In both cases, the alignments were computed through a least-squares minimization process. For the

DSS alignments, since the observed vector (the Sun direction) was the same for all measurements, the
method was to minimize the vector differences between the results from each DSS. The calculation

was performed separately for DSSs A and C and for DSSs B and C, in the corresponding overlap

regions.

The HS alignment to the DSSs was somewhat more complicated, since the geometry of the reference

Sun and nadir vectors had to be considered. In this case, the observable quantity was the angular

separation of the Sun and nadir vectors. The method was to minimize the differences in the angular

separations of the measured and reference vectors in the least-squares sense. It should be noted that

the observability of the HS-to-DSS alignments is limited by two factors: first, at the nominal attitude

the nadir vector is maintained close to the spacecraft X axis, making this vector largely insensitive to
yaw misalignment of the HSs; second, the OrbView-2 orbit geometry, which maintains the Sun vector

close to the orbit plane, provides very little visibility on the roll co-alignment, although some

knowledge of the roll alignment of the HSs relative to DSS-C can be gained at the sub-solar point.

2.2 Evaluation and Analysis of Alignment Results

The accuracy and consistency of the spacecraft attitude has been assessed throughout the mission using
the method of island targets (Patt, Woodward and Gregg, 1997). In this method, the SeaWiFS science

data are filtered to classify individual pixels as land, water or clouds. Islands are located in the data as

small, contiguous groups of land pixels surrounded by water, and free of clouds. The centroid of each
island is computed using the geolocation based on the spacecraft orbit and attitude, and the island

locations are matched with reference locations in a catalog. The coordinate differences and correlative

data are saved for analysis. This processing is performed on each SeaWiFS scene following Level 0-
to- 1A conversion.

The co-alignment of the attitude sensors was performed in early November 1997. The results of the

island target matching were monitored over the next few months to determine whether the l-pixel

requirement was being met. Typically, 10 days of matching results would be collected and analyzed at

a time; this provided significant numbers of observation (-3000) for each period while still

maintaining reasonable visibility on temporal changes.
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The results of this analysis are shown for two 10-day periods (Figures 3 and 4): days 300 through
309 of 1997, and 30 through 39 of 1998. The matching results, which are initially determined as

latitude and longitude errors in degrees, have been converted to along-scan and along-track errors in

SeaWiFS pixel units, and plotted vs. latitude (note that at this time HRPT data were only available for

the Northern hemisphere. Figure 3 shows that both along-scan and along-track results were consistent,

if somewhat noisy, in early November 1997, although there was a significant shift in the along-track

errors between about 43 and 52 degrees latitude. By early February 1998 (Figure 4) the results had

deteriorated, with more latitudinal variation seen in the along-track errors and more noise along-scan.

The deterioration in geolocation accuracy can also be observed in statistical measures of the results.

Table 2 shows the median and inter-quartile range (IQR) of the errors for both periods. (The IQR is
used as a measure of the statistical error because it is less sensitive to outliers than the root-mean-

square, or RMS error). For a normal distribution, the IQR is equal to 1.35 standard deviations;

therefore, an IQR of 0.675 pixel is equivalent to a 2-sigma error of 1 pixel. Although the median
errors remained within a reasonable range, the IQRs exceeded this value at the start and increased

steadily during this period.

Table 2 - Initial Geolocation Error Results

Period Coordinate Median (pixels) IQR (pixels)

1997300- 1997309 Along-scan -0.007 0.827

Along-track 0.254 0.866

1998030- 1998039 Along-scan -0.125 1.083

Along-track 0.072 0.990

The attitude sensor alignments were re-evaluated in March of 1998 in an attempt to reduce the
systematic errors; as before, the results were initially consistent but deteriorated over a few months.

To understand the cause of these changes, the results from the individual DSSs were analyzed for

consistency. This analysis was continued through June of 1998, to include the full range of seasonal
effects.

This analysis was performed as follows. The samples from of each DSS were converted to unit

vectors and transformed to the spacecraft frame. This was performed for full GAC scenes of data

from several seasons (October and December of 1997, and February, March and June) representing the
full range of Sun-to-orbit plane angles. The angle between the Sun vector and the spacecraft X-Y
plane was then computed for each vector, and the results plotted for all three DSSs on the same axes

(Figure 5). The angles for DSS-C are plotted as a solid line, and those for DSS-A and B (first and

second half of the scene, respectively) as points. The angles range from about -4 degrees (in June) to
4.5 degrees (in February).

The plots show that the consistency between DSS-C and the other two sensors varies significantly. In

October and June, when the Sun angle was negative, DSS-A and C are reasonably consistent, but the
difference between DSS-B and C exceeds 0.2 degee at some points. In December and March, when
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theSunangleis small,DSS-B and C are more consistent, but the differences between DSS-A and C

are larger, exceeding 0.1 degree at times. This is also observed in February, when the Sun angle is

positive. Also, DSS-C shows more noise than the other sensors, with jitter and spikes exceeding 0.1

degree at times.

These results show clearly why it was not possible to obtain consistent co-alignment of the sensors

within one SeaWiFS pixel (0.09 degree). For DSS-A and C, the optimum co-alignment differed

between October and February by at least 0.1 degree. For DSS-B and C in October and June, the

consistency varied by more than 0.2 degree within a single orbit.

It is not possible from this analysis to determine which DSS output is more valid, or would produce

the most consistent spacecraft attitude; the only conclusion is that the DSSs themselves are inconsistent

at a level which is significant compared to the accuracy requirement. However, based on the plan to

power off DSS-C as well as the observed higher noise, it was decided to minimize the use of this

sensor, and to attempt alignment of the remaining sensors by analysis of the island matching results.

3. Alignment of the Attitude Sensors Using Island Matching Results

The results of the island target matching consist of the island location errors in latitude and longitude,

along with the island coordinates, scan angle (i.e., pixel number), and other information (number of
pixels, catalog ID number) for each matched island. Given a set of island matches spanning a range

of scan angles, the average spacecraft attitude error can be estimated. Similarly, given a set of attitude

error estimates spanning a range of attitude sensor outputs (i.e., Sun vector positions within the DSS
FOV), it is possible to estimate the attitude sensor alignment errors.

3.1 Calculation of Partial Derivatives

Estimation of the spacecraft attitude error requires that the sensitivity of the island locations to attitude

changes (i.e., partial derivatives of the latitude and longitude with respect to roll, pitch and yaw) be

calculated. Although this can be performed analytically, a numerical approach was chosen for

simplicity. This was performed in two stages. First, look-up tables were generated, which contained
partial derivatives of SeaWiFS observed latitudes and longitudes with respect to roll, pitch and yaw, as

a function of observation pixel number and latitude. Then, the latitudes and pixel numbers for a set of

island matches were used to interpolate from the table values, to generate the partial derivatives for

every island in the set.

The use of look-up tables indexed only by latitude and pixel number is based on the fact that both the

partial derivatives and the observed latitude are functions of the same parameters: the orbit latitude and

altitude, spacecraft attitude, tilt angle and pixel number. Further, the observed latitude can be used to

infer the orbit latitude, if the other quantities are known. By assuming that the orbit altitude,

spacecraft attitude and tilt angle are fixed (a reasonable approximation in this case), a fixed
relationship is established between observed latitude, orbit latitude and pixel number.

This relationship was used to generate the look-up tables as follows. First, a nominal set of observed

locations was generated using a simulated orbit, fixed tilt and nominal attitude. Then the attitude

angles were perturbed by small amounts, one at a time, and the observed locations were regenerated.

The differences in observed locations, which represent the numerical partial derivatives, were

computed and saved for each attitude angle, along with the nominal latitudes and pixel numbers.

Since the tilt angle can be either forward or aft, two sets of tables were generated, one for each flit.
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After thetablesweregenerated, the partial derivatives for each island were computed. For each

island, the associated pixel number was used to select a table column; the row was selected by finding

the tabulated latitudes within that column which bounded the island latitude. The partial derivatives
were then interpolated to the island location using the values from the selected column and rows. The

output was a set of six partial derivatives, of the island latitude and longitude with respect to
spacecraft roll, pitch and yaw.

This approach makes some assumptions, most notably that the actual variations in the spacecraft

attitude have a negligible effect on the partial derivatives. While this is not entirely correct, for the

typical range of attitude angles (+/-1 degree) the effect on the partial derivatives is a few percent.

Since the alignment corrections being estimated are of the order of 0.1 degree, errors of a few percent
in the partial derivatives are acceptable.

3.2 Estimation of Alignment Errors and Results

Once the partial derivatives have been computed for a set of island matches, they can be combined
with the island location errors to estimate the average attitude error using the least-squares method.

However, interpretation of the attitude error in terms of sensor misalignments is not necessarily
straightforward, and requires knowledge of how each sensor is affected the spacecraft attitude. The

HS data are affected by the roll and pitch, but are mostly insensitive to yaw; the DSS data are affected

by all three angles, but while the sensitivity to pitch is constant, the sensitivity to roll and yaw varies

with orbit position (i.e., as the Sun vector moves in the spacecraft reference frame). In addition, for

SeaWiFS attitude determination, the DSS data are weighted more heavily than the HS. Thus, the pitch

and yaw angles depend almost exclusively on the Sun sensor data, while the roll angle depends

primarily on the HS data for much of the orbit. Finally, since DSS-A and DSS-B coverage is

mutually exclusive, the attitude errors resulting from each can be analyzed independently.

This approach can be illustrated by plotting errors vs. pixel number for two latitude ranges and a given

time range. In this case, the island matches for Days 200 through 209 of 1998 were used. The plots
(Figure 6) show along-track error vs. pixel number for two latitude ranges: -10 to 0 degrees and 30 to

40 degrees. The first plot shows an overall positive bias and a negative slope, which result from

attitude errors of -.05 degree in pitch and. 12 degree in yaw, respectively. The second shows a

positive slope, resulting from a -. 14 degree yaw error. The data in the first plot lie south of the sub-

solar point, within the range of DSS-B, while the second plot is north, within DSS-A range, so the

corresponding attitude errors can be applied to the alignments for each of these sensors.

The analysis of the island location errors was performed using island matches from 10 days of data at

a time, which typically provides 5000 to 10,000 matches. This was repeated for different time ranges
spanning months of data to derive the current best set of attitude sensor alignments. The result has

been a reduction in the systematic error, so that the 1 pixel geolocation accuracy requirement can be

met. These results are shown by plotting island location errors vs. latitude for some recent data

(Fi_tre 7). The plots, which contain 6400 island matches, show a significant reduction in systematic

errors compared to previous results, although some structure is still evident, particularly near the

equator. The IQRs for these data are 0.569 and 0.564 pixel for the along-scan and along-track errors,

respectively, well within the requirement of 0.675 pixel.

It must be noted that these results, while encouraging, have not yet been produced with the full range

of seasonal variations (i.e., Sun angles) seen during the mission. The navigation assessment results
from future processing may indicate a need for further alignment corrections or other refinements to

meet the accuracy requirement under all conditions. Also, there are other factors affecting attitude
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determinationwhichhave not been considered here (e.g., seasonal horizon scanner triggering height

variations and the limitations of the current attitude dynamics model). Nonetheless, this approach has

resulted in significant improvements in SeaWiFS geolocation accuracy. The method of island targets

produces large numbers of error measurements and good coverage of the geometric, geographic and

temporal range of instrument observations, providing good visibility on systematic errors, as well as
the means for developing and evaluating future improvements.

4. Conclusion

A method of determining the OrbView-2 attitude sensor alignments has been developed, using

navigation assessment results based on island target matching. This method has been found to produce
more consistent attitude determination results than co-alignment of the sensors alone, and as a result

the SeaWiFS instrument geolocation accuracy requirement is currently being met. Navigation

assessment processing and analysis will be continued to verify future geolocation accuracy.
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ABSTRACT

The US Navy's GEOSAT Follow-On spacecraft was launched on February 10, 1998 with its primary mission objective to map the

oceans using a radar altimeter. The spacecraft tracking complement consists of GPS receivers, a laser retroreflector and Doppler

beacons. Since the GPS receivers have not yet returned reliable data, the only means of providing high-quality precise orbits has

been though satellite laser ranging (SLR). SLR has tracked the spacecraft since April 22, 1998, and an average of 7 passes per

day have been obtained from US and foreign stations. Since the predicted radial orbit error due to the gravity field is only two to
three cm, the largest contributor to the high SLR residuals (10 cm) is the mismodelling of the non-conservative forces. The SLR

residuals show a clear correlation with beta prime (solar elevation) angle, peaking in mid-August 1998 when the beta prime angle

reached -80 to -90 degrees. We report in this paper on the analysis of the GFO tracking data (SLR, Doppler, and if available

GPS) using GEODYN, and on the tuning of the non-conservative force model and the gravity model using these data.

INTRODUCTION

The launch of the GEOSAT Follow-On (GFO) 2 satellite February 10, 1998, marks the beginning of the Navy program to develop

an operational series of low-cost altimeter satellites for maintaining continuous ocean observation via the GEOSAT exact repeat

orbit (Table 1). GFO provides real-time measurements of the relative ocean heights for tactical applications and absolute heights

post-processed for large-scale ocean modelling.

GFO carries a single frequency (13.5 GHz) radar altimeter, a dual frequency water vapor radiometer, a dual frequency Doppler

beacon for operational tracking, a laser retroreflector and four Global Positioning System (GPS) dual-frequency receivers for

precision orbit determination (POD).

The measured quantity of interest, the ocean surface above the reference ellipsoid, is in fact a combination of two measurements:
the ocean surface with respect to the satellite as observed by the altimeter, and the satellite height above the reference ellipsoid

determined from the satellite tracking. GFO's capability to produce precise observations of the ocean surface thus depends

critically on the accuracy of the orbits produced from the Doppler, SLR, or GPS tracking (Table 2).

Since the GPS receivers have yet to deliver reliable data 1, SLR tracking has provided the only means for computing highly

accurate orbits. The 5-cm radial orbit error estimate for SLR tracking shown in Table 2 was derived in a pre-launch simulation
study 2. It is the Root Mean Square (RMS) error over one day. Orbits with somewhat better accuracy (2.2 cm) could be computed

using GPS data. The study (Ref. 2) also indicates that error in GFO precise orbits is driven by force model error.

The Space Geodesy Branch at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) has been given the task of improving GFO POD. This work

has included pre-flight orbit error analysis and now involves tuning a "macro model" of the approximate spacecraft geometry and

surface properties in order to better model the nonconservative forces, as well as tuning the gravity model. The GEOSAT exact

repeat orbit is designed to observe the same groundtrack every 17 nodal days. Orbit maneuvers are carried out periodica/ly to

1
The authors acknowledge Yoaz Bar-Sever of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and Scott Mitchell of Ball Aerospace for

information pertaining to modelling of the GFO attitude. J. Andrew Marshall (now at Lockheed-Martin, Denver) developed the

_reliminary macro-model for GFO.
Abbreviations and acronyms used in this paper are compiled in Appendix A.
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maintainthe same groundtrack to within 1 km.

This paper reviews the analysis of GFO POD using the untuned models, and presents evidence that the largest source of orbit
error is due to mismodelling of the solar radiation pressure. It is believed that tuning the macro model will correct this and a

preliminary analysis of such tuning is presented.

GFO PRECISION ORBIT DETERMINATION (POD) AND ANTICIPATED ERRORS

Orbit accuracy depends on POD model accuracy, quality of the tracking data, and choice of solution strategy. GEODYN 3, a state-

of-the-art least squares orbit determination and geodetic parameter recovery GSFC program, is used for GFO POD. Table 3 offers
• 4 5 6

a summary of the POD models. Several gravity fields were tested, EGM96 , TEG3 , JGM3 , and PGS7609G, a recent GSFC

combination model based on EGM96 but with additional TDRSS satellite tracking data from the EUVE, ERBS, XTE, GRO, and
TRMM satellites.

Although covariance projections indicate that orbit error due to gravity will be only 3-5 cm (Table 4), the error structure will be

complex, and include a geographically correlated component. By spherical harmonic order, the radial orbit error due to gravity is

highest at order 1, and in the vicinity of the k=2 resonance (near order 29) (Figure I). Tuning with GFO tracking data should
reduce this error.

Nonconservative forces acting on GFO consist of radiative forces and atmospheric drag. Radiative forces include solar radiation

pressure, the Earth's albedo (reflected light) and infrared radiation, and other secondary effects such as thermal imbalance in

emission from spacecraft surfaces. The macro model approximates GFO's surface geometry and material properties using eight
plates (Figure 2). Each plate has been assigned a body-fixed orientation, area, and specular and diffuse reflectivity coefficients

based on pre-launch engineering information. All plate interaction effects, such as shadowing and multiple reflections, are

ignored. The total acceleration with respect to the center of mass (CoM) is computed by summing vectorially the force acting on
each plate, taking into account each plate's area, angle of incidence and material properties. Throughout the orbit and over a Beta

prime cycle, radiation will be incident to a changing orientation of the macro model as computed using an analytical attitude

model. Beta prime is the angle to the sun from the orbit plane (Figure 3), and for GFO shows a period of about 336 days (Figure
4). The spacecraft mass is assumed to be 369 kg.

As shown in Figure 5, the largest nonconservative force acting on GFO is by far due to solar radiation pressure. Since the solar

radiation pressure is so large, even a small error will have a significant impact. The error for the untuned macro model will be I0

to 20 percent of the radiative force. For instance the a priori macro model for TOPEX was meticulously constructed using finite

element modelling and could only account for 90% of the radiative forces 7. However, after tuning, the TOPEX macro model is

believed to account for over 95% of the radiative forces 8.

The measurement model must first be verified before proceeding to refine the force models. Two vectors are involved for

defining the Laser Retroreflector Array (LRA) position with respect to the spacecraft CoM: 1) the location of the LRA phase
center with respect to the spacecraft body-fixed coordinate system, and 2) the location of the Center of mass in this coordinate

system. The LRA is fixed and only the location of the CoM changes with time, based on propellant usage. We estimated the LRA

phase center from SLR tracking, and this estimate would accommodate to first order ch.an9ges in the CoM for which we do not
have detailed information. The LRA consists of nine comer cubes arranged hemispherically, and is expected to have a stationary

phase center, independent of the tracking geometry. An analysis of measurement biases computed from one month of SLR

residuals, does not show any correlation with elevation angle.

Errors in the attitude model will not only affect the computation of the nonconservative forces, but more directly the modelled

observation. The LRA orientation changes according to the attitude profile. As in all radar altimeter satellites, GFO is nadir

pointing, and with attitude modelling defined only in the yaw. The analytical GFO yaw attitude model follows a cosine function

with a period of one orbit revolution and whose amplitude is determined by the Beta prime angle (Figure 6). On several

occasions, the implemented analytical model has been checked against especially requested telemetered attitude angles and has

shown little discrepancy. For example, over August 8 1998, there is a Root Mean Square (RMS) discrepancy of 0.206 °, 0.139 °,

and 0.248 ° for the roll, pitch, and yaw axes respectively (Figure 7). This can map to an SLR RMS measurement error of no larger
than 0.5 cm, which is near the expected 0.3-.05 cm SLR measurement noise level of third generation systems.
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TRACKING DATA AND ORBIT ANALYSIS

GFO POD relies on SLR tracking provided by a global network of NASA and foreign stations (Figure 8). Unfortunately the
tracking has been sparser than anticipated showing an average of about seven passes per day (Figure 9). Operational tracking

Doppler data from the three stations (Guam, Point Mugn California, and Prospect Harbor Maine) although noisy is also abundant,

and serves to slightly strengthen the SLR solution. After 40% of the data is edited, we typically use nine Doppler passes per day.

The Doppler station positions have been adjusted to the SLR frame using three months of Doppler data and SLR-determined
orbits that were held fixed in the solution.

Given the tracking density, an arc length of five days was selected over shorter arcs to increase the dynamic strength of the

solution 3. Are lengths of nine and ten days would also be suitable, however the frequency of satellite events such as computer

resets or maneuvers which are not modelled in GEODYN for POD, have allowed only a few uninterrupted ten day spans.

The solution strategy, with the objective to minimize orbit error, was developed considering the strength of the tracking data.

Several parameterization schemes were tested and the one finally selected is summarized in Table 3. According to this strategy

orbit error is minimized by adjusting, in addition to the orbit state, one coefficient (lightly constrained) to scale the solar radiation

pressure, a daily atmospheric drag scale coefficient, and an empirical one cycle per revolution (lcpr) acceleration for both the
along-track and cross-track components. The empirical terms absorb much of the residual accelerations remaining from the

mismodeUing of the various forces and greatly reduce orbit error 10. Since the empirical acceleration terms capture information

about the residual accelerations they should be left out of solutions designed to tune say the macro model, but in this case may be
used to reveal the characteristics of the mismodelled forces.

The initial orbit solutions show a large SLR residual mean, suggesting a measurement modelling error. One month (June 1998) of
data was sufficient to estimate the LRA offset (Table 5). It is not known which portion of the adjustment is due to an error in the

LRA offset or to an error in the specification of the CoM in the spacecraft coordinate system, but application of the estimated

offset reduces the SLR fits and the residual mean over several months tested (Tab.5, Figure 10).

No single test can uniquely gauge orbit accuracy. This analysis uses SLR residuals, or the misclosure between the highly precise

observed and computed ranges, and orbit differences between arcs sharing one day of overlapping data, to indicate the level of

orbit error. Since orbit error is typically minimized in the middle of an arc, overlap orbit differences computed over the ends of

the arcs should represent a reasonable estimate of error. GFO altimeter crossover residuals may also be used to test for orbit error.

We see considerable variation in the SLR fits from arc to arc with an overall fit of about 10-cm (Figure 11). Gravity error is

unlikely to explain the variation in orbit fits, as the four gravity fields tested show similar fits per arc, and more importantly

manifest the same trend over time. The change in the GFO orbit fits (for all gravity fields tested) correlates with an increase in the
absolute value beta prime angle. The orbit fits peak at the largest absolute beta prime values. This trend in SLR orbit residuals is

consistent with a mismodelling of the radiative forces acting on the GFO spacecraft. The radial orbit differences between adjacent

overlapping arcs shows a similar degradation at high (in absolute value) beta prime angles (Figure 12 and Table 6).

As Beta prime decreases from zero to -84 degrees the solar radiation pressure (and the mismodelled effect) will change its

projection from the predominately along-track and radial directions to the cross-track (Figure 13). The adjusted empirical
accelerations should thus decrease in magnitude in the along-track component, and increase in the cross-track. This is just what

we see (Figure 14). Not only does the along-track lcpr empirical acceleration magnitude decrease, but the associated phase (with

respect to orbit angle) remains constant from arc to arc until the spacecraft enters the full sunlight regime (Figure 15). The

observed phase coherence indicates that the force error preserves the same orientation with respect to orbit plane from arc to arc,

which in fact solar radiation pressure does (Figure 13). As the spacecraft reaches full sunlight (near --65 ° beta prime), the

recovered along-track acceleration magnitude becomes very small, for which the phase is probably not well determined. In

another study tuning the TDRSS macro model I1, a continuous phase was also observed in the recovered lcpr along-track

acceleration prior to tuning. After tuning, the recovered acceleration magnitudes were small and the phases showed no coherence.

Since nonconservative force model error dominates, tuning the macro model will precede tuning of the gravity field. Use of a

macro model tuned over the beta prime cycle of about 336 days should minimize nonconservative force model error

3. In cases of sparse tracking one can usually rely on the fidelity of the dynamic force models to determine a better orbit over a

longer span. Over a shorter arc, the solution may be ill determined, and the orbit error very large over periods with no data.
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contaminationingravityfieldtuning.

MACRO MODEL TUNING

The macro model represents the GFO spacecraft as an eight surface composite (Fig 2). It approximates the spacecraft geometry
and surface material properties to better model the surface force effects due to solar and terrestrial radiation pressure, and due to
atmospheric drag. Each surface (or plate) had been assigned an orientation with respect to the satellite fixed frame, an area, and a

specular and diffuse reflectivity coefficient based on pre-launch engineering specifications. The material properties of each plate

are assumed to be homogenous, representing an average value. In tuning, these average values are adjusted to best fit the GFO
tracking data using an orbit determination (OD) solution slrategy to insure the mismodelled nonconservative forces are not

absorbed in empirical parameter adjustments. Therefore the macro model is tuned to the residual satellite acceleration history
which is based on orbit errors sensed from the spacecraft tracking data.

OD parameterization suitable for macro model tuning adjusts the orbit state, the solar radiation pressure coefficient (CR), and one

drag coefficient (Co). Upon solution convergence for each arc, GEODYN writes out the normal equations for the orbit (state, Ca,

Co) and panel (area, specular, diffuse) parameters. These normal equations will be combined from arcs sampled over the beta
prime cycle and the selected panel parameters estimated using Bayesian least squares. The tuning procedure at GSFC, refined

with the experience gained tuning the TOPEX (Ref 9) and TDRSS (Ref 11) macro models, has been previously described in Ref
11.

A preliminary sensitivity study was performed using the combined normal matrix from four weU-spaced arcs to help identify
panel parameters that are to be estimated. Assuming a specified allowed percent change in each respective panel parameter a

priori value, and using only the left-hand side diagonal (variance) terms of the normal matrix, the resulting "uncorrelated

weighted variance" is computed in order to compare parameter sensitivity or change in residual variance with respect to
parameter adjustments. The a priori surface area assigned to each plate is believed to be relatively well determined with about a

10% error. There is much greater uncertainty for the a priori specular and diffuse reflectivity coefficients, computed as an

aggregate average of these properties for each surface. The area is allowed to change by 10% and the reflectivity coefficients by
100% for the sensitivity analysis. As shown in Figure 16, specular coefficients for four parameters representing the solar array, the

bottom plate (+z facing Earth), and the top and bottom sides of the altimeter antenna reflector, are likely candidates for the macro
model tuning adjustment.

From previous experience, it is anticipated tuning will greatly reduce the radiative force model error. Following tuning,

atmospheric drag may become the dominant nonconservative force model error. Atmospheric drag, modelled as a function of

atmosphere density and area projected in the along-track direction, is significant for GFO POD, in spite of the small relative
magnitude (Fig. 5), due to the large uncertainty in the computed air density. The orbit error due to drag may be somewhat reduced
by also adjusting the panel area parameters during tuning.

SUMMARY

The Space Geodesy Branch at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) has been given the task of improving GFO precision orbit

determination (POD). Pre-flight orbit error analysis preceded the current work which involves tuning a "macro model" of the

approximate spacecraft geometry and surface properties in order to better represent the nonconservative forces, as well as tuning
the gravity field. Since GPS receivers have yet to deliver reliable tracking data, SLR tracking offers the only means with which to

compute precise orbits for this spacecraft. The current state-of-the-art POD models, as implemented in GEODYN, were
employed to compute orbits using SLR tracking. The orbits, tracking data, and current POD models were evaluated and the SLR

measurement modelling was verified. The attitude model was compared with telemetered values. SLR tracking data was used to
estimate the LRA phase center to CoM vector.

Analysis of the SLR orbit fits, orbit differences between adjacent overlapping arcs, and recovered empirical accelerations indicate

a radial orbit error of about 10-cm dominated by solar radiation pressure. For this reason tuning of the macro model will precede

tuning of the gravity field. A preliminary sensitivity analysis of the macro model parameters suggests that the specular coefficients

for the solar array, the spacecraft body bottom plate, and altimeter antenna reflector are the best candidates for the tuning

adjustment. Based on experience in tuning models for TOPEX and TDRSS, it is anticipated that tuning the macro model, and
subsequently the gravity field using GFO tracking data will significantly reduce the current levels of orbit error for GFO.
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APPENDIX A

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

Abbreviations found in this paper are normally defined after the first use of the technical term.

CoM

ERBS

EUVE

GEOSAT

GFO

GPS
GRO

GSFC

LRA

NASA
OD

POD

RMS

SA

SLR
TDRSS

TOPEX

RMM

XTE

center of mass

Earth Radiation Budget Satellite

Extreme Ultra-Violet Explorer

Geodesy Satellite
GEOSAT Follow-On

Global Positioning System

Compton Gamma Ray Observatory

Goddard Space Flight Center

laser retroreflector array

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
orbit determination

precision orbit determination

root mean square

solar array

satellite laser ranging
Tracking and Data Relay Satellites System

Ocean Topography Experiment

Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission

Bruno B. Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer
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TABLES AND FIGURES

Table 1. GEOSAT Exact Repeat Orbit

Orbit parameter

Altitude

value

8O0 l_n

Eccentricity 0.0008

Inclination 108 deg

Repeat Period 244 revs in 17 days

Table 2. GFO Altimeter Error Budget 3

Component

Altimeter
instrument noise

biases

sea surface (EM & skewness)

Media

troposphere
ionosphere

SLR POD (radial orbit)

Total RSS

Source

Ball

Ball

TOPEX

Ball

Ball

GSFC

Error (cm)

1.9

3.0
2.3

2.0

1.7

5.0

7.1

Table 3. GFO Precise Orbit Determination Modelling

Model Category

Geophysical models

Gravity
Ocean/Earth Tides

Atmospheric density
Spacecraft geometry and surface forces
Station Coordinates
Earth Orientation Parameters

Planetary Ephemeris

Measurement Model
SLR

Doppler

Tracking Data Weights
SLR

Doppler

Estimated Parameters

Description

PGS7609G (EMG96+ TDRSS tracking of GRO, XTE, TRMM, ERBS)

PGS7609G (based on Ray '94 12 )
MSIS-8613

GFO a priori macro model
CSR95L02 SLR solution frame s

CSR95L02 from LAGEOS tracking
DE403

A priori CoM, estimated LRA offset, analytical attitude
A priori CoM, a priori beacon offset, analytical attitude

10 cm

2 cm/sec

Orbit state,

Atmospheric drag Co per day

Solar radiation pressure CRper arc (lightly constrained)

Along-track lcpr empirical acceleration per arc

Cross-track lcpr empirical acceleration per arc

Doppler measurement and troposphere bias per pass

4. An official GFO altimeter system error budget has yet to be published. The values shown here have been compiled from an
internal Ball document provided by Scott Mitchell, from the TOPEX/POSEIDON Mission Plan, and the orbit error simulations

performed at GSFC.

5. CSR95L02 is the SLR station position and velocities used to compute the TOPEX/POSEIDON precise orbits, Richard Eanes,
CSR, 1995.
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Table 4. Gravity Orbit Error Covariance (to 70x70) Projection for GFO

Gravity
Field Radial

GFO Orbit Error (era)

Cross-Track Along-Track

JGM3 4.97 23.80 42.61

TEG3 3.48 21.42 42.76

EGM96 2.61 8.94 17.72

PGS7609G 2.61 8.93 16.44

Table 5. LRA Offset - CoM Vector Estimate

Description

A priori CoM

A priori offset

Estimated offset

Spacecraft Body-fixed Coordinates (cm)
X Y Z

89.7

114.2

107.9

0.8 -6.6

77.2 42.7

76.1 53.3

SLR residual SLR residual

Mean (cm) RMS (cm)

-2.5 10.7

-0.1 10.0

Table 6. SLR Fit and Orbit Precision in relation to Beta Prime

Beta prime regime
Absolute value

(degrees)

0 to 64 (low)

65 to 85 (high)

SLR fit

(cm)

Orbit Overlap Arc Difference (cm)

9.4

Radial Cross-Track Along-Track

56.67.7 20.7

14.6 23.5

10.8 21.8

76.210.4

Total 10.0 64.7
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Abstract

The Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX') satellite, designed, built and managed by the Applied Physics

Laboratory (APL) for the Ballistic Missile Defense Office (BMDO), was launched April 26, 1996, and is still
operational. The size, agility, and pointing accuracy requirements of MSX are highly unusual in their

combination: launch mass of the satellite was 2713 kg.; it was designed to have the capability to point and track

over a full 4_ steradian range, with targets ranging from inertial stares to ballistic missiles, surrogates, ground

points, and other satellites; real-time pointing accuracy was specified to be better than 0.1E, with jitter less than 9

_rad over 700 ms.; and post-flight absolute attitude knowledge was specified to be accurate to 9 laxad during all

science events. All indications are that each of these requirements except the last has been met with margin.

However, as became abundantly clear very soon after launch, the accuracy of the post-flight or Definitive

Attitude (DA) estimation process fell very far short of the 9 p,rad requirement, to the distinct detriment of science

instrument calibration and data analysis. Early efforts to remedy this inadequacy essentially concentrated on

"tuning" the estimation process as originally implemented, and were demonstrably ineffective. Finally, late in
1996, it was realized that a fundamental re-evaluation of the attitude sensor suite and the DA estimation

algorithms and procedures was necessary. This process has continued to the present and the results are
simultaneously rewarding and maddening.

This paper presents a history and summary of our findings about the accuracy of the MSX attitude

estimation process. Specific areas of discussion include:

< Definition of accuracy requirements; evaluation criteria; definition of frames of reference

and differentiation among the various contributors to "absolute accuracy";

< Estimation algorithm design; data processing, reporting and quality assurance procedures;

< Inertial sensor error models and their mis-use;

< Inertial sensor requirements and initial calibration specifications; and

< Attitude system in-flight calibration requirements, experiment design and requirements, and
error observability considerations.

An overview of the achievable pointing accuracy of the MSX system is discussed, and particular recommendations

are presented as to how designers of "MSX II" might avoid many of the difficulties we have come upon.
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Introduction

The Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX) satellite, launched April 26, 1996, was designed,

built and managed for the Ballistic Missile Defense Orifice (BMDO) by the Applied Physics Laboratory

of Johns Hopkins University (APL/JHU), and is still operational. With a launch mass of 2713 kg. and

an initial inertia tensor of

I1739 17 -104-
I_y= 17 5660 35

-104 35 5538

kgm 2

MSX is the largest and most complex spacecrat_ built by APL. References [1,2], special issues of the

Johns Hopkins APL Technical Digest devoted to the MSX mission, describe the vehicle, its mission

and history, and the individual science instruments in some detail. Figure 1. is a conceptual view of the

satellite and its major experimental instruments, and gives some idea of the vehicle's physical

complexity.
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Figure 1. MSX Spacecraft and Major Instrument Locations
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In order to meet its mission science objectives, rather demanding requirements on vehicle

attitude agility and pointing accuracy were specified. Real-time requirements for estimation and

control may be basically summarized as:

1. Point the vehicle to the commanded attitude to within 0.1 deg.;

2. Maintain pointing stability to within 9 _trad over 700 msec.;

3. Track at commanded rates of up to 1.5 deg/sec and commanded angular

accelerations of up to 0.03 deg/sec 2.

The first of these requirements is to ensure that the observed target is near the center of the field

of view of the science instruments. The second is derived from pixel sizes and integration times

of the instruments. And the third is necessary to track ballistic missiles and their surrogates, as

well as satellites and other moving objects. By all measures, the on-board guidance and control

system has met all these requirements with ample margin.

Then, for reconstruction post-event, it was specified that attitude should be estimated to

an accuracy of 9 l.trad, each axis, with output at 20 Hz. ("definitive attitude files" or DAF), and it

was here that the real problems began. First, there was no agreement within the MSX community

as to what "9 lxrad" accuracy was to mean, whether it was "1-o", "3-o", or "do not exceed".

Second, it was never agreed to which frame this accuracy applied, whether it was a "Spacecraft

Fiducial Frame" or the individual frames of reference of each of the three primary instruments

(SPIRIT III, UVISI, and SBV. See References [1,2] for descriptions of the instruments.), and the

means of determining the relative alignments of each instrument to any reference frame were not

well thought out and demonstrated to be robust. Finally and perhaps most important, several

analytic assumptions regarding attitude kinematics, dynamics and estimation were made which

ultimately rendered meeting any "9 _trad" requirement virtually impossible.

Attitude Sensors

The attitude sensor suite of MSX is conceptually divided into "coarse sensors", consisting
of:

• Two EDO/Barnes IR Horizon Scanners;

• Five Digital Solar Aspect Detector (DSAD) Sun Sensors, provided by Adcole Corp.;
and

• A Three-Axis Vector Magnetometer, provided by Schonstedt Instrument Co.,

and "fine sensors", consisting of:

A single Ball 601 Star Tracker, and

Dual Independent Inertial Reference Units, provided by Honeywell and based on

GG1320 gyros.

Generally speaking, the coarse sensors are relevant only for attitude acquisition and "SAFE"
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mode operations, and will not be discussed further here (see Reference [3] for a discussion of

spacecraft modes).

The Ball 601 Star Tracker is a CCD-based device, capable of tracking up to five individual

stars within its 8ExSE field of view (FOV). Calculated centroid positions of the tracked stars are

output to the attitude system at approximately 9 Hz. in tracker coordinates, and the observed

pattern is compared to an on-board star catalog of approximately 9000 stars for inertial attitude

computation.

This "single-frame" attitude estimate is computed with the QUEST algorithm (Reference

[4]), and provides the fundamental whole-value attitude measurement for both the on-board and

definitive attitude computations. Since these measurements are made in the tracker coordinate

system, the estimated attitude quaternion will represent the rotation from inertial to tracker

coordinates, represented as qI2ST. Then MSX body attitude in inertial space, qI2B, is computed

using the measured attitude of the star tracker in a body-fixed 03) frame, denoted qST2B, so that

qI2B / qI2ST 0 qST2B, where '0' denotes quaternion composition (Note that this order of

composition may be non-standard. The notation throughout this paper is consistent: "qA2B 0

qB2C = qA2C".). Because the tracker represents our most fundamental measurement of _vhole-

value attitude, the star tracker frame is taken as the fiducial frame throughout this paper

(equivalently, all comparisons may be made in the body 03) frame with qST2B fixed).

Based on specifications provided by Ball Aerospace and the acceptance data package for

the MSX tracker, it appears that the centroid location error for each tracked star should be

described by a random variable with standard deviation _ _ 15 larad when the true centroid is

taken as randomly positioned in the FOV. Extensive analyses and simulations (Reference [5])

have indicated that under this assumption, the QUEST algorithm generates single frame attitude

estimates with an accuracy of approximately 150 larad about the tracker boresight and

approximately 7 _trad about the tracker transverse axes.

The redundant gyro packages supplied by Honeywell each consist of a nominally

orthogonal triad ofGG1320 ring laser gyroscopes (RLGs) and a Mil-Std 1750 processor. Output

to the attitude system is at 20 Hz., and the primary product is a whole value quatemion

representing the transformation from "gyro case at turn-on to current gyro case", qG02G. From

sequential quaternions, we may derive measurements of differential body motion at 20 Hz.,

represented in gyro case coordinates, )2gin, and in body coordinates, )2_ay = TG2B )2gr_o where

TG2B is the nominally constant transformation from gyro to body coordinates.

At this point, little can be determined definitively about the specified accuracy required of

the gyro units. It appears that Honeywell believed, based on test data or modeling that the

residual uncompensated bias drift 03D) rates were not greater that 0. l°/hr., each axis, and that the

angle random walk errors (ARW) were not greater than 0.007°/hr _c2 While ARW cannot be

quantified on-orbit, we can observe long term dritt data. Some very long term estimates of BD

have indicated that this error is of the order 0.002 °/hr., while shorter term estimates indicate that

over periods of up to two hours drift rates on the order of 0.5 °/hr. or more may be observed.

Data regarding residual internal alignment errors are not readily available, but some events

provide observability to a limited set of these terms. This will be discussed in some detail later.
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The placement of the gyro packages and the star tracker are illustrated in Figure 2. The

coordinate axes shown there are the spacecraft body-fixed axes, in which pointing accuracy

discussions are framed. All of the science instruments have their boresight axes nominally aligned

with the spacecraft +X axis.

+Z

+Y SPIRIT II1

Solar Shade
/steam

Boresight

.°

+X

_yro

Star Tracker

Figure 2. Attitude Sensor Locations and MSX Body Coordinate Axes

Coordinate System Definitions & Aliqnment Estimation

As indicated earlier, the original requirement for post-flight attitude determination for MSX

was for an accuracy of 9 l.trad, but with undefined statistical meaning and with undefined error

contributors. For example, it was never decided whether this is a 1-_ requirement or a 3-_

requirement, or a requirement against some other statistic. And it was never decided whether this

meant absolute accuracy of each instrument pointing accuracy or accuracy ofa fiducial frame.

For the purposes of this paper and ongoing analyses, we have established the star tracker

internal coordinates as the absolute fiducial flame of reference, and define the MSX body coordinate

frame to be the tracker fiducial flame transformed by the alignment of the tracker as last measured pre-

launch. All results presented here and elsewhere relative to attitude accuracy are stated in one of these

(equivalent) frames.

Then the alignment of the various instruments and the gyros must be known in this frame.
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While the gyros and star tracker are mounted on an optical bench and should be quite stably aligned

relative to one another, there is evidence that noticeable shills in their relative alignment do occur. And

since, with the possible exception of SPIRIT 11I (which was supposed to be self-aligning with its

autocollimator), there is little reason to expect that instrument boresights would not move relative to

the tracker, the necessity of measuring gyro and instrument alignments for each event seems dear.

However, relatively little effort was devoted to this task and very little consideration of

observability was given to the design of alignment estimation events. The result has been that relative

precision has effectively replaced absolute accuracy in any measure of system performance.

Experiences in Attitude Estimation

Since MSX was launched a seemingly unending sequence of "experiences" have been

encountered in our attempts to provide accurate, adequate and believable estimates of spacecraft

attitude for the science instrument investigators. These have ranged from those requiring minor fixes

to discoveries of fundamental flaws in the design of the overall attitude system and from discoveries of

subtle but important modeling nuances to instances of serious naivete. The following sub-sections

discuss the more important of these experiences and our attempts to alleviate their effects. The

ordering is largely chronological by time of encounter.

Estimation _;oftware Desiqn & Quality Control. The attitude estimation sottware for
both the on-board real-time system and the post-flight definitive system were conceived as

straightforward implementations of a Kalman filter, very much as described in References [6,7].

Because of computational capability limitations on-board, the real-time system was designed to operate

at 2 Hz., while the DA system operates at 20 Hz. Initial detailed simulation and testing of both systems

indicated completely adequate performance.

However, in implementing the DA system, one initial mistake was made in our failure to read

with understanding an early paragraph in Reference [6], and our attempt to implement a too-detailed

dynamic model, treating gyro rates as measurements. Quoting from [6],

"The dynamic equations for the _ attitude pose many difficulties in the filter

modeling. In particular, the external torques and the distribution of momentum internally due to

the use of rotating or rastering instruments lead to significant uncertainties in the modeling. For

autonomous spacecr_ the use of inertial reference units as a model replacement permits the
circumvention of these problems. In this representation, the angular velocity of the spacecraft is
obtained from the gym dam The kinematic equations are used to obtain the attitude state and this
is augmented by means of additional state vector components for the gym biases. Thus, gym data
are not treated as observationsand the gym noise appears as state noise ratherthan as observation
noise."

Noting and heeding this paragraph led to the first significant improvement in the DA system. For a

number of reasons, the real-time system was always implemented treating gyro data as kinematic truth.

In addition to the difficulties brought on by early design problems in the filter, the procedures

for generating attitude files left much to be desired. It was presumed by program management that

precision trajectory generation could be implemented as an automated process. The sottware was

initially designed to run nearly autonomously without the intervention of any person who actually could

tell whether the results were valid or met any tests of reasonableness. This was realized fairly early on
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by some of the staff but management has only recently accepted the necessity of intervention by

experienced analysts in this sort of"data-intensive" estimation.

This basic extended Kalman filter soRware design was then used, modified, tuned, tested and

extended through several versions as we attempted to generate attitude history files that were

believable. Eventually, _er "Version 5" of the program, a more fundamental look at error models for
the star tracker was undertaken.

Star Tracker Error Models. In all of our initial design work for the MSX DA system, we

relied on the basic assumption that errors in the star tracker were fundamentally white gaussian noise,

thus reducible by filtering. It was discovered later that this assumption is invalid, but not until it had

serious effects on definitive attitude software design.

Recall that all the science instruments have their boresights nominally aligned with the

spacecraft +X axis. Thus small attitude errors about this axis do not affect instrument pointing to first

order. Therefore, in the case where attitude knowledge errors are not isotropic, one should design the

attitude estimation system so that the least accurate knowledge is +X. In the case where absolute

pointing is derived from a single star tracker, this corresponds to mounting the tracker so that its

boresight is along +X. However, many MSX experiments require pointing the instruments near the

Earth limb, or even at the hard Earth. Thus, to attempt to minimize stray light interference with the

tracker, its boresight was tilted about the +Z axis by 20 deg., so that it should point significantly above

the horizon during earth limb tracking events. If tracker errors were white (hence reducible by

filtering), this should have caused little or no degradation in pointing knowledge accuracy.

First, the tracker errors have a component which is distinctly not white noise, as was discussed

in Reference [4], and in fact is a nearly deterministic function of image position on the tracker CCD.

This is easily seen in Figure 3., extracted from the acceptance test report for the MSX tracker. In this

test, a simulated star image was dragged slowly across the CCD, and the sinusoidal nature of the

observed centroid position error is clear. The signal is at CCD pixel frequency. A further example of

this sort of behavior is seen in Figure 4., derived fi'om MSX flight data. Here five stars are tracked

continuously as the vehicle moves slowly in a scan. Taking an arbitrary star as a baseline, the angular

distance to the other four is plotted as a function of time. Since the stars are fixed in inertial space, the

observed variation in angular distance among them must be a characteristic of star tracker errors, and it

seems clear that these errors are not white noise.

The result of these error characteristics coupled with the tilt of the tracker boresight is that the

error in boresight pointing knowledge becomes highly correlated with science instrument pointing, and

cannot be removed. There has been much study and discussion of this phenomenon, and several means

of eliminating or reducing these errors have been proposed, ranging from various forms of filtering or

smoothing to modeling the errors as a time-correlated process (Reference [9], for example). But the

fact at this point is undeniable that the tracker errors as represented in Figures 3. & 4. cannot be

reduced by standard filtering or smoothing techniques. To fully appreciate this, one need only consider

the case of an inertial stare with the tracker observing the same stars continuously. The constant

component of the errors as illustrated above cannot be distinguished from the true signal, thus cannot

be removed. This has been discussed further in Reference [5], where it is shown that with the MSX
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tracker alignment, and presuming a 1-o tracking error of 15 wad for each of five tracked stars, the

attitude knowledge error covariance is

)BODY

132:

= - 6300

24

_6300482 -

-9 7_J

grad _,

as compared to the tracker flame covariance of

r,40 
=l 23

PrRac_R 7_

26 0 7'J

grad s .

The introduction of errors into instrument pointing is dear, and has been observed in instrument data.

It is immediately clear that the incorporation of the information provided by a second tracker

mounted with its boresight approximately orthogonal to the first will render the total single flame

attitude error covariance approximately isotropic. Thus the fundamental information problem which

has plagued MSX attitude estimation would have been effectively eliminated even given our assertion

of the basic irreducibility of some classes of tracker errors. A second tracker was considered for MSX,

but was rejected for a number of reasons. At least one of those was the lack of understanding at the

time of the non-white nature of the tracker errors. It is rewarding to report that, after much

programmatic tooth-gnashing, two trackers were incorporated into the design of the Thermosphere,

Ionosphere, Mesosphere, Energefics and Dynamics (TIMED) satelhte now under construction at APL

(TIMED has an isotropic attitude knowledge requirement).

An example of tracker roll error affecting estimated attitude is seen in Figure 5. This is a plot

of real data from a calibration event for the SPIRIT 111instrument, where the spacecraft is commanded

to rotate at -50 l.trad/sec about the spacecraft +Z axis. Seen in the figure are the trajectory across the

SPIRIT III focal plane as observed by SPIRIT lII ('REFERENCE'), as estimated by the on-board

system, as estimated from integrated gyro data, and as computed by the star tracker (note that the saw-

tooth nature of the SPIRIT ]//has since been removed by model improvements). We note the strong

similarity of trajectory among the first three trajectories immediately (the offset is a/ignment, which can

be readily removed), and the very large variations in the star tracker single-flame solutions. The

"snatches" there correspond to changes in tracked stars as the spacecraft moves, and it seems clear that

no noise reduction type algorithm can reasonably remove that signal.

It was at about this point in the program that we began to understand the fundamental problem

of correlation (actually causality) between star tracker roll errors and instrument pointing errors and the

difficulty in attempting to filter out nearly deterministic errors. As noted above, Figure 5. indicates that

the relative motion (except for alignment) of the gyro-generated trajectory and that of SPIRIT 111 are

real/y quite simi/ar. Since absolute accuracy can be calibrated out it was then decided to look at

generating DA trajectories from gyro data with the star tracker used as an instrument for overall

calibration of the gyros on each event.
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We noted earlier that the Star Tracker was tilted away from the nominal boresight of the

science instruments in attempt to minimize light stray intrusion when pointing near the earth limb. We

should also note that this was less than totally successful, apparently due to incorrect or inadequate

analysis of the tracker shade. The upshot is that in many events there are long intervals with no star

tracker fixes. This not only means that the assumed continuous correction of integrated gyro errors

does not take place in a recursive estimator, but also that the nominal error model for the last few

available fixes is probably grossly optimistic. This difficulty is largely overcome by the batch estimator

described below for the rather fi-equent earth limb or hard earth events where tracker data are available

at the beginning and end of the tracking period.

Gyro Based Processinq and Gyro Error Models. As described above the fundamental

output of the MSX gyro packages is quaternions representing the rotation from the nominally

orthogonal gyro case frame at initialization to the gyro case flame at the current time tag, qG02G.

Then, given the orientation of the case frame at initialization and the transformation from gyro case to

MSX body, we may represent vehicle attitude in inertial space by the quatemion
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qI2B = qI2G0 0 qG02G 0 qG2B.

Of these quantities, qI2G0 may be estimated to first order easily and qG2B is measured prelaunch.

However, it is necessary to have estimates of these quantities more accurate than "first order" to have

any chance of meeting MSX accuracy requirements.

It was also noted above that, despite the observed nature of the star tracker errors and their

effect on the recursive estimator, there is every reason to believe that the errors are zero mean and

essentially normal when considered over the entire CCD. Thus it seems reasonable to use the star

tracker to effectively align the gyros for each event. In this formulation we seek to estimate 5qO and

_SqA, small value adjustments to qI2B as computed above so that

qI2B(tracker) - qI2B(true) = 5qO 0 qI2B 0 8qA.

Based on small angle assumptions, we have formulated the least squares equations to estimate these

small adjustments, and have implemented them in an iterative loop which seems to converge quite well.

In addition, within this iterative loop, an adjustment is made for the appearance of a drift-like difference

between the gyros and star tracker, linear in time. This is acknowledged to be an improper

representation ofgyro drift in the general case, but appears adequate for many events. A separate and

mathematically proper formulation for estimation ofgyro drift has also been formulated.

This estimator has been tested on a fairly wide variety of events with success ranging fi-om

apparently .very good and understandable fits to some characteristics that were originally mystifying but

now seem flagrantly and embarrassingly obvious. In any event, the algorithms have been implemented

as production code and reprocessing of several hundred DCEs is in process.

As noted immediately above, a number of characteristics of gyro-to-star tracker residual plots

were previously very poorly understood. Then a special request was received to process several CB05

events. These particular events are SPIRIT Ill DCEs, and consist essentially of three or four raster

scans of back and forth motion about the spacecraft Y-axis.

The results of the star tracker to gyro fit for this event are shown in Figure 6. in the form of a

time history of residuals from the fit in spacecratt X,Y,Z coordinates (units are lxrad). Here we see the

results of several phenomena alluded to before. First the residuals about the X-axis (top strip) are

significantly larger, but apparently zero mean and looking a lot like noise. This is a result of X

corresponding very closely to tracker boresight. Next, the Y-residuals (middle strip) appear to be

approximately sin(20 °) _ 0.34 times the X-residuals. This may be seen fairly clearly even in some of

the residual patterns (not just as a statistic). Finally, the Z-residuals appear to have significantly lower

noise content but a clear signal pattern Such a signal is either not present in the X & Y plots or is

masked by noise. The low noise of the Z-residuals corresponds to lack of correlation of tracker roll

errors into Z.

Since this Z-signal is clearly causal, it must be the result of some unmodeled error, and there

are only two sources of data. It seeming unrealistic to attribute this sort of error to the tracker, the

gyros were studied a little more closely, and it was finally hypothesized that a non-orthogonality error
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in the gyro instrument mounting compensation could lead to exactly this sort of error signature in the

presence of the commanded motion for this event. In retrospect, consistent, but not so obvious,

residual signatures had been seen in other events for months prior to this observation.

A mathematical formulation of the error equations for instrument non-orthogonality has been

formulated and implemented in our estimation software, consistent with the presentation in Reference

[8]. The results of applying this estimator to this event are presented in Figure 7. (Z-axis only). The

improvement in fit is immediate and dramatic. Residual error dropped from 47 _rad (1-_) to 20 _rad,

and the characteristic "tails" on the error plot (corresponding again to commanded vehicle motion)

disappear. The remaining residual appears to show no pattern that might not reasonably be attributed

to a combination of tracker noise and white noise and ARW in gyro data.

Summary and Conclusions

The Midcourse Space Experiment satellite has, by and large, been a significant scientific and

engineering success. One particular point of difficulty, from both an engineering and scientific point of

view, has been precision post-flight attitude determination. Extensive efforts have been made to meet

the mission goal of 9 _ad absolute poinfmg accuracy, and while real improvements have been made

since initial operations, the goal has dearly been missed in most instances. This shortcoming is

attributed to a number of factors which are summarized here, and all contributors may generally be

classified as inadequate system design, naive untested assumptions, and inexperience in precision
estimation.

Two assumptions led to critical design inadequacies in MSX. It was assumed first that the star

tracker would provide uninterrupted measurements to its design accuracy specifications, and, second,

that the errors in these measurements would be properly (or at least adequately) modeled as white

gaussian noise. As described above the errors have a significant component which, while nearly

deterministic in some senses, cannot reasonably be modeled or compensated. This leads directly to a

lower bound on the accuracy information content of the measurements.

Because of the first assumption, requirements on gyro performance, particularly bias

compensation and internal instrument alignment compensation were not well defined, and no effort was

made to provide any on-board error calibration capability. The idea was that any accumulated gyro

errors would be compensated at 9 Hz. in the DAF, and it is possible to allow significant gyro errors

under such circumstances. In fact, there are many events where tracker updates are unavailable for

long periods so that all navigation is necessarily via gyros only (for example, many missile tracks, all

"hard-earth" tracking events, and most earth limb events). It is easy to show that gyro internal

misalignment errors of 20 arcseconds or so (not a large error) can cause hundreds of microradians of

pointing error on these events.

The second assumption was a major contributor to justification of omitting a second star

tracker, the assumption being that errors could be adequately reduced by filtering. Also, this

assumption led directly to the decision to cant the tracker away from the instrument pointing axis, thus

leading to causal errors in instrument pointing. When it became clear that this modeling error could
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not be easily overcome by "filter tuning", and that we needed to essentially generate gyro-only

trajectories, all of the same comments on gyro calibration became immediately obvious again.

While it is quite possible to estimate gyro alignment terms in real time, no effort was made to

do so, and the information content in the star tracker measurements is so low about one axis that most

terms are inadequately observable in the short time of a single event. Figures 6. and 7. above give one

illustration of this statement not being universally true, but observations over several similar events

indicate that the estimated terms vary significantly from event to event.

Finally, the program always assumed that the actual attitude determination process ("mnrimg

the program") could be implemented as an automated hands-off process without intervention, editing,

tuning and care by an experienced analyst. It is only very recently that this level of attention has begun

to be given to DAF generation. Because of this lack of attention early on, along with the previously

described problems, much of the product of the DA effort was quickly seen to be completely

inadequate.
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Abstract

The Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS) was successfully launched on December 6, 1998 at

00:58 UTC. The two year mission is the fourth in the series of Small Explorer (SMEX) missions. SWAS is
dedicated to the study of star formation and interstellar chemistry. SWAS was injected into a 635 km by
650 km orbit with an inclination of nearly 70 deg by an Orbital Sciences Corporation Pegasus XL launch
vehicle.

The Flight Dynamics attitude and navigation teams supported all phases of the early mission. This
support included orbit determination, attitude determination, real-time monitoring, and sensor calibration.

This paper reports the main results and lessons learned concerning navigation, support software, star

tracker performance, magnetometer and gyroscope calibrations, and anomaly resolution. This includes
information on spacecraft tip-off rates, first-day navigation problems, target acquisition anomalies, star

tracker anomalies, and significant sensor improvements due to calibration efforts.

1. Introduction

The Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS) was successfully launched on December 6, 1998 (UTC).

Orbital Sciences Corporation's enhanced Pegasus model XL, 3-stage, expendable launch vehicle launched SWAS

into a near circular (635 km x 650 kin) and high-inclination (69.96 deg) orbit. The Orbital Cartier Aircraft used to
air-launch the Pegasus off the California coast is an L-1011 stationed at Vandenberg Air Force Base. Only ground

sites are supporting SWAS.

The Flight Dynamics attitude and navigation teams successfully supported the launch. This support included orbit
determination, attitude determination, real-time monitoring, and sensor calibration. This paper describes experiences

during the launch and early mission phases. This first section gives a mission description of SWAS, a description of

the spacecraft along with its attitude sensors and various attitude modes, and a tracking complement description. The
next sections describe launch attempts, release and transition to a Sun-pointing attitude, software performance, and
navigation results for the first day. Anomaly resolution, star tracker performance, and gyroscope and magnetometer
calibrations are reviewed in the following sections. The paper concludes by describing some of the lessons learned

from this launch. An overview of the mission and the Flight Dynamics support requirements can be found in
Reference 1.

Mission Description

The Small Explorer (SMEX) was conceived as a low-cost program featuring a short turnaround time of typically 3
years from mission selection until launch readiness. However, because of problems with the Pegasus XL launch
vehicle, SWAS launch was delayed from May 1995 to December 1998. SWAS is the fourth spacecraft to be
launched in the SMEX series; the first three are the Solar, Anomalous and Magnetospheric Explorer (SAMPEX)

launched in July 1992, the Fast Auroral Snapshot Explorer (FAST) launched in August 1996, and the Transition

Region And Coronal Explorer (TRACE) launched in April 1998. The fifth in the series is the Wide-Field Infrared
Explorer (WIRE), launched in March 1999.

* This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) / Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC),

Greenbelt, MD, Contract NAS 5-31000.

t Currently with AI Solutions, Inc.

NASNGSFC, Guidance, Navigation and Control Center, Flight Mechanics Symposium, Greenbelt, MD USA, May 1999.
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SWAS is designed for a 3-year lifetime with a 2-year science goal. Scientists are using SWAS to study molecular

cloud compositions in the galactic plane by examining submillimeter spectral lines that cannot be studied using
ground-based facilities. The spectral lines of interest correspond to transitions between energy levels in several
chemical species, in particular: water molecule (I-I2160), isotopic water (I-I2tsO), oxygen molecule (O2), atomic

carbon (C), and isotopic carbon monoxide (t3CO), all of which emit in the 0.5-0.6 mm wavelength band. The data
provide a mini-survey of these clouds to be used for the development of maps. The chemistry data indicate the
primary means of radiative energy release from the molecular clouds, information needed for models of their

temperature and pressure. This is central to understanding the gravitational collapse of molecular clouds, leading to
the formation of stars and stellar systems. Additional studies include mapping local interstellar clouds, high spatial

resolution studies of selected clouds, a full survey of galactic plane clouds, and examination of selected extragalactic
objects.

Spacecraft Description

SWAS is a three-axis stabilized spacecraft with no thrusters. The science instrument is a single telescope operating
in the submillimeter wavelength range. Figure 1 shows the SWAS spacecraft. Its attitude sensors and actuators are
as follows:

• One charge-coupled device star tracker (CCDST)

• One inertial reference unit (IRU) consisting of three two-axis gyroscopes

• One digital Sun sensor ('DSS)

• Six coarse Sun sensors (CSSs)

• One three-axis magnetometer (TAM) and a redundant Y-axis magnetometer

• One four-axis reaction wheel assembly (RWA)

• One three-axis magnetic torquer assembly (MTA)

• One bright object sensor (BOS)

\

Z

t_ COLD

Figure 1. SWAS spacecraft.

The CCDST star tracker is the Ball Aerospace Systems Division model CT-601. It has an 8x8-deg field of view
(FOV) and can track up to five stars at the same time. It is more sensitive to red stars than conventional fixed head

star trackers, but this has been largely accounted for in the operational catalog of instrumental star magnitudes. The
tracker is coaligned with the telescope boresight.
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TheIRUhas three two-axis, tuned restraint inertial gyroscopes for redundancy. These gyroscopes are manufactured

by Bell Textron and are of a type flown previously on sounding rockets. On some missions, the data adjustment for
this type of IRU uses a different scale factor (counts to angle conversion) for rotations in the positive and negative
sense. However, this asymmetry is currently thought negligible for the SWAS mission.

The BOS, a solar cell from Adcole, indicates whether the telescope pointing direction is satisfying Sun and Earth

angle constraints. Other sensors and actuators share the SAMPEX heritage. Adcole manufactured the DSS and
CSSs. The magnetometers and reaction wheels are from GSFC. Ithaco provided the MTA.

The SWAS personnel affiliated with Harvard's Smithsouian Astrophysical Observatory Science Operations Center
(SAOSOC) in Cambridge, Massachusetts use the onboard-determined attitude for science data processing. Onboard
attitude control algorithms use CCDST and IRU information with a minimum of uplinked commands (chiefly used

to select targets). Because of the size of the star tracker's FOV and its ability to track multiple stars, the onboard
closed-loop attitude control system (ACS) can determine accurate attitudes about the CCDST boresight (roll

direction) using a single sensor. The required 3t_-control accuracy is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. SWAS attitude control accuracy requirements.

Rotation

Axis

Science Control Mode Non-Science

Control ModeOn-Target Pointing Off-Target Pointing

X andY _+57 arcsec (3_) + 90 arcsec(3a) BestAvailable"

Z (boresight) _+38 arcmin(30) _+38 arcmin(3_) BestAvailable"

*Dependenton controlmodeand available guidestars.

The control system also must keep the telescope boresight constrained to at least 75 deg from the Sun line and 35

deg from the Earth limb. Moreover, the fixed solar arrays -- nominally normal to the spacecraft Y-axis -- must
point toward the Sun during orbit daylight to provide power. Y-axis deviations from the Sun line are restricted to

rotations about the X- and Z-axes (telescope boresight) of_+15 and +_2(leg, respectively. SWAS has passive thermal

control elements, but no thrusters and no known gas venting.

SWAS has five main ACS modes (listed in order of complexity):

1. Initial Sun Acquisition and Analog Safehold (momentum biased; analog control in hardware)

2. Digital Sun Point (DSP) (momentum biased; onboard computer control in software)

3. Inertial Sun Point (ISP) (boresight alternates pointing between North and South ecliptic poles; DSS and
TAM data used for control)

4. Autonomous Stellar Acquisition (ASA) (boresight alternates pointing between North and South ecliptic

poles; star tracker data used for control)

5. Stellar Pointing (SP) for normal operations

Ground commanding is needed to change from Analog Safehold mode to the others. The onboard system can auto-
nomously order Analog Safehold or step down in the complexity of the control mode, as needed.

The ISP and ASA are safe "parking" modes. In these modes, the spacecraft alternates between North and South

ecliptic poles, slewing roughly 180 deg about its Y-axis twice per orbit. During these rotations, the body Y-axis
remains aligned with the Sun line. This keeps the spacecraft power-safe and the keeps the instrument FOV away
from the Sun and Earth. If a target acquisition failure occurs while in SP, control reverts to ASA. If the spacecraft

then cannot identify the pre-programmed star field near the ecliptic pole, it fails back to ISP mode where the attitude
determination and control is based on the relatively coarse DSS and TAM data.

The Stellar Pointing mode can be further subdivided into Fixed Pointing, Nodding, and Mapping modes. In Nodding
mode, the spacecraft remains inertially fixed as long as 45 seconds (sec) while on target, moves up to 3 deg off

target (taking up to 15 sec for this motion), remains off-target for another 45 sec, and then moves back to the target.
This process then repeats as often as needed for the observation. Mapping mode is similar, but the target is offset for
each nod so that a map of the molecular cloud is built up over many nods. The spacecraft acquires three or four

targets per orbit; hence many attitude maneuvers occur.
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Tracking Complement Description

SWAS mission navigation is totally supported using range-rate tracking measurements. SWAS utilizes the Wallops
constellation of Transportable Orbital Tracking System (TOTS) antennas currently located at Poker Flat, Alaska and

Wallops Island, Virginia. These are 8-meter antennas that serve the SMEX series of missions using off-the-shelf

components that have made the development and implementation of these antennas cheaper and quicker to imple-
ment than the larger standard antennas. During the first week following launch, the Deep Space Network's (DSN's)

antennas located at Goldstone, Madrid, and Canberra augmented these antennas. In addition, due to the special
consideration given to the paucity of early orbit tracking data, arrangements were made to obtain first-day wacking
data from the Air Force C-band and North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) B3 networks.

SWAS carries no thrusters, so no orbit maneuvers are possible after separation from the Pegasus XL launch vehicle.
Table 2 presents the orbital requirements.

Table 2. SWAS orbital requirement_

PredictiveEphemerisAccuracyAfter 14 Days

OBC AlongTrack KnowledgeWithin24-hr Span 50 km 60 m/sec

Position Velocity

228 km (30) 60 m/sec (30)

2. Prelaunch Activities and Early Results

The SWAS launch window for the planned launch on December 3, 1998 extended from 00:51 to 02:16 UTC. This

window was selected to satisfy the constraint of keeping the spacecraft in full sunlight for at least the first five days.
launch was scheduled for 01:41 UTC near the end of the window to extend full sunlight by a day. The L-1011 took

off at 00:43 UTC. launch was aborted at 01:37 UTC and again at 01:53 UTC because the Western Range was not
tracking the Pegasus. The L-1011 returned to Vandenberg Air Force Base at 02:30 UTC.

The second launch attempt was scheduled for 2 days later to allow for functional tests because the Pegasus XL had
been airborne. The launch window was unchanged. Launch was planned for December 5, 1998 at 00:57 UTC, early
in the window, because of predicted poor weather conditions. The launch attempt was aborted at 00:26 UTC with
the L-1011 still on the ground because of the unfavorable weather conditions.

The schedule for the third launch attempt on December 6, 1998 was similar to the second. This time the launch was

successful. The Pegasus was deployed from the L-1011 aircraft at 00:57:53.5 UTC, 59 minutes (rain) after the L-
1011 took off. SWAS separated from the Pegasus third stage at 01:09:34 UTC.

Post-Release Sun Acquisition

The initial position and velocity in geocentric inertial coordinates at the time of release from the Pegasus XL were

( 6435.824, -2479.835, 1292.382 ) km and ( 2.167318, 1.989943, -6.945519 ) km/sec, respectively. The first

spacecraft telemetry was available as playback data only after the first orbit. Some of that initial telemetry for the
attitude hardware is shown in Figure 2. The ACS was in Analog Safehold at release. The upper plot shows the Y-

axis reaction wheel spinning up to its nominal safehold mode value of nearly 2300 revolutions per minute (rpm); the
other three wheels remain commanded to zero. The spacecraft is momentum biased in this mode. The lower plot
shows the Sun unit vector X- and Y-components in the SWAS body frame as measured by the DSS (the Z-

component is similar to the X). The spacecraft settled into its nominal Sun pointing attitude for this mode after about
2500 see with the Sun vector 16 deg from the spacecraft Y-axis.

Figure 3 shows components of the spacecraft angular velocity vector &- (c0x,COy,to z ). Since the gyroscopes were
not powered on initially, the tip-off rates shown here could only be obtained indirectly. This was done by differen-

tiating the spacecraft attitude history obtained from Sun and magnetic field measurements. By 2500 sec, Figure 3

shows SWAS has settled to its nominal coning motion with the transverse components cox (upper plot) and coz (not

shown) exhibiting a sinusoidal behavior of amplitude 0.6 deg/sec and coy (lower plot) remaining constant at about
0.2 deg/sec. One feature of particular interest here is that the magnitude of the rate at release is approximately 1.5
deg/sec - well within the mission requirement of 4 deg/sec (Reference 2).
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Figure 2. SWAS wheel speeds and digital Sun sensor unit vector X- and Y-components showing Sun
acquisition in Analog Safehold mode just after separation.
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Figure 3. SWAS X-axis and Y-axis rotation rates after separation, obtained from

derivative of single-frame attitude estimates.

3. Flight Dynamics Support Software

Navigation Software

The installation of navigation software in the SMEX Mission Operations Center (MOC) was intended to make the
MOC a self-sufficient location in terms of providing navigation support. The suite of navigation software in the
MOC is based around a core of Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) software from the Analytical Graphics Inc.'s

Satellite ToolKit/Precision Orbit Determination System (STK/PODS) module, with modifications based on NASA
defined formats added for end products to the tracking networks and other end users. This is the second mission
supported using this technical approach (the first being TRACE and the third WIRE). The navigation software in the
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MOCisareplacementforthelegacynavigation software developed at GSFC and located in a second site at GSFC

[the Multi-Mission Flight Dynamics facility's Mission Operations Room (MOR)].

The software in the MOC is limited in functionality during launch and real-time mission critical support. At the

present time, it cannot ingest the NORAD and C-band data used in this launch. In its current configuration, the
software is best suited for on-orbit operations, including orbit determination, orbital event planning, and scheduling
products. During periods of rapidly changing solar activity, the software's usefulness is limited because the current

configuration doesn't ingest the latest solar activity measurements. As a result, the legacy software is required

during these periods to produce reliable orbit determination results. Consequently, at launch the legacy software
processed the inertial guidance data and tracking data measurements from the Wallops networks, NORAD, DSN,
and Air Force C-band stations. Then it provided orbital solutions and ephemerides for the MOC software to use in

generating the planning and scheduling products. Improvements are planned to allow navigation support in the
MOC to be independent of the legacy software in the MOR.

Attitude Software

SWAS is the first GSFC-supported mission for which all attitude support functions were carried out on PCs using
the Windows NT operating system. The Attitude Determination System (ADS) was written in MATLAB. The major
subsystems of the ADS are the Data Adjuster (DA), Star Identification function (STARK)), Quatemion Estimator

(QUEST), Batch-Least-Squares Estimator (BLS), Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), and Calibration functions (CAL).
These and various other utilities were originally written for the Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF) Mainframe-to-

Workstation u'ansition, completed in 1997 (Reference 3 describes the original mainframe system). Thus these
functions already have over a year of operational use in the FDF supporting six on-orbit missions. Porting the
software from UNIX workstations to NT PCs required little effort since MATLAB works in both environments.

Most of the ADS functions required little or no enhancement for SWAS mission requirements. The only new code
development required for SWAS was a Telemetry Processor (TP), a driver and communication functions to enable
real-time processing using the ADS subsystems, and two small functions for generation of calibration files for

uplink to the spacecraft.

The Integration, Test, and Operations System (ITOS) unpacks the raw telemetry and produces text (non-binary) data
files. The TP is a MATLAB function that reads the files, groups the data values by sensor/actuator, and passes the
data on to the DA.

The Real-Time Attitude Determination System (RTADS) receives packets of data from ITOS via a TCP/IP socket.
Low level functions to initialize and read data from the socket using the Winsock API were written in C. These low-
level functions are called by a MATLAB real-time TP, which accumulates a user-specified number of data samples

and returns to the RTADS main driver. The RTADS driver calls the DA, STARID, QUEST, and EKF functions,
updates displays of results, and then calls the real-time TP for another cycle of data. Each cycle of adjusted data is

concatenated to the previous cycle, so at the end of a real-time pass, the entire pass is in memory. This facilitates

pest-pass analysis of the real-time data The performance of the RTADS was more than adequate to keep up with the
telemetry data rate. No data was lost due to buffer overflow during any real-time pass.

The performance of the ADS in processing a 30 rain span of typical playback data is summarized in Tables 3 and 4.

The TP was the slowest subsystem due to the demands of reading, buffering, and parsing large volumes of text data;
however, overall performance was adequate for mission support.

Table 3. Performance of Telemetry Processor.

P_tt,et Data interval Number of Processing Data contents
number records time

29 6 sec 300 3.9 sec DSS, TAM, MTA, RWA,
IRU (lowdata rate)

31 6 sec 300 2.2 sec Startracker(lowdata rate)

04 1 sec 1800 93.8 sec OBC quatemion,startracker,
IRU (highdata rate)
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Table 4. Performance of Data Adjuster, Star Identification, and Batch-Least-Squares Estimator.

Subsystem Processing time for 30 min of data

Data Adjuster 4.6 see

Star Identification 5 sec

Batch-Least-Squares Estimator 5.9 sec

4. Navigation Results for First Day

The Pegasus final stage inserted SWAS into the final orbit on December 6, 1998 at 01:09:34 UTC. Table 5 com-

pares the nominal orbital state, the orbital state reported via processing of the inertial guidance data, and the final

orbit based on orbit determination results. The achieved orbit differed significantly from both the nominal orbit and

the on-flight inertial guidance data estimate. These differences introduced relatively large positional errors for the

supporting antennas during the first few hours of the mission. For previous Pegasus XL supports, the Orbital

Sciences Corporation provided a post-injection assessment of the separation state using Global Positioning System

(GPS) data to improve the positional estimate that has proven to be more reliable than the raw inertial guidance data_

This vector was unavailable for SWAS.

Table 5. SWAS Separation and Post-Separation Vectors.

Parameter Nominal Injection Inertial Guidance Data - Orbit Determination
Post Injection Results

Epoch (UTC) 981206 010930.605 981206 010944.5 981206 010934.0

Semimajor Axis (kin) 7045.7416 7024.8267 7028.6309

Eccentricity 0.004587 0.001279 0.001787

Inclination (deg) 69.9929 69.9593 69.9140

Right Ascension of Ascending 162.8101 162.8107 162.8387
Node (deg)

Argument of Perigee (deg) 166.4561 162.2354 145.3064

Mean Anomaly (deg) 2.12077 17.0958 23.3095

Table 6 summarizes the tracking data used during the first day for SWAS. Poker Flat provided the only good

tracking pass during the first few hours of the mission. Generally, orbit determination results for a new mission are

not reliable for a ground-based tracking schema until the second pass. The second good pass did not occur until 8

hours after launch. By this time, the positional difference error for the supporting antennas had grown to nearly 100

kin. Normal guidelines employed by navigation personnel are to try to keep positional differences under 35 kin.

Acquisition of the spacecraft was not interrupted due to this positional error.

Ultimately, the C-band and NORAD B3 tracking measurements were not useful during the first few hours of the

SWAS mission to fill the holes in the DSN and Wallops network tracking coverage. To date, the passive tracking

(C-band and NORAD) data types have proven not to be useful in the first few hours following Pegasus-based

launches, perhaps due to the relative radar signatures of the Pegasus final stage and the spacecraft body itself. The

TRACE and the Student Nitric Oxide Explorer (SNOE) spacecraft are other examples of this problem from 1998

launches. NORAD did correctly switch over the identification of SWAS to the proper object approximately 8 hours

after launch. Caution should be given in the future for using these data types for Pegasus-based launches. However,

these data types will continue to be sought for new missions until the era of GPS-based launch support is prevalent

everywhere, especially for those missions where early orbit coverage by ground based antennas is spotty. These data

types have been used with success for other launch vehicles and payloads, notably National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)-K, which launched in May 1998. It should be noted that NORAD tracking

data is generally delivered after a several hour delay to the MOR.
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The early mission support for SWAS was further complicated by the need to assess whether an observation bias was
needed in computation of the range-rate measurements from the TOTS antennas. Input to the TOTS receiver is

down-converted, so subtracting 1980 MHz from the S-band downlink frequency determines the tuning frequency.
The receiver can only be tuned in 100 kHz steps, which causes the range-rate data to have an observation bias. The
range-rate bias is applied in the orbit determination measurement processing. The validation of whether to apply this

bias is made on orbit to assess whether any other compensation for the bias has been made. For SWAS, it was
determined that a 244.97 crn/sec bias must be applied using the Wallops WT3S data but no bias is needed using the
Poker Flat WTIS data.

Table 6. SWAS tracking data for early orbit period on December 6, 1998.

b-_taU_

Loceti_

WTIS

Poker Flat AK

Data Type

SRE USB30: Angles

& Range-Rate

AOS

HH:MM:SS

LOS

HH:MM:SS Om Qu_ky

i

Good02:27:40 02:39:30

KPTQ C-band: Range & 02:35:12 02:47:18 Bad (wrong object) 13
Kaena Point HI Angles

BELU NORAD: Range & 02:38:08 02:43:06 Bad (wrong object) & too low in elev.; 4
Angles data not received in real-time

KPTU NORAD: Range & 02:41:40 02:43:10 Bad (wrong object); data not received 13
Kaena Point HI Angles in realqime

CLAU NORAD: Range & 04:12:17 04:12:40 Bad (wrong object) & too low in elev.; 4

Clear AK Angles data not received in real-time

KPTQ C-band: Range & 04:13:18 04:28:48 Bad (wrong object); data not received 35
Kaena Point HI Angles in real-time

KPTU NORAD: Range & 04:21:30 04:23:00 Bad (wrong object); data not received 35
Kaena Point HI Angles in real-time

ASCU NORAD: Range & 05:12:12 05:15:21 Bad (wrong object) & too low in elev.; 6
Ascension Island Angles data not received in real-time

F'Y4U NORAD: Range & 05:28:37 05:33:57 Bad (wrong object) & too low in eLev.; 6
Fylingdales Eng. Angles data not received in real-time

DS66 SRE USB85: Angles 08:59:05 07:11:31 Bad (frequency shift mid-pcss) N/A
Madrid Spain & Range-Rate

DS46 SRE USB85: Angles 07:47:37 07:57:04 Bad (ground station coherence N/A
Canberra Aus. & Range-Rate problem unfit last few minutes of pass)

FY4U NORAD: Range & 08:52:03 08:55:43 Good; data not received in real-time 24
Fylingdales Eng. Angles

DS46 SRE USB85: Angles 09:28:10 09:37:10 Good 34
Canberra Aus. & Range-Rate

WT3S SRE USB30: Angles 10:13:20 10:23:40 Good 8
Wallops Island VA & Range-Rate

FY4U NORAD: Range & 10:27:00 10:35:50 Good; data not received in real-time 15
Fylingdales Eng. Angles

THUU NORAD: Range & 10:27:24 10:33:47 Good but most data too low; data not 6
Thule Greenland Angles received in real-time

Note: NORAD data was generally received several hours after the real-time event.

MlMdlllufn

Elevation

21

5. Anomaly Resolution

The SWAS mission proceeded smoothly during the first weeks after launch. Besides the expected minor troubles
with data formats and the new software platform, there were some problems involving onboard systems and

hardware that were potentially more serious. The spacecraft is designed to drop back to a lower control mode

whenever it fails to acquire the targeted guide stars. When this occurs, the spacecraft leaves the planned timeline and
opportunities for gathering science data may be lost, so resolution of control anomalies has a high priority. (The

anomalies described here were solved by the joint efforts of Flight Dynamics personnel, the Flight Operations Team,
the ACS engineers, and the visiting SAOSOC mission scientists working together as an extended team. The authors
are not claiming or assigning credit for these efforts.)
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Oneserious ACS problem was found when the spacecraft was commanded from ISP to ASA mode. These both are
"parking" modes that are power safe and respect pointing constraints. In both modes, the spacecraft aligns the

science instrument boresight near the North ecliptic pole for half of the orbit, then slews to the South ecliptic pole
for the other half orbit. The two modes are distinguished by which sensors are used for onboard attitude deter-

ruination. In ISP, the attitude is estimated using the Sun direction and the Earth's magnetic field vector. In ASA, the
much more accurate star tracker data is used instead. When ASA mode was commanded, it was found that the star

field could not be reliably identified after the 180 deg slew from one pole to the other, and the ACS would fail back
to ISP mode. After reviewing plots of gyroscope and star tracker data from the playback telemetry, it was found that

the spacecraft was acquiring its first guide star after the slew (the base star) before the motion had fully stopped. The
star acquisition algorithm uses the base star to determine where in the FOV to look for the remaining four guide
stars. If the spacecraft is still moving, it will not find them in the expected, small, directed search areas, and the star

field acquisition will fail. The spacecraft motion in this case was due to a small attitude overshoot at the end of each
slew. Once the problem was recognized, the ACS engineers were able to retune the onboard filter to remove most of

the overshoot. This was accomplished by adjusting parameters involving deceleration of the rotation. This involved
some trade-off with efficiency during other, smaller nodding maneuvers. These, in turn, were improved by adjusting

the limits for switching between separate control laws for small and large maneuvers.

When the star tracker was powered on, there were cases where the electrical bus voltage limits were exceeded. This
resulted in power to the star tracker being cut off, making fine pointing impossible. Hardware engineers verified

with the star tracker manufacturer, Ball Aerospace, that voltages of that size also occurred on a similar test unit and
were considered nominal when the tracker was used in that particular mode. The problem was resolved by changing
the tolerances in the limit checks to be in line with actual behavior.

One extremely important science target that initially proved troublesome was the Orion Nebula. Star identification

failed for this target repeatedly. When identification fails on a science target, the spacecraft falls back to ASA mode
(that is, orientation toward the North/South ecliptic poles using star tracker control). However, before dropping back
into ASA parking mode, the tracker performs a full field of view search. This yields the positions of the first five

moderately bright stars. The onboard memory and computing power are not adequate to identify and use these stars,
but they are crucial for ground analysis after the fact. We were able to identify these five stars using the pattern

match algorithm in the STARID subsystem and readily verified that the spacecraft attitude was close to the
commanded target. However, the star taken to be the base star by the onboard computer was identified by us to be

the Orion Nebula itself. The combined magnitude of the bright Trapezium stars at the heart of the Nebula plus the
integrated intensity of the Nebula itself add to an instrumental magnitude of 3.2, close to the expected base star
magnitude. The base star is just over 0.5 deg from the Nebula while the onboard base star matching algorithm has a

tolerance of 0.5 (leg. The gyroscope misalignment, which had not been determined at that time, could easily have
caused the Nebula to fall within the 0.5 deg window at the end of the slew to the Orion target. The simple solution

was to choose an alternate base star farther from the Nebula. With this change, this target could be reliably iden-
tified. As is often the case, the solution is simple after the problem is correctly diagnosed.

Over the first few months of the mission, a number of isolated error events occurred where the CCDST briefly indi-

cated saturation from a bright background and lost its lock on the guide stars. Fourteen events were identified and
investigated through February 1, 1999. Of these, 12 were found to have occurred while SWAS was in the South At-

lantic Anomaly (SAA) region. This is a region of relatively low geomagnetic field that allows a larger proton flux to
impinge on the spacecraft. The other two of the 14 events occurred within 5000 km of either of the magnetic poles.
The Sun, Moon, and Earth limb were checked for several of the events and could not be the source of the bright

background, being too far from the CCDST boresight. The strong correlation with the SAA indicates that the
isolated errors are very likely due to ionospheric charged particles interacting with the CCD or its electronics.

6. Star Tracker and SKYMAP Ground Star Catalog Performance

The performance of the SWAS CT-601 CCDST and the star identification results using the prelannch SKYMAP
ground star catalog allowed the determination of an accurate spacecraft attitude whenever the nominal complement

of sensor data was available. The star identification algorithm is described in Reference 4.

The CCDST was commanded to track stars only during periods of inertial pointing due to the high slew rates

required by the SWAS mission profile. During these times, the tracker reliably tracked commanded guide stars, only
occasionally failing to acquire some guide stars. This failure occurred due to two distinct reasons. Early in the
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mission,thecombination of the uncalibrated gyroscopes and attitude overshoot (even after retuning the control
system) at the end of a slew could yield a large enough error to place a commanded star outside of the search field
(see Section 5). This was a rare occurrence and did not degrade attitude determination since other commanded stars

were successfully tracked. The other reason some fainter guide stars are missed is due to stray light interference
from the bright Earth limb. This problem increased as the orbit precessed to a geometry where the Earth limb is
necessarily nearer to the boresight for many important science targets.

New CCDST performance information was obtained during the SWAS science instrument calibration. This calibra-

tion involved exposing the telescope (and, hence, the coaligned CCDST) to a star field that included Jupiter (instru-

mental magnitude approximately -2.5). The CCDST tracked the commanded guide stars reliably despite the
presence of a very bright planet in the sensor FOV.

The stellar magnitudes measured by the CCDST on SWAS were compared to magnitudes measured for the same

stars by the two CT-601 trackers aboard the Rossi X-Ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) spacecraft. The predicted magni-
rude differences from the SWAS and RXTE SKYMAP ground star catalogs and the actual observed differences are

shown in Figure 4. Differences are expected and arise from two main factors: the slightly differing shapes of the
sensitivity curves for the CT-601 trackers involved, and the difference in the standard star chosen to establish a

referent for the magnitude systems used for SWAS and RXTE (GOV standard star for SWAS; A0V for RXTE). The

predicted differences from the ground star catalogs in Figure 4 agree well with the upper curve of Figure A-5 in
Appendix A of the SWAS Run Catalog Prelaunch Analysis (Reference 5). As seen in Reference 5, the offset is due
to the difference in referent stars while the slope is due to the difference in tracker sensitivity curves. The measured

differences have a mean of 0.33 magnitudes, while the predicted differences have a mean of 0.46 magnitudes. The
amount of SWAS data available is such that, given the inherent sensor noise, the measured differences cannot yet be
separated into components reliably. A more detailed comparison should be possible in the future.
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7. Calibration Results

Gyroscope Calibration

When the spacecraft performs a slew from one target to another, the final attitude must be close enough to the
expected target to acquire the guide stars uplinked for that FOV. Once the star field is identified, the attitude is

determined primarily from star tracker data. After that, the rotation rates from the gyroscopes are used in the on-
board Kalman filter only to maintain a running weighted average of tracker data. However, during slews, the attitude

is propagated purely on gyroscope data, so good calibration is crucial for consistent target acquisition. This is
especially true for large angle attitude maneuvers.

As described in Section 1, the spacecraft reverts to ASA mode whenever it fails a science target acquisition. To

ensure that ASA mode would work as a safe parking mode, it was planned to perform a partial gyroscope calibration
during the first few days of the mission. The intention was to improve the accuracy of the twice per orbit

North/South rotations to prevent dropping back to ISP mode. During these rotations, only the Y-axis of the gyro-
scope is exercised. The partial calibration uses attitudes and gyroscope biases estimated both before and after a Y-
axis rotation. These attitudes are compared to the attitude determined from propagation using only the gyroscope

rates. Any discrepancy is attributed to Y-axis gyroscope scale factor error. This neglects errors due to misalignment,
which were expected to be smaller than the scale factor errors. (With only a single rotation axis, the available infor-

marion is scalar, so only a single parameter can be estimated.) The first partial calibration was performed on
December 7, 1998 while still in ISP mode. It was found that the prelaunch value of the Y-axis scale factor was low

by 0.5% (a fractional correction of 0.005) which amounts to about 1 deg error for a 180 deg slew. However, these
results were subject to significant uncertainty due to high sensitivity to the gyroscope bias determined using the Sun

and magnetometer data before and after the slew. It was decided not to upLink a change to the scale factor until the
partial calibration could be repeated using star tracker data from ASA mode. This was done on December 9, 1998
when a fractional scale factor correction of 0.0002 was found. This correction was small enough that no change to
the onboard scale factor was considered necessary. It actually is consistent with zero scale factor correction, falling

just within one standard deviation (1G) uncertainty due to the errors inherent to the star tracker based attitude and

gyroscope bias estimates.

A full gyroscope calibration (Reference 6) requires large rotations spanning all three axes. These could not be

performed without violating Sun angle constraints while the spacecraft orbit was in full sunlight. It was planned to
calibrate the gyroscopes three weeks after launch, giving time for the orbit to precess to a geometry where the
shadow period was long enough to perform full 90 deg slews on all axes. In the interim, a full calibration using
moderate sized slews was performed on December 20, 1998. The slew angles about the X-, Y-, and Z-axes were 43,

90, and 27.9 deg, respectively, with rotations in both the positive and negative sense. These 6 rotations plus an
inertial hold of 23 min were used for the calibration. Gyroscope propagation errors for these 7 intervals were mini-

mized over the set of 12 parameters including biases, scale factors, and misalignments for each axis. The results are
given in Table 7, which shows the differences between the new calibrated values and the prelaunch values. The Y-

axis fractional scale factor correction of -0.00015 is consistent with the partial calibration result of +0.0002, within

the latter's uncertainty. The largest error is a rotation of 265 arcsec of the Y-axis. The X- and Y-axes both have a

large component of rotation about the body Z-axis equal to -254 arcsec. Note that the X- and Y-axes are part of a

single 2-axis gyroscope for this IRU configuration, so their common rotation angle indicates a simple misalignment
of that gyroscope as installed in the body frame rather than any nonorthogonality in the gyroscope itself. These large
X-axis and Y-axis misalignments lead to a propagation error of over 0.1 deg for a 90 deg Y-axis slew. An error of

this size could explain why there was difficulty acquiring some science targets prior to the calibration. As mentioned
in Section 5, the initial difficulties in acquiring the Orion Nebula guide stars probably trace to this misalignment.

Table 7. Differences between prelaunch and on-orbit gyroscope parameters based on

calibrations performed on December 20, 1998 and January 13, 1999.

x Y z

Fractional scale factor correction -0.00030 -0.00015 -0.00198
December 20, 1998

Rotation of sensitive axis (arcsec) 256 265 115

Fractional scale factor correction -0.00025 -0.00027 -0.00198
January 13, 1999

Rotation of sensitive axis (arcsec) 242 255 121
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The full calibration was repeated on January 13, 1999 using 90 deg slews about all three body axes. Table 7 shows

both the December 20 and the January 13 calibrations for comparison. The scale factor corrections agree well within

the uncertainties, and the alignments of the sensitive axes also agree closely. All the results are consistent within the
error tolerances.

The calibration parameters were validated by comparing gyroscope propagation using rates adjusted with prelaunch

and with on-orbit calibration values. The test is to propagate the attitude through slews distinct from the calibration

slews and to demonstrate that the error angles are substantially smaller using the on-orbit calibration values. Table 8

shows the results using prelaunch values and Table 9 shows the results using the on-orbit calibration values from the

full 90 deg slews. The propagation errors are much smaller using the on-orbit calibration. The average of the root-

sum-squares (RSS) of the errors for the three axes is 498 arcsec for the prelaunch values and 44 arcsec for the on-

orbit values, a factor of 11 improvement. Expressed as an accumulated error per degree of rotation, the prelaunch

error was 5.5 arcsec/deg and the post-calibration error is 0.5 arcsec/deg, on average.

Table 8. Attitude propagation errors using prelaunch gyroscope calibration.

X-error (arcsec) Y-error (arcsec) Z-error (arcsec) RSS (arcsec)

+90 deg X-axis rotation 124.8 293.5 338.4 465.0

-90 deg X-axis rotation 101.6 216.5 156.2 285.7

+90 deg Y-axis rotation 116.4 202.8 368.0 436.0

-90 deg Y-axis rotation 353.6 53.0 129.2 380.2

+90 cleg Z-axis rotation 212.1 123.9 696.4 738.5

-90 deg Z-axis rotation 85.5 676.4 682.018.9

154.6Average propagation errors 162.5 394.1 497.9

Table 9. Attitude propagation errors using January 13, 1999 on-orbit gyrosco] ,e calibration.

X-error (arcsec) Y-error (arcsec) Z-error (arcsec) RSS (arcsec)

+90 deg X-axis rotation 41.7 28.9 11.4 52.0

-90 deg X-axis rotation 21.3 12.6 10.0 26.7

+90 deg Y-axis rotation 13.3 15.3 1.9 20.3

-90 deg Y-axis rotation 12.0 56.8 6.5 68.2

+90 deg Z-axis rotation 6.6 12.2 80.4 81.6

-90 deg Z-axis rotation 7.2 8.4 10.6 15.3

Average propagation errors 17.0 24.0 20.1 44.0

The most important test of the calibration is to verify that the spacecraft actually performs better using the new

values. A measure of this is the size of the first onboard Kalman filter update of the attitude using star tracker data at

the end of an attitude maneuver (the star tracker is not used during the slew). The tracker data is heavily weighted in

the filter, so the change in the onboard estimated attitude in this first update step is close to the true propagation

error. Averaging this measure of the propagation error from five slews before and five slews after uplinking the

December 20, 1998 calibration parameters, it was found that the mean error angle was reduced by a factor of 6 from
378 arcsec to 64 arcsec.

Magnetometer Calibration

The TAM telemetry is processed onboard SWAS using the following model (Reference 7):

Boaj = R Bco,,,,s + b - C D

where:

B_ai = adjusted measured magnetic field vector in the spacecraft frame
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ncola,t_ _

b =

C =

D =

diagonal matrix of scale factors

vector of TAM measurements in counts

bias vector

torquer contamination matrix

vector of torquer dipole moments

The TAM residuals are then defined as Badj - npred, where Bmea is the predicted field computed using the attitude

estimate and the reference magnetic field in the inertial frame.

Note that the onboard TAM model does not include possible misalignments of the magnetometer axes with respect

to the spacecraft body frame. Ground calibration of the 15 components of R, C, and b in this model was accom-

plished using an attitude-dependent calibration algorithm developed specifically for this TAM model (Reference 8).

On Day 2 of the mission, SWAS ACS engineers determined the contamination matrix, C, using an in-flight calibra-

tion algorithm that directly examines the effects of the magnetic torquers on the TAM measurements. However,

these results showed that the prelaunch value of C was adequate and no changes were effected at that time.

Flight Dynamics personnel performed a preliminary TAM calibration using one orbit of DSP mode data from Day 2

of the mission, the main feature of interest being the significant and sustained torquer activity during this mode. A

minor disadvantage of this procedure is that, during the DSP mode, the TAM itself (along with the DSS) generates

the attitude data necessary for the calibration. The calibration was validated by carefully monitoring the TAM

residuals over a two week span after the spacecraft entered the Stellar Pointing mode, since fine attitude profiles

could be generated in this mode using only CCDST and gyroscope data. This validation indicated a need for a minor

additional adjustment of the Z-axis bias by 2 milliGauss (raG).

Table 10 shows the effects of calibrating the TAM. This table presents the mean and root-mean-squares (RMS)

residuals for components along the spacecraft X-, Y-, and Z-axes. It also shows the statistics of the field magnitude

residuals, which are the differences between the magnitudes of the measured and predicted fields (indicated as

'_Mag" in the table). Note that, in Table 10, the mean residuals vanish for the DSP mode data set since this data set

itself was used to estimate the TAM calibration parameters. Sample residuals are also shown graphically in Figure 5.

It is clear from Table 10 that calibration significantly reduced the TAM residuals; for example, the RSS residual de-

creases from 9.6 mG to about 2.8 mG. Thus the TAM calibration was successful in that small magnetic field

residuals were obtained consistently. It should be noted that the Flight Dynamics values for the contamination

matrix differed from the prelaunch values by only about 2%; the major improvements in the residuals arose from

estimating the X-axis and Z-axis biases, which were of the order of 10 mG.

Table 10. Statistics of SWAS TAM residuals before and after calibrating the TAM (upper number in each

cell indicates mean residual; lower number indicates RMS residual).

Data Span ACS
Mode

6000 sec on Day 341

starting 1207.011432

6000 sec on Day 342

starting 1208.000028

10(X)0 sec on Day 344

starting 1210.101007

4(X)0 sec on Day 351

starting 1217.003120

6000 sec on Day 353

starting 1218.235902

DSP

SP

SP

SP

SP

Residuals before calibral_on:

Mean (mG)

RMS (mG)

X Y Z Mag

2.76 2.44 3.49 -6.72

5.68 2.83 6.47 8.49

3.27 2.38 6.39 -7.09

4.90 2.43 9.16 8.88

3.67 2.22 6.23 -9.00

5.76 2.35 9.25 10.13

0.63 3.03 3.96 -4.92

4.19 3.15 6.45 6.38

3.20 2.94 4.50 -5.4,8

4.91 3.09 6.83 7.04

Residuals after calibration:

Mean (mG)

RMS (raG)

X Y Z Mag

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.22

1.48 1.32 1.25 1.48

0.39 -0.09 0.17 0.50

2.54 0.58 2.17 1.51

-1.68 0.11 0.34 0.47

2.64 0.59 1.24 1.75

-0.61 0.40 -0.08 -0.68

1.77 0.71 1.27 0.98

-0.68 0.40 -0.57 0.51

2.67 0.80 1.26 1.69
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Figure 5. Typical TAM residuals showing the effects of calibration.

8. Conclusions

SWAS Flight Dynamics launch support succeeded by many different measures. The following highlights summarize
the key experiences and lessons learned during early mission:

• The ground support software (also being used by the TRACE and WIRE missions) performed extremely
well. Algorithms for identifying stars, determining attitude, and calibrating gyroscopes and magneto-

meters enabled the Flight Dynamics team to support the mission and help resolve anomalies.

• In order to improve chances of getting a stable orbit solution as soon as possible, there was the need for
a variety of tracking sources during the first day of the mission. However, several bad early passes,

slightly non-nominal injection, poor quality inertial guidance data, and early poor viewing geometry
delayed attaining the first stable solution. Even with alternative tracking sources available, early
tracking success may be limited for Pegasus-based missions.

• The SWAS star catalog, enhanced based on extensive RXTE star tracker analysis, helped improve the
star identification process.

• Using attitude software that was developed in MATLAB allowed for easier modifications without

disturbing configured software and the ability to perform quick analysis.

• Hight Dynamics personnel contributed to the analysis and resolution of the following spacecraft
anomalies: attitude overshoot at the end of each slew; failure to target the Orion Nebula; and occurrence

of CCDST single event upsets during SAA passage.

• Calibration of the gyroscopes reduced RSS average attitude residuals for a set of six 90-deg validation
slews by a factor of 11. The gyroscope calibration allows the control system to maneuver more accu-

rately to specified science targets, which, in turn, yields a higher acquisition rate of those targets.

• The magnetometer calibration reduced the TAM residuals from an RSS average of 9.6 mG to 2.8 mG.
This is equivalent to improving coarse attitude solutions for contingency conditions by a factor of 3 or 4

yielding an accuracy of roughly 0.5 deg.
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Many of these successes, particularly the resolution of anomalies, were greatly helped by the co-location of the

Flight Dynamics launch support team with the Flight Operations Team and the ACS engineers. Co-location of
personnel in the SMEX MOC was a great asset during resolution of the attitude overshoot problem, in particular.
Communication among these groups was excellent and allowed for a rapid exchange of data and information

regarding the anomalies as well as the analyses performed to interpret them. Solutions were formulated quickly and
validated immediately after being uplinked to the spacecraft. This team effort resulted in the successful launch and

early mission support of SWAS.
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